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MODERN LANGUAGE NOTES.
Baltimore, January, 1898.

DANTE'S INFLU-ENCE ON MILTON.

MR. MASSON in his life of Milton expresses
himself in no sparing terms concerning the

efforts which have been made to prove that

Milton borrowed largely from his predeces-
sors. It certainly is not my purpose here to

cast the slightest doubt on Milton's originality

in the conception and carrying out of the

Paradise Lost, but that the poem shows

many traces of the influence of other great

poets, at least in language, metaphors and
certain ideas, cannot be disputed. Mr. Mas-

son himself admits this and says :

"
Original as the poem is, original in its entire

conception, and in every portion and passage,
it is full of flakes, we can express it no other-

wise, full of Hakes from all that is greatest
in preceding literature, ancient or modern." 1

The subject of Milton's indebtedness to

Dante has not as yet been treated, as far as I

m aware, and this fact may be my excuse

for discussing the subject somewhat fa detail.

There is no question as to Milton's acquaint-

ance with Dante. He began the study of

Italian in 1632 and is said by his biographers
to have been saturated with Dante, Petrarch,

Tasso and Ariosto. In 1638 he went to Italy,

and spent the months of August and Septem-
ber in Florence, the birth-place of the Divine

Poet.

There is a certain interest, if no particular

value, in noting the general points of resem-

blance between the two great religious poets

of Italy and England, in life, character and

literary activity. Both were scholars, versed

deeply in all the learning of their day; beth

were profoundly religious, stern and severe in

their condemnation of sin, and indignant at

the corruption of the Church. Both were in-

tensely patriotic and gave themselves up with-

out reserve to serve what they considered the

best interests of their country. Both passed

the latter half of life in hardship and suffer-

ing, the one an exile and a beggar, the other

blind. The declining years of Milton, how-

i Miltan't Poetical Works, edited by David Masson, vol.

'". P- 55-

ever, were cheered by a knowledge of his

glory as a poet ; Dante^died in obscurity and
his greatest work^was known only after his

death. Even in theorder of their compositions
we may find some resemblance between Dante
and Milton. The earliest work of each was lyr-

ical, and the Canzoniere may be compared to

// Pcnseroso and L'Allegro, and the Vita

Nuova to Counts ; while the De Monarchia
(in which are discussed the relations between
Church and State) may be compared to The
Reason of Church Government and other po-
litical and religious tractates of Milton. The
resemblance between the Divina Commedia
and Paradise Lost will be discussed.at length
later.

We may assume on a priori grounds that

Milton would be attracted to the study of
Dante. That he did know his works thoroughly
is proved by a variety of evidence, such as
definite mention, translations of certain passa-

ges, and more or less direct references. In
the Reformation in England he translates the
lines in the Inferno* on the gift of Constan-
tine to Sylvester :

Ah Constantine, of how much ill was cause

Not thy conversion, but those rich domains

That the first wealthy pope received of thee,

and in the sonnet to Mr. H. Lawes, "on the

publishing his airs, "the last three lines contain

a reference to that beautiful scene in Purga-

tory, 3 where the poet's friend Casella sings
one of Dante's own songs ;

" Dante shall give Fame leave to set thee higher

Than his Casella, whom he woo'd to sing,

Met in the milder shades of Purgatory."

So too in Lycidas the indignation of St.

Peter,
" The pilot of the Galilean lake/'

in general tone seems to have been suggested

by Paradiso xxvii, 22-27, and 40 ff. In both

the English and the Italian we find reference

to the keys of St. Peter and to the "grim
wolf with privy paw

" who

a Atii Constantin, di quanto mal fu matre,

Non la tua conversion, ma quella dott

Cht date prese il primo ricco patre,

xix, 115-117.

3 Purf. ii, 106 ff.
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"
Daily devours apace and nothing sed ;

4

while both end with a prophecy of coming

punishment,
Eut that two-handed engine at the door

Stands ready to smite once and smite no more;

and
Ma 1'alta provvidenza, che con Scipio

Difese a Roma la gloria del mondo,

Soccorrl tosto, si com'io concipio.5

The lines,

The hungry sheep look up and are not fed.

Hut, swoln with wind and the rank mist they draw,

Rot inwardly.

are a tree translation of the lines in Paradiso

xxix, 106-107,

Si che le pecorelle, che non sanno,

Tornan dal pasco pasciute di vento.

The chief evidence of Dante's influence on

Milton naturally shows itself in the Paradise

Lost. That Milton deliberately sought a

model upon which to build the poem he had in

mind is proved by the passage in The Reason

of Church Government in which he describes

his doubts as to whether he should imitate the

epic form exemplified by Homer, Virgil,

Tasso and Job, or the drama of Sophocles
and Euripides, or the pastoral drama as in the

Song of Solomon, or the Apocalypse of Saint

John. As Mr. Masson says, this passage is the

record of Milton's meditations and hesitations

with himself over his great project. 6 In view
of this frank confession concerning a model
to imitate, we may take it for granted that

the Divina Commedia had not occurred to

Milton as imitable. Otherwise there would
have been some mention of it in the above
list.

Indeed Dante's poem is not such a one as

could be well imitated in general plan, ut-

terly unlike, as it is, the regular conventional

epic of Homer, Vergil, and Tasso. Hence
the omission of it in the above list does not

prove that Milton was unacquainted with it at

the time. On the contrary there seems to be

4 Cf. In vesta di pastor lupi rapaci
Si veggion di quassi'i per tutti i paschi

Par. xxvii, 55-56.

5 Par. xxvii, 61-63.

6 Later he jotted down a list of one hundred and eight

subjects as suitable for dramatic treatment, of which sixty
are from the Scriptures and thirty-three from British history.
Here also no mention is made of Dante.

reason to believe that his determination to do

something more worthy of his genius than he

had hitherto done may have been still further

strengthened by his knowledge of a similar

determination on the part of Dante after the

death of Beatrice. In the Introduction to

Book iii of the Reason of Church Govern-

ment, he promises to undertake a poem far in

advance of anything he had yet written, and

proclaims his purpose, with the help of the

Eternal Spirit
" who can enrich with all utter-

ance and knowledge," to prepare himself for

his great task by

"industrious and select reading, steady ob-
servation, insight into all seemly and gener-
ous arts and affairs ; till which in some meas-
ure be compassed, at mine own peril and
cost, I refuse not to sustain this expectation
from such as are not loth to hazard so much
credulity upon the best pledges that I can
give them."

In general temper there seems to be a remark-
able similarity here with the closing lines of
Dante's VitaNnova:

appresso a questo sonetto apparve a me una
mirabil visione, nella quale vidi cose, che mi
fecero prpporre di non dir piu cli questa be-
nedetta, infino a tanto che io non potessi piu
ilegnaniente trattare di lei. E di venire a cid
io studio quanto posso, si com' ella sn verace-
mente, sicche, se piacere sara di Colui, per
ctii tutte le cose vivono, che la mia vita per al-

quanti anni perseveri.spero di dire di lei quello
che mai non fu detto d'alcuna. E poi piaccia
a Colui, ch' 6 sire della cortesia, che la mia
anima se ne possa gire a vedere la gloria della
sua donna, cioe di quella benedetta Beatrice
che gloriosamente mira nella faccia di Colui,
gui estper omnia scecula brnedictus.

It must ever be remembered in discussions of
this sort that mere resemblances cannot al-

ways be taken as indications of imitation or
reference. Much must be attributed to the

general stock of ideas and to what I have ven-
tured to call elsewhere the materia poetica of
the time. ? To such I attribute the general
similarity between the universe of Dante and
Milton, both based on the Ptolemaic system. 8

7 Th malicious accusations of Lauder and the exaggera-
ted importance attributed to slight coincidences between
Milton and other pets by Todd and Edmundson and others,
should warn us to b cautious in such matters. See Masson,
" Introduction to Paradise Lost," section iv.

8 To be more precise, Dante follows the older Ptolemaic

System, Milton adopts the Alphonsine.
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To such also may perhaps be attributed the

resemblance between the Earthly Paradise of

Dante and the Garden of Eden of Milton.

Here, however, I am inclined to believe that

the memory of Dante's divinely lovely land-

scape had no little influence on Milton's long-
er and more modern description. Both are

on the top of a high plateau, steep and
inaccessible. While, of course,the use of groves
and meadows, clear streams, enamelled flow-

ers and singing birds, form the natural mate-

rial for such descriptions, yet a closer exami-

nation of the details of both passages, reveals

a number of interesting resemblances. "Th"
eternal spring

"
of Milton in the "

primavera

sempre
"

of Dante. "The Graces and the

Hours in dance "
find a parallel in the

" Ninfe che si givan sole ;"

so Milton's lines

" Not that fair field

Of Knna. where Proserpin. gathering flow'rs

Herself a fairer flwer, by gloomy Dis

Was gather'd, which cost Ceres all that pain
To seek her through the world "

P. L. iv, 268 ff.

make use of the same fable to illustrate a

similar description as Dante's
" Tu mi fai rimembrar, dove e qual era

Proserpina nel tempo che perdctte
La madre lei cd ella primavera.'

1

Purg. xxviii, 49.

Compare further,
" The birds their quire apply

"

with
Tanto che gli augelletti per lecimc

Lasciasser d'operarc ofni lor artt,

and, to come down to single words or expres-

sions, compare the "
gentle gales," and the

"attune the trembling leaves," of Milton

with Dante's " soave dolce,
" "aura dolce,"

"
le fronde tremolando ;

"

and
"

le fotflie

Che tenevan bordone alle sue rime."

The important point to remember here is that

all these parallels occur in the space of a few

lines and in the description of the same place.

No one, moreover, who has felt the beauty of

Dante's landscape will think it unreasonable

to suppose that Milton had his mind charged
with the details thereof, or that reminiscences

thereof should be in his mind while writing
his own poem.

One of the most striking points of resem-
blance between the Divina Commcdia and
the Paradise Lost is the discussion of ques-
tions of theology, philosophy and science,
which is to a certain extent a characteristic of

both. Thus in Book viii of Paradise Lost,
Adam inquires concerning the celestial motions
and is answered in detail by Raphael. Even
the phenomenon of the "

spots on the moon,"
which occupies so large a space in the ii.Canto
of Paradiso, is also explained by the Angel.
The concluding words of the latter to the

effect that man should be "
lowly wise

" and
should not be too eager to know of heavenly
things which are "too high" for him " to

know what passes there," since it is not essen-

tial for the performance of man's duty to know
the exact truth of all these theories of celes-

tial motions,

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid.

Leave them to Ge-d above, him serve and fear,

remind us of the similar warning by Beatrice

against subtilizing theorists, especially preach-
ers, who neglect the plain and simple lessons

of the Gospel, in order to gain applause by
discussing topics far above their power to

comprehend.
Voi non andate giu per im sentirro

Filosofando; tanto vi trasporta
L'amor dell' apparenza e il suo pensiero

Per apparer ciascun s'ingegna, e face

Sue invenzioni, e quelle son trascorse

Dai predicanti, e il vangelio si tace, etc.

Par. xxix.Ss ff.

The general form of these discussions in the

Paradise Lost is like that of the Divina Corn-

media. The questions asked by Adam, the

satisfaction felt at the information given, the

new doubts that arise,and the thirst for knowl-

edge never satisfied, ever desiring more and

more, remind us involuntarily of Dante in his

conversations with Vergil and Beatrice. It is

not necessary to give more than a few exam-

ples hre. Thus compare the following passa-

ges.

Led on, yet sinless, with desire to know,

as one whose drought
Yet scarce allay'd still eyes the current stream.
Whose liquid murmur heard new thirst excites;

P. L. vii, 61 ff.

What thanks sufficient, or what recompense
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Equal..have' I to render ihee, divine

Historian ? Who thus largely hast allay'd

The'thirst I had of knowledge,
P. L. viii, 5 #

Something yet of doubt remains.

Which only thy solution can resolve

/ft. 13-14.

Ed io cui nova sete ancor frugava

Purg. xviii, 4.

Maestro, il mio veder s'awiva

Si nel tuo lume, ch'io discerno chiaro

Quanto la tua ragion porti o descriva,

Ib. lo-ia

" Io son d'esser content* piu digiuno

Diss'io, che se mi fossi pria taciuto,

E piii di dubbio nella mente aduno,"

Pur^. XV F 58-60.

Milton's idea, (referring to the freedom

of the will)
"

if I foreknew

Foreknowledj* had no influence on their fault,"

P. L. iii, 117.

is expressed more picturesquely by Dante as

follows :

Tutta e dipinta del cospetto eterno.

Necessity per.) quindi non prende,

Se non come dal vise, in che si specchia,

Nave che per corrente giii discende,

Par. xvii, 39-42.

The discussion of the beneficent influence of

the obliquity of the ecliptic in producing the

periodicity of the seasons is found in both

Dante and Milton:

Some say he bid the angels turn askance

The poles of earth ....
Else had the spring

Perpetual smil'd on earth with verdant flow'rs

Equal in days and nights, except to those

Beyond the polar circles.

P. L. x, 668 ff.

Vedi come da indi li dirama

L'obbliquo certhio . . .

E se la strada lor non fosse torta,

Molta virtu nel ciel sarebbe in vano,

E quasi ogni potenza quaggiu morta.

Par. x, 13 ff.

The differences between Milton's Hell and
Dante's Inferno are great, the former being
on a larger scale, vaguely described and im-

pressive in the use of vast distances
; the lat-

ter being definitely outlined, minutely de-

scribed and almost geometrical in its details.

Still it seems to me as if there must have

been something more than mere coincidence

in the use by Milton of

"perpetual storms

Of whirlwind and dire hail,"

and the wretched souls who
"starv* in ice

Their soft ethereal warmth and there to pine

Immovable, infix! and frozen round."

Sp, too, Dante may have colored, if not sug-

gested, the references to the "harpy-footed

furies,'*
" Medusa with Gorgonian terror guards

The ford "

and the line

" Rocks, caves, lakes, fens, bogs, dens, and shades *f death"

sums up many of the fearful aspects of the

Inferno. Of course, many of these details

were due to Vergil and the Classical authors,

but I believe that the Divina Commedia was

to some extent in Milton's mind as he wrote

his description of Hell.

Other points of resemblance are the uncon-

querable defiance of Satan and Capaneus.

Cf.

and

That glory never shall his wrath or might
Extort from me (Par. Lost, \, no);

S* Giove stanch! il suo fabbro,

E me saetti di tutta sua forza,

Non ne potrcbbe aver vendetta allegra

Inf. xiv, 52-60.

Looking down from sky upon the earth far

below :

From hence no cloud, or, to obstruct his sight,

Star inurpos'd, however small he sees,

Not unconform to other shining globes,

Earth, and the garden of God, etc.

Par. L*st, v, 257.

Si ch'io vedea di 11 da Gade il varco

Folle d'Ulisse, e di qua presso it lito

Nel qual si fece Europa dolce carco.

E piu mi fora discoverto il sito

Di questa aiuola
; ma il sol procedea

Sotto i miei ptedi.

Par. xxvii, 82.

Also,
L'aiuola . . . .

Tutta m'apparve da'colli alle foci

Par. xxii, 151.

The foul monster Sin in Paradise Lost \\
t 761,

especially her beauty to those to whom "
fa-

miliar grown
" she
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"pleased and with attractive graces won
The most averse."

reminds us of the siren (symbol of avarice,

gluttony and licentiousness) in Purg. xix,
" Io la mirava, ... .

E lo smarrito volto

Come amor vuol, cosl le colorava,

lines 10 iT.

E qual meco si ausa

Rado sen pane, si tutto 1'appago
lines 23-24.9

In the change of the fallen angels to snakes

in Book x, of course, Milton found the first

suggestion in Ovid, but the language used

seems to point to some influence on the part

of Dante also.

Cf.

He would have spoke
But hiss for hiss return'd with forked tongue

To forked tongue.

P. L. x, I7;

la lingua, che avea unita e prcsta

Prima a parlar, si fende

Si luggl sufolando per la valle.

Inf. xxv, 133.

Scorpion and Asp, and Amphisbaena dire,

Cerastes horned, Hydros and Ellops drear,

And Dipsas.

Chelidri, jaculi e farce

Produce, e cencri con amfesibena

Inf. xxiv, 86.

Compare further the golden stairs to Heaven

(P. L. iii, 501 ff), with the " scala celeste" in

Paradiso xxi, 23 ff. and the grove
" laden with fruit like that

Which grew in Paradise,*'

Whereon the lost souls gazing are

"parent with scalding thirst and hunger fierc*,"

with the mystic trees in Purgatory, at the

sight of which the spirit who here expiates

the sin of gluttony,

In fame e in set* si rifasanta.

Purg. xxiii,66.

In regard to resemblances in diction, meta-

phor and ideas, the list is large. Some are

doubtless due to mere coincidence ; others,

however, to my mind are more or less con-

scious imitations on the part of Milton. The

following may serve as examples.
on a sudden op'n fly

With impetuous recoil and jarring sound

9 Cf. further lines, 31 ff.

Th' infernal doors, and on their hinges grat

Harsh thunder.

P. L. ii, 879.

E quando fur ne' cardini distort!

Non ruggi6 si, ne si mostrb si acra

Tarpeia

Purf. ix, 133.

Hell trembl'd at the hideous name, and sigh'd

From all her cares.

P. L. ii, 788.

La terra lagrimosa diede vento.

Inf. 111,133.

Things unattempted y in prose or rime.

P. L. I, 16,

L'acqua che io prendo giarnmai non si corse.

Par. ii, 4.

Also Vita Nuova>

Spero di dire di lei quello che

Mai non fu detto d'ulcuna.

gxliil.

With radiant light, as glowing iron with fire.

If metal, part seem'd gold, part silver clear.

Non altrimenti ferro disfavilla

Che bolle.

Par. xxviii, 89.

Qual ferro che bogliente esce del fuoco.

//< i, 60.

accesi

Che ferro piu non chied* verun' arte.

Inf. ix, no.

Pareva argente 11 d'oro distinto

Par. xviii, 96.

Satan's spear,

to equal which the tallest pine

Hewn on Norwegian hills, etc.

P. L. I, 992.

La faccia sua mi parea lunga e grossa

Come la pina di San Pietro a Roma,
Inf, xxix, 58.

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks

In Vallombrosa.

P. L. i, 303.

Come d'autunno si levan le foglie.
10

Inf. iii, ua.

Blossoms and fruits ....
with gay enamell'd colours mixt.

P. L. iv, 148.

Oro ed argento fino e cocco e biacca

Fresco smeraldo, etc.

Levell'd his evening rays

Contra i reggi serotini.

io Cf. Vergil, sEneid vi, 309-312.

Purg. vii, 73.

P. L. iv, 543.

Purf. xv, 141.
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and twilight gray

Had in her sober livery all things clad.

P. L. iv, 598-

Fosse orizzonte fatto d'un aspetto.
11

Pur-. xxvii, 71.

Now glowed the firmament

With living sapphire.
P. L. iv, 604.

battlements adorn 'd

Of living sapphire.

ii, 1049

Dole* color d'ortental zaffinx

Purf. i. 13.

While thus he spake, th 'angelic squadron bright

Turn'd firy red.

P. L. iv, 977.

DS quel color, che per lo scle avverso

Nube dipinge da sera e da mane,

Vid'io alUra (that Is, at words of St. Peter) tutto il

ciel co-.perso.

Par, xxvii, 28.

A wilderness of sweets.

P. L, v, 294.

Ma di soaviti di mille odori,

Vi faceva un incognito indistinto,

Purg. vii, 80.

And what surmounts the reach

Of human sense, I shall delineate so.

By lik'ning spiritual to corporal forms.

P. L. v, 57 ,.

Cosl parlar canvitnsi al vostro ingcgno

e piedi e mano

Attribuisce a Dio, ed altro intende.

Par. iv
t 40.

Therefore eternal silence be their doom.

P. L. vi, 384.

Non ragioniam di lor ma guarda e passa.

Inf. iii, 51.

So steers the prudent crane

Her annual voyage, borne on winds.

P. L. vii, 430.

E come i gru van cantando lor lai

Facendo in ar di se lunga riga.

Inf. v, 46.

What seem'd fair in nil the world seem' d now

Mean, or in her summ'd up.

P. L. riii, 472.

Ella e quanto di ben pu.'i far natura ;

Pr escmpio di Iti l>elt.\ si prova.
La. Vita Nuava, xix.

The personification of the sun, turning sud-

denly his course, at the "tasted fruit" of

Adam and Eve, "as from Thyestean banquet

(P. L. 688)
"

is like that of the river Arno,

ii. Cf. also,

Night's hemisphere had veil'd the horizon round.

P. L. ix, 52.

which, arrived at Arezzo, and disgusted at

their currish character,

"a lor, disdegnosa, torce il muso.v

Pure, xiv, 48.

In P. L. x, 891, Eve is called "this fair

defect of Nature ;

" so too an ugly body in

the Convito iii, 4, is said to be due to a

peccato della natura. Venus in P. L. xi,

589 is
" Love's harbinger," while in Purg. i,

19, we find it spoken of as

Lo bel pianeta che ad amar conforta.

The description of storm and flood in P. L.

x >. 737> 6. seems to show reminisceutial or

coincidental resemblances to Dante's famous

description in Purg. v, 109 ff.

In conclusion, I may say that in writing this

article my purpose has not been to prove in

every case cited that Milton directly or in-

directly borrowed from Dante, but simply to

bring together what seemed to me more or

less striking resemblances between the two

poets. That Milton was influenced by Dante

can, I think, admit of no doubt. The extent

of this influence will be a matter of opinion
on the part of those who examine the evidence

in the case. My function has been to supply,

as well as I knew how, the materials which

may serve as a basis for such opinions."
OSCAR KUHNS.

IVtsleyan University.

ARISTOTLE AND MODERN
TRAGEDY.

THE fact that Aristotle was a scientist who
took the whole field of knowledge for his

province has become trite with repetition, so

tnat it falls upon our ears as a meaningless

phrase. Yet it is a truth which we must con-

stantly bear in mind if we wish really to un-

derstand the meaning and the permanent value

of his Poetics. For, in this little book, which

preserves to us nearly all that we know of his

aesthetic theory, Aristotle has the same pre-

12 Lowell in a letter written at Whitby, points out what

he considers a strong influence of Dante on Milton's versifi-

cation, which he says he is convinced, was mainly modeled

on the Italian and especially on the Divina Uomincdia.
"
Many, if not most of his odd constructions are to be

sought there, rather than in the Ancients.'* Letters of

James Russell Lowell, vol. ii, p. 386. This seems to me to

be an exaggerated statement of the facts.
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cise, logical point of view which pervades his

scientific works. In the Poetics, which was

never an exhaustive treatise, and in its present

fragmentary form is almost entirely a dis-

cussion of tragedy, Aristotle is neither a pure

theorist, forming from his own general ideas a

set of rules meant to guide future dramatists ;

nor, on the other hand, a mere compiler of the

practice of the Greek tragedians. He is

primarily an inductive reasoner, hasing his

conclusions upon the forms of drama known
to him. Without assuming even the greatest
work to be perfect, he attempts, from the

varied excellence of different tragedies, to

discover the causes and necessary conditions

of such excellence.

Since he is addressing an audience perfectly
familiar with Greek literature, and ignorant of

any other, Aristotle passes over without spe-
cific treatment the element in Greek tragedy
which is its most important point of difference

from the modern drama. Greek tragedy had
its beginnings in religious rites; it continued,

through all its history, to be represented at

solemn public festivals; and it almost invari-

ably chose its subjects from the national semi-

religious myths. Thus it received a religious

character, which permeates its very essence.

Even in the plays of the sceptic Euripides,

though the old Greek piety and seriousness

are gone, the type of drama which they had

created remains.

Of this religious drama, Aristotle gives the

following familiar definition :

"Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is

serious, complete and of a certain magnitude ;

... in the form of action, not of narrative ;

through pity and fear effecting the proper
purgation of those passions." 1

Thus at the beginning of the Poetics, Aris-

totle assumes that pity and fear are the emo-
tions proper to tragedy. Though he does not

argue directly in support of this proposition,

his illustrations, which are drawn from the

greatest works of the Greek poets, show how
it was obtained. Pity and fear, he continues,

are best aroused by the spectacle of a great

man, and one in general good, brought into

i Poetics vi, 2 (Butcher's translation). Though /ear is ap-

parently the only word that can be used here, Aristotle means

rather a. sense of awe thanfear as we commonly employ the

term.

misery through some defect of his nature. To
this highest type of tragedy belong the Aga-
memnon of Aschylus, and the CEdipus Ty-
rannus of Sophocles. When we read, or see

performed, such tragedies, pity arises in us for

the hero, who surfers a punishment which,

judged by human standards, is out of all pro-

portion to his guilt. A tragic fear, or sense of

awe, conies from the vision of a moral order
under which such retribution is possible, or

perhaps inevitable. By the excitation of such

lofty passions our own purely human emo-
tions are purged of disturbing elements, are

deepened and purified. This tragedy, al-

though it has an indirect moral effect, by the

deepening of human feelings, is by its very
nature, being addressed to the feelings and
not the will, aesthetic rather than moral. By
not assigning a direct moral purpose to trage-

dy, or to poetry in general, Aristotle departed
from the traditional Greek point of view, and
was not followed by the modern schools which
looked upon him as their guide. 5

It is, however, no exaggeration to say that

the Poetics was for centuries the gospel of

dramatic criticism. Aristotle retained his rule

in itsthetics even longer than in science. He
shared with other great teachers the fate of

being misunderstood and misinterpreted, but

was regarded with as superstitious a respect
as any Father of the church. Dacier, in 1692,

dismisses with scorn the suggestion of an

Italian commentator that there might be a

contradiction between the Poetics and the

Bible. "As if Theology and Holy Scripture
could ever be contrary to the sentiments of

Nature upon which this judgment of Aristotle

is founded. "3 Seventy-live years later I.essing,

a critic fundamentally opposed to the French
classicism of which Dacier was an exponent,

repeats essentially the same opinion. He
charges the French school with misinterpreta-
tion of the work by which they attempted to

justify their methods, but thinks the Poetics it-

self" as infallible as the Elements of Euclid."*

The interpreters of Aristotle, instead of

seeking to understand the spirit of their

a Butcher: Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art,

chap. v.

3 La Poi'tique d'Aristote, note i to chap. xiii.

4 Butcher, ibid, p. 354.
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author, often busied themselves with petty de-

tails, and unwarranted expansion of hints

given by him. Thus they devoted reams to

discussing the unities of time and place, of

which the last is not found in Aristotle at all,

and the first is referred to only in a passing

phrase. These unities, though important to a

student of Artistotle's influence on the modern

drama, are of small account in his own theory.

And the unity of action, upon which Aristotle

really does strongly insist, is with him no dry,

formal principle. Aristotle makes the plot

the first principle, or, as it were, the soul of

tragedy. s He even says, with an exaggeration

perhaps conscious, that there may be tragedy

without character, meaning probably without

strongly individualized figures. The plot, he

continues, must be complete in itself, and have

an orderly development from beginning to

end, so thnt no part could be omitted or dis-

placed without injuring the effect of the whole.

So a tragedy must not only have a single hero,

but the acts of the hero must be united by
some principle of unity.

Aristotle had before him no such tragedies

as King Lear, in which a subordinate action

aids rather than retards the development of

the main plot. It would, therefore, lie almost

useless to speculate what opinion he would

have held about them. In their form they do

not offend" against the spirit of his teaching.

Yet, in spite of the emphasis laid upon the

plot, Aristotle is not indifferent to the impor-
tance of character in tragedy. "Character,"
as he expresses it, "holds the second place."6

So he pronounces, with manifest disapproba-

tion, that the poets of his own time fail in

rendering of character, evidently meaning
that they confine themselves to reproducing
conventional types. When taken in connec-

tion with his insistence upon the organic de-

velopment of plot, these words show us that

his ideal tragedy is one in which character and

plot are inextricably blended. In such a play
the characters of the actors, joined with their

initial situation, give rise to the incidents of

the plot, and the incidents, in their turn, bring
out new manifestations of character, so that a

single harmonious impression is created.

This ideal of Aristotle does not result from

5 Poetics, vi, 14. 6 l'oetics t vi, 14.

any special peculiarity of the Greek drama:
on the contrary, it is an expression of the uni-

versal Greek striving for unity and definiteness

of effect. Although it is not attained by even

the majority of the Greek plays, it neverthe-

less points to a difference between the Greek
and the modern drama as wide as that be-

tween a Greek temple and a Gothic cathedral.

It makes clear to us how far from Greek
methods are whole divisions of modern litera-

ture. It at once condemns all works, and
their name is legion, of which the primary
aim is to exhibit character, or to set forth

social problems. To speak more definitely, it

offers a standard to which none of the Eliza-

bethan plays, except the greater number of

Shakspere's and a few of Marlowe's and

Jouson's, can be said to conform. When we

try to call to memory a work by one of the

minor Elizabethan dramatists, we cannot form

a clear, definite idea at once of the plot and
the characters. The actors rarely have the

truth and elevation that makes them at once
ideal figures and real men and women. Even
when this condition is fulfilled, the plot de-

pends rather upon external caprice than upon
the character and original situation of the

actors. Either the plot is constructed for its

own sake, and then more or less conventional

characters grafted upon it, as in the romances
of Beaumont and Fletcher ; or else it has a

movement independent of the characters,

merely designed to show them in new lights,

as in the melodramas of Marston and Webster.
The union and interdependence of plot and
character needed for true tragic effect are al-

ways lacking. Shakspere himself has given
us one such play in Troilus and CrcssiJa.

There the whole interest is in the speeches
and the character exhibited by them, while

the plot is a wretched thing without beginning
or end, or logical connection with the actors.

Some whimsical critic may yet tell us that, in

a passing mood of cynicism, Shakspere mock-

ingly adopted the faulty methods of his con-

temporaries, and wrote Troilus and Cressida

to illustrate the following words of Aristotle :

"
If you string together a set of speeches ex-

pressive of character, and well-finished in

point of diction and thought, you will not pro-
duce the essential tragic effect nearly so well
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as with a play which, however deficient in these

respects, yet has a plot and artistically con-

structed incidents."?

Other rules of Aristotle result from his limi-

tation of the proper dramatic emotions to pity

and fear. Probably this generalization, which

lies at the very basis of his theory, is not uni-

versally applicable even to Greek tragedy.

Certainly it is too narrow to express the whale

truth about the modern drama.

Turning to English literature, as that most

familiar to us, we see at the first glance that

the character of the Elizabethan drama is

radically different from that of Greek tragedy.
To be sure, the English drama, like the Greek,
had a religious origin ; but in its later de-

velopment it shows few traces of religious in-

fluence. In fact, from the time of the miracle

plays until our own day, it has been unceas-

ingly attacked on the ground of its immorality.
The English dramatists, instead of being con-

fined to a few time-honored myths, had abso-

lutely free range in their choice of subject.

While in Greece comedy and tragedy were

kept apart both by their different origins and

by the analytic instinct of the Greek race,

which insisted upon sharply distinguishing its

several literary types, in England they meet in

the most intimate union. Thus the English
drama has no such unity of form and concep-
tion as is found in the Greek. The result is

that the emotions aroused by the English

plays, though usually less intense than those

which find expression in the Greek drama, are

much more varied.

For a statement of the English idea of a

play, we can not do better than to turn to

Dryden. In the Essay of Dramatic Poesy vie

find a definition, which, though modestly
termed a rude notion or description, may be

fairly enough contrasted with Aristotle's for-

mula for the Greek tragedy. A play, says

Dryden, is "a just and lively image of human
nature, representing its passions and humors,
and the changes of fortune to which it is sub-

ject, for the delight and instruction of man-
kind." In order to prevent this from applying

equally well to a novel or an epic poem, we
must clearly add Aristotle's words: "in the

form of action, not of narrative." Then, except

7 Poetic*, vi, 19 (Butcher's translation).

that we might question, as Dryden himself

does elsewhere, 8 whether the element of in-

struction is necessary, this definition could

hardly be improved. In it, as we see at once,
there is no limitation of the dramatic emotions_
In another passage, Dryden makes this fact

more explicit. "All the passions, in their turns,

are to be set in a ferment [by tragedy] ; as joy,

anger, love, fear, are to be used as the poet's

commonplaces, and a general concernment
for the principal actors is to be raised, by
making them appear such in their characters,
their words, and their actions, as will, interest

the audience in their fortunes. "9

Only the most important instance of the gene-
ral widening of emotion in the modern drama
need be discussed. Not one of the surviving
Greek tragedies is founded upon the love be-

tween a man and a woman, considered apart
from any other relation between them. The
nearest approaches to it occur, significantly

enough, in the Alcestis and the Hippolytus of

Euripides. But in the former case we have

primarily the idea of wifely devotion, con-

sidered as a religious duty; in the latter, the

adulterous and incestuous love of Phaedra is re-

garded as a retribution sent by the gods upon
the crimes of her house. When woman was

regarded as an inferior creature, sympathetic
handling of love was hardly possible. In later

Greek literature, love increases in importance.
It is, for example, one of the chief motives in

the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius. But
it is only after Classic times that love, treated

for its own sake, really becomes a leading sub-

ject of literature. Its development was due to

Christianity and the German races. By the

chivalric ideal through which it dominated
mediaeval literature, it gained an importance
which it has never since lost. To speak only
of Shakspere, in England, it is the central in-

terest in Romeo and Juliet, and Antony and

Cleopatra; in France, it became the chief

subject of a school which professed to follow

the Classic tradition. The Cid of Corneille,

which is distinguished among his greater tra-

8
" Defence of an Essay of Dramatic Poesy

"
(Vol. ii, p.

195, of the Scott-Saintsbury edition).

9
" Heads of an Answer to Rymer," (xv, 383.) Dryden

might also be cited in support of very different views. The
passages quoted are taken on account of their happy manner
of expression, not appealed to as authorities.
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geclies by having love as its predominating

passion, achieved a most brilliant success on

its first production, and has always been the

most widely read of its author's works. We
are at once amused and instructed when we
see Corneille, in criticising his most famous

tragedy, admit that fear is not aroused by it,

and just hesitate a doubt that the dictum of

Aristotle, upon which he bases much of his

critical writing, may after all be only imagi-

nary.
10 In Germany, Goethe made love a lead-

ing motive in the greatest poem o( our own

century. It is impressive to see how the story

of Faust, which, in its original form, has a

natural affinity with the old Prometheus myth,
is given a wholly modern tone by the addition

of the episode of Margaret. Yet more

striking, though we here pass the bounds of

the acting drama, is Shelley's transformation

of the Prometheus myth itself. In Prometheus

Unbound, by joining the element of love to a

characteristic Greek legend, the poet produces
an effect which appeals intensely to the mod-
ern imagination but which would be unintelli-

gible to that of the Greek.

It is, then, almost absurd to claim that pity

and fear are the only emotions that should be

aroused by modern tragedy. More than this,

they are not always found, even in the Greek

plays, upon which Aristotle based his gener-
alization. The great critic frankly recognizes
this fact. Regarding pity and fear as charac-

teristic only of the highest form of tragedy, he

sets apart, as failing to produce them, four

distinct types of tragic plot. Though his an-

alysis may amuse those accustomed to the less

direct and simple ways of modern criticism, it

is neither trivial nor useless. According to

Aristotle, the most fitting subject for tragedy
is, as we have seen, the fall into adversity of a

man good in general, but with some defect of

character. Hence, those tragedies are de-

fective which treat, i. of the rise of a good
man into prosperity ; 2. of the fall of a bad
man into adversity ; 3. of the rise of a bad
man into prosperity ; 4. of the fall of a per-

fectly good man into adversity. It will repay
us to scrutinize this classification carefully, and
to inquire whether in each of the types called

defective by Aristotle, there are not found some

JO " Discours sur la Tragfedit.'
1

works ancient or modern of which the force

and beauty are universally conceded.

The first class comprises nearly all tragedies

of a happy ending. These Aristotle con-

demns, because in their general outcome,
while they satisfy the moral sense, they excite

neither pity nor fear; so that the pleasure de-

rived from them is proper rather to comedy
than to tragedy. Here the critic expresses in an

extreme form the Greek aversion to the ming-

ling of literary types. Yet he significantly ad-

mits that, through the weakness of the specta-

tors, such tragedies often meet with greater

popular favor than those of the type which he

himself approves. And some of the most fa-

mous Greek tragedies, as the Prometheus
Unbound of /Eschylus and the Iphigenia in

Tauris of Euripides, which even Aristotle

heartily admired, belonged to this so-called

inferior class. Examples in modern literature

are still more numerous. In English, we have

among Shakspere's works, Cymbeline, and
for the play is a tragedy in the ancient sense

of the word Measure for Measure. In

French, we at once think of the Cid and Ciitna

of Corneille, and in German of Schiller's

Wilhclm Tell, and Goethe's Tasso. But the

greatest example of all is Faust, with its final

solution by reconciliation and atonement.
The numerous Greek tragedies belonging to

this class are alone sufficient to show the

fallacy involved in Aristotle's definition. Aris-

totle has allowed to intrude into his dogmatic,

systematizing method, a personal element,
which at once gives it unity and confuses it.

Seizing finally the characteristics of the Greek

tragedies that appeal most to himself, he has
formed from them a definition which he ap-

plies universally. He does not see that his

! definition will not include works like the

Iphigenia in Tauris, which he himself praises.
I This is one of several indications that the

Poetics was only a tentative work ; that Aris-

totle had not formed, or at least has not

handed down to us; a consistent theory of

j

poetry.

Tragedies of the second class, depicting the

fall of a bad man into adversity, are pronounced
faulty by Aristotle for reasons readily under-

I stood. Though our sense of justice is satis-

: fied, yet we do not pity a bad man, nor, since

10
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we cannot fancy ourselves in his position, is

fear inspired by his ruin. Yet, the hero may
be of so grand capacities that we are elevated

by the contemplation of his energy, and in his

fall moved by the failure of splendid powers.
Thus, the Richard III of Shakspere, though
we feel the justice of his defeat, makes us

tremble by his fierce vigor. His mighty ef-

forts in a wrong cause give us a new picture of

the irony of life. The Sejanus of Ben Jonson
is a poorer play of the same sort. In this

division also, though usually treated with a

mocking spirit very alien to tragic solemnity,
is the story of Don Juan, called the most

popular dramatic hero ever created. The
greatest of all such heroes, though for obvi-

ous reasons he cannot be included in this dis-

cussion, would be the Satan of Milton. On
the whole, though it is hard to find effective

examples of tkis type of tragedy, the true ex-

planation is, as usual, more general than that

given by Aristotle. The reason lies simply in

the difficulty of conceiving a hero, who, though
wicked, will nevertheless command the sym-
pathy of the audience.

The rise of a bad man to prosperity, accord-

ing to Aristotle, a plot totally unfit for tragic

effect, seems at first sight entirely indefensible.

Yet, perhaps it is successfully employed in

Marlowe's Tamburlaine. Certainly the hero
of that play, though endowed with human
qualities, is, by all ordinary standards, a bad
man. But, after overcoming all his enemies,
he dies at the summit of his power, with no
shadow of remorse for his past life. The
tragic conflict lies in the struggle of Tambur-
laine against death. To the eye of other men,
his life has been a complete success

; to his

own, it is a partial failure. The question is,

whether we are compelled to accept the hero's

point of view, instead of our own natural one.
In any case, the play shows the power of a

great poet to ennoble what seems to common-
sense the most unpromising situation.

One plot condemned by Aristotle still re-

mains ; the fall of a sinless protagonist into

misery. Here the critic need not have searched
far to find a magnificent example against his

theory. The Antigone of Sophocles, when
confronted with a choice between obedience
to human and divine law, chooses the latter.

She cannot be said to have sinned ; rather she
is destroyed by the very perfection of her na-

ture. 11 The Greek may have seen in her
doom a divine vengeance upon ancestral guilt;
we see an instance of the baffling injustice
that at times seems the dominant force in the

world. Several modern plays, as the Polyeucte
of Corneille, the Brittanicus of Racine, and
the//z'.? Ccesar ol Shakspere are of similar

construction. One transcendent subject of this

nature, repeatedly treated in modern art, has
fci the drama never fallen into the hands of a

genius, but remained as the popular Passion

Play.

Now, let us, last of all, ask ourselves what
modern tragedies correspond to the type which
Aristotle approves, the fall into misery of a

good man through some defect of character.

Immediately a number of examples force

themselves upon our attention. In German
literature, we at once remember the Gbtz von

Berlichingen and Egmont of Goethe, and the
Wallenstein of Schiller. When we turn to

Shakspere, we find that the greater part of
his tragedies fall in this group. Such are

Romeo and Juliet, Coriolanus, Antony and
Cleopatra, and, most striking of all, the four

masterpieces, Macbeth, Othello, Hamlet, and

King Lear. This wonderful agreement in

form of the greatest works of the greatest of
dramatists cannot be an accident. Its identity
with the typical Greek structure, as set forth

by Aristotle, is surely a proof of the perma-
nent value of the Greek drama, and of the

keenness of Aristotle's insight into it.

Some general conclusions may without dan-

ger be formed from the failure and success of
Aristotle's little book. Certainly no critic

ever had a position more favorable for work.
As a basis for criticism there existed a dra-

matic literature that has perhaps never, cer-

tainly not more than once, been equalled.
And this Greek drama was characterized by a

unity of spirit that made it peculiarly suited to

serve as a foundation for a theory of poetics.
On the other hand, Aristotle had a compre-
hensive knowledge and power of generaliza-
tion not possessed by any critic since his time.

Jl I owe my example to Butcher. In fairness, it must be
said that another view may be taken of Antigone's conduct,
which would bring the play into th class approved by Aris-

ttle.

II
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The result is in some respects such as we might

hope. The great systematizer gives us an in-

terpretation of Greek tragedy which must

serve as a foundation for all succeeding

thought. His tests, when applied to dramas

of which he could foresee nothing, are seen to

be still rich in suggestion. No stupid pedant

and rhetorician could have exerted such an in-

fluence upon men of genius in all succeeding

times.

Yet many, perhaps the majority of modern

readers, will feel an irresistible discontent with

the whole spirit of the Poetics. We can be

sure of this when we see the ceaseless misin-

terpretation to which its principles have been

subjected: The book has never been accepted

as a guide in its literal sense. Each dramatist

who professed to follow it had made a com-

promise between his own ideas and the pre-

cepts of Aristotle. Without fear of false

pride, it may be said that the present century

has been the first to understand the true char-

acter of the Poetics. And it has done so only

by overturning the traditional fame of the

book as the gospel of dramatic criticism, and

viewing it as the intelligent effort of a scientist

to explain the Greek drama. When we take

this attitude we see in Aristotle a lack of im-

agination and sympathy which keeps him from

perfectly attaining even his conscious aim. A
reader of the Greek tragedies, though he has

his mind cleared and enlightened by the

Poetics, feels that after all the formulas of the

critic are powerless to explain the depth of

undefinable emotion aroused by the plays

themselves. And if the book fails fully to ex-

plain the nature of the simple, clear-cut Greek

drama, it is much more inadequate to the in-

terpretation of modern literature. Really it

only suggests points of view, gives a definite,

helpful method to our criticism.

Aristotle has undertaken a task almost as

difficult as to make a science of human nature.

His failure is but one more proof of the hope-
lessness of the effort to judge works of the

imagination by standards of common-sense.
No later attempt to found a science of criti-

cism has come so near success as Aristotle's

splendid failure.

GEORGE R. NOYES.
Harvard University.

NOTES ON MEDIAEVAL FRENCH
LITERATURE.

I.

The Date of the Roman de Thlbes.

IN his edition of the Roman de Thibet, pub-

lished in 1890 by the Socittt desanciens textes

francais, Leopold Constans concludes that

the poem must have been composed about

1150,
"
plntot avant qu'apr^s." ( Thebes, vol. ii,

p. cxviii). In his chapter on 'L'Epope'e

antique,
'

in Petit de Julleville's Histoire de la

Langue et de la Littiraturefranfaises he has

modified his ideas somewhat, and would fix

the date between 1 150 and 1155 (Hist., vol. i,

p. 182). In this view he was doubtless influ-

enced by Gaston Paris' remarks in a review of

the Eneas (Romania, xxi, p. 28s)and not by
the discovery of any new facts which would

bear on the subject. Yet there is a passage
in the Roman de Thtbes itself to which Con-

stans attached enough importance to annotate

(Thebes, ii, p, 340). but which he omitted, and

perhaps for very good reasons, from the list

of his arguments, which may throw some light

on the subject. It is the following :

Apoignant vint Garsi de Marre

Et sist sor fcrrant de Navarre :

For proece ne por granz cous

N'ot tel et regne al rei Anfous

(4437-444).

This Alphonso, Constans says in his note, was

undoubtedly Alphonso VIII, King of Castille

and Leon. There is no good ground for dis-

puting this statement, since he was the only

Alphonso who was prominent between H3oand
I 1175, within which dates Thlbes surely must

j

have been written. And Constans seems to

be just as convinced of the truth of the infer-

i

ence drawn in the second sentence of his note,

that Alphonso owed this mention to the mar-

riage of his daughter, Constance, to Louis

VI 1 a supposition which is at least probable,

especially since no other contemporaneous
ruler is mentioned in the poem. But this

marriage took place, according to all authori-

ties, in the year 1154, certainly not earlier

than the spring of 1152, the date of Louis' di-

vorce from Eleanor of Poitou. Now Con-
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stance died in the fall of 1160, and Louis lost

hardly a month in contracting a third alliance,

after which event allusions to Alphonso, who
had passed away three years before (in 1157),

would hardly be timely. Therefore, if Con-
stans' surmises are correct, these lines could

not have been written before the beginning of

1154 (or at the earliest before the middle of

1152, the historians giving no exact date for

the Spanish marriage), nor after November of

1160. And the supposed date of the poem
must be changed accordingly.

II.

The Pastonrelfe and Carole.

Whether Thebes was written by 1150 or not

before 1154, it is still one of the earliest French
texts in which are found allusions to the social

customs of the Middle Ages and literature in

the vernacular. Consequently, everything
which can be gleaned from it in these particu-
lars possesses peculiar value. In one of the

amatory episodes of the poem Parthonopeus
is represented as falling in love with Antigone
at first sight. He loses no time in approach-

ing her, salutes her "
rorteisement,

"
asks

who she is and whither she is going. Her es-

cort answers him, and Parthonopeus leads

her train to the Greek army. There he urges
her to be his amie ;

" Par Deu "
^o respont la puc'le,

'* Ceste amor serreit trop isnele.

Plicele sli . fille de rei :

Leg! rcincnt amcr ne dei,

Ne dei amer par legerie,

Dont 1'on pu sse dire folie.

Ensi deit on preier bergires

Et ces autres femnes legi res.

Ne vos ^onois n'onc ne vos vi

Ne mai.s ori que vos vei ci :

Se or vox doign d'amcr parole,

Bien me poez tenir pur fole

(3921-3931)."

While this passage and the context shows a

state of courtship antecedent to the "cour-

teous" love-making of the Chre'tien school, its

chief interest lies, perhaps, in the evident al-

lusion to that form of lyric poetry known as

the pastourelle. A king's daughter here tells

a knight (a king's son) that his rapid wooing is

suited to "bergieYes
"

(I. 3927) and other eas-

ily won ("legieYes
"

) women. The usual

theme of the pastourelle is the demand on a

shepherdess for her love made by one above
her station, without ceremony or circumlocu-

tion. But this must have been the later, the

literary form, of what was originally popular
poetry, and in which the sexes were of the

same social standing. The words of Antig-
one indicate, therefore, that by the year 1154 or

1160, at the latest, the pastourelle was already
a well established production of literary or

court poets.

The writer of Thebes knew also the carole

as a species of diversion, for on Adrastus' tent

were painted, among other things

Et les caroles et li bal;

Les puceles et lor ami,
Et les dames et lor mari

(2930-2932).

And Adrastus, seeing the Argive women in

the distance, asks Capaneiis whether the

"whiteness
" he perceives is of sheep,

" O sont meschines por baler,

Que en eel plain vie'nent joer ?"

(9853-9854).

That these caroles and dances in the meadow
were already looked upon as amusements for

the higher social classes would seem plausi-

ble from the fact that in both cases they are

referred to in connection with a King, Adras-
tus. Besides, the author of Thlbes has all the

disdain for the "
vilains

" which was felt by
the later poets of the social circles. Many
times he disclaims a peasant origin for his

characters ; the eagle surmounting Adrastus'

tent," Vilains ne 1'ose reguarder
"

(2930); of

the three thousand followers of Capaneiis
" N'en i ot tin fil de vilain, Ne qui fust nez de
basse main "

(4569-4570) ; and great is his pity
for knights unhorsed among the men-at-arms :

Entre vilains fait mal chaeir ;

I ) rien qu'il puissent sorpoeir

N'avront ja merci li vilain

(5565-5567)-

F. M. WARREN.
Actelbcrt Coltcgt.
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CYVEWULF'S CHRIST 495 AND 528.

" in G';r/.^ 11. 495 and 528 has intro-

duced details into his account of the Ascen-

sion which have not, I believe, been account-

ed for by the students of the sources of the

poem; pnrh pas temples lirof (\. 495). a"d

ofer hrofas upp (I. 528) are not expressions

which one would expect to have been sugges-

ted by the physical features of that scene on

the Mount of Olives. However, those physi-

cal features were afterwards changed, and the

poet, as it would appear, was familiar with

the first traveller's account of the Holy Land

brought to England, in which the place of the

Ascension is thus described :

"The Mount of Olives is five miles distant

from Jerusalem, and is equal in height to

Mount Sion, but exceeds it in breadth and

length ; it bears few trees besides vines and
olive-trees, and is fruitful in wheat and barley,
for the nature of that soil is not calculated for

bearing things of large or heavy growth, but

grass and (lowers. On the very top of it,

where our Lord ascended into heaven, is a

large round church, having about it three

vaulted porches. For the inner house could
not be vaulted and covered, because of the

passage of our Lord's body ; but it has an al-

ter oil the east side, covered with a narrow
roof. In the midst of it are to be seen the

last prints of our Lord's feet, and the sky ap-

pearing open above where he ascended
;
and

though the earth is daily carried away by
believers, yet still it remains as before, and
retains the same impression of the feet."

This is extracted (in Giles's translation) from

an abridged treatise entitled De Locis Sanctis

attributed to Bede (Giles, vol. iv, p. 416). The

passage is also reproduced in Bede's Ecel.

Hist., lib. v, cap. 17, where it is preceded by
an account of the composition of the original

work by Adamnan, at the dictation of Arculf

(cap. 15). These chapters (15-17) are omitted by
the West-Saxon translator of the History,

whether for the reason assigned by Wheloc,
or for that assigned by Schmidt (Untersuch-

ungtn fiber K. ^El/red's Bcdaubcrsetzung), or

for neither ; at all events we may, if so dis-

posed, see in the contrasted methods of the

historian and of the poet a foretdcn of that

celebrated contrast of opinion respecting
ecclesiastical history which was, many centu-

ries later, represented by the Cardinal Ba-

ronius and the zealous scholar Casaubon.

JAMES W. BRIGHT.

AMERICAN-FRENCH DIALECT COM-
PARISON.

Two Acadian-French Dialects compared with

"Some Specimens of a Canadian-French

Dialect Spoken in Maine."

PAPKR No. II.* B.

II. WATERVILLE ts=Fr. /or hi FOLLOWED
BY A FRONT VOWEL.

\V.: tsel a* ka ta ?3 (orperhaps 6z)=how
old are you ?=quel age que tu as ?

23. C.: kycil az ko ta?38 alsokyozaz kata ?=

quel age que tu as :

CC.: tsel az ka ta? quel age que tu as?

W.: tSez=quinze.

24. C.: kyz= "

CC.: ts:ez= "

W.: o or & butsd=flowers, bouquet=un
bouquet.

25. C.: o4 or aM bukye=un bouquet.

CC.: & butse=

W.: i'5 6 de4 buts6=they have flowers.

Us (and elles?)ont des bouquets.

26. C.: i'S 6 tMa bukye=ils out des bou-

quets and elles out des bouquets.

CC.: i"5 av64' deV butse=ils out des bou-

quets and elles out des bouquets.

Paper No. 1 appeared in MOD. LANG. NOTBS for Decem-

ber, 1893. January and February, 1894; and part of Paper

No. II in December, 1897.

37 At Professor Sheldon says (p. 7 of Specimens), the Nor-

man dialects offer many examples of tsFr. k followed by a

front vowel. Cf. also the many forms corresponding to Fr.

k plusfront vowal which J ~nain gives for the Satntonge dia-

lect, writing them with <,h; for example (
A/rr>r=Fr. quitter ;

(/lurSFr. curt, etc.

38 Popular rural French also (Agnel, p. 48).

39 The z is due to analogy with cases like Fr. quits *rtt

where a * sound is heard.

40 My notes lead me to believe .? to be the popular form

most commonly in use for the masculine indefinite article;

also popular spoken French
; o appears to me " learned."

41 This form is on the analogy of the first person plural of

present indicative in the dialect which is jrfi'fl. It would

not be easy to find more marked instances of the activity of

analogy in language than in some of these Acadian dialects,

where as in Cheticamp C. B., throughout the entire verb sys-

tem, not excepting the auxiliaries, the verb form of the third

person plural is the samt as that of the first person plura!,

and accented on the last syllable. Examples of this accentu-

ation are found in Old-French texts; for instance, in his edition

to La naissanct du chez'alier tut cygne (Vol. iv, for 1888-9, ^

the Publications of the M. L. A., p. 105 of the "
Notes," line
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W.: se4= fam la 6 de4* butsd=ces ftm-

tnes-la ont des bouquets.

se"4a fam 1& 6 de"42 bukye ces fem-

mes-la ont des bouquets.

CC.: se"43 fam la avo4i de"4 butse*=ces

femmes-la ont des bouquets.

W.: el43 butse" (or butset) e flori=the

bouquet is in blossom le bouquet
est fleuri. The e in el (the definite

article) my notes do not mark. I

think it was .

28. C.: la bukye e" flori le bouquet est

fleuri.

CC.: la butse eflo'rile bouquet est fleuri.

374), Professor Todd notes ntavt-'nt, citing other lines of this

practice in the same poem, and giving references where the

striking feature has been mentioned elsewhere. Also in the

xix. volume of the Romania, p. 332 of the compte-rendu by
G. Paris of Professor Todd's edition of La naissance du
chevalier mu cygne, this feature of the text is commented on

by M. Paris, who calls it
" fort remarquable et m'me singu-

liere." Ffirster in the last (1896) small edition of Kristian

von Troyes' Erse und Enitle^ in the note to line 1449 of

p. xlii of the Introduction, also notes this remarkable trait*

referring the student to Soderhjelm. Meyer-Liibke in vol.

ii of theFrench translation of his Gramntaire des langues

rovtants,p. 199 (bottom), says: "Les premiers exemples de ce

d^placemen: d'accent peuvent s'observer en ancien francos

dejV and there follows a statement of the territory in France

where the feature is actually current. Professor Sheldon first

drew my attention to the importance of the phenomenon
which has been studied but recently in its entirety: Ueker

Accentverschiebung in der dritten Person f'luralis int.

Altfranz sischcn, von Werner SOderhjelm, Helsingfors, 1895,

and of which a concise summary and favorable review is

given by G. Paris in volume xxiv of the Ro tania, p. 492.

42 For forms corresponding to Fr. ces and des, M.Legendre

says
" Les et ties se prononcent presque invariablement //

et tit" (p. 491.
" Ces se prononce toujotirs ci's'* (p, 50).

Languefran^aise au Canada. This recalls the interesting

observations by E. Koschwitz of how such words are actu-

ally pronounced by educated Parisians. (Les parleys fari-

tiftts, second edition, Paris, 1896; see the comments on the

Parisiaps themselves preceding the extracts.)

43 Professor Sheldon thinks the e of ft (the definite article)

to be*.

44 I have remarked around Quebec this pronunciation, or

yery nearly such, and I think the feature nearly identical

with what M. Lcgendre describes when writing for Fr.

creature and r, tir, creat(z}ure^ r. t\Z)ir (p. 47, Langite

frani aise). The feature is parallel with the Waterville form

<\zu recorded in phrase no. 20, to which see also the note be-

low no. 33.

W.:

29. C.:

CC.

30.

31.

W.:

C.:

CC.:

W.:

CC.

VV.:

&tsu'44 tut apre46dn a ta mer?=are

you giving everything to your
mother es-lu tout aprds donnerd,

ta mere ?

fttttutfaprd dttne" a ta mer? es-tu

tout apres donner a ta mere?
A like expression not in use=es-tu

tout apres donner a ta mere ?

dla m6tse=half=de la mo! tie*.

dla m&45kye':=de la moitie*.

dla mo45ts^= " " "

&n bel krietziir47^^une belle femme
(creature). 47

on b^I kr^atiir and kriatu'r48 une
belle femme (creature). 47

on b^l kr^atiir=une belle femme
(creature). 47

ptsi49=little=petit. The / was

scarcely audible, but the lip mo-
tion was plain.

pti49=petit.32. C.:

CC.

W.: t^oksozdm^a few men=quelques
homines. The first vowel was 6

when pronounced plainly. Cf.

no. 17.

33. C.: ky6k5(kk)6m quelqties hommes.
CC.: tsoksoum 11 (tskum")=q u el q ues

hommes.

45 The first clement of the Fr. diphthong in the first

syllable of Fr. tnoitie\s unrepresented in the three dialects,

and the second element undergoes change; such variations

are apt to be difficult to explain phonetically and especially

in unaccented syllables as here.

46 In such words ending in an open ^ sound in Fr.. the

Canadian equivalent being ae, Fr. apris.^- dialect .'Prte [sec

Paper no. i, list (10)] one is tempted to look for such a pro-

nunciation in Waterville, but here the dialect follows the

two Acadian dialects.

47 Professor Sheldon adds: "This was given as politer

than no. 67." This is the sense I have noted in the Acadian

dialects and evidently very generally the sense in Canada, as

the 'dictionaries of Dunn and Clapin show.

48 This pronunciation I was told is heard "from the old

and quite ignorant.
1 ' The substitution of dialect /' for Fr. /

or ( is not infrequent in the unaccented syllable. S. Clapin

gives ten or more examples of such changes on p. xix of his

Dictionnairt Canadian-FrAnc&is,

49 Of course merely ordinary spoken French, Passy writ-

ing regularly/// (p. 9, 1. i, ame edition, Le frttniais farle.)

50 As in popular French, (Passy writes kek*~Yr.qutlguf)SQ
in the dialect the /is completely lost. The Waterville and

Cheticatnp dialects agree regularly,;s a rule,in regard to dta-
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III. WATERVILLK </~=FRENCH;C (consonant),

g FOLLOWED BY A FRONT VOWEL, 5' d FOL-

LOWED BY i.

W.: dzol (or rather perhaps dzol') in

dzol sal=gueule5 sal.

34. C.: yol sal=gueule sal.

CC.: dzol sal= " "

\V.: i va l8 mudz6=it is going to rain=-il

va mouiller (in the sense of '

pleu-

voir," as in at least one dialect in

France).

35. C.: i57 va' 8 muye'53=il va mouiller.

CC.: is? va l8 muy^53="
" "

W.: sene'dzuidz=une aiguille.

36. C.: 6ne'guiy54=
"

CC.: ont5dzuiy=
"

W.: on 6dz=un oeil. But cf. no. 73.

37. C.: &m 6y="
"

CC.: &\\ 6y= " "

W.: me doz6redJ=mes deux oreilles.

38. C.: me'ss doz&ry= " "

lect fs =<Fr. A followed by a front vowel (not Fr. / followed by

a single front vowel); Professor Sheklon notes, however, for

Waterville: "In no. 85 occurs the relative pronoun ki, not

tsi, and in no. 43 sfc dzti seems to be also an exception to the

rule that French k before a front vowel corresponds to ts in

this dialect. The latter exception may be due to the preced-

ing f, or both the former and the latter may belong properly

to another dialect ; cf. the varying forms with It and i under

I."

51 </!s=Fr. followed by a front vowel is applicable also to

the Cheticamp dialect, just as we have found the Waterville

and Cheticamp is before front vowel coinciding as a rule to

Fr. k in that position (not however to t before a single vowel).

53 The passage from the back position in Fr. fueule to the

front position in dz >t. though the mid palatal y position is

among the most interesting of the sound developments in

these dialects. Remarkably unique, too, is the treatment of

Fr. / and d before front vowels, as shown above, and three

cases of Fr. </in each of the dialects as pointed out in note

no. 44 of Paper No. I.

53 muy/^FT. mouilltr is the popular form for fr.pleuvoir
in each of these dialects and 1 have observed it in general

throughout Canada.

54 One might expect t'yiy, just as gueule gives yhl, but I

have been unable to find such a form. In phrase 73, Professor

Sheldon writes for Fr. ses yt-ux s tyij, which likewise makes
an exception to Waterville dz=$i.y. My notes lead me to

believe that educational influence may in a measure explain
juch forms. In this connection the forms " Diyju. "

Fr.

Guillaumi, "Jisae" Fr. fuicllet, td;iyVt. aif-uillt and
Kurdniu ^Fr. Bourguigncn (heard about Quebec) are inter-

esting by way of comparison.

CC.

W.:

39. C.:

CC.

W.:

40. C.:

CC.

VV.:

41. C.:

CC.

W.:

42. C.:

CC.

W.:

43. C.:

CC.

W.:

mto dozore'y=mes deux oreilles.

on 6redz (perhaps rather 6n)=une
oreille.

on dr6y=-une oreille.

on

midzi=jt mfdi.'

midis*=midi.

midi5= "

idziva>8 (probably rather dz)=he is

going=il y va (?).

is? y val8 and i yi val8=il y va.

is? y val8 =il y va.

a dziva' 8 =she is going=elle y va.

as8 yi59 v..'8 and <.58 y59 va> 8=elle y
va.

as* yi59 va l8 and a y59 va=elle y va.

oli tut apred^ne' skCidzul8=we are

giving all, everything ;=on (lui?)

tout aprs donner ce qu'il y a (?).

s(for exception to ts Fr. ^.)

on 6 tut apr6 yi59 done
1

skya l8=nous
lui clonnons tout ce qu'il y a.

A like expression not in use.

ma 60 va' 8 baldzel plas^=I am going
to sweep the floor;=inoi vais balay-
er la plancher.

55 Cf. note 42.

56 If (/precedes /followed by a rowel, the dialect sound
for Carleton is y; Fr. Ditu=yj; for Cheticamp, it is tfx:

Fr. Dieu=dz >. But if the Fr. di is followed by a consonant
or final, the sound in the dialects is the same as the French
sound.

57 i is the regular dialect form for Fr. it and Us before con-
sonants ; cf. with colloquial French, Beyer und Passy. D*s
fesprechent Fran* sisch, p. 123.

58 The usage in the Carleton and the Cheticamp dialects

is ii before consonants and ul before vowe!s=Fr. elle used

conjunctively.

59 y< *' a d yi are the dialect forms for Fr. conjunctive
lui.

60 I have tried to find an example in these French Acadian
and Canadian dialects of wrfl=Fr. wti used as in the Water-
ville dialect in phrases 44, 45, 49 and 98, but have been unable

to, that is, in popular speech ; my notes, however, contain
an expression in which nrwa is thus used in Carleton by a

child: mwa S v(l do glo if (literally) Fr. moi a vu dctix

gros rats. This leads me to believe that the form thus used
in the Waterville dialect may be due to individual peculiarity
of expression en the part of the one speaking.
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44. C.: z4 ma' 8 balie'fi' 1 plase"(or)laplasfc=

je vais balayer le plancher (or)

la place.

CC.: z vaibalie' (or) bruse"3 1 plas6=je
vais balayer (or) brosser le plan-
cher.

W.; ma va' 8 baldz^l tapi=I am going
to sweep the carpet=moi vais ba-

layer le tapis.

45. C.: z ma64 bali66 '
1 tapi=je vais balayer

le tapis.

CC.: z va'8 brusc^s 1 tapi=je vais brosser

le tapis.

W.: 6 v;i' 8 balclz=we are going to

sweep=on va balayer.

46. C.: 6 vii' 8 balie'6l=we are going to

sweep=on va balayer.
CC.: 6 va'* uaii' (or) brus63=we are

going to sweep=on va brosser.

W.: ifzefret34dzer=it was cold yester-

day=il faisait froid hier. Cf. 21.

47. C.: 5?ifze fret34(i)yer it was cold yester-

day=il faisait froid hitrr. Cf. ai.

CC.: 57ifze frt34(i)yer=it was cold yester-

day-=il faisait froid hier. Cf. ai.

W.: odziva' 8 tut'3 (or perhaps #a)=we
are all going=on y va tou(te?)s.

48. C.: 6 yi val8 tui'3-=\ve are all going
there=on y va tous (and) toutes.

CC.: z y alo5 tut'3=we are all going

there=j'y allons tous (and) toutes.

W.; m;.00 va' 8
l dzirir6* (or perhaps v61)=

I am going to cure him=moi vais

le gneYir.

49. C.: z ma va' 8 la yierir -I am going to

cure him=je m'en vais le gueVir.

CC.: z va' 8 Ii dzerir=I am going to cure

him=je vais le gueVir.

61 bilie\t found in several French dialects at can bt seen

by consulting the dictionaries; cf. J'nain, Dunn, Clapin; the

explanation of course is simply phonetical, the vowel pre-

ceding ihty being attracted into the palatal position.

62 pi js is the popular word here : cf. Dunn and Clapin.

63 brus ; is the local popular word in this phrast.

64 ma is a simple phonetical change. the lips anticipating

the stop /' before getting there actually form one instead of a

cpirant.

65 The present indicative of alfFr. nller runs thus in

the Cheticamp dialect
; Sing : z va, tii va, i v?i ; plural;

$(/o, vuz alt, / aid. Cf. phrase no. 16, note 41.

W.: i e dziri'6=he is cured^ il est gue'ri.

50. C.: i 69 yieri and iI 67^yifiri=--"
" "

CC.: i9 e yieri and il e7 yieri="
" "

W.: & pidzi (or rather pidzi)
68=a place,

city ? See no. 20.

51. C.: 64 pey and 3540 p6y=un pays. See
the Waterville form for Fr. pied,
no. 101.

CC.: a; p^y=un pays.

W.: d/.ii69 bwa=wood =du bois.

52. C.: dii bwa?o and bwa7o=du bois.

CC.: du bwa= " "

W.: rdzyae (erdzy;e)7i=rien.

53- C.: rya?, (y&)=
CC.: ry57= "

W.: sakr^ mudzi (or possibly m6dzi)=
sacr^ maudit. This I insert from

memory of my schoolboy days,
when I occasionally heard it from
other boys in somewhat mocking
reference to the French Canadians
to whom it was credited. The

66 The first / in dzirir is probably due to tht influence of

the /in the accented syllabi*.

67 /represents Fr. il and also Fr. Hi and tilts before con-

sonants and vowels. // Fr. // can be heard before a vowel,
but so it seemed to me only in studied speech. Cf. for Old
French: Tkurot, t. ii, p. 141, and for Modern French: Das
fesprochene Franzdsisch of Beyer and Passy, p. 123. Cana-
dian ;z=Kr. its, elles is not popular here.

68 Both in phrase 20 and here Prof. Sheldon gives z or i for

the consonant preceding the /. I suspect the sound to be the

same I noted in Quebec, corresponding to Fr. (/before / and

ii; although before ii, as in the next phrase, no. 5, Prof.

Sheldon writes z, and I was in doubt whether to write z or

H ; that is in such phrases as nos. 31 and 32 where Prof.

Sheldon writes krietsilr=Fr. creature and pfsi for fv.fttitt

I hesitated continually between z and z. Such dialectic

characteristic affects the language as a whole quite sensibly
and was rather pleasing thau otherwise to my ear. Cf. note

33 referring to Paper No. I, note no. :i8 referring to M.
Legendre's spellings given to show this feature, namely;
d(z)ur***Fr.jotir, dix)irt.^*Fr, dirt : crSat(z)ure-=Fr. crta-

turt and rft(z)ir~ Fr. rftir.

69 For the sound in dxil, read the comments in the preced-

ing note, no. 68.

70 Pronounced 6wa by the young and bwa by the old.

71 In noting this form Professor Sheldon adds :

"
I also

wrote trtftyae marking the t as " reduced," but my notes say
that the r was a vowel though plainly rolled. Perhaps the y
should be omitted, Cf. also vyue, no. 85."

72 The dialect words corresponding to Fr. chicx, Hen and

ritn sounded to my ear more like ltd, t>i& and rid than they
did like s'af, Mitt and r/ae.
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word iniidgi, as Professor Chaplin,

who indeed first reminded me of

its existence, has suggested to me,
is probably the French 'maudit.'

For other examples of dz, see nos.

6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and the

numerals no. 120.

54. C.:

CC.:
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Tongue cites it as a regular optative formula :

"We wish be ' wald god,' 'god grant,' and
'

god nor.'
" The Wolf's meaning is,

" may
I be hanged if I woujd not give," etc.

P. 107, 1. 329.
" but ^one man that ^e

knew," means " unless you knew that man."
P. 112, 1. 473. "Gif I fand thee." That is,

"if I try thee," or "
put thee to the test."

Holland has orders to bring the Collier to

the court, and the Collier has promised to

come when he is ready. The knight hesitates

whether to bring him along by main force, or

trust to his promise ; but concludes to try the

latter. Hence he says,
"

If I try thee," be

sure to keep thy promise.
P, 112, 1. 475. The Collier says he will cer-

tainly come, " Bot gif sum suddand let put it

of delay :

" " unless some sudden [unlooked-

for] hindrance delay me." Perhaps
"

in de-

lay
" would be clearer; but I do not feel

justified in making arbitrary alterations in the

text to suit my own notions.

P' 113, 1. 481.
"

I neid nane airar myne
erand nor none of the day." The King had
told Holland to bring the Collier to the court

by noon. It was yet early morning, and Hol-

land considers that he can let the Collier take

his time, as he was not obliged to produce
him before noon.

P. 113, 1. 497. "Bring na beirnis us by,
but as we war borne" "but [just] as we
were born ;

"
a humorous way of designating

the lack of squires or seconds.

P. 154,1.4. "altering haill of new," "Of
new "

is the same as " anew :

" "
altering all

anew."
P. 162, 1. 104.

" verdour smyling to

thar flowris." This is, of course, a breach of

strict grammatical concord ; but "
verdour,"

in the poet's mind, is equivalent to
" verdant

plants." The adjustment of the syntax to the

thought rather than the expressed word, was
common on both sides of the Tweed.

P. 166, 1. 5. "Cheis gow." The pronoun
is in the dative case :

" choose for yourself."
P. 167, 1. 32.

" scho bene so impotent." Dr.

Holthausen asks,
" Was ist scho bene f" I

answer: "she is." It is a construction fre-

quent with Lyndsay, who uses it seven tiiues

in the seventy-two lines of his Prologue to the

Papyiigo : for example,
" Of rubies the char-

bunckle bene chose
;

" "
myne mater bene

so rude."

P. 168, 1. 10.
"
Prayand Pluto .... that in

his feit he fang ^ou."
" That he seize you in

his feet," that is, claws, talons.

P. 170, 1. 90.
" God nor," This has been

explained above, in the note to p. 51.

P. 175, I. 134. "Me think yow deif and
dum." "The case of the pronoun is due to

the common confusion between "me thinks,"

and "
I think."

Dr. Holthausen asks my authority for de-

fining "cude," "christening cloth." The
word is common in pre-Reformation Scottish ;

but instead of crowding this page with cita-

tions, I will refer him to the Oxford Diction-

ary and to Jamieson.
He rebukes me, with the added severity of

an exclamation-mark, for defining "stovis,"

"stoves," instead of "
vapours." If he had

looked more carefully at the glossary, he

would have seen "stovis, mists, vapours,"
in its due place. "Stovis," stoves, occurs

on p. 157, 1. 89.
WM. HAND BROWNE.

Johns Hopkins University.

A SHAKESPEAREAN QUIBBLE.
SHAKESPEARE who was master of all know-

ledges was,of course,also master of the science

of Physics, as may be observed in the follow-

ing remarkable line :

'

Light, seeking light, doth light of light beguile."

Love's labour's Lost, i, I, 77.

From this, it would seem, it may be inferred

that even before Newton's J'rincipia the much
later discovery of the "interference of light

"

had been 'prevented
'

in a youthful composi-
tion of the bard. But if this supposition

transgresses the limits of probability, it may
be assumed that it is merely the corpuscular

theory of light that is here darkly foresha-

dowed ;
in this case the interpretation of the

line might be stated, following tradition, in

something like the following manner: Any
object in nature that is to be 'studied

' must

be illuminated ; if the object be already lumi-

nous, the illumination required for the inves-

tigation will so much surpass the object's

light as to make it relative darkness (" where

light in darkness lies "). Sun-spots, totheob-
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server looking at the full sun, appear black;

but when the body of the sun is
'

screened,'

the spots, relieved of contrast, are found to

be luminous. Now Shakespeare may be sup-

posed to have had in mind the investigation

of light itself, with an intimation of the notion

that light consists of material substance, the no-

tion which culminated in Newton's corpuscular

theory, and the substitution of "light" for

'luminous object' would therefore render the

preceding explanation of the line exact.

The discovery of this profound interpreta-

tion must warrant some indulgence in self-ap-

probation, but the real purpose of this note is

to level malice at the two commas in the line,

which are found in almost all editions of the

play, the Globe edition being a notable excep-
tion. These commas led Tieck to translate

thus:
"

Licht, das nach Licht sucht, stichlt dem Licht das Licht."

This must represent the sense which Shakes-

pearean scholars have read into the line, but

what that sense is has not been divulged. For

my part, I cannot think of a meaning that would
hold to the commas. Johnson said of the

passage embracing the line in question :

"The whole sense of this gingling declama-

tion is only this, that a man by too close study

may read himself blind," and this is correct ;

but if he has foreseen the destiny of a parti-

cular line of the text he would, no doubt, have

singled it out for some such comment as

this:

"
Light seeking light doth light of light beguile."

That is, the act of reading (light
'

sight of

the eyes' seeking light 'seeking know-

ledge ') deprives the eyes of sight.

JAMES VV. BRIGHT.

SPANISH PUBLICATIONS.
III. 1 (Conclusion.}

7. First Spanish Readings. Selected and

edited, with Notes and Vocabulary, by JOHN
E. MATZKE, Ph. D., Professor of Romanic
Languages, Leland Stanford Jr. University.
Boston: U.S.A. D. C. Heath & Co., 1897.

8vo, pp. iv+2ig.

EXCEPT for these omissions, the Notes are

i Cf. MOD. LANG. NOTES for December, 1897 (vol. xii, cols.

355 -364).

quite full, but at the same time they contain

mistakes which it might have been possible to

avoid. To be sure, it is difficult to gather ex-

act information about all the nice points of

Spanish customs, etc., that come up in the

texts, especially about bull-fighting, but with

due care and patience it is possible in most

cases. A curious example is furnished by note

4 to p. 28, where we read that "the extract

(that is, Alarcon's Lo qitc se oye) was written

in the spring of 1874," while the author him-

self heads the piece:
" verano de 1874."

Again, in transcribing (on p. 127) the title-page

of the volume from which Tapon is taken, the

author's title
" Conde de las Navas "

is given,

although the book does not display that title.

Note 2 to p. 22 gives 1788-1808 as the dates for

the reign of Charles III, while they are those

of Charles IV, and should be changed to 1759-

1788. These inaccuracies are not grave in

themselves, but they betray an oversight that

leads up to such notes as note i, p. 28 :

"ochavo, an old copper coin of the value of
three centimes. The coin is no longer cur-
rent, but the word has remained, meaning the
smallest copper coin in use, which is worth
five centimes, commonly called perra or perra
i liica, because the popular humor sees in the
lion rampant on the coin the figure of a female

dog. The coin worth ten centimes is in the
same way called perro."

In reality, the ochavo was half a cuarto, thirty-

four of which made one peseta of one hundred

centimos, so the ochavo was one and a-half

centimos. The coin is still used among the

poorest classes, especially in Cataluna, where
even ochavos morunos, more than four hun-

dred years old, are common enough. The
smallest coins now made are the pieces of one
and of two centimes. The five centimos piece
is called perra, perra chica, or perro chico ;

the lion is not a lion rampant, and the piece of
ten cfntimos is called perro grande, perro
gordo, perra grande, or perra gorda. Again :

note 2, p. i : the story speaks of a Moorish

king of Toledo and of the king of Castile,

Fernando el Grande. To this we find the

note: "Fernando el Grande is Ferdinand V
(1452-1516), the husband of Isabella of Castile,

to whom he was married in 1469." Toledo
was conquered by the Christians in 1085, and

though in subsequent years the Moors besieged

20
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the city, they never succeeded in recapturing
it. The date is of sufficient importance to be

remembered, for it may be said that from that

time the ultimate-recotiqiiest of the Peninsula

was assured. The fact is that Fernando el

Grande or el Magno is Fernando I, first king
of Castile (1035, king of Leon 1037, died 1065);

in confounding him with Fernando el Catdlico,

a discrepancy is apparent of no less than four

hundred years.

Errors of this sort are the more regrettable
since in general, if we except those on bull-

fighting, the notes on "Realia" are fairly

good and need but few corrections in addition

to those already offered. As for the notes

that deal with matters of language, my correc-

tions will speak for themselves. The title-note

to Casilda might have stated that the 1879-

edition of the Cuentos de vivos y muertos was
the third, in the same way as was done for the

Cuentos populures, thus indicating the popu-

larity of the volume, for such hints are of

value to those who use the Reader. P. 7, note

8, should have mentioned the exception to the

rule. P. 8, note 4, is not an example of a

feminine pronoun used to express a neuter

idea. The Spanish language has a neuter

pronoun that is used freely and with advan-

tage, and the la in expressions like se la ha-

bian de pagar represents one of the numerous
feminine nouns that might be used ; comp. p.

57, note 4, where las stands for lasfaculdades.
P. 10, note 7, quiere que le regalemos el o'ido

is not " he wants us to listen to him, that is, to

believe him." This would be correct if in this

expression rrgalar meant "
to make a present

of;
"
the other meaning given in the Vocabu-

lary, namely, "to entertain, to delight," ap-

plies here ; comp. p. 77, 1. i, and translate:

'he wants to be coaxed." P. 12, note 4, the

primary figurative meaning of " humos "
is

'

humor, disposition, temperament;
'

the mean-

ing "pride
"

is secondary, and the expression
buenos humos tenia para ... is one of the

ironical phrases so co.nmon in Spanish, mean-

ing: 'oh yes! it was just like him to. . .' P.

12, note 6, the morridn at the time of the first

civil war was no longer a helmet but the tall

shako of the infantry, which in 1859 was sup-

planted by the lighter and smaller ros, now
worn by all the Spanish troops except by the

Guardia V//and the cavalry. P. 23, note 2 :

in the preparation of the azucarillos no flour

is used, and in Spain flour is not soluble in

water; they are made of the whites of eggs,
beaten with some sugar and flavoring into a

very spongy mass, so light in weight that,

though they are eight inches long and two in

diameter, a hundred easily go into one pound.
Aguardiente is not brandy but an inferior sort

of anise-cordial, and nobody but a foreigner
will use both aguardiente and azucarillos in a

glass of water. P. 23, note 3, in explaining

barquilleroas
" waffle-seller

"
(the Vocabulary

even speaks of hot waffles), the editor, as in

many other cases, has been misled byToIhau-
sen. In reality the barquillero does not sell

his wares ; he carries them about in a tall box,
on the lid of which there is a wheel of fortune,
and on summer days and evenings people en-

tertain themselves gambling for the cakes, the

exact name of which is in German Zintt-

rohrchen, and in English (at least in Baltimore)
rolled ivafers. In Spain they are used in

place of a spoon with ices, or to accompany
horchatas and other cooling drinks. P. 24,

note i, the Correspondencia is an evening
paper ; p. 24, note 3, en paz means :

' that will

do.' P. 25, note 2: might not the name
Frascnelo have been accompanied by some
remark as to its formation ? P. 25, note 3, the

real, though no longer coined, is still current

as a separate coin
; p. 26, note 7, seguir never

means "to begin," and nianana sigue la

novena means : 'to-morrow the novena is still

in progress ;

'

p. 39, note i, / anda! never has
the force of "

oh, no !

"
It means '

go ahead! '

'that's right,' 'well, I declare! ' and the like.

When used with ve, as in our passage, it

means :

' make haste !

'

P. 47, note 2, Jauja is

a fictitious name for the town, and therefore it

is not surprising that we do not find it on maps
or in gazetteers. It occurs, however, in a few

of the books used by the editor. Tolhausen
renders it by "Goldland, Eldorado," which

meaning it is found to have in ; Africa . . . es

la Jauja de los malhethores, el seguro de la

impunidad . . . (see Moros y Cristianos, Ch.

viii, in Alarcon, Narraciones inverosiiniles).

But the usual meaning of "Jauja," or "la

tierra dejuuja," is 'fool's paradise,'
'

pays de

Cocagne,'
'

Schlaraffenland,' as in Trueba
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(Cnentos popnlares, 5th ed., p. 411) . . . Janja,

dondf se come y sc bebe y no se trabaja. P.

60, title-note : though the volume from which

the Did de toros is taken hears the date of

1877, the article is considerably older. I do

not know when Flores died, and although

there are grounds for assuming that he died

in the early sixties, he may have been living

in 1877, but the mention of the Queen on p.

67, 1. 16, shows that the article was written be-

fore 1868, and the ca/esa of p. 64, 1. n, a ve-

hicle that rapidly disappeared from Madrid

after 1855, would seem to indicate that 1860 is

a sufficiently recent date. Therefore, though

the piece. is well written, it has not the merit

of actuality, and several remarks of the author

no longer apply. The Plaza is about a mile

from where it used to be
;
the Puerto de Al-

cald is no longer a passage for coaches ; the

ticket-office has been transferred to the Calle

de Stvilla ; the desprjo and the paseo have

been reinstated in their glory ; even the day
for the corridas has been changed from Mon-

day to Sunday, while on one or two other

days of the week bull-fights are also given. I

must refrain from speaking of the bull-fighter's

actions in front of the bull, since in the Notes

the remarks about them are misleading, and

it would take us too far afield to pass in review

each point. Besides, the matter is of no im-

portance to those who use the book. Let it

suffice to say that the editor always speaks of

lances, baaiderillas, and swords, being thrust

"into the bull," while in reality the one ob-

jective point of the fighters attack is the mo-

rrillo, that is, the hump over the top of the

shoulderblades. P. 62, note 3: estacidn never

means "
locality," and even if it should some-

times have this signification, it could not be

here,because Madrid is the only locality under

consideration; the word here means 'season

of the year.' Only the point of the lance is

always measured. P. 64, note 3: no formal

bull-fights, but only novilladas, are held in

Madrid in summer. The season comes to an

end early in June, and reopens about the mid-

dle of September. During the winter months
few corridas are held. The prices vary ac-

cording to the importance of the function, and
the long list of August prices, as given in the

note, is not representative. P. 65, note i: the

rules and regulations governing bull-fights

are so strict, that if the cuadrilla* should dare

enter the ring in the order named in the note,

everybody would be heavily fined, and the

public would not fail to express intense indig-

nation. The men take their places in the

paseo strictly according to rank, determined

by the date of their first appearance in their

actual capacity, the espadas coming first, with

the oldest one at the right, then the bande-

rilleros and other fighters on foot, the pica-
dores last. The hooting of the aiguacil was
a standing feature in Flores' days ;

at present
it takes place very rarely, when he fails to

catch the key. P. 67, note i : The text

reads :
" La suerte de las banderillas es de las

mas dificiles, pero de tmicha defensa." The
note says this suerle is

" the most artistic as

well as the most dangerous," and in order

to make this statement good, note 2

has to translate de iniicha defensa by
" of

much skill;" this in the face of the pero,
about the meaning of which there can be no
doubt! The passage means : 'is very difficult,

but not very dangerous,' defensa being
' de-

fense, protection,' the reverse of exposure to

danger. P. 67, note 7 : the tspada never

throws his cap
" over his shoulder." When

he has finished his speech, he turns right-

about on his heel, swinging his arm around
behind his back (par la espalda, which, in

spite of the Vocabulary's rendering, never
means "shoulder ") and dropping the cap. P.

67, note ii : The combination of things show-
ered upon the espada is rather incongruous as

given. When he has done well, cigars are

plentiful and hats likewise ; a fan is rarely

thrown, because few women occupy the

tendidos and the other seats are too far away.
When the espada has oranges thrown at him,
it is a sign that he has been very unsuccessful

and has excited the indignation of the public
in a marked degree. P. 67, note 12: nowa-

days the cachetero is always called puntillero.
He dispatches the bull with the puntilla,
which is not " a small blunt punal," but an
instrument ten inches long, with a sharp
wedge at the point, which he drives into the

animal's spinal chord close to the head, caus-

ing instantaneous death. The piintilla is also

used in slaughter-houses. P. 71, note i: la

22
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echaba de intrligentisimo is not " he was "
but

'he claimed to be '

a great authority; the

Vocabulary should have sufficed. P. 71, note

2. i Aprieta, manco ! does not mean "grasp
it, fool!" Manco means 'one-armed man,"
and is as devoid of significance in this exclam-

ation as the name of Mr. Gallagher in the re-

quest to '

let her go.' The expression, in al-

most all cases, and also in our passage, means:
' Du sprichst ein grosses Wort gelassen aus,'

or as Bret Harte has it : "which is coming it

strong." I might suggest to translate it here

by: 'Lay on, MacdufT! '

P. 71, note 4: no
tenia el diablo por donde desecharla is not "the

devil could not have gotten rid of her " but :

'she was so bad that, even though the devil
himself did not want to take her, he could find
no good quality in her upon which to base a

pretext for declining to take her.'

Translate: 'she had no redeeming quality.'

P. 72, note 3: un cigarro is not "a cigar," but

'a cigarette;
'

erliar u. c. is 'to have asmoke.'

Again the Vocabulary ought to suffice. P. 75,

note 2: the epithet gato, or, in its complete
form, gato de Madrid, does not denote a "sly"
but an 'untrustworthy' person, and the ironical

phrase : de Madrid habia de ser para que no

fitera gato is not, as the Vocabulary and the

note would have it: "he was obliged to be
from Madrid to be so sly, that is, or he would
not have been so sly," but: ' Madrid was the

place for him to come from in order not to be

untrustworthy.' P. 77, note i: Macario is sent

to the Limbo because he had been as tonto or

inocente as a new-born babe, and the Old-

Testament saints with their many wives may
well be left at rest in matters of Spanish puns.

Moreover, if we want to bring them forward

iu this connection, we must assume that San
Pedro would call them tontos. P. 79, note 3,

is right in saying that echar una cana means
"to have a good time," but the pun on the

next page is lost by the explanation. Echar
never means "to forget

"
but ' to shed ' or ' to

drop
'

one's gray hairs, that is, to get young
again. P. 80, note i: darse con un canto en los

hocicos is correctly translated "consider one-

self lucky," but this should have been done in

the Vocabulary, while the note ought to have

given an explanation of this curious expres-

sion, the more so as canto here means a 'rock'

and not a "song," the only meaning given in

the Vocabulary. P. 82, note i: echar la casa

por la veniana is not " turn everything upside

down," but 'spare no expense;' the editor

has again been misled by Tolhausen. P. 83,

note 3 : the complete form of the refrdn is :

estas son las vcrdades

del padre Nufio,

que it la mano cerrada

Ilamaba pufto.

Such verdades are also called verdades de

Pcrogrullo and in French virites de M. de la

Palisse. They have nothing to do with "call-

ing a spade a spade." The padre Nuno
comes in only to rhyme with puna and bears
no relation to the Basque chieftain. The
peasant means by the refrdn to hint at closed

fists. P. 84, note i : if the Vocabulary had
given, under comer, not only "to eat "but
also ' to itch,' the note might have been omit-
ted and the passage would have been quite
clear. P. 85, 1. 9, and p. 86, 1. 4, the Basque
names Chomin and Peru might have been ex-

plained as representing
'

Domingo
' and

'Pedro', in the same way as other Basque
words are explained in the Notes. P. 88,

note 5: cuidado que seria gaita is not " look

out, for it would be no joke ;

"
the punctuation

does not warrant this translation. The pas-

sage means: '

you bet," or, if slang is not ad-

missible,
'

surely it would be hard luck. '

P.

89, note 2, violates the grammar in translating
donde se bailan de padre y iiiuy senor into by
" where they know how to dance." It should

read :

' where they (that is, those dances) are

danced A-number-one.' P. 93, note 2: Zo-
rrilla's merit lies more in his poetry, above all

in his leyendas, than in his dramas. P. 95,

note 4: the spot is called '

el Suspiro del Moro,'
without " ultimo." P. 106, note i: the correct

rendering is the opposite of that given ; read :

'when one bright light languidly closes
its eyes and falls and is scattered on the ground,
another opens its dazzling pupils which give
unaccustomed brightness to the conflagration.'

The simile (comp. p. 114, I. 11-12) is far-

fetched, but the more difficult the passage, the

more imperative it becomes to apply strictly

the rules of the language and to adhere to the

exact meaning of words. P. 108, note i: &

bien que . . . means, not " moreover "
but
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'fortunately.' P. 109, note i: el dorado co-

litinpio de la cadena means ' the golden swing

formed by his chain.' P. 109, note 2: adelanta

el stnorito con aire a lo ftaiitenco is not : "the

young dandy struts along like a flamingo" but:

' the young dandy conies forward with the

dawdling air of a gipsy.' Flamenco here is

an adjective, the same that is found in ex-

pressions like canto flamenco, baile flamenco

denoting the songs, dances, and mannerisms

of the Andalusian gipsies. P. 109, note 5: the

name is Triana, without the article. P. 113,

note i: / Haga Ud. encaje con esos divinos

pies . . . / is not " make a display, that is,

show how you can dance with those fine feet!"

but;
' make figures as fine as lace-work." P.

113, note 2: the Dos de Afayo'v* known, not for

its beauty, but for its bloodshed. The passage

means: 'what murderous grace,' or 'what

killing wit.'

In the course of my remarks upon the

Notes I had occasion to say that in many cases

the editor had been misled by Tolhausen,

whose Worterbuch has been recommended by
me in previous reviews to the attention of my
readers. Tolhausen is an excellent diction-

ary, but it is not perfect. In the technical

terms of bull-fighting it is conspicuously weak ;

and provincial and dialect words occurring in

the literature of the last twenty years, orslang

expressions that have come to the front within

the same period, are often wanting. On the

other hand, the book is invaluable for the full-

ness with which it gives idiomatic word-com-

binations and the various meanings of a word,

and the cases are very rare where the trans-

lation is inexact. Such flaws will undoubted-

ly be eliminated when the dictionary under-

goes a revision, which will probably be made
erelong ;

in the meanwhile the book is by far

the best bilingual Spanish dictionary avail-

able. But under all circumstances a text is

more authoritative than a dictionary, and the

only way to attain certainty as to the meaning
of words and phrases is to read Spanish books
and gather parallel passages in sufficient num-
bers to warrant a conclusion.

It has been Professor Matzke's ill-fortune to

have to deal with a number of words for which
Tolhausen gives an inexact translation. Man-
zanilla (p. 112, 1. 14; p. 113, 1. 10) is not

"
Apfelwein

" or "
cider," but a light country-

wine of Andalusia
;
the words pie de banco

(p. 73, 1. 4) do not mean "
Unsinn, dunimes

Zeug
"

or "
nonsense," for they^never occur

except preceded by de, as in salida de pie de

banco, meaning an ' absurd '

or '

misplaced
'

remark. The word / sa/ero ! on p. 113, 1. 13,

is not "oh ! how beautiful !

"
just as [.little as

/ o/ie salero ! is
"
o, wie schon ist diese Frau !

"

'Sal' means 'salt,' and also 'wit, grace,
charm

;

' ' salero
'

is a thing full of '

sal,
' and

the vocative i salero! is applied to women,
just as the adjective / salerosa! with the

meaning of '

you charmer '

!

We can readily excuse the editor for having
followed Tolhausen in these cases, for the

text did not show clearly that the Worterbuch
was inexact. But the thing becomes different

when the text imperatively demands another
translation than that given by Tolhausen. The
word escote is here translated "

Spitzeneinfas-

sung am Kragen," and the Vocabulary says
"kerchief." The word also has, however, the

meanings
' the cut-out part of a low-necked

dress
' and ' the part of the bosom exposed

by a low-necked dress.' It occurs but once
in the Reader, in the combination el murbido
escote (p. 51, 1. 31), which certainly is

' her
white bosom," and not, as the Vocabulary
would have it, "her sickly kerchief." Tol-
hausen gives "c6cora, m. und f., Sittenpredi-

ger, vorwitzige Person ;" the Vocabulary:
"c6cora, m. and f., moral preacher," a ren-

dering that is not clear unless we go back to

the German. The only time the word is

found in the text is on p. 76, 1. 17, el portero
es el viejo mas cdcora que yo me he echado d
la cara, where cdcora is an adjective, not re-

corded by Tolhausen, but well rendered by
his

"
vorwitzig," that is 'inquisitive, imperti-

nent," or in this passage perhaps better 'hard
to please, over-nice." Tolhausen translates
"
pasmarota, pasmarotuda, f., verstellte Ohn-

macht, verstellte Nervenzufalle der Bettler;

Verwunderung ohne verniinftigen Grund.
' ' On

the strength of this, the Vocabulary gives
"
beggar who pretends to have a fainting-fit

"

as the meaning of pasmarote on p. 80, 1. 14, in

d ml . . . sg me ha de tener como un pasmarote
csperando en la porteria, while the passage
means :

'

they are bound to keep me waiting

M
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at the door like a wooden Injun.
'

Further cause for misunderstanding is the

fact that the Vocabulary gives impossible

renderings as a .result of a mistranslation of

Tolhausen's German. Doinpedro (p. 48, 1.

9) is in German " Abendblume;
"

in English
this is 'marvel of Peru,' but not "even-

ing flower." Ofuscador (p. 106, 1. 24) is

not "darkening" but 'dazzling/ and Tol-

hausen's "verdunkelnd" is 'out-shining.' Der-

roche cannot mean "confusion," the only
translation furnished by the Vocabulary, and

though Tolhausen says:
"
derroche, Ver-

schwendung, Unorduung," the latter word

clearly means ' careless administration.' The
word occurs once, on p. 102, 1. 26: aquel der-

roche de luzy vida, where "
Verschwendung,"

that is,
' reckless expenditure,' would be a

good translation, although I should prefer
' wealth.'

In spite of such errors as those just noted, if

the editor had closely followed Tolhausen, the

Vocabulary would in most cases have an-

swered its purpose. The Vocabulary says:

"caminero, i/t., traveller," a meaning which

the word never has. The noun, not found in

the Reader, is given by Tolhausen as "
Weg-

aufseher," that is, 'road inspector;' as an

adjective, correctly rendered by Tolhausen

"den Weg betreffend," it occurs once in the

text, on p. 73. 1. 20, in peon caminero, where

pedn is not "pedestrian ;

"
the two words to-

gether mean, as Tolhausen correctly says:
"
Wegewarter," that is.

' roadmaker.' For

the expression, ni par pienso, the Vocabulary

says: "pienso, in., thought," while the word
does mean ' an allowance of fodder,' and less

commonly
' task

'

(pensuiii). Espalda is ren-

dered, as if it were French epatile, by "shoul-

der" instead of ' back ;

'

entarnar, as if it

were entourer, by "to surround "
instead of

'to close almost entirely,' and escoltar, as if it

were ecouter, by
" to listen, to hear

"
instead

of 'to escort, to accompany.'
Such translations would tempt us to regard

"maul6n, chest," instead of '

big shammer,'
and "estrellar, to shelter," instead of 'to

break to pieces,' as additional specimens of

like nature, but let us call them misprints for

'cheat' and 'to shatter,' in the same way as

"jamelgo, worn-out wag" should be 'nag,'

and "
rudamente, ruddy

" become '

rudely.'
The form of the Vocabulary is likewise not

free from blemishes. We here find misprints
like tenir cuidado ; enguUar for engullir ;

hendir for hcnder; gente de los Interlas; lejillo

for lejillos ; llovar ; narizes ; volcano; Zo-

rilla: all in bold-faced type; the words be-

ginning with ch are placed at the end of those

beginning with c, but without a separate head-

ing; the alphabetical arrangement is disre-

garded in the case of many words (I have
counted forty-seven), several of which are a

long way removed from their legitimate places.
In favor of the Vocabulary it may be said

that it contains almost every word of the text

the exceptions, as far as noted, being abonar,
'to fertilize

'

(p. 52, I. 18) ; ah del . . .,
'

[ship]

ahoy!' (p. 42, 1. 10) ; cabezada, 'blow with the

head '

(p. 67, 1. 26) ; Colorado,
' red '

(p. 67, 1.

12); corneta, m., 'cornet player' (p. 19, 1. 32);

esposo,
'

bridegroom
'

(p. 6, 1. 26) ; frente, m.,
' front

'

(p. 56, 1. 32) ; / ja ja ja !
' ha ha ha !

'

(p. 23, I. 4) ; proveniente, de '

inspired by
'

(109,

15); tocanle d, 'concerning' (p. 70, 1.
23);

verano,
' summer '

(p. 22, title). This advan-

tage, however, is made illusory, in part, by
the manner in which the Vocabulary deals

with its material : lack of attention to the

preposition that goes with the verb ;
to transi-

tive verbs meanings are given that belong only
to the reflexive form ; the translations given
do not cover all the cases where the word oc-

curs in the text, and numbers of idiomatic

phrases, that great stumbling-block of all

students of Spanish, are not accounted for.

In some cases, it is true, the Notes remove a

difficulty, but a Vocabulary should be com-

plete in itself and do full justice to the text.

Especially should this be so in Spanish, for

the Spanish-English dictionaries are so hope-

lessly bad as to be of no value to a conscien-

tious student, and not everyone knows German

enough to use Tolhausen. A good Vocabu-

lary, and best of all one that recorded the

places where a word or expression occurs,

would be an invaluable supplement to the

existing dictionaries and might become the

nucleus of an excellent school-dictionary, the

lack of which makes itself felt more urgently
with every new reading-book that appears.
While in its present state the Vocabulary is
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imperfect, the merit of the texts may perhaps

carry the book to a second, and perfect, edi-

tion. In order in a measure to contribute to

its availability and thereby to its ultimate

success, I beg to offer the following observa-

tions, which, however, are not intended to

purge the Vocabulary of every flaw, as that

task cannot be expected of a reviewer.
"

a, to, at, in, from." Add :

'

by
'

(4 fuerza

de, 79, 10) ; 'on '

(estar d punto de, 71, 12 ; al

siguienle dia, 14, i; a caballo, 74, 15); 'for'

(al efecto, 63, 32; i a que" . . . ? 48, 30); 'I

bet . . .

'

(i& que no! 66, 31);
'

in case of (4

no ser, 70, 32); with words of measure: 'each'

(monedas de & cinco duros, 107, 17; a dos

reales, 23, 14),
'

long
'

(de & vara, 41, 28);

abbreviated from : [me remito] a,
'

[let us

leave it] to' (30, 11). abajo : para abajo,
1

upside down '

(104, 14). abuelo, adj. (papa

abuelo, u, 4). acabar, refl. 'to come loan

end (16,23): acertara, 'to succeed in' (4, 26):

acomodo,
'

offer, match '

(54, 25). agarrarse,

p.p. agarrado,
'

holding on '

(35, 13). ahora

bien,
' this being so '

(98, 29). alegre : mas

alegre qne unas Pascuas,
'

as merry as can be'

(73. 23)- alma : con el alma en un hilo,
'
in

suspense
'

(74, 15); volver el alma al cuerpo 4
' to reassure

'

(78, 24). alia, of time :

'

long
aK

'

(*>.
lf>

I 7> 3) i i
a"^ vamos !

' here she

goes'! pop. (109, 19; 112, 17). amo : miamo,
'mister,' pop. (42, 15). andar : andar con,

'to bother about' . . . (81, 12); andar plus

present partic., 'to keep (doing)' (78, 18);

andando,
' at a good gait

'

(72, 5). anhelar,

'to long for" (5, 14). i
animal! 'you idiot'

(48, 15). ani's : grano de anis,
' a trifle, a

small matter '

(used only negatively) (47, 22).

apagarse, noun,
'

snuffing out
'

(106, 32). apoy-
arse en, 'to lean against.' jarrea! 'so that's

it !

'

(76, 29). arrojarse & borbotones,
' to bub-

ble forth, to gush forth
'

(4, 21); arrojarse,
'

boldly to come forward, to dare '

(67, 12).

astro,
'

heavenly body
'

(102, 12 : the moon),

asustarse, 'to get frightened' (9, 11). at6nito,
'

enraptured
'

(6, 25). atraque :

'

indigestion
'

(42, 13 : of knowledge), aura :
'

breeze, ze-

phyr' (poet.) (3, 6). bando: 'party, faction
'

(12,

9). barbaridad :
j Qu6 barbaridad !

'

I never

heard of a thing like that !' (27, 3), 'That's

frightful ! (73, 8). barbaro,
' foolish

'

(66, 30).

befa,
'

laughing-stock
'

(49, 12). bestia,
'

heart-

less person
'

(48, 19). bestialidades,
' such

frightful things' (72,3). bien: (nuijer)debien,
'

worthy
'

(7, 5). bianco : herir en el bianco

(49, 14). bochorno :
'

disgrace
'

(99, 28). brazo

&. brazo,
' hand to hand '

(36, 19). brios : jjuro
& brios . . . ! (for : Dios)

'

you bet your boots

. . . !

'

(75, n). bueno : en buena lid, 'fair*

(18, 8). caber :
' can be contained, to find

room' (96, 33). cabo: 'corporal' (70, 21).

calma: 'phlegm' (gastar mucha calma, 'to

be very slow,' 74, 23). j
calla ! 'well upon my

word!' (76, 5; So, 31). 'camilla : 'stretcher'

(17, 5). cara : poner buena cara a, 'to be very
considerate towards' (75, 15). cargar con, 'to

take (something that the owner would gladly

get rid of)
'

(28, 14). categoria :

' rank '

(81, 12).

catequizar: 'to wheedle '

(77, 18). celosia, fig.

'screen (screen-like growth)' (107, 7). cesante:

very few cesantes have a pension, cima : por
cima de, 'over' (104, 2). colnio: 'superabun-
dance' (36, 13). comandante : 'major' (13, 17).

compromise: 'vow'(6i, 5). como que, 'inas-

much as, for' (86, n); como si dijeYamos, 'as

it were, if we may use the word '

(51, 6; 113,

3). confianza :

'

frankness, familiarity
'

(94, 23).

conocer: 'recognize' (23, 5; 43,21); se conoce,
'
it is easy to see, everybody can see

'

(42, 14 ;

81,22). correr: '
to spread

'

(79, 14); correrse :

' to extend '

(97, 29),
'

to be filled with shame '

(51, 19). cosa: a cosa de, 'about' (of time) (14,

5). cr6talos : poet., 'castanets'2 (no, i; 113,

23). cuajar: 'to fill, to crowd' (105, 20). cuando:

i para cuando ?
' when [can we expect] ?

'

(98,

31). cuenta : cuenta que,
'

it must not be over-
looked that

'

(41, 26; 1 10, 19). cuerpo: cuerpo
a cuerpo,

' hand to hand, face to face
'

(14, 10;

61, 30). curiosete : 'disagreeably inquisitive'

(77, 21). cursi, adj.: 'commonplace' (52, 15).

dar : dar vueltas,
'

to turn around '

(8, 24) ;
dar

la espalda a,
' to turn one's back to

'

(58, 12) ;

la gana da 4, 'the whim comes to, strikes (he

gets it into his head to)
'

(75, 6). de :

'

against
'

(defenderse de, 14, 15) ;

'

for
'

(ay de, 95, 29 ;

desquitarse de, So, 10) ;

' to
'

(desdenarse de,

94, 2 ; agarrado de, 35, 13) ;

'
at

'

(de una vez,

64, i) ;
'than' (mas de, 54, 9); bruto de mi,

a Crotalogia, if si* Arte de tocar las castavuelas. a famous

book, the first sentence of which says:
" No hay obligaciun

de tocar las castanuelas, sino la de, al tocar, saber tocarlas,'

or, as more commonly quoted: "Para tocar castanuelas.

saber tocarlas," the most noteworthy refrjn in the language.

26
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'fool that I am '

(75, 18); used with adjectives
of dimension : . . . de ancho,

'
. . . wide '

(83,

2). decir : se decfa si habia 6 no,
' there was

some talk about there being
'

(73, 3 ; comp. 74,

32). defenderse de (14, 15). dejar: 'to leave

alone, not to bother' somebody (n, 7); 'to

forsake
'

(72, i) ; dejar de,
'

refrain from, ab-

stain from '

(84, 23 ; 86, 19),
' to fail to

'

(87, 31).

desbordarse (106, 15). desdefiarse de (94, 2).

desentonar, 'to lack color' (61, 2). desfalle-

cerse,
' to get weary, to become worn out

'

(34,

29). desgarrador, 'heart-rending
'

(19, 17). des-

graciarse (85, 28). desnaturalizado,
' heartless'

(47, 16). determinar: 'to define," p.p. 'definite'

(50, 5). dfas, 'life, years' (36, i.|). discurrir

sobre,
' to study, to consider, to deal with' (25,

16). disfrutar de (90, 6). disgusto :

'

dissatisfac-

tion
'

(68, 33). disputar una cosa a :

' to con-

tend for a thing with, to strive to wrest a thing
from' (12, 8; 34, 20). doble : 'tolling (of a

bell)' (17, 13). domar: 'to train' (57, 17). j
ea !

'come on!' (82, 8). educarse : 'to go to

school
'

(12, 13). i eg !

' bah !

'

(79, 23). ejecutar
a uno: 'to sell someone's property at sheriff's

sale, to sell him out, to levy upon him' (28, 13).

empezarse (62, 25). emplear: te estd bien em-

pleado, 'it is well bestowed upon you, you
fully deserve it, it se.rves you right

'

(77, 8).

emprender, 'to start out on' (73,9; 83, 15).

en :

'

from, out of (comer en la mano, 52, 13) ;

'

among
'

(33, 31) ;

' with
'

(en aire de desafio,

52, 7). enamorado,
'

longing
'

(3, 18). encima :

por encima de (86, 2). encontrarse que :

' to

find, to see that' (64, 26). ensanchar : 'to make
wider, to broaden '

(49, 30). entrafias, poet.,

'heart
'

(112, 8). entretanto (87,5). escamarse,
' to catch on '

(27, 15). escuchar :

' to hear '

(n,

24; 103, 25). escuela : alta esctiela, 'high

horsemanship
'

(57, 17) ; no saber escuela, 'not

to know how to read and write
'

(82, i). eso :

a eso de, 'about' (of time) (13, 6). esperar: \

si esperaran tanto las liebres ! . . ., 'that is

what I call patience !' (81, i); the expression
admits of two explanations, namely : 'it would
be bad for the hares if they waited as long as

you,' or: 'it would be a good thing for us if

they waited as long!' espina : me da mala

espina,
'

it causes me misgivings, evil forebod-

ings
'

(73, 19) ; used only in the combination :

dar mala espina. estado : 'married or single
state

'

(37, 30) ;

' scorecard' (66, 3). estanquero:

1

keeper of an estanco, that is, government
tobacco-shop, where postage stamps, matches,
and stamped paper for official documents

(papel sellado) are sold likewise, estar : estar

para,
'
to be good for, to be able to resist

'

(72,

14) ;

' to be good enough to
'

(57, 17); estar en

poco que no . . ., impers., 'to hinge upon little

that not, to come near occurring that' (56, 16;

48, 4). 4ste : e^tas y las otras . . ., 'such and
such' (73, 22). estela: 'stream, flood' (113,

20); por estela : 'behind, in the same way as

the wake is behind a ship, following on his

heels' (109, 6). estilo: por el estilo, 'of that

sort, similar' (66, 18). estirar: estirar la pata,
'

to kick the bucket '

(72, 13). estribo :

'

step of
a coach '

(83, 15 : at the back) ; perder los

estribos (51, 5). eterno : 'endless' (36,3). ex-

trafto :

' rare
'

(32, 5). falta : hacer falta,
' to be

lacking, to be missing' (87, 9); a falta de . . .,

'

if ... is not enough
'

(77, 3). faltar : no faltaba

mas,
'

that would make the thing complete,
that would cap the climax '

(81, n); faltar a :

'to break, to offend' (61, 6; 99, 17); le falta

tiempo para, 'he does nothing but' (63, 3).

falto de (51, i). fandango: 'a Spanish dance"

(88, 33 ; 109, 14 ; 109, 16). fastidiar : 'to bother'

(75, i). fijarse en (42, 22; 91, 28). filiaci6n :

'

description
'

(65, 31). fin: por fin,
'

after all
'

(80, 21). jfuera! 'out!' (58, 27); fuera de :

' out of, from
'

(35, 13). fuero :
'

arrogance
'

(79,

2). fumarse,
' to spend

'

(13, 18). gaita : cate-

gories ni gaitas,
'

titles and things, such things
as titles' (81, 12). gana (75, 6). genio : 'temper'

(78, 30). gente :
j
la gente que . . . !

' such a lot

of people as
'

(73, 8). gloria :
'

future happi-
ness, expectations' (49, 7), 'bliss' (72, i), 'para-

dise
'

(71, 22 ; 73, 10), 'heavenly beauty' (no,

28). golpe de mar : 'sea' (heavy wave) (33, 20).

guapo : noun,
'

braggart, smarty
'

(8, 9). guar-
darse de. haber de :

'

shall, must, cannot help,
to be bound to, to be going to, (passim ; of the

thirty cases noted in the volume, "to be

obliged to
" does not apply once); hay: hay

que,
'

it is necessary, one should' (77, 22; 77,

23), no hay tiempo que gastar,
' there is no

time to be lost
'

(44, 31). hacer :
'

to set
'

(hacer

rumbo, 33, 28),
' to represent, to be '

(hacer el

nvimero . . . , 16, 14), hacer falta ; hacersecon,
' to get hold of, to get in spite of everything

'

(85, 22). hacer : impers. 'it is ... ago, ever

since .... for the last . . . ,' (2, 15). helarse

27
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(8, 25). hermanos : 'brethren
'

(12,21). hincarse

611(35,29). liuir:
' to avoid

'

(45, 23). ir : aux.,

'to be;'ivaya! 'why!' (9, 8), 'come now,

please
'

(10, 20) ; j
vamos !

'

really
'

(77, 6),

'look here' (77, 17); vaya de ejemplo, 'let

this serve as' (89, 26); ique" va a que . . . ?

' how much is to be bet that . . . ?
'

(74, 26) ;

I vaya V. & saber! 'how can one find out?

how do I know ?
'

(89, 14) ; eso va en gustos,
' that is a matter of taste

'

(30, 3). Isabel :

Elisabeth, jerarqufa :

'

standing, rank '

(100,

5). Jornada: 'journey' (36, 15). largo: never

means "large." lejillos : 'rather far' (77.13)-

licenciado,
' retired

'

(from the army) (10, 24).

lidiarse:
'

(bull-fighting term, used of a bull)

to be played' (62, 29; 64,3; 69, i). ludibrio :

'laughing-stock' (49, 12). Hamar: 'to des-

tine
'

(48, 22). llegar a :

' to succeed in
'

(55,

15); 'in course of time, gradually, reach the

point of
'

(49, 2 ; 49, 17 ; 53, 26
; 54, 19). llevar :

'to have a record of (97,10);
' to have '

(56,

23). madre : veinticinco y la madre,
' an end-

less lot
'

(88, 13). maldita la . . . , 'devil a

(bit) ..." (87, 9). manojo : bunch '

(74, 22 ;

76, 22 ; 108, 31). mas : ni mas ni menos que,

'just as' (15, 13). mata : (of hair) 'shock,

thick mass '

(no, 21). matarse :

' to get killed,

to die
'

(48, 23). menos : cuando menos,
' to

say the least
'

(49, 22). meter :

' to thrust out
'

(67, 25). mientras :

' meanwhile '

(104, 25).

mil : hasta las mil y quinientas,
'

till kingdom
come' (75, i). mismo: por lo mismo que,
'

because, precisely because '

(28, 2 ; 56, 10).

moda : pasar de moda,
' to go out of fashion

'

(49, 19). moler :
' to torture, to weary

'

(74, 23).

molino : 'a person who talks and talks
'

(no

sea V. molino, 'give us a rest,' 42,29). mo-

mento: por mementos, 'every moment more

so
'

(34, 22, 52 ; 28). monte :
' forest

'

(7, 20).

morrocotudo : 'immense' (72, u). moza :

buena moza,
'

good looking,' (48, 20) (65, 33).

mudanza,
'

figure
'

(of dance, 107, 27). muer-

to '

mortally wounded '

(67, 28). murmurar :

'to whisper* (13, 3). naturalidad :

'

ease, com-

posure
'

(51, 15). ni: 'even' (after impedir,

49, 28); 'or' (81, 7). nino : ;qu...ni qu6
niiio muerto ! 'what are you talking about?

what has that to do with it ?
'

(81, 7). novillos :

'

bull-fight' (with young bulls) (72, 4); novillo :

'

young ox '

(86, 26). numero : un sin numero,
' an endless number '

(46, 16). 6 : 6 sea,
' or in

other words, or to be more exact' (91, 15 ; 91,

28). obtener :

'

to obtain permission to
'

(52,

15). ofrecer : 'to promise' (5, 12; 5, 16; 53,

22). o!do : hacerse todo ofdos,
' to become

very attentive
'

(95, 2). olvidarse :
' to be for-

gotten
'

(48, 28) ; olvidarse de,
' to become

forgetful of (48, 19; 64, 17). opinar por (45,

23). parrafo :
" echar parrafos

" does not oc-

cur in the book ;
echar un parrafo, 'to have

a talk
'

(72, 19). pasar :

' to come in
'

(79, 12) ;

pasarse, with expressions of duration: 'to

spend
'

(So, 6 ; 88, 6). paso : de paso para,
' on

the way through to
'

(50, 18: para la ciudad,
' to the city,' that is, Granada, the capital of

the province ; comp. 55, 24 : pasar por Jauja).

parienta : pop., 'wife' (78, 13). pelo : ver el

pelo a, 'to catch a glimpse of, to set eye on '

(82, 6) ; no tener pelo de tonto,
' to be not at

all a fool
'

(81,22). pena : 'grief (4, 24). per-

donar :
' not to take what one has a right to

take, to grant,' (16, 6). perro : tan alto como
un perro sentado,

'

very small (of persons),

only a few feet tall' (48, 32). pesadez : 'phlegm,

slowness, sluggishness
'

(74,26). pesar: 'to be

a burden '

(78, 19). pista :
'

arena, ring (of

circus)' (59, 17). pisto manchego : 'a mess

that always has a burnt taste, probably due

10 breadcrumbs done very brown that enter

into its composition
'

(80, 2). poco : poco mas
6 menos,

'

approximately, about '

(47, 9).

poner: 'to make fine, to adorn' (108, n);
'to show' (75, 15); ponerse, 'to transport

one's self, to betake one's self, to go
'

(en,
'

to,' 9, 4). por :

' on '

(por otra parte,
' on the

other hand,' 53, 17); used to make adverbial

expressions like por completo, por lo pronto,

por tiltimo, por sf mismo (

'

personally,' 14,

13) ; por lo bajo,
'

in an undertone, to him-

self (So, i) ; por vida de, 'by' (in oaths, So,

19) ; por si . . . ,

' to see whether, for the event

that
'

(37, 14) ; por si acaso,
' to guard against

the contingency that
'

(89, 12
; 89, 17 ; 90, 3) ;

with infinitives :

'

yet to be ..." (por nacer,

79, 8) ; with adjectives, followed by que and

subjunctive: 'however ..." (61, 15), extran-

jero por extranjero,
'

foreigner against for-

eigner, that is, compared with
'

(28, 15). pre-

cipitarse, 'to come on' (of storm, 33, 3). pre-

cisar,
' to force

'

(57, 24). preguntar :

' to ask

about '

(37, 30). pretender,
' to insist, to make

it a point
'

(71, 6). pretensi6n : tener sus pre-
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tensicmes de, with adjective,
' to lay claim to

being
'

(48, 19). principle : dar principle a (32,

33). projimo, 'fellow, individual' (65, 21).

promesa,
' vow '

(3.7, 25). proporcionado,
'

ap-

propriate, proper
'

(67, 6). a prop6sito,
' on

purpose' (no, 30). pncherete, 'little pot' (87,

16). pues, 'so' (14, 19); ipues qu? excla-

mation of surprise,
' how is this? what?' (19,

21). pulla, 'mockery, sarcasm" (57, 9). que

equal como (52, 14). jqu6 tal ? (30, 14); <

qu? (48, 30). quedarse como los santos de

Francia. 'to stand there like one dazed, in

blank amazement' (81, 25). quejumbroso,
'

plaintive
'

(32, 9). quemarse,
' to get angry

'

(So, 2). querer : como quiera que, with sub-

junctive, "however ;" with indicative, 'inas-

much as' (61,19). quitar: \ quita ! 'get out"

(11, 9); quitarse de (83, 31). raz6n : tomar

raz<n de, 'to take note of
'

(65,32), 'to make
notes about, to record

'

(66, 4). real hembra,
'a splendid, grand woman" (54, 13). reci^n :

the de in de reci^n casado (85, 12) means:

'in the quality of, while, when.' reconocer:

'to acknowledge' (71, 14; 71, 29). remanso :

p. 109, 1. 17, not "standing," that is, 'stag-

nant' water, but 'dammed-up water, water

of which the current is stemmed,' the heaving
of which corresponds to the description in the

text ; see below, under zapateado. re'probo :

'sinner' (36, 25). res: 'a head of cattle.'

resolver: ' to settle
'

(12, 26). reventar : logo
off, to be fired, of a shot

'

(16, 27). rienda :

dar rienda suelta a, 'to give vent to
'

(95, 5)-

romance: en romance, 'in plain language'

(48, 26). sacar: ' to pick out
'

(68, 15). sacudir:
' to shake off" (57, 28). salvar :

' to pass be-

yond
'

(32, ii
; 44, 15); salvarse, 'to escape"

(16, 9). santo, adj.: santo var6n, 'my good
man" (81,5); todo el santisimo dia, 'all the

livelong day
'

(72, 18). say6n :

' henchman '

(37. 33)- sena :
'

feature, characteristic
'

; se-

fias :
'

description
'

(73, 22). sefiorito : vocative,
' kind sir

'

(23, 15 ; 25, 5), ser de plus infini-

tive : 'to be to be ..." (14, 21) ; ser de, 'to

become of, to happen to
'

(18, 21). si :

' while
'

83, 16). si: por si solas, 'each by itself (69,

3). siempre :

'

undoubtedly
'

(74, 16). sobrevi-

vir a: 'to live longer than' (13, 20). solici-

tar:
' to seek to obtain

'

(61, 11),
' to ask per-

mission to
'

(51,6; 52, 15). suelto: 'separate'

(43, 27). suplir :
' to make up for

'

(82, 18 ; on

p. 21, 1. 21, suplir por with the same meaning),
sutilizarse :

' to grow smaller
'

(64, 23). tabar-

dillo :

' sunstroke '

(mild attack), con un

tabardillo,
' overcome by heat

'

(72, 6). tal :

el tal (91, i); ique' tal? (30, 14). tan: 'so

much, so greatly' (88, 5); ; qu noche tan

hermosa !

' how very beautiful a night, (22,

17). tanto : tanto caminante,
' so many a, so

great a number of (73, 28). tender la vista,
' to look around '

(19, 10). tener :
' to hold '

(34, 19) ; no tener para,
' not to have the

wherewithal to
'

(7, 15) ; tener por,
' to regard

as
'

(60, 23) ;
no tenerlas todas consigo (57,

3 1
I 77. r 3)- tiempo : jal tiempo ! (30, n, see

under a), tierra : dar en tierra con,
'

to over-

throw, to put an end to' (69, 3). tirar: 'to

strike, to let fly
'

(67, 26). tiro : mudar tiro,
' to change horses

'

(90, 17). tocar :

' to play

(a tune)
'

(75, 15) ; le toc6 el turno,
'

it was
his turn

'

(56, 18) ; le toc6 la quinta,
' he was

drafted' (70. 18). todo: 'quite' (n, 20; 91,

2; 92, 13), 'whole' (101, 21). tomar:
j
toma !

1

why, surely ;
of course

'

(76, 6) ;
tomar venia,

' to get permission
'

(65, 12). tonto : como un

tonto,
'

passionately
'

(88, 30). tornar a : to go
back to

'

(3, 26) ; tornarse a,
' to go to

'

(3,

16) ;
tornera :

'

doorkeeper of a nunnery
'

(9, 5). toro : ciertos son los toros,
' now it is

sure' (74,33). torpe :

'

awkward, unfit, '(49, 8).

toser a :

' to despise, to look down upon
'

(77,

19). trabajos: 'hardships' (70, 2; 80, 7).

traza :
'

aspect
'

; tener traza de,
' to look

like
'

(75, 12). tres : las tres,
' three o'clock '

(14,3). trueque : & trueque de, 'in exchange
for

'

(96, 9). uno : la una,
' one o'clock '

(13,

24). valerse de.
j
valiente . . . !

' what a . . . !

'

(42, 16). venir :
\ venga !

'

let's have it
'

(84,

33); venirse abajo, 'to tumble down' (51, 8).

ventanillo :

'

little window in the door, peep-
hole

'

(80, 26). ver : . . . a ver si ...,'... to

try and to attend to ..." (86, 26).

verdadero :
' actual

'

(49, 7). vergiienza : a la

vergiienza, 'exposed to view, bare '

(74,22).

vez : de una vez,
' at once '

(64, i). j
viva la

Pepa!
' hurrah! '

(79, 32; popular exclama-

tion meaning :
' now we are going to have a

glorious time'), volver : transitive, 'to turn

around the corner of (4, 2). voto : 'member

(of a committee, tribunal), judge' (61, 14).

vuelta: dar vueltas, 'to turn around '

(8, 24) ;

4 la vuelta de,
' after the lapse of, within '

29
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(85, 22). ya que no,
'

since not
'

(43, 24).

yunta de bueyes,
' team of oxen '

(108, 32).

zapateado : p. 109, 1. 16,
' a dance where the

feet make a shuffling sound on the floor,

somewhat like a slow jig.'

F. DE HAAN.

Bryn Mctwr College.

GERMAN LITERATURE.

Goethe's Gotz von Berlichingen mit der eiser-

tien Hand. Ein Schauspiel. Edited with

Introduction, Notes and Map, by FRANK
GOODRICH, Ph. D. New York : Henry
Holt & Co., 1896.

THE study of Goethe in our colleges and

universities properly begins with Gotz and

we are indebted to Prof. Goodrich for his con-

cise and exact edition of Goethe's dramatic

composition. In spite of its many shortcom-

ings, in spite of the fact which its German
critics never fail to accent, that it derives its

great charm from the peculiarly German char-

acter of the dramatis persons, it never fails

to awaken the lasting interest of the Ameri-

can youth. It is not difficult to account for it.

The power of the piece lies in its marvelous

objectivity, the foremost quality of Goethe's

mind, and in the presence of this elementary
force the canons of aesthetic criticism are out

of place.

Prof. Goodrich's Introduction contains, I.

The Historical Foundation of the Play, II. The

Composition of the Play, III. The Play, IV.

Reception and Influence. Under I, the editor

discusses in a very satisfactory manner the

position of the Free Knights of Germany
at the beginning of the sixteenth century.
I regret, however, that he has completely

ignored the influence of Humanism and the

imminent Reformation upon the institution of

feudalism, factors which the parts of Olearius

and Brother Martin are intended to call to

mind.

A more serious omission is the absence of

any dramaturgic commentary, which never

fails to give intense interest to the teaching of

a dramatic composition. While I acknowledge
that the dramaturgic history of Gotz is par-

ticularly difficult, yet the fact remains that

Gotz von Berlichingen is one of the never-

failing
'

Zugstucke
'

of the German stage, of

which the student should be made aware.

The fourth scene of the first act (Speisesaal im
bischoflichen Palaste) and the second scene in

the fourth act (Rathaus) are parts of the drama
which are the delight of the modern stage-

manager and the student can be profitably im-

pressed with the scenic details of an artistic

performance.

Only a few remarks on the Notes seem to be

necessary.
P. i.$, 10, 6 " Dass (elliptical) mein Blick

will sagen, dass (W)." Wustmann's explana-
tion is strained. Dass is frequently used for

iveil ; see Grimm's Worterbnch under dasz, p.

817, 6 a, where he quotes, among other exam-

ples Goethe's 'aber dasz icli arm bin, war ich

verachtet
'

(Werke, 57, 128).

P. 144, 28, i, Der Schoppenstuhl requires a

note on the Germanic institution of Schoffen
and its place in modern German law.

P. 147, 37, 1-2 da vcrtagen requires a

note on the present meaning of the verb ver-

tagen, 'adjourn.'
HENRY SENGER.

University of California.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ADDITIONS TO THE SPANISH
TRAGEDY.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: Most American readers who have

heard of the Spanish Tragedy and of the in-

teresting problem of the authorship of the ori-

ginal piece.as well as of the additions appearing
in the edition of 1602 and in later editions,

have been compelled to depend upon the re-

print in Hazlitt's Dodsley for their knowledge
of the play. Now in Mr. Hazlitt's edition the

places of the first three additions, usually at-

tributed to Ben Jonson on the authority of a

couple of passages in Henslow's Diary, are

marked in the text by means of brackets or

footnotes. The others unfortunately, however,

including the most interesting of all, the

scene with the painter, are either not marked
at all, or are marked very imperfectly, so that

students of Jonson and students of Kyd are

3
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equally left in the dark as to which passages
to claim for either. For my own satisfaction

and enlightenment accordingly,! have recently

collated the edition of circa 1594 (the first

known edition), the reprint in Hazlitt's Dods-

ley, and the edition of 1610 (those of 1599 and

1602 do not appear in the British Museum

Catalogue). And a record of the additions to

the play, with precise reference to the passa-

ges in the Hazlitt-Dodsley edition, may
be of service to other American students

who are debarred from access to the original

editions.

Aside from very slfght verbal differences,

then, the changes and improvements in later

editions over the edition of circa 1594 are as

follows :

(a) As marked by brackets, pp. 56-59 of

Hazlitt's Dodsley (vol. v), all from " Aye me
t

Hieronimo, sweet husband, speak !

"
to "How

strangely had 1 lost my way to grief," is added.

(b) The passage as printed in footnote on pp.

70-71 of Hazlitt is an addition. After " Why
then farewell" the text of 1594 continues as in

Hazlitt.

(c) Hazlitt p. 103 :

" Tis neither as you think
"

to p. 105
" Good leave have you

"
is added.

(d) Hazlitt, p. 113, the portion is added be-

ginning
" Enter Jaques and Pedro

I wonder, Pedro, why our master thus" to

page 123
" He beats the Painter in."

That is, in the 1594 edition after

"King. Oh then, and heare you Lord Em-
bassadour.

Exeunt,"
comes immediately

" Enter Hieronimo with a book in his hand.

Vindicta mihi.

I, heaven will be revenged of every ill, "etc.

Hazlitt, or some previous editor, has freely

rearranged the versification.

(e) Hazlitt p. 166: "Hieronimo.

But are you sure that they are dead? "

to page 167: "I saw her stab him" is all

added.

(f) Hazlitt p. 168: "
Methinks, since I grew

inward with revenge
"

to page 169 :

" Nunc
mors : [nunc] caede, manus," is added.

Hazlitt, p. 168, after " With greater far

than these afflictions" there follows in 1594

(omitted in Hazlitt, and in 1610) :

" Can. But who were the confederates in this ?

Vice. That was thy daughter Bel-imperia.
For by her hand my Balthaza was slaine.

I saw her stab him."
And in 1610 " Nunc mors; cadae manus" (p.

169 of Hazlitt) there follows a line not given in

Hazlitt:

"Hier. Now to expresse the rupture of my part,
First take my tongue, and afterward my heart.

He bites out his tongue."
In spite of the exaggerated and almost bur-

lesque effect of parts of these additions.it seems
to me that Charles Lamb was quite justified in

finding in them "the salt of the old play."

Dramatically taken and in their general con-

ception, they offer lines of higher quality than
the rest of the play, which are difficult of as-

sociation with the later Jonson and certainly

suggest rather one of the more romantic con-

temporaries of Shakspere. But then there

are those puzzling passages in Henslow !

FREDERIC IVES CARPENTER.
British Museum.

" TAKE IN"

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES ,

SIRS: The quarrel between Mr. Lang and
Professor Matthews anent " -isms "

is such a

"pretty" one, and both champions under-

stand so well how to make their hands guard
their heads, that an interested on-looker is loath

to interfere. Besides, in such a case, the third

party runs the risk Brer Rabbit had in mind
when Sis Cow asked his help (so disingen-

uously) in getting her horns out of the per-
simmon tree. But it is too bad that Professor

Matthews seems determined to end the dis-

cussion. Surely the last word has not been

said on the subject. Even his
' Final Note '

in your February number cannot be final : for

even there statements are made which are

open to correction. For instance, Professor

Matthews classifies
' take in=take= subscribe

for
' as a '

neologism,' a ' recent Briticism," an
'

example of this freakishness in the British

use of the English language.' But it does

not appear to be any more ' recent '

or '

freak-
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ish
'

than Addison ; as is plain from the follow-

ing quotation :

" A lar^e family of daughters have drawn me

up a very handsome remonstrance, in winch

they set forth that their father having refused

to take in the Spectator, since the additional

price was set upon it, they offered him unan-

imously to bate him the article of bread and

butter in the tea-table account, provided the

Spectator might be served up to them every

morning as usual." Spectator, No. 488.

A. MAC MEGHAN.

Dalhousie College.

DULCINEA IN GERMAN.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS : Herr Potter (Moo. LANG. NOTES xii,

448) konnte in den Worterbiichern keine

Auskunft daruber finden, ob Dnlcinea im

Deutschen gebrauchlich sei. Das Wort ist

deni gebildeten Deutschen ganz gelaufig ; es

wird im Deutschen im gevvohnlichen Leben

viel haufiger gebraucht als im Englischen.

Mein -iltestes Zitat findet sich in [Braker] Der

arme Mann im Toggenburg, (ed. Ludwig

Ziirn, Halle, s. a.), woselbst es S. 132 heisst

"Und da meine Dulcinea ohnehin alles in

allem sein vvollte so wurd' ich um so

viel verdriesslicher." Brakers Schrift er

schien im Jahre 1789.

J. H. OTT.

Northwestern University (Wis.).

KING OR CONY.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: Brandl, in his review of M. E. Liter

ature (Paul's Grundriss, II: 1. p. 616), says in

speaking of the Poema Morale ;

" Auftallend ist die Abneigung gegen hofisches

Wesen. Nicht als der geringste Vorzug de

Himmels erscheint es, dass dort kein Konig
und kein Hermelin existiert. VVenn der

Dichter, wie aus Griinden der Sprache und

Ueberlieferung verrnutet wird, um ii7oschrieb,
that er es wphl nicht ohne Zusammenhang
mil dem Kreis von Thomas Becket, dem Re-

formator der Geistlichkeit, dem Vorkampfer
der Theokratie und zum Theil auch des

Sachsentums gegen des Konigtum, der gerade
in diesem Jahre in seiner Kathedrale zu

Canterbury zum grossen nationalen Miirtyrer

wurde."

The passage to which Brandl refers is as fol-

lows (11. 357 f.),

Ther nys nouther fou ne grey, ne konyng. ne hermyne.

Ne oter. ne acquerue. Beuveyr ne sablyne.

It would surely be astonishing to find the

word "
king

"
in this long list of furs, the use

of which was characteristic of the rich. The

word "konyng" evidently does not mean
"
king

"
as Brandl supposes, but "

cony
"

(cf.

with this reading of J, Ms. L: "
cunig "). It

is worth while to call attention to the error, as

Brandl 's general statement precedes the ref-

erence, and might be supposed to rest on

other evidence as well. As a matter of fact it

does not. There is no "
Abneigung gegen

hofisches Wesen "
in the poem whatsoever,

and not the slightest support for Brandl 's

theory of the author's connection with the

circle of Becket.

Another inaccurate statement, which might
mislead the reader,occurs on p. 617. In speak-

ing of the poet's attitude toward the Virgin

in the God Ureisun of Ure Lefdi, he says,

" Der Dichter gibt sich da mil individueller

Unmittelbarkeit, als Munch, welcher der
Gottesmutter alles geopfert hat und sie dafiir

seine liebe Frau nenut. Er sehnt sich nach
ihr, will sich von ihr waschen und kleiden las-

sen, schenkt ihr sein Herzblut und sagt dafiir

Gif ich der iegen : mit leove leafdi, fou ert min I

"

The poet nowhere calls her " seine Frau,
"

and the element of "
geistliche Minne "

is cer-

tainly sufficiently marked without quoting
the poet in part in such a way as to give so

materialistic a suggestion to his words. What
he does ask is that he may be washed and

clothed
"
through [her] great mercy that

spreads so very wide "
(1. 140), plainly a use

of the familiar Scriptural metaphor. The

misprint of " mit "
for " mi "

will be noted.

CLARENCE GRIFFIN CHILD.

University of Pennsylvania.
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AMERICA'S SHARE IN THE RE-
GENERATION OF BULGARIA.

(1840-1859.)

I.

THROUGH four hundred years of Turkish op-

pression the Greeks never lost the conscious-

ness of their former glory, and dreamt of the

reestablishment of their independence. Their

aspirations were kindled to a new flame in the

beginning of our century, when they received

the warm moral support of the cultured of

Europe who, as if in repayment for their

services in the Renaissance, were burning with

the desire to see all the Greeks gathered in

under the rule of classical Athens. At last

their struggles were crowned with success in

the establishment of the temporary govern-
ment under the presidency of Capodistria.
The country, however, presented a sad spec-
tacle. The rich and the educated were living

abroad in the large capitals of Western Europe,
or at Odessa, Alexandria, and in the Phanar

quarter ol Constantinople. In the Morea, the

poverty of live ignorant populace was unpa-
ralleled. Capodistria did his very best to in-

troduce a system of primary schools, but the

exchecquer was drained, there were to be

found few suitable teachers, and scarcely any
textbooks in the vernacular, or in that mixed
dialect which aimed at making the ancient

Greek the literary form.

The Anglo-Saxon world, among whom there

were to be found the most enthusiastic Phil-

hellenes, came to his rescue. Lord Guilford

built and endowed a Greek University on the

island of Corfu, while American missionaries,

uniting their enthusiasm with their native

sense for the practical, took an active part in

building up the lower schools. In 1831 there

were in the Peloponesos one hundred and

seventy-two schools with less than ten thou-

sand pupils; that is, about one schoolboy to

every three hundred inhabitants. Girl schools

did not exist until a preacher of the Gospel
from Massachusetts, Jonas King, braving per-

secution on account of heterodoxy, established

them along with schools for boys. In 1832
there was associated with him Elias Riggs who
had just graduated from Amherst College.

They translated Woodbury's Geography, Pai-

ley's Arithmetic, Gallaudet's Psychology, Cut-

ter's Physiology, and other American school-

books, and printed them in their own printing

establishment, one of the very first in the

country. Nor was Capodistria slow in dis-

covering the praiseworthy activity of the men
from beyond the Atlantic, and in a rescript of

February 8-20, 1831 (Document No. 1915), he

begged the Secretary of the American Board
of Foreign Missions, Mr. Anderson, to express
his thanks to his people in New York and to

invoke their continued aid.

The missionary efforts for the evangelization
of Greece dates from an earlier period. In

the beginning of the twenties, the American
Press at Malta had been issuing a vast number
of religious and semi-religious tracts, intended

for the Greeks of the Ionian Islands, Asia

Minor, and Greece Proper. The educational

importance of these tracts has been much
greater than one would be inclined to suppose,
for while the Greek presses of Vienna, Venice
and Paris supplied the higher classes of society
with some kind of a literature, there was ab-

solutely nothing readable in existence for the

masses. It need not at all surprise us, then, to

hear of the great eagerness with which the

pamphlets and books of the American mis-

sionaries were bought up. Fortunately for

the nascent consciousness of the people, the

Americans were in full sympathy with the

popular language, and naturally enough. It

was their purpose to reach the hearts and
minds of the common people who had been

badly cared for by their more fortunate

brothers and by the Orthodox Church, and to

achieve this end they had to speak to them in

an intelligible dialect.

For the same reason they furnished the

Greeks with a translation of the Bible made
but one hundred and fifty years before. But
the language having in the meantime become
antiquated, the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety set about to provide them with a more
modern version of the whole Testament.
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Bishop Hilarion was singled out by them to do

that work. In 1821, during the darkest days

for the Greeks at Constantinople when " even

Franks were scarcely respected," he was in-

trusted with the labor. He, of all the eccle-

siastics, was alone in full sympathy with the

missionaries, in fact it may be said he was

their creation. Hilarion never forgot to ac-

knowledge his dependence on the Bible So-

ciety, as is evident from his letters to Rev. H.

D. Leeves, the Society's agent in Turkey. In

a letter of September 13, 1821 to the office in

London, Leeves says ;

' "
I have lately received a letter from Hilarion,

informing .me that the transcription of this

manuscript was completed, and that he was

preparing to depart for his Bishopric. As you
may like to see a little of the Bishop's senti-

ments, I translate a portion of his letter.
'

I

take with me,' he says,
' my Manuscript, that

when, with God's permission, I arrive at my
diocese, and enjoy quiet, I may pursue the

revision and correction of it. Both I and my
assistant here have ceased from our labours,
on account of the fearful circumstances which
have occurred ; but God, whose providence
watches over good undertakings, will not suf-

fer this, which has for its object the common
good, to remain unfinished ! Friend and
brother, I implore God for this reason alone,
to grant me life, that I may finish this work,
and that I may thus manifest my gratitude to

the Bible Society, which has chosen me to be
its minister in this labour, and may fulfil my
obligations to my nation, by the completion of

this undertaking which is dear to God.' "

In the same letter he announces that with

Hilarion's aid he has been able to procure a

suitable person to translate the Bible into Al-

banian. In another, from Hilarion to the

Patriarch of Constantinople, Anthimus, and

the Holy Synod of the Greek Church, written

in 1827, we again find him acknowledging his

obligations to the Bible Society :

"Although the sublimity of the divine thoughts
of Scripture does not admit of change, and
the giving them another form is a difficult task
to the feebleness of human understandings,
it is nevertheless of the first necessity that yve
should at least dissipate the darkness with
which the language involves them, and render
the latter so clear, as that the Scriptures may
become as comprehensible as they can be to
the understanding of those who read them.
And it was perhaps necessary that this should
have been done many years ago, in order that
the reading of the Holy Scriptures might

become more general ; but different circum-
stances which have occurred from time to

time, and perhaps a negligence and want of

zeal for good tilings, have been the cause,
that this measure of public utility has never
been undertaken until these our days; nor

perhaps would it even now have been under-

taken, had not the British Bible Society, with

a benevolent zeal, taken it under its care.

"This renowned and useful Society (to

which all nations owe infinite thanks) having
perceived, from experience, that the divinely

inspired morality of these sacred books is able

to change the manners of men from barbarism
to civilization, from disorder to order, from
the life of beasts to that of men, moved by
religious zeal, voluntarily undertook the care
of translating, at its own expense, all the

sacred books of the Old and New Testament
into all the languages spoken throughout the

world, and to publish them for the common
benefit of men ; and, up to the present day,
it has published them in upwards of eighty
dialects. This Society having found the trans-

lation of the New Testament made one hun-
dred and fifty years back, from the Hellenic
into our modern language, published it in Lon-
don, and, with the permission of the Patriarch,
distributed it. But, afterwards, having re-

ceived information of the bad style of this

translation, they engaged me to make a new
translation, both of the New Testament, and
of the sacred books of the Old."

Hilarion was during the greater part of his

life Archbishop of Ternovo in Bulgaria.

II.

The Bulgarian Kingdom, which at one time

had been the terror of Byzantium, was com-

pletely crushed by the Turks after the battle

on the Field of Blackbirds and the sack of

Ternovo at the end of the fourteenth century.

The (lower of the Bulgarian youth was drafted

into the Turkish army where they constituted

the formidable troops of the Janissaries, and

at one time nearly all the officers of the palace
were Bulgarians so that their language practi-

cally became the court language at Constan-

tinople. But those who remained at home
were turned into a nation of slaves, paying

heavy taxes to their oppressors. The last

vestige of their independent existence was

wiped out when one of the Sultans, in classi-

fying his subjects according to their religions,

mentioned the Bulgarians together with the

Greeks.

This gave the latter the supremacy in spiri-

tual matters, and henceforth to the heavy
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burden of Turkish rule was superadded the

intolerable yoke of the clergy, which was en-

tirely recruited in the Phanar quarter of Con-

stantinople. These lived on the life blood of

the nation, enriching themselves at the ex-

pense of the poor peasants. They had no in-

terest in the intellectual welfare of the masses,
and Bulgaria, once the seat of Slavic learn-

ing, became the most ignorant of European
countries. Whatever few schools did exist

before the first quarter of this century were all

taught in Greek ; the service was held in that

ancient language, doubly unintelligible to the

Slavic masses.

Under these conditions the inhabitants of

Macedonia, nearest to Greece, and therefore

thrown in contact with that country, became

bilingual, using their own despised dialect

only in the narrow circle of their homes, nay,
whole cities became completely hellenized.

When, in the memory of men still living,

Bulgaria for the first time woke from its

lethargy of more than four hundred years,
it had no traditions, no literature, in fact no

language ready for literary use, for during that

period the idiom had passed through strange
vicissitudes. The Bulgarian language, rich

in inflections, uncontaminated by foreign in-

fluence, except through the Greek, had been
used by the protoapostles of the Slavs, Cyril
and Methodius, in the translation of the New
Testament and other works. When, in the

twelfth century, Russia became the leading
Slavic country, its many monasteries began to

supply the rest of the Orthodox Slavic world

with a religious and apocryphal literature.

The language used in these productions was
the Old Church Slavic influenced in forms and

phonetics by the spoken dialects of Russia.

This Slavic language of the Russian redaction

thus became the official language of the

Church even in Bulgaria and in Servia, where
it is still used for this purpose.

In the meantime the spoken idiom of Bul-

garia, unimpeded by the controlling influence

of a literary norm, was departing more and

more from its parent language. It differs now
in two important particulars from all its sister

idioms in that it has almost entirely lost its

many case endings, and in that it has de-

veloped a postpositive article, such as is found

in Roumanian and Albanian.

The Bulgarians were for the first time roused
from their torpid state in 1762 by manuscript
copies of Paysius' Slavo-Bulgarian History
of the Bulgarian People, its Kings and Saints.

The author, a monk at Mount Athos, was not
a critical historian, but his work breathed
such warm patriotism that it atoned for its

many defects of scholarship and became in-

strumental in creating a nucleus of a national

party, and kept ablaze the little spark of cul-

ture which managed to penetrate into their

benighted country. Under the influence of
this impetus, his pupil Sophronius published
in 1806 his Sermons for Weekdays and Holi-

days, in which one of the modern Bulgarian
dialects was for the first time used in a

printed book. The conditions were, however,
not favorable for the use of this new idiom or
for the development of a literature, and before
the year 1827 there were less than a dozen
books extant in which there was made any at-

tempt at approaching the speech of the people.
In a letter from Mr. Leeves to the British and

Foreign Bible Society of January 18, 1827,
there is given a good account of the state of

learning in Bulgaria at that time, and there is

also foreshadowed in it the course which
henceforth Anglo-Saxons, both English and
Americans, will take in order to assist this

Slavic country in forming a native literature :

"It appears that the Greeks (the Bulgarian
bishops being always Greeks, named by the
Patriarch and Synod at Constantinople) have
laboured to introduce the use of their own
language as much as possible among this na-
tion ; and in all the country to the south of the
Balcan, (and after quitting Adrianople the
whole Christian population is Bulgarian) the
custom of reading the service in Greek
almost universally prevails: and whatever
schools are established, the Greek langmige
alone is taught. On the other side of the
Balcan, however, that is to say, in Bulgaria
Proper, the church service is read in the
ancient Slavonian (the mother of the Bulgarian
dialect) everywhere except at Ternovo, the
metropolis, where the custom of reading in
Greek has also been introduced. Slavonian
books are also read in the schools. The
modern Bulgarian is, however, so far changed
from the mother .tongue, that the people can
understand little or nothing of what they hear
in church ;

and numbers of the priests, from
want of education, are much in the same cir-

cumstances with the people. When, in addi-
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tion to this, it is considered that the Bulgarians
have scarcely any books in their spoken
language, it will appear absolutely impossible
that they should be anything but what they
are extremely ignorant. All the individuals

of this nation who acquire any tincture of

learning, and they are very few, are necessarily

obliged to seek it through the medium of

another language. A small beginning is at

present being made to the cultivation of the

Bulgarian tongue, in which two elementary
works have lately been published ; the one a

spelling-book, to which is appended a treatise

on arithmetic, and a few particulars of natural

history ; and the other an abridged history of

the Old and New Testament ;
both translated

from the Greek. The language has not yet
been reduced to rules, and a grammar and
lexicon are still desiderata. The above works
have been executed by Bulgarians, who have
left their country, and obtained some education

in Wallachia or Germany : and the few school-

masters resident in Bulgaria who have any
reputation for learning, have enjoyed this ad-

vantage. The hand of the Turks weighs
heavy upon this people, interesting and es-

timable in many respects; but light will. I

trust, soon break in upon them ;
and this, it is

evident, can only be effectually diffused by the

cultivation of their spoken tongue,"

III.

From another passage in the letter just men-

tioned we learn that the British and Foreign
Bible Society was then trying to find suitable

persons to translate the New Testament into

Bulgarian. Its agents had induced the Arch-

bishop ofAdrianople to commission two priests

at Selimnia to commence the labor, but this

work was not executed to the satisfaction of

the Society and was at once rejected. These

priests had translated only a portion of the

first Gospel and had stopped their work when

they heard that the Archbishop at Ternovo,

Hilarion, was employed in a similar under-

taking. But even this latter translation seems
to have been abandoned when it was learned

that Sapunov of Bucharest had made his ar-

rangements for printing his edition of twelve

hundred copies of the New Testament. That
was welcome news to Mr. Leeves, and in re-

porting it in a letter of August n, 1827, he ex-

claims: '

I am glad, for my own part, that

this beginning will be made by themselves."

The following year his Gospels were printed
at the press of the Metropolitan of Wallachia,
and in a few years four hundred copies were

sold by him in his immediate neighborhood.
But from a lack of enthusiasm and on account

of the disturbed state of Turkey as the re-

sult of its war with Russia, he made no effort

to sell the rest, and in 1834 they had not yet

been disposed of, when Mr. Barker began to

make overtures for the purchase of the eight

hundred copies which Sapunov still had on

hand. Before consummating the transaction,

Mr. Barker went with a copy of the Gospels
from Bucharest to Ternovo, in order to con-

sult Hilarion on the genuineness and compre-

hensibility of the language employed in the

translation. He was disappointed at not

meeting him, for he was away on his annual

round in his diocese. So he turned for advice

to the Protosingellos, the priest next in dignity,

and the latter informed him that

"they were not only exact, but also the language
was well adapted for the poor, being that

which they speak in the extensive bishopric
under Hilarion's care, and, for what he knew,
they would be understood all over Bulgaria."

A translation which had been prepared in

the same year by Fotinov.a Bulgarian teacher

in Smyrna, in Asia Minor, had been rejected

"as being neither Slavonian nor Bulgarian,

but a mixture of both." Not satisfied with

the statement made by the Protosingellos, Mr.

Barker carried Sapunov's translation wherever

he went, and had it subjected to a close

scrutiny. On October 16 of the same year he

was able to announce that

"Sapounoff's Bulgarian Gospels were every-
where understood ;

and though some words in

that work are different to those in use in those

parts, still the language is such as to be com-

prehensible both to rich and poor."

It had been the intention of the Bible Society

to get a complete translation of the New Test-

ament and to print it in London, but this plan,

too, was soon abandoned when Mr. Barker

succeeded in 1836 in making

"arrangements for obtaining a translation

which is likely to prove more satisfactory, and
to \\hich Archbishop Hilarion has kindly
promised to give his sanction."

This new man employed in the task of

furnishing the Bulgarians with the new Testa-

ment was Neophytos of Ryla, a monastery
under Hilarion's jurisdiction. We have seen

how the Archbishop of Ternovo had been in-
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fluenced by the foreign missionaries to favor

religious instruction in the native language of

the people ;
it was, therefore, natural for him

to depart still farther from the practices of the

Phanariot priests in Bulgaria by directly en-

couraging the efforts of the Anglo-Saxon mis-

sionaries to promote popular instruction. At

that time the Lancasterian schools were very

popular in the South-East of Europe. They
owed their origin to an English missionary

whose name they bore, and were based on the

principle of mutual instruction by the pupils

themselves; they were specially intended for

those parts of the world where teachers and

books were not easily to be had, and for that

reason found ready acceptance in those regions

where the missionaries were active.

In the Turkish Empire most of these schools

owed their origin to the efforts of the preachers
of the Gospel, while many of them, notably
those at Syra, Athens, Smyrna, Constanti-

nople were directly under the charge of Amer-
icans. When Hilarion had made up his mind

to give Bulgaria a native school, he selected

Neophytos of Ryla to be its first teacher. He
sent him to Bucharest to get acquainted with

the methods of the Lancasterian schools, and

after Neophytos's return began his activity as

a pedagogue and writer of schoolbooks. One
of these was a Grammar of the spoken lan-

guage. Although written in a discursive style

and permitting certain forms of the older

tongue, it still deserves creditable mention as

the first attempt to establish rules for the

modern idiom. The following year after the

appearance of this work, Neophytos was en-

gaged, through Hilarion's instrumentality, to

write a translation of the whole New Testa-

ment for the British and Foreign Bible Society.

IV.

The usefulness of the American missio-

naries in Greece was cut short by restrictive

measures of King Otho who, upon becoming
of age, had himself assumed the reigns of go-

vernment, and had yielded to the pressure

brought to bear upon him by the Orthodox

bishops. He issued an edict that only the

Greek Catholic religion could be taught in

schools established by foreigners. One by
one the Greek missions were abandoned, or

transferred to places outside the pale of the

influence of the Church. Mr. Riggs was

ordered in 1838 to repair to Smyrna on the

^Egean Sea. The choice of that city as a

base of operation was a particularly fortunate

one, for from that place various nations could

be easily reached, while the Turkish Govern-

ment did not do anything to impede the work
of the Protestants.

Henceforth Smyrna became the central de-

pot of distribution and publication of school-

books and religious literature. The British

and Foreign Bible Society regarded Riggs as

a suitable person to supervise the printing
of the Bulgarian New Testament, and sent

through Mr. Barker, its agent, the newly

acquired manuscript to be issued there. At
that time there was not a printing establish-

ment in the whole of Bulgaria, and what few

books had been printed in Slavic type for the

people, had been issued in Servia or Wal-
lachia. Mr. Barker provided Damian, the

Greek printer of Smyrna, with a font of Slavic

type, and thus created the first Bulgarian

typography. Here were issued in 1838 and

1839 the Gospels and Acts, and in 1840 the

complete New Testament. In 1839 there was,
it is true, established a small printing office at

Saloniki, but all the books that appeared
there were in Old Slavic, or in a mixture of

the old with the new idiom, whereas Smyrna
became the seminary, however small its be-

ginning, of Bulgarian learning. The first re-

viewer and censor of that nascent literature

was Elias Riggs.

At first he had to restrict himself only to a

general supervision of the works issued under
his care, for his knowledge of the language
was not sufficiently great to correct the trans-

lations ; but even at that early period he

stood for a national language based on the

spoken form, following in this the natural

tendency of all the missionaries of his time.

Neophytos himself was a Macedonian, and
his translation of the New Testament was
made in his native dialect. Considering his

proneness to use Slavic forms in his previous

works, which he published in 1835, it is fair to

suppose that his manuscript of the Bible was
not less free from them

; but these have all

disappeared in the printed book, no doubt at

Riggs' suggestion or through his correction.
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The latter insisted on a pure Bulgarian of the

Western (Macedonian) type, since for a time

to come he expected to confine his missionary

efforts to the country this side of the Balcan

mountains. The Gospels were frequently re-

printed and were received by the people with

the greatest enthusiasm, and for a period of

two decades served as a model for the written

idiom of the nation. Later, when culture

penetrated into Bulgaria Proper, this abnormal

state of raising a dialect spoken beyond the

provinces of the country to the dignity of a

literary language could not be maintained.

When the Eastern dialect began to rise in im-

portance, Riggs was among the first to adopt

it for his translation of the whole Bible, but

previous to the sixties, Neophytos' New Tcsta-

mentnnd Riggs' religious and ethical tracts

formed the basis for all other literary produc-

tions.

Among the few Bulgarians who were settled

at Smyrna, there was one who was in charge of

a Lancasterian Greek school in which some

Bulgarian was taught. This schoolteacher, by

the name of Fotinov, was destined to become

the founder of the first Bulgarian periodical.

In 1894 the Bulgarians celebrated the fiftieth

anniversary of this red letter year in the his-

tory of their intellectual awakening. Toasts

were drunk, speeches made, and volumes

written to commemorate the event. One of

the country's most prominent scholars, Prof.

Shishmanov, has since written an exhaustive

treatise on the life and work of that Smyrna
schoolmaster. In that unbiassed essay the

distinguished author is inclined to give the

missionaries their due for playing an impor-
tant part in Fotinov's evolution, but not having
had access to the archives of the American

Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions,

which contain all the correspondence of the

missionaries sent out by that society, he has

been led greatly to underrate that influence

and to place the whole subject in a wrong per-

spective. In that article he says :

"There is, however, no doubt that the causes
for that sudden development of Kolinov stand
in some relation to the foundation of the Bul-

garian printing office in Smyrna, and to the

appearance ol Neopliytos' translation of the
New Testament, printed there at the expense
of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

From Mr. Riggs' reminiscences we learn the

important fact that Fotinov had been engaged
by Benjamin Barker, the Society's agent, to

overlook the printing of the first edition.

Since that edition came out in 1840, one may
freely infer that Fotinov entered into an agree-
ment with that agent soon after the appear-
ance of Fotinov's Greek Grammar. It is dif-

ficult to say what influence this agent may
have had on our writer and journalist, and in

how far his issue of the '

Ljuboslovie
'

is con-
nected with the history of the Protestant pro-

paganda in our parts. One thing, however, is

certain ; considering Fotinov's weakness for

Smyrna, he would never have realized his

plans, if the British and F'oreign Bible Society
had not furnished A. Damian's printing office

with Slavic type. There are besides a few
more proofs that the Protestant missionaries

helped Fotinov. Such are, for example, the
illustrations in his Geography (and may be
also in his 'Ljuboslovie'?) which had been
furnished to him by the Society, as we learn
from Mr. Riggs. But did the help of the
Preachers of the Gospel stop there ? I am in-

clined to answer in the affirmative, even
though the later close relation of Fotinov with
tlie missionaries, whose fruit is the first trans-

lation of the whole Bible, may lead the investi-

gator to suppose a more active foreign influence
on the original plan and edition of the first

Bulgarian periodical. Against such a sup-
position speak the very contents of the Jour-
nal in which there is not the least tract- of

Protestant striving. On the contrary, there

reigns in it. as we shall see, a purely Orthodox
spirit, though free from all religious intole-

rance and narrow dogmatism."

With the aid of the documentary evidence

spoken of above we shall attempt to recon-

struct the facts in their chronological sequence.
It will be remembered that long before the

year 1840 Fotinov had been invited by the

Bible Society to furnish a translation of the

Gospels, and that it had been rejected as not

written in pure Bulgarian. Fotinov was pecu-

liarly obstinate on the subject of a literaray

language: he had himself been brought up in

the traditions of the Greek school, and like

the Greek schoolmen, regarded a return to

the ancient language as the desideratum for a

literary norm. By a similar reasoning the

Church-Slavic, in the corrupted form in which

it was known to him, seemed to him preferable
to the quaint dialect of his native home. Only
when he came under Riggs' control, he was
induced to follow the precedent established by

Neophytos' translation. This came about in
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the following manner.

In 1841 Barker sent a few tracts of the

American Tract Society to a pious Scotchman

at Odessa ; the latter had them translated by
some Bulgarian students there, and sent them

to Smyrna to be printed. Riggs employed

Fotinov, the only educated Bulgarian within

easy reach, to revise them with him. The fol-

lowing year there were issued two of them ;

Friendly Counsels to Parents respecting the

Training of Children, and The Tree of In-

temperance and the Tree of Temperance.
Other two tracts: Something for the Un-

learned, and Gallaudet's Child's Book on the

Soul, Part i, were taken by Riggs to Constan-

tinople and there revised by Ognianovich, a

Servian, who had just established a native

printing press, and had become an ardent

Bulgarophil. The last two were printed in

1843 and 1844 respectively. All these tracts

were highly treasured by the natives, and

were used as textbooks for the study of Bul-

garian in those Lancasterian schools that were

fortunate enough to provide themselves with

the same.

Through Riggs Fotinov became acquainted
with the different American schoolbooks whose
Greek translations were regarded as far su-

perior to any other current at the time. The
excellent cuts which accompanied them made
them especially attractive, and threw in the

shade all the native productions of the kind.

No doubt Fotinov used them in his school.

However it may be, he thought well enough of

them to translate Woodbury 'a (ieography into

Bulgarian, and this was issued in 1842 from the

Smyrna press. The success of the translation

was phenomenal. Thirsting for knowledge,
but possessing no reading matter, the Bulga-
rians welcomed that insignificant textbook with

its American woodcuts, as one would to-day
receive in America the latest work of a great

novelist or a noted historian. It was the first

book that conveyed to them the knowledge of

the world without, and it filled their hearts

with an unquenchable desire for learning.

In the same year Fotinov sent around a

circular to solicit subscribers for a Bulgarian

periodical. When the number had reached

four hundred, he started in 1844 to publish liis

1 liilo/ogy (Ljuboslovte), which at once became

the rallying ground of the few intelligent men
that the country could muster. In a letter of

June 5, 1844, Riggs writes to the Secretary of
ihe A. b. C. F. M. :

I send you a specimen of the Bulgarian
Monthly Magazine published here. It con-
tains many articles (some of them religious)
translated from our Greek Magazine. It is in

fact a child of that work, without being sus-
tained in any degree at our expense. This is

one instance illustrative of the indirect in-

fluence of missionary exertions in these parts."

So, we see, this first periodical, from which
dates the beginning of Bulgarian journalism
and belles lettres, is

" a child of an American

Magazine," the direct result of Fotinov's ac-

quaintance with Riggs. The few original arti-

cles that were written for that monthly by no
means display any scholarship, but they for

the first time dealt with Bulgarian matters and

thus directed the attention of the people to

their own country. Unfortunately Fotinov re-

turned to his vagaries of a mixed Slavo-Bul-

^arian language, and this and the general

poverty of his subscribers who would not, or

could not, pay their dues, led to a cessation of

the magazine in 1846. But the seed had been

sown, and a rich crop has grown up in the last

fifty years, so that now Bulgaria presents the

unprecedented example of a nation rising to

high culture from a state of crass ignorance

within half a century.

V.

With rare exceptions, the Bulgarians have

entirely forgotten their early benefactors.

This deplorable state of affairs is not so much
due to their express desire to be ungrateful as

to the unfortunate, self-abnegating practices of

of the missionaries, whose efforts were all the

time directed in majorem llei gloriam and

who therefore failed to subscribe their names

to their literary productions. In the sixties

they produced an extensive anonymous litera-

ture by which,among other things, the alarming

contagion of the RomaH-Catholic propaganda
was successfully checked, but it was possible

to ascertain the name of the author of those

pamphlets only by rummaging through the

Archives of the Missionary Society at Boston.

In the same manner, Elias Riggs did not at-

tach his name to any of his own writings, and

39
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entirely refrained from mentioning himself as

the reviser of any of the early books that

were issued at Smyrna or Constantinople. It

is not, therefore, to be wondered at that even

such liberal men as Shishmanov should be in-

clined to allot to the preachers at best an in-

direct influence in the awakening of the coun-

try, and to ascribe various Bulgarian books

wrongly to native authorship.

That Riggs was well fitted to carry on the

revision of the works printed under his care

and to write in idiomatic Bulgarian, is attested

by his scientific journey to Varna and his

linguistic studies at Constantinople, of which

he reports in a letter of November 16, 1843 :

"When I wrote you last (June 7th) I was about

leaving home for the annual meeting of our
mission. 1 had then in mind a tour in Bul-

garia and an absence of some months from
home. 1 proposed to the brethren of the
mission the matter of the journey and the
wliole question how I should spend my sum-
mer. As my health was not good, they ad-
vised me not to go into the interior of Bulgaria,
but suggested that 1 might visit Varna, a Bul-

garian town, but on the coast of the Black
Sea, and which could be reached by a steamer,
sprnd more or less time there as 1 might find

expedient alter seeing the place, and then re-

turn to Constantinople, where 1 could at all

events find Bulgarians, make some inquiries,
and revise the Bulgarian tracts we had on
hand. In compliance with the suggestion, I

left Constantinople for Varna July 10 and
arrived there the following day. I spent only
a week there, partly because 1 found that the

Bulgarian language is spoken, only by a few
peasants from the neighboring villages and
partly because the place is confessedly un-

healthy ....
Returning therefore to Constantinople on

the 17th, I immediately engaged the services
of a Bulgarian teacher, and commenced re-

vising for the press some tracts in that lan-

guage which we have had on hand for several
months. As my teacher lived at Arnaout-Koy,
the village next below Bebek on the Bos-
phorus, at the invitation of Brother Wood, I

took up my abode under his hospitable roof,
and was accustomed to walk to Arnaout-Kdy,
spend an hour in revising, and return by about
seven oclock every morning. Except this

hour, I gave the greater part of each day to
miscellaneous employments, making health

my first object, and entirely intermitting the
work which I should have been engaged in at

Smyrna. This I continued for six weeks, and
during that time examined, and with the help
of the teacher revised, one hundred and thirty-
two pages of MS."

The fruit of his intimate acquaintance with

the spoken idiom was his Notes on the Gram-
mar of the Bulgarian language, a pamphlet of

twenty-four pages, published in a small num-
ber of copies at Smyrna in 1844. This first

attempt by a. foreigner to establish rules for

this Slavic tongue contains, in the short

space just mentioned, all that is essential for

practical purposes, and is based on the Mace-

donian dialect in which the author wrote up to

the year 1859. Of this pamphlet there are a

few copies in American libraries, but in Bul-

garia it is entirely unknown, not being men-
tioned in any of the bibliographies. Xor is it

generally known that the second grammar of

the language written by a foreigner (Rev. F.

C. Morse of St. Johnsbury, Vermont), and

printed at Adrianople in 1859, which has not

lost its value even to-day, owes not a few of its

excellent features to suggestions by the author

of the first treatise on the subject.

In the year 1851 began the agitation for the

translation of the whole Bible into the verna-

cular, and soon after Fotinov was employed
for ihe purpose of writing the same under

Rises' guidance. In 1857 there was brought
out an edition of the Psalms. In the same

year Riggs left tor a two years' stay in the

United States. Upon his return to Constanti-

nople, to which place the mission had been re-

moved in 1853, he resumed his labors with

Fotinov, but the latter died a week later,

and another collaborator had to be found. In

the meanwhile great changes had taken place.

Yielding to the urgent requests of Riggs,
Hamiin, Schauflerand Richardson, the Ameri-
can missionaries at Constantinople, the Mis-

sionary Society had the year before established

a station at Adrianople, and Riggs himself was,

upon his return, sent on an inspection tonr

through Bulgaria for the purpose of deciding
on other towns suitable for missions. In his

long report, which is of great interest on ac-

count of its wealth of topographical notes, he

dwells on the necessity of using the Eastern

variety of speech, instead of the Macedonian,
for all further publications, since from his

inquiries among schoolteachers and other com-

petent men, he had become convinced that the

future belonged to that dialect. For the same
reason he now engaged a native of Bulgaria
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proper to aid him in the translation of the

Old Testament (published in its entirety in

1872), and in other missionary publications.

With the establishment of the missions in

Bulgaria there began a new period of Ameri-

can influence. Although the religious .pro-

paganda became the most prominent feature

of their work, yet they continued furnishing

the nation with translations of American

schoolbooks, opened schools for them, and in

1864 began publishing .the Zornica, an illus-

trated magazine, whose circulation was only
second to the most popular native periodical,
and in many other ways aided the country to

free itself from the incubus of ignorance
that had been lying heavily upon it for many
centuries. In the meantime young Bulgaria
was rapidly preparing itself to take the place
of the foreign teachers and to agitate the in-

tellectual and political independence of the

country.
It is an interesting fact that when in 1876

Bulgaria had broken out in revolt against

Turkey, it was an American who was most
active in obtaining their political freedom.

In an article by Mr. Geshov, the present
minister of Finance in Bulgaria, published a

year or two ago, and entitled Memoirs of a

Political Convict, he points out that it was

Eugene Schuyler, the American Minister to

Turkey, who drafted the constitution for his

country, and that it was through his efforts,

and through his efforts alone, that it was ac-

cepted in its entirety at Sun Stefano, and he

concludes his remarks by saying that had it

not been for Schuyler, Bulgaria would not

have been made free.

LEO WIENER.
Hurrard University.

GERMANIC ETYMOLOGIES.
i. GorH.aAa 'mmA,' ahjau 'believe,' ahina

'

spirit,' O.H.G. ahta 'regard,' etc. Accord-

ing to Uhleiibeck, Et. 1Mb., s.v. aha, these

words cannot be connected with the I.E. root

oy'tosee,' because they show no labializa-

tion. In many of these forms the labialization

regularly disappears (cf. Brugmann, Grd. i

607), and from these generalization took place.

Goth, aha may, therefore, be connected with

the I.E. root oq without any difficulty.

2. Goth, aims 'messenger,' O.E. ar ; and
O.N. erende, O.S. drundi have caused trouble
on account of the ablaut ai: a, e. The simple
fact is, they should not be brought together.
Goth, airus, O.E. ar is a noun of agency from
the root e'l 'go' (Brugmann, Grd. ii, 303);
while O.N. erende, O.S. drundi, 'errand,' with
the ablaut ar : er, belong to the root ir '

go,'
'

hasten," in Skt. ar 'hasten,' arvant- '

hasten-

ing,' O.S. aru 'quick.' Cf. Persson, Wz.,i$.
3. Goth, brunjb

'

breastplate,' if a genuine
Germ, word, may be in formation a fern, ab-
stract to the pres. part, of the root bher
'bear,' like sunja to the root es 'be.' The
pre-Germ. form would be *bhrgtla-n-, mean-
ing primarily 'something to be borne.'

4. Goth, dulps
'

feast
'

is a fem. stem in -ti-

to a root d."'iel,-dheitl. There are two pos-
sibilities. It may be the root, 'remain,'
'dwell,' in O.E. dwelan, and have come to its

meaning just as Goth, fastan 'hold firm'
and 'fast.' Or it may be the root '

cut
'

in

Goth, dulgs 'guilt,
'

O. H.G. tolg 'wound.' (Cf.

Ehrismann, FEB., 20, 60). In the latter case
it would go back to the meaning 'sacrifice.'

The use of the word favors this view. It was

evidently a religious feast, in Goth, especially
the paschal feast.

5. Goth, fastan 'hold fast," Skt. pastya,
I have for some time regarded as a compound
of the root in sto, stand, but found no satisfac-

tory connection hr pa-. My friend, Mr. W. A.

Wirtz, suggested that it might be the pa in

pascor. This I believe is correct. The Germ,
stem fastu corresponds exactly with Lat.

pastas, 'pasture.' The s of pastas is, there-

fore, not after the analogy (.tf pascor, but is

organic. The primary meaning of the word is

'feeding place,' which was the only abiding
place of our nomadic ancestors.

6. Goth, dau/its 'feast' and gadauka 'house-

hold,'
'

family
'

are both set down by Uhlen-
beck as " unbekaniiten ursprunges." We may
at least advance one step by connecting the

two words. Goth, danhts is, in formation, an
abstract in -ti-, from the pre-Germ. stem

*dhukti-<*dhng-ti-. The base of this, dhug-,
also in ga-dauka from the stem -*dhougo-n,
probably meant 'eat' or 'taste.' So that

ga-dauka meant primarily 'fellow-eater,' 'com-

panion,' like ga-hlaiba.
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Now this stem *dhougo- may be divided into

root *dhon-, *dheu- and suffix -go-; and the

root I believe to be the widespread I.E. root

"dhfi-, which here has taken on the meaning of

'taste,' 'eat.' The same root is in Goth.

dauns '

odor,' 'savor,' which is probably the

intermediate step in the development to the

meaning as seen in ga-dauka and dauhts.

7. Goth, jah
' and '

is compared by Uhlen-

beck with O.H.G. ja and joh. Other words

mentioned in this connection areO.H.G. jehen

'acknowledge' and Gk. r/ 'indeed.' Cf. Kluge,

s. v.ja.
Neither the comparisons nor the explana-

tions are complete. Goth, jah cannot be di-

rectly connected with O.H.G. joh, nor with ja.

In jah and in joh we have the I.E. enclitic

-*yXf, Skt. fa, Gk. re, Lat. -que, as in Goth.

nih, nai'ih, etc. But while Goth, jah goes back

to I.E. *io-yxe, O.H.G. joh must be referred to

*iu-q*e. The first element in O.H.G. joh is,

therefore, not the same as in Golh.jah, but is

identical with Goth, jtt
'

already,' O.S., O.E.

ju. gio, O.H.G. ju, giu.

The O.H.G. verb jehan may be directly

compared with Goth./aA. The verb may con-

tain an original ablaut, or may be of secondary
formation. The latter is the more probable.
For the verb must have been formed from the

conjunction, and as this nowhere occurs in

Germ, as *jeh, the probabilities are that the

ablaut of the verb is secondary.
As jah and joh cannot be directly combined,

so Goth, nih and O.H.G. noh do not corre-

spond. Goth. r'A=Lat. neque, but O.H.G.
noh represents I.E. *uu-ge. This divergence
of the O.H.G. noh is explained by F. H. Fow-
ler in his dissertation, The Negatives of the I.

E. Languages, p. 31, as an assimilation to the

particle noh 'yet,' on account of its use as an
intensive with negatives. This assimilation

was doubtless furthered by the corresponding
affirmative particle/0A.

8. Goth, kuna-wida 'fetter,' O.E. cyne-
widfie, O.H.G. khuna-with, cuonio-widi. "Das
wort ist noch immer dunkel,"says Uhlenbeck.
The last part is beyond a doubt connected,

as is the supposition, with Goth, ga-widan,
'bind,' O.H.G. wetan, etc. The first element
is the word 'knee.' The meaning of the com-
pound is, therefore, 'knee-band.' In O.H.G.

cuonio-widi occurs the same ablaut as in Gk.

yutvia
'

corner,' Skt.janu
' knee.' Both O.E.

cyne- and O.H.G. cuonio- point back to an i-

or ia- stem, and may be compared with Gk.

yiavia. The ablaut in Goth, kuna-, O.E.

cyiif-, O.H.G. khuna- comes from I.E.
*g>fio-,

which is the same as is Goth. &niu<.*gneuo-.
The compound is formed similarly to Goth.

fotubandi.

9. Goth, ga-nipnan 'be sad,' and O.E. ge-

mpan 'get dark,' genip 'mist' are generally
connected. The last word contains the root

in a meaning nearest the original. It goes
back loan I.E. root nib, which it is best to re-

gard as an outgrowth of the root en, discussed
in my article in the third number of the Jou r.

of Germ. Phil. The Gk. root rift- in *>-
viftov

'

hand-basin,' vi-rc-Tcn
' wash the hands,'

is supposed to come from I.E. nig-g, on ac-

count of ri^ca. Those who see no difficulty in

the development of a Germ, labial from an
I.E. velar might refer the Germ, root nip also
to I.E. niga. It is better, however, to regard
these two roots as extensions of a simpler
form ne'i-

' flow
'

or ' be wet.'

The development in meaning is natural.

O.E. genip 'mist' is not far from the root

meaning. As mist causes darkness, we easily
arrive at O.E. gempan 'get dark.' And 1/e

dark '

readily passes into ' be sad,' as we see
in Eng. gloom, gloomy, hence the final step to

Goth, ganipnan
' be sad.'

10. Goth, ga-tarnjan
'

estrange,'
'

separate'
has not been connected with any other Germ,
word, except ultimately with gatairan. The
word, however, may be compared with O.H.G.
trinnan 'withdraw,'

'

depart,' aba-triinnig 'de-

serting,' ant-trnnnig 'fugitive.' These are
connected by Brugmann, Grd. ii, 970, with
Skt.

dffiafi,
from the root der. As O.H.G.

trinint conies from *dr-e>tuo, so Goth, -tarnja
represents *cfr-nio or *dor-n\p.

n. Goth, gup 'god,' 'God.' Of the dif-

ferent derivations given for this word that pro-
posed by Aufrecht, BB., 20, 256, is the best,

though the connection in meaning given
there is certainly wrong. Skt,/uA&t' 'pour into

the fire,'
'

offer an oblation
'

gives us the clue
to the development. The part. *ghut6-

'

of-

fered,' 'poured out as an oblation,' applied to

the object of reverence, would come to signify
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'worshiped,' and then the object of worship,
the deity. Cf. also Skt. hotar- 'priest,' the

counterpart to *ghut6- the one worshiped by
the oblation.

12. Goth, hlaiw 'grave' is usually referred

to the root </<! 'lean,' and compared with Lat.

clivus 'hill.' It is better, I think, to con-

nect it with the root kel 'cover,' 'conceal
'

in

O.H.G. helan, Lat. celb. Words meaning
'

hill
' formed from the root klej uniformly de-

note a '

slope
'

or '

incline,' and not a ' mound'
or 'elevation.' A grave, no matter how high
a mound might be made, would not be re-

garded as a 'slope' or '

hill-wife,
1

though it

might be regarded as an 'elevation, 'as in Lat.

tumulus. In O. H. G. grab, O. SI. grobu,
'grave,' the original idea was 'excavation.'

Other Germ, words for '

bury
' mean also

'cover,' 'conceal,' as Goth, filhan, O.E.
byrgan 'bury,' beorgan 'protect,' both from
the (root meaning) 'cover,' which is still in

mod. Germ, verbergen. Goth, hlaiw, in all

probability, had a similar development. To
the same root belong also Goth, hleipra, hlija
'

tent,' O.E. hlid '

lid,' 'cover.'

These words and all related to them have,
in my opinion, developed directly from the

meaning 'cover.' I believe, however, that the

roots kle'l
' cover ' and kle\ 'lean, 'which are

extensions of kel 'cover
' and kel 'lean,' are

ultimately identical, the latter being the origi-

nal meaning.

13. Goth, ib- in ib-dalja 'descent;
'

ib- uks

'going backward;
'

O-E. ebba 'ebb,' etc.,isprob-

ably the same particle as the /- in Goth, if-tinna

('next following '), which has been compared
with Gk. t-ni 'upon.' In form this is a locative

!

to a stem *ep- or *epe-, meaning
' base '

or
' down.' The same element is possibly in I.E.

*ped, *pod
'

foot,' and in Gk. itsSov '

ground,'
and other related words.

14. Goth, hwopan 'to boast,' for which, so

far as I know, no etymon has been found,
is undoubtedly connected with af-hwapjan
'choke, quench,' af-hwapnan 'become ex-

tinguished," M. H. G. ver-wepfen 'turn' (of

wine). There is apparently no logical connec-

tion between the two sets of meanings, and it

was outside of Germ, that I first found a cog-
nate for hu'dpan. This I saw in Lith. kvepti

'breathe,
'

kv&pas 'smoke, 'Gk. Kaitva* 'smoke,'

Lat. vapor. Goth, hwopan meant, therefore,

primarily 'blow, fume, vapor," and came to

signify 'boast,' just as did Eng. blow, vapor,
and corresponding words in other languages.
Goth, af-hwapjan was simply 'to blow out' or
' smother as with smoke.' With this word the
connection with Lat. vapor, etc., has already
been made. Compare Uhlenbeck, El. Wtb.
s. v., afhwapjan.
We have in this group of words the ablaut

quep- quop-, quap-. The ablaut in Goth, hwopan
may be secondary, from an original *hwepan :

hwai-hiv-op. The final -/ is not what we should

expect from the/> of Gk., Lat., and Lith. The
Goth, may go back to the pre- Germ, queb- or

perhaps rather to quepn, qu>pn~, as in Gk.
KttjrxoS. Cf. Streitberg, Urg. Gr. 127. Sol
should prefer to explain it.

With a similar meaning occurs the root

flff-s-, qui-s in O. Bui. kvasiti '

fermentare,"
O.N. huiesa 'hiss,' (id. ib. p. 112). In mean-
ing M.H.G. ver-wepfen is more closely related
to O. Bui. kvasiti than to Goth, af-hwapjan.
The simplex -wepfen would be exactly syn-
onymous. Similarity of meaning, however,
proves nothing of itself, but does in this case
show that on that score there is no ground for

separating the roots qu'e-p- and qni-s-. If

then we admit a root que- which by the addi-
tion of different determinatives gives various

compound roots, we may also refer to this root
Goth. hivapjan 'to foam, 'and, with Uhlenbeck,
connect it with Skt. kvAthatl '

seethe,' which
is explained differently by Brugniann, Grd. i,
790.

15. O.H.G. hwelf, O.E. hwelp, O.N. huelpr,
O. Sw. hwctlper, hwalper,

'

whelp,' from pre-
Germ. *q%el- bo-, *q.ol- bo-, come from a root'

q*el 'yell,' 'sound.' The same root with a-

prefixed .s occurs in Gk. 6xv\ai 'whelp,' Norvv.
skvaldra 'bark incessantly,' Lith. skaDkas

'hunting dog that barks continually,' Cech.
skoliti 'yelp,' (cf. Brugmann, Grd. i*, 595.)

Compare further O.N. huellr ' loud sounding,'
Mod. Sw. skwella 'resound,' Eng. squall,

squeal.
This is not the same root as kel 'sound,'

though one root has undoubtedly been con-
taminated by the other, and it is difficult to

refer many of the words to their proper source.
To s-q'iel probably belong O. N. skoll

43
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'laughter,' skal, skual '

chattering.'

16. Goth, swarfs 'swart,' 'black' from

+s-uor-do- contains the root tier- 'cover,' which

passes into
' befoul

'

as in Lat. sordidus, and

'black' as in the Goth. Cf. Skt. var-na

'color,' 'complexion,' which contains the root

uer-. With the suf. -dhd-, M.H.G. swarte, etc.

See schwarte in Kluge's Et. Wtb. These

words belong to the root uer-, discussed in

Jour. Germ. Phil., no. 3.

17. Gothic bi-sauljan represents the
'schwundstufe' of the root ttel-, with a prefixed
s- as in swarfs. TheJ- in these words is due to

some such word as Goth, smeitan 'smear.'

The development in meaning is the same as in

smarts. The root nel- had also the meaning
'cover,' a development of the meaning 'en-

fold,'
'

wrap.'

18. Goth, swaran 'swear,' O. N. svara

'answer' has in it the root uer 'speak,' in

waurds and its cognates. The J here is due

to the initial of words like, say, speak. The
root tier 'speak,' 'answer '

is the same as uer

'tnrn.' Observe that Skt. var>ia means ' out-

side,' 'color,' 'complexion' and 'sound,'

'word.' There must also be some relation

between this word and svdrati 'sound.' (Cf.

Uhlenbeck, Et. Wtb. s. v. swaran, where the

contrary is assumed.) On the development of

meaning from 'turn' to 'answer,' compare
Eng. return, reply, retort, etc.

19. The root kleu- ' hear '

is referred by
Brugmann to an unfound root kal-. This is

connected doubtfully by Prellwitz in his Et.

Wtb. with the root kel- 'sound;' about this

there can be no doubt. The root kleu itself

means 'sound '

as well as 'hear.' O.N. hlymr
'noise ;

' O.E. hleopor 'sound,' 'voice,' hlydan
'sound;' M.H.G. liit 'sound;' and O.E.
hliid

'

loud,' Gk. xAurdS ' renowned ' come as

easily from the meaning 'sounding,' 'sounded,'
as from 'heard.' In Lith. gcrdas 'shout,'

'cry:
'

girdziu 'hear' we find a parallel. And
the probabilities are that all words meaning
' hear

' come from a root meaning
' sound '

;

for the proethnic man could have no idea of

hearing except as a sound or noise.

The simpler root kel- occurs in Gk. xslaSot
noise,' (cf. Prellwitz) O. H. G. hellan and

s-cella.n 'resound,' ga-hel 'clear-sounding,'
holbn, ha!dn 'call,' Lat. talare, Gr. v<rAe'<u,

and their numerous cognates. No further

proof of this connection is needed.

Goth, hausjan
' hear' may also be referred

to a root meaning 'sound.' Such a root oc-

curs in Skt. kduti 'he shouts,' Lith. kaukti

'howl,' Gk. xooHvoa 'cry,' 'shriek.' (Cf.

Prellwitz, s. v. Compare also, for

meaning,
'hear.'

Skt. gdsati
' sounds :

' Av. gttsh

FRANCIS A. WOOD.
Cornell College.

AMERICAN-FRENCH DIALECT COM-
PARISON.

Two Acadian-French Dialects compared with
" Some Specimens of a Canadian-French

Dialect Spoken in Maine."

PAPER No. II.* C.

W.: sen bel fam=une belle83 femme.
See phrase no. 31, note 47.

on bel fam- une belle 8s femme.
on bel fam= " " "

67. C.:

CC.:

W.: 16 e kroz=the water is deep=l'eau
est creuse.

68. C.:

CC.:

W.:

69. C.:

CC.:

W.:

C.:

CC.:

70.

71.

W.:

C.:

CC.:

16 6 kr6z=l'eau est creuse. 84

16 e kroz= " " "

oil's & faS=un enfant.

in te

&n te

sez4"6mla so fu=ces hommes-lasont
fous.

se>4"6mla so fu=ces hommes-lasont
fous.

se>4nimla so fu=ces hommes-lasont
fous.

sone=son nez.

son6=son nez.

* Paper No. I appeared in MOD. LANG. NOTES for Decem-
ber, 1893, January and February, 1894; and part of Paper
No. II in December, 1897, and January, 1898.

83 A form corresponding to Fr.fentillt, I have not found
in use in any of the localities I have studied.

84 A form corresponding to Fr. pro/ondt is not in use.

85 For other forms f the indefinite masculine article, see

phrase no. 25 and also note 40.

86 The dialect form for Fr. an or in is nearer ae than a; as
a rule it appears to me to be M. Cf. phrase no. 27 and see

|

note 42.
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W.: la pli=la pluie.

72. C.: la piii
8?=la pluie.

CC.: Iapiii
87=" "

W.: s&z yd'
88=ses yeux. Cf. no. 37.

73. C.: se'z y6= "

CC.: se'z yo= " "

W.: p6rt=porte.

74- C.:

CC.

W.: nu=nous.

75. C.: nu=nous, but not as subject for

which 0=Fr. on with third pers.

sing, is used.

CC.: nu=nous, but not as subject for

which z or ia=Fr. /^ with the verb

in the first pers. plural.

W.: twe9=toi. Cf. no. 14.

76. C.: twa9o. 9=toi.

CC.: twa9. 91= "

W.: vu=vous. Cf. no. 92.

77. C.: vu9'="
CC.: vu9'="

W.: vata? (or v6=?)=va-t'en.

78. C.:

CC.:

W.: taedbab=perhaps=peut-6tre bien.

The d was not very distinct.

79. C.: ptetbie94 and ttHba=peut-e'tre bien.

Cf. Passy's ise
1

pa =Fr. j'e ne sais

87 Th / of Fr. flute is completely tost; parallel with this

is dialect/* Fr. f/us.; cf. kOko in phrase no. 17.

88 See the comment on dialect dzfr.y in note 54 referring
|

to this phrase, no. 73.

89 The o is the same here as in French; a noticeable 1

feature, however, of these two dialects is that in words where

the r is final or followed by a silent consonant, the dialect o is

then not the Fr. o in the French word or, that is, mid-back-

wide-round, but mid-back-narrow-round as in Fr. beau; thus,

dialect i-irFr. tort, sounds exactly like En. tore (the past

of to tear) .

90 Cf. again in regard to dialect we and ivel the Remark

under note 103 of Paper no. i (referred to before in notes 16

and 36 of this paper), tw i is heard a good deal, see the

note no. 91 below, where a remark by the school teacher,

Mile. Allard, gives an idea of the difference in usage of tiv.i

and vu as observed by her.

91 Mile. Allard says :

" Les Canadiens se tutoient plus qut

les Acadiens. En ge'ne'ra], les parents canadiens se font

tutoyer par lurs enfants, ce qui est tres-rare chez les

Acadiens. I*es Acadiens du Nouveau Brunswick, de la Nou-

velle Ecosse et du Cap-Hreton se tutoient g '-n^ralement, ex.

cepti 1'epoux et lY-pouse qui. quoique s tutoyant avant

leur mariage se disent vous lortqu'ils sont mane's."

CC.:

W.:
80. C.:

CC.:

W.:
81. C.:

CC.:

W.:
82. C.:

CC.:

W.:

83. C.:9

CC.:

W.:

84. C.:

CC.:

W.:

pas. Etude, p. 123.

tet bafc=peut-6tre bien.

savapa bai=ga (ne9) va pas bien.

sa v& pa beJ4=$a (ne9) va pas bien.

sa va pa bae= " " .....

b6kubai=beaucoup bien.

93bukuba:94=" "

b6kuba:94= " '<

savo=savon (probably).
sav695="

sav^95="

livu=I saw him and also I saw
her=?
=

zlvii97=je levis.

a va vnir=she is going to come=
elle va venir.

a va98 mnir=elle va venir.

a va vnir= " " "

la vk".9 (sometimes nearly vla99) ki

vya6=la voilaqui vient. s(For ex-

ception to ts=Fr. k.)

85. C.: Iavla99 ki vya5*=la voilaqui vient.

CC.: la vUi99 tsi vya*=" " " "

W.: is? d6n=he is giving=il donne. See
no. 12.

86. C.: is? dBn^il donne.

CC.: is? dun=" "

W.: i etaprfed6n6=il est apres donner.
See. no. 13.

87. C.: i (or) il apre d6ne\

92 Just as a form corresponding to Fr. ne is lacking in the

dialects, so ne itself is disappearing in popular French.

93 The form bttku is apparently due to the influence of the

last syllable on the first. It generally replaces Fr. tres be-

fore an adjective ;
for example, bultu 6tin-Fr. 6eauaup

bonne, that is, tres-bonne.

94 tS is the form in use for th Fr. adverb Hem;
J'.?. (see

note 7)=Fr. bien in the sense of the noun, foods or property.

95 As remarked in note 86, dialect ft to my ear as a rule

represented Fr. an or en; so, too, the dialect form for Fr. on
sounded lik H or te, difficult to distinguish which; cf. the

Parisian pronunciation of Fr. an or en with Fr. OH.

96 An exact equivalent to the CC. Jf Ivi'Ft. ji le vis is

lacking as there is no preterite tense in the dialect.

97 Evidently analogy of the past participle.

98 Influence of the n in nasalizing the Fr. v so that th

sound is as written ntnir. Cf. Passy's amnit~Fr. awnui
indrf-tirti: r=Fr. revenir. Ltude, 434.

* Conjugated with nlu. r Fr. avoir.
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CC.: A like form of expression not in use.

W.: f699 ka liezot tut dadla (k? or a very
short te, I in litz very faint, da or

dt with very short )=! must take

them all out of there=faut que
(je ? les ?) 6te tou(te ?)s de dell.

88. C.: f699 ka zle'z 6t tud da la=faut que je
les 6te toti(te ?)s de dela.

CC.: f699 ka z \6z ut tu da la=faut que je
les 6te tou(te ?)s de dela.

W.: le
1

'00 fu (not /? ; but cf. no 91 .)=you
are a fool=tu es fou.

89. C.: Id100 fu=tu es fou.

CC.: tei<x> fu=" " "

W.: I te' f<M=tu es folle.

90. C.: ioot6 fol=" "

CC.: 'te fbl=" " "

W.: t6 IOItofu=you are a fool=tu es un
fou.

91. C.: t& se fu4. J5-=tu es un fou.

W.: vuzetfu=vous files fou.

92. C.: vuzetfu= " " "

CC.: vuzetfu= '

W.: telu k6m ;e mas' a balt'= you are

a fool like a broomstick, tu es fou

comme un manche a balai.

93. C.: t6 fu k6m ae mas (mail) a bale=you
are a fool like a broomstick, tu es

fou comme un manche a balai.

CC.: tfe fu k6m a mas a ba!6=you are a

fool like a broomstick, tu es fou

comme un manche a balai.

W.: i fe frt34=it is cold- il fait froid.

94. C.: is? fe fret34=--it is cold=il fait froid.

CC.: is? fe fret34=" ' " "

W.: i fe s6=it is warm^l fait chaud.

95. C.: is? fe s'6=il fait chaud.

99 Cf. with examples from popular French given by Passy
In his f.luJe.liji.

100 Popular French, Beyer und Passy, 91.

101 Analogy of forms where a t may be heard, as in the

third pers. sing. See note 23.

102 In lists of words where a final t is sounded in the dia-

lects representing words where in French under like condi-

tions no / is heard, my notes go to show that the feature is

more common in Canadian than in Acadian French
;
see note

no. 59, Paper No. I. Professor Squair records the Ste. Anne

pronunciation of Fr. balai, no. 4 in list (5) of his Contribu-

tion, which if I might interpret it phonetically would be
about like t.Ja or bala.

is? fes6=" " "

i bwel6=he is drinking=il boit.

i bwa!6=il boit.

i bwa'=" "

truv^=to find=trouver.

truv6=trouver.

CC.

W.:

96. C.:

CC.

W.:

97. C.:

CC.

W.:

98. C.:

CC.:

VV.:

99. C.:

CC.:

W.:
too. C.:

CC.:

W.:
101. C.:

CC.:

W.:

102. C.: & poddm (rare); (far com-

moner)=quelques hommes.
CC.: & po dum=un pen d'hommes.

W.: pupwa=father=papa.
103. C.: papa=papa.

CC.: papalos=papa.

\\r
.: Ie4 mobl=walls of the room (?)=les

meubles.

104. C.: 1^43 mobiles meubles.

CC.: le> mo'b="

W.: nwerl6=black=noir.

105. C.: nw&rl6=noir.

103 w/=-Fr. va here seems to be used on the analogy ot

such expressions as no. 44 : 2 ma 6 <tit=Tr.je vais balier, in

which the tu can be accounted for as in note 64.

104 lioth grftz (fr. h) and etab are in use; there is how-
ever no form corresponding to Fr. ecurie.

105 Weakening of the vowel of the unaccented syllable; see

Passy. tuJt, 3:3.

* As in no. 51 dialect pidzi represents fr.fays, a form

pdz
'

might be looked for representing Fr. pied. Cf. also

phrases nos. 133 and 134 where one might rather look for _fta\

than fig.

ma6 vS e'krir^I am going to write=
moi vais crire.

z't>3 ma ^krir=je vais e'crire.

z va6krir= ......

s6n ^tab e grad=his stable is large.

Cf. no. 10
; son e'table est grande.

son ftab'04 4 grad=son e'table est

grande.
son <5tab e grad=son Stable est

grande.

la lwe'=the law, la loi.

la Iwa' 6=la loi.

la lwa'6=" "

& py6*=a foot, un pied.
& py^=un pied.

ft py6=" "

6 p6dz6m=some men- un pen des
homines.
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nweri= "

sens* mezo=a house=une maison.
on mezo=une maison,
on mzo= " "

aen3e'sel=a ladder=une dchelle.

6nesel-une e'chelle.

CC.:

W.:
106. C.:

CC.:

W.:

107. C.:

CC.:

W.:

108. C.:

CC.:

VV.:

109. C.:

CC.:

VV.:

no. C.:

CC.:

VV.:

in. C.:

CC.:

\V.;

112. C.:

CC.: isa'07^ "

VV.: de sa=des chats.

113. C.: deVsa=" "

CC.: de> za=" "

W.: & rw6

114. C.: ae rwa.'08

CC.: <*: rwa.

W.: sen ren---a queen==une reine.

f Corblet in his Gtossairt Picard gives lewit on L'ne.

106 This is merely a bilabial for a lip-tooth consonant: cf.

phrase no. 8
;
a pronunciation which occurs also in popular

French as mentioned in note no. 94 of Paper No. I.

107 Feminine tin jr ,*=Fr. utte chattt.

108 A* a rule in Carleton as in Cheticamp. a final French a

is represented in the dialect by a. For Carleton, in tbe fol-

lowing words both * (a rather than ) and a are heard, a by
the young and ?t by the old : trwa and tt 7, &=Fr. trois ; bwa
and tti-<Fr. bois. Eng. wood; /7cnand ?7</?*^.Fr. tttois, Eng.

month: /Tcuand y*?ya Fr. po. 's, Eng.//; ^?trand pivu= Fr.

feitts, Eng. weight. Most other dialect words with the ending

corresponding to Fr. <?/, like iirwa~ Fr. wo/ and /7Urt--Fr. tffi\

hare, as a rule, only a. This points to something similar to

what Reyer in his Frjnz sische Phonetik, p. 20, comments

on; that ts, that the modern tendency in popular French is to

bring open and closed a together.

aens* pises (or plas?)=a place=une
place.

on plas 2=une place.
on plas= " "

Ion (with a short vowe1)=moon=
lune.

lun=lune (the a is very shortf) and
the effect similar to Ion.

Iiin=lune (the a is very shortf) and
the effect similar to Ion.

sa vw=his voice=sa voix.

sa wa IO =sa voix.

sawai=" "

ae syse=a dog=un chien.

a sya?" and sy;e=un chien.

se sya7*= " "

& Ja (or rather sa)=a cat= un chat.

<e sa lo7=un chat.

115. C.: on ren=une reine.

CC.: on rin= " "

W.: sen w^z6=a bird:=un oiseau.

116. C.: St w^z6 I09=un oiseau.

CC.: & 6z6'9= "

W.: absmse=a road^un chemin.

117. C.: aisma110 and smaj=un chemin.

CC.: aesma110 " smas= " "

W.: & (or e) kan6t=a boat=un canot.

118. C.: a; kand^un canot.

CC.: & kano= " "

W.: fl6r=fleur.

119. C.: florin fleur.

CC.: flor=

The cardinal numerals 1-20, 100;

VV.: as, d6, twa, kat (katz8i&m=Fr.

c^uatre hommes), sak, sis, st, iiit,

noff, dJis, 6z, duz, tr^'z, kat6rz.

t5ez (not ts;z),siz, dzisset.dziziiit,

dziznoff, v ; sa, (or perhaps bet-

ter sre).

C.: o, &, do(z),'" trwa(z), trwa(z),

kat(r)(z8'), Sffi(z
81

), sask, si(z), sis,

se(z'), set, ui(z8i)(t), uit, nci(z8i)(v),

nof, di(z), dis, 6z, duz, tr^z, trdz,

kat6rz, kyiz, sez, di s^(z8
'), di set,

diziii(z
8l

)(t), diziiit, dizno(z8
')(v),

diznof, vae(i8')(t) Sct(z) (but sa 6 or

*). ,

CC.: 6, a;, yon, d6(z I
)diis, trwa(z), trvvas,

kat(z), sae(k); si(z), sis, se(z), set,

iii(z), ult, no(z), nof, di(z), dis, 6z,

109 In Carleton and Cheticamp the rule is that "we corre-

sponds to Fr. oi. when the 01 is not final. There are, how-
ever, a few cases ofW instead of we as in Carleton iufs-t

while Cheticamp zd=Vr. oiseau is irregular. See the Re-

mark f under note no. 103, Paper No. I .

no Cf. note 72. I recorded a number of cases of dialect

ft=Fr. in, but could establish no exact rule.

in flor is used continually ibr a form corresponding to Fr.

farinc, Eng._/?0wr and in this sense appears to be an Anglicism.
In Carleton and Cheticamp the dialect ending corresponding
to Fr. -fur is apt to be closed, that is, the /in Tfi.fiu rather

than the o in Fr. peur.

n* The forms enclosed in parentheses are heard before

vowels ; thos* ending in a vowel before consonants, or when
there is no form ending in a consonant, as final as in </

, trwa:
those ending in a consonant may appear as final or where

that is the only form as in dtt*. tr z, etc., before both vowels

and consonants. The form for Fr. cent is hardly distinguish-
able from that for Fr. cinq when before consonants.
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duz, trez, kat6rz, tsJez, sez, dise(z),

diset, diziii(z), diziift, dizno(z),

diznof, vse(z)(t), sie(z).

SUPPLEMENT.*

W.: z"3 biiedz ami=I have many friends

[=j'ai bien des amis].

121. C.: z6 b3e94 dz ami=j'ai bien des amis.

CC.: z bte d6z ami= " " " "

W.: ban < ts6'k6=I have some [=j'en

ai quelqu(es) uns. I doubt the

correctness of the accent, and

think the last letter should be e\.

zankoko=j'en ai quelqu(es)uns.
zanets6k3= ..........

han 6 de'ba^I have some stockings

[=j'en ai des basj.

z6 d6 ba=j'ai des bas ; (not said as

above in Waterville with an or a=
Fr. en).

z.6 d6 ba=j'ai des bas; (not said as

above in Waterville with an or 3=
Fr. en.)

he^'s de
1

kuto I have some knives

[=j'ai des couteaux].
z6 (he

1

) d6 kutd=j'ai des couteaux.

z6dekutd= " "

han^=I have some [=j'en ai].

zan6" a =j'en ai.

IM. C.:

CC.:

W.:

123. C.:

CC.:

W.:

124. C.:

CC.

W.:

125. C.:

CC.

W.:

126. C.:

CC.

W.:

127. C.:

CC.: zcSSo.

* Professor Sheldon continues: "As a supplement I can

now add some additional -specimens taken from the pronunci-

ation of M. J. (=~dz), the mother of L. L. and written in a

phonetic spelling essentially the same as that employed
above. They were written at my suggestion by an inex-

perienced observer not familiar with spoken French. He
writes t> for both b and d. 1 add in brackets remarks of my
own. M. J. was born in Cornville, Maine, cannot read nor

write, is forty-nine years old, has always lived in Maine, ex"

cept a year and a half in Canada after being married."

112 An expression much used here is Mtlfrcdwas Fr. j'en
ai en tHftsstf meaning heaHcoup.

z^ !I 3 ta ssepo=I have many hats

[=j'ai tant de chapeaux].
z6 ta dsaepo^=j 'ai tant de chapeaux
(not said without d or dj).

z6 ta dsaepo=;j'ai tant de chapeaux
(not said without d or da).

he^'S so=I am warm [=j'ai chaud].
ze (he

1

) (h6) sd^j'ai chaud.

W.: h^swi=--I am thirsty [=j'aisoif. The

sign ?=English * in (hit), (pin),

etc.].

128. C.: z6 (he
1

) he">< swef.

CC.: z6' swef.

W.: h6"3 fa=I am hungry=j'ai faim.

129. C:. Z (he) h4 fa , 7 (rather than {&).

CC.; z6. fa"<>. v (fie).

W.: pupa M ba- papa is good [=papa
est bon].

130. C.: papi 6 bo=papa est bon.

CC.: papa><>5 e bo='

W.: pupa "4 gra=papa is tall [=papa
est grand].

131. C.: papa e
1

gra=papa est grand.
CC.: papa-ose gra="

" "

W.: m5 gae'saII4 e'ptsi=my son is small

[^mon ganjon est petit].

132. C.: mo goerso 6 pti=;mon garcon est

petit.

CC.: mo gserso e pti49=mon garcon est

petit.

W.: ma fig5 6 bel^=my daughter is

handsome [=ma fille est belle].

133. C.: ma fiy 6 bel=ma fille est belle.

CC.: many e bel=

W.: no fig"S vien^our daughters are

coming f=nos filles viennent].

134. C.: no fiy vien=nos filles viennent.

CC.: no fiy V3noll6^nos filles viennent.

W.: mu'rna laevyu do gro-ra^mamma
saw two big rats (gro'ri in her dia-

lect means either rats or big rats)

[=mamam ? deux gros rats. I

doubt the correctness of the accent

in mu-ma, and the last letter in the

same word should perhaps be a.

In Levyu, I think yu should be //].

135. C.: mama & vii do gro'ri (Cf., however,
note 6o)=maman a vu deux gros
rats.

i3 Cf. this ^'=Fr. ai with that recorded in nos. 4 and 5, 6

and 7, (which is i).

114 Cf. this /=Fr. est with that recorded in nos. I, 2, 50, 87

and 99.

115 Cf. with nos. 35, 36. 37 and 3! where Fr. y (consonant)

dialect J*. See also the * under note 105.

116 What is said in the important note 41 applies to this

I case.

48
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CC.:

W.

136. C.:

CC.

W.:

mama a vii do gro ra=maman a vu

deux gros rats.

" ' Father '

in her dialect is the same

as in standard French, or perhaps
the first e is pronounced more like

ie in the modern French 'pierre.'

peY=pere.

per=
"

"
I don't think I have given all the

various ways for
'
I have '

in the

dialect. I will not say positively,

but it seems as if she said

something like
v
sfe or hwfe for

'
I

have.'"

137. C.:

CC.:

Boston University.

JAMES GEDDES, JR.

OLD ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

An Elementary Old English Graminar(Ear\y
West Saxon) by A. J. WYATT, M. A. Cam-

bridge : At the University Press, 1897.

160 pp.

WHEN this latest grammar of Old English fell

into our hands, we felt tempted to exclaim with

Ymagynatyf in Piers the Plowman: "/>ere
ar bokes ynowe!

"
Elementary Old English

Grammars as well as Readers and Exercise

Books, have kept coming thick and fast for a

number of years. Besides, the publication of

two new books is being looked forward to with

keen interest ; namely, the revised edition of

Sievers' Grammar, and Biilbring's Elementar-

biich in Streitberg's series. And now the list

is swelled by another number. It is true that

in the mother country of the Anglo-Saxon

speech there have been so far no signs of a

possible overproduction in this line ; and the

enthusiastic activity of America does not ap-

pear to concern the author of this new gram-
mar. Anyhow, no one could well be supposed

nowadays to enter upon such a task, unless

he were sure of his case.

Mr. Wyatt's plan was to combine in his

manual the merits of Sievers' ' Germanic ' and

Sweet's '

independent
'

method, whilst con-

fining himself in the main to an elementary

presentation of Early West Saxon. In the

elaboration of this scheme he has been re-

markably successful. Mr. Wyatt is a thorough

scholar in Old English as his edition of

Beowulf has sufficiently shown and though
he naturally follows the steps of Sweet,

Sievers, and Cosijn, he proves himself to be

an independent philologist. The didactic

talent of the author appears on every page.
His methods of arrangement, classification,

and formulation of rules are not absolutely

new. Every intelligent teacher of Old Eng-
lish has no doubt, in a great many cases,

reforted to the same practical devices as Mr.

Wyatt. But it is very convenient to have them

put together, in a clear, concise form. To
enumerate the ' innovations

'

in detail is un-

necessary. Suffice it to call attention to some

general features, and to mention just a few

particulars which invite comment.

The text book does not pretend to be a

complete grammar.
"

It would have given

a specious air of completeness to the book

to have added a section dealing with Old

English syntax ; but I am strongly of opinion

that for the present such aid is best given in

notes on selected texts." (Preface, page v ).

There are two principal parts : the first

dealing with Inflection, the second with

Phonology ; besides we find, on the first

seven pages, a condensed list of the chief

paradigms, and in an Appendix a few sec-

tions on Word-Formation. The exposition

of the sound-laws is especially well done ; we
note in particular the stress laid on the chro-

nology of the different O. E. phonetic changes.

Praiseworthy is the author's effort in comb;it-

ing inaccurate popular statements of linguistic

phenomena (cf. 119; 68, n. i).

The statement that the O. E. diphthongs
have the stress on the first element (4; cf.

141) needs modification, at least if we con-

sider the comparative fulness of information

generally presented in this '

elementary
'

grammar. If hwilc, swilc, mm, Sin, etc., are

given a place among the adjectives which are

always strong (41), such as eall, sum, etc.,

should not be omitted. From the curious note

that <i=one, has always the strong form, and

<za=alone, always the weak form, we might
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be led to conclude that ana has nothing what-

ever to do with an. Has the vowel length in

ofosi( 108) and efstart ( 128) been proved ?

gftreorv (112 should be getreowe {getrlewe) ;

in 126 we find getrlewe. In the chronolo-

gical table of sound-changes ( its), shorten-

ing appears in the first place. The only two

examples given, */z,Wand behvih
( 162), may

justify this arrangement, but the reader should

beware of inferring from those instances a

general rule of early shortening. Further,

the influence of following zv is, indeed, poste-

rior to i-umlaut in ineowle ; but riieive (Sievers,

73' 2)' fe&wt ( 73. i) certainly point to an

earlier period. In these cases the student

will do well to bear in mind Mr. Wyatt's
words that some of these processes

" must

have been in operation over a considerable

period of time." The criticism of Sievers in

145, n. loses its point by the fact that (i.) Sievers

himself is guilty of no inconsistency in the

use of the term ' Palatal Umlaut '

in his Gram-
mar (see the original German edition, 85

and 102), and (2.) in his Abriss (1895), 5, the

name is employed in the narrower sense

only. The remark that the loss of h in tiyrel

is preceded by i-umlaut and by breaking (

159), seems to be due to an oversight.

The following misprints have been noticed :

p. I, last word: Idru for Idrum ; 33, n. 3, 1.

5 : and in hgre for as in here, 40, 3 : miere
for miere ; 54, n. 2 : feorSe to<cfeorde ; 174 :

onliehtan for onliehtan, cf. 126; the omis-
sion of the diacritical hook under the e or o in :

tighter 37 ; ase_cgan 60, d ; civilian, 64, e ;

swgrc, szve_riaS, etc., 80, and n. 5 ; se_nde, se_nd

83, n. 6 ; ne_mde, ne_mnode, 88, 5 ; gese_ndfd,

89,1 b ; sgcge, 93 ; gongan, 96, n. 4 ; (hie,

Vi,$;forswerian, 174; we_bbestre, we_dlac,

175-

It is easily seen that every new elementary
book is bound to be, in a certain way, an im-

provement upon its predecessors. Wyatt's
grammar deserves, in our judgment, to be
ranked among the very best introductions to
the study of Old English, whether we look at

it from the scientific or from the practical point
of view.

FREDERICK KLAEBER.
University of Minnesota.

SPANISH LITERA TURE.

La Isla Barbara and La Guarda Cuidadosa,
two comedias by Miguel Sanchez (El Divino),

edited by HUGO A. RENNERT, Ph. D.

Publications of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Series in Philology, Literature, and

Archeology, Vol. v. Boston: Ginn & Co.,

1896. 8vo, pp. xx, 297.

LA pr^sente tude a 6t6 lue a 1'Ecole des

Hautes-lCtudes, a la conference d'espagnol de
M. Alfred Morel-Fatio, comme un des travaux

de I'anne'e scolaire i896-'g7.

Dans cette Edition, M. Rennert nous donne
deux come'dies dont 1'une, La Isla Barbara,
est beaucoup moins connue que 1'autre: c'est

sur celle-ci que nous avons concentre' notre

attention. Disons tout d'abord que M. Ren-
nert aurait pu faciliter de beaucoup la lecture

et I'e'tude du texte en 1'imprimaht de fason a

indiquer clairement les formes de versification

employees par le poete, comme 1'a fait M.
MeYime'e dans son Edition de Las flfocedades

del Cid, et comme le fait M. Menendez Pelayo
dans son Edition du theatre de Lope de Vega.
Dans 1'introduction qui est bien faite, M.

Rennert insiste en particulier sur un fait deja

signal^ par M. Baist, comme il le dit du reste,

a savoir que notre poete n'est pas un succes-

seur du grand Lope de Vega, mais au con-
traire un de ses pre'dcesseurs. Aux passages
die's par M. Baist, M. Rennert en ajoute
d'autres encore tire's des e'crivains contempo-
rains, lesquels.me semble-t-il, mettent ce point
hors de doute. A propos de 1'un de ces pas-

sages, celui qui est tir6 de VArte Nuevo de
Hacer Comedias de Lope de Vega, il est a

remarquer que M. Rennert semble ne 1'avoir

pas completement compris. Nous inse'rons a

ce sujet la note suivante que nous devons a
M. Morel-Fatio.

M. Rennert n'a pas bien interpret le pas-
sage de 1' Arte nuevo qui se rapporte a Miguel
Sanchez; il a confondu Venganar con laver-
dad, proc^d^ que Lope signale comme ayant
&.& eniploy^ par Sanchez "dans toutes ses
comedies," avec le hablar equivoco dont Lope
parle ensuite en g^n^ral et sans application
a Sanchez.
Void le passage de VArte nuevo:

I. El engavar con la vtrtiarfcs cosa
Que ha parecido bien, como lo usava
En todas sus comedias Miguel Sanchez,
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Digno por la invencion desta memoria.
a. Siemprc el h*blar equhioco ha tenido

Y aquella incertidumhre anfibologica
Gran lugar en el vulgo, porque piensa
Que el solo cntiende lo que el otro dize.

Li-dessus, M. Rennert crit : "This, freely
translated, means: 'Speeches with a double

meaning literally, to deceive with the truth,
i. e. to tell the truth, but in such a way that
it will be misunderstood always have a good
effect, as Miguel Sanchez, worthy of memory
tin account of this invention, has used them in

all his plays,' because, he continues, 'the

spectator thinks that he alone understands
what the actor is saying.'

"

II n'est nullement question dans le premier
passage, leseulrelatif a Sanchez, de "Speeches
with a double meaning;" il est question
uniquement de 1

'

enganar con la verdad. Pour

comprendre le sens de cette expression, il faut

se souvenir qu'un des principaux artifices des
auteurs de coinedias consistait dans la "sus-

pension de 1'interet." II ne fallait pas que le

public fut averti trop tot du denouement de
1'action; aussi l'auteurcherchait-il par tousles

nioyens possibles a ne pas le laisser entrevoir;
il s'appliquait a "

tromper 1'attente des audi-
teurs." Lope le dit lui-tneme tres explicite-
ment (Arte nuevo) :

En el acto primaro ponga el caso,
Kn el segundo enla/e los sucessos
De suerte que hasta el medio del tercero

Ape nas juzgue nadie en lo que para.
Engii .e siempre elgusto y donde vea

Que se dexa entender alguna cosa,
De muy lexos, de aquello que protnete.

Enganar el gusto, dissimuler Tissue de la

piece en trompant le spectateur, tel etait le

proc<kie habituel. Miguel Sanchez cut I'ide'e

d'inventer quelquechpse de nouveau. Ayant
affaire & un public qui s'etait accoutunie a etre

trumpet qui s'attendait toujours a quelque
denouement impre\'U et ne r^pondant pas aux
donnees du premier et du second acte, il

s'imagina lui de le tromper avec la vtritt,
c'est a dire d'annoncer ce que serait le de-
nouement. Le public ne le croyait pas, et il

obtenait aiusi le meme rfeultat queses emules:
il trompait comtne eux les spectateurs, mais il

trompait en disaut vrai. Le procede, coinrne
on le voit, n'a riert de commun avec le hablar

tquivoco clout il est parie apr^s. J'ajoute que
Ycnganar con la verdad, qui, d'aprtis Lope,
caracteriserait "toutes les comedies" de
Sanchez, n'apparait, a mon avis, ni dans la

Isla Barbara, ni dans la Guarda Cuidadosa.

Quant au texte, il est souvent incomprehen-

sible, comme le dit M. Rennert. Mais la

ponctuation aurait pu etre considerablement

ameiioree, et souvent il nous semble que la

meilleure lecon a et6 mise dans les variantes.

Nous nous permettrons, done, d'indiquer les

corrections suivantes.

/. 14. Permite, ya
21. Substituer la variante au texte.

33 ss. II faut ajouter, apres v. 32, et

comme v. 33, le vers qui suit 32 dans
le ms.; et omettre le vers 38 du
texte, qui manque dans le ms. et n'a

pas de raison d'etre vu qu'il detruit

le sens du passage. Avec le texte
ainsi reconstitue, le sens est parfait.
La rime indique qu'il faut substituer

afrenta a ofensa dans le vers 33 du
ms., (correction suggeree par Mile.
E. Wallace, de PUniversite' de Chi-

cago). Le texte donne est :

31 . [RKY] Es cuerdo, no se crea que se a puesto
En cosa de que no saldra muy presto.

DOMICIO En punto esta que A aquel que le socorra

Perdonaru el agrabio por mi cuenta.

35. Rav Que no, que serd a<;er con que se corra;

i Como es posible que tal pecho sienta

Ynconveniente alguno? el nos aorra
Dil temor, porque nada le aineJrtnta.
Con la btiena opinion que del tenemos
De que en este peligro le ayudemos.

Nous proposons la lecon suivante :

31 . [RKY] Es cuerdo, no se crea que se a puesto
En cosa de que no saldrA muy presto.
Nadie se mucb* ques a;erle afrenta 1

DOMICIO En puuto est.i que i aquel que le socorra

35. Perdonar't el agrabio por mi cuenta.
REY Que no, que sera a9er con que se corra ;

i Como es posible que ta] pecho sienta

Ynconveniente alguno? el nos aorra,
Con la buena opinion que d! tenemos,

40. De que en este peligro le ayudemos.

45. ymitas;

46. cligo;

78. Le texte nous offre:

Mas como hombre do rra(-on asiste;

tandisque 1'ldition de Tortosa pre-
sente :

Mas como en hombre de i a/on consiste ;

De ces deux legons qui sont toutes

deux mauvaises, nous croyons que
1'on pent en faire une bonne. II

n'est pas tres difficile de voir en en,

de 1'edition de Tortosa, une faute,
soil d'impression soil de copiste,

po'ir un. Nous lisons done :

Mas como un hombre do rracon asiste ;

Dans le texte adopte parM. Rennert
le vers est trop court, a moins de

l ms. tfensa.
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104,

108,

123

124

129

215

faire hiatus entre como et hombre.

acuda

espumosa,
Substituer la variants.

Substituer la variante.

suerte que
Lire inquietude lieu de quietud*

Pues sJ,

218. Substituer la variante. Omettre REY-

Dime., et lire

VITELIO Dejame: arto e sido raudo:

237. La correction que nous donne ici M.

Rennert est inutile. Le vers manque
dans le ms., et l'dition de Tortosa

offre une lecon tres bonne et tres

idiomatique :

REV. i Emilio, hay quien le de ropa?

La question est une maniere d'im-

peratif d^guise', ce qui s'accorde tout

a fait avec 1'esprit du temps.

241. capa; y ven.

243- Aquestc se rapporte a vestido, v. 242.

247-8. Substituer les variantes.

Y este me ayud6 d Hbrar

De la pasada locura ;

Avec cette lecon on a un bon sens

pour le passage 243-256, ce qui n'est

guere possible avec le texte.

250. peso :

260-1. Le passage n'est pas du tout clair,

et, & la suite d'unelongue discussion

dans la classe, nous avons adopted

comme tant la moins mauvaise, la

lecon suivante :3

DOMICIO. Vitelio, i qui? Bueno esti.

i Lo pasado no os contenta?

272. La variante nous paraH preTeVable,

parcequ'elle exprime mieux 1'incer-

titude qui regne dans 1'esprit du

roi, en releguant la chose dans 1'ave-

nir.

290. Ici M. Rennert a probablementchoisi
la meilleure lecon. Mais la variante

est inte'ressante comme specimen du

langage vulgaire. Tablon, dans le

langage de la Germania, ou frater-

nit des voleurs "table." Banco

le bane ou les malfaiteurs ^talent

i Correction d M. Morel-Fatio.

3 Suggestion de Mile. E. Wallace.

enchainds pour ramer dans les ga-

leres: et ensuite, dans le langage

de la Germania, :;ynonyme de

"prison." La lecon provient sans

doute d'une copie d'acteur.

377-8. . . . acordartt,

Que si

La virgule est ndcessaire au sens,

parceque le vers suivant n'est qu'une

parenthese, et le si, de 378, n'est pas

le lat. si, mais le lat. sic.

388. ella,

De 385 a 392 il n'y a qu'une phrase,

assez compliqu^e a la v<rit : aunque

(385) se rapporte a con todo aquesto

(389). Nous donnons ici la traduc-

tion HtteYale de la phrase.
" Et quoique ce soil la ve'rite' que le

fait qu'elle est ma sceur (et cette

seule raison) m'imposa 1'obligation

de la defendre, cependant mon ho-

norable garde me forcait toujours de

me rappeler qu'elle etaiJUon Spouse
aussi bien que ma sceur."

451. Cansarete

472. Lire Que su piedad

475. enbarcar,

510. Le vers est a corriger a 1'aide du ms.

509. EMILIO Pucslutgo

Soy *gui.

VITKLIO. i QtttimporUrdt

Et Vitelio doit dire les deux vers

suivants et les deux octaves : c'est a

direjusqu'au v. 528.

519. Substituer la variante.

633. Fortuna,

727. Substituer la variante.

759. vengo ;

936. Substituer la variante.

966. locos ;

967. Agora si,

970. Substituer la variante.

979- i Que n1 '

982-3. Que armas drjd el enemigo

Con que socorra :t mi amigo.

998-9. Substituer les variantes.

1027. Substituer la variante.

1037. sequels

1055. bajos

1065. esta

1081-2. Substituer les variantes.

1098. vida,
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1170.

1173.

1230.

1246.

1251.

1316.

1324.

1339.

1340.

1347.

1348.

1366.

1470.

1510.

1515.

1516.

1526.

1579.

1637.

1709.

1712.

1762.

1826.

gusto;
La correction est inutile. T. donne
une bonne lecon, qui est meilleure

que celle du texte.

Substituer la variante.

Substituer la variante.

parienta
Substituer la variante.

I Cuando le a visto la ticrra ?

concluya
celos,

llama
;

II nous semble que llama devrait

6tre conside're' comme un impe'ratif

adresse' a Nisida. Le passage est

obscur.

La se rapporte a I'ide'e qui est ex-

primde dans razoues, v. 1345.

Substituer la variante.

Vers faux : substituer la variante.

traemele'.

vete.

huerta

Ve,

1873.

1912.

Anda, ve, que yo te fio

enlrambos

i Y porque'
hurtais?

vengate'

Substituer la variante. Dans le texte,

tel que nous le donne M. Rennert, le

vers est trop court a moins de ne
faire pas la synalephe dans si ha
habido. La lecon du ms. donne si

abido, tandis que grammaticaletnent
il faudrait si a abido. Mais cette

omission de la forme personnelle du
verbe ne devrait pas nous e'tonner,

me semble-t-il, et on pourrait dire

que le a initial de abido a absorb^ le

a, (3
e
p. sing. ind. pr^s.), etque nous

avons ici un cas de "
ctitd XOIYOV

eines Lautes," suivant 1'expression

employee par M. Tobler au sujet

d'unphe'nomfine analogue d'anc.-fr.,

dans une note de la page 187 de ses

Vermischte Beitriige zur franzosi-
schen Grammatik, Band I.

Substituer la variante.

deseais,

1943. halles,

1944- obliga,

1968, Substituer la variante, parceque le

vers est faux.

1989. Substituer la variante, a cause de la

syntaxe.

1992. ella.

1993. Anda, Pulciano,

1996. agravio ;

1998. responde ;

2000. obligo ;

2001. amigo,
2002. Omettre Que, qui de'truit a la fois le

rythme t le sens.

Yo cobrar6 la muger.

2032. celo, como
2069. La correction de M. Rennert est

inutile, vu que les lecons de T. et du
ms. sont toutes les deux bonnes.
Celle de T. nous parait pre'fe'rable.

2090. tierra ;

2147. Substituer la variante.

2149-50. Substituer les variantes.

1 Que, aim ube yo dc tener

La culpa ! . . . . Yo me destruyo.

2164. contento.

2172. presto

2173. Substituer la variante. Echar el

rcsto, terme de jeu= "risquer tout."

A echar en seguilla el resto.

2174. dolor;

2175. perseguir,

2189. Lire sinjusticia (en un seul mot).
C'est une recomposition populaire,
faite parceque le peuple ne sentait

plus la force de in comme pre'fixe

n^gatif.

2201. ir;

La variante est moins cacophonique.
2319. IHas,

2355- Que veut dire M. Rennert par ses

remarques sur les variantes : "2355-
2359 wanting in M. 2355. (sic) ;

deso (?)."? M. Morel-Fatio a sug-

geVe
1

dtsearia pour de se fia. Dans
le texte, le vers est faux. II est a

remarquer que tout le passage, 2355-

2360, est tres obscur.

2374. amparada
2387. quejas,
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2416. corazon, fiera,

2455. La variante nous paralt preferable.

2476. encierra ;

2515. Hermana, decf i qu6 cs esto?

2608. defiendem6.

2609. escuchame
1

,

2615. Substituer la variante.

2616. No, traidor,

2621. presto ;

2622. Vamos,

2684. nombres.

2730. Exeniple inteVessant d'hendiadys

dans pudiera : 3e personne avec

hablarme; i e personne avec hablalla.

2775. Substituer duda a deuda. Litte'rale-

ment "Dans un tel bien, ledoutedu

bien excuse ma folie, car, etc."

2829. aportastes,

2855. sierra,

2868. demas.

2870. Ea, dama i no acabamos ?

La premiere personne du pluriel

remplace souvent la seconde du

singulier, daas le langage tres fami-

lier.

2886. La forme pudistes, 2 pers. du sing,

du preterit, est a remarquer. II y
en a plusieurs explications, mais la

plus satisfaisante nous parait celle-

ci: a savoir, qu'elle s'est ajoute' une

i par influence analogique avec les

autres formes dela 2= pers. du sing.,

lesquelles se terminent toutes en s.

cuesta

inhumana !

salido

hermana !

Substituer la variante, a cause du

jeu de mots que fait avec intention

Troyla, feignantd'avoirmal entendu

ce que disait Vitelio. La r^ponse
de Vitelio (v. 2942) s'accorde avec

cette lecjon.

2968. perd6nam,
2976. Substituer es te a este.

2978. Mir6

3010. ; Ya presto ?

3041-2. Substituer les variantes.

3053. Substituer les variantes.

3132. Grammaticalement il faudrait venga;

2906.

2907.

2908.

2910.

2935-

mais la rime exige vengo.

3466. Cont61e

3537. Substituer la variante.

|
Tras de qu internes me arrojo !

3701-2. TROYLA. Usamos aca esta guarda,

Vitelio. iQue'seteda?

3707. Substituer la variante.

3708

i No te ha de conocer T

i Que
1

tients ya que le digas ?

3787. sido,

3910. Y tii,

3935. Substituer la variante.

3996-8. C'est Vitelio qui devrait prononcer
ces vers, et non pas Drusilo.

4033. desprecieis

4049-52. Malgr6 1'habitude qu'ont les au-

teu'rs espagnols de re'p&er le litre

de la piece dans les deruiers vers dn

troisie'me acte, la lei;on du ms. nous

parait preTrable. Et quoique
" La

Isla Bdrbara " ne soil pas nomm^e
explicitement dans la lecon du ms.,

elle est toutefois suflisamment d^-

signe'e.

La versification de cette com^die laisse

beaucoup a d<5sirer. ]e n'ai pas du tout essay^
de relever tons les cas de cacophonie, mais on

aura une id6e de la frequence de ce ph^nomt-ue
en consid^rant les vers : 1280, 1603, 1614, 1928,

2606, 2867, 2908, 2917, 2928, 2946, 3249, 3753. II

semblerait aussi que la question de \'f lat.

initiale, c'est a dire la question de savoir si elle

permettait ou empchait la synalephe, de'pen-

dait alisolument de la volontedu poete. Pour

raflirmative, voir les vers: 1311, 2115, 2116,

2867, 2872, 2900, 2915, 2944, 3249, 3284, 3353;

pour la negative : 1268, 1594, 2836, 3762, 3766.

Ces listes ne sont completes ni 1'une ni 1'autre.

Dans tons ces cas nous n'avons affaire qn'aux
deux mots: hacer<factre et hallar<affldre,
devenu par transposition <*fallarc.

Les quelques remarques qu'on aura trouve'es

plus haul sur la com^die elle-mfime nous ont

paru int^ressantes. C'est pour cela que nous

les avons ins^r^es, bien quelles n'entrassent

point dans le cadre que nous nous colons pro-

pos pour ce travail.

JOHN D. FITZ-GERALD.
Ctlumbia University.
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FAUST.

Historia D. Johannis Fausti des Zauberers

nach der Wolfcnbntteler handschrift nebst

dem nachweis elnes tcils ihrer quellen her-

ausgegeben von GUSTAV MILCHSACK. [0-

berlieferungen zur Litteratur, Geschichte

und Kunsthrsg. v. Gustav Milchsack, Herzl.

Bibliothekar in VVolfenbiittel. 2. Bd., i.

Teil. VVolfenbiittel: Verlag von Julius Zwiss-

ler, 1892-1897.]

THIS book is at once a very noteworthy and a

very aggravating contribution to our know-

ledge of the real nature of the Faustsagc.

Gustav Milchsack publishes herewith for the

first time a manuscript of the Faustbuch dis-

covered by him in the Wolfenbiittel ducal

library. We are, however, left wholly in the

dark as to the circumstances of the discovery

and as to the present whereabouts of the

manuscript. The editor does not even dis-

tinctly state, but leaves us to infer, that the

version of the chap-book here presented is

based, not upon a forgotten print, but upon a

manuscript. With the single exception of a

footnote, p. ccxc sq., suggested by a discussion

of Lerchheimer's relation to the original of the

Faustbuch, Milchsack offers no systematic at-

tempt at showing the relation of the present
version to that contained in the Frankfort edi-

tion of 1587. Instead of with critical apparatus
for controlling the Wolfenbiittel manuscript
in subsequent investigations, the Introduction

is almost exclusively concerned with the ques-

tion of the sources of the Faustbuch. Not

even a hint do we find as to the intention of

the editor to deal critically with the manu-

script question in the second part of the work,

or at any subsequent time. The very impor-
tance of the investigations chronicled in the

editor's Introduction renders still more regret-

table defects like thosejust mentioned.

However, we have good reason to be thank-

ful to Milchsack for full information concerning

other discoveries described in the aforesaid

Introduction, and to these I wish to call es-

pecial attention.

A brief review of the cultural conditions that !

produced the Faustbuch, with emphasis upon
|

the importance of the unknown author, al-
\

most the sole transmitter of the so-called

Faustsage to subsequent generations, occupies
|

the first fourteen pages of the book. Scherer's

view (Das iilteste Faustbuch, Berlin, 1884, s.

xiv), that oral or written tradition concerning

Faust and possibly other magicians, whose

personality has been merged by the Anony-
mous in that of Faust, is the broad substratum

of the whole chap-book, M~ilchsack finds

scarcely in accord with the extreme paucity of

details touching the faustsage outside of the

Faustbuch itself (s. xv). That not even Wid-

mann, whose collection of material followed

closely upon 1587 and was prompted by a desire

to surpass the performance of the Anonymous,
presents us with any new points, not easily

traceable to familiar literary sources, certainly
does seem strange, if we still hold to the view
that the Anonymous drew heavily upon a large
stock of widely current gossip, oral and writ-

ten, concerning Faust and his more or less

similar prototypes.
Milchsack accords Ellinger full recognition

for the implications of an article published by
the latter under the title : Zu den Quellen des

Faustbuchsvon 1387 (Zs.f. vergl. Litt. Gesch.

N. F., i, 156 ff., 1887, 88). Ellinger points out

the opportunity afforded by the heterogeneous

make-up of the chap-book for separating the

various layers from each other and for resolv-

ing them into their constituent parts.
" Es 1st Ellinger's unbestreitbares Verdienst,
die Balm dieser fruclubaren Untersuchungen
erotthet zu haben durch den Hinweis auf das
Faustische Khodus, wo der Sprung aus dem
ungewissen Zwielicht der Hypothesen auf den
lii-ilc!] Bodeii der 1 atsachen gemacht werden
muss: durch den Hinweis auf die Quellen"
(p. xvii).

Ellinger's attempt to follow his own clue led

him to a careful comparison of geographical
and historical hand-books of the sixteenth

century, with passages of the chap-book and

the discovery of sundry striking resemblances,

particularly in Sebastian Minister's Alappa,

Jiuropae, Frankfurt a. M., 1536, and in the same
author's Cosntographti, Basel, 1550, whose
discussion is the substance of his article in the

Zs.f. vergl. Litt.-Gesch., N. F., p. 156 sq. His

conviction of the existence of another as yet

undiscovered source, common to the Anony-
mous and to various other hand-book writers

of the sixteenth century, as Minister, Franck,

Quad, Jobst, and Sauer (Zs. f. vergl. Litt.

Gesch., i, 158), doubtlessly proved quite as

suggestive to Milchsack, as did the general

theory, already quoted. Especially was this

true in the light of Erich Schmidt's article

(pub. first in the Goethe-Jahrbuch III, 1883,

and later in Charakteristikrn, p. i sq.), en-

titled Faust und das 16. Jahrhitndert, in which

55
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the author showed that the supernatural se-

crets of the chap-book stand in a droll an-

achronism with the cultural status of the latter

part of the sixteenth century. Milchsack

quotes Schmidt's words (Charakteristiken, p.

22):

" Der Autor hat den riesigen Fortschritt der
Naturwissenschaften nicht mitgeniacht, und
10 geschieht es, dass der Titan Faust, der
seltsamerweise trotz Jahresgehalt und hol-

lischer Kunst genotigt 1st, in einer Zeit spot-
tisclier Lasstafeln und Prognostica sein Leben
als Horoskopsteller zu fristen, und sein Berater
in wissenscliaftlichen Dingen greulich ver-

wahrlost sind, dass tiber die Bedeutung des
Sonnenstandes fiirSommerwarme und Winter-
kalte ein Kapitelehen von belustigender Al-

bernheit vorgetrageu und alles Astronomische
ohne eine Ahnung der Kopernikanisclien Re-
volution vom Standpunkt vorsiutflutlicher An-
schauung aus abgehandelt wird,"

to support his own view that the nonsensical

and incoherent revelations of Mephostophiles
are a proof, not of the ignorance and inca"

pacity of the Anonymous to grasp the Faust-

sage in its breadth and depth, but of their

mediaeval or at least of their ante-Reformation

origin (p. xix). It seems to me questionable
whether Schmidt really meant what Milchsack

attributes to him here. His quoted words are,

at any rate, equally capable of another con"

struction ; namely, that the ignorance of the

Anonymous was the occasion of his putting
into the mouth of Mephostophiles such antedi-

luvian philosophical and scientific views as the

chap-book contains. However, the intention

of Erich Schmidt in the premises is significant

at this point merely as a stimulus to Milchsack,

prompting him to search earlier records for

the sources suspected by Ellinger to lie in the

sixteenth century. Whether Milchsack read

this into or out of the words of Schmidt is

immaterial. To his mind the Anonymous,
measured by the standards of his day, was at

least a fairly well educated man, with, some

conception of the enlightenment of his age,
who thought the aforesaid antediluvian views

just strange and eerie enough to render a ma-

gician and practitioner of the black art im-

pressive, not indeed to scholars like Tritheim,

Mutian, VVier, and Lerchheimer, but to the

naively credulous public for which he wrote

(p. xix). In the absence of a strong creative

imagination that would have enabled him to

portray his hero as the central figure of some
bold dream of the future, realizing the most

daring hopes and speculations of his contem-

poraries, he conjures up the pale shades of the

vanishing past, with which to charm or to

terrify a less fastidious audience (p. xx). This

interpretation of Erich Schmidt's conception
of the problem is certainly original with Milch-

.ack. At any rate, Ellinger seems to forget,

while examining and comparing the hand-

books of the sixteenth century, the wide dis-

crepancy between the chap-book contents and

the comparatively enlightened views of the

Anonymous' own time. Similarly Szamat61ski,

who presents in his Zu den Quellcn des

iiltesten Faustbuchs ( Vierteljahrschriftfiir Lit-

teraturgeschichte, i, 161 ff.) many striking par-

allels between the chap-book and M. Eluci-

darius, Frankfurt a. M., 1572, attaches little im-

portance to the fact that the Lucidarius is a

product of the twelfth century, that has been

a favorite of the ' Messen '

through a long
series of reprints because of its encyclopaedic
substance (cf. p. xxii). Such reflections led

Milchsack to searcli the hand-books of the

fifteenth century for the source of the chap-
book,suspected but not discovered by Ellinger.

In Hartmann Schedel's Buck der Cronicken

und gediichtims wirdigern geschicliten von

anbefrynn der merit biss auf dlese unssere zeit,

Nurnberg, 1493, he has hit upon what certainly

seems the source in question. The theologi-

cal, the astronomical, and the geographical-
historical details of this encyclopedic work,
whose subsequent editions and reprints are

practically literal copies of the original of 1493,

reappear in sundry parts of the chap-book
with only slight deviations in form and sub-

stance. For example, the whole of the twenty-
sixth chapter, the longest in the Faustbitch,

which describes the travels of the hero, and the

twenty-seventh chapter, vom Paradeiss, con-

sist entirely of paragraphs and of smaller frag-

ments of the Cronick, with slight or with no
verbal variations, bound together by a slender

thread of narrative, intended to furnish the

necessary transitions from point to point. Ifwe
omit three oriental cities that head Schedel's

list,and sundry European cities that the Anony-
mous does not mention at all, we find in

Cronick and chap-book the same sequence of

places, involving a very remarkable zig-zag

journey pursued by Faust through twelve

stations, beginning with Trier and including,

besides, Paris, Mainz, Neapel, Venedig, Padua,
Rom, Mailaiid, Florenz, Lion, fColn, Aachen,

(p. xxv sq.). We must certainly agree with

Milchsack (p. xxvi) that at this point no very
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deep reflection was necessary to convince the

chap-book author that a closer regard for de-

tails of continental geography would render

travel easier, even for a man like Faust, seated

upon a Flugelross, and would also reduce the

demands upon the credulity of even a very
naive and superstitious audience. We are,

therefore, not surprised to see him abandon at

thisjuncture the sequence observed by Schedel,
and proceed with some regularity eastward

from Aachen to Konstantinopelz\\<\ back again

by way of Memphis-Kairo to Erfurt through
a series of towns, all of which are described in

the Cronick. In parallel columns (p. xxvi p.

iil [=xlviii]) Milchsack presents piece by piece
the relation ofthe success! ve parts ofthe twenty-
sixth chapter of the chap-book to their fifteenth

century originals as contained in the Cronick.

Here is the mysterious source of so much that

is similar in the hand-books of Franck, Minis-

ter, Jobst, Quad, Sauer, etc., (Zs. f. vergl.

I.itt.-Cesch., i, 158), and its much closer corre-

spondence with the Faustbuch makes inevita-

ble the inference that it was in the hands of

the Anonymous. The ease with which the

latter transforms these geographical-statistical

data of an ancient hand-book into the ele-

ments of a magic journey, is a staggering blow
for our faith in the credibility of any part of

the chap-book, and for our belief in the exis-

tence of any considerable body of oral or

written Faust-tradition, to which Eilinger con-

fidently refers as uiiuiillelbare Qticl/en (Zs. f.

SCHEDEL'S Cronick, iil. 3a:

Amm andern tag sprach got. Es werde das

firmament in dem mittel der wasser: uud

tailte die wasser von wasseren imd er hits das

firmament den himel. Got hat das firmament

gescheibelt, beweglich, andere emfintliche

diug begreiffende gemacht, und auss zesam-

niL-ngerunnen wassern in gestalt des cristals

befestigt, und darinn das angeheft gestirne.

NJ less interesting than this papable literary

transfer ot chapter 21 (cf. Milchsack, pp. lix,

Ix and Ixi) is the somewhat more complicated
situation in chapter i>.\ F.in J)ispntatio und

falsche antwurt (/ess Heists Doctor Faiisto

get/ton (cf. pp. Ixii, Ixiii). Of especial impor-
tance is the appearance in Schedel's Cronick

(III. ia)of the passage embodying the doctrine

urged by the Arabian philosopher, Averrhoes,

vergl. Litt.-Gesch., i, 158). This is far re-

moved from Scherer's theory (das alteste

Faustbuch, p. xiv) of faithful transcription, oc-

casional transference, and anecdotal decora-

tion. This is wholesale literary piracy, backed

by a certain fundamental shrewdness, and ca-

pacity for loosely linking together the items of

the book and connecting them with the name
and the person of the hero.

Chapter 27, with its eastward trip through
lands quite likely selected by the Anonymous
from the map in Schedel's Cronick (bl. I2b

and 133) and through places he had early
noted in his original and reserved for later

use, names well calculated to suggest great
remoteness, brings us at length to the climax
of Faust's earthly journeyings, to the Garden
of Eden itself. A glance at the parallels pre-
sented on pages 1 v, Ivi, Ivii, shows that Schedel
furnished substance and in some cases also

verbal form of this, as of the preceding chap-
ter. The slavish copying of geographical and
historical details already noticed is presump-
tive evidence of similar procedure elsewhere
in the chap-book. In three other places we find

unmistakable evidence of a use of Schedel's

Cronick like what we have already mentioned.
The whole of the twenty-first chapter consists,

save for a few introductory words of the anony-
mous, of a series of extracts from Schedel, with

slight verbal modifications, well illustrated by
the following parallel :

"Von (less Himmels Lauf, Zier und Ursprung"
FATSTBL'CH \V. p. 43, 8:

. . . Dann Gott macht ailfennglich den

Mymmel auss dem mittel des wassers, unud
theilt die wasser voni wasser, unnd hiess das

Firmament den hymmel. So ist der Hynimel
kuglicht oder Scheublich unnd beweglich.
Audi ist der Hymmel, der vom wasser er-

schaffen tumd zusamen gefiiegt ist, so befestigt

wie der Christall mind sicht auch obeli im

Hymmel also. Darinn ist angehefft das gestiru,

etc.

(b. 1126, d. 1198), concerning the uncreated

and eternal nature of the world and of man-
kind, a passage, whose counterpart in the

chap-book is, as Scherer says (Das <ilteste

Fuitsibnc/i, p. xviii), one of the few places,
where we rise above the measure of mediaeval

ignorance and half-education, characteristic

of the work. Instead, however, of being one
of those features of Faust-tradition not .itterly
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spoiled by the supposed incapacity of the

Anonymous, it stands here revealed as a

wretched plagiarism (p. Ixiv). Schedel gives

the Averrhoistic and also the Christian view

side by side,apparently for completeness' sake '_

[D] Jeweill bey den allergelertisten und
fiirnamsten niannen die die waren natur und
geschicht bescliriben haben vom geschopff
der werlt, und von erster geburt der menschen
zwayerlay wone ist. So wollen wir von disen
vordern zeiten : den anfang nemende auf das
kiirtzst schreiben : Sovil sich von sower

(altershalben) enthlegnen dingen gezimen wil.

Etlich haben gemaint das die werlt ungeporn
und unzersturlich : und das nienschlich ge-
schlecht yon ewigkeit her gewesen sey, und
anfang einichs ursprungs nit gehabt hab.
Etlich mainten die werlt geboren und zer-

storlich seyn, und sagten das die menschen
anfang der gepurt genoinen hetten.

The Anonymous' choice of the heathen view

tallies with his desire to render his hero as

Antichristian as possible (cf. Ixvi). Schedel's

mention of the Mosaic creation theory in the

middle and towards the end of this chapter of

the Cronick doubtlessly led the Anonymous
into the well known discrepancy between the

statement of Mephostophiles as to the un-

created nature of the world and of mankind
and the same spirit's later utterance as to the

creation of mankind and of the heavens at the

hands of God. Szamat61ski suspected (Vier-

teljahrschrift f. Litteratiirgesch. I, 180) com-

pilation at this point because of the glaring
contradiction just noticed, but was unable to

indicate the source for obvious reasons. His

appeal to Aventin's lengthy attempt in his

Bavarian Cronicle, A. D. 1526, to refute the

Averrhoistic theory as good proof of the wide

currency of the latter in the sixteenth century,
seems to me as devoid of cogency as it does
to Milchsack (p. Ixvi). Aventin's effort was
far more likely prompted by his outraged re-

ligious feelings upon reading the doctrine in

Schedel's Cronick. This would be morally
certain, if an examination of the Bavarian

Chronicle revealed frequent borrowings from
Schedel.

Once launched upon the contradiction al-

ready emphasized, the chap-book author was

naturally forced into the deviations from
Schedel shown in the rest of the twenty-second
chapter. There remain of this chapter the first

fifteen lines, descriptive of Mephostophiles ap-

proach to Faust, whom the spirit finds deeply
depressed, for which no literary source has yet i

been discovered.

Another theological chapter, the third of the

three places mentioned above, is the tenth, in

the Faustbncli : Question Doctoris Fausti mil

seineni Geyst Mephostophile whose substance

and, in part, whose wording is found in

Schedel's Cronick (Bl. 6a, 2): Von underschied

der himlischen itrarchry gewalt oderfitrsttn-
thiimb.

The scope and nature of the parallels, cited

in detail by Milchsack (pp. xxii-lxxiv), between

the Faustbnch (chaps. 10, 21, 22, 26, 27), and
Hartmann Schedel's handbook, are such as to

show clearly the author's slavish dependence

upon printed authority, and to cast a serious

doubt upon the theory that the chap-book rests

to any considerable extent upon oral or written

Faust-tradition. We see the Anonymous here

at work with shears and paste-pot, now con-

densing, now omitting, and again shuffling his

clippings to adapt them more closely to the

space and purpose of his Roman, and the

more we see him do it the more incredulous

we become, as to his own statement about the

well-known Faitslsage, whose mouth-piece he

professed to be. Is this statement anything
more than a rather clever didactic and com-
mercial trick to increase the sale and influence

of his ware ?

Milchsack begins his discussion of Mittelbare

Quellen (pp. Ixxiv sq.) with a notice of what, as

it seems to me, may prove to have been a

direct source. A passage in Jacobus de Ther-

amo's Belial zu teutsrli, etc., etc., Strassburg,

1508, corresponds closely with about one third

of the fourteenth chapter of the Faiistbnck

concerning the efforts of the evil spirits to

people Hell with the ensnared souls of men
(VV 29,14-30,9). Since, however, an earlier

edition of the j9<?/;/(Reutlingen, 1 172) presents
several still more striking verbal resemblances

to the chap-book than the Strassburg edition

of 1508, while the latter more closely accords

with the Faustbitch\n two particulars, Milchsack

does not claim to have found the direct source
of the Anonymous. In the absence of a pos-
sible third edition of the Belial with none of

the deviations jnst mentioned, that should

tally in each instance with the chap-book, we
cannot be sure that the work of deTheramo is

the direct prototype of this part of the Faust-

bnch. As the matter now is, Milchsack is

properly in doubt whether the hypothetical
direct source copied Belial, or whether the

latter is a copy of the former (p. Ixxix).

Less satisfactory than the foregoing is Milch-
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sack's attempt (pp. Ixxix-xc) to discover in

Dionysius von Leeuwen's Cordiale de quatuor
novissimis et de particttlari judicio et obifu

singulorui,Co\Qri\e, 1473, or a Gennan abridg-
ment of the same : Tractatus quatuor novis-

siinorii. Das siiid die vier letsten ding, etc.,

1493, and in : Ain schone matteri Eingedailt
in sibe tag der woche tind genant der simdigen
sele spiegel,e\.c.,\]\m, 1487, the indirect sources

of sundry passages of the chap-book, as for

instance, parts of chapters sixteen (VV 35, 33-

36, 10, and W 37, 31-38, 34) and sixty-nine (\V

116,25-32). In spite of the parallelism here

disclosed, these works prove scarcely more
than that eschatological opinions of this stamp
prevailed in theological books ot the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, wherefore it is super-
fluous to assume a Faustsage as their basis in

the chap-book.

Pages xciii-ccxliii discuss the relation of

Lndnvicus Milichius' Zauberteiifel (Der Zau-

brrteiiffl. Das ist von Zanberei, Warsagung,

tifschicerung, Sagcn, Aberglauben, Hexerei
und mancherlei Wercken des Teufels, etc.>

Frankfurt, a. M , 1563) to the Faustbuch.

Sigmund Fey rabend's reprint of the work,
Frankfurt, a. M., 1587, in his Theatrum Dia-
boloruni aiul the existence of at least two
further editions of the book, one at Frankfurt,

a. M., 1564, and the other ibidem, 1566, are

proofs of the wide circulation of the work.

The tone of the treatise and the dedication of

the author's only other known work, Schrap
Tetifef, etc., Homburg (?), 1566; Frankfurt (?),

1567, to the doughty Count VV'olrad von Wai-

deck, of Protestant fame, show the theological

leanings of Milichius. His work (Zauberteii-

fel), a warning against evil and dangerous

practices, answers the two questions : i. What
is Witchcraft? 2. What kinds of Witchcraft

are there? Its thirty-eight chapters are not

concerned with ultimate questions, like how?
or why? The author's chapter head-lines (i.

Ob Zaubery sey. i. Was Z. sey. 6. Dass alle

Z. d'urch den Teufel werde aussgcrichtet.

7. Von etlichen mitteln unnd Cerenionien zur
Z. gehi'rig, etc.), are ingeniously worded and

adapted to catch the attention of the reader.

The preface of the Wolfenbiittel manuscript

(W 5-9) shows unmistakably the substantial

and also the verbal influence of the Zatiber-

tettfel. (Cf. Milchsack's parallel columns, pp.

cvii, cviii, cix and ex). Definitions of atigur-

ium, chiromantia, etc., assume the same shape
in tin: chap-book as in sundry parts of the

Zauberteufel; in the eighth chapter of the latter

work we find the prototype of the deprecatory
statement of the Faustbuch concerning the

abuse of God's Words in incantations (p. cxi) ;

Milichius mentions the Gespensten und Wun-

derseichen, ivelche die Egyptischen [Zauberer]

fiir dem K'onig Pharao thiiten, thus furnishing
almost literally the model of W 8, 4 sq., not

to speak of other allusions in Milichius to the

arts of the Egyptian sorcerers. References in

the Zauberteiifel to Persia, as the original

home of sorcery, to Hebrew words in incanta-

tions, and to the Chaldaeans, as celebrated

exponents of occult sciences (pp. 99 sg. and

198), may easily account lor the assertion of

the Anonymous concerning Chaldaic, Hebrew
and Persian vocab'.ila as particularly potent

agents of magic (W 8, 7-sq.). Again Milichius

apparently furnishes the prose original (p. 52)

of the rhymed saying in W 9, 15, 16. Upon
these and other similar facts the argument
rests that the author of the preface of the

Wolfenbiittel Ms. had the Zauberteiifel before

him as he wrote. The question whether this

author also wrote the manuscript itself, or

whether he merely furnished an original Ms.

that had no preface, with the preface in ques-
tion, or whether the latter is merely a substitute

for a preface that accompanied the original,

differing from that of \V and S, can only be

decided after an exhaustive comparison of the

extant versions has been made. Milchsack

assumes the author of the Vorrede to be iden-

tical with that of the Ms. I shall later give
reasons for regarding the I'orrede of W as

older than that of S. and incidentally show

why, as it seems to me, the editor of S found

it necessary to write another preface.

In the twentieth chapter of his book, Milichius

gives us under the caption Voin Milclistelfn, a

geographical and ciiinatological explanation
of the growth of summer fruits at some point

during what passes for mid-winter at some
other point, and ascribes to the extreme quick-
ness of the Devil, that enables him similarly

to manipulate stolen eggs, butter, and milk,

the appearance of such fruits in winter at the

pleasure of the wizard. Milchsack shows this

to have been a current view of the matter in

the sixteenth century (pp. cxviii sq). Hence
the chap-book author might have derived his

chapter: Abentheur an des Grafen von Anlialt

hoff getribcn (W 86, i sq.) from Hermann
llamelmann: Der Teufel selbs, etc Frankf.

a. M. 1568 (?), or from some other hand-book,
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save for his tendency, already observed in case

of Schedel's Cronick, to continue the use of

the same source as long as it proved fruitful.

Milichius furnishes at any rate the essence of

the passages in question Place, time, persons,

and situation seem to be the invention of the

Anonymous. Even the kernel furnished by
Milichius shows development under the influ-

ence of the Eliicidarins. Milchsack quotes

two passages from the twelfth chapter of this

work that contain questions of the pupil and

replies of the master, as to the cause of the

seasons of the year and of the change from

day to night (W 87, 1-7 and 87, 9-12). Thus

he corroborates the contention of Szamat61ski

as to the use of the work on the part of the

Anonymous. Szamatolski showed in his article

already quoted the dependence of the Faust-

buck chapter l/oiu Donner (VV 74, 14 sq.) upon
the fifteenth chapter of the Elucidarius. Milch-

sack recognizes the cogency of this argument,
but finds in the chap-book author's use of the

words : Kiscln, das Cew tick an den Ort treiben

(lacking in the Elwcidarius) evidence of his

knowledge and use of the Ziuiberteufel even

here; especially in view of Milichius' further

statement, p. 208: Er macht die blitzen ini

regen, und lisst den wind koinmen auss

heym!ich:n orten (Enden). Professor Victor

Michels (cf. Deutsche Litteraturzeltung, xviii,

43, column 1698), in his attempt to reduce this

argument to its lowest terms, overlooks en-

tirely the passage of Milichius, just cited, as

well as the Anonymous' derivation from Mili-

chius' statement that the clouds can come auss

den MittemSchtigen landen, odder auch auss

sonstnahen orten of the chap-book conclusion

that offt unib AHltai; ain Gewitter daher kombt

ye im Aufgating, Nidergang unnd Mitternacht

(W 75, 3 sq.).

The salient features of the conjuring scene,
that is i. place, 2. ceremonies, 3. number of

times the formula is repeated, and 4. the lime

of the occurrence are furnished by Milichius.

The cross-roads (W 12, 30), the magic circles

(\V 12, 31 sq. ; 13, 9, n, 18, 23; 14, 3), the

triple conjuring (\V 13, 30 sq.), and the time of

the occurrence (gegen Abent, VV 12, 30, or,

more definitely, inn der Naclit zu Neitn unnd I

Zehen Ulir, VV 13, 2, and with indication of i

extent, 6ixs ninb Zwelff uhr inn die Narht \

hinein, W 14, 4sq.) all rind their counterparts
in Milichius, p. 61, 63, 62, 59, respectively.
The most important of all, the formula itself,

we find nowhere in the chap-book, notwith-

standing the brave flourish of allusion to

Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Chaldaic, Persian, and
Arabic vocables, figures, characters, incanta-

tions, and to necromantical books (VV n, 31

sq. and VV 24, 24). In view of this, Milichius'

omission of the formula from conscientious

scruples, lest the weak and the inquisitive be

tempted to a wicked use of it, if given, is

significant (cf. Milchsack, p: iC.). The omis-

sion can certainly not be accidental in case of

the Anonymous and, judged by the zeal of the

author in making the adventures and person
of Faust both interesting and terrifying, it is

not withheld because of moral compunctions.
The conclusion is, therefore, that the Anony-
mous did not give the formula for the simple
reason that he did not know it. (Cf. p. cxxxi.)

I can see only a fanciful connection between

Mephostophiles' appearance to Faust as a

fiery shooting star, that changes gradually
into a ball of fire and finally into a gray monk

(VV 13, 17 sq.), and Milichius' discussion of

genuine and of false diabolical appearances

(pp. 88 sq. and 134). More probable to my
mind than this is the theory, later adopted by
Milchsack and discussed by him at length (pp.

cccxlvii sq.), that Luther's anecdote Tischre-

den, Erl. ed. 60, 28) of the Devil who "a Monk
would be" and who really became one under

the condition imposed by the brethren that he

adopt their garb and ring a little bell (schelle,

glocklin) whenever he approached, is, along
with the Protestant Anonymous' identification

of the Catholic Monk with the Devil himself,

the occasion of the Gray Monk's appearance in

the chap-book. This view also explains Faust's

desire to marry, and the Monk-Devil's rabid

objection to it, far more acceptably than the

current consideration that marriage is ordained

of God and hence hateful to the Devil.

Milichius speaks repeatedly of Simon Magus
as the magician since the time of the apostles,
and plainly has him in mind when enumerat-

ing the acts within the range and power of a

Schwarzknnstler (cf. Milichius: chaps, v, vi,

xiii, xiv, xvi). His quotation of the Clemen-
tine Recognition^ in their bearing upon the

life and career of Simon Magus, is an earnest

of his great interest in the character and deeds
of this object of the allusion contained in the

eighth chap, of the Acts of the Apostles.
Here then we have : a. theauthorof a Zauber-

roinan, provided but scantily with oral and
written tradition as basis, ransacking old hand-

books and treatises (cf. researches of Ellinger,

60
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Szamatolski, Hartmann, Bauer.Stuckenberger,

Meyer, Milchsack, etc.), for material and for

suggestions for a plot ; b. evidence of ac-

quaintance with and drafts upon the substance

and form of the Zauberteufel, and, c. the in-

evitable selection of Simon Magus as conceived

and portrayed by Milichius as lay-figure for

the hero, Faust. Milichius tells us (p. 48) of

the boasts of Simon Magus : a. ability to ren-

der himself invisible ; b. power to pass through
solid obstacles ; c. safe flight from lofty points;

d. power to free himself and bind his keepers;
e. power to cause prison doors to open spon-

taneously, to allow escape ; f. power to endow
inert objects with life ; g. power to cause sud-

den growth of plants and trees ; h. power to re-

sist effects of fire ; . power to render himself

unrecognizable by facial transformation ; j.

power to turn into a sheep or goat ; k. can

cause beards to grow upon the faces of boys ;

/. can fly like a bird; m. can produce gold in

abundance; . can appoint and depose kings;

o. can cause himself to be revered as a deity.

What are some of the accomplishments of

Faust? He becomes invisible in presence of

tlie Pope (\V 59, u) and at the Bavarian wed-

ding (VV So, 30; frees himself and others from

imprisonment (VV 90, 10) ; causes the sudden

growth of a garden (W 104, I sq.); assumes
the appearance of Mahomet (W 66, 24) ; fur-

nishes the students on Ash Wednesday with

donkey heads (W 93, 9); rides through the

air on a sort of Pegasus (Fliigelross) (W 56,

28), in a dragon-car (W 53, 23), and also on the

folds of his mantle (W 80, 19) ; in place of

heathen images he brings to life the Emperor
Alexander (VV 76, 7) and Grecian Helen (VV

94, 6). In spirit and in detail we note a sub-

stantial resemblance between the magic ex-

periments of Simon Magus and those of the

chap-book Faust. This was long ago recog-
nized by E. Sommer and de la Garde. Re-

cently Th. Zahn (Cyprian von Antiochien und
die deutsche Faitstsage, Erlangen, 1882) urged
that, in view of such striking resemblances,

the Simonsage is the direct prototype (Stainm-

valer) of the Faustsage. Kuno Fischer's ob-

jections to this claim (Goethes Faust I, Stuttg.,

1893, PP- 44 sq.), typical of a whole class of

similar criticism, were cogent as long as no

tangible connection between the two figures

could be shown. Now Milchsack shows in his

whole argument : i. that the so-called Faust-

sage is the basis of the chap-book in no such

important sense as all his predecessors have

tacitly assumed or explicitly claimed
;
that is,

that the Anonymous wrote an independent Ro-

man, selecting material and, in part, phrase-

ology from printed German books, wherever
he found what seemed adapted to his purpose,
and 2. that in Milichius' Zanberteufel, from

which the author of the Wolfenbuttel Ms. un-

questionably borrowed many substantial and

partly also verbal features, Simon Magus is

repeatedly alluded to as Arch-Magician.
From this he infers that the resemblance be-

tween Simon and Faust is not accidental but

intentional, resting not upon oral or written

tradition, but upon the literary workmanship
of the chap-book author (cf. pp. cxxxv sq.).

Attentive study of the details of this argument
convinces me of the soundness of Milchsack 's

reasoning and conclusion.

Zahn and other scholars have frequently
traced the gnostic conception of the inherent,

creative wisdom of the deified Simon (die

Kraft Gottes, die da gross ist) the En?wia
later made concrete by identification with

Athene, especially with the Homeric Helena,

just as Zeus was transferred at times to the

figure of Simon. Thus the connection with

the Homeric myth was early effected and, in

spite oi the protests of the Church Fathers

(cf. Epiphanius, Haer. xxi, 3), never forgotten.
The efforts of the church were, however, suc-

cessful in fastening upon Helen in her relation

to Simon the stigma of paramour by reiter-

ating the claim that she was merely a lewd

companion, selected by Simon from a Syrian
brothel (cf. p. cxlvi). In view of the argument
already ciled for regarding Simon Magus as

the deliberately chosen prototype of the Faust

of the chap-book, the question arises whether
it is at all natural to suppose that the Anony-
mous would stop short at the figure of Simon
and not include his companion Helena, associ-

ated with him in the mind of theologians ever

since the early centuries of the Christian era.

In not a single fragment of the Faiistsajfe

before 1587 does Helena appear as the com-

panion ol Faust. She has nothing whatever
to do with the Faustsage. She was long re-

garded as the concubine of Simon Magus. In

the Fanstbiich she becomes the concubine of

Faust.

The lewdness of magicians, and especially
of witches in their intercourse with the Devil,

was a feature of popular belief, formulated by
Milichius in his Zanberteufel, p. 43, where he

quotes the words of Chrysostomus" de (ntfchri-

61
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tudine et orationf (cf. p. clxix sq.). Hence

the prominence of the r61e assigned by the

author to lewd interruptions of Faust's in-

cipient moods of regret and penitence by the

Devil, masquerading as a series of beautiful

women. The occasion of Faust's fits of peni-

tence is his disappointment at the insufficiency

of the Devil's replies to his questions, so that

a regular see-saw ensues between Forsch-

begier and Gier nach gcmeiner Sinnenlust.

As the years of the compact pass, and

Faust's desperate strait becomes more ob-

vious to him, the Devil finds it increasingly

difficult to devise sensual gratifications ad-

equate to silencing the stings of conscience

and pangs of remorse experienced by his vic-

tim. Revealing a certain measure of dramatic

power, in the Anonymous, there comes towards

the very end of Faust's career, as a kind of

climax, the desire to possess that paragon of

U-auty, Helen of Troy, as the fulfillment of

the most daring and least possible of all wishes

(cf. pp. clxviii, clxix).

Important for an understanding of the chap-
book version of Faust's compact with the

Devil is Milichius' distinct statement in the

tenth chapter of the Zauberteufel, p. 92 sq.,

that the magician has not a passive but an

active part in such agreements :

Er thue was er wole so ist des alles der
Zaubcrer theylhafftig. Und auss diesrr ur-
sach muss der Zauberer unterweilen etwas
von seinem eygen leibe darzu t/tun, als liar

vom haupt oder sonst was. Muss auch etivann
den bund, so er mil dein Teitffel macfiel, mil
seinem eygen blut versigeln.

Faust's employment of magic, from a thirst of

knowledge and from motives of vanity and

frivolity

nam an sick Adlersflagell, wait alle grandt
am Himmel unnd Erden erforschen, Dann
aein fiirwitz,frechheit unnd Leichtfertigkeit
stack und raytzt jn also, das er auf ein zeit
ettliche Zauberische vocabula, etc.,

(W 12, 21 sp.)"is foreshadowed by Milichius' re-

gretful statement (p. 87) that men resort to

magic etwaim auss unverstandt etwann auss

fiint'itz unnd rhum, dass sie nicht mil andern
ziistimmen wo/len sondern mehr ivissen denn
ein under and, instead of heeding the revela-

tion of God's Word, devote themselves to

temporal, uncertain, and petty investigations,

ja die dinge, welrhe kein mench wissen kann
noch soil und stehen allein in gottes versehung
und gewalt ausgriinden wollen (p. 261 sq.) (cf.

p. clxxv).

Nothing in the compact itself nor in the

tradition concerning the situation, suggests the

need of its formal renewal five years before the

expiration of the stipulated term. Milchsack

seems to me, therefore, right in finding sig-

nificant Milichius' statement (chap. 21, Von
dein Hexenfahren in der Lufft) that there

is reason to suppose the Devil occasionally
holds conclave with witches and wizards to re-

new with them the agreement, for fear that, if

he depended upon the initial compact, they

might backslide and turn again to God.
Faust's vacillating nature, his frequent fits of

despondency and regret, would naturally sug-

gest the adoption of Milichius' hint (cf. p.

clxxviii).

To avoid a depleted treasury, Faust at the

instance of Mephostophiles digs (W 107, 24

sq.) for buried treasure in the crypt of an old

chapel near Wittenberg. He discovers a

dragon sitting upon the treasure, and by con-

juring the creature compels its withdrawal
into a cavern. He finds, however, nothing
but coal with an accompaniment of spooks.

Nothing daunted he brings the coal home,
where he finds it has been turned into gold and
silver. In the thirty-sixth chapter of his book
Milichius tells us of the unholy origin of buried

treasure wrested not infrequently from its

rightful possessors, and often explicitly en-

trusted to the keeping of the Devil by wicked
misers and mentions as a sign of this unholy
origin the presence of dogs, toads, and other

unclean beasts found lying upon the treasure.

He adds that he saw with his own eyes a huge
poison dragon lying dead by a cavern, around
which a circle had been drawn under which
treasure lay buried. He reports the saying
that such treasure sometimes disappears or is

changed into coal, recalls Lucian's tale of
Simon's lusty digging for treasure and fear

upon finding it lest it turn to coal, and also

Erasmus' words : Hem,pro thesauro carbones,
and adds that in digging for buried treasure

the sight and sound of spooks are common
enough (cf. p. clxxxi). Here we certainly
have every essential feature of the chap-book
record. I have followed Milchsack's argu-
ment thus in detail to show concretely the

basis of his contention as to the Anonymous'
use of Milichius' Zauberteufel \n ways already
specified in my review. Pages clxxxii-ccxliii

are devoted to a minute scrutiny of the de-

monological views of Milichius and their re-

flection in the chap-book. This strengthens
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the argument I have already outlined,although
it depends for its value upon the validity of

the reasoning thus far.

Omitting from our review of that part of

the Einleitung entitled Zuscitzc (pp. ccxliv-

ccxcvi) Milchsack's disappointed mention of

Meyster Hannsens L ucifcrs mil seiner gesfll-

schaft val, Bamberg, 1493 (discovered and

reprinted by Jos. Baer & Co., Frankf. a. M.

during the printing of Milchsack's book. Cf.

the latter's confidence as to its relationship to

the chap-book, p. Ixxii.), his corroboration by
means of this work, probably unknown to the

Anonymous, of Diintzer's derivation (Goethe's
Faust I, Leipsig, 1850, p. 23) of the name
Mephostophiles from a half-educated juggler's
version of (.<')/<>? ipooru ,-rAo? (p, cciil) and also

his quotations from Rudolf v. Ems' IVelt-

chrotiick, the Christhtrrechronik, with com-

parison of the Kaiserchronik in their barren-

ness of suggestions for the Anonymous con-

cerning the Simonsage (pp. cclx-cclxvi), we
turn for a moment to the third and last of

these Zttsdtze, the author's view of Lerch-

heimer in relation to the chap-book. He
claims the latter antedates in its composition
I.erchlieimer's C/iristlich liedenclten und er-

jnnerung von Zauberei (1585) by some years.

The tone af absolute confidence in which

Milchsack speaks of this (cf. Footnote, p.

cxix :

"Die noch immer allgemtin geglaubte Be-

hauptung, dass tier Yerfasser des Faustbuches
Lerchheiiner's Arbeit bennm-habe, ist zwei-
fellos unriclitig. Als Lerchlieimer's Buch
else liien, war das Volksbuch im Manuscript
liingst vollendet und wabrscheinlich scnon in

melirfachen, Abschriften verbreitet.")

implies positive knowledge as to the date of

the \Volfeubiittel Ms., that is certainly not

utilized in that part of the Kinleituiig already

published. Unfortunately this argument is

marred by the author's undisguised indignation
at what he regards as the unwarranted use

made by U'ilhelm Meyer, in his Ni<rnber%er

Faustgeschichten, of the loan to him, before

publication, of the Wolfenbiittel Faust Ms.

and of those parts of the Einleitung already
in print. Meyer's attempted refutation (Faust-

geschichten, p. 23 sq.) of a view of the rela-

tionship of Lerchheimer and the Anonymous,
entertained neither by him nor by any one

else, save Milchsack, can have been sug-

gested, he argues, only by the footnote just

quoted at length (cf. pp. ccxliv sq.), and must

have been intended to prejudice these as yet

unpublished studies in the eyes of Faust
scholars. With no desire to act as umpire in

the premises, I cannot help protesting against
the introduction into a scientific argument of

individual grievances and the confusion of

personal pique with impartial zeal for the

truth. Bad faith and deficient sense of honor
should certainly be punished ; they cannot,

however, be adequately treated in the midst
of the report of an investigation, without de-

triment to the latter. The spirit of contro-

versy introduced at this point by Milchsack
weakens the effect of his evidence by sug-

gesting that he is more anxious to show

Meyer to be in error than to arrive at the true

state of the case, chap-book author vs. Lerch-
heimer.

The story of the old man tormented by the

Devil because of an attempted conversion of

the latter's victim, strong through faith and

prayer to scoff at and repel the Evil Spirit, is

told by Luther ( '/'ischreden, 59, 323), by Lerch-

heimer (Christlich Bedencken, etc., 1585, p.

37), and by the Anonymous (VV 98, 24). Meyer
defends the generally accepted view of the de-

pendence of the Faustbnch version upon that

of Lerchlieinier and derives the latter from
Luther (pp. 24 sq.) Milchsack finds reason to

believe the sequence is i. Luther, 2. Fetus t-

buch, and 3. Lerchlieinier. To prove this he

arranges the three versions in parallel columns

(pp. cclxxx-cclxxxiii), distinguishing by differ-

ent kinds of type agreements between Luther
and either of the other two, and between
Lerchheimer and the chap-hook. For Meyer,
Lerchlieimer's closer connection with Luther
is sufficiently evidenced by the parallelism be-
tween llic triumphant sneer of the old man in

the Tisckredtn: Hi, 'I eiifel, wie ist dir so
reclit geschflieii ; I)u sollt sein eiu sc/ioi/t'r

Engel, so bist du zueiner San warden and that
in Lerchlieimer's story : Ey, wie eiu feine
stinnii und /resting ist das eines Engels dcr ini

Hiinniel nichtblrthen konnte, gehetjetztin der
lent lieuser verwandelt in eta saw phrases
not found in the chap-book. Milchsack meets
this argument by reminding us (p. cclxxxix)
that the comparison of devils with swine was
Commonplace among theologians ever since
the New 1'estanient account of the demons per-
mitted by Christ to enter theswinethat rushed
down a steep place into the sea and were
drowned (Matth. 8, 3osq.). The swinish grunt-
ing of the Devil in the old man's chamber,
mentioned by the chap-book, would, therefore,
naturally suggest to the theologian, Lerch-
lieinier, the sneering comparison, not con-
tained in the f'austbucfi, especially as a logical
improvement (im Parodies ein Eng'f, anf
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Erden eine Sail) upon the latter's halting ex-

pression (der nicht zwen tag lanng iiii Para-
dies b/eiben inogen . . uiind liat inn seiner
wohnung iiicltt bteiben konnen). (Cf. p. ccxc.)
In comparison with tliis apposite consideration
Milchsack's further argument (p. cclxxxviii)
that in the two expressions : bist du zu einer
San worden and verwandelt in ein saw only
two words (ein, saw) are actually identical,
and that the derivation of the one from the
other is hence improbable, seems to me weak
and valueless. This thumb-rule reasoning'
would easily disprove his own conclusions as

to the relation of the chap-book to Milichius,
or even to Schedel. Its controversial charac-

ter, hostile to the scientific spirit, is obvious.
Milchsack gives on p. cclxxxiv a conspectus of
verbal correspondences between the Tischrede
on the one hand,and the FausffiuckaxvA Lerch-
heimer on the other. Of ten places where the
three fail to tally with each other, the famt-
buch agrees willi the Tischrede in eight, Lerch-
heimer in only three instances. That the

chap-book auihor should have copied Lerch-
heimer and have accidentally hit upon the ex-
act phraseology of Luther live times in one
anecdote, at points where his supposed origi-
nal was either misleading or silent, is to my
mine extremely improbable. Not equally con-

vincing is Milcnsack's attempt to derive Lerch-
heitner from the Fatiilbuch. His rejection (p.

cclxxxvi) of the possibility that Lerchheimer
followed the Tischrede directly seems to me
entirely unwarranted by the internal evidence.
I regard, therefore, as of little value the brief

comparison (footnote, pp. ccxc, ccxci) of the
Frankf. print, S, with the Wolfenbiittel Ms.,
W, intended to show that Lerchheimer must
have copied neither of these nor their original,
but rather an independent copy of that original.
Without having attempted an exhaustive

comparison of S with W, I have noted some
points that indicate the earlier origin of VV :

i. The Vorrede of S, when compared with
that of W, seems the substitute of an editor
not content with the rather mild didacticism
of the latter, and fairly bristles with guides for

the protection of the unwary reader. (Cf. the

triple quotation of Bible texts on the first two
pages.) The prelace of VV is apparently too

descriptive and too historical, too liable,
therefore, in the eyes of the Frankfurt editor
to mislead the public. As a remedy he has
reduced the historical data to the minimum,
substituted an exclamatory sermon by way of

warning, and characterized Mephostophiles on
the third page of the Vorrcde as

einen bosen verfluchten Liigen und Mordtgeist
der in der Warheit und Gerechtigkeit nicht
bestanden, unnd seiner S-inde halben auss dem
Hiniinel in den Abgrund der Hellen ver-
stossen warden, mil Leib unnd Seel, zu zeit-
licher mind ewiger Verdaiiinuss zti evgen
ergeben.

These words contradict Mephostophiles' own
description of his estate and frame of mind,
(VV 24, 32. 35, 32. 36, 27. 41, 27. 56, 10) and

certainly seem inspired by the fear of allowing
the assertions in the body of the book to go
unchallenged in the preface. Religious zeal
furnished the Frankfurt print with a preface dif-

ferent from that of VV 2. The anecdotal fea-

tures of the Frankfurt preface seem to be terse
reductions of the more circumstantial and
clumsier equivalents of VV (cf. the Goldtwurm
snake story : W 5, 25 sq ;

S bottom of p. 7 of
Vorr.). Also the career and fate of Zoroas-
ter : VV 7, 21 sq.; S middle of p. 7 of. Vorr.).
3. S abounds in stilistic improvements as com-
pared with VV that continually suggest an
editor who consciously avoids the crudities of
his original (cf. the reversion in S of the

chapter sequence, 60, 61, and the entire omis-
sion of chapter 62, as contained in W, to
render Faust's life with Grecian Helen the
clim.tx of this part of the work). Sundry other
omissions and substitutions, large and small,
that cannot safely be studied without access to
the Wolfenbiittel Ms. or to an adequate critical

apparatus, seem in line with my conviction that
VV is considerably older than S.

Milchsack's chapters upon Tendenz and
Composition are manifestly incomplete, and
were published in this fragmentary condition
at the instance of the impatient printer. Judg-
ment as to their value should be suspended
until the appearance of their supplements in

the second part of Milchsack's studies. My
desire for an early appearance of these sup-
plements is stimulated by the realization of
the great importance of what he seems to me
already to have clearly proven: i. What
Meyer had asserted without proof in his Niirn-

berger Faiistgeschicliten : that oral and writ-
ten tradition concerning Faust or still earlier

magicians, is the basis of the chap-book in no
such sense as has hitherto been supposed ; 2.

that the chap-book is a Zauberrotnan whose
plot is the invention of the Anonymous. 3.
That the historical, geographical, and co.s-

molo.^ical features of the work owe a large
substantial and verbal debt to Schedei's
Cronick. 4. That Milichius' Zaitberteu/el was
studied carefully by the chap-book author,
literally quoted in a number of instances,
made to yield the ground-work of numerous
chapters, phraseologically the work of the
Anonymous, and to lend in the person of Simon
Magus, and by inference that of his companion,
Helena, the outlines of the career of Faust,
and, 5. that Lerchheimer's Christlich lie-
dencken can no longer be regarded as the
prototype of a portion of the Faustbuch.

STARR WILLARD CUTTING.
Univd'sity of Chicago.

CORRECTION.
MOD. LANG. NOTKS, vol. xii, p. 238, foot-

note: Instead of "The greek letter v=u,"
read "v=u." The ring over the was broken
off in a few numbers while passing through
the press.
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THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEET-
ING OF THE MODERN LAN-
GUAGE ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICA.
THE Modern Language Association of America
held its fifteenth annual meeting Dec. 27-29,

at the University of Pennsylvania. The pro-

gramme included an afternoon and evening
session on Dec. ayth, a morning and afternoon

session Dec. aSth, and a morning session Dec.

agth. By courtesy of the officers of the Hous-
ton Club, the auditorium of Houston Hall was
used as the official headquarters of the Associ-

ation.

The Association was called to order by the

President, Professor Albert S. Cook of Yale

University. The reports of the Secretary,
Professor James W. Bright, and of the Treas-

urer, Professor Herbert E. Greene, both of

Johns Hopkins University, having been re-

ceived, and other routine business disposed

of, the first paper of the session upon "The
New Requirements in Entrance English

" was
read by Professor T. W. Hunt of Princeton

University. This paper will appear later in

full in the columns of this Journal.
The second paper was by Professor Henry

Wood of Johns Hopkins University upon
"The close of Goethe's Tasso as a literary

problem," of which the following is an ab-

stract.

Speculations as to Tasso's future, drawn
from the play itself, Professor Wood said, are

nugatory. Biographical side-lights, based on

the equation Goethe-Tasso and Frau von

Stein-Princess Leonore, will always retain a

certain shifting but real interest, defying pre-

cise statement though never to be denied.

But Leonore of Este is a pietist of the renais-

sance, a character foreign to Frau von Stein.

Goethe fixed the type of the pietistic grand
lady in his Wilhelin Meister. It is found in

the Countess, her family and environment.

This character, conceived and worked out for

the novel during the years of Goethe's initial

interest in Tasso dySi-S^), represents a new

creation in literature. It became at once the

literary prototype of Princess Leonore in the

drama.

Both the Princess and Wilhelm's Countess
are "schone Seelen," revealing the "grosse
Welt "

to their lovers, who worship them from
afar with "stille Neigung." Each author is ad-

mitted to the boudoir, to recite his productions.

Mistaking tender sympathy for complaisance,
each surprises his lady and himself into a wild

embrace. Brought to his senses by the

womanly and resolute "Hinweg!" each hears

with despair the rumble of the carriage wheels

bearing his injured patroness away from the

rural retreat, with no farewell said.

Both Princess Leonore and the Countess,
'

sick and lost to this world,' sink into a con-

dition of tender melancholy and pietistic in-

ertia. In the one case the influence proceeds
from Herrnhut, in the other from "dieStillen
im Lande," who give character to the 'evan-

gelical renaissance '

at the Court of Ferrara.

This entirely new view of Leonore's sur-

roundings and character is abundantly con-
firmed by the indirect evidence contained in

books like Jules Bonnet's Aonio Paleario
and Olympia Morata, and Benrath's Btrn-
hardino Ochino. Leonore of Este in the play
is the pietistic German

"
Weltdame," with an

Italian coloring. The early part of Wilhehn
Meister is a character study for the drama.
Goethe's Princess represents in a dramatic

figure the consummate unification of what in

the novel was still a complex type, appearing
in the " schone Seele" of the Confessions, and
her two nieces, the Countess and Natalie.

The same result was achieved in the case of
the minor characters. The Baroness in Wil-
helm Meister is a rudimentary sketch of
Leonore of Sanvitale, the "verschmitzte kleine
Mittlerin" of Tasso's unjust accusations. Jarno
is an equally unmistakable, though fragmen-
tary, study for the character of Antonio.

By vouchsafing a future to Wilhelm, rescu-

ing him 'so as by fire,' Goethe has in a certain

sc-nse granted both hero and heroine in Tasso
a new existence under more favorable condi-

tions. Not Tasso reappears but his German
counterpart, the defeated lover of a second
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Leonore, who this time wins in his conflict

with the world, for himself and for his "schone

Seele." Goethe is not satisfied until the literary

characters that owe their origin to his own ex-

periences have been allotted in his works the

full measure of a rounded life. What they

thus lose in dramatic intensity, they gain as

examples of the fulness and complexity of

modern culture.

The results of the present study are claimed

ta be : first, proof of a close connection in

character and incident between Tatso and

the early chapters of Wilhelm Meister ;

second, the establishment of complete literary

identity between Goethe's pietistic "Weltda-

men "
in the novel and his Princess Leonore of

Este as the literary centre of the evanglical

mystical renaissance at Ferrara; third, the sub-

stitution in one instance of a new canon of the

survival and development of literary types in

Goethe, in place of the shifting and evanescent

personal types hitherto assumed.

The paper which was to follow, by Dr.

The'rese F. Colin of Bryn Mawr College, upon
"The phraseology of MoliSre's Prtcieuses

Ridicules historically considered," was not

read, but a brief abstract may be given here.

Moliere was charged by his contemporaries

with having grossly satirized the Precieuses

and with having made his characters use ex-

travagant language of his own invention. The

purpose of the paper was to determine how
much truth there was in this assertion. From
a study of the writers of the time, Dr. Colin

has sought to define the language of the Prt-

cieuses, to note its sources and the ridiculous

abuse into which its imitation led, finding, it

would seem for Moliere's justification, a suffici-

ent number of parallel passages which may
have furnished him with the very expressions

so bitterly criticized in 1659 when the play was
first performed.
The fourth paper by Professor John E.

Matzke of Leland Stanford Junior University

upon "The question of free and checked
vowels in Gallic Popular Latin," was to have
been read by Professor L. E. Menger of Bryn
Mawr University, but Professor Menger in view

of the difticulty of presenting the paper in de-

tail properly, gave instead a summary of Dr.

Matzke's views, and a statement regarding his

own position as at variance with and as criti-

cized by Professor Matzke.

The main point of Dr. Matzke's paper was

that a definition of the terms " free
" and

"checked" must be based on the forms of

words as existing in Popular Latin. The
vowels in these words developed according to

a principle elaborated by ten Brink : all

vowels in open syllables, not already long, be-

come lengthened, all vowels in closed sylla-

bles, not already short, become shortened.

The time for the action of this law has been

determined by Pogatscher and Mackel to be

the sixth century. Therefore, the definition

of " free
" and " checked " must be restricted

to the forms of words as existing at this date.

Dr. Menger, in his remarks on the paper,

suggested that it is probably impossible to

make any general statement of the question
that will include all cases of vowel develop-
ment in French. The nearest approach to

such a statement is that of Schwan-Behrens.

He said that in the sixth century only and #
had developed. The other vowels did not

begin to develop until the eighth century.

When they did develop they did so as influ-

enced by consonantal conditions of the latter

century without regard to the sixth. If we
limit our definition to this century we exclude

the influence of palatals, which, for the most

part did not begin altering until after this date.

He asked if we are not interested in causes

that really did determine the fate of vowels,
rather than in their condition at a time when

they had not altered materially or in all cases,

so far as we can judge, from the value they

possessed even in Classical Latin.

Dr. Menger questioned the justice of re-

stricting the action of ten Brink's law to the

sixth century ; he understood it as referring
to a general tendency in Romance, that was

apt to manifest itself during any of thecenturies

of the formative period. Dr. Menger stated

his belief that if we wish a statement that will

cover all cases at all times, we shall have to

vary the statement according to the cases and
the times ; that is, the question is a chrono-

logical one, and its full determination must

probably go hand in hand with the sepa-
rate determination of the first indications of

change on the part of each vowel. In con-

trolling the dates of such changes, the most

important aid will be found in comparing the

one with the alterations of the palatals, and
until the exact stages and times of the de-
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velopments of the latter are known, further

advance in our knowledge of Old French

vowel developments is hardly to be hoped for.

The next paper was by Professor Felix E.

Schelling of the University of Pennsylvania

upon
" Ben Jonson and the Classical School."

Starting with the antithetical terms "
ro-

mantic " and "classical," and affirming the

co-existence of both classic and romantic

art in all ages, as elements of differing in-

tensity, Professor Scheiling pointed out three

manifestations of the classical spirit in lit-

erature in the period from the Renaissance

to the reign of Queen Anne. These are I.

the empirical classicism of Sir Philip Sidney,

busy with externals such as theorizing upon
the Greek unities, and the introduction of

classical measures into English verse ; 2. the

assimilative classicism of Ben Jonson, based

on that poet's temperament and deep scholar-

ship ; and 3. the pseudo- or conventionalized

classicism of Alexander Pope.
A contrast was then drawn between the

manner of Spenser, that is, Spenser's way of

imitating and interpreting nature artistically

by means of poetic expression, and the man-
ner of Jonson. Spenser was chosen as the

representative, as he was the leader of a large

school of poets, his contemporaries and suc-

cessors, and his manner was described in

brief as consisting of a sensuous love of beauty

involving the power of pictorial representa-

tion, a use of classical imagery for decorative

effect, a fondness for tnelody of a flowing
sweetness and continuousness of diction,, in-

volving at times diffuseness. In contrast the

manner of Jonson displays a sense for form, a

sense of finish, reserve and self-control. In a

word, the antithesis between the two poets is

that of romanticism and classicality.

This was followed by a discussion of Jon-
son's relations to his time especially in his

literary dictatorship. It was shown that the

subject matter of Jonson's non-dramatic verse

contains practically all the varieties of poetry

subsequently practised by Dryden and Pope.
It was established that I. Jonson wielded

the greatest literary influence of his time ; 2.

that this influence was exerted chiefly upon
the scholarly and cultivated classes ; 3. that

this influence extended until long after the

Restoration ; 4. that it made directly for the

classical ideal and lasted while that ideal

lasted. A brief enumeratien then followed of

existing theories set forth to explain the origin

of the transformation that came over English
Literature between the reigns of Queen Eliza-

beth and Queen Anne. It was urged that

while the form of versification was of value in

indicating the nature of this change, weight
must be given to many other considerations.

The second part of this paper was devoted

to a discussion of the thesis that not a trait

which came to prevail in the poetry of the

new classical school can be found that is not

directly traceable to the influence and exam-

ple of Ben Jonson. Attention was called to

the attitude of Jonson toward the prevalent

literary taste of his age, his contempt for po-

pular judgment, his criticism of his contempo-
raries (Sidney and Spenser among them) and
his objection in general to the romanticism of

his day. This position was explained as that

of a professional man who had a theory to op-

pose to the amateurishness and eclecticism of

his time. In this respect Jonson's position

was stated to be much that of Matthew Arnold
in his exclamation: "Amid the bewildering
confusion of our times I seemed to myself to

find the only sure guidance, the only solid-

footing among the ancients." Some of Ben

Jonson's theories which betray the classicist

were then set forth, his belief in the rhetoric

of Quintilian and in the criticism of Horace,
his conviction that English drama must follow

the ancients ; but these theories were shown
to be none the less reasonable and liberal, and
his position in general that of a man desirous

of applying the canons of the past to condi-

tions which he recognized as different in the

present. The restrictions of classicality in

practice as contrasted with matters of theory
were then considered : among them Jonson's

tendency to precise and pointed antithetical

diction, his slightly Latinized vocabulary, his

occasional preference for abstract over con-

crete expression, and his somewhat conven-

tionalized metrical form. His practice in this

last particular was shown to be entirely in ac-

cordance with his theories expressed in his

conversations with Drummond, and elsewhere.

It was shown that in Jonson's non-dramatic
verse the decasyllabic rhymed couplet is all

but his constant measure, that in his hands it

became the habitual measure for occasional

verse, and sanctioned by his usage, remained
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such for one hundred and fifty years. It was

shown that not only did Jonson's practice and

theory thus coincide, but also that the practice

of no other poet exemplified like character-

istics to anything approaching the same ex-

tent until we pass beyond the accession of

Charles I.

Illustrations were then given to show the

nature of the versification of several poets

preceding and contemporary with Jonson.
The results of this consideration, [which can-

not be given here] show first, a gradual de-

crease in the number of run-on couplets and

run-on lines through Spenser, through Jonson
and Dryden to Pope, but they showed also a

division of these six poets into two groups
with respect to the use and non-use of the con-

tinuous line: Sandys, contrary to the usual

theory on this subject, showing a close affilia-

tion to the manner of Spenser, and Jonson

falling into a group which includes Waller,

Dryden, and Pope. A further examination

into Jonson's use of antithesis and into other de-

vices of the later classical manner shows that

he contained in his versification, as in his style

and in his theory, all those qualities which de-

veloped to a greater degree came finally to

characterize the style and versification of the

so called "Classical Age;" and moreover
that this could be affirmed of no other poet

contemporary with Jonson's earlier career.

In conclusion, attention was called to the

liberality of Jonson's spirit despite his own
strong preferences, and to the eclecticism of

his practice which had much to do, with other

influences, in delaying the coming of the fol-

lowing age of restriction. This is especially

exemplified in Jonson's two disciples : Robert
Herrick and Edmund Waller. Both owed
much to Jonson, but Waller especially carried

on the classical spirit in the lyric which he im-

poverished and conventionalized, and in oc-

casional verse, for which he possessed a pecu-
liar talent.

Professor W. T. Hewett of Cornell Univer-

sity then spoke upon "The sources of Goethe's

printed text," and upon that of Hermann und
Dorothea in particular. He first presented a

history of the various collected editions of
Goethe's works. Starting with the statement
that Goedeke in his Deutsche Dichlung (1849)
was one of the first to call attention to errors
in Goethe's printed text, he reviewed the ser-

vices of Professor M. Bernays in tracing the

numerous corruptions in the earlier writings,

especially in Die Leiden desjiingfn Werthers,

Gdtzvon Berlichingen, Stella xn&,Clavigo,\.o
the unauthorized Himburg editions. The ef-

forts of Seuffert in the Goethe Jahrbuch, vol.

xv, to determine the relation of the Stuttgart
to the Vienna edition of Goethe's Werke, B
and B', as illustrated in a study of Goethe's

"Erzahlung," Die Guten Weiber, were ex-

amined. After showing that a uniform law <or

the protection of literary property did not exist

in Germany before 1837, and how unsuccessful

previous efforts in this direction had been, cer-

tain sovereigns having favored piratical re-

prints, Professor Hewett examined the history
of the text of a single poem, Hermann und
Dorothea, giving a summary of the results of a

collation of nearly all the printed editions of

the poem, about forty-five in number, includ-

ing many hitherto unknown reprints. It was
shown that the contamination of the text be-

gan as early as 1798, the year after the publi-
cation of the poem, and that these errors were

repeated in later unauthorized editions until

the first collected edition of the works, 1808

(A), where, in spite of the revision of Goethe,
the publisher used as the basis of the text a

Reutlingen reprint of 1806, which contained
numerous typographical errors, and that these
errors were incorporated in all subsequent
editions of the poem, and appeared in the col-

lected editions of Goethe's works; namely, in

B and B', and in C and C', and thus became
a part of the standard text. Only one revision
of the poem by the author can be predicated.
All other changes are due to the caprices or
inaccuracies of proof-readers and composi-
tors. More than twenty readings derived from
pirated editions, which have been received
into the text, were pointed out. Among the
indirect results of the investigation, it was
shown that the classification of the dates of

publication of the various volumes of the first

edition of the Werke (A) by the Weimar editors

required revision (Goethe Jahrbuch, vol. xvi,

p, 262); no essential divergence was fouud in

the text of the poem in editions B and B'; and
the readings of Egmont given by Strehlke in

the Hempel edition of Goethe were verified

(see Minor. Goethe's Werke, Weimar ed. vol.

8, p. 342).

In the last paper of the session upon the
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" Parallel treatment of the vowel e in Old
French and Provencal," Dr. A. Jodocius, of

Philadelphia, gave a summary of the vowel
e in open and closed syllables both in Old
French and Provencal, as well as in their prin-

cipal dialects, with the differences of pronun-
ciation in the various parts of France. He
also cited rimes from the Donat Proensal, and
the opinions of the principal authorities on
the origin of the suffixes, as evidence that the

supposed existence of a suffix eriunt, replac-

ing arium at an epoch anterior to the formation

of any Romanic language, could not explain
such forms as porchier, cavallaria, and others.

In the evening, the Association met in extra

session to listen to the address of the Presi-

dent. The Provost of the University, Mr.

Charles C. Harrison presided and made an

address of welcome to the Association. Pro-

fessor Cook's subject was "The province of

English Philology." His theme was not Eng-
lish philology proper, but the use of the terms

"philology" and "philologist" in English.

Maintaining the view of Wolf and Boeckh
to be the correct one, that any perman-
ent record of man's intellectual activity is pro-

per to philology, and that any form of study
of the spoken, or of the written word, is

essentially philologic, the aim of which is in

a scientific spirit and with scientific method to

reconstruct the past. He made a plea against
that current limitation of the term philologist

which would make it apply lo the linguist only
as distinguished from the student of literature,

pointing out the antagonism, or apparent an-

tagonism, which necessarily results between
the two bodies of workers, despite the fact of

their essential unity of aim.

"We must never forget," Professor Cook said
in part,

" that the philologist is a lover. As
Pythagoras was not willing to be called a wise

man, but only a lover of wisdom, and thus
coined the word philosophy, so the philologist
may well be content to call himself a lover, too

a lover ot the thrilling and compelling voices
of the past. He becomes a philologist, if he is

worthy of the name, because they have thrilled

and compelled him ; and he would fain devise

means, however circuitous in appearance, by
which to insure that they shall thrill and com-
pel others. His sensibility is the measure of
his devotion ; and his devotion, while it may
not be the measure of his success, is certainly
its indispensable condition.

If, then, philology truly considered enlists

the head in the service of the heart, if it de-

mands not only high and manifold discipline
but rich natural endowment ;

if its object is

the revelation to the present of the spiritual
attainments of the past ; if it seeks to win free
access for the thoughts of the mightiest think-
ers and the dreams of the most visionary of

poets ; if it seeks to train the imagination to
recreate the form and pressure of a vanished
time, in order to stimulate our own age to

equal or surpass its predecessors in whatever
best illustrates and ennobles humanity ; if

there are not wanting numerous examples of

poets who have been philologists and philolo-
gists who have been essentially poets; and,
finally, if philology is the only term which thus

fully comprehends these various aspects of a
common subject (and we have the most au-
thoritative precedents for employing it in that

signification), shall we willingly allow the
word to be depreciated and this largeness and
unity of the corresponding conception im-
periled by consenting to employ it for the

designation of a single branch of the compre-
hensive whole, and that the branch which to
the popular apprehension least exhibits the
real import and aim of the science? If not,
and ifwe are willing to be known as philologists
in the truer and larger sense, can we not do
something to make this sense the prevalent
one by consistently adhering to it in our prac-
tice, and so far as possible, inducing others
to accept and adopt it?

"
By thus doing we shall not only be recog-

nizing a truth which is indisputable, but also
be promoting that harmony of opinions and
sentiments without which the most strenuous
individual efforts are certain to prove in some
degree nugatory."

The second session, Tuesday morning, Dec.

28th, opened with a paper by Dr. Edwin S.

Lewis of Princeton University, upon "The
morphology of the Guernsey dialect." This

paper was the continuation of a study which
has appeared in the Publications of the Asso-

ciation, dealing with the phonology of the

Guernsey dialect. The completed work on
the morphology will be published at a later

date, only a few of the leading points being
mentioned at the Convention, i. Guernsey
words ending in -(, from Latin -ELLUM, have

-jo in the plural. This development differs

from that in Normandy proper, where are

found such products resulting as sing, -jo plur.

-jo, or sing, -e plur. -jd, or sing, -jo plur. -ja.

In Guernsey there are only two products cor-

responding to these : bjo plur. bjd and vjo

plur. vjo. Attention was also called to length-
ening in the plural, with its varying develop-
ments : bfg or bctf plur. bo:, sk plur. sg ; Ijf

plur. //, znfid/plur. znfia ; mirarp\ur.mireer;
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/f/plur./r, and these forms were explained.
2. Masculine nouns ending in -a have ->rs in

the feminine, as s6z<z fern. sdzjrg.<;,fil<z fern.

gl>rs, the latter word illustrating, in the mas-

culine, the palatalization of intervocalic /im-

mediately preceding the accent. 3. //develops
after the sibilant s in sii, 'siit, siina, and also in

zii, used after the verb. 4. The Guernsey
dialect would seem to lend weight to Behrens's

argument that in such forms as avez-vous,

savez-vous, the accent was first pushed back
to the stem of the verb, thus causing the fall

of the ending -vez. Gaston Paris's idea was
that the accent was first pushed forward to the

pronoun.
Various .peculiarities of the Guernsey per-

sonal pronouns were also mentioned, and ar-

gument for the development of nou from I'on

was found in the Guernsey expressions nou

fait, from Latin NON FACIT, and boudiax, cor-

responding to the French ban Dieu.
The paper which followed was by Dr. Eva

March Tappan of the Worcester English High
School, upon "The poetry of Nicolas Breton."
It opened with a survey of the great events of

the age in which Breton lived and noted their

failure to produce any visible effect upon his

poetical works. Breton is to be classified as a

religious poet who made literary departures
into vers de socitti, satire, and pastoral. His
vers de societt received little praise, and its

one gem, A Sweet Lullabie, was ruthlessly
claimed for Guscoigne.
As a satirist, Breton is to be regarded

as a literary descendant of Gascoigne, his

satire having little in common with that of

Hall, Donne, orMarston. His religious verse

shows, it was stated, two of the marks of the
real hymn. I. It embodies a real, or seem-
ingly real, individual experience. 2. It mani-
fests no consciousness of the audience. His
freedom in religious composition was ascribed
to his conventional and uncontroversial dis-

position, and to the fact that his creed con-
sisted of but three articles, namely : i. wrong
is punished, 2. right is rewarded, 3. repen-
tance wins forgiveness. Breton knew nothing
of the theological pessimism of Gascoigne,
nothing of the ecstasies of Southwell, nothing
of the higher selfishness of Thomas a Kempis,
but he was a simple, true-hearted, Christian
man, who meant to do his best, and was sorry
when he failed. His religious verse, always

tender, sweet and hopeful, developed into

rare earnestness, clearness of vision, and an

exquisite eagerness of childlike longing and
trust. The verbal style of these religious

writings shows the delight in words common
to all Elizabethans, a proof of their apprecia-
tion of a form of life so intangible that we,

unhappily, have lost much of their delicate

sensitiveness to its existence.

The pastoral of the sixteenth century was
in perfect accord with three of the leading
tendencies of the age, i. The inherent Eng-
lish love of nature and simplicity. 2. The
healthy liking for the marvellous, fastened by
the great events of the age. 3. The keen in-

terest in human nature that was to find its

highest development in the drama. Breton's

pastoral was regarded as proceeding from
love of nature combined with close study of
human nature. The interest taken by Eliza-

beth in his first pastoral, Phillido and Corydon,
was explained by its possible connection with
the Earl of Leicester's entertainment given to

the Queen in 1578. The pastoral and erotic

verse of Breton was compared with that of

Sannazaro, Googe, Surrey, VVyatt, Turbervile,
Spenser, Lyly, Sidney, and Gascoigne. His
association with Gascoigne was treated as

being probably more intimate than is generally
supposed.

Breton's independence of character and his

intellectual modesty were next discussed.
His popularity with the same audience that
admired far greater poets was ascribed, aside
from his literary merits, i. to his following
the literary lines of least resistance, 2. to
his power to please an unusually varied

audience, resulting from his ability to combine
in each kind of verse qualities that most
writers would have found inharmonious.
The paper closed with a resumt of the

literary criticism which Breton has received

during the past three hundred years.

Professor A. R. Marsh of Harvard Univer-

sity, who was to have read a paper upon "The
discussion of Conduct in the Middle Ages,"
was, it is to be regretted, kept at home by ill-

ness. Dr. Tappan was, therefore, followed by
Professor Richard Hochdorfer of Wittenberg
College, who read a paper upon "Luther's
' Teufel

' and Goethe's '

Mephistopheles.'
"

Professor Hochdorfer based his investiga-
tions upon the Erlangen-Frankfurt edition of
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Luther's works in sixty-eight volumes, and

upon Goethe's Faust, referring especially to

the editions of G. von Loeper, K. J. Schroer,

and Calvin Thomas. Comparing the defini-

tions that Luther has given of his
' Teufel

'

with those that Goethe puts into the mouth
of his Mephistopheles, the writer pointed out

their common characteristics. Both Luther's

'Teufel' and Goethe's '

Mephistopheles,' were

shown to be conceived as authors of sin and

death, being prompted by hatred and envy
which is chiefly directed against God's crea-

tures ; both are pictured as man's accuser and

reviler before God. After tracing these com-
mon characteristics in their literary prototypes,
the writer reached the following conclusions :

i. that the first figure in literature which ex-

hibits the constitutional elements of this two-

fold Luther-Goethean conception is the devil

of the apocryphal book of Wisdom ;
2. that

Luther's ' Teufel
'

is this devil as developed
first by the Bible narratives of Christ's temp-
tation and of Job's trial, secondly by theology,
folklore and literature ; 3. that all the biblical,

mythological, theological, and legendary in-

gredients of Goethe's Mephistopheles are

found in Luther's many-sided creation.

In the paper which followed, "Notes on
some Elizabethan poems," by Professor John
B. Henneman, of the University of Tennessee,
two of the best-known Elizabethan poems
were analyzed, Barnefield's ode, "As it fell

upon a day," and Marlowe's smooth song,
1 Come live with me and be my love." Both

of these poems, as usually given, Professor

Henneman believed to be composite, and to

indicate the process of development and

growth that many poems of the Elizabethan

era have gone through. The first part of the

Barnefield ode has the true note of the lyrics,

expressing the pathos of a ruined woman's
heart. The second part is completely changed
in spirit. It is didactic and singularly unpoetic
in contrast with the preceding. Evidently a

bi-section of the poem is warranted. There is

just a possibility that the claims of both Shakes-

peare and Barnefield can be satisfied by giving
the truer lyric to Shakespeare, and the addi-

tion with the didactic application found in

Barnefield to Barnefield. At any rate, who-
ever the author or authors, the composite
character of the poem is very evident. If

further Barnefield's ode can be considered as

a pendant and contrast to

" On a day, alack the day I

Love whose month is evrr May,"

inasmuch as this latter (contained in Love's

Labour's Lost) was written as early as 1590 or

thereabouts, the former cannot be much later,

and thus a date distinctly earlier than 1598

(when it appears in Barnefield with the addition)
must be set for it. This view would increase

the probability of the Shakespearian author-

ship of the truer original poem.
Similarly, Marlowe's poem appears in three

forms, one with four stanzas in the Passionate

Pi/grim; another with six stanzas, in Eng-
land's Helicon ; a third in seven stanzas,
in Walton's Compleat Angler. The form
with seven stanzas clearly results from a later

addition. It is thought, too, that the form
with four stanzas shows the true first form of a

poem popular enough to be frequently copied
and imitated, and thus added to.

Professor Henneman's paper was followed

by a paper on "The relation of Drama to

Literature
"
by Professor Brander Matthews of

Columbia University. Professor Matthews

protested against the tendency to judge plays
too exclusively from the literary standpoint.
There is a general tendency, he said, to judge
other arts by the principles that govern litera-

ture, owing to the influence given to the art of

writing by the invention of printing and the

extension of writing. The printers have finally

succeeded in their protest against a judgment
of their work in accordance with the principles
of another art. The orator and dramatist may
well contend that an orator or a drama shall

not be judged as literature only, but in accor-

dance with the principles of its own art. Both
are bound by the same inexorable condition ;

each must please an immediate audience.

Their adaptation to that end must be consid-

ered first. Upon that, their prime virtue,

their merit depends : their literary value, while

it is obviously the condition upon which
their immortality depends, is secondary. This

adaptation to an immediate audience is an
art in itself, and one nolper se within the pro-
vince of the literary critic, or at least one
which he is bound to consider before rendering

judgment. The fact that this art is necessary
is an explanation of the shortcomings of the

closet-drama.

"There is no more patent absurdity than the

play that is not intended to be played
A rough and tumble farce, hastily knocked
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together by a variety-show performer, to sati-

rize rudely some folly of the moment, is of
more importance in the development of the
drama than can be any string of soliloquies
and dialogues, however poetic or polished
these may be .... Nobody disputes that
dramatic literature must be literature, although
there are not a few who do not insist that it

must be dramatic. The great dramatists have
accepted the double obligation ; and they
have always recognized that the stage of the

theatre, and not the desk of the library, is the
true proving room. This double obligation it

is that makes the drama so difficult an art,

perhaps, indeed, the most difficult of all the
arts."

The last paper of the morning by Dr. T. S.

Baker of Johns Hopkins University upon "The
influence of Lawrence Sterne on German
Literature

" was read by title.

At the opening of the afternoon session, the

Committee of Twelve, appointed a year ago
to consider the question of entrance examina-

tions in French and German, presented its re-

port through its chairman, Professor Calvin

Thomas of Columbia University. The com-
mittee had agreed upon a resolution to the ef-

fect that there is no reason for differentiating

the amount ofmodern languages taught in the

preparatory schools to students who enter

college and to those who do not enter col-

lege. The chairman further announced the

appointment of several working sub-commit-

tees, and recommended the appropriation of

three hundred dollars of the Association's

funds for the purpose of prosecuting the work
in hand, which was approved by the Con-
vention.

On the recommendation of the committee
on the selection of a place of meeting for

next year, the invitation of the University of

Virginia was accepted.

The Secretary of the Association then read
a memorial sent to the Convention by Senator
Cullom of Illinois asking that it pass a resolu-

tion expressing its approval of the anti-ticket-

scalping bill, now before Congress. A motion
to lay the memorial upon the table was lost,

and upon motion of Professor Cohn, the Sec-

retary was instructed to return the memorial
to Senator Cullom, with the statement that it

was not within the province of the Association
to deal with political matters.

The following officers were then elected for

the ensuing year: President, Professor Alce>
Fortier, Tulane University ; Secretary, Profes-

|

sor James W. Bright, Johns Hopkins Univer-

! sity ; Treasurer, Professor Herbert E. Greene,

Johns Hopkins University.
Executive Council Professor C. T. Win-

i Chester, Wesleyan University, Middletown,

j

Conn.; Professor Albert S. Cook, Yale Uni-

versity ; Professor R. Hochdorfer, Wittenberg

|

College; Professor A. R. Hohlfeld, Yanderbilt

I University ; Professor Bliss Perry, Princeton

|
University; Professor Gustav Karsten, Univer-

sity of Indiana; Professor Charles M. Gayley,

University of California; Professor J. A. Har-

rison, University of Virginia ;
Professor W. S.

Currell, Washington and Lee University.

Phonetic Section President, Professor A.

Melville Bell, Washington, D. C.; Secretary,
Professor George Hempl, University of Michi-

gan.

Pedagogical Section President, Professor

F. N. Scott, University of Michigan; Secretary,
Professor W. E. Mead, Wesleyan University.

Editorial Committee Professor C.H.Grand-

gent, Harvard University; Prof. H. Schmidt-

Wartenberg, University of Chicago.
Illness having prevented the attendance of

Dr. P. B. Marcou of Harvard University,
whose subject was to have been "Are French

poets poetical?," the first paper of the after-

noon was read by Professor W. E. Mead of

Wesleyan University, upon "Color in Old

English poetry."

The paper aimed to show in the first place
what slight attention had been given in gen-
eral to the use of color in poetry, and, in par-

ticular, pointed out that no systematic investi-

gation of color in Old English poetry had ever
been made. The following topics were then
discussed : the great number of possible col-

ors, and the lack of names for them ; the in-

definiteness of O. E. color words; the small

number of O. E. color words; results of com-
parison with the mediaeval romancers, Chaucer
and Shakespeare.

The comparative lack of color in O. E. poe-
try does not necessarily imply a poor quality
of poetry. In contrast with the small number
of color words, the great number of terms in

O. E. poetry may be noted expressing light
and darkness. Over three hundred words may
be found expressing light or brightness ; over
two hundred expressing darkness or shadow,
or blackness. The ground being thus cleared,

groups were made of the genuine color words,
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white, black, gray, brown, red, yellow, green,
and numerous passages cited under each.

Blue occurs but once. Red is not common,
and with five exceptions, occurs only in the re-

ligious poems. It is not once found in Beowulf
or in any of the other heroic poems, or in the

lyrics. Green is, on the whole, the favorite

color in O. E. poetry, yet, like red, it is not

used. A comparison with Old High German
and Old Saxon poetry followed, which showed
that O. E. poetry held its own in comparison.
A further comparison was then made with Old
Celtic poetry as found in the Four Ancient
Books of Wales, and with the Icelandic poems
in vol. i of the Corpus Poeticum Boreale.

Several notable facts came out in this compar-
ison the greater richness and definiteness of

the colors in the Celtic and Icelandic poems
being most remarkable. The most common
Icelandic color is red, and one of the least no-

table is green. In conclusion, the remark was
was made that the color-sense in the O. E.

poets was comparatively feeble, and that con-

ventionality played a large part in the passa-

ges where color was used at all.

The paper which followed was by Professor

Adolphe Cohn, of Columbia College, on "Pro-

fessor Schultz-Gora and the Testament de

Rousseau."

The object of this paper was the discussion

of the claim to authenticity of a short work
attributed to Jean Jacques Rousseau, and re-

cently published by Professor Schultz-Gora,

privat-docent in the University of Berlin. The
title of the work, which is only twenty pages
long, is Testament de Jean Jacques Kousseau.

It is a reprint of a small pamphlet dated 1771,

of which only one copy seems to be in exis-

tence, in the public library of Berlin. Schultz-

Gora believes it to be authentic, his arguments

being mainly, that the style is unmistakably
Rousseau's own ; that the ideas, which are in

some parts very ably and clearly set forth, are

also Rousseau's, and that the spelling is the

same as that of Rousseau's own letters. In

regard to the similarity of the style with that

of Rousseau's, this is an argument which may
be easily misleading, as it is entirely a ques-
tion of personal appreciation upon which one

may well differ from Schultz-Gora's judg-
ment. We find, for instance, expressions in

the testament, such as,
"
rompre ma plume,"

"
le peuple comique," meaning the come-

dians, which we think Rousseau never used in

his own works
;
but there are other arguments

against the authenticity of the testament.

First, we have here a book purporting to be

published in 1771, and to give an account, or a

defence, of all Rousseau's works, and yet it

does not mention the Confessions, from which

Rousseau began to give readings in Paris in

the summer of 1770. Then in Rousseau's

Dialogues, which were written a few years

later, and in which the philosopher, then in a

suspicious mood which almost amounted to

insanity, defends all his life, acts and utter-

ances, no mention whatever is made of the

testament, or of the purloining of the manu-

script of the same. Another argument is

found in the Latin motto which is printed
on the title page of the Testament "

Qui
notus nimis omnibus, ignotus moritur sibi."

Schultz-Gora finds it very difficult to explain
this motto, and the explanation he gives of it

is very far from clear. The references to the

passages in the testament induces us to be-

lieve that the author of the Testament himself

did not understand it. That he was a very

poor Latinist is shown by the fact that he fails

to understand the meaning of Rousseau's

works, "Yitani impendere vero," which he
considers as meaning that Rousseau was ready
to undergo martyrdom for the sake of the

truth, while its meaning is simply that Rous-

seau wished to devote his life to the spreading
of the truth. As Rousseau, though not a great,

was a very accurate scholar, this alone would
convince us that he is not the author of the

Testament. There are, however, passages

enough in the Testament which read very much
like Rousseau's to account for Schultz-Gora's

error, possibly they are reproductions of some
of Rousseau's conversations. There are also

some ironical passages directed against the

inhabitants of the northern bank of the Lake
of Geneva, which lead us to believe that the

pamphlet is the work of some inhabitant of

that district who was acquainted with Rous-
seau until the time of the latter's departure
for England, and who found it convenient to

hide his own identity under the shelter of the

name of his great countryman.

In the third paper of the morning, "Recent
Work in Celtic," Dr. F. N. Robinson, of Har-
vard University, gave a survey of the work
done in Celtic philology in the past ten or
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twelve years, taking as a point of departure a

similar report prepared by Dr. Thurneysen in

1886 and incorporated in the address of Pro-

fessor Skeat as President of the English Phil-

ological Society. (See Transactions of the

Phil. Soc'y. 1885-6. pp. 385 ff.) He began
with the Continental Celtic, and gave some
account of recent investigations by both phi-

lologists and archaeologists in the Gaulish lan-

guages, antiquities, and religion, taking up
then in order the insular Celtic races, and

showing what advance had been made during
the past decade in the publication of texts, in

grammatical and lexicographical work, and in

the study of mythology, folklore, and literary

history. Special attention was called to some
methods of investigation which promise to

yield important results : to Strachan's Studies

in Irish Historical Grammar ; to Zimmer's
discussions of the cycles of St. Brandan and of

Finn ;
and to the comparisons between Welsh

and Irish literature,made by Rhys in his Hibbert

Lectures, and by both Rhys and Meyer in a

number of articles in the Transactions of the

Cymrudorion, the Revue Celtique, and Ar-

chaeologia Cambrensis.

Dr. Robinson was followed by Professor

William H. Hulme of Adelbert College, who
spoke on "The relation of the Old English
version of the Gospel of Nicodemus to the

Latin original." The chief topics considered
were as follows, i. A brief history of the
Acta Pilati in early Christian literature with

special reference to (a.) their origin, (b.) signifi-

cance and importance. 2. A short review of

recent criticism of the Gospel of Nicodemus :

(a.) Relation of Greek and Latin versions, (b.)

Origin of title 'Gospel of Nicodemus,' (c.) Ear-
liest editions of Greek and Latin versions, (d.)

Tischendorf's(i853) 'final' edition, his theories
relative to origin of Greek and Latin texts, and
Lipsius's refutation of same in his Die Pilatus-

Aktenkritischnntersucht(K\e\ 1871; second ed.

1886). 3. The Nicodemus legend in the early
Latin literature of England, and its first ap-
pearance in Old English poetry. 4. The de-

scription and history of the existing Mss. of
the Old English prose version of the Gospej
of Nicodemus, and a word for word comparison
of this version with the Latin original. 5. The
use of p and 5 in the Cambridge Ms. of the
Gospel of Nicodemus: p consistently used in-

itially; S occurring throughout the Ms. medially

and finally, except in words preceded by
monosyllables beginning with p and ending in

a vowel, or preceded by p (pat), S in such
cases being regularly used in the initial posi-
tion.

The last two papers of the session, "The
French literature of Louisiana from 1894 to

1897," by Professor Alce'e Fortier, Tulane Uni-

versity, and "The rhythm of proper names in

Old English verse," by Professor James W.
Bright, Johns Hopkins University, were read

by title.

During the afternoon, the American Dialect

Society held its annual meeting. At this meet-
ing Professor O. F. Emerson of Western Re-
serve University was elected president; Pro-
fessor John P. Fruit of Georgetown, Ky.. for-

merly of Bethel College, vice-president ; Pro-
fessor E. H. Babbitt of Columbia University,
secretary ; and Professor Lewis F. Mott of the

College of the City of New York, treasurer.
In the evening the members of the Associa-

tion enjoyed a delightful reception tendered
them by Provost and Mrs. C. C. Harrison.
The first paper of the session the following

morning was by Dr. Frederick H. Wilkens of

Baltimore, Md., upon the "Early influence of
German literature in America."

The second paper was by Professor Ed-
ward Fulton, of Wells College, "On trans-

lating Anglo-Saxon poetry." The question
has often arisen, What verse should be used in

translating Angio-Saxon poetry? but despite
frequent discussion has not been definitely
settled. The tendency seems to be decidedly
in favor of imitating the original metre; but
some still argue in favor of blank verse, on the

ground that it is our natural "epic expres-
sion," and therefore the only fit medium in

which to render such a poem as Beowulf, for

instance. This argument, however, rests on
the assumption that one so-called "

epic ex-

pression
"

is essentially the same thing as an-
other which is, of course, absurd. Blank
verse is not adapted to the style of A. S.

poetry.

The manner of poetry that is to say, the

peculiar phrases, turns of expression, rhythmi-
cal movement, etc. is just as essential an
element of it as its matter, and in any transla-

tion that attempts to give an adequate idea of
the original must be reproduced, if possible,
as well as the matter. To give anything like
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a true representation of the Beowulf, for in-

stance, we must seek to reproduce its imagery
and its rhythmical movement, as well as its

ideas, just as iii copying the Venus of Milo

we must try to reproduce the pose of the head

and the expression of the face. To the ob-

jection often urged that the A. S. meter is

radically different from English verse, and

therefore impossible of reproduction, the an-

swer is, the fact is otherwise, for seventy five

out of one hundred lines have rhythmical
movements for which exact parallels may be

found in modern English four-accent verse.

As Scliipper, in his Grundriss der englischen

Metrik, has shown, the English irregular four-

accent measure has strong affinities with the

A. S. verse. Moreover, it is capable of modi-

fication so as to resemble the A. S. line still

more stongly. Taking all this into account, it

would seem that this measure or rather a

modification of it sufficiently like the A. S.

to suggest it at once and inevitably, yet not so

unlike the English line as to sound strange to

the modern ear was the proper one to use in

translating A. S. poetry into English verse.

An adaptation like this has been tried at

various times, and notably by Dr. John Leslie

Hall in his translation of Btowulf, but his

translation, though the best of its kind, still

leaves much to be desired.

Miss Elizabeth VVoodbridge of Yale Univer-

sity, then read a paper upon
" Boccaccio's

Defense of Poetry ; as contained in the four-

teenth book of the 'De Genealogia Deoruin."

The fourteenth chapter of the De Genealogia
Dronim, Miss Woodbridge said, is significant

as being the earliest elaboration of the art-

theory of the New Humanism. In it Boccaccio

replies to the enemies of poetry; namely,
the jurists, the doctors, and the theologians,

quoting and answering all their objections one

by one. Thus the treatise furnishes a fair ex-

position of the way poetry was regarded by its

enemies and by its friends.

Boccaccio's definition of poetry, which is in

essential agreement with that of Dante and

Petrarch, emphasizes, as regards its form, the

careful ordering and disposition of v/ords ; as

regards its content, the existence of a hidden

meaning, an allegorical significance. The ac-

cusations against poetry, as .summarized by
him, are chiefly these : that it is a mere nullity,

not worth serious attention ; that it is a collec-

tion of lies ; that it is either mere foolishness

or it is morally baneful
;
that it is too obscure

to be intelligible; that at best the poets are

only "apes of the philosophers;" that we
cannot disregard the authority of Jerome and

Boethius, who condemned poetry, and of Plato

who would have had poets banished from his

republic.

In reply, Boccaccio maintains that poetry is

deeply serious by reason of the spiritual mean-

ings hidden beneath its "veil of fable;
"

that

it does not lie, since it does not try to pass for

truth; that while some poetry is indeed morally
hurtful, all truly great poetry elevates the
mind and incites it to virtue; that the obscur-

ity of poetry is commendable, since this en-

hances the value of the hidden truths, while it

always yields them up to the earnest seeker;
that the poets are not "apes of the philoso-

phers," although their writings are consonant
with those of philosophy, rather, they are
themselves philosophers; finally, that Jerome
and Boethius and Plato have been misunder-
stood, for they meant to condemn only the bad
poets, not such divine spirits as Homer, Virgil,

Dante, or Petrarch.

One of Boccaccio's most telling arguments,
and the one most frequently and most eagerly
pressed, is the argument from Biblical writing.
A large part of the Old and ihe New Testa-
ment falls under his definition of poetry ; il,

therefore, we condemn the "
fables

"
of poets,

we must also condemn the visions of Isaiah,

Ezekiel, and John, and the parables of Christ
himself.

In his attitude towards poetry Boccaccio was
in no sense a pioneer; most of his ideas are

found, expressed or implied, in the writings of
Dante and Petrarch. But neither Dante nor
Petrarch gave to their views so complete and
so elaborate an expression. Moreover, Boc-
caccio emphasized rather more strongly and
more deliberately than they had done, two
poiiits which especially characterized the

thought of the times : the acceptance of poetry
as a legitimate part of life, and the acknowl-

edgment of it as independent of philosophy
on the one hand, and religion on the other.
Thus Boccaccio's treatise makes one in the
series which begins with Plato and Aristotle,
and comes down to Sidney and Shelley.
The fourth paper of the morning was by Dr.

Kenneth McKenzie of Union College, on "A
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sonnet ascribed to Chiaro Davanzati and its

place in fable literature." Davanzati, a Flor-

entine poet of the thirteenth century, was
shown to be the probable author of the sonnet

in question (Cod. Vat. 3793, no. 682). The
words corniglia and iplai, properly not Italian,

are due to Provencal influence. The sonnet, a

version of the familiar fable of the bird in

borrowed feathers, was sent as an accusation

of plagiarism to the poet Bonagiunta da Lucca;
this fact accords with what Dante says of him.

In fable literature this sonnet is important, be-

cause it does not follow the versions -which

were so common in the Middle Ages, descend-

ing from Phsedrus, but belongs to a type older

than Phaedrus, and indicates the existence of a

mass of fable literature in popular tradition
;

it is also important as being almost the only
version of a fable given by an Italian poet of

the time.

The paper which followed was by Dr. C. G.
Child of the University of Pennsylvania, upon
"Seventeenth Century Conceits." The Sev-

enteenth Century Conceit proper was defined

as a kind of perverted metaphor, displaying
in particular perverse ingenuity of invention

over-elaboration, extravagance or even gro-

tesque unfitness, counting for nothing beside

novelty and a certain specious picturesque-
ness. The aim of the paper was to show upon
the basis of an examination of one hundred
and eight works printed before 1500, beginning
with Tottel's Miscellany, and of all the notable

authors after that date to Dryden and Milton,
that (i.) under the influence of Petrarch and
the Marinists, in the sonnet cycles beginning
with Sidney's (and incidentally in the Ar-

cadia), in some measure owing to the use of

extravagant hyperbole, the inventional con-

ceit was developed, its use becoming inde-

pendant of the sonnet about 1596-1598, and
that (2.) in the seventeenth century, active dis-

position to the origination of novel inventional

conceits was almost entirely confined to the

poets of Cambridge, other poets, where they
use conceit, employing conventionalized con-

ceits derived from the sonneteers.

The subject of the next paper by Professor

F. N. Scott of the University of Michigan, was
" Verbal taboos, their nature and origin." In

certain books that have appeared within the
last quarter of a century, Professor Scott said,

attempts have been made to place a ban or

prohibition upon the use of certain well-

known and much-used English words and

phrases. These prohibitions, which may be
termed verbal taboos, from their resemblance
to the taboos of aboriginal tribes, are the out-

come of antipathies which are formed in early

years while the individual is acquiring com-
mand of speech. Such antipathies are com-
mon to all persons, being due to the associa-

tions which naturally occur in the formation

of the speech-habit ; but in the case of most

persons they are checked or repressed by a

sense of deference to the feelings of others in

the community. There are some few persons,

however, in each generation, who are unusu-

ally self-assertive in matters of language.
Such persons look upon their personal anti-

pathies as universal, and do not hesitate to

impose them upon their neighbors. It is from

these persons that verbal taboos proceed.
The character and origin of these antipathies
was illustrated by a number of examples, in

part derived from a special examination in re-

gard to the meanings of selected words.

The final paper, by Dr. C. R. Miller of

Lehigh University upon "Prepositions in the

works of Hans Sachs," was read by title.

During the day the Joint Committee on En-
trance Requirements in English held a meeting
to receive reports from two sub-committees,
one on interpretation of the requirements, and
the other on a list of books for general reading
in the secondary schools.

Before adjourning to meet next December,
at the University of Virginia, a resolution was

adopted by the Association expressing its

thanks to Provost Harrison and to the Local

Committee. 1

CLARENCE G. CHILD.

University of Pennsylvania.

THE THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION
OF THE CENTRAL DIVISION OF
THE MODERN LANGUAGE

ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA.

THE third annual meeting of the Central

Division of the Modern Language Association

of America was held at Northwestern Uni-

versity, Evanston, 111., on Thursday, Friday

i The writer desires to express his indebtedness to those

who have furnished him with abstracts of their papers.
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and Saturday, December 30 and 31, 1897,

and January i, 1898. The convention was
called to order Thursday evening in the As-

sembly Hall of the Orrington Lunt Library

Building. The guests were welcomed on be-

half of the Trustees and Faculty of North-

western University by Professor G. A. Coe,

representing President Henry Wade Rogers,
who was unexpectedly detained in New York.

The Hon. William A. Dyche, Mayor of Evan-

ston, spoke words of welcome on behalf of

the citizens. Professor W. H. Carruth (Uni-

versity of Kansas), President of the Central

Division, made an appropriate response to

these cordial greetings. At the request of

President Carruth himself, the President's an-

nual address was omitted. Secretary H.

Schmidt-Wartenberg (University of Chicago)
read communications from the Evanston Club
and the Country Club extending their privi-

leges to the members of the association, and
made other announcements. After listening
to a paper by Professor J. Scott Clark (North-
western University), oi which mention will be

made later, the meeting adjourned to the

Guild rooms in the same building, where an

informal reception was given by the Univer-

sity Guild. On New Year's Eve another re-

ception was tendered by the Northwestern

University at the home of the Country Club.

Throughout the three days of the convention

the members had an opportunity to inspect
the German library that had recently arrived

from Leipzig as a gift to the Northwestern

University from Chicago Germans.
There were five regular sessions. President

Carruth presided, but on two or three occa-

sions called to the chair the second Vice-Pres-

ident, Professor C. W. Benton (University of

Minnesota). Under the head of reports Pro-

fessor George Hempl (University of Michigan)
made an interesting report for the committee
on phonetics, and urged the importance of

dialect study, and Professor Starr W. Cutting

(University of Chicago) reported progress for

the committee on college entrance require-
ments. There were seventeen papers on the

programme, distributed as follows: English

six, German four, Romance Languages three,

Scandinavian Languages three, and General

Philology one.

The first paper of the convention was pre-

sented by Professor]. Scott Clark (Northwest-
ern University) on " Methods of Studying

English Masterpieces." In justice to Pro-

fessor Clark it should be said that he spoke
not as a teacher of literature, but from the

standpoint of a teacher of the practical art of

English composition. He discussed at some
length the two methods that have been most

widely followed, the hand-book method and
the annotated edition method, and pointed out
the faults in each. The basis for the principal
criticism on the first method was the fact that

the hand-book tells what some one has said

about the masterpiece, while the student has
no opportunity to study the masterpiece itself.

In the case of the second method the work of

annotating has been overdone ; every sentence
has been placed under a microscope, and
allusions, references, and rhetorical figures
have been interpreted to cover ground never
dreamed of by the original author. Professor
Clark then described a method that, in his

own experience, had been found more fruitful,
and therefore more satisfactory. He called it

a laboratory method. He approached the

exposition inductively by inquiring first, what
results a student ought fairly to expect and to

obtain. These results will be sufficiently in-

dicated by the nature of the instructions to

the student that follow. The method aims at

a study of the masterpieces themselves, and is

aided by binding together in one volume long
selections from the representative writers, say
forty pages from each author, making enough
ol these composite volumes to put one into

the hands of each member of the class. To de-

fray the original cost, each student is charged
a small amount for the use of the books which
remain the property of the department. Sup-
pose now, for example, that the class is to

study Bacon. To each student are assigned
the forty pages of Bacon that happen to be
contained in the volume in his hands, and he
is required to make a report in his note-book
on the subjects indicated by the following in-

structions : i. Jot down every word you meet
not in ordinary, conversational use and from
the total select ten ; 2. observe every word
used with especial accuracy or delicacy, and
record best five cases ; 3. record approximate
percentage of Anglo-Saxon words; 4. ob-
serve every clear case of English idiom and
record five cases; 5. observe and mentally
define every rhetorical figure found and index
best five cases ; 6. observe every case of sus-

pense or of loose construction and index
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pages; 7. observe and index best five cases

of epigram, balance or point; 8. index best

cases of smoothness in the connection of

paragraphs; 9. index best illustrations of sim-

plicity; and 10. index best examples ofrhythm.
Professor Clarke's method was discussed by

Professors A. H. Toltnan, J. D. Bruner, and S.

W. Cutting (University of Chicago), Professor

J. S. Nollen (Iowa College) and the author.

The consensus of opinion seemed to be that

the merits of the method consist in the fact that

it gives the student something definite to do.

Professor Ernst Voss (University of Wis-

consin) read the next paper, "Thomas Mur-

ner's Prose Writings of the year 1520." By
way of introduction he spoke of Grimm's
"
antagonistic

"
attitude towards Modern High

German and his fondness for old forms, and

gave a re'sume' of the work in early Modern

High German since Grimm. It is natural, he

said, that Luther should get the lion's share in

any work on the sixteenth century, but Brant,

Hutten, and Murner ought to be studied with

just as much zeal and interest from the stand-

point of language and literature. Then fol-

lowed a review of the work about Murner,

including i. Text editions; 2. Murner's rela-

tion to Brant, Geiler and Luther ; 3. Murner
Grammar ; and 4. Biographies. Professor

Voss spoke of the character of Murner's sa-

tirical writings and stated that all are now
available, while his prose writings, with one or

two exceptions, have never been printed since

their first appearance. A list of Murner's

prose writings of the year 1520 was then given,
with comments on each one, and the impor-
tance of these works to the student of theology,

history, literature and philology was shown.
Murner's position can not be accurately defined

without a consideration of his prose writing!,

especially those of 1520. Professor Voss urged
that Murner's works ought to be re-edited, his

biography re-written, and his place in German
literature re-adjusted, and closed his paper
with the announcement that he is about to re-

print, in Braune's Neudrucke deutschcr Lit-

teraturwerke des xvi. und xvii. Jahrhunderts,
one of the most important prose writings of

1520. Professor Starr W. Cutting (University
of Chicago) made remarks upon this paper,
and stated that we have misunderstood Murner
because we have studied him through the

prejudiced writings of his contemporaries.

"The Autobiographical Elements in William

Langland's Piers the Plowman " was the sub-

ject of a paper read by Professor A. E. Jack
(Lake Forest University). The name of the

author of this poem is a matter of some doubt
and few facts are known concerning his life.

The opinions of Skeat and Morley were re-

viewed. Skeat believes the author gives his

own life in the poem ; Morley maintains the

same view and accepts the name William

Langley. The writer of the paper attempted
to show that the usual method of interpreting
the poem literally is wrong and that the poem
is not a real autobiographical picture, but an
ideal picture. He pointed out among others

these facts
; namely, that in a large number of

cases a definite time is stated when evidently

merely a long time is meant; that also in the

case of distance and numbers definite measures
are given for indefinite ; that the poet men-
tions no real personages excepting two friars

;

that dreams and visions compose nearly the

whole poem (there are eleven visions), and that

it seems very patent that the poet is relating
not real but imaginary dreams. The conclu-

sion is that the dreams are certainly a literary
device and that, on the whole, the poem con-

tains very little autobiographical material.

Professor F. A. Blackburn (University of Chi-

cago) made a few remarks on the paper, and
stated that he would go even farther and refuse

to see anything at all autobiographical in the

poem. Professor C. W. Pearson (Northwestern

University) thought the poem contained the

inner life of the poet, but not the outer life.

Professor F. A. Wood (Cornell College) read

extracts from one of the most scholarly papers
of the convention ; it was entitled "The De-

velopment of Roots and their Meanings."
The paper was a long one as it traced the

history of seven roots, but Professor Wood
spent the half hour allotted to him in present-

ing one root. Difference in meaning is no bar
to connecting words, was the thesis the author

attempted to prove. Phonetic equivalents,
that is, words or roots which phonetically coin-

cide when reduced to their Indo-European
form, are presumably cognate, however widely
separated in meaning. This difference is the

result of divergent development. Two or

more meanings, though apparently having
nothing in common, and inexplicable if we at-

tempt to derive one from the other, are often
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easily explained when referred to the radiating

center. For example,
'

please
' and ' distress

'

are diametrically opposed, yet both may come
from the figurative use of strike. Hence of

the meanings a, b, c, d, we should not assume

that any one is the original, but should find

from what common source a, b, c, rfare deriv-

able. In illustration many examples were

given to show the logical connection in mean-

ing between phonetically identical roots which,

on account of their difference, are regarded as

etymologically distinct.

"The Inflectional Types of the Qualifying

Adjective in German" was the title of a

paper read by Professor G. O. Curme (North-

western University). The different types of

adjective inflection were discussed in the light

of past conditions and present tendencies. A
brief history of the uninflected form, the weak,
and the strong declensions was given. The
so-called uninflected form was originally a

strong form corresponding to the strong form

of the substantive. The ending in the case of

the nominative masculine and neuter singular

had in both nouns and adjectives been lost in

accordance with general phonetic laws. In

the case of the adjective, pronominal forms in

-er and -es later often took the place of the

strong nominative masculine and neuter, which

had lost their case endings. There were then,

Professor Curme continued, two strong forms

for the nominative singular. In the O. H. G.

these two strong forms, the so-called unin-

flected and the strong form, had the same

functions, both being used either attributively

or predicatively. Later differentiation set in.

A detailed statement of the present usage of

these forms was given by the author, which

was followed by a similar statement concern-

ing the weak form. The earlier individualiz-

ing force of the weak adjective was noted, and

all the remaining constructions which still

show this individualizing force were mentioned.

Attention was also called to the most recent

development in the conception of the force of

the weak adjective, namely, its use to show a

closer logical relation to the governing sub-

stantive, as in ein Mann von grossem juris-

tischen Wissen.

The paper was discussed by Professors S.

W. Cutting, H. Schmidt-Wartenberg and Dr.

P. O. Kern (University of Chicago), and the

author. Professor Schmidt-Wartenberg stated

that what had been considered an inflectional

ending in the case of predicate adjectives in

certain Swiss dialects, was not an inflection

but the remnant of a suffix and that jemanden
for jemandem was due to regular phonetic
development.

The subject of a contribution presented by
Mr. E. P. Morton (Indiana University) was
"One Phase of Keats's Treatment of Nature."
The essentials of the study are : There is such
a thing as ascription of sentiency to insentient

objects without personification. This ascrip-
tion of sentiency, called vivification by Mr.
Morton, is a mode of expression, essentially a

metaphor, and is used for vivid expression.
In addition to proving that there is such a

thing as vivification, he showed that Keats
uses it so often in his poetry that any correct
statement of this poet's attitude towards nature

requires its recognition. In this attitude Keats
is entirely different from his fellow Roman-
ticists. In one thousand lines of Keats it was
found that there were three hundred and fifty-
seven cases of vivification and one hundred
and eighty-seven cases of personification, while

Coleridge used vivification only two-thirds as
often. Ruskiu's Chapter on the Pathetic Fal-

lacy seems at first sight to offer both a name
and an explanation, but Mr. Morton showed
that what Ruskin says applies only to subjec-
tive treatment of nature. This paper called
out remarks from Professors A. H. Tolman and
C. von Klenze and Mr. Karl D. Jessen (Univer-

sity of Chicago). Professor Tolman suggested
in place of vivification 'personal metaphor,' a
name used in Abbot's Shakespearean Gram-
mar. Professor von Klenze said that he un-
derstood by vivification what is meant in Ger-
man by Brseelung, and then made comments
on Ruskin, Keats and Heine, which led him
into a very interesting comparison of Heine's
treatment of nature with that of the English
poet.

The next paper on the programme was by
Professor Raymond Weeks (University of Mis-

souri) on "The Component Elements of

Aliscans," but on account of the unavoidable
absence of Professor Weeks it was read by
title.

"The Gender of English Loan-Words in

Danish " was the title of a paper by Professor
D. K. Dodge (University of Illinois), which,
owing to the absence of the author, was read
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by Professor L. A. Rhoades of the same in-

stitution. The present system of gender in

Danish is a compromise between strict gram-

matical gender and natural gender. About

the time of the Reformation the distinction

between the masculine and the feminine passed

out of sight and the common gender was de-

veloped, which is a kind of neuter gender.

Some English words were introduced into

Danish in the eighteenth century, but nearly

all have been introduced during the last

twenty-five years. Many of these words are

connected with sports, while many others

have been adopted through contact with Eng-

lish-speaking people. The paper treated of

the susceptibility of the Scandinavians to cor-

ruption of vocabulary. Professor Dodge col-

lected the materials for his study from diction-

aries, Copenhagen newspapers and Cavling's

Fra Amerika, and has found about two hun-

dred English loan-words, but the list is not

exhaustive. Of the neuters twenty-one are

names of materials ;
the majority of the others

have Danish synonyms of neuter gender.

Only settlement and stock-jobbery appear to

have a gender determined by the ending ;

several others have the ending -ing, a regular

common ending. In words of common gender

there are several classes, as names of vehicles,

articles of food, of dress, etc. Some few seem

to be determined by ending, as boycotting,

elevator, etc. Baby is of the common gender.

The main results of Professor Dodge's investi-

gations may be stated under five heads: i.

Only sixteen per cent of the English words in

Danish are neuter, a disproportion similar to

that of native words. 2. Many words may be

divided into classes according to meaning. 3.

The majority of the other English words are

influenced by Danish synonyms. 4. Termina-

tions seem to play a subordinate part. 5. No
tendency to uncertainty or change of gender
was noticed, such as exists in native words.

The conclusions of Professor Dodge's study
were accepted without discussion.

Professor A. E. Egge (Washington Agricul-

tural College) had prepared an excellent paper
on "The Scandinavian Element in English,"
but as he was unable to be present it was read

by Professor A. H. Tolman (University of

Chicago). It began by giving a brief sketch

of the Scandinavian settlements in the British

Isles, more particularly in England, and then

traced in outline the Scandinavian influence

on the English language.

The first mention of northern pirates touch-

ing the coast of England, said the writer, is

found in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle for the

year 787 (corrected to 789). At various times

after this raids and incursions were made into

the English territory, and in 866 came the

great army of Vikings that seemed to have

for their object the conquest of all England.

They were finally able to control all the

country to the north and east of a line running
from London to Chester. The Danes tor a

longtime ruled parts of this district indepen-

dently and introduced their own laws and in.

stitutions. It was, therefore,called the Danelaw

(Danelagh). Norse and English were spoken
side by side, Norse predominating in some
localities, and English in others. As far as

the investigation of the Scandinavian element
in English is concerned, it is of little impor-
tance to know from which of the Scandinavian
countries the various bands of invaders came,
as up to the year 1000 Danes, Norwegians and
Swedes spoke one language, in Professor

Egge's paper called Norse or Scandinavian.

The effect of the Norman Conquest, and with

it the introduction of Latin and later of French
into the churches and courts of justice, was to

deprive the Old English of its use as the liter-

ary medium of the nation, but the Norman

speech, being a totally foreign tongue, did not

have at once any organic or direct influence

on English. There was no temptation to imi-

tate French inflections, the writer stated. Old
Norse and Old English were, indeed, two dif-

ferent languages; yet they were both purely
Teutonic and closely related. The vocabulary
was essentially the same, the main difference

consisting in the inflections, and even this dif-

ference was in most cases comparatively

slight. Englishmen and Norsemen of that

day could doubtless understand each other

without much difficulty. Professor Egge con-

tinued on the assumption that languages

closely related will influence each other more
than languages distantly or not related at all,

and stated that this would explain why the in-

fluence of Danish and Low German on each

other has deprived these languages of nearly
all inflections of case, also why English of the

So
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North, owing to the presence there of the

closely related Norse, was deprived of its

inflections before this change took place in

the South. That this really happened is seen

in the early disappearance of nearly all case-

endings, so that already in the Ormiilum

(written about 1200) we meet with a specimen
of English almost as uninflected as that of the

present day. In the South, however, where
one would suppose the Norman-French in-

fluence to have been the strongest, we find

quite a different state of things. Many French
words have indeed been adopted ; but the

grammatical structure shows no other signs of

change than those of internal growth and de-

cay, and the dialect remains rich in inflections

to a late period. The Ayenbite of Inwyt, for

example, though composed in 1340, is much
harder to understand than the Ormuluin,
written in the North almost two hundred years
earlier. In the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle there

appears, from the year 871, a large Scandi-

navian element. While there are very few

Norse words in Robert of Gloucester, Chaucer
and other literature of the South, their num-
ber in Havelock the Dane, and the later

Northumbrian and Scotch monuments, is very

large, as well as in North-English and Scotch

dialects down to this day. Of Norse words
still used in Scotch a few are such as big,

(build), fr/(man), /< (gad-fly), hoast (cough),
ken (know), lift (sky). The literary English of

to-day, which dates from the fourteenth cen-

tury and has for its basis the dialect of London
and the Universities, contains a much smaller

element than the spoken language of the

North and of Scotland, and yet altogether it

is considerable. Professor Skeat in his Ety-

mological Dictionary mentions nearly seven

hundred words of Scandinavian origin.

Some of the Scandinavian influences, as

shown in Professor, Egge's paper, may be

summed up by the following statements: a.

Some of the borrowed words crov/ded out

the original, as are fur beoth or sind ; take

only for niman ; them for hem, hem survives

in the modern provincial English 'em, as

in / hear 'em laugh, b. In the case of other

words the meaning was changed, for ex-

ample, divell and earl, of which the present

meanings are due to Scandinavian influence,

c. Change in the form of many words, for

example, seventh, ninth, tenth, eleventh (by-

analogy), thirteenth to nineteenth. In Old

English these ordinals are formed without n ;

in the Scandinavian languages they are all,

except eleventh, formed with n. d. A similar

and more wide-reaching change is seen in

words, which in Old English had the vowel d

and in Norse the diphthong ei. In all such
words the regular change of sound in Southern

English was from a to d, thus dc, ban, ham
t

stdn, became oak, bone, home, stone. In the

most northern English, however, this change
has not yet taken place, the Scotch still saying
aik, bane, hame, stane.

The discussion of this paper was opened by
Professor George Hempl (University of Michi-

gan), who considered the loss of the inflections

important, but believed the Scandinavian influ-

ence on English was often overestimated, and
who said further that whenever Professor Skeat
found any difficulty with an English word he
turned it over to Scandinavian influence.

Professor Julius Goebel (Leland Stanford Jr.

University) had written a paper on " Heine's
Relation to Wolfgang Menzel" which was read,

owing to the absence of Professor Goebel, by
Dr. P. O. Kern (University of Chicago). Little

has been done thus far, said the writer, for the

investigation of the origin and growth of the

literary movement which we are accustomed
to call "Young Germany;" the works that

have been published on this movement were

largely written from the standpoint of the

partisan, and it is, therefore, extremely difficult

to obtain a true historical picture of the chief

figures of that period. Just as we looked at

Gottsched for a long time in the way in which
he had appeared to Lessing, and for many
years our conception of the literary character
of Nicolai was that of Herder, Goethe, and
Schiller, so also of Wolfgang Menzel we pos-
sess mainly only the caricature produced by
the malice and hatred of Heine, Borne, and
the rest of the "

Young Germans." It is the

duty of an impartial history of literature to

give justice to Menzel, in whom we must seethe

original leader of "Young Germany." His
Deutsche Litteratur, published in 1828, gave
expression for the first time to the dissatisfac-

tion and longings of the talented young mind s

of that period. Professor Goebel submitted

quotations from Gutzkow, Heine, and Mundt
to prove that Menzel was considered the orig-
inal leader of these young writers, the main
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object of the paper being to prove that Heine

was deeply influenced by Menzel's book on

German literature, a fact which Heine him-

self in later years tried to conceal. It was

shown that Heine in his review of Menzel's

work bore witness to the change which his

views had undergone by the study of the book,
and that he then adopted from Menzel the idea

of a closer union between life and literature.

But he later ridiculed his own review of the

book by saying,
"

I was at that time a little

boy and my greatest sport consisted in placing

a flea under a microscope and showing the

people its magnitude." The author went on

to show that Heine's desertion of the literary

principles of Romanticism began with the

study of Menzel's Deutsche Litteratur, and

that this book became the model which he

imitated and copied in his own work, Die Ro-
inantische Schule ; of course he did not

copy directly, but made free use of Menzel's

thoughts, it was claimed, frequently giving
them a witty turn. The essayist then quoted

parallel passages from Menzel and Heine to

show the latter's mode of procedure.
Professor Goebel claimed further that Heine

had shared Menzel's unfavorable opinion of
'

Goethe up to the time of that poet's death.
'

This last point, as well as the main thesis of
\

the paper, met with considerable opposition
in the discussion which was opened by Pro-

fessor]. T. Hatfield (Northwestern University).
It seemed to be the general feeling, as brought
out by the discussion, that Menzel's influence

on Heine was not so far-reaching, as main-
tained by Professor Goebel, and that Heine
had by no means fully shared Menzel's dislike

for Goethe.

The University of Minnesota was repre-
sented on the programme by Professor C. F.

McClumpha with a "
Comparison of Greene's

Alcida with Lyly's Love's Metamorphosis.
The introduction contained a survey ofGreene's

Euphues, published in 1587, and his Menaphon,
published in 1589, and an outline of Greene's

borrowings from Lyly. Lyly's style known as

Euphuism was imitated by Greene in his

earliest works, who looked chiefly to him for

inspiration. Blount's edition of Lyly in 1632,
in which six plays were published, omitted
three: The Woman in the Moone, The Jlfaides

Metamorphosis and Love's Metamorphosis.
This last play, Love's Metamorphosis, was

printed in 1601, and if Lyly was " buried
"

in

1606, it is the last play published before his

death. Professor McClumpha stated that as

yet we are not able to fix the date of the

writing of this play. There is no reasonable
doubt of Lyly's authorship. Blount can not
be taken as an authority, for he omitted The
Woman in the Moone and this is Lyly's first

play. Greene's Alcida was entered at the

Stationers' Hall, December 9, 1588. The ear-

liest known edition of it is that of 1617. An
admirer of Greene mentions it in his Greene's

Funerals, published in London in 1594. This

novel, then, was published earlier than this

edition of 1617, and there is no reason to

doubt that the year 1588 was its year of publi-
cation. Professor McClumpha then gave an
outline of the two stories, showing the main

correspondences and differences. The stories

are essentially the same, namely the metamor-

phosis of the three maids into the stone, the

bird and the rose-tree. In conclusion Pro-

fessor McClumpha claimed these three points:
i. The likeness of the two stories which is

self-evident, but which has hitherto been un-

noticed by all reviewers, so far as he has had
access to works upon these writers. 2. He
would place Lyly's Love's Metamorphosis
among his earlier works. His Woman in the

Moone was not printed till 1597, yet in the pro-

logue Lyly distinctly states that it is his ear-

liest work. From a comparison of Lyly's plays
it was found that move's Metamorphosis lias

many qualities in common with this first play.
It certainly has not the wit, the plot, the

vivacity of his so-called later plays. Critics

have ascribed these failings to its being a play
of his old age, but Professor McClumpha pre-
fers to call them the failings of youth and
would place the date about 1584. 3. Passages,
which agree in substance, style and phrase-

ology, were quoted to show the interdepen-
dence of Lyly's Love's Metamorphosis and
Greene's Alcida, placing such a relation be-

yond doubt, and the belief was expressed that

Greene took his story from Lyly. Professor

Martha Foote Crow (University of Chicago),
in her discussion of the paper, complimented
Professor McClumpha's extensive acquaint-
ance with the authors compared, and sug-
gested a study of the sentence-structure and
the plot-structure in order to settle this ques-
tion.
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The next paper on the programme was en-

titled "The Unity of Place in the Cid." Ow-

ing to the absence of the writer, Professor J.

E. Matzke (Lela-nd Stanford Jr. University),

it was presented by Professor C. W. Benton of

the University of Minnesota. The introduc-

tion stated that it is usually conceded that the

unity of place is not observed in Corneille's

Cid, that its non-observance was one of the

points criticised by Scude'ry, and that this

criticism,together with the Academy's sanction

of it, was one of the many causes working to-

gether towards the final establishment of the

law of the strict observance of the unity of

place in the Frexch theatre.

The author claimed that there can be no

longer any question that the Cid was written

for and played with the so-called multiplex

decoration, which may be looked upon as an

in-door adaptation of the old mystery stage.

This new stage-setting brought with it impor-
tant changes in the manner of acting, the most

important being thot actors would step forward

from their particular 'mansions' to the front

of the stage, and by general consent the central

portion of the stage was then accepted as that

particular locality where the actors in reality

ought to be. A similar method of playing,

according to Rigal, was utilized in the early

representations of the Cid to give the appear-
ance of a certain fictitious unity of place.

Professor Warren (MOD. LANG. NOTES, vol. x,
j

col. i ff.) accepts the explanation, and advances

the idea of a compromise for the unity of

place, "a compromise between the require-

ments of the purists and the freedom of

Hardy's scenery," and interprets the strict-

ures of Scude'ry and of the Academy on this

basis, but the arguments brought forward in

support of this explanation are, however, not

convincing, Professor Matzke claims, nor do

they seem to bring out the true meaning of

Scude'ry's criticism. The author proceeded
to show that an attempt on the part of Cor-

'

neille to introduce a compromise for the unity

of place in the Cid in 1636 would place him

far ahead of his time. It was then made
evident by a detailed examination of the ac-

tion of the play that Scude'ry could not criticise

Corneille for non-observance of the unity of

place, but that his criticism was directed

against another supposed weakness of the

play, the technique or handling of the multi-

plex decoration, which is open to serious criti-

cism. Professor Matzke's conclusions agree
in general with the statement of Lotheissen,

in his Gcschichtc derfranzosischen Littcratur

iin xvii. Jahrhundert.
An animated discussion followed this paper,

which was opened by Dr. T. L. Neff (Univer-

sity of Chicago) and continued by Professor

E. P. Baillot (Northwestern University), Dr. R.

de Poyen-Bellisle (University of Chicago), and
Professor J. S. Nollen (Iowa College). Dr.

Neff made a slight criticism on the paper for

introducing considerable matter not bearing
on the main purpose, but admitted that Pro-

fessor Matzke had sufficiently proved his point

against the claim that Corneille was trying to

establish a new and compromise substitute for

the unity of place. Professor Matzke's pur-

pose was to explain the object of Scude'ry's

criticism, which was to show Corneille's im-

perfect conception of the technique of the

multiplex decoration. Dr. Neff thought Pro-

fessor Matzke had pretty clearly attained his

purpose, as just stated, but criticised the im-

portance which he attached to the last two
scenes of Act v in his claim that these were
the most important blunder in the manipula-
tion of the piece, as the spectators could have

little idea where the actors were. There were,
to be sure, some obstacles, Dr. Neff said, in

in the way of clearness, as the presence of

Chimene indicated continuity of scene, be-

tween scenes five, six and seven ; also the fact

that in one breath she addresses Don 'Sanche

in her own home, and in the next she ad-

dresses the king. But, after all, the appear-
ance of the king and his suite from the king's
mansion this sort of appearance all through
the play is used to indicate change of location

ought to show with some definiteness change
of location from the house of Chimene to that

of the king. Professor Baillot thought Pro-

fessor Matzke was attacking not Scude'ry but

Professor Warren. Dr. de Poyen-Bellisle
claimed that the question at issue was not im-

portant, and in his remarks argued, among
other things, that a Frenchman is always

logical, but Professor Nollen, evidently failing

to see the logical Frenchman, expressed the

belief that Dr. de Poyen-Bellisle had confused

the development of the drama with the de-

velopment of the stage.

The third paper on a Scandinavian subject
was that of Professor Gisle Bothne (Luther

College, la.) with the title "The Language of
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Modern Norway." The author gave a brief

account of the history of the language condi-

tions in Norway, mentioning the various efforts

that have been made towards the development
of a Norwegian language, and pointing out

the fact that Norway is essentially a peasant

country, and claimed that the Danish language

puts obstacles in the way of the peasant.

Ibsen, who is more conservative than Bjornson,
ridicules the idea of a Norwegian language,
and still no Dane would accept Ibsen's own

language as Danish, for it contains many Nor-

wegianisms. The author then spoke of the

two reformatory movements that are at work
at the present time, the one in the inter-

est of the Landsmaal inspired by the late

Aasen, and that of Knudsen for the Dano-

Norvvegian side. The Landsmaal \s based on:

i. the western dialects in Norway (namely,

those, as Professor Bothne claims, that have
best preserved the forms of the parent speech,

Norwegian-Icelandic); and 2. an artificial lan-

guage, an attempt to write all the dialects of

Norway in a common way. There are in Nor-

way, according to the author of the paper, two
hundred young people's societies in which this

new language is used, and an effort is being
made to establish a Gymnasium where Danish

will be refused admittance and the Landsmaal
used exclusively, but there is strong opposition

among the friends of Dano-Nonvegian. The
principles underlying the Dano-Norwegian.
movement are: I. the Danish language must,
in Norway, be written the way it is spoken by
the Norwegians of culture, and the difference

between Norwegian and Danish pronunciation
is very great; and 2. for the many foreign, and
in Danish are to be found numerous German
words particularly, must be substituted purely

Norwegian words from Norwegian dialects.

In the Dano-Norwegian, commonly called

Norwegian, there are seven thousand words
not found in Danish. Professor S. W. Cutting

(University of Chicago) made a few remarks

upon this paper.

Dr. Karl Pietsch (University of Chicago)

presented a paper that gave evidence of much
original research; it had for its subject "Notes
on Romance Syntax." The topics considered
were: i. Italian cut, nominative. 2. Old-

Spanish nadi, subject, with the plural of the

verb. 3. Statement composed of noun and

relative clause. 4. Italian chi with an antece-

dent. 5. Old-French qucls, possessive.

English claimed the next paper, "The Re-

lation of the Knightes Tale to Palamon and
Arcite "

by Professor George Hempl (Univer-

sity of Michigan). It dealt in detail with one

of the ' counts
' made by the same writer in a

paper read at the meeting in New Haven in

1895. It was shown that Chaucer's Palamon
and Arcite is no longer the mystical thing we
have supposed it to be, inasmuch as the larger

part of it is the larger part of the Knightes
Tale as we have it. Chaucer long ago wrote

a story of Palamon and Arcite, based upon
Boccaccio, which he rewrote for the Knightes
Tale ; we have no copy of the original, only
an Italian version. The revised portions make

up only about twenty-eight per cent, the in-

ferior parts being those which Chaucer allowed

to stand. The first twenty-six line's, for ex-

ample, are unrevised. The Knightes Tale is

generally considered Chaucer's best produc-

tion, still the larger part of it is the work of the

poet in his immaturity.

Professor Hatfield (Northwestern University)

then read a spirited paper on the "Earliest

Poems of Wilhelm Mu'ller," the substance of

which was about as follows: Miiller's first

published poems occurred in the collection

Bundesbluthen, a joint volume of poems
issued in 1815 by Blankensee, Kalckretith,

Studnitz, Hensel and himself. The volume is

exceedingly rare, and was entered under a

wrong title in the Royal Library in Berlin, as

Professor Hatfield accidentally discovered.
The only other copy the author of the paper
has been able to find is in the British Museum.
Miiller's contribution includes twenty titles,

the last number being a group of eighteen
short epigrams. The poems were considered
somewhat in detail, and the influence of Gleim,
Burger, Goethe and Schiller noted. At this

point and later Professor Hatfield read several

selections. The epigrams, which, with one

exception are in the elegiac metre, show a
different treatment from that which Miiller

adopted later, after having himself edited

Logau. One of them, Professor Hatfield said,
confirms the interpretation of a later epigram
" Bav und Mav " as meaning

' Bavius und
Maevius,' two inferior Latin poets, enemies
of Virgil and Horace. Five " Romanzen "
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show Miiller's early effort at writing in the

style of popular poetry. The chief new light

which the collection sheds upon Mu'llcr, Pro-

fessor Hatfield continued, is that it puts him,
for the first time, among the poets of the War
of Liberation, His themes and style are very
close to Korner, Riickert and Arndt. The
" Bardismus "

of the eighteenth century is

also plainly perceptible. Some light is shed

upon Mailer's personality by the subject-mat-
ter of these poems, which must be often taken

as autobiographical ; some of the allusions are

very hard to interpret. We see also much in-

fluence of the Romantic School and of the

Minnelied, but still more the strong influence

of the Volkslied. The prevailing note, as in

Uhland's earlier lyrics, is overwrought melan-

choly and pensive sentimentality. Miiller

candidly expresses all sides of his nature, and
from this candor is to be explained the fact

that he was able gradually to eliminate the

weaker elements and develop the better ones.

In opening the discussion of this well-re-

ceived paper, Dr. P. S. Allen (University of

Chicago) paid a high tribute to Professor

Hatfield's knowledge of Miiller. The dis-

cussion was continued by Professor von Klenze
of the same institution and the author, Pro-

fessor von Klen/e arguing that Miiller did not

understand the spirit of the Volkslied,A\\i\ that

its influence on him was overestimated.

It was regretted that Professor Ewald Fluegel

(Leland Stanford Jr. University), the author of

the last paper announced on the programme,
" Bacon's Historia Literaria," was absent, and
as the paper itself did not arrive in time to be

presented, the present writer is unable to give
a synopsis of it.

The officers elected for 1898 are :

For President: C. Alphonso Smith (Univer-

sity of Louisiana).

For Secretary-Treasurer: H. Schmidt-Wart-

enberg (University of Chicago).
For First Vice-Pres.: Ewald Fluegel (Leland

Stanford Jr. University).

For Second Vice-Pres.: Gustaf E. Karsten

(University of Indiana).

For Third Vice-Pres.: Raymond Weeks
(University of Missouri).

For Members of Council :

James T. Hatfield (Northwestern University);
Albert E. Jack (Lake Forest University);

James D. Bruner (University of Chicago);
Charles Bundy Wilson (State University of

Iowa).

For Executive Committee :

The Secretary ;

Raymond Weeks (University of Missouri).

Ewald Fluegel (Leland Stanford Jr. Univer-

sity).

Of the other business accomplished the fol-

lowing is of general interest. A resolution

was adopted to the effect that it is the sense of

the Central Division that a joint meeting of the

two sections of the Modern Language Associ-

ation of America should be held once in four

years.

The Secretary was requested to provide for

a pedagogical and phonetic session at the next

meeting.
For the next annual meeting invitations were

received and read from five institutions. The

question of place of meeting in 1898 was re-

ferred to the Executive Committee.
Before adjournment a resolution of thanks

to the officers of Northwestern University, the

University Guild, the Evanston Club, the

Country Club, and the local committee, for

their very kind and generous hospitality, was

unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

CHARLES BUNDV WILSON.
Statt University of Jcnva.

SPANISH PUBLICA TIONS.

Lingua e letttratura spagnuola delle origini.

By EGIDIO GORRA. Milano: Ulrico Hoepli,

1898, 80, pp. xvii-|-43o.

FOR many years scholars have felt the need
of a suitable text book for the study of Old

Spanish language and literature, and it is grati-

fying to see that at last the work of compiling
such a book has been undertaken by a man
whose name is well known in the field of

Romance studies. The little manual ofMonaci
and D'Ovidio, as well as the later Testi of

Monaci, have been practically inaccessible for

several years, while Lemcke's Spanischc Lit-

eraturgcscliichte and Keller's Altspanischei
Lcsebitch, in spite of their several excellent

qualities, fail to meet the requirements of the

present time. Consequently, Gorra, feeling the
need of a suitable handbook for Italian stu-

dents of Spanish, has prepared the treatise
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which forms the basis of the present review.

The author appreciates so fully the needs of

the time and is, withal, so modest in regard to

the aims of his own publication, that it will be

well to quote his own words. After speaking
of the excellent work for other Romance lan-

guages by Monaci, Bartsch, Meyer, Crescini,

Appel, Foerster and Paris, he remarks:
" Allo scopo di supplire in parte a tale man-
canza io misi insieme questo libro, il quale non
aspira ad essere se non un tentative ed un in-

citamento ad altri a far meglio. Poiche non
midissimulai ledifficoltadeir impresa. Manca
degli antichi testi spagnuoli una edizione critica;
manca della lingua arcaica un vocabolario, e,

se si toglie lo studio eccellente ma troppo
sommario del Baist, manca una vera e propria
grammatica scientifica."

The book is divided into three parts : Intro-

duzione Grammaticale, pp. 1-174; Testi, pp.

175-365; Glossario pp. 367-426. Thefirstpart
is a study of Phonology and Morphology, the

second part contains selections of texts ar-

ranged in chronological order and extending
from the earliest monuments to the end of the

fourteenth century, and the third part is de-

voted to a vocabulary which the author in-

tends to be " abondante anziche no."

The book proper opens with an "elenco alfa-

betico delle principal! publicazioni linguistiche

intorno allo spagnuoloarcaico," and though the

list does not pretend to be exhaustive, we are

struck by several important omissions : Diez'

Worterbuch is mentioned, but we look in vain

for Korting's Lateitrisch-romamsches Worter-

buch ; Gessner's study on the " Personal Pro-

nouns" is found but his studies on "Possessive,

Demonstrative, Interrogative and Relative Pro-

nonns "' are missing. If Mugica's Gra-
tndtica del Castella.no Antigua is considered

worthy of mention, we should cerainly expect
to find such works as Cuervo's Diccionario
de Construction y Regimen and Grober's

Vulgarlatcinische Substrate in Romanischen
Worten* Finally, no bibliography can be com-

plete without Vinaza's Biblioteca Historica de
la Filolgla Castellana.

To call the linguistic study an " Introdu-

zione Grammaticale" gives no fair idea of the

scope and value of this part of the book, for it

consists of a very complete and well-arranged
treatise on phonology and morphology. The

i Zis.fiir Rom. Phil., xvii, pp. 329-352; xviii, pp. 449-498.

Archiv.ftir L*t. Lex., Vols. i-vi.

author tells us that his aim has been "racco-

gliere e vagliare i risultati che si sono finora

ottenuti," and as a result, we have a treatise

of inestimable value to the student of Spanish

philology. Certain chapters, to be sure, are

not as thorough as one would like to have them,
and this is especially true for the treatment of

"Personal" and "Possessive Pronouns," while

in the pages devoted to the "Verb "
many im-

portant forms have been omitted. In at least

two cases the arrangement of material seems
somewhat illogical ;

in the first place, the re-

marks on the " accent
"

in verbs occur in the

chapter "II Presente," though the remarks
are by no means confined to the present tense;

in the second place, the treatment of "con-
sonants (labial, dental, guttural and liquid)-f-

I

" should have formed a separate chapter in-

stead of being wedged into the chapter on
"Gutturals." The " Introduzione Gramma-
ticale" does not include a study of 'Syntax,'
and as the footnotes to the texts fail to treat

this subject, the student is often at a loss to

solve many difficulties.

Bearing in mind that the book is intended

for beginners, it seems advisable to call atten-

tion to some few points which may cause con-

fusion or misunderstanding. Thechapteron the

"Alfabeto e Pronunzia "
is conservative; nev-

ertheless, it is by no means certain that " Le
vocali atone sono sempre brevi e chiuse "

(p.

3). //is said to have been pronounced
"
piu

o men forlemente nello spagnuolo antico
"

(p. 8), which statement is rather too restricted

since some sort of aspiration was used in the

sixteenth century, "S& sempre sordooaspro
nello spagnuolo moderno" (p. 9), but in reality
s is voiced when followed by a voiced conso-

nant.

In regard to the phonology and morphology
the following are noted :

P. 13, note, a : Substantives in -agine are

classed with the cases where a shows attrac-

tion with of the following syllable, from
which it would seem that Gorra's develop-
ment is ferraginein>ferraigne>ferrcn. It is

more probable, however, that g disappeared
belore the fall of the post-tonic vowel, other-

wise, we must suppose that gn>n>n, which is

improbable. The proper explanation is given

p. 60. P. 14, note 3: Judging from the remark
on Meyer-Liibke's theory concerning the ter-

86
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mination -menta, Gorrahas overlooked Baist's

statement on the same subject. 3 In treating

tonic (T.some mention should be made of such

verb forms as sirvo, p-ido, etc., inasmuch as no

explanation is given in the "Morphology."
P. 16, 23 : The Old Spanish forms cree,

vee, fee should be noted in connection with

credit, vidit, fidem. P. 17, note i : libra is

omitted from the list of learned words which

preserve Latin 1. P. 17, I. 13: Gassuer ex-

plains nieve (nlvet/i) as being influenced by
/iie/o which explanation is better than that of

Baist and Foerster, and more exact than

that of Meyer-Liibke. P. 19, 28: The law

for reduction of tie to e, which according to

Gorra is
" non ancora ben determinate," has

been partially formulated by the present
writer.4 The form pes (pues) is curious and is

possibly a misprint in the document from

which it is taken. P. 21, 1. 16: Delnvio and
es/ndio are learned and do not illustrate the

law o+vok.+l>/<. P. 36, 57, speaksof post-

tonic a, e, o, z and adds "
le due prime tendono

a permanere, mentre 1 'ultima di regola si

dilegua." The examples cited to prove this

statement deal only with a, o, I and the author

doubtless intends the remark to refer to a, e, o

since ?>* and i does not occur as post-tonic.

P. 40: Futile and nine//fare exceptions to the

rnle that e falls after //. It should also be

noted that forms like anoch, miff, off are con-

fined to a rather limited sphere in O. S. P. 48:

Under "
Initial /," there should be some men-

tion of exceptional forms like ft, feuchir,

fiesta, fin, instead of dismissing all exceptions
as " learned or due to dialect influence."

Furthermore, iff in compounds is
" trattato

come all' ini/iale," we should expect confuerto
instead of ronhuerto. P. 50, note I : Arch is

cited as an exarr.ple of t>ch. This word is

probably taken from the Poema del Cid, where

it is doubtless a scribal error for arth or art.

P- 5> 7<> : Hastio (<fastidini) and porfiar

(<perfidia), are rather examples of d\>y than

of fall of intervocalic d. The same paragraph
cites Lat. pZdem, to illustrate both the rule that

intervocalic (/remains in post-tonic syllable,and

the rule that d falls in the termination -ede.

P. 51, I. 28, suggests "codula as the etymon of

cola ; now the development of codula would

3 Krltische Jjhresbtrichts, i, p. 533.

4 Phonol, of the Spau. Dial, of Mex . City, p. ao.

have been codula>codla>colda. Furthermore,

Portuguese has coda, coa, and Spanish the

diminutive codilla. Is it not probable that

cola shows a remodelling by influence of cnlo

(<culum)? P. 58, note 2: The author seems
to reject Homing's theory that final ^ was
voiceless in O.S., and we should have liked to

see his reasons for supposing the opposite.
P. 60, 90: Guerrear is cited as an example
of fall of intervocalic g. P. 67, 99: Ya(<yam)
is an exception to the rule that final m>n in

monosyllables. P. 67, note 2: The forms

buena, buefios, onores, leflo and lana are men-
tioned as occurring in the Poema del Cid. In

the first three we see a scribal error or simply
a variant having the value of single , while in

the last two the n is palatal and the simple ex-

planation of this phenomenon would not have
been amiss. P. 69, 104 states that in An-
daluzia "

/(<//) precede sino ay." Evidently
the author has never lived in Spain, otherwise
he would know thatjy is in much more general
use. P. 72, 1. 15: The development of motilum
into mocho, represents metathesis similar to

retina>rienda, cf. p. 85 note. P. 75, 105:
The rule that "

il /cade dopo vocale atona "

is illustrated by only one example insiemo

(<insimul), and there is no mention of such

exceptions as fadI, trebol, arbol, marmot, etc.

P. 92, 124: Sanies, materies, dies are classed

under Latin third declension instead of Latin

fifth. P. 106: Mi, ti, si occur in the table of

atonic pronouns with no comment or explana-
tion P. in, 1. 17: Sas as fern, plural of sa

is probably a misprint for sties. P. 164, 1. 20:

Between the preterit forms vido and vid there

existed an intermediate stage v'lo, and a con-

fusion of the forms via and vid is met with in

many cases in the texts.

As mentioned above, the texts are arranged
in chronological order, and the period of transi-

tion from Popular Latin into Spanish is illus-

trated by several dated documents of the

tight, ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries.

The selections from Old Spanish poetry re-

present all the works contained in Jailer's

Poetas Castellanos anteriores al Siglo ATK,

except the Revelation de un llermitano,
Tratado de la Doctrina, Proverbios Morales
del Rabbi don Sem Tab, and the Vida de San

Ildrfonso, but the author has based his texts

on Jauer only when better editions were not
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in existence. The other poetic selections re-

present the Cr6nica Rimada, Misterio dc los

Reyes Magos and Romance de Bernardo del

Carpio. The passages in prose are De los

Diez Mandamientos, Anales Toledanos, Fuero

Juzgo, Estoria de los Godos, La Gran Con-

gulsta del Ultramar, and several selections

from the works of Alfonso el Sabio and Juan
Manuel. The choice of texts in both prose
and verse is well made, and the passages are

of sufficient length to give a fair idea of the

literary and linguistic value of the originals.

Each selection is preceded by an introduc-

tion which mentions the date of composition
and the various editions of the work, stating

definitely from which edition the extract is

taken. Furthermore, there is a short critical

estimate and bibliography, and in several

cases a brief resume of the contents of the

original. As a rule, Gorra has used the best

and most reliable editions for texts, but in

several instances this is not the case. The
selections from the Crdnica General are based

on the edition of Valladolid, 1604, instead of

on that of Zamora 1541, and the Gregorio

Lopez edition of the Siete Partidas (Va-

lladolid, 1587) is used instead of the Academy
of History edition, Madrid, 1807. In both in-

stances, however, the author is familiar with

the better text, and is compelled by force of

circumstances to use the less reliable one.

In still other cases the best editions are not

used and here it is apparently due to the

author's ignorance concerning their existence ;

for example, Baist's paleographic edition of the

Misterio de los Reyes Magoss is neither used
nor mentioned, and a much more serious mis-

take is made in the Estoria de los Godos, where
the selections are taken fram Rios' Literatura,
vol. iii, pp. 424-426. As might be expected
from the source, the latter selections contain

numerous errors, all of which could have been
corrected had Gorra used the edition (and

reprint of the same ms.) by Paz y Melia,* in

which work will be found a mention of an
earlier edition by Lidforss. Gorra apparently
accepts Rios' conclusion that the author was

Jimenez de Rada himself, but Paz y Melia
has reached the opposite conclusion. Before

dismissing the Estoria de los Godos, it should

5 Das Dreikonifspiel, AbdrHck der Handschrift, Er-

langen, 1887.

6 Dae. Intd. fara IK Hist, de Esf., vol. Ixxxviii.

be noted that "CAP. xxxvii, De los bienes de

Espanna" should read " CAP. xxxvi. De los

reyes godos, Egica;" "Cap. xciv, Comma
uencieron xriplianos" should read "CAP.

xcv, Los golpes ;
" and the first selection, p.

285,while properly numbered "CAP.L." should

have as its title
" Comma legaron paganos,"

instead of "Del Rey don Alfonso." Gorra

evidently took the chapter headings from the

Ilitstracion in Rios, vol. iii, p. 665.

It is rather a curious fact that at no place in his

book does the author mention Menendez-

Pelayo, Antologia de Poetas Liricos Caste-

llanos,! the first two volumes of which con-

tain the complete text of Romance de Lope
de Moros, and the Danza Genera! de la

Muerte, together with several of Gorra's se-

lections from Berceo and the Arcipreste de
Fita. Menendez' work is also interesting in

the present connection on account of its sym-
pathetic study of the above mentioned poets,
as well as for its critical remarks on Old

Spanish poetry in general.
The remarks on the Poema del Cid fail to

mention the editions of both Bello8 and Lid-

forss, 9 and while speaking of the Cid it seems

pertinent to ask : Why is it that scholars so

frequently refer to the one manuscript of the

Poema and fail to mention the sixteenth cen-

tury copy of this manuscript? The older

document is absolutely illegible in many places
which fact makes the copy of inestimable

value. "> Let it also be noted in passing that

the only extant manuscript of the Crdnica
Rimada is by no means as bad as editors and
commentators would have us believe, for the

document is legibly, even carefully written.

The introduction to the Poema de Fernan
Gonzalez contains no mention of Gallardo's

edition, and states that the poem
"

fu per la primera volte publicato a Parigi
nel 1876 dal Janer, che lo reprodusse poscia
nel piii volte citato volume 57 della Biblioteca
de auctores espanoles.'"

The date 1876 is clearly a misprint, and the
above passage is probably based on Monaci,

7 Six volumes have appeared, Madrid, 1890-1896.

8 An accesible edition is vol. ii. of the Otras coMipletax,

Santiago de Chile, 1881 .

9 The text of the poem appeared in Ada Universitatis

Lundtnsis, vol. xxxi, 1895, and the Introduction and Notes,
ibid., vol. xxxii, 1896.

10 The copy is now in the Biblioteca Nacional at Madrid,
under the number ' R. aoo.'
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who gives the date as 1856. Furthermore,

though Janer may have published the first

complete text of the Escurial manuscript, large

portions of the same manuscript were pub-
lished by the Spanish translators of Routerwek
in 1804, and by Revilla in 1842, to say noth-

ing of extracts from another lost manuscript

published by Argote de Molina 1575, and
Prudencio de Sandoval 1615.

The selection entitled Romance de Lope de

Moros is the lyric Poeine d'Amour published

by Morel-Fatio. 11 Gorra follows Monaci in

supposing that this and the Dtbat du vin et de

I' ran" constitute a single poem, and the title

is taken from the closing verse of the latter :

"Lupus me fecit de Moros." Thediscussion of

the Crdnica General fails to comment on the

important relation which this prose work bears

to the Old Spanish romances. Likewise the

bibliography contains no mention of Menendez

Pidal, Leyenda de los Infantes de Lara, and
without this great work there can be no satis-

factory study of Alfonso's Cronicle.

We come now to a consideration of the texts

themselves and of the method employed by
Gorra in editing them for class use. The
method (or lack of method) is clearly set forth

in the Preface :

" E per quel che riguarda la pubblicazione
dei testi io mi proposi di riprodurre fedelmente
la leziune seguita nelle edi/ioni dalle quali
essi prevengouo, dal che deriva quella varieta

o, direi,incoeretiza nella gratia enell' usodegli
accenti alia qualee bene che 1'alumnosiavvezzi
sin dapprincipio.

"

Now in regard to such a system as that set

forth above, only one criticism can be made ;

namely, that it cannot be too severely con-

demned. To be sure, such a system saves a

vast amount of labor on the part of the editor,

but considering the crude state of our knowl-

edge of Old Spanish and the dearth of satis-

factory editions, time is far from being wasted
when occupied in preparing satisfactory texts

or, at least, texts as satisfactory as circumstances

will permit. When an editor can make use of

such editions as those of Morel-Fatio, Grafen-

berg, Baist, etc., he may be justified in repro-

ducing the material as he finds it. Hut is there

ii liumania. Vol. xvi, pp. 368-374.

ii IHd.fy. 375-379.

any excuse for reproducing the careless or-

thography and accentuation of Janer and

Gayangos, together with their many vicious

readings and mistakes? And is it proper to

utilize the older printed editions without mak-

ing some effort to correct or comment on the

most obvious misprints ?

In the matter of orthography and accent,
Gorra is far from adhering to his system of

faithfully reproducing the original text. To
mention in detail the numerous inconsistencies

would be useless a few general remarks must
suffice, t/is often represented by v and the

inverse process is quite as frequent ; the cedilla

is omitted with c ; verbs, adverbs, etc., are
found without the accent which occurs in the

original, while, on the other hand, accents

occur of which no trace can be found in the

edition from which the extract is taken. The
selections from the De los Diez Mandamientos
and Crdnica General, in which no accents

should occur, contain such forms as avrds,

matards, dirds,mat6, andfue,pobl6, (01116, alia,

assl, despuis. But even here the author has

not consistently violated his own rule, cf.,

jtiraras,p. 224, 1. 5,and/<r,p. 296, 1. ii, despues,

p. 295, 1. 15. The above remarks will suffice

to give an idea of the carelessness which
characterizes the book from beginning to end.

In some few cases the footnotes contain

emendations to the texts ; for example, cuerda

for cuerta, p. 196, I. 7; riso for visa, p. 242 end
;

nado for naciilo, p. 345, 1. 16. In other cases

appropriate corrections are made without com-
ment ;

for example, mticho for muchd, p. 247,

1. 30 ;
una (of nn p. 250, 1. 8 ; priso for prisd, p.

255, 1. 18. Finally, a number of text-emenda-

tions are suggested in the "
Vocabulary," and

in nearly all such cases the reference to the pas-

sage in question is given. Here again, how-
ever, we notice an unpardonable lack of

method. If nacido is changed to nado (p. 345,
1. 16), for the rhyme, why not make the same
change, p. 268, 1. 32? Why should sailor (p.

297, 1. 5), avades (p. 297, 1. 28), llemastesine (p.

365, 1. 5), stand uncorrecled in the texts, and
without comment in the vocabulary ? Why
should Poema de Yusuf, copla 60, read se era
and anda mi es cativo, when the author was

acquainted with Morf's edition, and thus might
have emended to si era and ante es mi cativo?
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The following are a few more of the many
cases where an emendation seems desirable :

p. 213, 1. 22, for ma ho read mal o ; p. 214, 1. 5.

read (de) deltas; p. 232, 1. I, the metre de-

mands defirte (=defir te hf) for defirt. In the

selection from the Crdnica General, p. 299

end, we read: "E dizen algunos que cat6

por agiieros e que ovo conseja a diestra de

Burgos e que la ovo a siniestra." This ob-

scure passage should be corrected in the light

of the Poema del Cid, lines 11-12, (p. 188). The
Poema de Yusuf, copla s8d, (p. 304) reads :

" De piedras preciosas muy bien lo agastona-
ron." Janer's variant afeitaron is preferable
when we compare copla 91 c (p. 307):

" E de

piedras preciosas muy lo afeitaron," and the

same comparison would naturally lead us to

supply bien in the last mentioned verse. P.

253. ' J9. metre and syntax demand los in
" Besso al rey manos."

In the Poema de Fernan Gonzalez, p. 268 1.

27, for quero read quiero ; p. 269, 1. 24, for lo

quero read lo quinto ; p. 269, 1. 14, for no read

non; p. 271, 1. 10, for ay read oy, all of

which readings are found in Gallardo's edition.

Likewise Paz y Melia's edition of the Estoria

de los Godos makes the following improve-
ment on Gorra's text: p. 284. 1. 16. for quis
read quiso ; p. 284 1. 19. ior pud read/wrfo/ p.

284, 1. 19, for coibdo read cuido ; p. 285. 1. 18,

totfoi readyW.
" Chiude il volume un glossario che volli

fosse abbondante anziche no, sia perche i

dizionarii della lingua moderna non bastano
all' intelligenza di un testo anticp, e sia perchS
volli che in certa guisaesso riuscisse un cotnpi-
mento e una conferma della introduzione gram-
maticaleperquelle forme che non vi trovarono
posto, o che per le lorp varieta grafiche sono
peculiar! ai singoli testi. E qui credetti mio
doyere di essere il piu possibilmente complete
e di segnare sinceramente con un punto inter-

rogativo quei vocaboliche mi riuscironooscuri
odi dubbio significato, rimandoin tal casoalla
pagina in cui essi si leggono

"

The vocabulary consists of fifty-nine double
column pages,and from the passage just quoted
it seems probable that it was the author's in-

tention to give a complete list of all words oc-

curring in the texts. This opinion is strength-
ened when we find in the vocabularly such
modern words as abrir, ahora, alabar, atnar-

gurz, etc.; numerous inflected forms of regular

as well as irregular verbs (for example, entrar,

entrara, entrare, cntrd, escuchar, cscuchdsc-

des, escucho, etc.); feminine and plural forms

of nouns and adjectives; and variant spellings
in b-v, c-$-s-z, etc. But if such was the inten-

tion of the vocabulary, it by no means accom-

plishes its aim, since fully one third of the

words are omitted to say nothing of proper
names which the author does not pretend to

include in the list. Furthermore, the different
'

parts of speech
'

are not designated, and even
the homonyms are treated under a single

heading; for example, "a a, con; ha." "so

suo; loro ; sotto; iosono." As may be sup-

posed, such a system presents difficulties es-

pecially when applied to the inflected forms of

verbs; for example, the future subjunctive,
which has no counterpart in Italian, is some-
times translated by the present subjunctive,
sometimes by the imperfect subjunctive ; the

similarity of certain forms of the Italian pre-
sent indicative and imperative not infrequently
cause the definitions to be obscure; finally,

the infinitive as a rule, is not mentioned at all

unless this form actually occurs in the texts.

The following are some of the cases where the

definitions are incorrect or incomplete : aco-

mienfo is not a single word '

principio
'

but is

equivalent to (h)a comienfo (Appol. 183, c.) ;

Aletanis is not a ' nome propio
'

but is Lat.

adletaneus, Span, aledano meaning 'limiting'
or '

bounding
'

(p. 183, lines 25, 30) ; aquel
'colui,' but p. 355, 1. 15, it is feminine and

equivalent to d aquel; auie (p. 284, 1. 10) is not
mentioned as an impersonal verb

; calle is

given as pres. subj. 3, but p. 352, 1. 34, which
is probably the only occurrence of the form, it

is in the first person ; case is not ' che si acassi'

in Cid, 1. 282, while in many other passages in

the book the verb is not reflexive ; coyta (p.

229, 1. 30) is
'

grief, pain, affliction,' not 'pen-
siero, animo '

; departimicnto (p. 352, 1. 22)
does not mean '

departure
'

but '

talk, conver-
sation

' and even '

wrangling
'

;
el is mentioned

as definite article and pronoun, but there is no
mention of it as a contraction for en el:

" o si

mat6 nino chiquielo el vientre de se madre,'
p. 224, 1. 28

; eviiente is not a verb form, but is

equivalent to en miente : vengase te emiente,

p. 224, 1. 10
;
a la larga (p. 353, 1. 27) should be

mentioned in connection with larga; morir
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has also the meaning
'

to kill
'

(269, 1. 8) ; par-
tieinos is not pres. ind., Cid, 1. 1116; under

pecado should be mentioned the meaning
'

devil, satan,' and a'lso the exclamation mal

pecado ; pecador is not necessarily feminine (p.

224, 1. 9); pnd\s not a contraction (orpudobut
ior pude (p. 284,!. 19); segiiyc p. 265, 1. i, is

imperfect indicative, not present indicative ;

The only meaning given (orse!hir is 'sigilare,'

in face of which it would be somewhat difficult

to translate p. 354, 1. 12: 'la mula tienen se-

llada' ; tablado 'palco' which is rathera meagre
and unsatisfactory definition for this charac-

teristic word, visquieredes is translated as a

fut. ind; conio, Poema del Cid 1. 293, which
has been the subject of so much previous com-
ment, is emended to conM though this mean-

ing is hardly acceptable when considered in

connection with the preceding and following
verses of the poem, and a somewhat similar

criticism may be made to livianas. Libra de

Alexandre, copla 1611; tocas, Romance de

Lope de Moros, I. 18, is imp. subj. 3, and there

is ellipsis of the conjunction
'

que
'

:

Cubierto era de tal mesura
No )o tocas la calentura.

To attempt to give a complete list of the

words omitted in the vocabulary would exceed
the scope of the present review, consequently
mention will be made only of such forms as

might cause difficulty to the beginner.
Verbs: aforzar, anduvieron, amiadir, ardra,

apresso, avi, aves (avedes), colpar, combater,

conquistd, creder, credi6, demoremos, die,

di^-ieu, dist, do, dieu, erades, esponer, estant,

faces, facedes, fasientes, fazet, fejieron, fiades,

foe, foron, fura, havie, hecles, hobieron, hovo,
morra, morran, ode, ouier, ouiemos, ouieron,

poden, podio, pregar, posiesse, quisles, sal!6,

sedia, sois, tenrrfe, terra, tien, tolgamos.trovar,

valler, vehfen, veniera, vioron, viron, yt ; also

such contractions as darte, decirt(e), diol, etc.,

(for darte \i, etc). Other important omissions
are : ad, ad6, alia (=otra), alquantos, apresso,

apuesto, ardit(adj.) avant, aveniment, ben,

blan(]iia, cascuna, colpe, <jient, deque, dies

don (=dofia), due, duca, dulz, dotri, empues,
fame, franc, fuert, gent(adj.), garzon, gientes,

huna, labielos, li, lis, maestre, magar, mesmo,
morte, nengun, novel, oram(-=orame), olhos,

otri, paraulas, piedes, plus, princep, prosa

qua, res, ren,se(=su), sue(=su), se(=si), sen(=
se en), senor(=seftora), tot, yol.

The misprints in the book are rnany in

number, and without attempting to correct

those cases where u and v have been inter-

changed, and accents and cedillas omitted,
the following have been noted :

P. 15, 1. 20, has sei for seis ; p. 16, 1. 4, sober-

bia for soberbio ; p. 20, note i, gtieco, guey
for giieco, giiey ; p. 24, 1. 19, 'ce trattato

come e '

for ' come e '; p. 27, 1. 8, '42, o, o,'

for '

42, 6, o, tt
'

; p. 33, 1. 14, cobdigia for cob-

dicia
; p. 47, note i, enoraguena for enoragiiena

and fabiieiia for fabnena ; p. 54, 1. i, veija for

vejica ; p. 83, note 2, diaresis omitted in gue-,

guevo, guerto, gueste, also -guelal. 13; p. 108,

1. i, autel for ante!, p. 132, 1. 21, omit accent in

cerrAmos cerrais; p. 138,!. 16, -abatis for -abais;

p. 146, last line, eslit for estit ; p. 148, 1. 16,

met! for meti6
; p. 159, 1. 16, estedieron for

estidieron
; p. 159, 1. 9, trujstes for trujistes;

p. 189, I. 16, fuercas for fuen;a ; p. 198, 1. 18,

quierren for querren ; p. 218, 1. 9, donas for

duenas
; p. 219, 1. n, en en for en ; p. 220, 1. 9,

ben for bien
; p. 220, 1. 16, DeforDfe] ; p. 220,

1. 32, ben for b[i]en ; p. 221, 1. 28, commingo
for commigo; p. 222, 1. 22, per for por; p. 222,

1. 25, nieu for niev[e] ; p. 223, 1. i, fuente for

fuent ; p. 223, 1. 6, vino for v[ijno; 1. 13, des
for de ; p. 223, 1. 24, lo for los; p. 224, 1. 6,

esto for este, perjuros for perjurios; p. 222 I. 31,

forui[ca]cion for fornicio ; p. 225, 1. 8, desto for

destos ; p. 225, 1. n, ocisior, for oc[c]isor; p.

226, 1. 10, guartla for guarde ; p. 228, 1. 24,

apriso for apresso or aprisa ; p. 229, 1. 17,

milagros for miraglos ; p. 229, 1. 19, par for

por; p. 232, 1. 23, durare' for durare ;'3 p. 233,

1. 5, lo for los ; p. 233, 1. 28, comno forcommo;
p. 238, 1. 6, juico forjui^io; p. 238, 1. 19, verra

for vera; p. 240, I. 10, espanteredes for espan-
taredes ; p. 242, 1. 25, tota for toda; p. 244, 1.

7, qua for que ; p. 245, 1. 6, 318 for 317 ; p. 248,

1. 31, fijo for Fijo; p. 254, 1. 26, vihuela for

vihuella; p. 256, 1. 4, el for al
; p. 259, 1.38,

Goncale for Gonjalo; p. 259, 1. 39, San for

Sant
; p. 264, 1, 5, cumo for como ; p. 268, 1. 5,

ny' for ay ; p. 272, 1. 19, Die for DJ9 ; p. 279, 1.

30, 16s for los; p. 280, 1.4, prencipeforprincipe;

p. 280, 1. 17, omit sea last word
; p. 281, 1. 5,

antiguos for antigos ; p. 281, 1. 13, between the

13 Future Subjunctive 3.
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words ' comandamientos ' and ' onde ' about

twelve lines of text have been omitted, p. 282,

1. 25, envizado for enrizado; p. 184, 1. 29, come

forcomo; p. 290, 1. n, Alonso for Alfonso ;'4 p.

291, 1. 13, vivan for buian ; p. 291, 1. 17, passar

for pasar; p. 291,1.9, add., 'elos escolares' ; p.

291, 1. 29, omit las ; p. 292, 1. 4, omo for ome ;

p. 292, 1. ii, levante for leuanta ; p. 292, 1. 19,

establecer for establescer ; p. 292, 1. 22, quo for

que ; p. 292, 1. 30, establecidos for establesci-

dos
; p. 293, 1. 4, juzees for juezes

'

p. 293, 1. 14,

Ma for Mas ; p. 293, 1. 20, sobredichos for so-
'

bredicho ; p. 294, 1. 26, les for las
; p. 294, 1. 30,

pos and quelquier for por and qualquier; p.

296, 1. 6, Keys for Rey ; p. 296, 1. 14, da for de;

p. 296, 1. 31, carta for cartas; p. 297, I. 9, re-

cebir for recebir; p. 298, 1. 25, poc for pocas ;

p. 300, 1. 17 fincharlas for finchirlas ; p. 301, 1.

12, sobro for sobre; p. 301, 1. 24, semos for

sennos; p. 301, 1. 25, piedres for piedras ; p.

302, 1. 13, guisar omitted before donna ; p. 302,

1. 17, tolas for todas; p. 302, 1. 32, litter, for

liter.; p. 305, 1.4, alombrada for alombraba ;

p. 308, 1. next to last line, vol. clxiii for vol.

xliii ; p. 310, 1. 13, mancana for ma<;anu ; p.

310 last line, dasperas for asperas; p. 311, 1. 8,

de for del ; p. 311, 1. 25, Tun for tan
; p. 313, 1.

32, compana for compaiia ; p. 313, 1. 34, acerca

for la cerca ; p. 316, 1. 9, Hierusalem for Hieru-

salen ; p. 316, 1. 23, quisiesse for quisiese; p.

321, 1. n, quisie'stelas forquesiesteslas ; p. 321,

1. 30, omit su ; p. 323, 1. 19, faxer for facer; p.

323i ' 33' 'xv capitulo, for Ixvi capitulo; p.

324, 1. 8, paren for parece ; p. 324, 1. 17, Ma for

Mas; p. 355, 1. 37, flajamente for flojamente;

P- 325, ' 30, quo for que; p. 327, 1. 19, samejasen
for semejasen ; p. 329, 1. 4, per for por; p. 332,

1. 4, mil and trescientos for mill and trecientos;

p. 332 third line from end vol. li for vol. Ivii;

p. 334, 1. 10, faseslo for faseslos ; p. 335, 1. 18,

ligere for ligero ; p. 337, 1. 32, De for Do; p.

338, 1. 9, 588 'or 5931 P- 338 > ' 21
> pena for

penas ; p. 339, 1. 28, 1592 for 1591 ; p. 346, three

lines from end, estes for estas ; p. 348, 1. 2, se

for es; p. 350, 1. 19, Gran for Grant; p. 352, 1. 24,

taut and vento for tan and viento ; p. 353, 1.

14, fablare for fablanS; p. 353, 1.31, per for por;

p. 356, 1. 10, 72 for 71 ; p. 359, 1. 19, Ja for Ya ;

14 Pp. 290-294 contains the text of the Siete PartiJas and

the corrections are made from the Gregorio Lopez edition of

Madrid, 1789, instead of that of Valladolid, 1587. Cf. sufra
col. 175.

p. 361, 1. 3, gran for grand ; p. 362, 1. 12, Fl for

El
; p. 362, three lines from end, 'Madrid, 1855'

for 'Madrid, 1859, 1861
'

; p. 363, 1. 10, 134 for

434 ; p. 363, 1. 26, los for les ; p. 363, 1. 33, com-

migo for conmigo ; p. 365, 1. 2, omit et. In

addition it may be said that Agustin Duran's

name is systematically written 'Durand' and
the Crdnica General regularly appears as

Crdnica General.

The following misprints are noted in the
' Glossario

'

: boque for boqua ;

' cabando p.

338
'

for
' cabando p. 339

'

;

' cienes p. 151
'

for
' cienes p. 251

'

; ancomendados for encomen-
dados ;

' forrendo p. 167
'

for
' forrendo p. 267';

a mis guisa for a mi guisa ; maravielledes

for maravelledes
; partiemo for partiemos ;

royente for rroyente ;
sentenciato for senten-

ciado. We must probably regard also as

misprints the forms ase, cruce, nuose, reale,

rede, vese, veze, voze, which are given as the

singular forms of ases, cruces, nuoses, redes,

etc. The following, previously mentioned as

occurring in the texts, are repeated in the vo-

cabulary : cumo for como, juzees for juezes,

quelquier for qualquier, faxer for facer, finchar

for finchir, flajamenle for flojamente, ligere for

ligero, and semos for sennos.

As a closing remark on the typographic in-

accuracies of the book, Gorra has used the

Italian syllabification not only for Spanish
words, but for French and German as well.

The result is particularly striking for Spanish
where we see //and rr divided, and syllables

beginning with impossible combinations of two
and three consonants.

Finally, to quote the closing lines of the

Preface :

"So die avrei potuto rendere piu manegge-
vole il libro munendone le pagine di titoli cor-

renti, numerandone le linee, rimando per ogni
vocabolo al passo in cui esso recorre, ma io mi
stimerei troppo fortunate se le mende fossero
soltanto tipografiche, e se potessi in qualche
modo contribuire a diffondere nel nostro paese
la conoscenza di una letteratura verso laquale
haniio incominciato a volgere lo sguardo gli
studiosi Italian!, perche la sua storia, in certa

eta, strettamente si connette colla storia delle
lettere nostre."

In the light of the facts presented in the

foregoing review,what is our estimate ofGorra's

book? Judging it in comparison with the

author's previous publications, it falls far below
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what we had a right to expect of him. The
work, to be sure, shows evident traces of haste

in its preparation, but, in addition to this, there

are many instances where the author has not

shown a proper grasp on his subject, while in

some cases his method of work is open to

serious objections. On the other hand, con-

sidering merely what has been done in the

same field, the book represents a decided ad-

vance, and is certainly destined to be of great
service to the student of Spanish philology.
The 'Introduzione Grammaticale' forms a well

digested treatise, while the texts and vocabu-

lary, in spite of their many defects, contain a

mass of information not readily accessible to

the beginner.
C. CARROLL MARDEN.

Johns Hopkins University.

ANGLO-SAXON INTRODUCTION.
First Steps in Anglo-Saxon. By HENRY
SWEET, M. A., Ph. D., LL. D. Oxford,
At the Clarendon Press. 1897. 8vo, pp. xii,

108. as. 6d.

WE have long been familiar with Sweet's
method of issuing several books in succession
on the same subject, for different classes of
students or for students in different stages of

development; but the present book has prob-
ably come as a great surprise to many Anglo-
Saxon scholars. Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Primer
was brought out (in 1882) to serve as a prepara-
tion for his Anglo-Saxon Reader. It was ex-

pressly intended to be "the easiest possible
introduction to the study of Old-English."
Some students must have complained of the

Primer even as being too hard
; palpable evi-

dence is afforded by Mr. A. J. Wyatt's Nota-
bilia of Anglo-Saxon Grammar (The Uni-

versity Tutorial Series, London, 1889), a book

embodying explanatory notes and directions

with regard to the practical study of the
Primer. In the Preface to this little volume
Mr. Wyatt said :

"Students who have already reached the
A.-S. Header are able to walk alone ; we
have, therefore, with few exceptions, not
travelled beyond the Primer."

Now the author of the Primer himself has
come to the aid of the tyro whose faltering

steps need the guidance of a master. First

Steps is written as an introduction to the

Primer, and in particular for the benefit of

those

"
for whom a rigorous grammar-and-glossary

method is too abstract, and whose memories
will not bear the strain of having to master a
grammar of some length before proceeding to
the texts."

It is confessedly
" a purely practical introduc-

tion to the language."
From the Grammar (25 pages), Phonology

and Derivation are entirely excluded. The
most important syntactical phenomena are

mentioned along with the inflectional forms,
a great advantage from the practical point of
view. The inflections are not presented in

the ordinary
'

scientific
'

arrangement ; only
the absolutely indispensable paradigms are

given, and the principal deviations from the
normal scheme are briefly remarked upon.
But the grammatical part appears altogether
subordinate to the Texts. The learner may
almost immediately begin with the reading.
Though there is no Glossary, the author has
taken pains to explain nearly all words in

the Notes, and, besides, by an elaborate sys-
tem of cross-references has enabled the stu-

dent to find out for himself all he really needs.
The chief interest of the book centers de-

cidedly in the three groups of Texts. The
first contains select sentences from the Old
English treatise on astronomy ; the second in-

cludes /Elfric's Colloquy (practically complete).
Both have been handled very freely ; they are

rigidly normalized and otherwise 'improved,'
so as to represent

'

idiomatic ' Old English

prose. The third group embraces a lengthy
prose paraphrase (twenty-nine pages), by Sweet
himself, of the first part of Beowulf, en-

titled "Beowulfes si/>." The student has
thus the rare pleasure of reading the story of
Beowulf's fights with Grendel and with his

mother in strictly
' correct ' Old English prose.

We have seen, before this, sentences in Old
English made up for the purpose of exercises ;

we have witnessed the translation of an Old
English poem (Judith) into its original North-
umbrian dialect

; but no Old English scholar
has ever had the courage for such a novel

undertaking. The author himself says of his
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version: "In this very difficult task I have

been more successful than I expected,although
I cannot hope entirely to have escaped errors."

A few passages call for a remark.

It is surprising to read that the head of

Grendel's mother, together with that of

Grendel.is carried triumphantly into Hro/>gar's

hall :

"
pa com Beowulf inn-gan on pa healle, and

greite pone cyning. pa wearp Gre^ndles
heafod be feaxe inn-boren and pcere mbdor
samod, p&m inannum to w&fersiene. Ealle
wundrodon pare seldcupan gesihpe." ( 224.)

We can hardly account for this statement,

unless pare idese (1. 1649) in the original is

interpreted as referring to Grendel's mother,

which is of course inadmissible. One must also

question Sweet's rendering of eagena bearhttn

by
' the evil eye

'

(234) :

Nit is pinre geogope bfizd to lytelre hwlle ;

sona hit bip pczt pe adl oppe ieldo pines
m&gnes beninip, oppe ivcepnes cg, oppe
"jyres fi'ig, oppe flodes wielm, oppe eagena
btarhtm: tie miht pit d'eap for-fleon! Cf.

Beowulf, 1761 ff.

It may be noted that for twe^lf (so in the

A.-S. Reader and the A. -S. Primer}, Sweet

writes tweIf (so also in the Student's Diction-

ary) ; instead of se dryn'c (drini), we find se

dryn'ce (71; 87). Misprints : hierloom, 135

Note ; the macron is wanting in Anne, 23 ;

mara, 9 Note ; anra-gehwel'c, 74 Note ;

cynestdl, 109 Note.

Who will use this book ? There may be

students who like a wholly empirical method

of learning the elements of the Old English

language. This may be especially the case

with those who lack the privilege of oral in-

struction, and such learners the author seems

to have had primarily in view. But there are

unquestionably many who prefer by far a

more systematic treatment. It is, indeed, dif-

ficult to see what advantage there is in with-

holding from the beginner the classification

of the Ablaut verbs and enumerating, instead,

in the Notes the stem forms of the verbs, as

they occur in the texts, without any attempt
at grouping the isolated forms in a system.
It is also to be feared that students will get

tired of the continual references and cross-

references.

There can be no question about the excel-

lence of this book measured by the require-
ments of scholarship. Every student of Old

English can learn a good deal from it. Sincere

thanks are due to Dr. Sweet for his inde-

fatigable zeal in providing manuals for the

scientific study of the English language. It is

only to be questioned whether this elementary
Primer will be appreciated by those for whom
it is written. It is for the future to determine

its place among text-books.

FREDERICK KLAEBER.
University of Minnesota.

WALLENSTF.IN'S LA GER.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: S. W. Cutting's interpretation of

WallensteMs Lager 1096 (see NOTES, June
1897),

Seine Ruhe IHsst er an keinem Ort

is scarcely satisfactory. He would construe

seine with Ort=" He leaves no place in undis-

turbed possession of the peace that belongs
to it." In this sense would not German syntax

require the dative without an? Besides, is

not Schiller's thought throughout the entire

passage that of the Reiter's restlessness? He
has no peace of mind, consequently he can

neither impart nor bequeath peace. Carruth's

suggestion, quoted by Cutting, seems to me
the correct one :

" He leaves peace (his peace,
like 'My peace I give unto you ') nowhere."

Only Carruth, in his desire to be concise, said

too little. He should have consulted his Ger-

man bible, and quoted John xiv, 27: "Den
Fricden lasse ich euch ; meinen Frieden gebe
ich euch." The poet is drawing an ironical

contrast between the trooper and the Paraclete.

J. M. HART.
Cornell University.

WALLENSTEIN'S LAGER, I. 7006.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: Through your courtesy I have read

Professor Hart's objection to my interpreta-
tion of Schiller's words :

Seine Ruhe lasst er an keinem Ort,

and call attention, by way of reply, to the fol-

lowing considerations :
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1. The German version of John xiv, 27,

quoted by Professor Hart, contains the dative

without an. Schiller's line contains aw+the
dative. I fail, therefore, to detect the appo-
siteness of the quotation, as a means of em-

phasizing the disparity between Schiller's syn-
tax and my proposed interpretation. Grant-

ing a moment, for the sake of argument, that

my rendering would call for the dative without

an, what shall we say of a proposed improve-
ment enforced by quoting a construction

equally at variance with that of Schiller?

2. Before publishing my note, I weighed and
rejected what seems to me the only serious

objection that can be urged against the pro-
posed interpretation. It is this: The posses-
sive pronouns usually refer to nearer, and
dessert, deren, to more remote substantive
elements of the German sentence. Hence we
might expect to read as a prose equivalent of
Schiller's line, if my conjecture as to the

meaning be correct : Erlasstan keinem Orte
dessen Kuhe (since sein would refer strictly
to Er. Cf. Andresen : Sprachgebranch und
Sprachrichtigkeit iin Deulsc/ien, 7. Aufl., p.

407, and Matthias : Sprachlcben und Sprach-
schaden, p. 66 (footnote). While, however,
this is true of carefully written prose, the ex-

amples quoted by Andresen and Matthias
show that even here the possessive pronoun is

often used ambiguously instead of dessen,
deren. In poetry this distinction is observed
still less sharply. Cf. Schiller's Wallenstein,
Prolog, 1. 31, Tod\\\, 21, 1. 47 etc.

3. Now, it is certainly good German to say :

Er Itiszt etwas an einem Orte [bleiben] (cf.
Sanders: Worterbuch d. d. Sp. ii, p. 33, b,

oben), in which case the thing left was by im-

plication there already. Equally idiomatic is

the expression applied to boisterous children
in a room : Sie haben nichts an seinem \rech-
teti\ Ortegelassen=sie haben alles kunterbunt
durcheinander gcworfen. Such reflections
leave me still convinced that Schiller's Seine
Ruhe refers to the peace, the quiet that natur-

ally belongs to a place and remains there, un-
til removed by some disturbing agent, in this

case the trooper.

STARR WILLARD CUTTING.

University of Chicago.

CO RRESPONDAN CE INTER-
NA TIONALE.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: A System of correspondence be-

tween students of French in England and
America, and students of English in France,
has been inaugurated within the past two
years by Professor Mieille, now of the Lyce"e
of Tarbes, Hautes Pyrenne"es. Several thou-
sand students in England and France are

already engaged in it, a few in Canada, and a

very few in the United States. So far as
known, the only institutions which have en-
tered upon this method of instruction in our
own country are Vanderbilt University in

Nashville.Tenessee, and Swarthmore College,
in Pennsylvania. It has been found upon
trial to be very inspiring to students of mod-
ern languages, and I most cordially commend
it to my fellow teachers of French throughout
the country. Teachers of German could apply
it with equal advantage, and the system is al-

ready in operation between France and Ger-
many, but not, so far as I am aware, between
Germany and English speaking nations. I

have now about thirty of my more advanced
students in French engaged in this correspon-
dence. The method pursued may be briefly des-
cribed as follows : The first letter is written in
the native tongue of the writer, the next in the

foreign tongue, and thus indefinitely in alter-
nation. Each letter received that is written in
the language of the receiver, is corrected with
care and returned to the writer. All letters re-
ceived are read and made subject of comment
in class, that all may receive the benefit of the
entire correspondence. By the constant al-

ternation of the letters from the writer's own
language to the foreign tongue, correct modes
of expression, and usual forms of address, are
made familiar to all, and the study of a lan-

guage is changed from a dry and distasteful
form to a living reality. It is indeed a species
of foreign travel, inexpensive, efficient and
delightful. An incidental, but not unimpor-
tant, advantage is the becoming acquainted
with various residents in foreign lands, which
acquaintance may ripen into intimacy, and
become a real advantage and delight when, in

later life, the young people thus introduced
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cross the ocean, as they are quite sure to do in

these days of easy intercommunication.

Teachers wishing to enter upon this de-

lightful department of the labor of teaching
a foreign language, if wishing to arrange
for French correspondents, will address, for

younger students, Messrs. Armand Colin et

Cie, 5 rue de Mezieres, Paris ; and for older

students, or for teachers or others of mature

age, Prof. Mouchet.Hachette et Cie, Boulevard

Saint Germain, 79, Paris. In all cases send

both the names and ages of those who wish

correspondents, and these well-known firms

will promptly attend to the applications.

EDWARD H. MAGILL.
Swarthmore College.

EUGENIE GRANDET.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS : My attention has just been drawn to

a paragraph of an article on Eugenie Grandet
in MOD.LANG. NOTES, forJune, vol. xii, 1897. The
paragraph in question is upon these words :

" Ne m'en parle plus, sinon je t'envoie a

1'abbaye de Noyers, avec Nanon, voir si j'y
suis." The writer of the article, after saying
that " the dictionaries seem to afford no help
in the matter,

" adds that " a full explanation
of the expression would be interesting."

This calls to mind an anecdote from Tarver's

Life and Letters of Flaubert, which may have
some bearing upon the phrase. It runs as

follows :

" The same child who could perceive the ab-
surdities of his father's friends and propose at
the age of nine to turn them to literary uses,
was easily taken in by the simplest trick. ' Go
and see if I am in the kitchen

' an old ser-
vant would say who found his company incon-
venient; and the child would gravely march
to the kitchen and repeat, to the mystification
of the cook,

' Peter sent me to see if he is

here.'
"

May not the expression
"
envoyer voir si j'y

suis
" be simply an equivalent of our " send-

ing upon a fool's errand,"
' a wild goose

chase?"
MARY K. CHAPIN.

nest Philadelphia.

FANGS MEANING TALONS.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: In the NED., Bradley states that

the noun fang,
' a claw or talon,

' seems to

rest solely on the authority of the dictionaries,

whereupon he cites three dictionaries, the

lastbeingjohnson's. Webster's International

does not refer to this meaning at all. But the

word has the meaning of claw or talon, as

appears from the following passage from

Seward's Irrepressible Conflict speech, de-

livered at Rochester, October 25, 1858 :

"
It [the Democratic party] magnifies itself

for conquests in foreign lands
; but it sends

the national eagle forth always with chains,
and not the olive branch, in \\\s>fangs."

Seward probably had the phrase within one's

fangs=within one's clutches in view, and so

applied the former to an eagle as he might
have applied the latter. Or else he connected

it with the Germanic word/angeii, as I have

heard German-American boys do frequently.

J. H. OTT.
Northwestern University (Wis.).

FRIEDERIKE VON SESENHEIM.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: In his excellent edition of Goethe's

Faust, Intr., p. xxxiii, Professor Calvin Thomas
places the age of Friederike Brion at sixteen.

This must be an error; P. F. Lucius, pastor at

Sesenheim, in his book Friederike Brion, 1877,

pp. 49 ff., argues at length from data available

that she must have been more than eighteen

years old when Goethe met her. Diintzer, in

his Goethe's Leben, 2, 1883, p. 113, says she

was in her nineteenth or twentieth year, and
Diiutzer is usually reliable in such matters.

Goethe was then over twenty-one. It is to be

hoped that in a future edition Professor Thomas
will make the correction ; it renders that idyl

among Goethe's love affairs less objectionable.
In Germany a girl of sixteen is considered still

as a child.

YAL. BUCHNER.
Stanford University.
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AMERICA AND AMERICAN.
THE people of the United States call the

United States America, and call themselves

distinctively Americans. There is a notion in

the minds of some, and probably in the minds
of many, that the prevalence of this usage is

more or less recent, and that the usage itself

is an outcome of our national arrogance, a

concentrated extract of the bitter principle of

the Monroe Doctrine.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that

the use of America and of American stated

above is not restricted to the people of the

United States, and that a similar use of

America and of American was current here,

and in England, before our national indepen-
dence.

I.

English literature abounds in examples ;

Indeed, the use is so common, both in English

speech and in English writing, that one would

say it is just as prevalent in England as in the

United States, if the true-born Englishman
were not in the habit of venting his spleen in

Yankee, Yankee/and, Yankeedom and Yankee-

doodledom.

"
Naturally enough, the flurry of excitement

over the Cameron resolution at Washington
has led to talk about the relative naval

strength of Spain and the United States. . .

In mere number of keels afloat Spain is in-

deed far ahead, for she counts fifty-eight as

against America's forty-two, but the superi-
ority is wholly fictitious." Saturday Review,
December 26, 1896, p. 661.

"The people of America are still of the

opinion which Albert Gallatin expressed when
he assured the French Minister in 1809 that '

if

Cuba were offered as a gift we would not

accept it.'
"

Ibid., p. 664.
"The Spaniards are not satisfied with al-

liance, and it is doubtful if Cubans are pre-

pared to give them more. Their leaders,

especially those resident in America, who still

hope for independence, say that if the Execu-
tive remains Spanish, it will remain tyranni-
cal." Spectator, January 2, 1897, p. 5.

"... the American Republic was not estab-

lished and saved at the cost of a million lives

and a thousand million sterling in order that it

might produce Vanderbilts in crops." Ibid.,
October 31, 1896, p. 579.
"In Australia and Canada the hotels are

very similar to those of America." Earl of
Meath, "A Britisher's Impressions of America
and Australia," in Nineteenth Century, March,
1893-
"Canadian Jingoism safe, as it believes,

under the tegis ofGreat Britain holds language
to the Americans very different from the lan-

guage which is held in England, and upon
every occurrence of friction lets them know
that Great Britain has her ironclads ready
to bombard New York." Goldwin Smith,
"American Anglophobia," in Saturday Re-
view, February 22, 1896, p. 191.
"But though the [Venezuelan] boundary

question is in itself of no very great importance,
the same cannot be said of the episode of
American intervention "

Sidney Low,
"The OIney Doctrine and America's New
Foreign Policy," in Nineteenth Century, De-
cember, 1896, p. 850."

If we have recognized the American claim
to determine this dispute, without the invita-
tion ofone disputant, and over the head of the
other, it is an admission of the political he-

gemony of the United States in the two Amer-
icas." Ibid., pp. 854-5.

There is a reminder here of the several

senses in which America is used: i. the Con-

tinent, 2. either North or South America, 3.

The United States. In the next quotation, the

transition from American in one sense to

American in another sense is quite familiar.

"Altogether, the outlook in the United
States is discouraging; and, naturally, Euro-
pean investors are keeping aloof from the
American department. In the South Ameri-
can department there is also little doing,"
in Speaker, London, April 4, 1896, p. 361.
"Finance."

" The more the Americans commit the se-
lection of their everyday judges to popular
suffrage, the more they cling to the paramount
authority, dignity, and independence of the
Supreme Court." G. W. Steevens, "The
Presidential Election as I saw it," in Black-
wood's Magazine, December, 1896.
"The Americans, when they choose a Pres-

ident or Secretary of State, or any functionary
from whom they require wise action, do not
select these famous speechmakers." James
Anthony Fronde, The English in the West
Indies, New York, 1888, p. 15.
"... he was accustomed to attribute his

want of a liberal education to the social ruin

brought upon his family by the American Civil
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War, . . . "Anthony Hope, A Man of Mark,
ch. i.

"The officers of the Aureataland Army
were a very mixed lot two or three Spanish
Americans, three or four Brazilians, and the

balance Americans of the type their country-
men are least proud of." Ibid., ch. iv.

"The American war, by its interference

with the supply of cotton, reduced Lancashire
to distress ; while the fitting out of piratical
cruisers in English harbours in the name of

the Southern Confederation gave America

just grounds for an irritation which was only
allayed at a far later time." J. R. Green, A
Short History of the English People, London,
1894, vol. iv., p. 1847.

" So I have gone to the Rocky Mountains
for the New World Murdstone, ... I have not

assailed, in the least, the civilization of Amer-
ica in those northern, middle, and southwest-
ern states, to which Americans have a right to

refer us when we seek to know their civiliza-

tion, . . .

" Matthew Arnold,
" A Word about

America," in Civilization in the United States,

Boston, DeWolfe, Fiske& Co., p. 98.

There is the same use of America and

American as the foregoing in the English

colonies and among the English fesidents of

foreign lands.

"The feeling of America towards England,
in its cordiality as in its resentment, strongly
resembles that between close relations. It

passes easily and quickly from one mood to

another, with the suggestion always that the

feeling of goodwill is the permanent and un-

derlying one. The fact that, just after the
fulminations against England contained in

President Cleveland's message applying the

Monroe doctrine, the American Government
appealed to England to protect the interests

of American citizens in the Transvaal, tended
to suggest that the Presidential menace was
not nearly so serious as it at first appeared."
Sydney [Australia] Morning Herald, June
4, 1897." Miss Brusard's pronounced American ac-

cent altogether detracted from her perform-
ance." Natal Critic, March 27, 1897, pp.
J53-4-
"American Book Store, 361 West Street,

Durban. Look out for Carroll's grand May
drawing. Furniture, Jewelry, Bicycles. Five
thousand Tickets at 2s. 6d. each, One hun-
dred prizes, none under i value." Adver-
tisement, ibid., p. i.

"The British and American general Arbi-
tration treaty will be signed at Washington to-

day." Weekly Press, Pretoria, South-African

Republic, January 16, 1897.
" Kid McCoy seems to have arrived in

Yankeeland surrounded by a halo of glory.
This is mainly because his countrymen now

look to him as their sole remaining hope to

bring back the championship to America, and
that is where Corbett's bad luck has done
McCoy a big good turn. I think there were

very few of us here who sufficiently appreciated
the young American pugilist's merits when he
was a stranger within our gates." Standard
and Diggers' News, Johannesburg, Trans-
vaal, South Africa, May 29, 1897, p. 12.

" A feature of the business on the [London]
Stock Exchange on Wednesday was the buoy-
ancy of Home Railways, several stocks closing
from one to two points better. Americans
and Canadians were inactive, and Foreign
Government Bonds moved irregularly."
Ibid., 1897 (London Telegram), p. 19.

Stalwart Canadians do not dislike at all a

distinction between Canadians and Americans.

"The attitude of Canadians toward their

neighbours is not that of suppliants, but of

people who are jointly interested with Ameri-
cans in the settlement of controversies which
interfere with the general progress of civiliza-

tion." Globe, Toronto, November n, 1897.
"It [the Tenth Battalion of Royal Grenadiers of

Canada] . . . did excellent service in the Fenian
Raid of 1866, besides furnishing two companies
for frontier duty to prevent raids by Southern
sympathisers during the American Civil War."

Canadian Magazine, Toronto, July, 1897,

pp. 225-6.
"American visitors to this Colony [St.

I John's, Newfoundland] during last summer were
'

soon struck with the magnificent prospects
which this offered of minimising the time oc-

cupied in crossing the "
herringpond." Ibid,

June, 1897, p. 121.
" American and Canadian railways." Ibid.,

p. 122.

II.

A similar use of the words corresponding to

America and American is well established in

French.
' Et ce Japonais, par parenthese, n'e'tait pas

la moindre curiosit^ de 1'endroit. Apparte-
nant a une excellente famille, fort instruit,

parfaitement bien leve', il 6tait venu a New
York s'occuper d'e'tudes historiques et trou-

yait
tout simple departager son temps entre les

jouissances du travail intellectuel et le devoir
de gagner sa vie. Contraste frappant, en
pleine democratic, avec la repugnance qu'ont
les Ame>icains les plus pauvres pour Pe'tat de
domesticity, lequel, somme toute, n'est bas

que si 1'on y apporte des sentimens vils et res-

semble beaucoup a celui de tout a litre (onction-
naire." Th. Bentzon,

" Un Loti Am^ricain
Charles Warren Stoddard," in Revue des
Deux Mondes. December i, 1896."

II [le ge'ne'ral Braddock] exigea en outre
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que tons les officiersame'ricains reprissent leur

rang de simples soldats chaque fois qu'un
officier anglais serait present a la tete des

troupes. "Pierre de Coubertin,
" La Forma-

tion des Etats-Unis," in Nouvelle Revue, Jan-
uary i, 1897.
"Les coloniaux se pre'parerent a attaquer

Louisbourg, le Gibraltar amMcain. La for-

teresse e'taitsitue'e dans 1'lle du Cap-Breton. . . .

A la paix d'Aix-la-Chapelle, Louisbourg fut

rendu a la France ; ... La reddition de Louis-

bourg fut vivement ressentie en Am6rique. . ."

-Ibid.

It is noticeable that in the quotation above

americain is used in a sense inconsistent with

that of Amerique.
" Durant la guerre de secession, la jurispru-

dence ame'ricaine admit plus d'une fois que
1'interposition d'un port neutre entre le port
de parlance et celui de destination finale ne

pent tre prise en consideration, quand il est

certain que cette destination est
re'serye'e

a
1'ennemi." Revue de Droit International,
Bruxelles, Tome xxix. No. i, p. 66.

"En fait, le gouvernemetit ameYicain est

deja intervenu mais d'une facon tout officeuse.

Le message de M. Cleveland nous apprend
que les Etats-Unis ont insist^ aupres du ca-

binet de Madrid pour que celui-ciaccorde line

certaineautpnomieaux Antilles, . . ." "Revue
Politique," in Independance ffe/fe, December
9, 1896.

"D'Ame'rique 1'auteur fait un retour sur

1'Europe. Ici, dit-il, on comprend le Home-
stead non comme un pre'servatif en temps de
crise, maise Comme un moyen de fixer le pay-
san sur le sol, ce qui n'entre pas dans 1'esprit

ame>icain, parcequ'il n'y a pas a proprement
parler depaysansaux Etats-Unis." E. Levas-

seur, /.'Agriculture aux Etats-Unis, Paris,

1894. p. 467.
" Mon but en visitant les Etats-Unis et en y

faisant un long sejour, tait d'e'tudier atten-

tivement les institutions ame>icaines, . . ."

Auguste Carlier, Histoire du Peuple AmM-
cain Etats-Unis et de ses Rapports avec les

fndiens, Paris, 1864, Tome i., p. i.

"II [John Harris] tenait ses cartes d'un air

passablement distrait, bdillait de temps en

temps avec la candeur ame>icaine, ou sifflait

Yankee Doodle, sans respect pour la com-

pagnie." Edmond About, La Roi des Mon-
tagues, Paris, 1859, p. 38.
" Le personnage le plus inteYessant de notre

colonie tait sans contredit John Harris, 1'oncle

maternel du petit Lobster. La premiere fois

que j 'aiding avec cet (Strange garcon, j'ai com-

prisl'Ame'rique. John est 116 a Vandalia, clans

I'lllinois. . . Ce qui est certain, c'est qu'a vingt-

sept ans il ne compte que sur soi, ne s'attend

qu'a soi, ne s'etonne de rien, ne croit rien

impossible, . . . "Ibid., pp. 16-17.

" Le hazard, le vrai, cette fois, m'avait place
1

entre Suzanne et un Ame'ricain dont je ne
ferais pas mention ... si le Yankee n'avait eu
a 1'aile droite sa femrne un ange ! ... Ne
t'es-tu pas demande

1

vingt fois comment ces
Ame>icaines trouvent le temps d'apprendre
tout ce qu'elles savent? . . . On dirait que
toute leur vie s'est passed a voyager, a monter
a cheval, a valser, a patiner, a flirter, car elles

n'ont pas de rivales dans tons ces sports. Et
puis, si Ton vient a causer se'rieusement, voila

qu'elles de'couvrentune instruction effrayante :

1'histoire, la litteVatnre, la musique, la philoso-
phic, quatreou cinq langues." L. deTinseau,
"La Belle Mme, Kennedy de Baltimore,"
in Courrier dts Etats-Unis, July 26, 1896.

Most interesting is the usage of the French

Canadians, as noted in Mr. Sylva Clapin's
Dictionnaire Canaditn-Franfaist, Montreal

and Boston, 1894:

" AMERIQUE, s. giog., on designs encore de
ce nom, surtout dans nos campagnes, les

fitats-Unis, de mfime qu'il est entendu qu'un
Yankee doit necessairement s'appeler un
" Ame'ricain." Le peuple n'admet pas, en
quelque sorte, que le Canada soil situ en
Ame'rique, et Ton dirait, en ve'rite', qiie notre

longue suj^tion coloniale a eu pour effet direct
de nous amener a considerer le Canadien
comme un intrus, ne poss^dant aucun droit
dans la distribution de 1'he'ritage de cet im-
mense continent. Aller en AmeYique : Em-
igrer, passer aux Etats-Unis.

"CANNUCK, s. m., pron. canoque, Nom d^-
risoire donn6 par les AmeYicains aux Cana-
diens en ge^ieYal, et en particulier aux Cana-
diens fraii9ais. Les Canadiens anglais font
aussi fr^quemment usage de ce surnom, en
parlant de leur 'freres' d'origine francaise."
Ibid.

III.

In Italian there is a similar usage.

"
II signor MacKinley ha diretto un mes-

saggio al Senate, e gli propone di stanziare in

bilancio la somma di cinquantamila dollar!,

per venire in aiuto dei cittadini americani
resident! a Cuba, che soffrono la fame in

seguito alle ruine dell' ultima insurrezione. . .

A Madrid hanno veduto la cosa di nial occhio
esenesonolagnati col ministrod'America."
"
Rassegna Politica," in Nuova Antologia,

Rome, June i, 1897, p. 551.
"II piu rigido protezionismo impera oggi

nella Republica, e ne sono danneggiate prin-
cipalmente 1'lnghilterra, la Germania e I'ltalia.

Ma contro questo malanno non v'e davvero
difesa alcuna, giacche la sola che si potrebbe
adottare, quella d'una tariffa comune europea
altissima contro i prodotti americani, non pu6
condurre a nulla, poco importando agli Stati
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Uniti cli esportare i loro prodotti in Europa.
Gli American! sono convinti che il loro e il

primo paese del mpndo, che non ha bisogno
di alcuno, e che tutti hanno bisogno cli esso."
"
Rassegna Politica," in Nuova Antologia,

Rome, April 16, 1897.
"... invano i giornali finanziari americani

tentano di ribattere le ragioni e di fugare i

timori dei loro confratelli inglesi, asseverando
che 1'agitazione degli argentisti e quasi del

tutto caduto, che le condizioni del Tespro son
buone e che 1'esportazioni d'oro son piccole e

cesseranno presto. . ."Riforma Sociale,

Turin, 1895, pp. 398-9.
"... corrispondenza . . . scambiatasi fra

quest' ultimo [Segretario di Stato Olney], il

Governo Venezuelano e il ministro americano
nel Venezuele. . ."Progresso, July 16, 1896.

"
I tatiti stimoli che ha 1' operate americano

a escogitare nupvi process! industrial! gio-
varono alia divisione del lavoro, che agliStati
Uniti ha fatto progress! ancora pill important!
che in Inghilterra, e fu, si pu6 dire, grande-
mente agevolata dal discritto sistema delle

patent!." Egisto Rossi, Gli Stali Uniti e la

Concorrenza Americana, Florence, 1884, pp.

721-2.
'Grazie a questo fatto e agli element! nazionali

piu che divers!, eterogenei, che compongonp la

Repubblica, la corruzione pplitica
in America,

per quanto grande fosse, si potrebbe sempre
spiegare e scusare, ma c!6 die non si spiega,
ne si srusa, e che in Europa colle sue tradizioni

cavaleresche ci sieno alcune nazioni non meno
politicamente corrotte di quellaamericana."
Ibid., p. xvii.

IV.

In Spanish, naturally, usage is unsettled and

inconsistent ;
but there is a tendency to con-

form to the practice of other nations. In the

older and what, I suppose, would still be called

the better sense, America was that part of the

new world that Spaniards had colonized
;

americano pertained to those regions col-

lectively, or was a person of Spanish stock

who lived in any of them. Such uses of Amt-
rica and americano would not be inconsistent

with distinctive names for certain parts of the

colonized regions and for the colonists in them,
nor with the occasional use of America in a

wider sense. Were Spaniards, and not Eng-
lishmen, the chief commercial people of the

world and the most excursive of its inhabi-

tants, the words corresponding in other lan-

guages to America and American would now
have, in most parts of the world, the senses of

America and americano. But fate ruled other-

wise, and these corresponding words in other

languages became distinctive of a nation and

people whose speech and institutions were

mainly English. Some evidences of a tendency
in Spanish regions to employ America and

americano as we employ America and Amer-

ican, are given below.

"
Espafia no pide cosa ninguna de America

;

pide tan s61o que la clejen por completo en

paz, y no ayuden las expediciones piratas 6
filibusteras que manchan los mares con las

sombras de sus crimenes, y alimentan de in-

fames combustibles extranjeros Una insurrec-
ci6n parricida." Emilio Castelar,

" Cronica

Internacional," in Espana Moderna, Madrid,
January, 1897." liable

1

con lisura el mes pasado de nil

juicio favorable sobre docurnento de un in-

tere's tan grande como el discurso presidencial
americano." Emilio Castelar. " Cronica In-

ternacional," in Espana Moderna, Madrid,
May, 1897."

Madrid, 19 de Julio. El Duque de Tetuan,
Ministro de Estado, declara que no ha recibido
noticia alguna acerca de las gestioues que se
dice hara el nuevo Ministro americano Mr.
Woodford para obteneruna indemnizacion por
la muerte del dentista Ricardo Ruiz, ciudadano
americano fallecido en la cSrcel de Guan-
abacoa." Las Novedades, Edicion Semanal,
New York, July 22, 1897." Carta de Madrid. Madrid, 20 de Mayo de
1896. Aunque las Camaras . . . no se han con-
stituido derinitivamente todavia, empiezan a
revelar la molestia que les produce la con-
ducta incalificable de los cuerpos colegisla-
doresamericanos. . ." //</., June 4, 1896.

In the long letter from which some extracts

are given below, americano is used inter-

changeably with the much commoner norte-

amcricano.
"
Caracas, 30 de diciembre de 1895."

"... Hoy Cleveland es el hombre mas po-
pular en Venezuela, y su nombre suenaen los

labios del pueblo y en las columnas de los

peri6dicos,
al lado de los de Bolivar, Wash-

ington, Franklin y Monroe, apareciendo como
rodeado de nimbo de gloria, que adoran re-

verentes los hijos de esta nacion. Ser norte-
americano hoy aqui, es tener abiertas las puer-
tas de todos los corazones, como lo probaran
varios incidentes relatados en el transcursp de
esta carta. . . . El Ministro americano recibi6
con mucha benevolencia a las setecientas u
ochocientas personas que pudieron hallar
cabida en la Legaci6n, contestandp con frases

sencillas de agradecimiento un discurso que
le dirigi6 en ingle's el Sr. don Francisco
Becerra, y haciendo alto elogio del progreso
de Venezuela. . . Tambien es digna del

merito la ovaci6n de que fu objeto a su

lew
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llegada a la Guaira y Caracas el nuevo Secre-
tario de la Legacion Americana . . ." Ibid.,

January 16, 1896.

But by far the most important from every

point of view are the examples cited below
from a message by President Diaz, April i,

1896, to the Mexican Congress. Americano
is employed in this passage, officially, by the

head af the most powerful of the Spanish-
American nations, in the same specific senses

in which American is employed by the people
of the United States.

"
Mensaje del Presidente Diaz."

"... El Gobiernp Americano pregunt6 si el

de Mexico estaba dispuesto a declarar que los

ciudadanos de aquel pais gozan en la Re-
piiblica, en materia de propiedad literaria,
derechos semejantes a los que tienen los me-
xicanos

; y habindosele contestado que, en
ese particular, con arreglo a nuestro Codigo
Civil, los extranjeros estan identificados con
los nacionales, el Presidente de aquel pais,
tomando en consideracion que existe la re-

ciprocidad exigida por la ley de los Estados
Unidos, expidio un decreto, fechado el 27 de
Febrero, poniendo a los mexicanos en la

misma condicion de los ainericanos para el

goce de tales derechos." Ibid., Edicion
Diaria, April 9, 1896.

One would get a wrong impression, however,
if he thought that these quotations were typi-

cal of Spanish and Spanish-American usage.

They are not, but they show a tendency
towards a concession. The honor of describ-

ing us and ours is shared mostly by norte-

amei icano, anglo-ainerlcano andyanAee. Mr.
Castelar (previously quoted), in a long rhap-

sody on pan-iberismo printed in El Monitor

Kepublicano of Mexico, uses America and
americano in various senses:

". . . Importa poco, muy poco, que se hayan
roto gran parte de los lazos poldicos, de los
lazos materiales que nos unian con America.
Los espafioles, en el mero hecho de ser es-

pafioles,
somos esencialmente ainericanos; y

los americanos, en el mero hecho de ser aine-

ricanos, son esencialmente espanoles.
"... la lengua, esa forma de la idea, ese

verbo del alma : y todo esto es y sera, y no
puede menos de ser eternamente espafiol en
America.
"

. . . Al mirar las Antillas, decia para mf:
! como estas islas van apartandose del con-
tinente americano y van propendiendo hacia
el continente europeo! i Por qud? Porque
estas islas son mediadoras necesarias, indis-

pensables, entre el genio de Europa y el genio

de America. Pero esto no pueden serlo sino
con una con'licion esencial, con la condicion
de ser espanolas perpetuamente. . .^iTqdas
las naciones que principalmente han contribu-
fdoa latransformacion de America, tienen islas

en el mar de las Antillas, testigos de pasados
esfuerzos, bases de futuraselaboraciones en el

trabajo de la civilizacion.

"... Ciego estara quien hoy no columbre
una grande cotnpetencia de razas en America,
una competencia secular entre la familia sajona
y la familia hispanica de los americanos.
Algunos publicistas hispano-americanos, poco
previsores, cantan regocijados himnos al sini-

estro lema de America para los americanos,
creyendo que comprenden los yankees en tal

concepto a todos los nacidos en el nuevo
tnundo. Pues no hay tal. Esa corruptela in-
troducida en las lenguas humanas de llamar a
los yankees americanos por excelencia, indica
bien claramente que cuando dicen America
para los americanos, quieren decir America
para ellos.

"
. . . Y hay que recordar como no se limita

el ataque de los americanos tinicamente a los
territorios vecinos. Bajo su proteccion mani-
fiesta, con su complicidad indudable, llevando
reclutas de aquel suelo y hasta poniendo el

pabellcm estrellado en el tope de sus naves
piratas, los filibusteros ensangrentaron muchas
veces nuestras naciones de Centro-Am^rica, y
cometieron piraterias semejantes a las mas
descaradas y mas violentas conquistas.
"... La gente panamericana tiene aspira-

ciones en el nuevo mundo parecidas a la que
tiene la gente panslavista en el viejo. Y como
la gente moscovita cree que no podra ejercer
su anhelada universal dominacion sobre noso-
tros, sino despu^s de haber entrado en Con-
sUntinopla, la gente panamericana cree que
no podra ejercer su anhelada dominacion so-
bre los hispanoamericanos sino despu^s de
haber entrado en Cuba.

V.

Passing now to the time of the American
Revolution and to the troublous decade that

preceded the outbreak of hostilities, we find

America and American used in England and
in the English colonies here in senses similar

to those in which they are used now ; and it

is especially noteworthy that the usage, at the

very beginning of this period, on both sides of

the ocean, is full-blown.

"Parliaments run wild with loyalty, when
America is to be enslaved or butchered. They
rebel when their country is to be set free !

"

Horace Walpole, Letter to Dr. Gem, April, 4,

1776. The Letters of Horace Walpole, Earl
of Orford, edited by Peter Cunningham, Lon-
don, 1857-9, vol. iv, p. 322.
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" We were alarmed on Sunday with an ac-

count of Bristol being in Humes, and of several

attempts to fire that city and Portsmouth. It

turns out almost nothing at all, and not above
the pitch of insurers. There was a silly story
of two new invented engines for firing being
found in the lodgings of the supposed in-

cendiary, together with an account of the St.

Barthelemi and Dr. Price's pamphlet for the

Americans." Horace Walpole, Letter to Sir

Horace Mann. January 24, 1777. Ibid., vol.

vi. p. 408.
Note to the same by Wright:

' 'This celebrated

pamphlet was entitled
' Observations on the

Nature of Civil Liberty, the Principles of Gov-

ernment, and the Justice and Policy of the War
with America.' It was circulated with pro-

fusion, and, for writing it, the Common Council

of London voted the Doctor their thanks, and

presented him with the freedom of the City in

a gold box. ... It was repeatedly quoted in

both Houses."

[November] "the 23 [1775] ... we had not

ben a bed long when our captain came to us

and ordered us all to Lye upon our arms by
order of General Washington Lesemo of the

American Army incampt at cambridg and rox-

bury and other places." Saml Haws, Jour-
nal. The Military Journals of two Private

Soldiers, Poughkeepsie, 1855, p. 82.
" At night some of our brave heroick Amer-

icans went Past the Enemys Brest Work at

Bunker hill . . ."Ibid., [January] the 8th

[1776], p. 87.
" Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings

of the American Continental Congress, Held
at Philadelphia on the 5th of September, 1774.

Containing The Bill of Rights, a List of Griev-

ances, Occasional Resolves, the Association,
an Address to the People of Great Britain,

and a Memorial to the Inhabitants of the

British American Colonies. Published by or-

der of the Congress. Philadelphia. Printed

by William and Thomas Bradford, October

27111, 1774." Title Page.
"
Friday, October 14, 1774. The Congress

came into the following Resolutions.

"Whereas, since the close of the last war,
the British parliament claiming a power of

right to bind the people of America, by statute

in all cases whatsoever
"

[etc.]. Ibid., p. I.

"All which statutes are impolitic, unjust, and

cruel, as well as unconstitutional, and most

dangerous and destructive ofAmerican rights.
"

Ibid., p. 2.

"... The several acts . . . are subversive of

American rights." Ibid., p. 7.

The barring out of Canada from America

in the next passage is startling.

" Statutes have been passed . . . for erecting
in a neighbouring Province, acquired by the

joint Arms of Great Britain and America, a

Despotism dangerous to our very Existence :

and for quartering Soldiers upon the Colonists

in Time of Profound Peace." "The Declara-

tion by the Representatives of the United
Colonies of North America, now met in

General Congress at Philadelphia, setting forth

the Causes and Necessity of taking up Arms."
London, 1775, pp. 4-5-

The colonists, I think, in supporting with

arms the Declaration of Independence, under-

stood "the united States of America" to be

the States constituting America. That mean-

ing would be consonant with the sense of of
in such phrases, and with their understanding
of America.

" In Congress, July 4, 1776. The unanimous
Declaration of the Thirteen United States of
America." Title of the Declaration as en-

grossed.
"

. . . We therefore the Representa-
tives of the united States of America, in Gen-
eral Congress assembled, appealing to the

Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude

of our intentions, do in the Name and by the

authority of the good People of these Colo-

nies," [etc.]. From the photographic repro-
duction, by Mr. A. G. Gedney, of the original

parchment in the Library of the Department
of State. Lenox Library, New York'
"There has been nothing of note in Parlia-

ment but one slight day on the American
taxes, which, Charles Townshend supporting,
received a pretty heavy thump from Barre,
who is the present Pitt. . . ."Horace Wal-

pole, Letter to the Earl of Hertford, Feb'y 12,

1765. L. c., vol. iv, p. 322.
"The bill laying a stamp duty in America,

passed in March, 1765. The following was
printed at the time as part of the Debates on
the bill :

" " A collection of Interesting, Au-
thentic Papers, relative to the Dispute between
Great Britain and America," London, 1777.

"
Howeversuperior to me, in general knowl-

edge and experience, any one here may be,

yet 1 claim to know more of America, having
seen and been more conversant in that country.
The people there are as truly loyal, I believe,

as any subjects the King has; but a people
jealous of their liberties, and who will vindi-

cate them if they should be violated," Reply
of Colonel Barr6 to Mr. Grenville, ibid., p. 5.

"That this Kingdom has the sovereign, the

supreme legislative power over America, is

granted. . . When I proposed to tax America
I asked the House if any gentleman would ob-

ject to the right ; I repeatedly asked it, and no
man would attempt to deny it. Protection and
obedience are reciprocal. Great Britain pro-
tects America; America is bound to yield
obedience. If not, tell me when the Ameri-
cans were emancipated." George Grenville

in the same debate on the American Stamp
Act, ibid., p. 74.
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"When the resolution was taken in this

House to tax America, I was ill in bed." Pitt

on the American Stamp Act, January 14, 1766,

ibid., p. 71.

I will conclude these quotations with those

words of Pitt that used to be so dear to American

school boys who "spoke pieces" especially

to those that selected oratorical prose :

" My Lords you cannot conquer America. . .

If I were an American, as 1 am an English-
man, while a foreign troop was landed in my
country, I never would lay down my arms,

never, never, never." Debate (Nov. 18, 1777)

in the Lords. "Speeches of the Earl of Chat-
ham (London, 1848), pp. 150-1.

The earliest examples of the usage under

consideration cited in this paper are from the

debates on the American Stamp Act, 1765.

But even then the usage, both in England and

in the colonies, was as common, relatively,

as it is now. How did it originate? In con-

venience, I conjecture. It probably began in

England. Englishmen, when speaking of the

English colonists on the continent of America

collectively, would be likely to call them

Americans. It would be a natural transi-

tion, by and by, to call their region of the

world America. Spaniards had a similar way
of expressing themselves when they spoke
of their colonists and the places where they

lived. The usage would probably become

common in England before it became common

nmong the English colonists. Some feeling

of estrangement from their old home would

need to grow up among the colonists before

the usage would be prevalent among them, a

sense of common interests and of a common

country far from England. And when that

sense became distinct, there was no other con-

venient way in which the colonists, as a peo-

ple, could express their identity than by call-

ing themselves Americans, and their country

America. Perhaps, too, after the acquisition

of Canada, America their America began
to mean by anticipation all North America.

R. O. WILLIAMS.
New York City.

' MORTE CAVAL' IN THE ENGLISH
FAUSTBOOK.

THOSE who have read the account of Faustus'

'airy
'

travels through nearly all the countries

of the world on Mephisto as a 'flying horse,'

will doubtless remember the incidents of the

stay of this worthy couple at the Pope's palace

in Rome. Various tricks had already been

played on the Pope and "his company" by
the invisible conjurors

" when the latter mess

came to the pope's board," and Faustus, by

way offinale,
"
laid hands thereon, saying This is mine, and

so he took both dish and meat, and flew into

the Capitol or Campadolia, calling his spirit
unto him, and said, Come let us be merry, for

thou must fetch me some wine, and the cup
that the pope drinks out of; and hereupon
tnorte caval [the italics are mine], we will

make good cheer in spight of the pope and
all his fat abbey lubbers."

Thus we read in Thorns, Early English
Prose Romances, 1858, iii, p. 227. The words

morte caval have never yet been explained, so

far as I am aware.

The German text, much less explicit, runs as

follows :

" Als aber die letzte Richten ynd kosten auff
desz Bapsts Tisch kamen, vnd jn, D. Faustum,
hungert, hub er, Faustus, seine Hand auff, als

bald flogen jm Richten vnd Kosten, mit sampt
der Schiissel in die hand, vnd verschwand
also damit, sampt seinem Geist, aufi einen

Berg zu Rom, Capitolium genannt, asse also
mit Lust. Erschickte auchseinen Geist wider
dahin, der must jm nur [read nun?] den
besten Wein von desz Bapsts Tisch bringen,
sampt den silbern Bechern vnd Kanten."

It will be seen on a comparison that the

English translator' has added the expression,

which requires an explanation, for which there

is no equivalent in the original. It will also

have been noticed that the oratio indirecta

of the latter has been changed into the oratio

directa, which gives the translation a much
more vivid character.

What can be the meaning of morte caval?

I had asked myself the question many a time,

when, not very long ago, I had an opportunity
of comparing the first edition (1592) of the

Faustbook in the British Museum. There, on

p. 36, 1 found what will presently turn out to be

the true reading, monte caual. The following

explanation was suggested to me by a friend

with whom I had occasion to correspond about

i Whom I find referred to more than once as a Mr. Gent.

Is it not beyond doubt tha.t P. F. Gent stands for P. F. ,

Gentleman ?
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this matter, and whom I take this opportunity

of thanking for permission to publish the

suggestion :

" As to the Monte caval," my friend writes,
"
might it not refer to ' Monte Cavo '

the an-

cient Mount Albanus, fifteen miles out from

the city of Rome, in which region Faustus was

at that time?
"

"While the small initial letters of the two

words would seem to argue against this, still

the fact that the two words are printed in

plain Roman type . . . would signify to me the

name of a place ; for in nearly every case the

names of places are put in plain type rather

than the black-letter of the text, while foreign

phrases are printed in Italics. Reading
' here

upon
'

as two words (not one, as in Thorns),"

and I add, in two words, as in the edition of

1592, "and allowing for a misprint in the use

of the small c in 'caval,' . . . the meaning
would seem to be clear :

'

Here, upon Monte

Cavo [the Capitol | ,
will we make good cheer.

' '

I confess that on first reading this explana-

tion I thought it a very plausible one, but very

soon doubts set in. What strikes one first is

the fact that thus the change of Cavo into

caval\s not accounted for ; and, moreover, the

Monte Cavo is about fifteen miles away from

Rome, and, as Faust is expressly said to have
' flown

' into the Capitol, it will not do to say,

by way of explanation, that Faustus was "in

that region." But there if a Monte Cavallo

in Rome, and this consideration at once sug-

gests the query whether this Monte Cavallo

could perhaps be meant. The square before

the present palace of the king, the Piazza del

Quirinale, was formerly called the Monte Ca-

vallo' and it is even now always called so

by the people owing to the presence of the

colossal statues of Castor and Pollux with their

horses (cavalli).! This suggestion might per-

haps be thought to deserve attention but for

the following objections :

i. Although this Monte Cavallo is much
nearer the Capitol than the Monte Cavo, yet

AH the information following here regarding the topog-

raphy of Rome, ancient and modern, I owe t* the kindnrss

of my esteemed colleague, Professor A. De Ceuleneer, who
called my attention to the existence of the Monte Cavallo

and to Dr. Gsell- Pels' Ram.

3 See Gsell-Fels, Rum, 1895, col. 741. These works were

attributed, wrongly it would seem, to Phidias and Praxiteles*

by no stretch of imagination can the two be

identified.

2. The two statues were not put in the pres-
ent place until 1589, under Sixtus V., so that it

is hardly likely that the name Monte Cavallo, if

it existed at all in 1592, should at that time have
been introduced into the English translation

of the Spiess-Faustbuch.4
Monte caval, therefore, could only be looked

upon as a proper name if we could find it ap-

plied to the Capitol (" or Campadolia," as it

says in the text, this is, of course, the Italian

Campidoglio).
At the top of the Cordonata, an asphalted

slope leading to the Capitol, there are also

two statues of Castor and Pollux with their

horses. (Gsell-Fels, col. 216.) It might be
asked if there could perhaps be a confusion

between Piazzo del Campidoglio, with its two

Cavalli, and the Monte Cavallo proper. A con-

fusion in the mind of an English writer es-

pecially, that is, of one who may not have
known Rome at all is, of course, not impos-
sible. But how would such a person know
of it at all (for confusion presupposes half-

knowledge), and, moreover, what reason could
he have had to introduce such a reference into

his English text? Is there any reason to sup-

pose that the man should here have deviated

from that common canon of the writer, to

speak only of such things as the reader knows
about, or such as the context allows him to un-

derstand at least something of? I must, there-

fore, conclude that the words here upon monte
caval do not contain a place-name at all.

Then, what can they mean ?

Long before I had ever been led to think

of a place-name, the context had seemed
to require an exclamation, in keeping with

Dr. Faustus' mood when pronouncing these

words ; he wants to be '

merry
' and to make

'good cheer." ' Fetch me some wine,and then,

vogue lagafere, we'll make good cheer in spite
of the pope !

' This was also the opinion of one
or two friends before whom I had occasion to

lay this passage. If my readers will be

good enough to look at the passage once more,

4 See Gsell-Fels, col. 743. Moreover, 1 have every reason

to believe but this is a point which I cannot here enlarge

upon that the translation dates from 1588. It is true that

the words htrt upon monte caval might have been added in

IS9.
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and test this suggestion by the context, I quite
expect they will see that there can be no a

priori objection to this interpretation.

Now, what we want is a meaning for our

expression which answers the following con-
ditions :

1. It must be a phrase which either has the

meaning of 'come in,' 'cheer up,'
' never say

die,' or some such expression of encourage-
ment, of self-confidence, or, better still, of ex-

hortation, or which can easily be supposed to
bear that construction.

2. It must be so generally known that even
if a foreign phrase, and the fact that it is in
'

plain type,' though not in italics (vid. supra),
points to this, it may be supposed to have
been generally understood as having this ex-
hortative force required.

Dr. Furnivall (orB. N.?) has reprinted in the
Transactions of the New Shakspere Society
for 1880-85 (on p. *86) some extracts from The
Soldiers Accidence by G (ervase) M (arkham),
1625, which are in the highest degree interest-

ing, and seem to me to offer the true solution
of our difficulty.

In the fifth lesson for the Cavalry we find
the ' Points of War' enumerated ; that is, the
Sounds and Commands of the Trumpet. The
second of these is Mounte Cavallo, or Mount
OH horseback. It seems to me that this inter-

pretation meets every requirement : for the
only semasiological condition wanted to make
it plausible that an expression originally mean-
ing

' Mount on horseback '

should extend its

sense into a general exhortative, such as in our
text, is that it should be generally known and
understood. And this condition, if we could
for a moment doubt it, is fulfilled, for ' Mounte
Cavallo '

is one of those six ' Points of War '

which, according to Markham, are " most
necessary for the Souldiers knowledge";
that is, they belonged to the Rudiments of
their Art. The expression must, therefore,have
been a quite common one, and there can be
no difficulty, consequently, in looking upon it

as exhortative, that is, exclamatory.
Now that attention has been called to this

phrase, I think it quite possible that other in-

stances will turn up, where the exclamatory
sense may be more or less apparent.

H. LOGEMAN.
University iff Ghent.

AMERICAN-FRENCH DIALECT COM-
PARISON.

Two Acadian-French Dialects compared with
" Some Specimens of a Canadian-French

Dialect Spoken in Maine."'

PAPER No. II.* D.

RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON.
THUS far in the present paper certain facts re-

garding the popular speech particularly the

phonology in three localities very far apart
from each other have been put on record. In

Paper No. I, similar facts in regard to a fourth

locality, Sainte Anne de Beaupre, examined
by Professor Squair of Toronto University,
were brought to light. That certain conclu-
sions be drawn from the results compared is

reasonably to be expected. They may not
prove at all proportional to the work of inves-

tigation, like much scientific research, but the
scientist would be the last to disparage such
investigation on that account.

Perhaps by any one interested enough to
desire to know what the dialects are that are

spoken in America, the question may now very
naturally be asked at once: Is the dialect ex-
amined by Professor Sheldon an Acadian
French or a Canadian French dialect? This
question presupposes that "Acadian French "

is one thing and
" Canadian French "

another,
and if such be the case, the question can be
answered by showing to what extent certain
forms in the Waterville dialect are Acadian, or

Canadian, or something else.

In Paper No. I, I have shown that the same
provinces of France furnished contingents for
both Acadia and Canada, and that one of these
regions was the neighborhood of Paris, which
by reason of its political preponderance had in

almost every way, as well as
linguistically, ex-

erted more influence upon the surrounding
regions than any one of them could upon it or
upon each other. Take, for instance, as a con-
crete example, the dialect form z su=Fr. je
suis. Because this form belongs to Cham-
pagne,"/ or is a common Burgundian"; one,
hardly signifies that its appearance in Canada

Paper No. I appeared in MOD. LANG. NOTES for Decem-
b"-, >893, January and February, 1894; and part of Paper
No. II in December, 1847, January and February, 1898.

117 f-itud, tur U tanfafe pej-ulain de Paris, Ch. Nisard,
p. 237.
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is to be directly traced to either of those pro-

vinces, for the form is a common one to the

region of Paris, though it may have come
there from another province. Just so with

a number of widely spread pronunciations.

Thus again dialect a=Fr. e before r plus a

pronounced consonant as in vart=Fr. verte ;

the French dialect dictionaries show this pro-

nunciation to be the usual one in a number of

provinces, and Thurot" 8 illustrates repeatedly

its use both in the provinces and about Paris

from very early times. The same is true of

the sound a often called the " Norman a," and

so characteristic of many French provinces and

of perhaps all Acadian or Canadian French.

Likewise the forms of the personal pronouns
al or a=Fr. die and of i or i>=Fr. il or Us are

identical in a number of regions both in France

and in the Dominion of Canada. So are the

sounds w6 or we representing Fr. oi under cer-

tain conditions. The pronunciation -a or -a;,

representing the Fr. -ais as in dialect ava=Fr.

avais, mova=Fr. mauvais, also so characteris-

tic of Canadian French, mostly in endings, as

in the two examples (but which as yet I have

not met in Acadian regions), is common to

Poitou as well as to the region about Paris. 9

So, too, the pronunciation 6r=Fr. or final or

followed by silent consonants, as in dialect

f6r=l?r./orf, k6r=Fr. corps, etc., is common
to several regions" besides that of Paris. 120

Also =Fr. ? in words like dialect frr=Fr.

frlre, mer=Fr. tntre and pe> I"=Fr. plre.

And ii=Fr. *#,asin iizen=Fr. Eugene.***

One can easily show a similar condition of

things to a certain extent to be true of the

consonants, going to show together with the

vowel indications, that the French of the region

about Paris of two hundred and fifty years ago
is the basis of both Acadian and Canadian

French. ">(*") We come, then, naturally to con-

sider the question of what distinguishes Aca-

n8 Tome I, pp. 4-15. See also note no. 77, Paper No. i.

119 See note 56, Paper No. I, and also Nisard's f.tudf, pp.

165-6.

no See Jaubcrt's Glossairf, under, o ; also Agnel's Obser-

vations, under o, p. 16.

lax /</., p. 12, and the dialect dictionaries.

133 Agntl's Observations, p. n.

lai (tts) See Paper No. I, p. 20, last paragraph and Thurot,

tome i. pp. 531-1.

dian from Canadian French, and here the

similarities in nature and extent are such that

an idea of them may perhaps best be obtained

by supposing a question somewhat parallel to

this to be asked : How does American English
differ from the English spoken in England?
There might well be quite as many different

attempts to characterize the English spoken in

England as that spoken in America in making
such a discrimination, and hence the difficulty

of obtaining sufficiently adequate results.

Just so with Acadian and Canadian French.

After traveling through French Canada and
Acadia and observing carefully the popular

speech, the same conclusion can hardly fail to

present itself naturally to the observer as

after having traveled through England and

America, that is, just as the language heard

in the latter two countries is essentially one

tongue with more or less variation according
to locality, so too the language of Acadia and
of Canada is one and the same with like local

variations. Owing to the vastness of the

region and these local variations throughout
the territory, the obstacles to making a general

comparison become obvious at once.

As an example of what has been clone in a

somewhat general way, take the interesting
articles that have appeared by the Acadian or

Canadian writers'^ themselves in regard to

the French of Acadian or Canadian regions in

general, in the Dominion of Canada. Un-

doubtedly their remarks are true for the re-

gions they are familiar with and characterize.

But if the impression were received from their

observations that such characteristics as they
describe were heard either throughout Acadia
or Canada, as the case maybe, this impression

might be found in many localities to fall

short realization. M. Pascal Poirier has writ-

ten an article "La Langue Acadienne ""4 in

which "I'idiome que parlent les Acadiens" is

portrayed, and there are pointed out among the

differences between "
la prononciation aca-

dienne et la prononciation canadienne "
three

123 The names of six well-known writers appear in the list

of references to Paper No. I, and the most complete list of

those treating the subject that I know of appeared in Part ii

of Dialect Nates, pp. 53-56, by Professor Chamberlain, of

Clark University.

124 Nouve-llts Soirees Acadiennes, Vol. iii, p. 63.
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characteristic traits ; namely, i. dialect u=Fr.
o before or not nasal as in um=Fr. hommc;

2.
"

II y a aussi une difference notable entre la

prononciation acadienne et la prononciation
canadienne des lettres gu, gu, di, tu suivies

d'une voyelle. Parmi le people du Canada la

prononciation de ces mots est inde'cise. Elle

prend souvent une forme dure, cuyau pour
tuyau, le ban Yen pour le ban Dieu, ti pour
qui, un yueux ou quelquechose d'approchant
pour un gueux. Dans mon pays, la prononci-
ation de ces mots s'adoucit a la maniere
italienne et romane : qui se prononce tchi

comme le ci italien dans cicerone et le ch

anglais chip. Le gu de gueux se prononce
comme lej? anglais dans gin." 3. "Deplus
les formes.7'o.f5 et lej'avons"i se sont con-
serves dans plusieurs centres acadiens."

After reading this article, I visited Traga-

diegetche, peopled by Acadians from Traca-

die, and now called Carleton. 6 To be sure

there is nothing in M. Poirier's article that

states that those particular characteristics just

mentioned are, or are not, found in any one

Acadian region more than in another. But it

would not, however, be unnatural, so it seemed
to me, to look for them in Tracadiegetche.
Yet the result of such a search was that those

three particular characteristics were found to

be all wanting : for in the first case the dialect

and standard French agreed ; in the second

case the dialect equivalent for Fr. gu and di

before front vowels=.y, as in dialect yo=Fr.
gueux and yiame=Fr. diamant ; Fr. y+a
vowel was represented by ky as in dialect

kyel=Fr. qttel and the Fr. /+vowel was
identical with French. The third characteris-

tic to be found in several Acadian centres,

that is, the forms in 6 or Oz"i with the first

person singular pronoun, was not in popular

use, the usage being like that in many Cana-

dian districts where the indefinite dialect pro-

noun 6=(Fr. on) is continually used to corre-

spond to the Fr. nous with the first person

123 F*r xvi. century usage of such forms sec Darmesteter

and Haufeld's xvi. Siicle in Frtatti, Syntaxe, p. 373, ai8;

for usage about Paris, Afnel's Observations, p. 73. Perhaps

the belt lijfht in brief is thrown by Meyer-I.Qbkt (Tome ii of

French translation of the Gr*mtnairi, p. 109)
"

. . . alors,

pour obtenir )a syme'trie entre la I
re

prs. sing, et la I
re

pers.

plur., nu cede hi place u it."

136 In Stirtts C&nattitnnis for 1861 is an article :
"
journal

d'un voyage sur les elites dt la Gasplsie
" which gives an

idea of Caileton as well as of the other towns about the bay.

plural. 7 I am very much inclined to believe,

to be sure, that the above dialect features such

as I found and recorded them in Tracadie-

getche are due largely to Canadian influence ;

yet this is a genuine Acadian settlement."6

Moreover, by taking notes farther along the

north shore of the Bale des Chaleurs, particu-

larly at Bonaventure and at Pasbe'biac, I be-

came certain that what I had observed as char-

acteristic of the speech traits of old Tracadie-

getche, or Carleton, were common features to

a considerable extent in the other localities ex-

amined. Yet they all presented dialect differ-

ences, and hence the inevitable liability of in-

accuracy in endeavoring to make a general
statement for the speech of the region as a

whole.

After taking observations about the Baie des

Chaleurs, I visited the remote and somewhat
isolated Acadian settlement in the northwest

corner of Cape Breton, Cheticamp ; and if, on

the north shore of the Baie des Chaleurs, some
of my anticipations in regard to dialect fea-

tures I believed likely to be found there, failed

to be realized, in Cheticamp, on the other

hand, I was impressed with the accuracy of M.
Poirier's observations, each one of which ap-

peared exact for the dialect. Such practical

experience with the popular speech may serve

to illustrate what I should like particularly to

point out in this connection, something, too,

which M. Gaston Paris has dwelt upon in his

introduction to Les Purlers de France, where,
after showing how rarely the speech limits of

one locality coincide with those of another,
he adds :

"
II suit de la que tout le travail qu'on a d-

pens6, et ce qu on appelledes 'Sous-dialectes'
est un travail a peu pres completement per-
du. ""

To obtain results as accurate a* possible, the

region whose linguistic features are to be put
on record, must be divided into a multitude of

i7 Cf. Meyer-LUbke't Observations already referred to in

note 41 ; again in speaking of xt ttttfi; gallons ; j'en styons^
he goes on to add (bottom of page) . .

"
et de nos jours il

semble regner danl tous les parlers du Nord de la France, le

picard seul except^. Ce dernier prt'sente 5 ou at, qui doit

s'expliquer par une confusion de homo cantat et de nos can-

tatttus . , ." p. 109 of tome ii of Grujntnnirt (French trans-

lation).

118 July 1893, no. i,p. 4 (bottom).
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small sections, and the phonology and mor-

phology of each carefully examined and noted.

For this purpose it is that the Socitte des

Parlers de France has been started. It is with

similar methods and aims that the American

Dialect Society is now at work, and it is in this

way that the study of the French spoken in

Canada must be investigated in orderto ensure

trustworthy results, and in order that one

may characterize as nearly as possible what

such features as Professor Sheldon has brought

to light in the Waterville dialect may, or may
not, belong to.

Until such work has been done in the sepa-

rate sections, it will be hazardous to pronounce

any one feature of a particular dialect as

characterizing the dialect as one thing rather

than another, say Acadian than Canadian.

M. Rameau de Saint-Fere, who made quite a

thorough study of the regions inhabited by
the Acadians and of the people themselves,

by personal contact with them in traveling

through their Country, has divided them with

regard to locality into eight distinct groups. 129

As this division seems to me valuable in that

it furnishes something tangible for speech in-

vestigation and further subdivision, it may not

be untimely in this connection and in the in-

terest of dialect research to recall his brief

summary :

". . . les Acadiens presentent encore aujour-
d'hui hilit groupes, se'pare's par des intervalles

de 80 a 400 kilometres. 1. Les paroisses de
la bale Sainte-Marie, et de la baie de Tousquet.
2. Celle de 1'isthme de Shediak. 3. Le
groupe de la baie des Chaleurs et du golfe
Saint-Laurent. 4. Le de'troit de Canseaii et

le sud du cap Breton. 5. La paroisse isole'e

mais importante de Che'ticamp et quelquesde'-
pendances au nord du Cap Breton. 6. Le
petit groupe de Chezetcook pres d'Halifax.

7. L'Sle du Prince-Edouard, ci-devant ile

Saint-Jean. 8. En tin le pays de Madawaska,
au nord-ouest du Nouveau-Brunswick."

According to M. Rameau de Saint-Pere's sta-

tistics for 1880, the total Acadian population
then numbered 108,605.

Of these districts, I have myself examined a

part of no. 3 and a part of no. 5. I have also

observed on the spot the language in and
around Quebec, as well as that of some of the

rural districts a few miles away, and read

199 Une coloniifjodale, tome ii, p. 249.

whatever I have been able to find in regard to

dialect research in Canada. "3 My opinions,

if I venture any, must, therefore, necessarily

be limited by my data, and in any case can

only have the worth of deductions drawn from

insufficient data. Such being the conditions,

therefore, what may be inferred in regard to

the Specimens recorded by Professor Sheldon?

i In the first place, taking up the sound

noted by h equivalent to Fr. z, and which I

have written h, Professor Sheldon says : "This

aspirate is one of the most characteristic fea-

tures of the dialect." My notes, as well as

the data from other sources on the subject,

show the sound to be common to many Cana-

dian as well as Acadian regions. In such

works as those of Agneluo and Nisard,^ de-

scribing the popular speech of the region
about Paris, I do not find such a sound noted.

This, however, does not incline me to believe

that it is entirely absent in such localities ; for

Thurot, under the chapter on //, says :'3i "L'as-

piration permute avec le c, le g, le ih, \~y et

peut-6tre \'f;
"

then follow the examples with

dates and references. The evidence, however,
is not sufficient in my judgment, to establish

the fact of this sound being a characteristic

one of lle-de-France French. As Professor

Sheldon says : "In general the forms point
to ordinary French words and may be directly

compared with them." He has himself, how-
ever, suggested the possibility of this particu-
lar feature belonging to the province ofSain-

tonge rather than to the lle-de-France, and the

evidence seems to warrant such a conclusion.

Therefore, any one particular trait, such as

this, not pointing as most of the features do to

the old popular Parisian French, is especially

interesting, because of the comparative rarity
of features indicating any other origin than
the standard old popular French of the region
about Paris.

2. Next ts=Fr. k followed by a front vowel.
Here the Waterville and Cheticamp dialects,

agree, and here again appears to be something'
which does not indicate Parisian French origin;
for such a pronunciation is not spoken of in

works such as Thurot's, Nisard'sand Agnel's,
where if such a pronunciation were at all com-

130 See table of references for full titles, etc.

131 Tome ii, p. 418.
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mon it could hardly escape being put on

record. Professor Sheldon himself says: "For
ts=Fr. k followed by a front vowel, the Nor'

man dialects offer many examples ;" and be-

sides this statement, as good proof of its pro-
vincial origin, the dialect student has but to

turn to the words under Q in J6nain's diction-

ary ; thus, for example, one finds : gufqu'in,

voyez f/ieuyu'in; Queque (Berri), voyez

Cheugue ; Qitinze, voyez f/iinze, etc. I am
inclined to believe this to be an Acadian fea-

ture, for I have not heard it as yet in Canadian

districts, though it is very possible it may be
heard in some localities there, just as in the

Waterville district.

3. ts=Fr. t followed by a front vowel. If

the French vowel (usually ') be followed by
another vowel as in Waterville m&tse

1

and

Cheticamp mots6=Fr. moitii (see phrase no.

30), then in such like endings which are fre-

quent, the two dialects agree. This feature is

not one of those characteristic of the dialect

about Paris'3' (*'*) and many neighboring prov-

inces, <3? for such testify that Fr. / before a

vowel (usually j'H-another vowel is represented

by k as in dialect s5rky6=Fr. chartier ; and
such is, as is well-known, the pronunciation in

many places in Canada, '33 also the Carleton

form for such endings. Just what provinces or

localities in France may have ts=Fr. /-(-front

vowel followed by another vowel as in Fr.

ntoitif, I have not as yet been able to find out,

but should like to know. '34

4. ts Fr. / followed by a front vowel which
is final as in ptsi=Fr. petit, or followed by a

131 (bit} Agnel, Observations, under t, p. 28.

132 Talbert, Dialtcte blaisoix, p. 232.

'33 Legendre, Langue fran^aist, p. 47.

134 In a work like the Patois Larrains by Lucien Adam,
investigating more or less the speech of all the towns of the

departments of la Meurthe, la Meuse, la Moselle and les

Vosges, of which region Nancy might be considered the

capital, traces here and there of many speech traits can be

found. For instance, I find both in the vocabulary on p. 345
for Fr, tnoitif : mttckf (Laneuvelotte); m Uht, (Art-sur-

Meurthe), mentioned also on p. 24 under g iv. But from such

data 1 can only infer vaguely, and I think it is to just such

work as this that M. Paris alludes in the Parlirs me France

(note 128). Hoth in phonology and morphology the speech of

this northeast region of France tacks that homogeneity which

characterizes, as far ai I have observed, the French of the

Dominion of Canada, and for that reason makes it impracti-

cable to draw conclusions from the territory as a whole.

consonant as in kriatsur=Fr. creature. In

this case the Waterville and Cheticamp forms

are not alike, for the Cheticamp and modern
French forms agree in regard to the pronunci-
ation of the last syllable in such words, while

the Waterville form is nearly, if not entirely,
identical with what I have noted about Quebec.
This peculiarity, like the preceding, does not
occur in the French about Paris. It is easy to

understand so simple a sound-change arising
in any popular dialect, compare the popular
pronunciation of English don't you; for pur-
poses of comparison it is of interest to know
where among French dialects such a pronun-
ciation, if heard, may prevail.

5. dz=Fr. y (consonant). This interesting
feature of the Waterville dialect I have not
met with either in the dialects of France or in

those of the Dominion of Canada that I have
examined. Failing to find it noted in fle-de-

France French, I can only conclude that the

feature, if not developed in this country, must
come from some one of the many local pro-
vincial dialects of France ; and as in the case
of the two preceding traits, I should much like

to receive some more information about it.

6. dz=Fr. ^-followed by a front vowel. The
cases given by Professor Sheldon di61=Fr.
gueule in no. 34, aene'dzuidz=Fr. une aiguille
and dzirir and dziri=Fr. gucrir and gueri are
all cases of a vowel plus consonant. In such
case the Waterville and Cheticamp forms are
alike as regards the dz. I am interested to

know what the dialect forms for Fr. words like

bague and naviguer are where the^ is a final

sound, for in the Cheticamp dialect the forms
were as in French, that is bag and navige'i'ss

Cheticamp bag is interesting as compared with
the word heard in the same dialect badzet^=Fr.

baguette. This feature dz=Fr. g followed by
a front vowel does not seem to me to be taken
from old popular Parisian French where I do
not find such a pronunciation noted. As is

well-known, a pronunciation of frequent occur-
rence in many localities in Canada is dialect

y=Fr. g followed by front vowel. This I have
noted in Carleton and also around Quebec.
Such a pronunciation may well have come

135 While my notes record jdtlii for Fr. aiguille, right

alongside also for Cheticamp I have H[i~Vr,anfuille, which
looks irregular compared with /dii/ti.
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originally from the province of Saintonge, for

the statement is made in Jonain: "(ftts'acloucit

en ye
" and the examples given are : anyille=

Fr. angnille ; yarre=Fr. guerre and yetter=
Fr. guetter.i-T,<>

7. dz=Fr. d followed by i (or as in nos. 20

and 52 ). To illustrate this but two exam-

ples appear of Waterville specimens: mudzi

(m6dzi)=Fr. maudit, where the dm French is

followed by a final
,
and in the expressions

dzii pid2i=Fr. du pays and dziibwa=Fr. du

bois, where the Fr. u is followed by a con-

sonant. This feature is parallel then with no.

4 above : ts=Fr. t followed by final i as in

ptsi=Fr. petit ; or=^Fr. /-{-front vowel+con-
sonant as in kriatsiir=Fr. creature and like its

parallel does not occur in the Cheticamp dia-

lect which is identical with standard French in

the pronunciation of such forms, but does oc-

cur like its parallel in and around Quebec and

likewise, too, does not characterize the popular

speech about Paris. '37

8. dz=Fr. rf+front vowel (almost always i)

-(-vowel. There is, 1 think, in the "Specimens,"
no example of a case of dialect dz=Fr. rf++
vowel. It seems not unnatural to suppose,

however, that inasmuch as ts=Fr. ti before a

vowel as shown in 3 above, so dz will repre-

sent Fr. di before a vowel, more especially,

too, because such is the case in the Cheticamp
dialect; one might, therefore, divine that the

form for Fr. dieu in the Waterville dialect is

probably dzo as in Cheticamp French. While

my belief is that such will be found to be the

case, there is absolutely no means of knoiving

except by actually recording such examples.
Dialect gy=Fr. di+a vowel is quite common in

the neighborhood of Quebec and at the Falls

of Montmorency, where I noted it. '38 Such a

pronunciation is current in the popular speech
about Paris. >39 Dialect y=Fr. d before '-)-

vowel (yab=Fr. diable), I know, too, can be

heard in Canadian localities. 'J8 Corblet, in his

Glossaire du Patois Picard, gives several other

136 P. 20, introduction to the Dictionnaire Stiintonffeais.

137 On p. 344 of the Patois Lorrams appears, perhaps, an

example of Fr. t//=dialect d% in the word 7/mjV^YFr. mardi

(Laneuvelotte).

138 Legendre, I.angut Frani;a:se au Canad*, p. 47 ; also

note 44, Paper No. I.

139 Nisard, Langage fopulaire dt Paris, p. aoo.

dialect forms for Fr. dieu, writing the Savoy
form djeu /M such a pronunciation of Fr. dieu,

I have not found noted for the region of Paris.

The features of the Waterville dialect as

brought out and illustrated by the examples
under the three sections into which Professor

Sheldon has divided them : I. A=Fr. z; II. ts

=P>. tor k followed by a front vowel, and III.

dz=Fr. y (consonant), ^-followed by a front

vowel, and d followed by i, each of which I

have just discussed, are, perhaps, phonetically
the most interesting ones the dialect contains.

All of the eight traits described differ from the

great majority of the speech features found

throughout Canada, in that they do not point

directly back to the French about the region
of Paris as their original starting place. And
the primary significance of Professor Sheldon's

paper is the suggestion contained therein that

such may possibly be found to be actually the

case with regard to some of the more striking
features in the Waterville dialect.

Besides these traits just described, however,
there are several other points brought out in

the "Specimens" well worthy of more con-

sideration, and which reveal features that as

yet I have not met, or am but little acquainted
with.

1. ez for Fr.j'e as in examples 8, 12 and 13.

This e preceding the consonant z has the ap-

pearance of a glide, something similar to el

for Fr. le, as in phrase no. 28. Similar, if not

identical, dialect forms given by Corblet for

Fr. je are ej and </.M' In phrases nos. 83
and 88, it may not be superfluous to remark
the omission entirely of a form corresponding
to French je, though this may possibly be

merely such a colloquial feature as Passy has
noted for colloquial French

; as, for example,
ts6 pa=Fr. (Je ne) sais/>as.*4*

2. The form el, (/) for the definite article,

as in phrase no. 28. As this is the only exam-

ple among the "
Specimens" it appears to me

doubtful whether it be a genuine form and
used with some regularity for the French mas-
culine definite article as in Picard "

el
"

for Fr.

te,M3 or merely l=Fr. le pronounced with the

140 P. 371 under din ft djiu,

141 Glassuire, p. 103, iv.

142 tude,f. 123, Ja 7I .

143 CorMet's Glossaire \ i, p. 98.
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vowel sound or glide, which will naturally pre-

cede the liquids /and r. Compare ez Fr. je

just commented on above.

3. ma=Fr. moi, as in phrases nos. 44, 45 and

95, both in pronunciation and construction is

curious. M4 The Canadian form about Quebec
is moe, as in phrase no. 14, or oftener mot,
while in the two Acadian dialects it is mwa.
I have already commented on the syntax of

this phrase in note no. 60.

. 4. li vii in phrase no. 83" I saw him and
also I saw her=? " For the omission of a form

corresponding to French je see under i,

just above. Apparently li=Fr. le and la-\-

verb (?), while in phrase no. 43 : 61i tut apre-

dene' skedza=" we are giving all, everythine;=
on (lui ?) tout apres donner ce qu'il y a (?)," it

appears to be for Fr. lui-fverb (?). As stated

in note no. 59, for Carleton the forms y, gui
and yi represent the conjunctive Fr. lui, and

my notes show these forms to be common to

many regions, li Fr. lui, or le, or la I have

not as yet recorded. I find, however, in

Corblet'sdictionary'45 li=Fr. lui, and used also

for the Fr. reflexive se.

5. vii in phrase no. 83, in livii=" I saw him
and also I saw her=? " This verb-form by

way of comparison is extremely interesting, for

if identical with the Cheticamp form vii=Fr.

vis, which I know to be a genuine preterite

144 This ma appears to me a genuine dialect form pre

served just as at present the same form is heard in the de.

partment of Ille-et-Vilaine (Bretagnc). In the Clossaire of

this department by Adolphe Grain are several specimens of

the dialect in poetry. On p. 154, second stanza, first line of

" La Cressonniere "
J'ly dis comme ca :

" La belle,

J'veux pas rester garcon,"

Third stanza: "
Ma, je veux rester," dit-elle

" Vieill' fille i la maison."

Tenth itanza
'

J'ly dis. dedans 1'oreille,

Veux-tu de ma, Marion ?

Besides ;a--Fr. ;*/ in these stanzas occurs the form /y -

Fr. lui, which is of interest in connection with the next ex-

pression no. 4, // vii,

145 Glossairt, p. 104, and see ly in the stan/as in the pre-

ceding note. The following note on this expression 1 re*

ccived from Professor Sheldon after writing the above on 4;
" As to my no. 83, // vii-\ saw him and 1 saw her (both hhn

and Her, \ think most likely were emphatic) my query \ T)

means simply that 1 did not see how to give a word for word

translation into literary French. I suspect, as I think I did

when 1 wrote the paper for the Mod. Lang, f'uiil., that the

tense used is really the compound present, though I do not un-

derstand the vowel /, when * would be expected. Cf. also no.

43 //, where one looks for pronoun perhaps-f-fjf (Fr.). For

this as a preterite cf. nos. 6, 17, 135."

tense, it shows that the VVaterville dialect has

a preterite tense. In this respect the Carleton

dialect is defective, no preterite tense being
found in it. In this connection it is of interest

to know whether the Waterville speech pos-
sesses a real future tense other than the forms

expressing that idea with the verb al^=Fr.

alter, as in nos. 8, 9, 20, 44, 45, 46 and 49.

6. fig, as in nos. 133 and 134, is an exception
to Fr. _y=-;VVaterville dz. Cf. phrase no. 101

and the * note. I noted the same feature once

at the Falls of Montmorency, nine miles from

Quebec, where Fr. aiguille was pronounced

e'du'ig (perhaps e'dziiig or 6dziiig).M6 I suspect,

therefore, more than one form for words like

ft, fillc and aiguille ; it would be of interest

to find out if there is any particular locality

where French y is represented regularly in

such cases by g.

7. In phrase no. 135, laevyu'47 or laevii, in

the expression: mirma laevyu do gr6 ra=
"mamma saw two big rats." The /M* in

laevyu or loevii looks like a dialect peculiarity.
I have noted in Carleton such phrases as 6 1

Iav6 vii for Fr. on I'avail vu and M. Legendre
notes on rttait and on I'aimait mieux ; M.

Legendre adds :

"
Lorsque I'/s'y trouve deja re'gulierement,

soil comme lettre initiale du verb soil comme
abreViation du pronom le on la, on la double :

on ITaimait, on F louangeait."

M. Charles Joret, Commenting on non' and on
in Norman French, goes on to say that / de-

velops precisely in the same way and under
the same conditions; that is, before / followed

by a mute e, which is elided : nol 1 di=ow le

<ft'/.
I-r* ("*) However, without more examples

146 Cf. Clapin's aiduilU and <uV//Av, p. xix of the Con-
sul rations generates to the Dictionnaire.

147 Cf. also note 6 on this expression.

148 This / has been noted by Lcgendre, p. 53 of La lanftte

franfaise, and also by Paul de Cazes on p. 126 of his article :

La lanftit yui nous parlons, section I, 1887 of the Mtmolrtt
de la sociftf royals du C nad*.

148 (bis} Romania viit (1879), p. 103; Meyer-LUbke speaking
of nd in Normandie (GratHitiaire tome ii, p. 109) says:

"
I.c

point de dvpart de cette forme, tonnante & premiere vu, doit

lire I'en, surtout les verbes & initiate vocalique; l-d-tt-~tm*,"

etc. This / in such expressions as Ittvu, on I'aimait milttx,

etc., appears to me to be the / of Fr. I'on transposed by
metathesis: in mu-nia latvtl analogy of, first, et/'c* avtt then

etc /'a vu. Further references to Fleury and Behrens are

given by Meyer-Liibke on p. no, who treat of Norman /.v

Fr. tn.
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both in Waterville and in Norman French, I

can at present only suspect the two traits to be

parallel.

These last seven dialect features just pointed

out appear to be more especially local than

the dialect h, ts and dz previously pointed out

by Professor Sheldon, and further discussed in

the present paper under eight distinct heads.

Indeed, as already shown, all the localities

thus far examined show individual peculiari-

ties, but both in phonology and morphology

there are many common identical traits, so

many, too, that are likewise common to popular

spoken French, as to leave no reasonable doubt

of the common origin of the dialects in the

Dominion thus far examined. It seems to me
now of use to make a table embracing the

phonetical data that have so far been put on

record for the French spoken throughout the

Dominion of Canada and about the adjacent

territory. Of course such a table represents

no locality or dialect. It is purely a table of

reference and merely indicates the fact that

the particular sound found in the table has

been put on record as belonging to some

speech variety that can be heard in Canada,

or the neighboring surrounding region. Un-

doubtedly many of these sounds are common
to nearly, if not all, of the speech varieties; for

example, I know of no dialect where the

French back a is not regularly represented by
dialect a. Anyone can easily look up a par-

ticular sound, the data on the subject not being
as yet by any means too unwieldy so to do.

Any new sounds that any one may be inter-

ested to note and offer will be a welcome ad-

dition and will increase proportionately the

value and completeness of the table for dialect

investigation.

The parenthetical "Acadian regions," "Ca-

nadian regions," added to some of the sounds,

ig not to be taken categorically ; it merely im-

plies that the sound is likely to be found in the

region designated (simply because it already
has been in some such region), but does not

imply that it may not be found in the other

regions. Of the endless variety of linguistic

phenomena occurring constantly, as well as

sporadically, and due in a great measure, as

are the variations in popular French from

standard French which variations to a very

great extent are reproduced in these dialects

to well-known phonetical principles (assimila-

tion, dissimilation, metathesis, etc.), or to

analogy, no account can here be taken, for the

tabular scheme contemplates only those fea-

tures which typify and are of regular occur-

rence, and because of their regularity give the

speech its dialectic or local character. The
table does not embrace quantitative distinc-

tions ; they are purely varieties in quality of

sound. The Fr. equivalents indicate sounds.

JAMES GEDDES, JR.
Boston University.

"SCHALME OF ASSAY."

IN a curious list of musical instruments occur-

ring in the Early Scottish poem The Howlat,
we find enumerated

'The ihilset, the dulsacordis, the schalme of assay."

The two former were, almost certainly, obso-

lete varieties of the dulcimer; but "schalme
of assay

"
is a puzzler. Of course "schalme,"

is the shawm, a well-known ancient instrument

of the recorder (or clarinet) class, of a grave
and majestic character. In the Knight of the

Burning Pestle (Induction) the Citizen asks:

"What stately music have you? you have

shawms?" But the difficulty here lies in the

epithet "of assay."

Mr. F. J. Amours, in his notes to Scottish

Alliterative Poems, remarks :

" Of assay is an indefinite expression suscepti-
ble of various meanings: 'of good assay, of

good quality,' was probably the idea the poet
wished to convey. It may also mean ' the
shalm of attack, of battle.'

"

In a very similar list in the Remade lie For-

tune of Guillaume de Machault, occurs the

line

" Muse d' ausay, trompe, pipe."

Ausay, Aussai, was the old French name of

Alsace (see Froissart), and it appears in Piers

the Plowman (Prob. 228) as "
Oseye :

" "white

wyn of Oseye." The schalme of assay is,

therefore, most probably, "the Alsatian pipe."

WM. HAND BROWNE.
Johns Hopkins University.
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CLAUDE BROSSETTE-MAN OF
LETTERS. 1671-1743.

THE life and labors of Claude Brossette, who is

best known as the correspondent and com-

mentator of Boileau, represent an interesting

phase in the development of literary study in

France. Brossette had no claim to wonderful

originality, but showed unusual ability and

proficiency in work which was practically new
to his time.

The early national literature had grown
without restraint and without much conscious

effort, and there were no clearly formulated

canons of criticism until after the Revival of

Learning. Then a sort of literary criticism

appeared, but it was lacking in appreciation,
and had nothing but contempt for the poetry
of the Middle Ages. The literary movement
at this time became more consciously active,

and there was a constant effort towards im-

provement. Each literary generation seemed
to decry the work of its predecessors. There
was no deep perception of the fact that litera-

ture is a continual growth, and that it is im-

possible for any men, or any age, to fix the

literary criterions for all time to come. There
was too much dogmatism, too much searching
for the absolute, and consequently too little

historical perspective.
This state of affairs continued until the close

of the seventeenth century. In scholastic

circles literary study was directed almost ex-

clusively to the Classic authors, and the rising

generations in the schools were left in com-

parative ignorance of their own national liter-

ature. Outside of scholastic circles there was
little appreciation of the history and worth of
the national literature, inasmuch as there did

not exist before this time an intelligent and
educated society, capable of forming literary

opinions and of preserving literary traditions.

In the hush that came after the great men of

the century had passed away, it was evident

that the literary world was confronted by a

new condition: there were clearly no aspirants
for literary reputation who could equal their

immediate predecessors. For the first time no
one had the audacity to claim that the new
generation was up to the level of the old.

Here, then, was change without improvement,
and this being so, it was natural that minds

should revert to the great masters in an effort

to discover wherein their greatness really lay.

Gradually with this beginning came a concep-
tion of the unity of literary development, and
the feeling that each step was important when
viewed in its relation to the whole. The
necessity of the preservation of literary docu-
ments of all kinds became more evident, and
the foundations for the historical study of lit-

erature were laid.

In this field of work just being opened,
Claude Brossette holds a place of no mean
importance. Accounts of his life are extremely
fragmentary, and most of the facts regarding
him have been obtained from his letters, which
have been fairly well preserved, although
scattered in several places. Best known is the

correspondence with Boileau,' but most rich

in information is a collection entitled Lettres
de M. Rousseau sur difftrents sitjets de liitf-

rature, which was published at Geneva in 1750,
in five duodecimo volumes, under the supervi-
sion of Louis Racine. This collection consists
of letters written to Brossette by Jean Baptiste
Rousseau, to which Brossette joined his own
replies, and covers the period of his greatest
activity.

In 1765 Cizeron-Rival edited a curious and
interesting little volume entitled Rlcrtations
Litteraires, containing some information re-

garding Brossette which is not to be found
elsewhere,' and mention is also made of him
in at least two bookss relating to the history of

Lyons. In addition to these sources of infor-

mation various articles relating to the man and
his work may be found in the Mtmoires de
Trlvoux, and in other papers. 4

Brossette was born at Theize' near Lyons,
i Correspt>nd*nct tntrt Baileau Dtsprtnux it Brtssette,

publieV par Auguste Lavardet. Paris, J. Techencr, Libraire,
1808. in -8. 605 pp.

i This volume gives a list of Brossette's writings in print
and in manuscript which it is impossible to verify, as many of
th latter have never been printed, and seem to have been
lost.

3 . L'Histoire Littfretire de Lyon, par le Pt-r Colonia.

Lyon, 1728-1730. 2 voli. in~4. Vol. ii, p. 827.

t. fatfu sur Its Historiens du Lyonnais, par F. Z. Col-
lombet. I

er
s.'rie, Lyon. Giberton et Brun, 1839. Se article

entitled Brossette.

4 a. Me^moiretde Tr/voitx, avril 1713, mai 1717, vril 1734.
6. Le yournal des S.avans, 23 fvrier, 1717.

c. Le Cabinet tie lecture, 29 de'cembre, 1833.

."3
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November 7, 1671. When quite young he be-

gan his studies at the Jesuit college La Trinite

in Lyons, and on September i, 1684, when in

the classe de troisieme, received a prize for

Greek composition. 5 A natural taste for the

Classics was stimulated by the atmosphere in

which he lived, and his scholarly instincts at

one time led him to believe that a clerical

career was the best one for him to enter. With

this end in view he began his novitiate with

the Jesuit fathers, but before long abandoned

it, to take up legal studies. In 1691 he was

studying in the office of the sons of Jean

Domat, 6 a learned advocate who was a relative

and friend of the great Pascal, and to whom
Pascal had confided his manuscripts at the

time of his death. It is highly probable that

the interest taken in Brossette by M. Domat
and by his sons, did much to pave the way for

the young man's future success.

The details of his youth are unknown, and

there is no definite information regarding his

family. It has been said of him that il futplus

recommaudjt par sa probite et ses talents que

par sa naissance ; but still the father must

have been a solid bourgeois in comfortable

circumstances, as the young lawyer seems to

have enjoyed all the literary and educational

advantages which were within his reach.

There is evidence that, when still a young man,
he became intensely interested in a study of

the French satiric poets, and early planned
editions of Regnier? and Boileau. Boileau

was his favorite modern author, and all that

the great law-giver of the French Parnassus

sent out from Paris was eagerly read. These

interests, however, did not interfere with his

special studies, and he spent much time in ac-

quainting himself with the vast literature per-

taining to his profession and in going back to

the Latin sources of the French legal system.
All through his life he showed a remarkable

capacity for work, dividing his time as lawyer
and man of letters between two careers, and

devoting himself to each with almost equal
enthusiasm. He was constantly working at

some literary task requiring much time and

5 Corresptntiance, p. 577.

6 Ste (Euvres Completes de Boiltatt-Desprt'aux, Nouvelle

Edition, publiec par M. Paul Cheron. Paris, Gamier Frcres,

"875, gr. in-8, p. 39*, note 7.

7 Lettres dt Kovtseatt, t. ii, p. 230.

labor, and at the same time devoting himself

to the closest professional study, while taking
an active part in the public life of Lyons, hold-

ing important public trusts, and distinguishing

himself for wonderful executive ability and

good business sense.

Early in his career lie was admitted to prac-

tice in the Parlement de Paris,* and when in

his twenty-seventh year visited Paris on legal

business connected with the Hdtel-Dieu, the

hospital at Lyons. During the visit Brossette

first became acquainted, personally, with his

favorite Boileau. The poet, it appears, had

previously invested in some of the bonds

issued by the HStel-Dieu represented by Bros-

sette, and the two men were brought together

through this business connection. Their meet-

ing, which occurred October 3, 1698,9 was the

beginning of a long friendship between them.
Boileau at this time was sixty-two years old,

somewhat feeble in health, and living in com-

parative retirement out at Auteuil where he

had purchased a place in 1687.

Brossette was young, intelligent, and well-

informed on literary matters, and had long
been one of Boileau's most fervent admirers.

So in spite of the great disparity in their ages,

upon the common ground of literary interest

their friendship was quickly formed, Boileau

finding an appreciative listener, Brossette

eager to profit by this commerce with so great
a man. For several months the two men saw
each other almost daily, and in the garden at

Auteuil many discussions took place between
them regarding current literary topics. Bros-

sette did not neglect such an occasion to ques-
tion Boileau in regard to the allusions and
references in his poems which he had not fully

understood. Such information was freely given
and Brossette, rich in his knowledge, for he

had carefully recorded all that he had been

told, resolved to carry out his youthful idea

and prepare an edition of Boileau with exten-

sive historical and literary notes.

After some five months 10 he returned to

Lyons, having finished his business affairs, and
then began the literary correspondence which

8 Archives du Rhctte, t. viii, p. 153.

9 Corrrspondanct, p. 28.

10 Brossette returned to Lyons in the latter part of Febru-

ary, 1699. CfrrcspondAnct, p. i.

.114
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was a continuation of their daily conversations.

Influenced by the charm of his recent ex-

periences, and exalted by his comradeship with

the great satirist, Brossette filled Lyons with

the praise of his idol and set up a shrine for

his worship. On March 10, 1699, some two
weeks after he had left Paris, he wrote to

Boileau as follows :"

On yient de m'apporler, la bordure que j'ai
fait faire au portrait dont vous m'avez fait pre'-

sent, et vous voila, plac dans le plus bel en-
droit de mon cabinet. Je ne donte pas que
vous n'en fussiez pas content, si vous pouviez
le voir, mais vous le seriez bien davantage si

vous tiez temoin de 1'empressement qu'ont
tons les honnetes gens, de vous venir rendre
visile chez moi : chacun tache derenche'rirsur
vos (ouanges ;

il n'est pas me'tne jusqu'a nos

poetes qui n'aient Iravaille' sur ce sujet: voici

quatre vers de la fagon d'un de nos amis.

Vous qui vouler savoir, quel est le personnage,

Reprcsente" dans ce tableau,

Approchz en un sot ouvrage,
Vous connaltrcz que c'est Boileau.

To these lines Boileau makes the following
allusion in his reply of March 25:"

L'epigramme qu'on a faite pour mettre au
has de ce. tableau, est fort jolie. Je doute,

ppurtant que mon portrait donnat un signe de
vie des qu'on lui pr^senterait un sot ouvrage;
et I'hyperbole est un peu forte.

Soon after Brossette's departure, Boileau be-

came involved in a slight business trouble.

The sum which he had invested in the bonds
of the Lyons hospital amounted to twelve

thousand francs, upon which he was receiving
twelve and a-half per cent interest. '3 But the

Conseil de F H6tel-Dieu decided that this rate

of interest was too high, and that all bond-
holders receiving it should be reduced to nine

per cent. At this juncture Boileau appealed
to Brossette, who prevailed upon the Mare'chal

de Villeroi, one of the administrators of the

hospital, to make an exception in this special

case, and pay the interest according to the

original agreement. '3 Naturally Boileau was
touched by this kindly service, and felt an
added interest in his young admirer.

Later in the same year, June 6, 1699, Bros-

sette writes as follows :M

J'ai re'solu de r^pondre a toutes les critiques
qu'on a faites de vos ouvrages, suivant le plan,

ii Correspondence, p. . 12 Ibid., p. 3. 13 Ibid., p. xvi.

14 Correspondance, p. 9.

la maniere, et s'il se pent le style, dont M.
Arnauld s'est servi pour deTendre votre satire
dixieme dans sa lettre a M. Perrault. Que
direz-vous, Monsieur, de mon entreprise? J'en
connais toutela te'me'rite', ou du moins 1'inuti-

lite'. Je sais que vos ouvrages sont infiniment
au-dessus des atteintes que la jalouse ignorance
a essaye

1

de leur donner: its se soutiennent
assez par eux-me'mes et vous vous ferez tour

jours assez admirer sans le secours d'un
apologiste tel que moi. Mais, cependant,
Monsieur, la matiere est si belle, et votre d-
fense est si facile, que je sens bien quej'aurai
toutes les peines du monde a re'sister a nne
tentation si glorieuse. C'est pour cela, que je
ramasse depuis longtemps avec beaucoup de
soin, tons les me'moires qui peuvent m'aider
pour ce dessein : et les e'claircissements que
vous avez eu la bonte' de me donner sur vos
ouvrages me serviront de principal ornement.

To this Boileau replies self-complacently,

July 2, 1699 ;'S

Je suis bien aise, qu'un homme comme vous
entreprenne mon apologie ; mais les livres

qu'on a fails centre moi soul si peu connus,
qu'en ve'rite', je ne sais, s'ils meYitent aucune
re'ponse. Oserais-je vous dire que le dessein

que vous aviez pris de faire des remarquessur
mes ouvrages est bien aussi bon, et que ce
serait le moyen d'en faire line imperceplible
apologie qui vaudrait bien une apologie en
forme. Je vous laisse pourtant le maitre, de
faire toul ce que vous jugerez a propos.

Brossette assents to this suggestion say-

ing :" 6

Vous m'avez
tput-a-fait determine a ne pas

faire une apologie direcle de vos ouvrages;
el je trouve comme vous, M., que les re-

marques que j'ai entreprises, me conduiront
mieux a ce mSine dessein qu'une apologie en
forme.

As this correspondence progressed, Brossette

came more and more in contact with the lit-

erary atmosphere ofParis than he had ever done

before, and inspired by these new interests he

began to collect about him at Lyons a coterie

of local men of letters, who could afford him

literary companionship. 1 ? Early in the year
1700 he writes to Boileau that he, and six of his

friends, have formed an Academy, >8 and upon
the receipt of this leller Boileau expresses him-
self as follows :'9

Je suis ravi de I'Acade'mie qui se forme en
volre ville. Elle n'aura pas grand'peine a sur-

15 Corrtspondance , p. 14.

17 Ch'ron's Bailtuu, p. 373.

18 Correspondctrtce, p. 40.

16 Ibid,i p. 15.

19 IHd. t p. 43.
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passer en meVite, celle de Paris, qui n'est

maintenant compose'e a deux ou trois hommes

pres, que de gens du plus vulgaire mrite et

qui ne sont grands que dans leur propre ima-

gination. . . . Ainsi, Monsieur, si dans la

votre, il y a plusieurs gens de votre force, je

suis persuade
1

que dans pen, ce sera i 1'Aca-

de'tnie de Lyon qu'on appellera des jugements
de I'Acade'mie de Paris.

The new Academy prospered, Brossette

was made its first secretaire perpetuel, and it

soon became a leader among the other provin-

cial academies which were being organized.

Somewhat later Brossette encroaches upon

the literary character of the correspondence

by referring to a lottery :*>

Vous trouverez dans ma lettre un imprim
de la uoisieme Loterie que notre Grand- H6pital
a ouverte. C'est cette maison qui, I'anne'e

passe'e, s'avisa la premiere, de faire de ces

sortes de Loteries qu'on a imite' presque par-

tout, depuis ce temps-la. Au cas que vous

ayez intention d'essayer ici, ce que vous peut

Eroduire
votre bonne toile, vous pouvez fitre

ien assur^ de la fidelite' de cette Loterie.

After some delay Boileau replies, declining

the proposition :

... On ne peut pas vous 6tre plus oblige
1

que je le suis, de toutes vos bont^s, et du soin

que vous voulez bien prendre de m'enrichir en

m'admettantdans votre Loterie; mais qu'ayant
mis & plus de cent Loteries depuis que je me
connais, et n'ayant jamais vu aucun billet ap-

prochant du noir, je ne suis pas d'humeur a

acheter des petits morceaux de papier blanc,

un Louis d'or la pi&ce. Ce n'est pas que je
me de'fie de la fide"lite" de MM. les Directeurs

de l'H6pital de votre illustre ville, qui sont

tons, Jl ce qu'on m'a dit, des gensde la trenipe
d'Aristide et de Phocion; mais je me de'fie fort

de la fortune qui ne m'a pas jusqu'ici paru
bien intentionne'e pour les gens de lettres et 4

qui je demande maintenant, non pas qu'elle
me donne, mais qu'elle ne m'ote rien.

He relents about a week later and writes :

Si vousjugez ne'anmoins, qu'on souhaite fort

a Lyon que je mette 4 cette Loterie, je suis

trop oblige
1

i votre ville pour lui refuser cette

satisfaction et vous pouvez y mettre quatre ou

cinq pistoles pour moi Je les regarderai
comme donne'es a Dieu et a 1'Hdpital.

And this was their destination, for Brossette

is forced to confess as the drawing comes to an

end that Boileau has not been successfu!.a3

These extracts from their correspondence

20 Correspondanct, p. 44 . 21 Ibid., p. 45. aa Hid., p. 48.

13 Correspondence i p. 69.

will convey an idea of the intimacy of the two

men, and show what an opportunity Brossette

had to know the poet thoroughly and to collect

from him a great amount of information regard-

ing his work. Brossette went back to Paris for a

short time in 1702, and then wrote an account

of all of his conversations with Boileau, ex-

tending from October 12 to November 12. 4

The exchange of letters continued with every

sign of the warmest friendship, and Boileau

sent down to Lyons all of the current literary

gossip, while at the same time answering
Brossette's numerous questions.

During his later years Boileau wanted the

satisfaction of preparing a new edition of his

own works, but being forbidden to insert the

twelfth satire sur fEquivoque** he gave up the

task, which was finally terminated after his

death in 1711 by Renaudot and Valincourt, the

edition appearing in 1713. But the public was
not satisfied, the friendship between the poet

and Brossette was well known and his edition

was eagerly awaited.

It was not possible, however, for Brossette

to give his undivided attention to purely lit-

erary labors, and so the work progressed

slowly. His local and legal duties were quite

onerous, and during the greater part of the

period when he had been associated with

Boileau, he had at the same time been busy
with various legal works and with papers for

the meetings of his Academy. Various vol-

umes on legal subjects26 had appeared in 1700,

and in 1702 and 1703, and in 1711, not long

34 This manuscript is now in the Dibliotheque Nationalc,

catalogued as follows : Brossette : Memoires sur sex rela-

tions ttvec Boileau depuis It 8 act. jusqu'tu 12 novembre.

Funds frangais. No. 15275. The greater part of it has been

incorporated in the appendix to Lavardet's edition of the

Correspondance,

25 See Qusrard, article entitled Boileau.

26 . Proc s-vtrbal des Conferences tenues p*r ordre tiu

AW entre MM. les Comraissaires du Conseil pour 1'Examen

des articles des ordonnances civiles et crirnintllcs.

Louvain, 170*, in-4.

b. Recueil dts Pieces du Prices en faveur du Prtsidiml

de Lyon centre le Pttrlement de Grenoble pour la jurisdiction

de la Guillotiere avc 1'arrOt d 1701 et les cartes des lieux f

par Claude Brossette.

Lyon, 1702, in-4.

c. Les Tares du Droit Civil et du Droit Canonigue, rap-

portes sous les noms francais des matieres. et suivant 1'ordre

alphab^tique, avec line brieve explication des Titres limit la

seule lecture ne donnt pas vine id e sufiisante.

Lyon, 1705, in-4.
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after the death of Boileau, he published his

Histoire abregte, on Eloge Historique de la

Ville de Lyonw
Confining himself as closely as possible,

however, to his important task, we learn from

a letter written from Lyons, November 25,

1715, that the work was approaching comple-
tion. 2* At this time the quarto edition in two
volumes was already printed, and the pub-
lishers were at work upon the four volume
octavo edition, which was to be issued at the

same time. His preface, although written, had

not yet gone to the printer, as he said that he

wished to allow it to ripen on paper before put-

ting it into type. He adds this interesting

particular :

J'ai appris de Paris que Mnsgr., le Due
d'Orleans, ayant vu quelques feuilles de mpn
onvrage, a permis qu on le lui cjdiat. Voila
sans doute une circonstance bien glorieuse
pour le livre; mais elle met 1'auteur dans
une situation bien delicate

;
car ma preface se

trouvera placed entre lenom du due Regent, *9

et les ceuvresdeM. Despre'aux. Je sens com-
bien la place est difficile a remplir, et combien
le pas est dangereux.

Nevertheless the dedication was made and

in another letter, June 18, 1716,3 he says:

. . . 1 'impression est entitlement acheve'e et

M. Fabri, Libraire de Geneve, qui 1'a faite, est

parti aujourd'hui de Lyon, pour aller presenter
le premier exemplaire 5 M. le Due d'Orleans.

Je n<> doute pas qu'il n'obtienne facilement de
son A. R. la permission de faire entrer ce livre

en France."

The Duke received the volume with a wel-

come so favorable that it caused a great stir

in literary circles, and the publishers had

great hopes of its success. In this they were

not mistaken, for Brossette had handled in a

very skilful way the abundant material placed
at his disposal, and had prepared what was

recognized as an authorized edition. Besides

indicating the numerous variants, he gave
close references to all the Classic authors imi-

tated by Boileau, and wrote copious literary

and historical comments, throwing much light

upon obscure passages.
Some modern editorssi have spoken slight-

37 Lyon, Girin, in-4.

28 Lettres tie Rousseau, t. ii, p. 41.

29 The Due d'Orleans had been appointed Regent after

the death of Louis xiv, September I, 1715.

30 Lettres de Rousseau, t. ii, p. 89.

ingly of Brossette because his work contained

errors, and have appeared to greatly under-

estimate its value. They fail to see that even
with its imperfections it was one of the first

results of modern critical study, and should be

esteemed as such.

For more than one hundred years his edition

of Boileau was accepted without comment, and
served as a basis for all subsequent editions

up to 1830, when Berriat-Saint-Prix undertook
another critical edition, reviewing and reex-

amining the work, and correcting some of its

errors.

After Boileau's death and during the prepa-
ration of the edition of 1716, Brossette, through
his publishers at Geneva, found another literary

correspondent in the poet Jean Baptiste Rous-
seau. In 1711 Rousseau had left Paris on ac-

count of the famous couplets of 1710, which he
was unjustly convicted of writing, and April 7,

1712, a decree was registered banishing him
from France forever. On quitting Paris, he had

gone to Soleure in Switzerland, where he was
received by the French ambassador, the Comte
de Luc. Here he remained until 1715, when
his protector went to the Austrian court and
whither Rousseau followed him. It was during
this stay in Switzerland that Brossette and
Rousseau came into relations with each other.
In 1712 Rousseau had printed a volume of his

poeniss* at Soleure, which had attracted the
attention of Brossette, while at the same
time Rousseau wrote to Brossette regarding
the edition of Boileau, which was already an-
nounced. As one of Boileau's pupils he, Rous-

seau, felt a great interest in its appearance.
The two men never met, although they were
nearer together then than at any subsequent
time, but interested in the same things it was
natural that they should interest each other.

Brossette was feeling the need of a correspon-
dent who could, in a way, take the place of

Boileau, and Rousseau, exiled from France
and much disheartened, was glad to connect
himself in as many ways as possible with the

literary life which he had been forced to leave.

Before Rousseau's departure for Vienna Bros-
sette wrote to him :33

31 Cheron's Boileau, pp. xix-xx.

32 (Euvres diverges du Sieur R. Soleure, 1712, in-12.

33 24 avril, 1715. Correspondence, t. ii, p. 3.

II?
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Votre sejour dans une cour e'trangere ya
vous priver de la plupart des nouvelles lit-

teYaires de Paris et du Royaume. J'offrirais
de vous informer exactement, si je croyais que
les choses que je vous manderais, pussent vous

dedommager de 1 'ennui de lire nies lettres.

To this Rousseau replies on the eve of his

departure :34

. . . . Je ne vous ai point encore remercie
1

de 1'offre obligeante que vous me faites, de

tn'apprendre des nouvelles de la REpublique
litteVaire. Oserais-je abuser de votre civilite

1

,

jusqu'a a vous prier de me tenir parole? Je
sens tout I'agre'tnent et toute 1'utilite

1

d'un
commerce comme le v6tre, et je ne pourrai

jamais m'empficher de vous importuner le

premier, de mes lettres, lorsque je serai a

Vienne. J'ai vecu en ce pays-ci dans une
assez grande ignorance de ce qui se passe au
Parnasse.

For the first few years the correspondence
was continued quite regularly and Rousseau

was treated to all the current gossip. But the

unsettled state of Rousseau's affairs, his

journeyings between Vienna and Brussels, in

the vain hope of being appointed historiog-

rapher of the Netherlands, and the strained

political relations between Austria and France,

interrupted the letters from time to time, and

although they were continued at intervals

until Rousseau's death in 1741, they were

never so frequent as during the first few years.

After completing the edition of Boileau,

Brossette was asked by many friends to finish

the work on Regnier which he had formerly

undertaken, following out his early ambition,

and this he decided to do. The preparation
of such an edition was not without its difficul-

ties as Brossette was well aware. The first

edition published at Paris in 1608, in-4,35 con-

tained numerous mistakes, as did subsequent
editions, and up to the time of his death in

1614, Regnier was never willing to supervise

any one of them, manifesting in this regard a

surprising indifference and carelessness. So
the various editions for the next hundred years
and more, up to the time of the Brossette edi-

tion, were very unreliable.

The thing most difficult for Brossette to do
was to establish a text which should be as

near perfect as possible under the circum-

stances. To this end he consulted with the

34 I raai, 1715. Correspondence, t. ii, p. II.

35 Consult Qutfrartl .

aid of a few friends all of the obtainable edi-

tions, making line for line comparisons, and

accepting the most probable readings. In ad-

dition to this work he was materially aided in

all his researches by family papers of various

kinds, which had been preserved presumably
by some members of the Regnier family, and
to which Brossette had free access. 36 The
work dragged along slowly, and for a time

Brossette allowed himself to be influenced by
the friends of Boileau, who desired him to pre-

pare a second edition, making use of the new
material which had come to light. 37 Such in-

terruptions were only temporary, however, and
each year in his summer vacations when pro-
fessional work could be neglected the advocate

continued the preparation of his manuscript.
From one of Rousseau's letters written from

Vienna, January 6, 1722,38 it is known that the

text had finally been established by this date.

In the latter part of December, 1724, Brossette

gives an account of his work in a letter to

Rousseau, and it is interesting as showing the

tenacity with which this busy man had clung
to his difficult task, and as giving an idea of

his method :

II y a plus de vingt ans que j'avais jette'
sur le papier, quelques observations sur
les ceuvres de ce poete. Comme en le lisant,

Je m'appercus de quelques fautes consideYa-
bles que jenepouvais en conscience mettre
sur le compte de I'auteur, j'eus recours a
d'autres Editions, etje trouvai taut de diftV;-

rencesentreles lines et les autres, queje m'en-
gageai a confeYer toutes les Editions que je pus
recouvrer afin de ritable> an moins le texte,
dans toute sa puretE. Nous avons certaine-
ment point d'auteur moderne dont les e'crits

pre'sentent tant de differentes lemons. Comme
il contient plusieurs endroits difh'ciles a en-

tendre, soil pour l'obscurit meme de 1'expres-
sion qui n'est pas toujours fort nette, soit par
les changementsque 1'usagea apportes dans le

langage et dans le style : les imprimeurs d'un
c6t out dEfigurE ses vers et en out rendu
plusieurs inintelligibles en substituant des
termes connus, mais impropres, a ceux qu'ils
n'entendaient pas : et de I'autre, des personnes
plus habiles, qui out pris soin des diverses Edi-
tions qu'on en a faites depuis six vingts ans,
out alter^ le texte en corrigeant des expres-
sions anciennes et hors d'usage, d'autres, qui
sont, a la ve'rite', plus nouvelles, mais qui ne

36 Lettres de Rousseau, t. ii, p. 220.

37 Lettres de Roussettu, t. ii, p. 303.

38 Lettres tit Rousseau, t. ii, p. 355.
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sont pas, celles de 1'auteur. De sorte que,
comtne je viens de le dire, nous n'avons peut-
tre, point d'e'criyain fran^ais, qui ait autant

souffert que celui-ci de 1'ignoraiice des im-
primeurs et de 1'audace des critiques. Le
mot d'audace, me parait trpp fort, disons de
la fausse d^licatesse des critiques, car e'en esl
une fausse, et tine tres fausse a mon avis, que
de farder ainsi les expressions originales d'un
auteur. Mon premier soin a done 6te de r&ablir
le texte de Regnier, et je pense que c'est la

partie la plus importante et la plus utile de
mon travail : c'a e'te' aussi la plus ennuyeuse et
la plus difficile : car pour ce qui est des notes,
que j'y ai ajoute'es pour 1'e'claircir, j'avoue que
ce n'a 6t qu'une espece d'amusement pour
moi.
On ne doit pas s'attendre que je puisse

donner des remarques aussi amples, aussi in-

t^ressantes, ni aussi historiques que celles que
j'ai faites sur Boileau. Avec lui j'ai puis^ a la

source, il m'a ouvert tous ses tresors, et voilS

justement des secours que 1'e'loignement des
temps me refuse du c6t6 de Regnier. On ne
laissera pas de trouver ici, plusieurs notes
assez curieuses, parceque j'ai pris soin de les
enrichir de tous les eclaircissements que la
tradition et les e'crits des auteurs contemporains
de Regnier ont transmis jusqu'a nous. J'ai
porte mes recherches jusques dans les poetes
de 1'antiquite' et de la nouvelle Rome, je yeux
dire les podtes latins, et les poetes italiens,

desquels notre auteur a emprunte' d<-s penses,
des morceaux considerables, et quelquefois
meme, des pieces entieres II y a plusieurs
endroits dans Regnier que je n'entends pas
bien, et je crois que c'est ma faute, plut6t que
la sienne. Get aveu est bien mortifiant pour
un comiuentateur a qui il n'est permis d'ig-
norer la moindre chose. 39

The work was finally finished in June, 1728,40
and the manuscript sent to London to the

publishing house of Lyon and Woodman.
They promised to have the book ready in the

fall of the same year, but Brossette had to

wait until September, 1729, before it came from
the press.4" He was in Paris again at this

time, having spent the whole summer there

on legal business, and so it was from Paris

that he sent to Rousseau, then in Brussels, a

copy of the new book. So popular did it be-

come and so highly was it esteemed, that in

the next year, 1730, two reprints were made,
one by Humbert at Amsterdam, in quarto, and
another, both in quarto and in octavo, which

appeared at about the same time in London
and in Paris.

39 Lettres de Rauiseau, t. iii, p. 35. 40 Ibid., I. iii, p. 57.

41 Les Satyres ft autres (Euvrcs de Regnier, Avec tits Re-

marques: <l Londrfs, die* Lyon et Woodman. 1629. in-4.

After this edition but six others were issued

during the course of the next hundred years,
all of them depending upon Brossette, and in

1822, in an edition published in Paris, the Bros-
sette notes were revived in toto.v Modern
scholarship has, of course, made discoveries
in regard to Regnier as it has in regard to al-

most everything else, but Brossette saved the

already mutilated text of the poet from further

destruction, and gathered together a mass of

literary and historical comments which possess
a real worth, as has been proven by the lapse
of time. His comparative studies in Latin and
Italian in tracing the source of a number of

Regnier's poems deserve more than passing
notice, and if we had nothing else to judge by,
the care and deliberation with which this

author carried on his work might give some
indication of its worth.

Shortly after Brossette's return to Lyons, in

the fall of 1729, he was elected to an important
municipal office, being made an fchevin, the
term of his office to last two years. 43 This
election, while honorable in the extreme for

M. Brossette, was perhaps unfortunate for

posterity, inasmuch as it prevented the publi-
cation of a book on Moliere, which was known
to Cizeron-Rival in manuscript form, and to

which he gives the following title: Eclaircisse-
ments Historiques sur les CEuvres de Jean-
Baptiste Poquelin de Moliert.

Brossette had long contemplated such an
undertaking, and during the days of his in-

timacy with Boileau the two men had discussed
the matter, and Brossette had received much
valuable information regarding his subject. 44

Boileau had been, as is well known, one of
the friends of Moliere, and he promised to go
over all the comedies with Brossette, telling
him what he could about each. The probabili-
ties are that this project first came to Brossette
in 1706, shortly after the appearance of a life of
MoliSre by Grimarest.45 He wrote to Boileau
about this book as follows :4

42 (Euvrct comflitts de Rtfnier avec le Commentaire de

Brossettt, public en 1729. Paris, de 1'impr. de Didot atnt.
. A. Lequien. 1812. in-8.

43 Lettres dt Rousseau, t. ii, p. 114. 44 Ibid., p. f .

45 fie di M. de Moliere, par Grimarest. Parij, Lefevre,
1705, in-iz. This volume contains an "Addition :i la Vie de
M. de Moliere contenant une roponse it la critique qu'on en a
faite."

46 8 mars, 1706. Vtrresftndance , p. 211.
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Nous avons ici, depuis longlemps, La vie de

Molilre par M. Grimarest: cet ouvrage n'esl

pas trop bien ecril 4 mon avis, el il y manque
bien des choses : d'ailleurs c'esl moins la vie

de Moliere que 1'histoire de ses Comedies:
une seconde Edition, corrigfe pour le style et

augmentee pour les fails, serail bien agreable.
Mais quand la verrons-nous ?

To Ihis ralher charilable crilicism Boileau

replied in a very decided lone ;47

Pour ce qui est de la Vie de Molitre, franche-

menl, ce n'esl pas un ouvrage qui meYile qu'on
en parle. II est fait par un homme qui ne

savait rien de la vie de Moliere, el il se Irompe
dans tout, ne sachant pas meme, les fails que
tout le monde sail.

Doubtless Brossette resolved, after reading

Ihis lelter, to see if he could not produce some-

thing which would be worthy of attenlion.

But whatever his motive, it is certain that from

that time on he began to collect a vast amount

of material in regard to Moliere, while work-

ing upon Boileau and Regnier, biding his

time for its final arrangement. Soon after the

second edilion of ihe Regnier volume, a cer-

tain M. Chauvelin, a maitre des requites at

Paris, wrote to Brossette,*8 asking him to con-

tribute his notes to an edition of Moliere which

was being planned by an association of pub-

lishers. Brosselte had to decline this offer as

his municipal dulies would not allow him to

complete his work,49 and he was unwilling to

inlrusl this revision to other hands in spite of

M. Chauvelin's expressed desire that he should

do so, and in spite of the outside influence

which Chauvelin Iried lo bring to bear on him

in writing to M. Perrichon, the Prev6t des

Marchands at Lyons. 5<>

Writing to Rousseau about this lime regard-

ing Ihe whole matter, Brossetle gives ihe fol-

lowing delailed plan of his invesligations.5'

Mes notes consistenl en fails hisloriques el en
imilalions. J'ai recueilli les uns el les autres

avec grand soin el depuis longtemps : les fails

m'onl 6l indiques par M. Uespr&iux, inlime
ami el grand admirateur de Moliere : mais en-

core par Baron.sa et par d'aulres personnes
qui ont vecu singulierement avec lui, parmi
lesquelsje pourrai norrfmer un illustre Marechal

47 Correspondence, p. 214.

48 19 fcvrier, 1731. Lettres de Rousseau, t. iii, p. 138.

49 Lettres de Rousseau, t. iii, p. 139. 50 Ibid., p. 151.

51 Lettres de Rousseau, t. iii, p. 143.

52 Michel Baron, the actor (1653-1729).

de Francess que nous avons perdu depuis pen,
... el qui n'a pas dedaign d'entrer dans ces

details avec moi : ce qui forme une tradition

que je puis appellerorale et vivanle. A 1'egard
des imitations, je ne me suis pas content^ de
celles de Plaute et de Terence, connues de
toulle monde : j'ai port mes recherches plus
loin, j'ai lu, extrait el compart toules les

pieces lanl imprimees que manuscriles que
Moliere a imil^es en loul ou en parlie. Voila

le fonds de mon ouvrage auquel j'ai ajoul les

changemenls fails par Moliere lui-meme, et

ceux que font aujourd'hui. les comediensdans
les executions : la musique des ballets, des

divertissements, et les airs nol6s des paroles

qui se chantent.

In a laler lelter to Chauvelin, 54 Brossette

says further that, in his search for the sources

of Moliere's plays, he has consulted many
Italian .and Spanish comedies both in print and

in manuscript. So il would seem lhal he had

neglecled nolhinglo make his work complele.
But unfortunately public Affairs, as has been

said, prevented the completion of this work

when it was asked for, and the edition of M.

Chauvelin was published in 1734, with a notice,

regarding Moliere by Joly, and a life and com-

mentary by M. de la Serre, of whom little is

known. 55

After this lime, pressed wilh business and

somewhal enfeebled in health by sickness and

advancing years, the noles were never revised,

and upon his dealh no Irace of them could be

found, so we can only conjecture as lo whal
must have been their great value.

Claude Brossetle for ihe lasl len years of his

life continued to busy himself with public

duties, and gradually gave up literary work as

his strength declined. In 1741 he was made
conservateur of the extensive law library of

fhe advocate Aubert which had been given lo

Ihe city of Lyons, and in lhat work his lasl

energy was spent. He died June 13, 1743, and

was buried amidst solemn ceremonies, at which

were presenl the members of Ihe consular

corps of Ihe city, his comrades of the bar as-

sociation and of the Academy, and a large
number of his fellow citizens.

53 Le Marechal de Villeroi (1644-1730).

54 Lettres de Rousseau, t. iii, p. 151.

55 Lts CEuvres de M. Moliere. Nuv. edition precede*
d'un avertissement par Joly, ^diteur, et de me'motres sur la

vie et les ouvrages deMoli.re par de la Serre. Paris, dc

I'impr.de Pierre Prault. 1734. 6vol., jr. in~4.
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Leaving aside Brossette's legal attainments,

it is with his career as a man of letters that

this paper is most concerned. Early the friend

and correspondent of Boileau, for many years

on familiar terms with J. B. Rousseau, know-

ing Voltaire and exchanging letters with him,

visiting the actor Baron at Paris, and receiving

at Lyon, en passant, a visit from the early his-

torian of Italian comedy, il Signore Riccoboni,

we have in Brossette a man who was peculiarly

well-informed regarding the literary matters

of his time, and a man whose career must have

done much to increase the influence of literary

culture. Perhaps the greatest service rendered

by him was the example given to other literary

workers in the same field. He believed that

in literary work, as in legal work, it was neces-

sary to be well supplied with documents before

a start could be made. His work upon Boileau

and Regnier and what can be learned re-

garding the proposed work on Moliere, prove
that he was applying a scientific method to the

study of French authors.

From one modern standpoint he may be

criticized as over-credulous, as making the

quantity of his notes supply their lacking

quality, as deficient in judgment and discrimi-

nation, and as being the servile type of com-

mentator, too often praising and defending.
But from another standpoint more just and more

liberal, Brossette should be praised as a pioneer
in careful and serious research concerning the

history of his own literature.

The creative spirit had reached a high level,

but the preservative and scholarly habit was
in its early stages. Brossette typified the new
movement.

JOHN R. EFFINGER, JR.

University of Michigan.

HOBBY-HORSICAL.
IT would probably prove a disappointing ex-

periment at least one not invariably satisfac-

tory if one were to rely, with the confidence

once due to "
But, O! but, O !," upon William

Carew Hazlitt's recent Confessions of a Col-

lector to excite a train of associated ideas

which are drawn by Hobby-Horse. The author

himself may be believed to have had in mind
the uncertain character of such an experiment,

and, with the wish to remove all chances of

failure, to have taken an early occasion in the

book to observe, quite incidentally, "There
was nothing

'

hobby-horsical,' to borrow Cole-

ridge's expression, about the matter" (p. 3).

The adjective is sure to accomplish the wished

for purpose, but its limitation "Coleridge's,"
what of that? Has not the professional nu-

mismatist at last been ' taken in
'

by a false

superscription and date? Or, has he wished,
for some innocent reason, to bring about a

temporary disassociation, in the mind of his

readers, between his chapters and a famous

paragraph which it is difficult to forget ? Dear
uncle Toby, the distinction between scarp and

counterscarp will always be vitally important ;

you shall not be robbed in your grave, nor
shall the memorable reflections of your affec-

tionate nephew Tristram be forgotten, no, not
for even a day :

" A man and his Hobby-Horse, though I can-
not say that they act and re-act exactly after
the same manner in which the soul and body
do upon each other, yet, doubtless, there is a
communication between them of some kind ;

and my opinion rather is, that there is some-
thing in it more of the manner of electrified
bodies ; and that, by means of the heated

parts of the rider, which come immediately
into contact with the Hobby-Horse, by long
journies, and much friction, it so happens, that
the body of the rider is at length filled as full

of Hobby-Horsical matter as it can hold
; so

that if you are able to give but a clear descrip-
tion of the nature of the one, you may form a
pretty exact notion of the genius and character
of the other."

J. W. B.

A FRENCH COLONY IN MICHIGAN.
IN 1760 the French settlements in what is now
the state of Michigan passed with Canada into

the hands of the English. But the transfer of

governmental authority brought little change
in the life and character of the colonies.

British garrisons were stationed at Detroit and
at Mackinaw : English traders followed and

plied their business under the protection of

the British flag, but few permanent English
settlers found their way so far west during the

period of British rule, and the hardy Norman-
French pioneer was left to pursue his own
career in the lake region.

Detroit was the commercial, as well as the

governmental , capital of the territory. Its pop-
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ulation in 1764 has been estimated at 2500, not

including the garrison. There were also small

French colonies at Mackinaw and at other

points in the north, but with these this paper
is in no wise concerned. The Detroit colony
was composed of a hardy and thrifty stock,

and had been established on a firm basis by

Cadillac, a man wise in statecraft. It had

never ceased to grow and prosper, notwith-

standing the change of authority and the

perils of the Indian wars. To the north and

to the south, along the great waterway between

Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie, farms were

cleared, and the soil cultivated systematically
and profitably.

In 1780 Francois Navarre pushed out beyond
the limits of the Detroit colony, and settled in

an entirely new district to the west of Lake

Erie, in what is now Monroe County. This,

the southeastern county of Michigan, is tra-

versed from west to east by a stream named by
the first residents the Rivitre aux Raisins,

now the River Raisin (never the Raisin River).

To the south distant about six miles, and

parallel with the River Raisin, flows Otter

Creek, and to the north, at almost an equal

distance, is Stony Creek. The French pio-

neers kept close to the waterways, and so

good a report did Francois Navarre make of

the valley of the River Raisin and the neigh-

boring streams, that he was soon joined in his

new home by his brothers, and other families

from Detroit.

In 1795 the sovereignty of the territory of

Michigan passed to the United States, and
bona fide settlers were granted title to six

hundred and forty acres of land, or so much
of it as they would have staked off by the

government surveyor. One hundred and five

claimants were allowed title in Monroe County,
and almost all of them were French as the

names indicate. They had settled on both
banks of the River Raisin for a distance of

twelve miles from its mouth. Their farms

were originally small, and each fronted on the

river. In order to get the six hundred and

forty acres granted to each one by the govern-
ment, they were forced to extend the farms in

narrow strips back from the river often to the

depth of more than two miles. A few similar

claims were allowed on Otter and Stony
Creeks. The rest of the county was laid off

regularly into townships and sections.

Such were the beginnings of the French

colony of Monroe County. From 1795 to the

present day, it has grown practically only by
natural increase. A few immigrants have
come from Canada, and a very few from

France. During the first half-century of its

existence there seems to have been a certain

interchange of population between the Monroe
settlement and the mother colony of Detroit,

but that could have had but little effect upon
the Monroe dialect, as the speech of the two
colonies was originally the same, and the dia-

lects are today very similar. In Detroit, how-

ever, French has within the last twenty-five

years almost completely died out.

Notwithstanding the fact that the French
settlement of Monroe County has received

scarcely any additions from without, it has

grown rapidly. In 1812 it could not have
numbered more than one thousand souls.

Today it is estimated at ten thousand, distrib-

uted among the towns or villages of Monroe,
Raisinville, Newport, Rockwood, Brest, Stras-

burg and Erie, and as farmers throughout the

entire eastern half of the County.

The first colonists were illiterate. But few
could write their own name, as shown by early

legal records and the church register, and at

no time in the history of the colony has any con-

siderable number been able to read or write

their mother tongue At the present day all

can speak English, and those who live in the

towns and villages speak it without French ac-

cent. Many of the older men and women can
not read or write any language, but almost all

under thirty years of age can read and write

English. The children attend and have at-

tended the English public schools, and even
in the parish school the instruction is in Eng-
lish. But notwithstanding this, and the fact

that the colony has been surrounded by an

English-speaking population for a century,
French still remains in most of the families

the language of the home. It is the language
of the church, and is commonly employed in

business and social intercourse. There has
not been much intermarrying between the two
races. For ecclesiastical and social reasons,
the French families have been and still remain
a people apart.
These conditions have brought about a state
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of things very interesting to the student of

speech changes. Here is a speech which has

been for more than a century almost wholly
uninfluenced by the written language. For
almost the same length of time, and in ever-

increasing ratio, it has been subject to modifi-

cation through its contact with another tongue
known chiefly in its spoken form. The condi-

tions that existed in Gaul in the sixth and sev-

enth centuries are repeated in this corner of

Michigan, except that in the latter case the

Teuton invaders instead of being the absorbed
are the absorbing element.

As might be expected, the phonology and

morphology of this dialect present many inter-

esting features. In beginning my investiga-
tions it occurred to me that the conjugation of

the regular verbs would be a good starting-

point for a study of both the morphology and

phonology. This study of the conjugations,
which I now offer, is based upon observations

made upon a number of persons varying in

age from sixteen to sixty, living in various parts
of the county and following different oc-

cupations. Individual peculiarities have been
discarded in the paradigms. In some in-

stances, however, reference has been marie to

them in the foot-notes. In soliciting the in-

formation I always asked the question in Eng-
lish, and in such a form as to call for an entire

sentence. None of the persons could read

French, except one who was just beginning to

do so, but without a teacher
; and none, as far

as I know, have ever been influenced by other

French than that of the colony.
The phonetic alphabet used is that of the

Association Phontliquc Internationale. One
additional character, a, is used to denote a

sound intermediate between a and o.

PRESENT INDICATIVE, SIMPLE FORM.'

33" parl 3s parl

ty3.
" vu6 parle?

i M
alf

"
iparl.

i Simple form is much less used than the progressive.
3 Jj* is often heard, also irnuc .

3 t/y is often heard, also tvjf.

4 hi it sometimes heard (under influence of English hi ?).
The liaison of / in // and t in its is not uniform. *l-~elle.

5 The use of on when not including the speaker seems to be

foreign to the dialect. 5far! nu* otr. and nut
olg fart

are

common variants, but nu furly is very rare.

6 The liaison of the * z of vans is far from uniform.

7 The ending t is not infrequently omitted, thereby redu-

cing the tense to a single verb-form .

t Variants: ilffirt, liz 015 far/, and if%rl ttt otr.

PRESENT INDICATIVE, PROGRESSIVE FORM.

33 fqit9 aprai parle (finir, etc.)

let

al

o n" tt

vuz et

IMPERFECT INDICATIVE, SIMPLE FORM."

33>3parlaiM(finisai,etc.) 5 parlai (finisai, etc.)

ty
" vu "

i
"

i
"

IMPERFECT INDICATIVE, PROGRESSIVE FORM.

3etai'5 aprai parle (finir, etc.).

tetai
" "

il
\

al \ etai
" "

on etai'6
" "

vu (z) etai>7 aprai parle.

il etai " "

Passt Dtfini.

This tense as might be expected does not

exist in the dialect. Simple past actions,
whether recent or remote, are expressed by the

use of the passe indefini.

Future.

33 parlara'9 (finira.etc.) 3 p&rlara (fmira.ttc.)

ty
" vu "

i
"

i
" and

39" va" parle (finir.etc.) 5 va parle (finir.etc.)

ty
" " vuz ale "

i
" "

i v53 "

9 The t \n/i/it may b explained by tht variable usage of
the dialect in the matter of liaison of s. Suis became sui be-
fore vowels as well as before consonants, and then /was added
by analogy with the other forms of the tense. The probable
explanation ofy"for j is as fellows : Jf *yit*J stfit>ftfit t and
then the pronoun was restored

;
in fact,/y// is often heard

without the preceding.?*. Another variant is the analogical
3>t.

10 Variants: i, hi and Iqi.

11 Variants : 3 / f/, yn It nttz otr and nuz otr t.

12 Much less used than the progressive form.
13 See notes on present indicative.simple form. The same

variants for the pronouns are found in all tenses, and there-
fore no further notes will be given on that subject.

14 The reduction of this tens* to a single verb-form is th
general usage.

15 Variant Ji/t/itai, by analogy with 3'fyit.
16 Rarely etj~j.

17 Rarely efjt
18 Variant : s~>tai, by analogy with i"/.

19 Variant : p'arbrr.
ao The plural sometimes has the standard endings, hut the

tendency to reduce the tense to a single form is very marked.
"

Those who use the standard forms will also use the others.
31 In this form mivt is perhaps more common than jr.

Variant : tml va, but not til va, etc.

bo

, , .

33 No uniformity of liaison of the /. Forexample, I heard
th i'3 ekittt and vat ekuie.
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Conditional.

33 parla ra=4 (finira.etc.) 3 parlara (finira, etc.)

ty
" VU "

i i
"

Subjunctive.

To elicit the subjunctive forms, I put ques-

tions requiring for their answer the use of the

expressions: ilfaut, avant que,jusqu'aceque,
etc. I give, therefore, the forms in connection

with ilfaut.
Present.

i fo2 5 k 33 parl (finis, rad.)
" " "

ty
"

" " ki .

"

" " k3
" " k vu parle.

26

" " ki parl.

Past Subjunctive.

As might be expected this tense did not

seem to be in common use. The idea was

usually expressed by fttais obligt a, etc., with

the infinitive. I received, however, such an-

swers as the following: /(/) a filu (or ifila)

ka 3 alym tef0jer=il a fallu qne j'allume le

feu /tier: and i fjla k j; finis sd jer=il a

fallu queje finisse (a /tier.

From my observations I judge, that in so far

as this tense exists in the dialect, its forms are

the same as those of the present subjunctive.

The usage of two persons seemed to indicate

that they expressed the idea by forms of aller

or venir followed by the infinitive. That is a

point on which I intend to make more ex-

tended and accurate investigations.

The conjugation of the verb in the Monroe

County dialect shows two marked tendencies:

namely, a fondness for the progressive cir-

cumlocutions, and a reduction of each tense to

a single verb-form. The progressive formula

etre afires is not peculiar to this locality, but is

in common use in other branches of the Cana-

dian dialect. It will be noticed that by the

use of this circumlocution in the present and

imperfect, the employment of aller in the fu-

24 p&r*r is a not uncommon variant for th first pers.

sing., and one person used the standard forms of the future

for the plural of the conditional. Thtse and other observa-

tions make me think that the dialect has confounded the con-

ditional with the simple future, using this latter tense almost

exclusively for the conditional, and the j* (m&) vajinir form
for the future.

25 As a variant of if" I noticed 7 va fuhvar*-il vttfalloir.
The expression etr* oblige a with the infinitive is more

common than the subjunctive with itfnut.
a6 In one instance far/jt or /ar/c .

ture, and the exclusive use of a compound
tense to express unqualified past time, the in-

dicative mood is narrowed down to two forms,

infinitive and past participle. Even in the

simple tenses the substitution of on for nous

has eliminated one ending, and in the imperfect

and conditional the ending of the second

person plural has disappeared.

Practically the conjugation is no longer made

by endings, but by auxiliary verbs.

EDGAR E. BRANDON.
University of Michigan.

GERMAN LITERA TURE.
Poems of Uhland. Selected and edited by
WATERMAN T. HEWETT, Ph. D. New York:

Macmillan & Company, 1896. I2mo, pp.

Iviii, 352.

SINCE its publication in the spring of 1896,

Professor Hewett's Poems of Uhland has met

with deserved favor at the hands of critics

and, we doubt not, of readers ; the time for a

regular review of the book, therefore, would

seem to be passed. I desire, however, to

bring out a few points of somewhat more

general interest which have been suggested by
this edition.

Prof. Hewett's book is plainly a labor of

love. He is a warm, not to say ardent ad-

mirer of Uhland and his poetry. Provided

that such an attitude of personal sympathy
and devotion on the part of an editor rests on

patient research and on a thorough knowledge
of his subject, and not merely on superficial

sentiment, it is likely to add to his work a

more intimate charm and a greater power to

kindle interest and enthusiasm ; an effect not

very often produced by a painful striving after

nothing but chilling objectivity. There can

hardly be any doubt, therefore, that Prof.

Hewett's edition, as an exposition of what is

best in Uhland's life and poetry, has gained in

value and usefulness by the fact that, in the

best sense, it appears to be a true labor of

love.

On the other hand, we are inclined to believe

that jealous care for his author's renown has

influenced the editor in restricting the Intro-

duction to an almost purely biographical nar-

rative ; while it must be admitted that in

Uhland's best poems, his Lieder and Balladen
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Komanzen, the reflection of direct per-

sonal experience is not very prominent, if com-

pared, for example, with the poems of Goethe,

or Heine, or Lenau. We rather miss a brief

delineation of the general literary background
of Uhland's time, and a comparison of his

poetry with that of the great lyrical poets of

Germany. 1

In this manner we should have liked to see

the editor vindicate for Uhland the high place

that he assigns to his poetry. But the general

tendencies of the Swabian School (p Iv), the

interesting attitude of Goethe (p. li)
2 and of

Heine and Young Germany toward this school

and its chief representative Uhland, the latler's

relation to Romanticism (p. Ivii), and similar

topics, have only been alluded to, while the

political career of Uhland has been traced

with much attention to detail. His scholarly

works are interestingly described (p. Hi ff. and

elsewhere), but his two dramas are only men-

tioned (p. Ivii). The only important passage

of the Introduction devoted to a critical dis-

cussion of Uhland's poetry is contained on the

last three pages.
This is to be regretted so much the more as

critics of apparently equal competency differ

so widely in their estimation of Uhland's

greatness as a poet. This fact was again de-

monstrated when, almost simultaneously with

Prof. Hewett's edition, there was published in

this country a work on modern German litera-

ture, in which, out of four hundred pages, eight

lines were devoted to Uhland. We admit that

if we had to choose between the two positions,

we should rather side with Prof. Hevvett ; but

we are even more inclined to follow the old

saying in media tutissitnus ibis. For is it not

true that to the majority of students of Uhland

his noble manhood, his ripe scholarship, the

sturdiness of his political convictions are more

interesting than his poetic genius, and that our

estimate of the latter is favorably influenced

by our admiration for the former ? While we

do not propose now to give an answer to this

question, we wish to express the hope that the

gradual opening up of Uhland's Nachlass,

i The indirect thrust at Heine and Heinesque poetry on

p. Iviii, far fr,,m supplying this want, makes us feel it only
the more keenly.

a The impression which we receive of Goethe's opinion of

Uhland i, to say the least, very imperfect. Comp., for ex-

ample, Brandes, Dasjuitft Diuttchland, pp. 238 f.

which has become accessible at last, together

with his biography from a master's hand which

is said to be in course of preparation, may help

us to arrive at a more universal estimate of his

rank as a poet. Prof. Hewett's book will cer-

tainly do much toward creating among English

speaking people a more general interest in

these forthcoming publications.

In a brief notice in Euphorion (iv, 687), the

reviewer expresses something like regret that

Prof. Hewett has given us only a volume of

selections. We cannot share this opinion, but

believe that by reducing the total of some two

hundred and seventy-five pieces (in Cotta's

ed.) to about one hundred and seventy, the

editor has rendered Uhland and his readers a

genuine service. The selections have been

skillfully made, and nobody is likely to miss in

the volume any of his favorite pieces or any

poem of intrinsic interest or value, while a

large number ofweak pieces have been omitted .

We believe that of this volume Goethe would

scarcely have said what he did say to Ecker-

mann (Oct. 21, 1823), in speaking of Uhland's

Gedichte: " Ich stiess von vornherein gleich

auf so vieleschwache und triibselige Gedichte,

dass mir das Weiterlesen verleidet wurde."

The one hundred pages of notes are excel-

lent in every respect. In numerous instances,

by brief summaries and other means (see, for

example, Des Knaben Berglied), the editor

has aimed, not only to familiarize the student

with the genesis and literal significance of the

poems, but also to insure an intelligent ap-

preciation of their form and thought as artistic

units. If anything, we believe that such as-

sistance could have been given even a little

more freely, for in an edition like this, helpful

and sound aesthetic criticism, to use a much
abused phrase for lack of a better one, is al-

ways highly welcome and mostly badly needed,

provided it is accompanied by scholarship,

thoroughness, and good sense.

The various appendices are all useful, and

seem to have been compiled with great care.

In the chronological index, however, which

contains not only the selected pieces, but all

of Uhland's poetry, some diacritical mark

might have been used to indicate which poems
were retained and which omitted.

Of points of detail we wish to mention the
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following : p. xxxiii. The foot-note, it seems,

should be in the text. P. 190. In reading the

third line on that page we can never help feel-

ing that Uhland intended a play on the word

Hcimsen, which, if taken as a verb (=einheim-

sen, erwischen), well fits the sense, the con-

struction, and the broad jest of the peasant.

P. 234. The note on Des Knuben Berglied, iii,3,

appears rather strange, since such rhymes
abound in all of Uhland's poems, the first in-

stance (Geist : erschleusst) occurring on p. 7.

P. 236. In Hohe Liebe ii, 2, it seems im-

possible that hinan should have the assigned

meaning (which would be es an). The most
natural interpretation \s=hinauf,himmelwarts.
See Sanders s. v. hinan. P. 241. Under Freie

Kunst v, 2 there might be mention of the fact

that some of Uhland's own patriotic poems
were printed as Flugbliitter. P. 262. The

poem in Des Knabcn Wunderhorn ii, 501, has

the popular form Tannebaum. Among the

quotations, we miss that version of the folk-

song of which The Hemlock Treeis an almost

literal translation. See, for example, White's

Deutsche Volkslieder, p. 34. P. 263. We miss

a definition of Romanze as different from Bal-

lade, according to the usage of Uhland and
his contemporaries. P. 269. In Abschied'w, 4,

Gelbveiglein is not 'yellow violets," but the

(yellow) gillyflower or stock, in German com-

monly called Lei'koje or Goldlack. Compare
Sanders s. v. fit'/ and Lrckoje and Heyne s.

v. Gelbveiglein. The point is of some little

importance, since it seems to have escaped
the attention of the commentators. Diintzer

and Stockel (Gedichte von Ludwig Uhland,
Auswahl, Bamberg, 7805) have no comment
on the meaning of the word

;
von Klenze

says
" =Gelb- Veilchen." Goldlack, not very

fashionable now, is still very popular in the

country and among the poorer classes in the

cities. Its tall luxuriant growth makes it an

excellent screen for the girl's tear-stained face,

while of yellow violets the same could not be
said. P. 316. Under bursten \nDerSchenk
von Limburg x, 7, there should be a cross-

reference to Metzelsuppenlied ii, 7. P. 318.

The student would perhaps better grasp the

deeper import of Des Stingers Flitch if there

was some additional remark to prevent the

words "jealous passion
"

(line 15) from being
taken in their conventional sense only. For

the tyrant's 'jealousy
'

is to us the inveterate

hatred of the sons of darkness for the children

of light, the rancorous enmity that Hagen feels

for Siegfried.

Since the notes are given by stanzas, while

the latter are not numbered in the text, refer-

ence to the notes is rendered rather awkward
for the longer ballads. Of typographical errors

we have noticed in the excellently printed
book only the following : p. 73, 1. 3, immer for

nimmer ; p. 99, 1. 2, starre for starres (so in

Cotta) ; p. 146, 1. 15, den for die ; p. 292, 1. 19,

1845 for I48s(?) ; p. 342, last line but one, 1839
for i893(?).

If, contrary to our better intention, this no-

tice has expanded into a regular review, it is

due solely to the pleasure and profit which we
have derived from a book which love of sub-

ject and sound scholarship have made an ex-

cellent guide to the best work of one ot

Germany's most lovable and beloved poets.

A. R. HOHLFELD.
Vanderbilt University.

ENGLISH LITERA TURE.

Shakespeare's London, a Study of London in

the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, by T. FAIR-
MAN ORDISH, F. S. A. London: J. M. Dent
& Co., 1897. [The Temple Shakespeare
Manuals.]

MR. Ordish's straightforward little preface
tells us of his hope that the book may help to

bring about a better understanding and ap-

preciation of the work of Shakespeare. His

argument is that if by more perfect knowledge
of the "actual conditions of the period" we

i can separate facts from their poetic atmos-
' phere, the clearer view do we have of the

j

manifestations of the poet's genius. He would
eliminate the substance and leave the shadow,
which in this case is so much more important
than the substance. And so he tells us about
theatres and people and flowers and birds and
trees in the half-rural city of London ; of the

property that Shakespeare owned, the places
where he is thought to have lived, the feasts

and games, the hunting and hawking, the lit-

erary part of the city, the " handsome house
built by a goldsmith" anything and every-

thing that will help us to realize the many-
sided life to which Shakespeare held up his
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The most strictly original part of the book is

found in the pages devoted to the effect pro-
duced upon the sensitive mind of Shakespeare

by ihe "fantastic indirectness" that marked
the poetry of the age. This "fantastic in-

directness
"
as applied to the drama the author

names the "Elizabethan convention," as little

of a disguise to the Elizabethan as any other

well-understood convention. The names of

foreign countries were "fustian," or stage

names, a fiction perfectly understood by the

audience, who regarded it all as merely a

convenient poetical disguise for London ; while

the characters, by whatever foreign names

they might be designated,were in reality simply
and frankly Englishmen. Italy is a "fustian"

country, but Beatrice says that her wit comes
from The Hundred Merry Tales, a well-

known book in England. The prototype of

Dogberry is no Venetian, but a citizen of

Cornhnl ;

" the Mart" is the Royal Exchange
of London. The Scene of Love's Labour's

Lost is nominally laid in France, but the

games and the unpopular three-farthing piece
are English.
This convention, while adding to the artistic

beauty of the play the charm of the distant

and br.t partially known, would give to the

audience the pleasure of tracing resemblances,
and to the dramatist a certain ease in character

drawing, far more difficult to attain if the

stage-setting had been plain, every-day Eng-
land. Mr. Ordish notes Ben Jonson's (but

why does he sometimes call him "Benjamin
"

?)

gradual disuse of the convention, and his pos-

sible influence upon Shakespeare in leading
him into a wider freedom in the use of English
names and customs.

The objection to this theory that the imagina-

tive power of the audience would be dissipated

and the scene of the play be vague and indis-

tinct, is met before it is uttered by the emphasis
laid upon the thought that the Elizabethan

audience when called upon to exercise their

imagination would come to something near

the same result ; for example, if they were

asked to picture a forest, it would be the forest

on the Middlesex side of London. So gondo-
las would be simply the boats on the Thames,
and gondoliers would be the English water-

men. It is a comfort to think that our present
demand for scenic effect is perhaps not en-

tirely due to our comparative poverty of ima-

gination, but may be ascribed, in part, at

leaat,' to our lack of imaginative unanimity,

resulting from a more generally diffused ex-

perience of travel and sight-seeing, so that a

painted scene is the only way to bring a mo-
dern audience into sympathy with the local

habitation of the drama.

But was London cosmopolitan enough to

provide within its walls characters, scenes, and

experience of all kinds of life, so that Shake-

speare need not go to Venice to find a Shylock

any more than he need turn a deaf ear to the

tales of returning sailors, and himself make a

disastrous voyage before writing The Tem-

pest? Mr. Ordish claims that such was the

case, and gives many illustrations to show that

Shakespeare's comedies as well as his histori-

cal plays centralized themselves in London.
He shows a sensitive sympathy with the

quickening of Shakespeare's powers of ob-

servation by his life in the ever-varying scenes
of the metropolis. Even for the study of

nature he thinks that Shakespeare's oppor-
tunities in London were hardly less advan-

tageous than they would have been in his own
little town of Stratford. The city itself was
a commingling of "ancient houses" and
"
spacious gardens," and from the latter came

a plentiful supply of rushes and flowers to

strew the floors, nosegays for every corner,
herbs and branches to keep for winter use.

He says,

"The citizen in his warehouse or living room
could hear the note of the piratical blackbird
among his fruit, or the song of the thrush, or
the linnet's pretty warble."

An idyllic abode he makes of grimy old Lon-
don, but even if memories of some facts that
will not down incline us to glance at the other
side of the picture, it will do no harm if the

glasses through which he bids us look are a
little too brightly rose-tinted. It is a pleasant
thought that these suggestions of the more
lavish summer of the country would lend to

Shakespeare's earlier recollections an ideal

beauty that would more easily transfigure a

memory of boyhood than a more recent ob-
servation.

Mr. Ordish reminds us that a short walk or
ride would bring one into the suburbs of the

city, that the "
'1 heatre

" and the "Curtain"
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were surrounded by green fields and meadows,
and that " the bleat of flocks and the ringing
of sheep-bells could have been heard from the

fields outside, while the play was in progress."
He quotes Gerard as finding

'' a new kind of

crowfoot
"
close to the " Theatre," as seeing

the "adders toong" at Spitalrield, the wild
mallow " on the left hand of the place of exe-
cution called Tyborne," saxifrage and many
other flowers "neere about London ;" while
in the city itself he notes the gillyflower,
daffodil, narcissus, primrose, lilies and roses

of various kinds, and all tlie familiar fruit-

trees. Indeed, Mr. Ordish finally concludes
that " we are indebted for Shakespeare's ob-
servation of nature as much to London as to

Stratford-on-Avon."
As the book is the outgrowth of lectures,

one need not be surprised to find a touch of

the lecturer in a somewhat conversational

tone, a repetition of catchwords, an enumera-
tion of various possibilities, as if to give the
audience a share in the selection. There is an

amplification and simplifying of thought to

which one must resort who expects to carry
with him a promiscuous group of hearers who
have no time to think between the lines.

This is only in the early pages ; soon the

author has forgotten that anyone is listening,
and seems to write on purely for the pleasure
that he takes in his subject.

It is a little difficult to know for whom the

book is intended. The explanation that
plays

were first presented in inn-yards, and the
careful description of the construction of the

early theatres would seem to adjust it to the
needs of the general reader ; while there is

much that is of value to the student, and

many paragraphs that it will be no waste of

time for the specialist to consider and after

all there is no law that a book should be
limited to one class of readers.

Perhaps the book is hardly picturesque
enough to leave definite scenes clearly im-

pressed on the mind's retina ; perhaps it is not

systematized enough to serve as a Baedeker
to the streets through which Shakespeare
walked, and the houses and gardens and pas-
tures green whereon be gazed ; but it is an in-

teresting, readable book, it brings together
much information that has been scattered or

only half known, and it carries the mind away
from the more sentimental worship of the little

town by the Avon to the more practical side of

Shakespeare's life. One can well afford a

hearty welcome to a book that helps us to

realize Shakespeare as a man among men.
EVA MARCH TAPPAN.

English High School,

Worcester, Mass.

Diaf, Spike, Tiipenny, Threpenny, etc.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: Some time ago I observed what ap-

pe ared to me to be a coincidence in the short-

ening of the vowels in the words 'deaf and

'spike.' The usual form of the latter in 'spike,'
and its vowel has had the normal development
from / to a\. The form 'spike' occurs in

'spick-and-span,' That the shortening took

place in this conglomerate nobody would
deny, and we are forced to find in this group
some condition of shortening that does not
exist in the word 'spike' alone. I find this

same condition in the groups 'deaf and dumb'
and ' deaf and can't hear,' the latter being with

many people the regular predicate form in-

stead of the simple 'deaf.'

In both cases the shortening must be very old,

belonging to the time when the longs were
and e and not yet a'( and /. The shortening
evidently falls under Morsbach 53 ; but Prof.

Luick of Graz, lias just put the whole matter
of Morsbach ^53, 64, in a new shape. He
has been so kind as to send me an outline

("Verb. d. 44. Vers. dtsch. Philol. u. Schulm."
142-144) of the paper he read at Dresden.
The chief point of interest in this paper
(which is soon to appear in full in Anglia} is

the revelation of the fact that lengthening in

open syllables which successfully attacked

monosyllables in Old English times, and dis-

syllables in early Middle English times, did
not have any effect on trissyllables (and,
doubtless, longer words) ; that is, the vowel in

the stressed open syllable of a trisyllablic
word not only did not lengthen (O. E. s&frr-

nesd(Fg> M.E. saterday), but, if long, be-
comes short (O.E. ferendo M.E. trend*; O.N.

fil&gi> M.E.f2/awe). This must be regarded
as a most welcome discovery. That it re-

moves all my difficulty in 'spick and span'*
and ' deaf and dumb,' will be seen at once. It

is probably the explanation also of the short-

ening in
'

thrSpenny,'
'

thrgpence a piece,'

later '

thrlpenny,'
'

thrlpence
'

;

'

tupenny,'
'

tupence,' as well as in 'thirteen' <'/>rettene'

</>reottene,' and in many other, hitherto un-

explained, cases.
GEORGE HEMPL.

University of Michigan.

CENTRAL DIVISION OF M. L. ASS.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: The committee of the Central Divi-
sion of the Modern Language Association of
America has accepted an invitation from the

Faculty of the University of Nebraska to hold
its next annual meeting in Lincoln, Neb. The
dates selected are Dec. 27-29. Members wish-

ing to present papers before this convention
are requested to com;nunicate with the secre-

tary, at their earliest convenience.
H. SCH.MIDT-WARTENBERG.

Secretary.
University of Chicago.

* For the a of iftin. see an article by me in the forthcoming
number of the yjuriuil of Germanic Philology.
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THE NEW REQUIREMENTS IN EN-
TRANCE ENGLISH, THEIR

LITERARY VALUE.

WE are living more truly than ever before in

a specifically educational era, and in an era of

educational English. Teachers of English
and the general English-speaking public are

agitating with ever increasing interest those

important questions that lie at the basis of the

department, and on the right understanding
and application of which the efficiency of the

department rests.

The era is characteristically a transitional

one between the old and the new, the new
movement of the closing years of the century

being really entitled to the name of a Revival
of English Learning.

Nothing has contributed more directly to

this general awakening than the wise and safe

adjustment of our English Entrance Require-
ments, nor has any concrete result more

clearly expressed the purpose and promise of

such an awakening.
Various beneficent effects have followed

from this new adjustment, such as the intro-

duction of the principle of uniformity, in pre-

paratory work ; the closer coordination of

secondary schools and higher institutions, and
the consequent beginning of collegiate work
on a well-developed plan and with a rational

probability of realizing it. These and kin-

dred advantages it has been our privilege to

discuss in the columns of the MODERN LAN-
GUAGE NOTES and the Educational Review.
Our present purpose is a distinctively literary

one, especially as it bears upon the subject of

English studies, as we seek to state and ex-

plain those specifically literary benefits that

may rightfully be supposed to follow from the

newly adopted conditions of English Entrance,
some of which, indeed, are already manifesting
themselves in their initial forms in our colleges
and preparatory schools.

i. The first and an invaluable benefit thus ac-

cruing to the entering English student is the

knowledge that is given him of standard Eng-

lish books and authors, as distinct from a
mere knowledge of rhetorical theory and pre-

cept, or even of the collected statement of
rhetorical principles. Not that such theory
and formal rhetorical training are not impor-
tant in their place and way, but that they are

not the most important matters to which the

attention of the students in our secondary
schools should be called. Much less are they,
as has sometimes been urged, the exclusive
form of preparatory English work. If we run
over the list of books for reading and study as

now proposed for any single year, we can see
at a glance into what a world and what a new
world of literary English the preparing stu-

dent is introduced.

It is really a revelation and a pleasing sur-

prise to any young, inquiring mind, and, in

multitudes of instances, as we must believe,
offers the beginner in his English work just
what he is craving with an intensity of desire
of which he himself is not fully conscious.

Shakespeare and Scott, and Burke and George
Eliot, Macaulay and Johnson, and Hawthorne
and Irving, become, at once, living and at-

tractive personalities, and he rightly wonders
why such an order of instruction was not

given him earlier in his educational career, and
earlier introduced into the general preparatory
schedule of the schools, nor can he fail to

charge the gross ignorance of English authors
hitherto prevailing in our schools to the ac-

count of those who have had in hand the
formation ofthese initial courses. Knowledge,
specifically literary knowledge and much of it,

as found in the lives and writings of our Eng-
lish classics, is what is now needed and in our

present adjustment generously given.

It occurs to us to say, that such a furnishing
of literary knowledge secures to the student

just the material that is needed for the essen-
tial work of Essay Praxis ; the problem hitherto

having been, how to conduct this important
form of educational English, and yet supply the
facts and data which the young composer
must have at hand. Making bricks without
straw has been the bane of our English rhetori-

cal work, and has deservedly brought the en-
tire subject of formal rhetoric into popular
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opprobrium. Writing for writing's sake has

been required, teachers and pupils alike suf-

fering from the effects of an educational

system with no educational interest or ef-

ficiency in it.

What could have been more illogical and

futile than the long existing methods in Eng-
lish Composition, when extended lists of ab-

stract topics were given beginners in English,

and they were commanded under penalty of

the pedagogic law to discuss them with in-

terest and profit to themselves and their read-

ers ; and is it any wonder that the victims of

such an erroneous method should have re-

belled against it, until the philosophic and

Baconian idea of the essayist as a "full man,"
and therefore prepared to write, gave way at

length to the pedagogic idea of the essayist,

as a man having nothing whatever to say but

required to say it and say it with effect. All

this is happily changed, and largely by the new
conditions now obtaining. Instead of offering

to the English beginner such high-sounding
titles as "The Grandeur of Nations," "The
Genesis of Civil Liberty" and "The Nature of

Virtue," he is told to give a sketch of The
Life ot Johnson or of Goldsmith, or of The
Vicar of IVakefield ; to narrate a simple story
or describe an attractive scene, or give his

reasons for liking or disliking some recent

book that he has read, In a word, by this new
and saner method, literature has been made a

practical thing in the eyes of the novitiate in

English ; the art of expression has been

changed from an intolerable drudgery into a

personal pleasure ; common sense has taken

the place of irrational theory, and the whole

department of English work lifted from a

pedantic to a philosophic level.

2. A second decisive benefit of the new or-

der of entrance, is found in the fact, that it

cultivates, in the student, thus early, Literary-

Tastes and Tendencies a result absolutely

impossible by the older method, and one, in-

deed, which was scarcely contemplated by the

most ardent of our earlier American teachers.

It requires no argument to show that the

members of our secondary schools looking
forward either to collegiate or commercial
life are just at the age when all the processes
of mind and art are formative, so plastic and

pliant, indeed, as to yield readily to any ap-

plied influence, and it is now, if at all, that

specifically literary training is to take effect

and express itself in the manifold forms of

good taste and aesthetic habit. This it does

very largely by the presentation to the student

of concrete models of literary method, whereby
he sees the laws and principles of artistic pro-
duction in the field of letters in actual applica-
tion and is enabled, under judicious guidance,
to study alike the process and the result. It

is clear that literary interest and ambition are

thus awakened, and possibly for the first time.

Is it too much to say that in many of our

younger students, if not, indeed, in the most of

them, there is a latent literary element, as

there is perchance a latent philosophic or

scientific or linguistic element, what Matthew-

Arnold would call, an zesthetic instinct, seek-

ing light and scope, and the free exercise of its

functions, simply awaiting an evoking agency ?

And is not such an agency found in the inspir-

ing authors of English betters, as nowhere

else; so that the student is roused to his best

ability and gladly avails himself of every of-

fered aid. As we review the history of Eng-
glish studies from the middle of the present

century to the close of its third quarter, it is

significant and humiliating to note the manner
in which the vicious methods in vogue have
stultified this inherent literary sense in our

younger students, even though the period in

question was signally fruitful both in British

and American Letters.

Among the many forms in which such an
evidence of taste would naturally express it-

self, in the English work and habit of the stu-

dent, there are two of special value.

a. One of these is seen in the formation of a

full and concise English vocabulary, one of the

urgent needs of the student both in his present
and prospective work We are referring here

to English diction, in the widest sense of the

phrase, the right selection and the right use of

English words, obtained indeed by the study
of language, native and foreign, by converse
with cultured men and by the influences of

good society at large, but nowhere so well ob-

tained as by reading and study of standard

English authors, through whose guiding and

benignant influence the best kind of a vocabu-

J 3
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lary is almost unconsciously secured, and with

it all, and better than it all, something of the

literary spirit and purpose of the authors

themselves behind the word and behind the

book; the literary temper or tone of the diction

of Milton, Goldsmith, De Quincey, Lamb, and

Lowell, being even more valuable than any

specific phraseology that they have used.

b. Hence, the other form in which such de-

veloping taste manifests inself, in all that is

meant by what we call Style, and English

Style; more by far than mere vocabulary,

though including it ; more than mere structure,

grammatical and logical, though including it;

more than mere figures of speech, however

apt ; and more than mere poetry and prose as

such ; more, indeed, than any specific process
or principle or external statute, but the sum
total and final effect of them all, the myster-
ious something in the man and in the ex-

pression of his thought that makes his thought
vital and vitalizing, and commends it to the

best judgment and highest aesthetic ideals of

the reader. We call it Style, a commonplace
word for an uncommon thing, approximately
reached by the labors of a life-time, as seen in

Newman and Pater and Irving and Lowell and

yet, MI itsincipient expression, within the ambi-

tion of the school-boy, whose eye is at all

open to the literary possibilities before him.

Such a literary product, be it what it may, is

one of the best results of literary reading, se-

cured as much by indirection as by any estab-

lished procedure, and made the possession of

the English student just to the extent in which

he acquaints himself with the best books,

catches their innermost meaning and motive,

and opens all the avenues of his being to those

silent, and yet potent, influences that pass so

rapidly from the personality of the author to

that of the reader. When our students in

their early 'teens are taught to feel with

Wordsworth,
" that books are a substantial

world," and are also taught how to search for

themselves into their reality, they will have

secured not only invaluable literary knowl-

edge, a large and choice English vocabulary

forliterary purposes, but that safe and thorough

discipline of taste which best expresses itself

in what we call, a clear, chaste and cogent

English style.

3. We note a further good effect of the new

regime, in the necessary widening of the Col-

lege Curriculum in English, on its literary

side. Such an enlargement of subject-matter
and scope is no longer optional with our

American Colleges, if so be they hope to keep
at all apace with the increasing demands of

Modern English scholarship.

Entering students are now coming to our

doors approximately well furnished in some of

the choicest English classics. During the

three or four years of their antecedent course,

they have not only read these authors in a

general way, but carefully studied many of

them under the guidance of able masters.

The names of Chaucer, Spenser .Milton, Atldi-

son, Tennyson, and Longfellow are familiar

names. The Canterbury Tales, The Faerie

Qiteene, Coinus, The Spectator, The Princess,

and Evangeline have been intelligently ex-

amined, while they have, in the course of such

initial literary studies, gone just far enough to

wish to go farther, and have cultivated a

literary appetite that craves an immediate

literary supply. In this spirit and with this

preparation they come and must be met, and
it is clear that the old conditions are too

meagre and narrow, and that a much wider

provision must be made.

Indeed, it is not too much to say, that by
the marked advances in English work, in our

secondary schools, during the last decade, the

English curriculum of the Freshman Year has

been substantially anticipated, so that the

formal remanding of the first year's schedule

to the pre-collegiate course is forced upon the

attention of our college authorities and must
be conceded.

Though not altogether creditable to our

higher institutions that these radical and

necessary changes should have been suggested

mainly by the secondary schools, and in fact

demanded by them, the changes themselves
are none the less desirable and must serve in

the end to advance the entire department of

English along the highest lines of its possible

progress. Hence, more required Collegiate

English must at once be secured
;
a safe and

steady expansion of elective English must
also be secured, whereby the basis may be
laid for judicious specialization in the two
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upper years of the college course and, more

particularly, in the Senior Year.

Nor is it to be forgotten that this educational

expansion within the province of Higher Eng-

lish is mainly literary, induced by the specifi-

cally literary widening of the preparatory

course, and developed in the colleges them-

selves with primary reference to literary ends.

We are saying nothing now derogatory to

the linguistic side of English studies, especially

out of place as such reflections would be in an

Association of Modern Language Teachers. 1

We are simply speaking of English Literature

as such, and emphasizing the fact, that this

marked expansion of the area of collegiate

English is chiefly literary, and because the

antecedent expansion in the schools is such,

English Composition is now taught, as it

should be taught, from the literary side, and

English Language itself, in so far as involving

structure, idiom, diction and good usage, is

taught, as it should be, from the literary side,

strictly linguistic English, on the scientific

side, having a distinctive province of its own.

This close relation of language to literature

and the increasing importance of accentuating

the literary offices of language, and the multi-

form ways in which language fulfills them,

have been ably set forth of late by the dis-

tinguished French critic Hrunetiere, recently
'

among us.

Such, as we interpret them, are the chief

literary advantages of the New Requirements
in Entrance English, as seen in the specific

knowledge of English authors thus imparted,

whereby, with other results, the needed ma-

terial is furnished for intelligent rhetorical

praxis; in the cultivation of literary taste, es-

pecially as expressed in English diction and

English style, and in the enforced expansion of

the English Collegiate Curriculum along lit-

erary lines. Each of these benefits in itself

indicates a decided advance in efficiency and

interest as they together contribute to a quality

and measure of progress altogether impossible

on the restricted and erroneous methods

hitherto prevailing, not to speak of the whole-

some reactionary effect of this wider move-

ment in the secondary schools themselves,

i This paper was read at the Animal Meeting of the Mod.

Lang. Association of America, Dec. 27, 1897;

whereby they will again, in their turn, incite

the colleges to still higher ambitions, and

still again, be inspired by the colleges, in their

turn, to ever better conditions, and ideals.

If we now inquire, in closing, as to any ad-

ditional literary advantages that may accrue,

outside the college proper, from such an im-

proved order of English Entrance and conse-

quent English undergraduate work, there are

some of notable value.

a. First of all, here are found the occasion

and justification of that enlarging graduate

English work that is beginning now to attract

the attention of aspiring scholars and is at

present so full of rational promise.
b. Still further, American Literary Criticism

must feel at once the healthful influence of

such a method, whereby, far back in the ear-

liest stages of his course and on through the

years of collegiate life, the student is made
conversant with the highest models of literary

criticism, sees A>r himself the salient principles

of such criticism in manifest expression, and is

led to understand the difference between that

order of criticism which is purely formal and

professional, and that which connects itsi-lf

with all the vital processes of literary art and

issues therefrom. M. Brunetie're, in the recent

lectures referred to, dwells with emphasis

upon these mutual relations of criticism and

literature, whereby the one is saved from

being a mere pedagogic exercise of the theo-

rist, and the other from being a merely super-

ficial expression of thought at random. More-

over, there will be raised up a generation of

intelligent readers of the best literature whose
wholesome influence on American homes and

on public taste and public journalism, can

scarcely be exaggerated.
c. The already expanding list of American

authors will also receive numerous and worthy
additions from these rising young men of

letters, while our institutions of every grade
from the Public School to the University will

thus be furnished with teachers of English
fitted for their work, and competent to advance

the interests of general English Letters.

These, to our mind, are some of the rational

prophecies in which we may indulge. The

English Schoolmaster is abroad, as never

before, and is to make himself, we are assured.

132
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an ever more efficient factor in all that per-
tains to the nation's mental and literary

strength.

The institutions that we represent and in

which we work, are, in name and mission,

literary institutions, and is ft too much to say,

primarily, English literary institutions? and
the hopefulness of the outlook lies in the fact

that English educators the country over, see,

as never before, the errors that have hindered

them and the open way to better things ; un-

derstand each other, as never before, in their

respective relations to secondary and subse-

quent training; insist, as never before, that

our students in training shall appreciate the

English literary legacy that is theirs, and be-

come, in their place and time, inspiring forces

in American education and American life.

T. W. HUNT.
Princeton University.

GERMANIC GRAMMAR.
The Verbiun Perfectivum as a Substitute for

the Future Tense.*

STREITBERG in his article Perfective und ini-

perfective Actionsart, in PBR. xv, attempts to

prove that Ulfilas made use of the existing
difference between imperfective and perfective

Actionsart3 as a substitute for the missing
future form. He says:
" YVir haben gesehen, dass die perfective
Actionsart aucli in den slavischen Sprachen
zutn Ersatz des fehleiiden Futurums verwandt
wird; wir haben auch gesehen, worin dieser
Gebrauch begriindet ist. Gebrauche ich nam-
lich die Prasensform eines momentan perfec-
tiven Yerbums, z. B. ich koninie, so besteht
eine zwiefache Mdglichkeit: einmal, Beginn
und Vollendung der HandUmg fallt in dem-
selben Moment zusammen, in dem Atigenblick
der Aeusserung, oder zweitens, der Moment
der Vollendung gehort erst der ZuVunft an

;

ich konime heisst alsdann ich mache die Be-
wegung des Geheus und seize dieselbe fort

bis zum Zeitpunkt der Vollendung, dem Ein-
trefFeii. Dieser Zeitpunkt der Vollendung, der
dem perfectiven Verb eigen ist, liegt also
nicht mehr in der Gegenwart, sondern tritt

erst in der Zukunft ein. Dies ist namentlich

i The substance of this contribution is taken from the

writer's dissertation : Uber die lYiederfabe des lateinischen

Futurums t>ei den tilthochdeutschen Uberxetzcrn des 8. -JO.

yahrkuntterts. Giittingen, 1897.

a The writer prefers to leave this term untranslated.

bei durativ-perfectiven Verben der Fall : z. B.
ich besteige den Serf, d. h.

'

ich fiihre die Be-

w,egung des Steigens in der Richtung nach
dem Gipfel Inn bis zu dem Augenblick fort, in
dem dieser erreicht ist.' Das Anlangen am
Ziel ist auch hier nur ein Moment und zwar
ein der Zukunft angehorijjer, aber er steht in

ausdriicklichem Gegensatz zur vorausgehen-
den Datier der Handlung.
Da also jede perfective Prasensform im ge-

wohnlichen Verlauf der Dinge einen Hinweis
auf die Zukunft enthalt, so eignet sie sich
nicht iibel zum Ersatz der fehlendeu Futur-
form."3

After these preliminary remarks, the writer

proceeds to show that Ulfilas both felt and
made use of this future element in the present
tense of perfective verbs for the purpose of

expressing the future tense. He brings to-

gether a number of cases where Gothic per-
fective compound verbs translate Greek simple
verbs in the future tense. For example Matt.

8, 7 ikqnimands gahailja='5fpaitfv6K>\ Me. i,

17 jah gatauja igqis wairpan nutans manne=
noiTf6a>,4

Can this use of perfectives as a substitute
for the future tense be proved for Old High
German?
Let us compare some of Streitberg's exam-

ples with the corresponding passages in Tatian.

i. Perfective Compounds.
Matt. 10, 29 ains ize ni gadriusip [-rieritfrat}

ana airpa. Tat. 44, 20 translates this by
means of the simplex : ein fan then ni fellit
[cadet] nbar erda. Gifiel occurs 102,1 which
shows that the compound was in the transla-
tor's vocabulary.

Streitberg's favorite example for
illustrating

the difference between perfective and imper-
fective Actionsart is saihivan. On page 82 he
says:
" saihwan heisst 'die Fahigkeit des Sehens
besitzen, sie austiben, im Sehen begritren
sein,' ist also ein rein duratives Verbtim Im
Gegensatz hierzu bedeutet gasaihwan '

die
Handlung des Sehens ausiiben in Beztig auf
den Moment der Vollendung, d. h. erblicken
bemerken.''

"

The same distinction is also made between
/!rt.y'fl='die Fahigkeit des Horens in An-
wendung bringen

' and fa/iausjau=' verneh-
men.'

3 See PBB. xv, no.

4 Examples might be multiplied if spac. allowed.
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Tatian 74, 6: gihSrnessI gih6ret ir inti ni

furstantet, inti gischente giselict intl ni gi-

sehet=auditu andietis et non intellegctis, et

vidcntes videbitis et non videbitis. According

to Streitherg's theory this means :

' was ihr

mil den Ohren vernehmen werdet, werdet ihr

nicht verstehen.' So far it agrees with Streit-

berg's view, but let us go farther :

' ihr besitzet die Fahigkeit des Sehens (gi-

schente), und werdet diese Fahigkeit ausilben

(gisehet), doch werdet ihr nicht ziim Ziele des

Sehens gelangen, d. h. nichts erblicken.'

Here tlie distinction is entirely lost sight of,

the compound serving at once for the imper-

fective and the perfective idea. In the pre-

ceding verse the same verbs are involved :

bithiu sprihhu ih in in r,itissun, nuanta sehente

ni gisehent inti gihdrente ni gehorent noli ni

furstantent. Note sehente and gihdrente.

88. 8 thit toten h6rent(audient) stemma gates

sunes, inti Me sia gihSrent (audierint) lebent.

Why hdrent and gi-h3rent? The Actionsart

is the same in both cases. These examples

prove beyond doubt that the translator of

Tatian did not recognize any difference be-

tween sehan and gisehan, hSren and gihSren,

and made use of the two words as chance

dictated.

It is not the purpose of this investigation,

however, to show how far Tatian distinguishes

between perfective and imperfective verbs,

that is, compound and simple forms like sehan

and gisehan. The question here is, whether

Perfective Compounds have been employed to

supply the missing future. These examples
are indisputable evidence that such is not the

case.

2. Werdan and uuesan.

Streitberg shows that Ulfilas has used with-

out exception the perfective wairpan for the

Greek tdofiiti, excepting, of course, the cases

where the imperfective Actionsart is also

necessary for the future tense. His words are :

" Wie namlich im slavischen das imperfectly

byti
' sein

' und das perfectiv bada ' vverde
'

nebeneinanderbestehen und dieses die Fiitur-

function fur jenes iibernimmt, so iibernimmt
auch got. wairpan die Futurfunction fiir das

imperf. zuisan ; wahrend dies also regelmassig
das griech. tln\ iiberlragt, gibt jenes das

griech. Futurum 6o/.tai wieder.'
'

Do we also find this distinction in Tatian ?

Streitberg's first example is Matt. 5, 21 : saei

maurpreip sknla wairpip [stirai] stauai. We
find the same in Tatian 26, i : thie thAr slehit,

ther ist [erit] sculdig duomes. Also Matt. 6,

22 : jabai nil atigo pein ainfalp ist, allata leik

pein liuhadein wairpip [*<Jrtn]=Tatian 36, 3 :

oba thin ouga uuirdit tfittar, thanne ist [erit]

al thin Hhhaino liohter. Here we have the

reverse of Streitberg's theory, uuirditis plainly

imperfective and ist perfective. Luke 6, 35 :

jah wairpip mizdo izwara managa, jah wair-

pip sunjiis /iait/iistins=Tat. 32, 8 inti ist [frit]

iuuar mieta mihhilu inti ir birut [eritis] kind

thes hohisten. 147, 4 : Zud sintmalenti in ein:

tin ist finotnan inti under uuirdit JorlAzzan.

Zuei sint in einettto bette : ein ist ginoman inti

ander istforl&zzan. Here the use of uiierdan

and uuesan is entirely arbitrary.

Examples might be multiplied indefinitely.

Those given above suffice to prove that the

translator of Tatian saw no distinction l.e-

tween ist -erit and nuirditerit.

Although we have decisive and ample evi-

dence that Streitberg's theory does not apply
to Tatian, it will not do to rest here and infer

that it does not apply to Old High German as

a whole, especially as it is evident on all hands

that the translator, or translators, of Tatian

possessed but an imperfect knowledge of

their mother-tongue.

Compared with that of Tatian, the transla-

tion of Isidor possesses some literary merit of

its own, showing that it must have been the

work of a man who not only knew his Latin

well, but was also well grounded in his native

language. In his work we should expect to

find those nice distinctions which the transla-

tor of Tatian may have overlooked.

We find sufficient material for our investiga-

tion. A fine example occurs in 37, 15, dtr

selbo ziinbrit tnir /n)s, endi ih chifestindn

dhes .... untazsin euun=ipse edificavit mihi

domum, etfirmabo. Why ziinbrit -And chifes-

tinOnf Go\\\\c' tinirjan is one of Streitberg's

examples. s Cf. Ulfilas Me. 14, 58, bi prins

dagans anpara \alh\ unhanduwaurhta gat-

imrja. Is. 36, 18, dh'mera ntiotnba waxsmin
setzu [poiiain] ih tibar niiin hfihsetli. Accord-

ing to Streitberg, we should have here chisetzu,

for ubar tiiiin hdhselli indicates the goal of the

S PBB, xv, ia8.
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action (' Ziel der Handlung '). 39, 8, endi

utiisi uuirdit [frit] endi frummit [faciet]

nrdeili. Here we can assume a perfective or

imperfective meaning according to our point

of view. According to Streitberg's theory,

however, the two verbs ttm//'/=perfective

and/'7/w;zV=imperfective ought to agree in

their Actionsart.

Werdan and uues.i>i.6 Isidor translates the

Latin era, frit, erunt:

a. by unerdan. Cf. n, I, endi sie uuerdant

zi scaahche eruntpreda; 22, 14, sinera sipbea

ni utitrdit [frit] endi ; 39, 8, endiuu'isi uuirdit

[erit].

b. by scaluuesan. 17, 12, mii>i gheist seal

uuesaii [frit] ; 37, 17, ih seal imu uuesan [era]

infater stedi endi (ir) seal mir uuesan [erit]

in sunts.7

c. by seal siin. There is one example in

42, 21 : siin grab seal siin guotliih.

d. by ist. 34, 17, dhersetbo ist dhes dheodun

b'tdanl. This sentence can be explained in a

twofold manner. It is possible to read into it

a durative idea: namely, 'he will always be,

that is, remain the one whom they were look-

ing for
'

; they will never be disappointed in

him. This explanation is forced. The mean-

ing is evidently perfective; namely, when he

comes they will see that lie is the expected one.

These examples are sufficient to prove that

the translator of Isidor, as well as the one of

Tatian, did not feel the difference between

perfective and imperfective Actionsart. If

this distinction had really existed, he would

certainly have made use of it, for he gives

ample evidence that he both understood and

valued his native tongue.

Among the larger O.H.G. translations only
the Monsee Fragments remain to be con-

sidered.

Following our order, we will first examine

the compounds. We have at once a fine oppor-

tunity to test Streitberg's favorite examples,
sehan and horen* Only the compounds ga-
sehan and gahArren occur in the Fragments,
these verbs without the prefix not appearing
in a single instance. Compare 8, 24, with

Tatian 74, 5. The passage in the Fragments

6 PBB. xv, 132.

7 In al! there are seven instances of this use of seal .

8 PBB. xv, 83.

is mutilated, but the words in question have
survived : namely, gahSrrente ni gahdrrent=
audientes non audiuntneque intellegunt. The
idea in gah6rrente is purely durative and indi-

cates in the language of Streitberg: "die

Fahigkeit des Horens in Anwendung bring-
en." Why gahSrrente f In the same connec-
tion we read gasehhante gasihit=videntes
I'idrbitis et non videbitis. According to Streit-

berg this must mean :

"
you possess the power

of seeing and will exercise this power
"

(ihr

besitzt die Fahigkeit des Sehens und werdet
diese Fahigkeit ausiiben). Both ideas are

plainly durative. 5, 7, seczn [ponani] ih nth/an

gheist ubar inan. See Tat. 69, 9, where also

the simplex sezzu is employed : also Tat. 130,

2, where the compound occurs; namely, ih

gisezzu [ponani] thine ftianta untar scainal

th'merofuozo. Isidor also 36, 18, has setzu

ponani.

19, i, sainndt sih arun=congregabnntitr
aquilcz. In the same chapter, nine lines

farther, we find kasamnol [congregabunt] sine

kachorane. These examples suffice to show
that the translator took no notice of the future

element in compounds with ga.
The future of esse has, as in the case of

Isidor, three translations:

a. werdan. 10, 3, so selb uuirdit [erit] in enti

uueralti ; 13, 3, so uuerdant sie=erunt ; 14,

3, der .... uuirdit [erit] iuuer scalh, etc.

b. seal. There are five examples of this

construction ; 10, 6, dar iin seal [erit] uuesan

uuoft enti zano gagrini; 13,29, seal so uuesan

[erit] untar in, etc.

c. wesan. 4, 23, huuelih iuuer ist der man
der ein scaf habet, etc. Here the original Lat-

in text is wanting. The codex Amiatinus9
reads : quis erit ex vobis homo. The idea is

manifestly imperfective and signifies: "who
of you is such a man "

? Nevertheless, this is

no conclusive evidence that the translator

wished to distinguish between perfectivity and

imperfectivity. His codex may have read est

in place of erit.

26, 19 (incomplete), sprihhu ih him into

danne elidiutic .... sprihhit mir ist elidintic

[si ergo nesciero virtutem vocis, era ei cni

loquor barbarus, et is qui loquitur barbarus],

9 This codex is very similar to the one used by the trans-

lator of the Fragments.
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This evidently means :

" when I begin to speak

to him, in that moment I become to him bar-

barns." The translator has chosen bim danne

to express this perfective idea.

The frequent use of seal uuesan indicates

that the translator was not entirely satisfied

with uutrdan as an exact equivalent for erit.

In the light of these examples, we are also

obliged to reject Streitberg's theory for the

Monsee Fragments.
The Benedictine Rule, the Murbach Hymns

and the smaller monuments show also no

traces of a distinction between perfective and

imperfective Actionsart with reference to the

future tense.

As the result of these investigations, we are

forced to the general conclusion that Streit-

berg's theory, which he hopes to see verified

for all the Germanic dialects, does not hold

good forO.H.G. Wustmann in his monograph,
Verba Perfectiva, itatiieiitlich iin Heliand,

shows that it must also be rejected tor Old

Saxon. He even refuses to accept it for Gothic

in spite of Streitberg's ingenious exposition.

ELLEN C. HINSDALE.

Mount Holyoke College, Mass.

AMERICAN-FRENCH DIALECT COM-
PARISON.

Two Acadian-French Dialects compared with

"Some Specimens of a Canadian-French

Dialect Spoken in Maine."

PAPER No. II.* (Conclusion.)

TABLE No. I.

PHONOLOGICAL table of speech varieties known
to occur with regularity in one or more of the

French-speaking regions in and about the

Dominion of Canada, illustrating regularly-

recurring variations from standard French,

with the French equivalents.

a=Fr. a or a in pas ;
a'49=Fr. a mpas ; a=

Fr. a mpatte ; x as in E. hat ; =Fr. ? and e;

e=Fr. > (in Fr. ais endings, etc. Acadian re-

gions); a=Fr. e in de ; ae=Fr. ? (Canadian re-

Paper No. I appeared in MOD. LANG. NOTES for Decem-

ber, 1893. January and February, 1894; and part of Paper

No. II in December, 1897, January, February and April, 1898.

149 See the observations on "i, a and a at the beginning of

Professor Sheldon's paper. I have not been able personally

to observe a dialect a Fr. it \nfas, occurring regularly.

gions); i=Fr. i; J
fs=Fr. i; 6'5'=Fr. A or a;

6 Fr. o \npol ; 6=Fr. o \nforl; 6~Fr. eu in

feu; 6'5'=Fr. eu in pear ; 6 u in 'E.but; u=
Fr. o before / or not nasal (Acadian regions)!

u= in E. pull; ii=Fr. / wa Fr. oi final

(Acadian regions) ; w=Fr. oi final (Canadian

regions) ; we=Fr. oi not final ; w6=Fr. oi not

final; <e=Fr. tin; ae=Fr. in; ae=Fr. en; '53

=Fr. on; a=Fr. en, an; a"54=Fr. in; e nasal

of Fr. e.

For this purpose, the French consonants may
most conveniently be divided into: i. Stops;
2. Liquids ; and .v Continuants.

i. Of the French stops, p and b correspond
with dialect/ and b very generally in all posi-

tions. Although cases of the assimilation of

voiced consonants to unvoiced and the like

(for example, dialect apsi"=Fr. absent), occur

with great regularity in these dialects, inas-

much as they characterize to a greater or less

extent all natural speech, they do not appear
to me typical dialect features in the sense

the table contemplates such traits. Likewise

French /, d, i: and g, when not before front

vowels, correspond with dialect t, d, k and g.

When, however, in French either t,d,korg
is followed by a front vowel the dialect equiv-
alents may vary from the French. Thus dialect

ky=Fr. k before front vowels: [kyel=Fr. one/;

kyor=Fr. caeur] (Canadian regions). Dialect

ts=Fr. k before front vowels : [tse!=Fr. quel;
tsor=Fr. cccur] (Acadian regions). Dialect

ts=Fr. /-(-front vowel final, or before a conso-

nant: [ptsi
= Fr. petit; kriatsiir=Fr. creature\

(Canadian regions). But dialect t=Fr. /before

i or final or before a consonant: [pti=Fr.

petit; kriatiir----Fr. criatnre\ (Acadian re-

gions). Dialect ls=Fr. /+vowel (usually i)

followed by another vowel: [met.s^=Fr. niftier;

mots^=Fr. moitif] (Acadian regions). Dialect

150 Cf. Professor Chamberlain's article on th dialect of

Granby in MOD. LANG. NOTES, for Jan., 1893, and the obser-

vations on ;, p. 33 of his notes.

151 See Professor Squair's List (3) and cf. Professor Cham-
berlain's notes to Granby dialect, Nos. i, 3 and 5, p. 31.

153 Rare, as far as 1 have observed.

153 Can be heard in terminations corresponding to Fr. -tion

in and around Ronaventure, Baie des Chaleurs.

154 Noted in a number of words at Bonaventtire; p3~ Fr.

fain; mJ= Fr. main, etc. For similar and identical treat-

ment of the Fr. nasals Corblet's Picard dictionary furnishes

iUustrations.
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di= Fr. g followed by a front vowel : [diep=
Fr. giilpe ; dzol=Fr. gucule\ (Acadian re-

gions). Dialect dz=Fr. rf+front vowel final

or before a consonant: [m6dzi~Fr. maudit ;

dzir=Fr. dire ; dzii bwa=Fr. du tots] (Cana-
dian regions). Dialect dz=Fr. </-|-vowel (usu-

ally i) followed by another vowel : [dZ6=Fr.
dieu ; dzab=Fr. diable] (Acadian regions).

But dialect d=Fr. d before z or final, or be-

fore a consonant (Acadian regions). Dialect

dz=Fr. y (consonant), Waterville: [mudz6=
Fr. moui/ler}. Dialect k=Fr. t before front

vowels: [mwakye^Fr. moitii; kyae=Fr. liens;

kiiy6=Fr. luyau] (Canadian regions and ow-
ing probably to Canadian influence, also

Acadian regions). Tbe cases of dialect k
Fr. g, I should hardly call a regular dialect

feature, being confined, as far as I have ob-

served, to a few words: fatik=Fr. fatigue;
fatika=Fr. fatigtiant, etc. Dialect y=Fr. g
before front vowels: [ytd=Fr. giride] (Cana-
dian regions and owing probably to Canadian

influence, also Acadian regions). The pro-
nunciation gyld heard in some regions is a

trait, dialect gy=Fr. g, that is parallel to dia-

lect ky =Fr. k. Dialect y=Fr. d before a front

vowel+ a vowel : [yo=Fr. dieu] (Canadian
and also Acadian regions). Dialect d=Fr. g-\-

front vowel : [clise and dis'ie=Fr. guichel] ;

however, Fr. g+front vowel is far more com-

monly represented by dialect y as in ykl=Fr.
guide.

3. The dialect liquids 1, m, n, fi, and r may
be said as a rule to correspond to the Fr. /, tn,

n, ng and r. The multitude of changes that

occur in words containing these letters in

these dialects, as indeed in language in gen-
eral, are due to causes in sound change that

are easily and well understood, to which ref-

erence has been made in a general way just
before attempting this tabulation. Merely to in-

stance one of these most frequent and regular
traits occurring, too, so often in popular spoken
French, take the many words in these dialects

where dialect fi represents Fr. ni plus a vowel :

pane Fr. /Hinier.'Sf

3. The dialect continuants f, v, s, z, s, z, h,

and y are also, as a rule, identical in these dia-

lects with the respective Fr. equivalents, save

155 Set p. 173, 407, of Passy's htude ; also p. 33 of the

tcond edition of his Lit sans dufratt(ais.

as has already been shown in some localities,

dialect h or h'ss takes the place of Fr. z and

y=tfz in Waterville.

To the above phonological features may be

added what few characteristics have been

noted in regard to the morphology of the

Dominion French so far examined : (i). 6n=
Fr. tine, [Acadian regions]. (2). an=Fr. une,

[Canadian regions], as Fr.
, and so gen-

erally in use throughout Canada, as well as in

popular French, has already been noted among
the phonetical features. (3). 6=Fr. on in the

sense of nous.i [More especially Canadian
than Acadian.] (4). /(a) with verb forms in

6(z)=Fr. ons, corresponding to Fr. forms with

nous [Acadian regions. ]
J s (5). Dialects hav-

ing a preterite tense and those lacking the

same. '57 (6). Dialects which form the preterite

of all the verbs on the analogy of Fr. verbs

whose infinitives end in-z>,'5 thus,zemi=Fr.

j'ainiai; z kuri=Fr. je counts, etc. (7). awer=
Fr. avoir is the auxiliary used with all neuter

as well as transitive verbs. '59

Now, of these speech characteristics noted

in various regions, it can hardly fail to be ap-

parent in view of the speech comparisons al-

ready made, that the majority of them are

identical for Acadian and Canadian French, as

well as for popular spoken French in the

country round about Paris. While this is true,

comparisons show also that there are several

156 This trait also occurs in the Lorraine dialects, for thert

are * number of examples given where thtre it little chance
of mistaking it. Under \ vi, p. 35 of Adam's Patois lorrains

is the heading : hk, h, ch,j,f (4oux). Then follows : "L'un
des traits les plus caractristiques de I'idiome populaire lor-

rain est que dans un assez grand nombre de mots, les articu-

lations hh, h, ch,j,f (doux) correspondent aux articulations

franchises et latines : s, ch,f,j, r, rt, rg, rs, t, ss, tc, st, v,

X, M."

157 The preterite is not popular in the French about Paris

according to Agnel, Observations, pp. 53-78, and Beyer and

Passy in Das gesprockene Fransasisch, p. 155, Anmerkung
152, declare in large type:

" Dasselbt ist ater in dtr urn-

g-angsspracke der Norttfranzosen ausgestorben." This ac-

counts for its missing in many localities in the Dominion.

158 Where preterites are found in the French dialects, one
of the commonest kinds of formations is tke above. This
assimilation of the conjugation in -er to that in -;> was very
common ill the sixteenth century and evidently has been re-

tained largely in the Dominion. See Darmestcter and Hatz-

feld, Seixitme Silctt en Franc*, p. 237; also Nisard, Latiftift

popul.iiri de Paris, p. 133 and the note i.

159 Common to the rural regions about Paris. Agnel, Ob.

servatiens, p. 76, v.
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features, which are particularly apt to be found

in Acadian regions, though they may, too, ap-

pear in some Canadian ones and vice versa.

It seems worth while, therefore, the better to

make a comparative statement, as well as for

convenience of reference, to present such fea-

tures in a brief tabular form by themselves :

TABLE No. 2.

Table showing features which appear more

likely to be found in Acadian than in Canadian

regions.

(i). Dialect 6=Fr. et, aie, ais, ait, or any
combination which, when final, is pronounced
as Fr. 2 / that is, Acadian and standard French

(unlike Canadian and standard French) agree:

mdve=Fr. mauvais.

(2). Dialect u=Fr. o before in, n, or ng, not

nasal: bun=Fr. bonne; pum=Fr. pomme ;

trufi6=Fr. trognon.

(3). Dialect wa final=Fr. oi final : dwa -Fr.

doigt ; gwa=Fr./wV.
(4). Dialect ts=Fr. k before front vowels:

tsu're' Fr. cure; tsor=Fr. cceur ; tses=Fr.

caisse.

(5). Dialect ts -Fr. tf+vowel (usually '), fol-

lowed by another vowel: mdts=Fr. uioitie ;

ts& Fr. tiens.

(6). Dialect t=Fr. t before z or n final, or

before i or -fconsonant : pti=Fr. petit ;

krtatur=Fr. creature.

(7). Dialect dz=Fr. g followed by a front

vowel : dzet^=Fr. gitetter.

(8). Dialect dz=Fr. rf+vowel (usually i) fol-

lowed by another vowel: dzib=Fr. diable ;

akadzaj=Fr. acadien.

(9). Dialect d=Fr. it before i or final, or

before or H+consonant : midi=Fr. inidi; dii

bwa=Fr. dtt bois.

(10). Dialect 6u=Fr. line.

(n). Dialect z(a)=/V with forms in 6(z)=Fr.
oils used corresponding to Fr. nous with first

person plural of the verb ; the forms in 6(z)

are also used with the third person plural pro-
nouns:^ z savyotorFr. nous savions', isavyo=
Us sa.va.ient.

[Dialect infinitives in final corresponding
to Fr. -ir: afebli=-Fr. affaiblir\i<*>

160 Noted in note 51, Paper No. I; a common trait of the

dialect of Haul-Maine, the forms couri*n&fini being given
as examples for Fr. courir and finir. See the Vocaliulaire

du Hunt-Maine by Roger de Montesson, comments on the

verb just preceding the vocabulary. Also common sixteenth

century pronunciation, Thurot, Vol. ii, pp. 161-3.

TABLE No. 3.

Table showing features which appear more

likely to be found in Canadian than Acadian

regions.

(i). Dialect ae=Fr. t final, written in many
ways, -aie,-ais,ait,et,etc.: aglse=Fr. anglais;

vrae=Fr. vrai.

(2). Dialect o=Fr. o before tn, n, or tig, just

as in French : p6m-=Fr. pomme, etc.

w^=Fr. oi final

( mwe
: 1 mw6=Fr.(3). Dialect

( twe
inoi ; \ tw^^Fr. toi.

(4). Dialect ky=Fr. k (sound) before front

vowels : kyor=Fr. cceur.

(5). Dialect k=Fr. /before front vowels (usu-

ally z)+another vowel : m6ky=Fr. metier ;

amiky6=Fr. amitie.

(6). Dialect ts=Fr. /+front vowel final or

followed by a consonant: etsii=Fr. es-tu ;

r6tsir==Fr. rotir.

(7). Dialect y=---Fr. g-\-front vowel : ytd=Fr.
guide; yirlad=Fr. guirlande ; naviy<5 = Fr.

navigner. Cases of dialect gy=Fr. Affront
vowel, as in gy!d=Fr. guide, can be heard in

some localities, though as far as I have been

able to observe, not of frequent occurrence ;

certainly not when compared with the parallel

feature above, dialect ky=Fr. k before front

vowels.

[Dialect y=Fr. g-\-hcm\. vowel also occurs in

Canadian regions, but with far less frequency
than dialect y= Fr. ^-f-front vowel : ediiiy=Fr.

aiguille ; diy6m=Fr. Gni//aiime.}

(8). Dialect y=Fr. d before a front vowel+a
vowel: yiamJe=Fr. diamant ; yab=Fr. diable.

(9). Dialect dz=Fr. fl'-L front vowel final or

followed by a consonant: midzi=Fr. midi ;

dzur=-:Fr. dur.

(10). Dialect an or Ben=Fr. une.

(n). Dialect 6=Fr. on in the sense of nous
for Fr. nous.

We can now get from the results presented
some idea of what may or may not prove to be
Acadian or Canadian features of a French
dialect such as that examined by Professor

Sheldon. There are dialect specimens which

yield more readily to such treatment than the

Waterville dialect. For example, 1 have a

newspaper sent me from Weymouth, a seaport
on the southwestern part of Nova Scotia on
St. Mary's Bay, published Thursday, March 14,
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1895, in which appears an article, a column and

a quarter in length by
" Marichette

" and sup-

posed to be written in the popular dialect of

Cheticamp, "' N. S., from which it has been

forwarded to the editor of this newspaper
"
L'Evangeline

"
at Weymouth. Were the

letter written phonetically, I think every trait

which I have indicated in Table No. 2 as apt to

be found in Acadian regions would there be

found. As it is, so marked are several of the

characteristics that the dialect student, familiar

with Dominion French, after reading merely a

few lines cannot hesitate to characterize this

specimen as Acadian rather than Canadian-

To prove that it contains every individual trait

comprised in the Table of the features that are

likely to be met with in Acadian regions is

another matter, a task which defies proof

though if one hears the article read by a na-

live, 101 I believe one cannot be in doubt. As
I wish to make no statement which I cannot

support with material at hand, I will give an

example of each characteristic taken in order

from the Acadian French Table (No. 2), and
let the reader judge for himself whether the

phrase contains the requisite data in order to

characterize it as one thing rather than another.

i . . . le reste de son histoire est trop mau-
vais frattfais pour le comprendre.

a. Jusqu'a vote houinme <\tt Halifax chi veux

qu'reller avec moi.

161 A small hamlet in the southwest corner of Nova Scotia,

near the coast about midway between Yarmouth and Digby,
in the Acadian region, and several hundred miles distant from

the Cheticamp, C. B., where my notes were taken.

162 1 did not hear the article read by a native of Cheti-

camp, N. S.; I did, however, hear it read by a native of

Cheticamp, C. B., whose pronunciation of it agreed with

what I anticipated the author meant, though of course as a

matter of fact my reader from Cheticamp, C. B., could not

ktttrw the pronunciation of any other dialect than his own,
unless he had studied such a dialect. The writer of the

letter is by no means consistent in the spelling of the same

words; again unless one writes phonetically, it must be evident

that it is impossible to be absolutely sure of just what the

pronunciation of a given word is. Nevertheless despite these

serious obstacles to stating anything at all about the language

of the article with scientific accuracy, it must be evident

from the italicized words that the signs point in one direction,

and-though proof is wanting in regard to these signs, yet one

conclusion rather than another will almost surely be drawn.

For the dialect searcher in the Dominion, as well as for the

tourist exploring regions little frequented, Sweetzer's Mari-

time Provinces (on the plan of the Baedeker's Guides and

revised annually) will prove a most useful companion guide.

3. Mais asteur j'y crois.

4. Le boeuf avail la cheite droite chi pointait
vers I'e'toile.

5. Chelle pichier, sa faisait peur, s^ trop

long .... pour tout vous dire.

6. ... s'il n'avait pas sortit ses griffes de sa

poche . . .

7. Quanq'^a e'te' fini le toreatt avail lalangue
sort! deux pieds longs de la gheulle.

8. II est savagne'3 comme \\nj,ibfe s'li li.

9. Pile Doucet a vendu son cheval . . . apres
miifi sur le lac . . .

10. J'me souviens qu'il avail printi sur

\'Evangeline une^ histoire chi faisait trembler.
1 1. Je savons pourquoi. Ces filles 1A croyions

qu'elles/>07';'0.f toute le marier a la fois.

[. . . mais je croyons qu'il a promis que M.

Koppe ferait sorti de 1 'argent pour le chais du

p'lit R .]

Comparing, now, with a view to seeing what
the proportion of Acadian or Canadian fealures

of the Specimens are, we find in the firsl place
whal must be obvious even wilhout comparing
every individual trail found in one place with

every other in anolher place, that while the

majority of phonological features are identical

in Acadian, Canadian and popular French,
Ihere are nevertheless, besides an endless

variety of local differences in all parts of the

Dominion, a number of such well-marked

speech traits, as to characterize, at least to a

certain extent, the phonology of one speech
locality when compared wilh lhat of another.

Such speech characleristics are exhibited in

Tables No. 2 and No. 3. Let us take these

trails in the order in which they are numbered
and compare the corresponding traits which
the Walerville dialed may happen lo have wilh

Ihe characterislic speech traits in these Tables.
There are no examples among the Waterville

Specimens of the traits in the Acadian Table
no. 2, numbered (2), (3), (6), (9), (10) and (11),

nor of the bracketed infinilive in -i=Fr. infini-

live in -ir. In regard to no. (8), dialed dz=Fr.
rf+vowel (usually i) followed by another vowel
as in dzab=Fr. diable, there is no concrete

163 This interesting trait >: Fr. att I noted in Paper No. I,

note 78.

164 Of course, there is no way of knowing- how this ttne is

pronounced. Very naturally the native of Cheticamp, C. B.,

who read me the article pronounced it an which here has no

significance in enabling one to conclude definitely.
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example to establish an identical trait in Wa-
terville. Because Waterville dzFr. (/followed

by * when final as in m6dzi=Fr. >a//jV(phrase
no. 54), or when the is followed by a pro-

nounced consonant as in dzirir=.Fr. gutrir

(phrase no. 49), is not sufficient to determine

absolutely what the dialect pronunciation is

when the i is followed by another vowel as in

French Dieu ; cf. the Cheticamp pronuncia-
tions : mudi=Fr. tnaitdit, dir=Fr. dire and

dzo=Fr. Dieu.

On the other hand, the Waterville Specimens
contain examples in this Table of the traits

numbered (i), (4), (5) and (7) ; thus as examples
under (i), of this Acadian Table No. 2, we find

in the Waterville Specimens in phrases nos. 29,

43 and 87 : apre=Fr. apres. As an example
under (4) in phrase no. 23 we find tsel=Fr.

guel and a number of other examples of ts=
Fr. jfe+front vowel follow. Under (5) in phrase
no. 30 m6ts=Fr. moitie and under (7) in

phrase no. 34 dzol= Fr. gueule, as well as

other examples of dz=Fr. ,g+front vowel fol-

lowing. Thus of twelve quite well marked
features belonging as a rule to Acadian French,
there appear four well-defined ones in the

Waterville Specimens, one, no. (8), not well

marked, and seven do not appear in the dialect.

Turning now to the Tabl* showing features

which appear more likely to be found in Cana-
dian than Acadian regions (Table No. 3), the

Waterville Specimens do not contain examples
under (i), (4), (5) and (7), for these traits, as has

just been show-, apply to (i), (4), (5) and (7) of

Table No. 2; while the Waterville dialect does
contain examples under (2): 5m=Fr. hoinme

(phrase no. 2 of Specimens); under (3): imve
1

Fr. mot (phrase no. 14) ; under (6) : tsii=Fr.

es-tu (phrase no. 29); under (9): midzi=Fr.
midi (phrase no. 40) ; under (10) aen=Fr. une

(phrases nos. 63 and 64); and under (u) 6=Fr.
on, for nous (phrase no. 46). In regard to (8)

in this Table, I do not consider the data in the

Specimens sufficient to establish the pronunci-
ation of the dialect form corresponding to Fr.

d before a vowel-fa vowel as in Fr. diamant.
The form ma=Fr. moi, found in phrases nos.

44, 45 and 49, I think must be classed by itself

as a local dialect peculiarity,M4 while the ex-

amples mwe=Fr. moi (no. 14); twe=Fr. ioi

(no: 76) ; lwe=Fr. Ioi (no. 100) ; bwe=Fr. boit

(no. 96) ; vwe Fr. voix (no. no) and rw&=Fr.
rot (no. 114) are clear proofs of Canadian

usage. Thus, then, we find that of the eleven

well-marked traits in Table No. 3, the Water-

ville Specimens contain no examples of (i), (4),

(5) and (7) (for which traits see the preceding
Acadian Table No. 2); that (8) cannot, as I be-

lieve, be well determined, and that it does

contain clearly marked examples of the char-

acteristics under (2), (3), (6), (9), (10) and (11).

There are, then, according to what has just
been shown, four well-defined Acadian traits

in the Waterville Specimens and six well-de-

fined Canadian features, the dialect thus

showing considerable mixture. Of course no
such arbitrary mathematical deduction fur-

nishes any conclusive evidence as to the char-
acter of a dialect, for some traits are more im-

portant by far than others, and have more
character in themselves, because of the manner
and frequency of their use. It seems to me
noteworthy that the Waterville dialect appears
not to have the Canadian ae sound correspond-
ing to Fr. e in endings in -ait. -ais, -ait, -et,

etc. I say appears because I believe the data
insufficient to decide the point. As an offset

to not having this in general quite characteris-
tic mark of Canadian regions (if this be really
the case that it does not appear in the dialect),
it fails, on the other hand, to show an equally
distinguishing mark indicating probably Aca-
dian regions, the z(3)=Fr./<r with the ending
6(z)=Fr. -ons, but retains the Canadian usage,
that is, more distinctively Canadian than Aca-
dian, l64 (*) of 6=Fr. on in the sense of nous.
The dialect, however, does contain three finely
marked Acadian features and very character-
istic ones : under (4) of Table No. 2, ts=Fr. k
before front vowels; under (5), dialect ts=Fr.
/M-vowel (usually i) followed by another vowel
and under (7), dialect dz=Fr. g, followed by a
front vowel. That these traits appear as

clearly as they do seems to me rather remark-
able, considering the location of Waterville
and the favorable chances of its exposure to

Canadian influence. Indeed this dialect has
more of what may be regarded as indicating
typical Acadian features than has that which I

164 (bis') ". . 1'emploi du pronom indefim on pour nous est

bicn nioins repaiirtu qu'au Canada." P. Poirier in Nouillcs
Soirees Ciinatiiennfs, vol. iii, p. 63 et seq.
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examined at Tracadiegetche (now Carleton), a

genuine Acadian settlement on the north shore

of the Baie des Chaleurs, made up originally

of refugees from Tracadie ; for this latter dia-

lect had only what one might term perhaps the

less plainly-marked dialect characteristics of

Acadian French. that is, the features under

('). (3). (6)> (9) and (10) in Table No. 2, while of

the features classified as apt to be Canadian,

in Table No. 3, it had six : (2), (4), (5), (7). (8)

and (n), which seem to me more marked

features and stamp the dialect in spite of its

Acadian origin as more Canadian in character

than Acadian. The reason of this in Traca-

diegetche seems to be due principally to two

active forces : i. Canadian influence, and 2.

the influence of education. This latter force

seems comparatively speaking to be more ab-

sent from the VVaterville dialect as an influen-

cing factor than in some other dialect speech

throughout the Dominion. Notwithstanding

the well-marked Acadian traits which I have

tried to show clearly that the Waterville French

possesses, upon looking at the speech as a

whole, which seems to me the most natural

way of receiving an impression of speech

character (I mean of course after getting at

the facts of the case as has been done) were I

called upon to classify the Specimens, it would

seem to me proper to call the dialect a French-

Canadian dialect with Acadian admixture.

If originally this VVaterville dialect contained

other features such as have been shown likely

to be found in Acadian regions, the comparison

will have brought out to what extent Canadian

influence may have prevailed.
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FAUST \\, vv. 106-108.

"Von Sturz zu Sturzen wSlzt erjetzt in tausend,

Dann abertausend StrSmen sich ergiessend,

Hoch in die LUfte Schauni an Schtfume sausend."

Though Loeper and a majority of the inter-

preters do not comment upon the construction

of tliis passage, Schroer and Thomas rightly

recognize its difficulty. Thomas, with others,

takes sausend as a transitive verb, meaning
'sending with a roar;' the cataract "leaps
from plunge to plunge, breaking in a myriad
streams and roaring masses of foam high into

the air." But the native language-tact rebels

against the use of sich as a common reflexive

shared by wiilzt -And ergiessend. As for sup-

posing that sich is simply omitted after wiilzt,

metri gratia, or that witlzen, without the re-

flexive, can mean 'leap,' German idiom enters

an emphatic protest.

Thomas concludes his exegesis of the lines

thus: "Schroer thinks this inadmissible and

would connect Schaum an Schciume with

wiilzt."

This is what Schroer says :

" Der Wasserfall walzt sich sausend. ' Hoch
in die Lufte

' hat kein Pradikat. ' Er saust
Schaum an Schaume '

ist nicht anzunehmen
und demnach zu erganzen : (der Wasserfall
wiilzt sich) und schleudert fortgesetzt Schaum
an Schaum."

It appears, then, that Schroer is misunderstood

by Thomas. Far from connecting Schaum an

Schaume with walzt, the German commentator

lays stress on the absence of a predicate for

Hoch in die Lufte Schaum an Schiiume, and

supplies the object of wiilzt from the next

verse : sich.

Now Schroer's construction is very difficult.

The reader has an uneasy feeling, as if wiilzt

and ergiessend were fighting for the possession
of sich, which as yet belongs to neither, the

predicate-less Schaum an Schaume watching
the struggle from its uncomfortable position

'high up in the air.' The transitive saitsen,

which Schroer considers out of the question,
is not half so difficult as the conjectural ellipsis

in v. 108.

My own '

Sprachgefiihl' has always con-

nected Schaum an Schiiume with wiilzt 'AS ac-

cusative object with predicate. The same
construction evidently occurred to Professor

Thomas, who somehow imputed it to Schroer.

The editions, so far as I know them, have a

comma at the end of v. 106, but no other

punctuation in the line. But the form Sturzen,
which is probably "ein fortgeerbter Abschrei-

befehler
"

for Stiirzen (Schroer), throws a cer-

tain suspicion on the line. What if the in-

volvedness of the entire sentence should give

way before the mere insertion of a comma ?

I think that a comma was omitted by Goethe,
or by his copyist. Without it, we must read a

meaning into the sentence. With it, the sen-

tence becomes perfectly clear. The question
is; Shall the comma be placed before, or after

jetzt? \ am for the first position, because jetzt
derives its value in the context chiefly from an
antithesis with dann (v. 107).

I would, therefore, propose this reading:

"Von Sturz zu Sturzen walzt er, jetzt in tausend,
Dann abertausend Strumen sich ereiessend,

Hoch in die LUfte Schauni an Schiiume sausend/'

taking, of course, sausend as a modifier of the

verb, not of the object.

The passage, in prose, would read :

Von Sturz zu Sturzen wiilzt ersausend Schaum
an Schaum in die Liifte, sich jetzt (=zuerst) in

tausend, dann in abertausend Stromen ergies-
send.

OTTO HELLER.
Washington University, St. Louis.
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A CORSICAN COUPLET.

AT the beginning of MeVimee's Colotnba are

two verses that have puzzled pupils and

teachers alike. Here they are, as they stand

in the 1840 edition :

I'i- far la to vendetta.

Sta sigur\ vasta anche etla.

VOCERO DU NIOLO.

From the translations that appear in some re-

cent editions of the novel, it is evident that

the annotators have not succeeded in rinding

the context from which the couplet is taken.

It may, therefore, be worth while to state that

the whole poem is contained in a collection

of Voceri, Chants populaires de la Corse,

published in 1850 by A. L. A. Fee, Professcur
A la Faculti de Medicine de Strasbourg.
The laments are preceded by an interesting

account of an Excursion faite dans cette He

en 1845. The poem in question is the fourth ;

it is written in the dialetto de Niolo, and is

called Vocero di Maria-Felice di Calacuccia

in morle delfratetlo. The last stanza (with-

out the editor's accents) reads as follows :

D'una razza cusi gramle
Lasci solu una surella,

Scnza ciigini carnali,

Povcra, orfana e zitella.

Ma per fa la to bindetta,

Sta siguru, basta anch'ella.

The two lines mean, then :

"
But, be assured,

even she is competent to wreak thy ven-

geance." As to Merimee's vasta, \ am in-

clined to think that it represents an actual

pronunciation ; the development of initial b

into v, so general in southern Italy, is not

unknown in the Niolo dialect, although the

opposite change is far commoner in Corsica.

The idea of a sister, in the absence of male

relatives, taking retribution into her own
hands, is found in other voceri. For instance,

in the lament on the death of the outlaw

Canino (No. vii.), the sister declares her inten-

tion of putting on male attire and arming

herself, and ends with the words :

Cani, cor di la suretra,

Bogliu fa la to vindetta.

C. H. GRANDGENT.
Cambridge, Mass.

GERMAN LEXICOGRAPHY.
NO TE ON wohlauf, wohlan.

THE etymology of the words wohlauf, ivohl-

an, etc., is given in the dictionaries as wolil,

adv.,+/", an, etc. They go back to M. H.
G. wol uf, wol an, wol her. A curious con-

tamination with the verb wollen is found in

several texts of the fifteenth century.
Germ. I, pp. 165-192, contains Ein Spiel v.

S. Georg, written about 1473, probably in

Augsburg. On p. 172*, 1. n, seq., it reads as

follows :

" Darnach gand die Burger zu ainander und spricht dcr erst

Burger also :

\Vond anf, ir herren, all mil mir !

grosz wunder das sechent ir,

ain giftig wurm ist in dem lant,

mit ceinem autem hatt er verprant
Libia das klinigreich

Darum woll aitf arm und reich

und luogent, wie man das fiirsech,

das sollicher schad von im nit gschech."

There are nine or ten more instances in the

text of wollauf, wollan, but they might be
considered as either from wol, adv., or wollen.

The form wond, however, can be only the Ale-

mannian second plur. imperative of wollen. 1

In the Liederbuch of Clara Hatzlerin, Augs-
burg, 1474," p. 219, part ii, in song no. 52, en-

titled Von einemzornigenwrib, is found, 11. n,
seq.:

" Wolt her, ir tiuffel allgemain
Baide grosz und alien ctain

Wir sullen ainander raissen,

schelten, grymen und pcissen."

This form can only be the second plur. im-

perative of wollen.

In Wackernagel, Das deutsche Kirchenlied,
vol. ii, among songs of the fifteenth century,
no. 829, also printed in Nic. Beutner's Catho-

lisch GesangBuch, 1660, p. 106, no. vi, second

part, has, strophe 14:

" Wfflts nuff, wir woclln ins Lesen, gut lese ist an dcr

Zeit."

This same phrase occurs also in no. 830,

strophe i, from the Grosz Catholisch Gesang-
buch, durch D. G. Corner, Niirnberg, 1631.
The form waits is the Bavarian second plur.

imperative of wollen.^

i Cf. Weinhold, Alum. Gram., p. 409.

a Published by Haltaus, Quedlinburg, 1840.

3 Cf. Weinhold, B*ir. Grttm., pp. 12, 987, 288.
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These instances show that the writers of

these texts no longer considered the first com-

ponent of wohlauf to be the adverb wohl, but

the verb ivollen.

It is interesting to note that, to judge from

the texts quoted, this contamination is chrono-

logically and geographically confined within

narrow bounds.

VV. KURRELMEYER.

Johns Hopkins University.

ETYMOLOGICAL NOTES.

i. O.H.G. lahan, O.K. lean 'blame, 'O.H.G.
lastar 'reviling, shame, error,' O.N. lostr,

Mid. Eng. fast
'

fault," O.E. leahtor '

reproach,

sin,' contain a Germ, root lah-, lah-s-. Out-

side of Germ., O. Ir. locht 'fault,' has been

compared. These may be further connected

with Lat. lacer '

torn, mangled," lacerb 'tear,

mangle; censure, rail at,' lacessd '

irritate, at-

tack,' Gk. ArtxoS, \ctxii 'rent, rending,' Cypr.

dir-e\T/xa- dneppoaya. Cf. Krugmann, Grd.

i, 174. To these I should also add Skt.,

raksas 'torment, demon,' Av. ra'so 'torment,'

which certainly belong as well in phonetics

and in sense to Lat. lacer, etc., as to Gk.

tfjfxSoa, the connection made in Brugmann's
Grd. i2 , 562, 791. The root of this group,

therefore, is lek-. In Germ, the root is used

metaphorically, and with the same meaning as

in Lat. lacero 'censure, rail at.' A similar

development will be found in other synony-
mous roots, as Lilh. plakti

' strike :' O.H.G.

flokati 'curse;' O. H. G. sea/tan 'shove:'

sceltan ' scold ;' Skt. r&pas- 'bodily injury:'

O.H.G. refsen 'punish,' blame ;' M.H.G. rif-

feln
' durchkammen :

' N.H.G. riffel 'rebuke.'

The -es- -os- stem of Gk. Axo?, Lat. facer,

Skt. raks-as corresponds exactly with Germ.
*lahs- in O.H.G_. las-tar, O.N. los-tr, which

may be either loks-, as probably in raksas, or

h%s-, as in lacer,. \dxof.

The same root in its literal sense is perhaps
in M.H.G. lasche 'rags, tatters,' N.H.G. lasche
'

latchet, flap, groove,' Icel. laska 'break,'

laski 'flap, gusset,' M.E. lasche, Mn. E. lash.

Compare also our expression tongue-lashing.

Prellwitz, in his Et. Wtb., compares O.H.G.

lahan, lastar with Gk. AacJxoj, XrjKeno (Dor. a)
'

crash, shriek, speak,' and further with Lat.

loquor. At the same time he connects doubt-

fully Gk. AtrwYr, A<>? with \n6xa>, A>/&>-
But this brings together the roots lek- and lak

(or fay-) and, in Lat. loquor, leq'i (or lequ-). If

these words are connected at all, it is very re-

motely. Hence O.H.G. lahan, lastar, cannot

be referred to Gk. Afjtfxoj, Aj/xf'o) in case the

connection I have made above is correct.

2. Of M.H.G. mal 'meal,' Kluge, Et. Wtb.*

s. v., ./I/a/// says :

"Ursprgl. wohl identisch mil der unter mal1

beliandelten Wortsippe, so dass ' Essenszeit
'

als Zeit *<rr' iiox- zu der Bedeutung
' Gast-

mahl, Mahlzeit
'

gefiihrt hatte."

However important the mealtime may have
been to the primitive Teuton, the explanation
offered by Kluge seems to me strained and im-

probable. That M.H.G. mal 'meal,' mal
'time,' and mal 'spot,' are related, there can

be no doubt. The divergence in use is easily

explained from the original meaning of the

root me- 'measure, divide,' to which these

words have been referred. From me- 'measure'

comes the idea of time in Goth, me-l '

time,

hour," >?- 'month,' Lith. t/ie-ttjs 'time, year.'

Cf. Uhlenbeck, Et. Wtb. s. v., met. From me-
' measure * comes equally well the idea of '

di-

viding, apportioning' and hence of 'partaking.'

For meaning, compare Skt: bhdjati
''

divide,

apportion,' bhaktdm 'share, food/Gk. tpdyfv
'eat,' Brugmann, Grd. i, 512.

3. M.H.G. rdz.rdze, O.L.G. rdta '

honey-
comb,' and M.H.G. rdz ' funeral pile' point,

as Kluge, Et. Wtb. s. v., Ross*, observes,
toward the original meaning

'

web, texture.'

This we find in Lat. rete '

net.' To this be-

longs Germ. *r;ta-, *reto- from *retta<pre-
Germ. *r^tnfi- 'reticulated.' Cf. Germ, hwita-

'white' from *hu'itta-, pre-Germ. *kuitii6-, Skt.

fvl/na-, Streitberg, Urg. Gr., 139.

Lat. rete, M.H.G. raze, etcv may be referred

to the root re- 'arrange,' in Lat. re-n 'reckon,'

Lith. re-ti'to put in layers,' Goth, go-redan
'advise,' etc.' Brugmann, Grd. i", 176, ii. 1074.

4. O.H.G. rifi, O.S. rlfi, O.E. ripe 'ripe,'

ripan 'reap,' rifter 'sickle' may come either

from the I.E. root re\b- or relp-n- '. The root

re\p- occurs in Gk. fptixeo
' cast down,' Lat.

ripa
'

bank,' Brugmann, Grd. b, 517. From
this root we may assume an adj. stem *r~ipn\6-
'

ready to fall,
1 and a verb stem ripnd- 'fell,

M4
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cut down.' The root re'ip- may further be con-

tained in O.N. r\fa 'cut, split,' rif, Du. rif,

L.G. r/$"'reef,' with which compare especially

Lat. r//>. Cf. Prellwitz, Et. Wtb. s. v., tptlwca,

who connects therewith O.N. r;/a, and Kluge,
/. WtbA s. v., >?jf.

5. M.H.G. un-vlat '

uncleanness, impurity,'

from which N.H.G. u>iflat,\s apparently a sub-

stantivized adj. from the Germ, stem *_flefia-,

pre-Germ. *pk-td-. This may be referred to

the root pel-, pie- 'pour, wash,' with the origi-

nal meaning 'washed,' and hence 'clean, pure.'

Remotely connected are Goth, flodus 'flood,'

O.E.^dwait 'flow,' etc.

6. For N.H.G. rdsche 'quick, sprightly,

steep,' M.H.G. rbsch, roesche, O.H.G. rose,

rbsci 'quick, nimble' 'fehlt jede sichere Be-

ziehung,' says Kluge, Et. Wtb.s s. v. riische.

Meaning and form naturally suggest a connec-

tion with Eng. rush, N.H.G. rauschen,rausch,
M.H.G. ritschen, rtisch. I see no reason why
these may not be related.

7. Goth, sarwa 'armor,' O.E. searu, O.H.G.
saro may come from the stem *sorgyho-,
and may, therefore, contrary to Uhlenbeck's

opinion, be connected with Lai. ^strvd,
1 \M\.

sergeti 'guard.' .

With sarwa may be compared O.N. serkr

'shirt.' (cf. Kluge, Et. Wtb.* s. v., Sarg) from

*serg>;hti6-. The common meaning of the

words was 'covering, protection.' Perhaps
here belongs Gk. tpipos 'skin, hide,

1
'

from

*sergyhos-.

8. Kluge, Et. Wtb.s, finds difficulty in con-

necting the meanings of geschlecht, schlag (as

in mftischensch/ag) and schlagen. He says :

" Im Ahd. hat slahan schon allein die Bedeut-

ung
' nacharten, nachschlagen

'

(z. B. ndh den

fordorbn slahan 'den Vorfahren nacharten ')."

This is, however, a natural development in

meaning. O.H.G. slahta '

race, family,' need

not come from a supposed former signification

'beget,' but from the ordinary use 'strike.'

For slahta we may assume the primary mean-

ing 'a striking, 'and then 'that which is struck,'

'stamp, 'and hence 'character, type, race, fani-

i Goih. sturfa, O.H.G. torfa, siimrfa, etc..which Uhlen-

beck refers to a root strfifh-. sutrgy, It-, and joins with strvft,

etc., had better be left out. Goth, saurga may better be de-

rived from *tur-yt- t from the root sutr- 'weigh, be heavy,'

O.H.G. tw3r' heavy,' rui&r\ 'weight, heaviness, sadncis,'

stu.rp 'sickness.' Cf. author, your. Germ. Philol. i, 193.

ily.' Examples enough of that change can be

found. Thus : Gk. riijro? 'blow :

' '

type, kind,
sort ;

'

xapaxnfrfl
'

engraver :

' '

stamp, charac-

ter;' MoTtrca 'cut:' xo/j./ja 'stamp.' From
such a development in the noun it is probable
that the verb took on this secondary meaning.

9. O.H.G. stelza, Du. stelt 'stilt,' from
Germ. *sleltb-, and M. H. G., O. H. G. stolz
'

haughty, proud, vain, foolish ; stately, mag-
nificent,' are probably both genuine Germ,
words from the root stel- 'set up, fix, place,'
and the suffix -do-. Stolz represents I.E. *stl-

do- ; stelza, I.E. *stel-dd-. They are closely
related to each other, and may be compared
with Lat. stolidus<*stoledo-s or *steledo-s,

meaning primarily
'

fixed, inactive,' and hence

'dull, stupid.' Lat. stultus<*stol-to-s or *stl-

to-s is more remotely related.

The same root stel- occurs in O.H.G. staf,

stolen, stilli, stollo, stil. Compare Kluge, Et.

Wtb.s under the N.H.G. equivalents, and Uhl-

enbeck, Et. Wtb. s. v. andstald, for I.E. repre-
sentatives of the root stel- (sthel-).

10. O. H. G. stahal, stdl, O. E. sfyle, O. N.

stdl, Germ. *stahla- 'steel,' are evidently from
a pre-Germ, root stek- 'sharp, pointed.' A re-

lated root stegh- occurs in Gk. (Jzvrp;; 'ear of

corn,' Lett, stega 'stake,' Lith. stagaras 'dry
stalk.' Cf. Prellwitz, Et. Wtb. s. v. tfrajv?,
where also O.H.G. stanga and Eng. sting are

given. A synonymous root steg- is found in

O. E. staca 'stake,' O. H. G. stehhan 'stick,

sting,' though this is generally regarded as a

secondary ablaut from the root stig- in Gk.

6riy-i.ni, Lat. in-stigd, etc. It is hardly sup-

posable that these various roots are not re-

lated, though they cannot be directly con-

nected. But they may be referred to the root

sta-, ste-, sle-l- 'stand, be erect, project,' from
which may have developed the meaning

' be

pointed, sharp,' and then 'sting, pierce.'

it. Kluge, Et. Wtb.s s. v. schniegeln says:

"
Ztw., zuerst im 17. Jahrh. als schnugelu (bei

Steinbach 1734 gebucht=' kammen ') zu einem
dial. Schniegel

'

Zierde, Putz:' den iilteren

Dialekten fremd."

This is probably a loanword from the Norse.

Cf. O.N. snoggr, sneggr 'shorn, bald, close,'

O. Dan. snog 'neat,' Sw. snygg, Eng. snug,

snuggle.
12. N.H.G. schere 'seacliff,' is referred by

'45
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Kluge to Sw. skt'ir, Dan. skjar, O.N. sker.

From the Norse we have in English scar, scaur,

skerry. These belong to the root sqer- 'cut' in

O.H.G., O.K. sceran, O.N. skera 'cut, shear,'

Lith. sklrti 'cut off,' etc. Cf. Kluge, Et. Wtb.s

s. v. scheren. To the same root have been

referred Eng. shore,O.^.. score, which are cer-

tainly related to N.H.G. schere, Sw. skiir, etc.

Similarly other words for 'cliff, rock, short-,'

are from roots meaning 'cut, break.' As Gk.

t/jsinoo 'cast down,' O. N. rifa 'cut, split:'

Lat. ripa
'

bank,' O.N. ri/'ree(' (v. no. 4);

Lat. ruiiipo : ritpes; O.H.G. screvon 'cutinto:'

M. H. G. schraf
'

cliff;
' M. H. G. schniffen

' cleave :' schrove 'cliff.' Cf. Kluge, Et. Wtb.s

s. v. schroff.

13. Prellwitz, Et. Wtb. s. v. i>ap 'starling,'

connects N. H. G. sper-ling and spre/ie, but

without explaining these forms. Goth, sparwa,
O.H.G. sparo, O.E. spearwa, O.N. sporr 'spar-

row,' may be referred to an I.E. stem *spgq%6-,
while O.S. sprdha, N.H.G. sprelie, may come
from *spriqta-, both from the root sper-, spre-.

This, it seems to me, is better than to derive

Goth, spartva and O. Prus. sperglas from a

roo\. spergzh-. Cf. Uhlenbeck, Et. Wtb.s.v.

sparwa. With Prellwitz we may connect O.

Prus. sperglas and Gk. tixopyilof, name of a

bird, with which compare Franc, sperk 'spar-

row.' Of course, all these words are related

through the root sper-.

14. M.H.G. vasel, masc., 'animal for breed-

ing,' vasel, Q.H.G. fatal, neut , 'offspring,' are

compared by Kluge, Et. Wtb.s s. v. Fasel-

sclnvein, with Lat. pario, from a supposed

*pasio. Lat. pario, however, is better taken

with Lith. periu 'breed,' Brugmann, Grd\*,

479. The nearest relatives to these words are

M.H.G. vaselen 'thrive, bear fruit,' vesel, O.H.
G. fesil 'fruitful' (of animals), M.H.G. vasen

'send out shoots, propagate,' I'aser, vase 'fiber,

fringe,' O.H.G./d.fo, fasa, O.E. fas 'fringe,'

O. H. G. fesa 'chaff.' This group of words
comes from the I.E. root/- 'shoot out, scat-

ter,' found in Lat. p<
:

nis<*pes-nis, Gk. ireo?,

Skt.pds-as 'penis.' This I.E. word for 'penis'

probably meant in its origin 'sprout, shoot.'

Notice that in O. Lat. penis meant 'tail,' and
that its diminutives mean 'tail, brush, roll of

lint.' These come very near to the use of M.
H.G. vase 'fiber, fringe.' Cf. Prellwitz, Et.

Wtb. s. v. jrf'oS, where the above connection

with O. H. G.fasal, M. H. G. vasel is given.

Why does Kluge make no mention of this?

15. O. H. G. zarga 'border,' O. N. targa

'shield,' N.H.G. zarge 'border, edge, groove,
notch,' may be referred to a pre-Germ. root

dergh-, and compared with O.E. trrgan, Du.

tergen 'pull,' Russ. dergatl 'pull, tear.' Kluge,
Et. U'to.i s. v. zergen. Germ. *targo-, pre-
Germ. *dorgha- would, consequently, mean
'something lorn off, a tearing off," and from

this could come the various significations of

the word. O. H. G. zarga 'border' and O. N.

targa 'shield,' probably come from a common
meaning 'skin, hide.' For words for 'hide'

coming from a root signifying 'tear,' compare
O. E. teran 'tear,' Gk. depot 'flay:' fiiptia

'hide ;' O.S. wri-tan 'tear, scratch,' Gk. fji-rrf

'file:' fJi-vof 'skin,' Brugmann, Grd.n, 1052.

For the interchange 'hide:' 'shield,' compare
Gk. <Snvri:f 'hide:' Lat. scutum 'shield;' Gk.
fl-f'A-Afl- 'hide :' neX-ri) 'shield.'

16. M. H. G. h(_llic, N. H. G. hellig 'weary,

exhausted,' M. H. G. he_lligen 'durch verfolg-

ung ermiiden, plagen, qualen,' remain to be

explained. The adj. he^llic, from the stem

halliga-, as the meaning plainly indicates, is

from the rootle/- 'drive.' Compare Gk. xe\\<a

'drive,' Skt. kdlayati 'drives,' Lat. celer, Brug-
mann, Crd. i

2
, 572. The adj. he_llic is appar-

ently formed with the suffix -go- from the adj.
stem *qo!no-. The addition of a suffix to a

stem ending in a suffix is not uncommon, and
often without any appreciable change in mean-

ing. Cf. Goth, andaiieins : atidant meigs ; O.
H.G. werd: ivirdig; relit: rihtig, etc. Brug-
mann, Grd. ii, 255.

17. M.H.G. tiic, plur. tiitke, whence N. H.
G. tncke, suggest, by their meaning and form,
connection with M. H. G. tucken, tttcken 'nod,
bow quickly, duck down.' Notice especially
M.H.G. tockelmuser, N.H.G. duckmiiuser and
tiickinf.user. Further proof of this connection
is not needed. Cf. Kluge, Et. Wtb. s. v.

ducken.
FRANCIS A. WOOD.

Cornell College.

LEONARD COX AND THE FIRST
ENGLISH RHETORIC.

The Arte or Crafte of Rhetoryke by Leonard
Cox, or Cockes, published without date, but
dated 1524 in Browne Willis's View of Mitred

146
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Abbeys (appended to Leland's Collectanea,

1719), in Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica, in the

British Museum Catalogue, and elsewhere,

but I know not on what grounds, has the dis-

tinction of being the first hook on Rhetoric in

English printed in England. What is appar-

ently a second edition appeared in 1532. Cox
himself was the friend of Erasmus, Melanch-

thon, Leland, Palsgrave, Cromwell, and other

noted men of his day, and his Rhetoric has

considerable interest, not only as one of the
"

first things," but also as a document of im-

portance in the too frequently obscure, and as

yet imperfectly written, literary history of the

first half of the sixteenth century.
In the Dedicatory Epistle addressed to Hugh

Faryngton, Abbot of Reading, Cox writes:
"

I have partely traunslated out of a werke of

Rhetoryke wrytten in the lattyn tongue and
partely compyled of myne owne & so made a

lytle treatise in manner of an introduction into
this aforesaid scyenceand that in the englysshe
tongue."

And later in several places Cox refers to "our

auctour," "the author," and the like, never

however citing him by name. So that Hallam

(f.it. Enr. pt. i, ch. viii) in writing of Cox says:
" His art of rhetoric follows the usual distribu-
tion of the ancients, both as to the kinds of
oration and their parts ; with examples, chiefly
from roman history [in point of fact chiefly
drawn from Cicero], to direct the choice of ar-

guments. It is hard to say how much may be
considered as his own."

The immediate source, then, of the first Eng-
lish Rhetoric, so far as I can ascertain, has as

yet remained quite unknown. At last, how-

ever, after turning over some score of Rhetorics

in Latin printed between 1475 and 1525, 1 have
succeeded in discovering Cox's original in the

Instilutiones Rhetoricae Philip\pi\ Mel[anch-
thoiiis], Hagenoae, 1521. The first fifteen

pages of the Institutiones furnish the frame-

work and most of the examples for Cox's work
(Cox treats only of Invention). Indeed this is

so far the case that not only does Cox translate

whole pages from Melanchthon, but the In

Philippi Melanchthonis Rhetorica Tabulae by
Mosellanus, a sort of brief digest of Melanch-
thon's Institutiones, made in 1529 (or the use of

schools, in the part covering Invention fur-

nishes a full analysis and table of contents of

Cox. Cox also, as he himself states, draws

from Cicero to some extent, and as with many
other Rhetorics of the age, including his direct

original, his plan bears a certain resemblance
to that of the Rhetorics of Trapezuntius and of

Hermogenes. But the proof of his direct de-

pendence upon Melanchthon is made conclu-

sive by a passage in his work in illustration of
the Oration Demonstrative in Praise of a Per-

son, drawn, by Cox's frank acknowledgment,
from "the author in his greater work." This
entire passage, beginning in Cox :

"
If one

wolde praise kynge Charles, he shulde kepe
in his oracyon this order, "is translated directly
from Melanchthon's earlier and larger work on

Rhetoric, entitled De rhetorica libri ires, 1519,

beginning (D. iv recto)
" Carolum Caesarem

laudatur qui hoc agat ordine. Exemplum."
Cox's work occupies only some eighty-eight

small octavo pages of about thirty lines to the

page, and inasmuch as it seems to me to be a
document of considerable historical and scho-
lastic interest, I hope before long to edit and
see through the press a reprint of it. Cox
himself was a man of minor importance, but

his life came into touch with the lives of so

many others of far greater importance, that it

is a matter of regret that our information about
him is not fuller and more exact. I hope to be
able to make some slight addition to the cur-

rent account of his life, but unfortunately about
the dates of his birth and death I have been
able to discover no new information. I can

only conjecture that the date of his birth must
lie circa 1500. The Dictionary of National

Biography seems inclined to place his death
circa 1596. This seems very improbable ; but
I should be glad to receive any information

bearing on this or on any other points relating
to Cox.

FREDERIC IVES CARPENTER.
University of Ckicaga.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OLD-ENGLISH
LEXICOGKAPH Y.

BOSWORTH-TOLLER and, following him, Hall
and Sweet in their Anglo-Saxon Dictionaries,
exhibit a word acdrenc that, according to them,
means 'a drink made from acorns.' Sweet is

careful enough to mark this meaning as doubt-

ful, but he gives us no hint of the fact that

there are only two glosses to vouch for the ex-
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istence of the word itself. These glosses are

WW. 204, 36, cirta acdrcnc uel noinen loci and

ibid. 380, 30, cirta acdrenc. The former is

probably a contamination of cirta noinen loci

and tirca*='tiricatiriaca>*~S?ipiocxd. As to

the Anglo-Saxon interpretation, that may rep-

resent either atdrenchatdrenc ' hot drink," or

atrdrenc '

poison potion.' For the hatdrenc

there could be brought forward the Erfurt

Gloss C. G. L., v. 395, 26, tyriacce medicine

ifnitee, for atrdrenc hid. Etym. iv. 9, 8,

theriaca est antidotuin serpentinum quo uenena

pelluntur, ut pestis peste solttaiur. Accord-

ingly we find WTfr. 115, 19, tiriaca drenc wiS

attre.

O.E. T., p. 575",Sweet posits afors 'waterfall'

on the strength of Bl. 5 cataracte forsceta.

He has not, however, given it a place in his

Dictionary. And it is well he has refrained

from doing so, for there is no such word asfors
'

waterfall.' Whatforsceta in the above gloss

stands for, is perhaps forsceta=forscetan=<

forscitan-=forscytan. Inforscyta I see a con-

gener of German Schiitze, meaning
'

sluice-

gate
'

(cf. especially Not- Schiitze 'temporary

sluice-gate'). In fact, such is the explanation

given in the marginal note on calaraclarum,
Ps. 41, 8, as Morris in his edition of the Blick-

ling glosses prints it : cataracteforsceta, cata-

racte aquam coticliidunt. Foncyta is, then, a

contrivance with which to shut off the water;

the Low-German form is Schotte or Schott.

According to Stiirenburg's Ostfries. Wlbch.,

there is a Wagen-Sc/tott signifying a sluice-

gate, and Schott, also Schott, means a wooden

partition ;
cf. also WW. 520, 7 uectifera\e~\

ualue pcereforscytlican ditra*=doors that can

be 'shut.' This, of course, does away with

the explanation lately offered in the Anglia.
How Sweet (O.E. T., p. 551 b) came to assign

the meaning of moistening to agleddian is a

perfect puzzle to me. The Leiden gloss (Ld.

9) labefacare egledd^go certainly does not war-

rant such a proceeding. The gloss is also

printed by Steinmeyer-Sievers, Ahd. Gl. ii,

746, 30, and it reads there labefacare agledde^

go It refers to Vita Martini Auctore

Sulpicio Seuero 3, n, p. 208, 24 labefactati.

Hence labefacare must represent a labefac-
tare and agleddg go may \>z=aj>lddigaag-
le_ddigan

' to make glide.'

In his Student's Anglo-Saxon Dictionary
Sweet exhibits a word fulluht-bcna, which he

evidently has not felt able to explain, since he

prints the Latin lemma as explanation. Or
are we to take competitor as '

competing per-
son ?

' The gloss to which this entry refers is

WW. 207, 15 competitor amicus uel rogator

baptismifit/wihtbena, and it seems to me quite
clear tlialfulwihtbena is an exact rendering of

rogator baptismi, a co-petitioner of baptism.
It is then a 'sponsor,' not a 'competitor,' we
have to do with here.

Hall could not make anything of WW. 194,

16 bibina. i. temen. Read binira twemeti

twimen ' a two-men woman ' and cf. Augitstin.
de bono viduit., 15 mulier biuira. Following
the lead of Hall, Sweet now explains in his

Dictionary molegn-styrci as meaning 'piece of

curd,' while in his O.E. T., p. 57^", he left it un-

explained. The gloss galmultim . molegir

stycci (Corpus Glossary, G.2i) on which the

word is based, may represent a clasnia my/u
( H\d6/.ia f.tv\ov) the Latin interpretation of

which, fragmen moliz, may have been super-
seded by its Anglo-Saxon equivalent molen-

stycci; g perhaps was originally ggra'ce and

being superscribed may have been wrongly in-

serted into Jitolen. See hidic. 9, 53 nna
mulier fragmen molce desuper iaciens illisit

capiti Abimelech ; 2 Keg. it, 21 nonne mulier
misit super eum fragmen molce ? By mtla-
thesis clasmamy/u turned to calsinamilit, and
s, according to custom, disappeared before

,

whence developed the present ga/mu/um tak-

ing its final m from the following molen.

O.E. T., p. 590", we are told that am means
'weaver's reed' and we are referred to Ep. 177
cautereferrum haam, Ef. fam, Cp. aam, and
Rd. 8 am. As a matter of fact, only the last

quotation could be used to substantiate the

claim in regard to the meaning of dm. But no
scholar versed in Latin will ever believe that a

scribe wishing to explain canter or ferrum
would make use of a word meaning 'weaver's

reed.' That the Erfurt plainly exhibits/*;;;;,
is a variation from the haam or aam of the

Epinal- Corpus that seems to have concerned
Mr. Sweet very little. And yet it will furnish

us the clew to the original reading. Time and

again / and i- are mixed up in these glosses,

remembering which we shall say that the Er-
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furl's /am stands in the first place for satn.

Occasionally m has taken the place of rn as

C. Gl. L. iv,47, \icultns uestititiuel homatns

hornatiisornatns; ibid, iv, 206, 23 alteniatiir

uariatoralternaturitariatur. Then,sai will

represent sarn, which is truncated isarn,* glos-

sing, of course, ferrum. But how came the

writers of Epinal- Corpus by their haam-aamf

The answer is given in the reading of the

Leiden Glossary, Ld. too cautere ferrum
melitis (in aliis [sc. libris}) tiiidre, when

compared with Cp. 1757 rubigo brand, oom &nA

Cp. ioy)ignisacnim oman, that is to say, in the

mere Latin Glossaries, from which the glossa-

tors of Erfurt as well as of the Epinal- Corpus

copied, cautere must have appeared with two

interpretations, one may have been ustio and

that is what the Epinal- Corpus glossators re-

placed by haam (aam), the other ferrum [ca-

loratum} and that the Erfurt glossator ren-

dered by [i]sarn. For, that oom \s/iooi

haain, I am convinced, cf. olfatu ( WW. 122,

35) aalfatu, and that haam (oom) does not

mean in the first place 'mildew,' as Sweet O.

E. 7"., p. 643*", has it, but '

burning
'

is apparent

from the synonym 'brand' which Sweet should

not have connected with oom, thus making a

compound out of what the glossator surely

wished to be kept separate. That disease of

the grain which the Romans called rubigo

bears still the name of ' Brand '

in Germany.
As to the etymology of haam, aam, oom, a

congener of it is very probably Icelandic eimr

(which may stand for heimr) meaning
'

fire
'

'embers,' 'fiery vapour.' By the side of Anglo-

Saxon haam, aam there must also have been

in existence an (h)aamer, as may safely be in-

ferred from the verb amergan we meet with

WW. 208, 12 conflagrati. combitret he amrraf>

concremat and Elene 1308-12. It occurs also

in the Vespasian Psalter 11,7 argentum iflie

examinatitin seolfur fyre amearad ; ibid. 17,

31 eloquia domini igne examinata gespreocu

dryhtnes mid fyre amearad. Here belongs

also the Anglo-Saxon word for
' hot ashes ' we

find in ^Elfric, Lives of Saints iii, 20, 286

cemerge (and axe), from which modern 'ember'

developed. ^Emerge appears in O. H. G. as

eimuria (glossing busta, Ahd. Gl. i, 58, 10),

in O. N. as eimyrja and is consequently

l So E/. 762 exhib'HS/HNsefrri for tisuntttrri.

a -ja derivative of cemer. The development
of the meaning we now connect with ' ember '

is on a par with Latin favilla for which it

is the equivalent. It has lately been made

plausible (in the American Journal of Phil.)

that/aw- as apparent mfav-issa, 'subterranean

treasure-chamber," is equal to fov- in fovea
'pit' There must then have been a favina
'pit' from which fav-illa 'little pit,' 'that

which is made in the pit
' was derived. So

also v/e have by the side of the common Low
German Pott pot,' in the dialect of the Mark
a Poll 'soot.' With Anglo-Saxon amer as

apparent in amergacombitrere one may
compare Greek na/jdpa which evidently be-

longs to the same root we have in xai/iiirof.

That xauifoS was a 'pit for cooking' is quite

plain from the words of Herodotus i, 133,
where he narrates that to celebrate their birth-

day the rich Persians are in the habit of cook-

ing in pits the whole bodies of oxen, horses
and camels: <' evSaifiartf aurcSc /iovi' xal
\itnov Mai Kci[ir/\oy xai oi'ov jiponSf<rrai
oAou? offrouS fy xa/nifoidt.

We may then put xdfiiyo? by the side of
haam pointed out above. This haam is also

to be recognized in the name of the cricket we
meet with Corpus Glossary G. 143 grillus
hama ; the little insect, of course, derived its

name from the place it infests and so it is also

called heimo in O.H.G. There the word oc-

curs also in its diminutive form heimil (cf.

Diefenbach, Gloss. Med. et Inf. Lat., p. 117")

which corresponds to Anglo-Saxon emil, crmil,

the name given in Ef. 257, Ep. 464 to the

curculio, in the Vespasian Psalter 104, 34 to

the brucus which, of course, is a transference

of meaning. Is the haam 'cooking pit,' 'oven,'

fundamentally different from the hama 'womb'
which Sweet exhibits O.E. T., p. 469"? I think

not. Of old the two have been connected ;

compare, for example, the useol Greek itixdaa
and so even now in certain parts of Germany
the womb is called the 'oven;

'

in the Vogtland
as well as in Styriawhen a woman is delivered

of a child, it is a common way of expressing
her condition as the tumbling-down of her

'oven': Oer Ofen ist eingefallen. It is also

noteworthy that the child in the mother's

womb is popularly known as Hanschen im
Keller 'Johnny in the cellar.' The original
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idea of fiaam, hanta seems then to have been

a hollow.'

Considering that the lemma for c-oj'a \spistri-

mum (pistrinam) Sweet O. E. 7"., p. 643*,

should not have explained cofa as meaning
chamber, nor cofincel glossing pistrilia, as

meaning little chamber. Of course, cofa and

cofincel may have that meaning, but that the

glossator wished to convey the idea of a

baker's oven is clearly to be seen from C.G.L.

v. 511, ipristilla (-^pistriHa) fnrnus paruus ;

cofinctl of the Corpus Gloss, is nothing but a

substitute forfurnus paruus.
WW. 355, 13 we find arsantes da gegendan

Wiilker refers us for explanation to WIV. 12,

28 cesuram gegandenJegcgangendne, but if I

mistake not, arsantes is a remnant of occur-

santes, and then the interpretation will have

been da gegnendan ; cf. German be-gegnen.

It is, however, possible that arsantes is par-

ticiple of arsare 'to cry like a crane;' then

gegendan may be; cendan ; cf. German

gdkcn, gackern and Isid. Differentiarum Lib.

i, 607, grus arsat.

Is cirice-ran '

church-robbery
'

quoted in

Sweet's Dictionary an actual word ? 1 am in-

clined to believe it is identical with Hall's
1

ciricrena, wm., sacrilege
' which Hall took

from Bosworth who has '

cyric-ren, e, f.,

church-robbery, sacrilege.' The entry is based

on a passage in the Cone. Aenham. (Leg.

Anglo-Sax., ed. D. Wilkins, p. 122): in sacrile-

giis on cyric renan which, I should say, stands

for on cyricrcafi=-on cyricreafum.
Also the entry 'reedt-gafol, n., rent that can

be paid all at once ' Sweet probably owes to

Hall who on the strength of Walker's fiscalis

r&degafellicum, u>anfa re (WW. 403, 21) con-

structed a '

reedegafolf rent paid in one pay-

ment,' not seeing \\\&\. fiscalis rhedcz is a Latin

lemma, which is interpreted as meaning ga-

fellicum w&nfare,
'

cartage due to the King.'
The gloss is identical with the Corpus gloss

WW.2-2, 17 fiscalis,redagebellicum wagnfearu,
which as I have pointed out elsewhere refers

to Sulpicii Seueri Dialog, ii. 3, p. 183, 4, on

record also in A/id. Gl. ii, 759, 48 fiscalis reda

dominicalis equitatus. bSra.

I have previously shown in this journal that

WW. 385, 3 descurris hofSelum is contraction

of de scurris of Seliim. I am now also able

to point out the passage to which the gloss re-

fers. It is a Scripture passage: ii Reg. 6, 20

where David's wife Michol, the proud daughter
of Saul, speaks in such scathing terms of

David's '

dancing before the Lord '

with un-

covered loins like a common juggler : et nuda-

tus est quasi units de scurris.

That it is quite out of the question to see a

compound in n&gl spent glossing unguana
(Corpus Glossary U. 260), I have lately shown
in the Anglia. As Sweet, however, exhibits

the two words as a compound also in his Dic-

tionary only he does not explain it there as

'spear-nail
'

but as 'sharp nail' I shall here

draw attention to WW. 377, 15 cuspide nczgle
oSOe spere, that may stand in some relation to

the above Corpus gloss. Perhaps there was
a fuller gloss reading cuspide ungue I hasta

nffgl ofl^e spent. This, in one instance, may
have been shortened to cuspide n&gl o Me

speru ; in the other the lemma cuspide may
have dropped out and ungue I hasta ntegll

speru in the course of time become the present

unguana ntzgl speru.

In Haupt's collection of Prudentius glosses
there occurs one designated no. 432, reading :

elatio creasness. Hall, not understanding that,

but wishing to increase his number of new

words, bodily incorporated the gloss in his dic-

tionary. Sweet has tried to improve on that

by exhibiting in his dictionary creasnes 'f.

pride, elation Gl.' But although creasnes has

thus received the sanction of such an authority,

we feel loath to accept it. It will be safer to say
that creasnes represents oreafnes, that is or-

heafnes German 'JSrhebnis,' a literal render-

ing of elatio.

Is the explanation
' boot' given by Sweet in

his Dictionary an adequate expression for

Anglo-Saxon hemming? Hardly ; for ' boot '

is according to the Century Dictionary
' a

covering for the foot and lower part of the leg

reaching as far up as the middle of the calf

and sometimes to the knee,' while humming,
being a derivative of hamm, 'inner part of the

knee, ham,' must in the first place mean a

covering of the 'ham,' that is tosay a 'legging.'

That in fact an encasing of the leg is meant
will be seen from Virgil's ^En. vii, 685-90:

Non illis Hrtiia,

Nee clipei currusue sonant; pars mttxttma landts

15
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Lintntis plttmbi sparfit, pars spicula gestat

Bina manufuluosqut lupi de ptlle galtros

Tegmen ftakent capiti, uestifia nuda sinistri

fnstituerf pedis, crudus tegit ulttra pero.

It is to pero in line 690 that WW. 468, 31 pero

hemming i. ruh sco and Corpus Glossary P.

306 pero himming refer, on the strength of

which glosses Sweet exhibits in his Dictionary

hemming (himming)
' boot.' The idea Virgil

wishes to convey to us in the above-quoted
passage is evidently that the Hernici walk
with the left leg bare, while the right one is

protected by a legging of rawhide, f'ero, then,
stands in the sense of ocrea or Xftfvif, as Ser-

vites ad locum testifies saying traxit hoc a

Grcecice more, unde isti, sicut dictum est,

transierant, ubi hoc armorum fuerat genus.

Hamming is etymologically the exact counter-

part of Hvmi-ti, Greek c?/// answering to

Teutonic hanm, from which hamm sprang.

Perhaps also ruh sco is nothing but riihsco
'

thigh shoe '=-legging, covering of the fleshy

parts of the leg. Kiih- I connect with O.H.G.
riho glossing sura or poples ; so we read A lid.

Gl. i. 292, 19 suris rihon mtisculis tibiarum.

That, indeed, there must be such a word as that

also in Anglo-Snxon the Leiden Gloss desig-
nated no. 109 by Sweet goes to show. For
what is on record there, adonis iiilatii mihes
nostlum, is intelligible only on the supposition
that it stands for othoniis uittis surarum rihes

nostlum. The completer reading may even
have been othoniis uiltif lineis surarum linen

rihes nostlum, as would appear from Ahd. Gl.

ii. 41, 4 odonis uittnm linifnestilun (a); mihts

noftlun (c) -othoniis uittis lineis surarum linin

rihes nestilum (nostlum). 'OSoczaare men-
tioned in the Septuagint by the side of iunrta
Hosea 2, 9 where the Vulgate has : et liberabo

lanam meant et linum mcitm, tjuae operiebant

ignominiam eius, wherewith compars Ezech.

64, i% feminalia linea erunt in lumbis eorum,
and Exod. 28, 42 fades et feminalia linea ut

operiant carnem tnrpitudinis su(e a renibus

usque ad femora. It will be seen from the

preceding that the oSo'na werefeminalia and
that the feminalia were uittfe wound around
the legs, we know from Sueton. Aug. 82.

On the strength of \VW. 134, 38 alumen uel

stipteria efne Sweet exhibits efne '(f.) alum,' a

form that has also the sanction of Kluge, see

his Etym. Wtb. s. v. Alaun. But considering

that the very idea conveyed by stypteria is that

of astringency, we have some reason for con-

cluding that a glossator may have explained it

by arnarus lapis. We actually find alumen

explained by O.H.G. feizzisMn 'biting stone,'

Ahd. Gl. ii. 734, 47. Along that line we should
find in Anglo-Saxon something like biter or

afor stan. Now, cannot afor later on have

developed to fffre, ifre? cf. Low-Saxon efer
'

bitingly sharp
'

evern 'to eat into the flesh,'

said of festering sores. At any rate, I believe

alumen uel stipteria efne is truncated from
alumen uel stypteria e_fre stan. As to the

other alleged Anglo-Saxon name for alum,

quoted by Kluge, namely, celifne, that seems
to be based on the .^7';/a/ gloss (C! G.L. v.343,

3a) alumnis alifnce. Of course, aliimnis may
represent aluminis. But that is by no means
certain. It is far more probable that alumnis is

corrupted from alimoniis by way of alimunis.

Then (zlifnee represents adlifna-~adlifne-~
andlifen, cf. WW. 492, ifipttlmentum andlifen,
where andlifen probably is a substitute for a
former Latin alimentum or alimonia or even
uictualia; see WW. 342, 34 atiomnia edulia

alimenta uictualia. Hence also WW. 465,

3, pulmentum fosterno^fostcrrodfosterof),
wherewith compare WW. 397, 31 epimcenia
(epimenia) fostrapas 'the monthly rations.'

The entry h/os, -e
'

f. sheep-fold
'

in Sweet's

/dictionary is based, as far as I can see, on
WW. 23,14= Corpus Glossary, F.342 frittecturn,

lose, locus ubi ponnt, a gloss that is wanting in

Sweet's O. E. T. As there is a form of the s

that looks very much like p, ponnt may repre-

sent a sonnt sunt ; then the reading of the

gloss may have been something \\kefrHteftum.
lose, locus ubi sunt frutices, cf. hid. Etym.
xvii, 6, zalii arbustum locum in quo arbores

suntsignificareuolunt. As to lose, that may be
lase and connected with laser glossing zizania,

Corpus Glossary, 2.. 5.

The very etymology of zizania would speak
for such a connection, since ^-dvtov is said

to be of the same origin as German Quecke,
a quickly growing plant, qtiitchgrass. I'rutex
is a quickly growing bush, 'a quickset,' and

./>/?/?*#,then,a place where such bushes grow
in abundance. I remember such a place in the

neighborhood of my native town (in Thuringia)
bearing the name of Lasur. When a boy I
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was wondering at the strangeness of the name;

now I think that I have solved the riddle.

Whenever we boys wished to go a-nutting we

would by preference go lolhe Lastir, for hazel-

bushes grew there in plenty.

OTTO B. SCHLUTTER.

Hartftrd High School.

FRENCH LITERA TURE.

An Elementary Scientific French Reader, by
P. MARIOTTE-DAVIES, Ph. D. Boston: D.

C. Heath & Co., 1897. 8vo, pp. 132.

La Triade francaise de Mussel, Lamartine,

Victor Hugo. Petit recueil de poe'sies par

LOUISE BOTH-HENDRIKSEN. Boston : D.

C. Heath & Co., 1898. 8vo, pp. xv+i98.

L'Oncle ft le Neveu et Lex Jutneaux de

r Hotel Corneille, parEDMOND ABOUT, avec

une notice biographique sur 1'auteur et

des notes en anglais par G. CASTEGXIER, B.

S., B. L. New York: William R. Jenkins.

121110, pp. ii-(-i2o.

Chrestomathie du Moyen Age. Extraits pu-

blics avec des traductions, des notes, line in-

troduction grammatical et des notices lit-

teVaires par MM. G. PARIS et E. LANGLOIS.

Paris : Librairie Hachette et Cie., 1897.

I2mo, pp. xciii+352.

THE plan of the Reader, as of every other

Scientific Reader, is to" familiarize the student

with scientific forms of expression and style,"

but the question may well be asked whether

sixty pages of reading-matter, divided into

twenty different subjects, will give the student

this desired familiarity. The fact that scientific

French is comparatively easy makes Scientific

Readers useless, as a student who can read an

average modern novel will have no trouble

with scientific matter. He need only be ac-

quainted with the peculiar terms of his

specialty, and such expressions are very much
alike in French and English. For this reason

it would seem almost better not to spend valu-

able time reading a score or so of short

scientific articles. Yet there is a demand for

such works, and Mr. Mariotte-Davies' Reader
contains interesting matter.

The notes and vocabulary occupy more

pages than the selections. This length of

the notes is owing to the explanations given
of such proper nouns as Londres, Fran-

klin, Nile, Job, Exode, Hotnere, Alpes, Paris,

Naples, Edison. The student is told that

London is "the capital of England, on the

river Thames ;

"
that Job is

" the leading per-
son in one of the canonical books of the Old

Testament, which is called after him ;

"
that

the Alps are " the most extensive system of

lofty mountains in Europe;" that Paris is

"the capital of France, situated on the Seine,
"

that Naples is "one of the largest cities of

Italy." The editor was evidently anxious that

no critic should say he had left any name un-

explained. But such notes do not really eluci-

date the text. Cherbourg is said to be "a
town in the department of the Manche in

France." Is it necessary that the student

should know that Cherbourg is in the depart-
ment of the Manche ? Granting the usefulness

of such information, might it not perhaps be

more useful to say that Cherbourg is one of

the leading, one of the two, military ports of

France ?

Many other notes are merely translations of

phrases which should be evident even to a be-

ginner. We may mention apparences lumi-

tieusfs, "bright lights;" commotions violenles,
" violent shocks ;

"
appela denouveau, "called

again;" une fois, "once;" comparable a,
" similar to ;

" an moyen de, "by means of ;

"

de la, "hence;" qtfelle que soil, "whatever

may be ;

"
<J cause de cela, "on account of

that ;

"
prendre garde, "take care;" eiil six

pieds de haul, "was six feet high;" all of

which illustrations are taken from about two

pages of notes.

It is generally recognized by modern lan-

guage instructors that the notes should help a

student in difficult or obscure and idiomatic

passages, and that they should not tend to

spare him every effort by taking the place of a

dictionary.
The following two mistakes may be men-

tioned : 2 : 13 de meme que does not mean
"as for," but de meme quepour means 'as for'

or 'just as for.' 24: 7 a c$U d" is not " near

by," but simply
'

near,' or better,
'

by the side

of.'

The vocabulary itself is surely complete

enough, but it is a question whether it might
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not be wise to oblige the student to procure a

regular dictionary from the very start, es-

pecially when we have such good small French

dictionaries. The- beginner will thus become
accustomed to handling a particular dictionary,

the cost of a text containing a vocabulary will

be lessened, and a student will not try to use

for an advanced text a vocabulary prepared

only for a few easy selections. Another ad-

vantage would be the possession of a diction-

ary of acknowledged worth in place of a

vocabulary prepared doubtless by a conscien-

tious scholar, but perhaps by one who has not

the required ability for engaging in such work.

Is it well to give every form met in the text,

even ai, as; a, au, aux; cet, cfs; du, des; est;

Us, elles ; la, les.f, yw'.etc. ? How can a

student's perception be cultivated, when the

way is made so smooth for him ? Such forms

as the above need not be mentioned at all, and

especially should they not be given sepa-

rately. If it is the editor's plan to give the text

to a student before he has even begun the

study of an elementary grammar, then his

plan will not appeal favorably to most in-

structors. If such is not his idea, then these

separate forms are unnecessar>'t and even
harmful in the training of the mind.

The actual mistakes in the vocabulary are not

many, for apfarait read afifarait. Avanlhad
better be aianl de or avant gue, just as afin de

(afin f*f). For boutf read bonte. For connait

read conaaft. For croit (from croitre) read

(roil. When would the feminine past parti-

ciple etee be used? For grassier, e read

grossi-er, Ire. For inorlel-le read mortel, le.

Why le mien but lien, sien T For au trovers

read au trovers de. Vive, adj., need not be

given, as ft-/, ve is mentioned.

In conclusion. Mr. Mariotte-Davies' Scien-

tific Reader is an acceptable publication for

one of its kind, bat the objection remains that

the notes and even the vocabulary are too full

to be advantageous, or even not to be harm-

ful, to the student.

Miss Both-Hendriksen says that her book
was published owing to the " dearth of avail-

able material
" on these three nineteenth

century poets, Lamartine, de Mussel and
Victor Hugo. She mentions Hachette's edi-

tion of Alfred de Mosset, bat she might have
added Professor Bowen'c excellent collection

of French lyric poetry, containing five poems
of Lamartine, eight of de Mussel and fourteen

of Victor Hugo, beside a number from other

French poets. Then there is Professor War-
ren's edition of Viclor Hugo, which conlains,

beside the prose selections, sixteen poems.
Professor Fontaine's Lei poetes franc,ais du

xixe. si'ecle includes, among selections from

eighty-lwo French poets, eleven poems of

Kamarline, nine of de Mussel and sixleen of

Viclor Hugo. These editions, all of which
have appeared in America, are surely worthy
of some nolice. Il mighl be stated thai Miss

Both-Hendriksen's work conlains fourteen

poems from de Musset, fourteen from Lamar-
line and thirty-seven from Victor Hugo. This

last poel has the lion's share, and, by most

persons, is said to be entitled to it. The selec-

tions are all good, though every teacher will

miss a favorite or so, bul Miss Bolh-Hendrik-
sen has prepared ihe reader for that, pleading
an "embarras de richesse." The editing is

carefully done, and all American instructors

will await with interesl the continuance of the

"structure." There is a demand for such

texls, and the only improvement might be the

editing of each leading poet separately.
The sketches of these three poets are in

French, a language which the editor seems to

write with ease. But it is dangerous tor an
American or Englishman to write an introduc-

tion for students in French, even when he is

familiar with this language. Phrases that are

correct, and yet are not quite French, are apt
to slip in, and that teacher does not exist who
can satisfactorily explain to the average learner

wherein a French sentence may be correct

and, at the same time, not be French. Miss
Both-Hendriksen picks her way very success-

fully through these pitfalls, but sometimes she

slips; she may not fall, but she does slip,

though perhaps so slightly that all readers

may not even grant that she has made a

misstep.
Are the following sentences, picked out at

random, altogether French? Perhaps they
are. and in such matters it is useless to argue,
or to endeavor to convince one who doc*
not agree with you from the beginning :

II essaya de diverses carrieres, mais ne sen-
tit de gout qtw pour les lettres. Ce change-mem de jugement est tres Men expiiqul par
M. DesirlNisard. Apres se succerent ftm
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apres 1'autre, des contes, des comedies.
L'Academie franchise le recut au nonibre de

ses celebres Quarante.

Can Quarante be correctly used in French,

where Englishmen would use Forty, as in

" the illustrious Forty ?
"

La Revolution frappa sa famille comnie
toutes celles qui restaient fideles a 1'ordre

ancien. En quelques pages qu'est-ce qu'on
pent ecrire de Victor Hugo? On pent bien

vous dire qu'il naquit a Besancon le 26 feVrier,

1802; que son pere . Et apres? On pourrait

toujours continuer. L'enfant, devenu jeune
homme, obtint . Que petit-on dire apres?
Multiplier les details, donner des apercus plus

justes de sa vie, tout cela est possible; mais
sonder son caractere, le reveler, le critiquer,

1'expliquer, impossible.

As the editor says, the notes "deal chiefly

with historical allusions and metaphorical ex-

pressions," and are prepared with care. The
real difficulties are explained, and these notes

form a fitting close to a satisfactory publication.

The sketch of About is written in French,

and in this work it must be admitted that the

editor's French is better than his English, the

latter language being that of the notes.

Attention should be called to the translation

in the notes of common words, suck as mar-

ronniers, tilleuls, alienes, terne, lesion, sur-

I'dllanle, exemplaire, porti'ere, pension, s'as-

soupir, se tiiit a ronfier, rente, etc., etc., and

it may well be stated again that the translation

of such words in the notes is not only useless,

but positively harmful to the student. Careful

editors purposely avoid including such matter

in their notes, and nevertheless, in spite of

such good examples, publications will appear
whose notes are little better than a mere

dictionary.

The lines should be numbered in the course

of the text itself, so as to facilitate reference

to the notes. 3 : 15 For "linden trees" read

'lindens.' 4: 12
"
They glance around with

limpidity
"

is curious English. 8: 19 For "
I

have reasons to believe
" read '

I have reason

to believe.' 9: 23 Is it quite correct to speak
of a man as "

bobbing
"

his head " with a

rhythmical movement?" 10: 5 qui le lorgnait
does not mean "who spied him;" lorgner
means 'to glance at,' or 'to eye.' 21: 18

Francois s'avisa does not mean " Francois

imagined," but rather 'Francois took it into

his head.' 31: 5 For "sprung" read 'sprang.'

32: 19 For "the requisite qualities to be a

sister" read 'the requisite qualities for a sis-

ter
'

or ' the requisites of a sister.' 37: 23 Of

what possible use is the Latin etymon (the

only one given in the notes) in
"
qiiotidiennc,

daily (from the Latin quotidie) ?
"

43: 2 "The
lectures which are given there (at the Sor-

bonne) by the most eminent scientists, are

renowned the world over." Does the editor

mean that the lectures given at the Sorbonne

by famous men are renowned? That would

be somewhat of a truism. Or does he mean
that all lectures given there are renowned,
and that the lecturers are among the most

eminent scientists of the world? 66: 12 -je

bn'de mcs vaisseaux need not be translated
"

I remove all obstacles," since the English

have the same expression as the French. 79 ;

5 bois in il n'etailpas dn bois dont onfait Its

dupes might be better understood if it were

rendered by
'

stuff.'

The Chrestomathy, like all works with

which Gaston Paris has anything to do, is most

carefully prepared. The introduction, though

brief, is very complete, dealing with the origin

of the French language, with phonology, mor-

phology, syntax and versification.

The selections include short extracts from

the Old-French epic poetry, from Le Cheva-

lier an Lion, Aiicassin ct Nicolete, Estula,

from fables, history, satires, lyric and drama-

tic poetry, from Le Roman de la Rose, and

from Villon.

There is no vocabulary for the reason that

all the selections are translated into modern
French at the foot of the pages. The notes

are few and deal with difficult passages, and

each selection is preceded by a succinct lit-

erary notice.

This publication will be found useful by
those who prefer a literal translation to a

vocabulary.
EDWIN S. LEWIS.

Princeton University.

SPANISH LITERA TURE.
Lazarillo de Tonnes conforme a la edicion de

1554 publicalo & sus expensas H. BUTLKR

CLARK, M. A., Correspondiente de la Real

Academia de la Historia. Oxford : Black-

well, 1897. Edici6n de 250 ejemplares.

WHO was the author of the famous picaresque
novel Lazarillo de Tonnes, is a question that
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perhaps will never be definitely answered.'

Even the much less important question of

when and where it was first printed, is in-

volved in considerable doubt. Both points

are discussed with his accustomed thorough-

ness by M. Morel-Fatio in his Etudes stir

C Espagne, premiere serie, p. 115 seq.

The supposed first edition. Antwerp, 1553,

nobody has ever seen ;
Brunei's mention of it

being merely hearsay. In the following year,

1554, however, there appeared no less than

Ihree editions, of which copies have come
down to us ; namely, at Burgos, at Antwerp,
and at AlcalS de Henares. Two copies of the

Burgos edition are known, of which one is

preserved in the library of the Duke of

Devonshire at Chatsworth ; a copy of the Ant-

werp edition is in the Imperial library at

Vienna,1 while there is a copy of the edition

of Alcala de Henares in the British Museum.

Until some evidence is adduced of the exis-

tence of an earlier edition, Morel-Fatio con-

siders that of Burgos, 1554, as the princeps of

Lazarillo. He says further:

" Personne tie 1'a collationne', aucun de ceux

qui se sont occupe's de la nouvelle, e'cliteurs on

critiques, ne 1'a compart aux Editions subst!-

quentes et ne pent dire au juste en quoi ces

Editions different de leur prototype. "3

I may say that some years ago 1 collated the

Duke of Devonshire's copy with a late edition,

and also made a partial collation of the edi-

tion of Alcala in the British Museum. The
first person to make a comparison between

the Burgos and Antwerp editions of 1554, so

far as I know, was Lauser, in his German
translation of Lazarillo; Der erste Schelmen-

I Professor Baist of the University of Frtiburg, expresses

himself as fo'lows, in his Geichichtc dtr Hf,mischen Liter-

atur, (Griiber's Grundriss, Vol. ii, Part ii, p. 461): "Die

Grlinde, welche veraulaist haben Diego Hurtadode Mendoza

als Vrfasser zu bezeichnen sind ungeniigend ; wenn Morel-

Fatio den Autor in dem Erasmianischen Kreise zu suchcn

geneigt ist f so triffl das gewiss in so fern zu, als bis zur Mine

de* 16. Jhs. Capacita"ten, wie die hier vorauszusetzende, mehr

Oder minder Erasmisch angehaucht zu sein pftegten ;
aber

auf einen Namen wird man wohl dauernd verzichten mllssen."

And in a note he adds: "Die Heimt Ut wahrschtinlich

Toledo."

a There was a copy of this edition in the Heredia library

that was sold at auction in Paris five years ago; it brought

forty-five francs 1 See Catalogue de la Bibliotheque dc M.

Ricardo Heredia, Comte de Benhavis, Paris, 1893, p. 391.

3 L. c., p. no.

roman, Lazarillo de Tormes, herausgegeben

von Wilhelm Lauser, Stuttgart, 1889. On page

150 he says :

"We are thus able to determine for the first

time that the edition of Burgos, so far as the

contents and subdivision into chapters are

concerned, corresponds exactly with the Ant-

werp edition of 1554, save that the former is

embellished with woodcuts which are wanting
in the latter."

Morel-Fatio, to whom the Burgos edition was

inaccessible, was obliged to make his com-

parison of the edition of Alcala with the Ant-

werp editions of 1554 and 1555, and his con-

jecture that the latter were very likely faithful

copies of the Burgos edition, has thus been veri-

fied. The two passages that have been inter-

calated in the edition of Alcald de Henares

are given by Morel-Fatio on pages 171-176.

The other variants are inconsiderable, as I

learnt from a comparison of the Burgos edi-

tion with that of Alcala.

And now, finally, we have an exact reprint

of the editio princeps of Burgos made by the

care of the well-known Spanish scholar, Mr.

H. Butler Clark, Taylorian teacher of Spanish

in the University of Oxford. In his Adver-

tencia he says he published it
" al pie de la

letra con todas susfalias de imprenta y punlu-

acion." The title-page of the original is

given in facsimile, then the text follows page
for page. The little book is beautifully printed,

and the whole work is done with exceeding

care, the only variation from the original being
that at the beginning of chapters (tractados)

three to seven, the woodcuts are replaced by

large letters, and the signatures at the foot of

the pages are not given. It may be said con-

cerning the title conde de Areas, as it is given
in the Antwerp editions of 1554 and 1555, and

which has been changed to conde de Alarcos

in the edition of Alcala, that the Burgos edi-

tion has likewise Conde de Areas*

4 See the very ingenious emendation proposed by Morel-

Fatio, op. cit., p. 125. In a footnote, p. 123, he says : Ne pas

confondre le litre de comte d'Areas avec celui de comte de

Ls Arcos,cr6t en 161 7. par Philippe 1 1 1, en faveur de D. Pedro

Laso de la Vega. Cabrera, Relacitnesde las cosas suctdidas

en la Corte tie Esptiuii, desde 15QQ ha$t<ubl4 t ed. Gayangos,

Madrid, 1857, says the title was created in 1600. H is words are

(under the year 1600, p. 55): "Tambien ha dado titulode ....

conde de los Arcos u don Pedro Lasodc la Vega, mayordomo
delaReina.'' Cf. also p. 288, where he is appointed ambas-

sador to Germany in 1606, but is called conde dt Arcs.
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A comparison of the cditio princeps with the

latest reprints, 1 have in view especially

Kressner's edition in the Bibliothek Spainscher

Schriftstellcr, Leipzig, 1890, will show how
defective the text of Lazarillo is in the edi-

tions that are accessible. Kressner, in his in-

troduction, says :

"The text has been restored in accordance
with the Antwerp edition of 1602, in the posses-
sion of the editor, which edition is a careful

reimpression of the first edition."

He evidently considers the Antwerp edition of

1554 as the first edition; but in any event his

text differs widely from that of the Burgos im-

print of 1554.

The words of Morel-Fatio, expressed nearly

ten years ago, may well conclude what has

been said :

" Le moment semble venu de relmprimer cor-

rectement la celebre nouvelle, en 1'entourant
d'un commentaire sobre et solide dont elle ne
saurait guerese passer. L'eYudit qui se char-

gerait de cette tacheaurait a se pourvoir d'une

copie de I'^dition de Burgos, 1554, qu'il rap-
procherait de celle d'Alcala de la 11161110 anne'e
et des premieres editions anversoises, en

ayant toujours sous les yeux et le texte ex-

purg de 1573, ft cause de ses corrections, et le

remaniemeiit de Luna. C'est en Angleterre
seulement qu'un tel travail pourrnit etre ex6-
cuteV's

Grateful as all students of Spanish literature

must be to Mr. Clark for his excellent reprint
of Lazarilto, let us hope that at no distant

day he may favor us with the critical edition

of which M. Morel-Fatio speaks, and for

which Mr. Clark is so well fitted.

HUGO A. RENNERT.
I'nn'frsity of Pennsylvania,

NORWEGIAN GRAMMAR AND
READER.

Norwegian Grammar and Reader, with Notes
and Vocabulary. By JULIUS E. OLSON,
Professor of Scandinavian Languages and
Literature in the University of Wisconsin.

Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Co., 1898. 8vo,

PP- x+330.

THIS last Norwegian Grammar, as we are told

in the preface, is designed not only for the

The latter title, instead of conde de loa Areas is a mistake of

Cabrera's, as Morel-Fatio shows (p. 113) that the title of
Cendf tie Areas ceased to exist after 1493.

5 Op. cit. t p. 140.

classroom and for those who wish to acquire
a knowledge of the language of Norway, but

also to serve as a guide to those " who having
some knowledge of spoken Norwegian desire

to know something of Norwegian literature."

The author discards the longer name Dano-

Norwegian for the shorter Norwegian on the

ground that :

"The literary activity that Norway has ex-

perienced, especially during the last forty
years, has developed many peculiarities quite
foreign to Danish."

With the exception of one or two brief notes,

the whole grammar concerns itself only with

the literary language of Norway, but this lit-

erary vernacular, that of Ibsen and Bjornson,
as well as that of Kjelland and Lie, is in all

essentials Danish. The chief difference be-

tween it and the Danish of Denmark is per-

haps found in the pronunciation that of mod-
ern Danish being peculiarly characterized by
the glottal catch. The latter is also much
more corrupt than the literary language of

Norway. It is true, a great many words and
idioms have crept in, in Norway, from the

dialects, but it remains, nevertheless, at best

Dano-Norwegian.
If we are treating of the "language of Nor-

way" we must, however, bear in mind the

importance of the dialects. They are an
endless source from which the literary lan-

guage is constantly drawing and enriching it-

self. This is true not only of the vocabulary.
There is a certain point and conciseness of ex-

pression in the dialects of Norway that is not

found in the older literary language. Writers
have recognized this, and through them these
dialectic peculiarities have, for a long time,

gradually been finding their way into the lit-

erature The influence of the dialects on the

literary language also extends to pronuncia-
tion. These dialects are spoken throughout
all Norway to-day, and they are, after all, the
actual living descendants of the language that

was spoken in Norway before the Union of
Calmar. It has for three centuries lived on
and developed, preserving many of the char-
acteristics of the older language. It has,

furthermore, in our own century developed a
literature hand in hand with what, by way of

distinction, may be termed Dano-Norwegian ;

and in the last years Arne Garborg, the most
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prominent writer of dialect, has played an im-

portant part in the literary movement of Nor-

way. It is to be regretted that this phase of

the language and literature of Norway has

been so wholly neglected in Professor Olson's

Grammar and Reader. Out of one hundred

and seventeen pages devoted to the Reader,

only five are given to the dialect writers. In

the Grammar \\\t dialects have not been taken

into consideration,although frequently it would

have been desirable to have had dialectic

variations illustrated.

"In conformity with the essential idea of the

book, that of being an introduction to the lit-

erature of Norway," the author has devoted

one hundred and ninety-one pages to the

Reader, Notes and Vocabulary, leaving one

hundred and thirty-nine for the grammatical
introduction. To determine how well the

double purpose of the book has been ac-

complished, let us first turn to the Grammar.
The Grammar is not complete, nor does the

author claim that. He has found that the

limited space allowed to it made eliminations

necessary. The usual exercises for translation

have been omitted, but, on the contrary, ex-

ample sentences illustrative of the practical

application of grammatical rules are found on
almost every page throughout the book. Per-

haps too much space has been devoted to this;

as, for instance, when the greater part of a

page is given to the modal auxiliary kunne
fourteen sentences to show the three distinct

usages; or, again, when a little over nine

pages are devoted to the adverb alone. Such
a large number of example sentences is super-

fluous, especially as in many of these cases

the usage is identical. The illustrative sen-

tences are generally well-chosen and good
idiomatic Norwegian is rendered into good
idiomatic English, to which statement there

is an exception on p. 69:*"Med Lov skal

land bygges," rendered "with law shall the

land be built." The phraseology throughout
is excellent and to the point, such clumsy state-

ments as the following being extremely rare:
" Words with the prefix be, er, ge, never have
the accent on the first syllable, while those

with/or and often do."

The treatment of the inflections is good ;

the phonology is not so satisfactory. The rules

for usage are sometimes too ironbound and

exceptions that are not at all unusual have

sometimes been ignored. At times, the author

has recorded but one usage when there is dis-

tinctly a duality of usage. Thus under the

diphthong ei we are told :

e before gtt and gl, when these consonants

belong together in the root of a word, has,
with few exceptions, the same sound as the

diphthong ei, the g being silent, or, rather,
fused in the e."

Egn and Tegn, hence, are pronounced Ein,

Tein. But they are also pronounced Engn
and 7'eng-n, and this latter pronunciation is

extremely common.

In the classification of vowels and consonants

the terminology is not always in accord with

that established by recent works on phonology.
Such terms as 'back' and 'front' vowelsareeven

for the beginner more intelligible than "hard"

and "soft." Phonetic values are not always

acutely differentiated. The closed long o, we
are told, "has the sound of our oo in 'food,'

uttered with a more decided projecting oi the

lips than 'is usual." This is not true. Nor-

wegian long closed o has much more of the

distinctly o element than is found in oo in
'

food,' and this quality is not given it by the

lips, but by the tongue. As to manner of pro-

duction, the o in /Wand the oo in
'

food' are

both back-narrow-round vowels, but while oo

is a high-back, the o in Fod is almost a mid-

back-round vowel. The vowel in Fod, then,

is much more like that we hear in
' low '

than

that in 'food.' And so with the short o and

u, both of which we are told are nearly like oo

in
'

foot.' The difference is not so inconsider-

able. The vowel that we hear in bort is one

quite different from that of Gut. That of

Bonde is quite different from that of Hund (if

we exclude the dialect pronunciation of the

latter, which is hand [u in 'pull ']. The pho-
netic value of o in Bonde audio/-/ is very near

that of o in 'forth.' Now, in English, when
we change from '

pool
'

to '

pull
' we widen the

vowel, so that the vowel we have in
'

pull
'

is

not a pure u at all, but one in which the o ele-

ment is very prominent. This widening pro-
cess in changing from long u to short u does
not take place in Norwegian, or, at least, only
to an almost imperceptible degree, so that the
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vowel in Gut differs from that of the dialectic

Gilt only in quantity. There is, then, in the

literary language quite a difference between the

vowels in bort and Gut, the short o and the

short it.

The first element of the diphthong ei is

broader than a in
'

age.' The short open o is

approximately the London o in
'

not," our o in

' lost.' Jeg, mig, dig, sig, we are told may be

approximated by the English 'yea,' 'may,'
4

day,' 'say,' "quickly pronounced with a

slight suggestion of an ee sound at the close."

Norwegian jeg, mig, dig, sig may be almost

perfectly represented by 'yea,' 'may,' 'day,'

'say,' as often pronounced in Philadelphia,

that is, the a is slightly broadened and the

vanish is introduced. 1

Under o we find the following erroneous

statement :
" Before gn, o has the sound of the

diphthong oi, the g becoming silent." The

fact is, g is simply palatalized after a palatal

vowel and so og becomes oi, just as jeg be-

comes jei. This note on o before gn should,

for the sake of system, have come under oi,

since e before gn was considered under the

diphthong ei.

Kis generally silent after / in Soh, kalv,

talv, but it is extremely rare to hear ie/v pro-

nounced '

scl.' If the v is dropped in sclv, the

e is generally lengthened by compensation
and s receives the sound of our sh in 'shoe.'

The bulk of the Grammar is devoted to

inflections, and this part is very good. In con-

nection with the inchoative verb it would have

been in place to state that the verbs in tie (Goth.

nan) are historically the inchoative verbs, and

that the ^-inchoative is distinctly a Norse

peculiarity.

It would have been desirable to have

had a fuller treatment of the abbreviated

verbs, especially as this is a distinguishing

characteristic of the Northern tongues. The
author has given us a list of those commonly
used, twelve in all, but many have been omit-

ted that are used in the abbreviated form as

much as in the full form
;
for instance, at bib,

at g/i, atklce, at dra, at ska, etc. There are,

besides, a number of other verbs in which as-

similation has for a long time characterized

the past participle, but can, as yet, hardly be

l Cf. Norw. diphthong ei (xl).

said to have transferred itself to the infinitive,

as : at dtilge, du/(g)t, v&lge, val(g)t, etc.

As an introduction to the literature of Nor-

way, the book is admirable, both from the

felicity of the various extracts selected for

translation and the character of the notes ac-

companying them : there are, however, some

inexplicable omissions. Taken together the

prose and the poetry of the selections form an

excellent picture of Norwegian literature since

1814. Almost every phase of what in many
ways has been an astonishing development is

duly considered, and out of Norway, at least,

this is the best and most comprehensive an-

thology that has been brought together.

Not an important name or movement is ac-

tually absent, from Welhaven and Wergeland
of the Norwegian "Storm and Stress," down

by way of Asbjornsen and Moe, the collectors

of folk tales, and the historians Keyser and

Munch, all of whom paved the way by sugges-
tion for much that was to follow, to the

coryphaei : Bjornson, Ibsen and Jonas Lie.

The lesser voices of the chorus have also not

been neglected ; and last, but not least in

actual importance, we are given a glimpse of

the dialect writers, Aasen, Garborg and Per

Sivle.

With but two exceptions, there is little to

find fault with, either in the choice of the

material as representative of the several writ-

ers, or in its relative arrangement to give an

intelligible picture of the whole. Ibsen is re-

presented by four lyrics, among them one from

Brand and another from Peer Gynt, two

public speeches, and a short fragment, four

pages in all, from the Pretenders. This last is

not only all there is of Ibsen's dramas, but the

only exemplification of Norwegian dramatic

writing in the book, when, in point of fact, no

phase of the new literature has attracted more
attention outside* of Norway than the drama,
and Ibsen's modern social dramas, in partic-

ular, are in many ways the most remarkable

productions in all Norwegian literature.

Another omission, even more disappointing,
is the extremely scant space given to the

writers of popular dialect, to which attention

has already been called. This, it seems to us,

is a lost opportunity, both in the Grammar
and the Reader. The few examples given of
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dialect are all short lyrics, although some of

the strongest and most picturesque prose of

Norway, like that, for instance, of the novels

of Arne Garborg, is written in the popular

speech, which is after all the only real

Norwegian.
Out and out the best part of Professor

Olson's book are the Notes on the literary ex-

tracts. These are altogether admirable. They
are not only lucid and pertinent, but they dis-

play an intimate knowledge of the'subject in

all its bearings. They form in themselves an

extremely good 'introduction to Norwegian
literature,' in that they extend the study, by
reference and suggestion, far out beyond the

covers of this book.

The few faults of omission and of commis-
sion that we have noted do not weigh seriously

in the balance against the undoubted value of

the book, which will in most cases well ful-

fill the purpose for which it is intended. In

view of the author's treatment of the subject

it should, nevertheless, still have had, how-

ever "cumbersome and awkward," according
to him it may be, the term 'Dano-Norwegiun,'
instead of "

Norwegian," upon the title-page.

WM. H. CARPENTER.
GEO. T. FLOM.

Columbia Univtrsity.

DANTE.
The Divine Comedy of Dante, translated by
HKNRY F. GARY, together with DANTE
GABRIEL ROSSETTI'S translation of The New
Life ; edited, with introduction and notes,

by OSCAR KUHNS, Professor in VVesleyan

University, author of The Treatment of
Nature in Dante. Thomas Y. Crowell &
Co., New York and Boston: 1897, pp. xxxiv,

476.

IT is not necessary to praise these standard

translations, but the editor is to be congratu-
lated on his happy idea of printing them to-

gether and annotating them more copiously.
Persons ignorant of Italian who undertake to

read the Divine Comedy in an English transla-

tion often give up the attempt in despair of

understanding the poem. Of those who per-
sist to the end, many, acknowledging a feeling

of disappointment, wonder if the fault is in

them or in the translator, or whether Dante

has not been overestimated. The trouble is

partly, of course, that they miss the incom-
municable music of the original, which no
translation can reproduce. But it is partly also
because they expect to read Dante too rapidly,
and because the English texts are not suf-

ficiently provided with notes. When one is

reading Dante in Italian, one proceeds very
slowly and makes a study of each allusion, per-
sonal, mythological, theological, or other,

employing the vast critical apparatus provided
by six centuries of commentators. Professor
Kuhns' volume has two very valuable features :

it includes the Vita Nuova, which is more es-
sential .to an understanding of the Divina
Comniedia than any commentary ; and also
foot-notes to the text. Some of these notes
are necessary for the rectification of Gary's
errors in interpretation. Without help of this
kind Gary's translation, in spite of its acknowl-
edged poetical value, would become obsolete.
The notes are even not numerous enough.
There is no use reading Dante unless one tries
to understand him, and while it makes a pret-
tier book to print a translation with only here
and there an almost casual note, as is the case
with Professor Norton's, the reader must often
be baffled. Longfellow's translation, too, with
its notes not elucidative but only illustrative,
is in a hundred places more difficult than the
original. The excellence of Rossetti's trans-
lation of the Vita Nuova and of Gary's trans-
lation of the Divina Commedia, their publica-
tion in one volume, and the notes to both, by
Professor Kuhns, make this a book one can
recommend. It is a pity, however, that Pro-
fessor Kuhns did not write a more substantial
introduction than the rather flimsy lecture
which he puts in such terribly dangerous
juxtaposition to these more solid things.

GEORGE MCLEAN HARPER.
Princeton University.

MY LEOUE LEFDI.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: In the January number of the cur-
rent volume of your journal, col. 64, Professor
lirandl is charged with inaccuracy in his
account of On god ureisun of lire lefdi.
Brandl's words :

" Der Dichter gibt sich da mil individueller
Unmittelbarkeit, als Monch, welcher der Got-
tcsmutter alles geopfert hat und sie dafu'r seine
liebe Frau nennt . . . .

"

are opposed by the surprising dictum: "The
poet nowhere calls her "seine Frau "

. . . ."
;

and, as a result of this strange delusion,
Brandl's whole summary appears to his critic

in a wrong light. The fact is that the poet
does call the Virgin a number of times, "mi
leoue lefdi" ("mi svvete lefdi," "mi leoue
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swete lefdi "), which could not have been
better translated than " meine liebe Fran."
It would hardly seem necessary to point out that

this is not to be understood in the sense of

"my dear wife." Ten Brink's rendering (in

his Geschichte der Englischen Litteratur,
Vol. i, pp. 157 f.) : "meine liebe Herrin," is

less liable to be misinterpreted, but it lacks

the flavor of antiquity, and the charm of

association, happily lingering in the phrase

preferred by Brandl. (Cf.
' Kloster unserer

fieben Frauen '

;

' Liebfrauenkirche
'

; etc.)

See Deutsches Worterbuch yon Jacob Grimm
und VVilhelm Grimm, vol. iv, I, I, pp. 71 ff. ;

etc., etc. That the author of Ein gules Gebet
von nnserer Fran (cf. Brandl) addresses Saint

Mary in his song, weine liebe Fran, is an illus-

tration of the " individnelle Unmittelbarkeit,"
which characterizes the expression of his de-

votional fervor.

Brandl 's concise resume contains no word
that is not taken directly from the poem.

FREDERICK KLAEBER.
University of Minnesota.

GEORG BRANGES' NORWEGIAN.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: The publishers' notices of Archer's
translation of Georg Brandes' work on Shaks-

pere, recently issued, state that it is translated

from the Norwegian. As Brandes was '

born,
bred and brought up

'

in Copenhagen, it is

hard to understand what is meant by this

statement. It almost looks as if some Nor-

wegian, not satisfied with claiming the Danish
written in Norway as Norwegian, had tried to

annex the language of the Danish capital itself.

It is as reasonable to call the language of
Brandes Norwegian, as it would be to call

the language of Matthew Arnold American.
There is at least a show of reason in the claim
that Ibsen writes Norwegian ; there can be
none at all in extending the claim to the fore-

most living writer of Danish prose.
DANIEL KII.HAM DODGE.

University of Illinois.

FANG MEANING TALON.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS : Another instance of '

fang
'

in the
sense of ' claw

'

is to be found in Moby Dick;
or, the Whale, by Herman Melville, N. Y.,

1871, p. 544.
"
vyhen beholding the tranquil beauty and

brilliancy of the ocean's skin, one forgets the

tiger heart that pants beneath it ; and would
not willingly remember, that this velvet paw
but conceals a remorseless fang."

MIL TON- VONDEL.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: The readers of Mod. Lang. Notes
will be glad to learn that the Continental Pub-

lishing Co., 25 Park Place, N. Y., are publish-

ing an English metrical translation of Vondel 's

Lucifer. The translation is by Mr. Leonard
Charles Van Noppen, who was born in Hol-
land, but who has lived since childhood in

North Carolina. He was educated at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina, returning shortly
after graduation to his native land to perfect
himself in the knowledge of Dutch. Having
read more than once Mr. Van Noppen's Ms. of
the Lucifer, \ can testify to the metrical skill

which the author has shown, and to the fresh

light which his version has thrown on the Mil-

ton- Vondel controversy.
Professor KalfF, of the University of Utrecht,

pronounces the translation excellent in every
way; and Professor Jan Ten Brink, of the Uni-

versity of Leiden, declares Mr. Van Noppen's
version "

worthy the great genius of Vondel."
The work will contain a bibliography.

C. ALPHONSO SMITH.
Louisiana Stale University.

ARCHIBALD MACMECHAN.
Dalhousie College.

EUGENIE GRANDET.

To THE EDITORS OK MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: I notice in your number for March,
vol. xiii, 1898, a letter signed Mary K. Chapin,
in which the writer comments on a passage in

an article on Eugenie Grandet which had ap-
peared in MOD. LANG. NOTES for June, vol.

xii, 1897.

Evidently the interpretation which Mary K.
Chapin gives to "

Envoyer voir si j'y suis,"
namely, "sending on a wild goose chase," is

one that fits the context. Not having En-
genic Grandet A\ hand, I cannot verify that ;

but I can say most positively that the expres-
sion is one very commonly used among the

French-speaking people of Belgium with ex-

actly that meaning.
Whether the phrase has disappeared from

the popular speech in France I cannot say,
though it seems reasonable to suppose that it

is still in use there. It may be, of course, a
survival such as is so frequently found in Flan-
dert and Belgium of obsolete French, that is

Septantc and Nonante for soixante dix, etc.

At any rate, in Belgium a person wishing to
be relieved for a moment of the presence of a
child says: "Allez au corridor voir si j'y
snis."

Naturally, dictionaries do not throw much
light on such matters.

C. C. CLARKE, JR.
Pasadena, Ctil.
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DANTE'S INFLUENCE ON
SHE L L E F.'

AMONG all the English poets none shows a

wider and deeper influence of Dante than

Shelley. His acquaintance with the great

Italian begins with the year 1818, the date of

his first arrival in Italy ; and the study then

begun was continued through all the rest of

his short life.

Jn a letter written to Thomas Love Peacock,

from Milan, dated April 20, 1818, he gives an

enthusiastic description of the Cathedral of

Milan

with its stained glass and massy granite col-

umns, overloaded v/ith antique figures, and
the silver lights, that burn forever under the

canopy of black cloth beside the bronze altar
;

and then adds :

There is one solitary spot among those aisles

behind the altar, where the light of day is dim
and yellow under the storied window, which
I have chosen to visit and read Dante there.

Surely an ideal place to be first inducted into

the deep mystic beauty of that "poem of the

earth and air," which, itself, has been beauti-

fully compared to a cathedral. Under the

double charm of architecture and poetry in

their loftiest expression, we may well believe

that at this time, as Mr. Dovvden has said, "he

was learning, perhaps unconsciously, some of

the finer humanities of Catholicism," and

again, that

to reconcile him to Christianity, at least in

its characteristic sentiment, the Paradise ef-

fected more than could have been effected by
any number of Short and Easy . . . with Deists

or Atheists.

In the same year we learn that while in

Como he was still reading the Inferno, and

that later, on his return to Milan, he finished

the Purgatorio and began the Paradise.

During the period of sorrow in the autumn

of 1819, caused by the loss of his boy and the

melancholy of his wife, Shelley read two

cantos of the Purgatorio every day to Mary,
"
striving to win her back to an interest in mat-

ters remote from their recent loss." Two

i This article forms part of a general discussion of Dante's

Influence on Knglish poetry, from Chaucer to Tennyson.

years later he writes from Ravenna to Mrs.

Shelley, "I have visited Dante's tomb and

worshipped at the sacred spot."
In his critical works Shelley gives constant

expression to his profound admiration for the

poet of light and love. Thus in the Discourse
on the Manners of the Ancients, he says ;

Dante may be the creator of imaginations of

greater loveliness and energy than any that
are to be found in the ancient literature of
Greece.

In the Defense of Poetry he says that Dante's

poetry is a "bridge thrown overthe stream of

time, which unites the modern and ancient

world ;" and further, calls Homer the first and
Dante the second epic poet whose works have
relation to the sentiment and religion of their

age. Again Dante is the first religious re-

former, the first awakener of entranced Eu-

rope, who "created a language in itself music
and persuasion, out of a chaos of inharmonious

barbarisms."

But the internal evidence of Dante's influence

on Shelley is even more striking than the

above statements, made by himself or his

biographer. In him more than any other Eng-
lish poet do we find direct reference, allusion,

translation, or imitation and adaptation of

thought, figure, description ; even examples
of the peculiar metrical form of the Divine

Comedy, the terza rinia, are not wanting.
The number of direct references and al-

lusions is comparatively large. Thus in the

Triumph of Life the poet describes :

A wonder worthy of the rhyme

Of him who from the lowest depths of hell.

Through every paradise and through all glory,

Love led serene, and who returned to tell

The words of hate i -we; the wondrous story
How all things are tran- -^d except Love

;

For deaf as is a sea, which* - -^ makes hoary.

The world can hear not the swt. notes that move
The sphere whose light is melody to lovers

A wonder worthy of his rhyme

Dante's influence is seen through and through
the above poem, which is a vision in which

supernatural figures appear and converse with

the poet, as Vergil and Beatrice did with

Dante. It is in terza rima and contains many
reminiscences of Dante in language and met-

aphor. Thus compare the "grim feature"

wlrich he had taken for
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An old root which grew
In strange distortion ,

with the shapes of the trees in the Wood of

Suicides. So, too, we find here an example of

Shelley's very numerous imitations of one

characteristic feature of the Paradiso, that is,

spirits swathed in light,

So I knew in that light's severe excess

The presence of that ihape, . . .

while the following metaphor is evidently due

to something more than mere coincidence :

And as a shut lily, stricken by the wand

Of dwy morning's vital alchemy.*

Other allusions to Dante are to be found in the

Adonais, the Ode to Liberty, and in the Tower

of Famine, the latter (written in terza rimci)

suggested by the story of Ugolino.

The number of Shelley's translations from

Dante are not inconsiderable, and are such

perfect specimens of the difficult art of trans-

lation that it must ever remain a source of re-

gret that he did not conceive the idea of mak-

ing a complete translation of the Divine

Comedy. These fragments of translation in-

clude the beautiful description of Matilda

gathering flowers in the Earthly Paradise, the

first canzone of the Conviio, the exquisite son-

net of Dante to his friend Guide Cavalcanti

(also the sonnet of the latter in response). He
further corrected the translation made by
Medwin of the story of Ugolino.

The most striking evidence of Dante's in-

fluence, however, is found in the Epipsychidion
and Prometheus Unbound. The influence of

the New Life on the former has been remarked

by several Shelley scholars, and Shelley him-

self plainly acknowledges this influence in the

Advertisement to the Poem, where he says :

The present poem, like the Vita Nuova of
Dante is sufficiently intelligible to a certain

class of readers without a matter-of-fact his-

tory of the circumstances to which it relates.

He adds to the poem a translation of Dante's

famous canzone beginning :

Voi, ch'intendendo, il terzo ciel movete.

As is well-known the Epipsychidion is a

poem dedicated to Emilia Viviani, a beautiful

and unhappy Italian girl whom Shelley met at

Venice in 1821. His relations with her were

similar to those of Dante with Beatrice : he

knew her but little, saw her rarely, and his

love for her was purely Platonic, ideal, vague,

Gf. Inferno, II, 137-129.

symbolical. Hence the fact that she married

soon after made but little impression (other

than pity) upon him. For him she was a

creature of imagination, in whom he idealized

love with all its intensity of psssion. He him-

self calls Epipsychidion a mystery, "as to real

flesh and blood, you know that I do not deal

in these articles." It seems altogether proba-
ble that the figure of Beatrice was before him
as he wrote the poem. To him love is the

chief end of all poetry (as it is, in its higher

sense, of all life), and in his Defense of Poetry,
he says of Dante that

his Apotheosis of Beatrice and the grada-
tions of his own love and her loveliness ....
is the most glorious imagination of modern
poetry. 3

As to internal evidence of the influence of

the New Life on Dante, it is sufficiently

strong; yet it is of such a nature that it is

easier to feel than to describe. The spirit of

the two books is the same ; both are vague
and rhapsodical confessions of love, and both

are allegorical, yet contain some basis of

actual events. As for parallel passages, the

number of them thoughout the poetry of

Shelley is so extensive that to quote them all

would extend the limit of this discussion be-

yond all proportion. Any one who compares
carefully the New Life with the Epipsychidion
cannot fail to be struck constantly with resem-

blances in language, thought and metaphor
between the two.

There seem to be two other of Dante's works
which Shelley had in mind while writing the

Epipsychidion. Ackermann in his monograph
on the Quellen, Vorbilder, Staffe zu Shelley's
Poetischen Werken draws attention to thestrik-

ing coincidence in general thought and spirit,

between Shelley's poem and the Convito, es-

pecially the second canzone thereof. He says:

Man darf nur den Gedankengang der zuletzt
zitierten Stellen verfolgen, um zu sehen, wie
viele Spuren desselben sich im Epipsychidion
wiederfinden ; Liebe ist nichts anderes als die

geistige Vereinigung mil derSeelecler Gelieb-
ten; sie ist das Anmutigste von..allem, was die
Sonne bescheint; sie hat etwas Uberirdisches ;

ihre Sprache entziindet liberal! Liebesgedan-
ken, verleiht also den himmlischen Geist ; sie
ist die Grundlage des Glaubens Die

3 A fact of some importance in this question is an entry
made by Mary Shelley in her diary, January 31, 1821 :

Shelley reads the Vitn NUOVA to m in the evening.*' The
idifn was composed shortly after the above date.
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Schonheit ihres Blickes und Lachelns uber-

waltigt alles, etc. Es lassen sich demgemass
auch Parallelstellen fur Einzelheiten zu dem
Convito im Epipsychidion anfiihren, noch
zahlreicher als zu der Vita Nuova.

There are several passages in the Epipsy-
chidion which are undoubtedly more or less

due to the Divine Comedy. The remarkable

discussion between Vergil and Dante in the

fifteenth canto of the Purgatorio, in which the

former explains how the love of God, instead

of diminishing by being shared by many, only

increases the more, as the sum total of the

light of the Sun, reflected from many mirrors-

has undoubtedly furnished the thought in the

lines:

True Love in this differs from gold and clay,

That to divide is not to take away.
Love is like understanding that grows bright,

Gazing on many truths; 'tis like thy light.

Imagination! which from earth and sky.

And from the depths of human phantasy.
As from a thousand prisms and mirrors, fills

The Universe with glorious beams.4

Many other resemblances can be found :

the wintry forest of onr life ;

And struggling through its error with vain strife, etc.,

and another example of spirits clothed in light.

Tliis time the Being is so resplendent that the

form is hidden :

She met me robed in such exceeding glory,

That I hrheld her not.

The beautiful lines in the last part of the

Epipsychidion, where the poet invites Emily to

llv with him to some blessed island beyond
the sea :

A ship is floating in the harbor now,

A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow ;

There is a path on the sea's azure floor,

No keel has ever ploughed that path before, etc.,

are enveloped in the same atmosphere of soft

and voluptuous beauty as the exquisite sonnet

of Dante to Guido Cavalcante, which Shelley

translated with his usual skill :

Guido, I would that Lapo. tlion and I.

Led by some strong enchantment, might ascend

A magic ship, whose charmed sail* should fly.

With winds at will where'er our thoughts might wend.

And that no change, nor any evil chance

Should mar our joyous voyage; but it might be,

That even satiety should still enhance

Between our hearts their strict community :

And that the bounteous wizard then would place

Vanna and Bice and my gentle love,

4 The same figure has been used by Hyron in his Childt

Htrold.

Companions of our wandering, and would grace
With passionate talk, wherever we might rov.
Our time, and each were as content and free

As I believe that thou and 1 should be.

Great and wide-reaching as we have shown
hitherto the influence of Dante to be on the

poetry of Shelley, we have not as yet men-
tioned the poem which reveals that influence

still more profoundly, the Prometheus Un-

bound. Here as in the case of the Epipsychi-
dion we have both internal and external evi-

dence as to the fact of such influence. In the

Preface Shelley says that his imagery is often

drawn from the operations of the human
mind, or from those external actions by which

they are expressed:

This is unusual in modern poetry, although
Dante and Shakespere are full of it, and Dante
indeed more than any other poet and with
greater success. The Greeks are full of it; it

is to the study of them that I am willing my
readers should impute this singularity.

What he thus confesses of the Greeks is un-

doubtedly likewise true of Dante, whom he

couples above with the former.

The poem was begun in i8i8at Este, where,
in the words of Professor Dowden

in the narrow court of the arbor, thoughts
and visions came and wentof.Michelangelesque
sublimity and of tenderness as exquisite as
that of the great Florentine.

A careful comparison of the Prometheus
Unboiindvi\\\i the Paradiso cannot fail to show
many striking points of resemblance between
the two. Although so utterly unlike in many
respects, the one so mediaeval, the other so

modern, yet there is in both the same atmos-

phere of light and universal love, the same
constant use ofmusic, sweet sounds, and dance.

The very aspect of Dante's Paradise is summed
up in such language, as " an ocean of splendor
and harmony," "Paradise of golden light,"
and in such lines as

But now oh weave the mystic measure

Of music and dance and shapes of light.

In Dante's theory, love is the great principle of

life; it streams from God and fills the uni-

verse ; it moves
II sole e 1'altre stelle . . . .;

it has created the world, and

NLI creator ne creatura mai

fu senza amore.

So the main theme of the Prometheus Unbound
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is the final triumph of love; love is everywhere,

and fills not only human and divine beings,

but the very beasts of the field and all the in-

animate world

Common as light is love,

Like the wide heaven, the all-sustaining air

It makes the reptiles equal to the God ;

and earth sings :

It interpenetrates ray granite mass

Through tangled roots and trodden clay doth pass.

Into the utmost leaves and delicatest flowers.

Upon the winds among the clouds 'tis spread, etc.

The one vital difference between Dante and

Shelley in this theory of love is that the former

is profoundly religious; God the Almighty

creator and sustainer of the universe is the

source of this love

In la sua volontate t nostra pace :

Ella quel mare, al qua! tutto si move.

While to Shelley man is the measure of all

things

Man, one harmonious soul of many a leul,

Whose nature is at its own divine control.

Where all things flew to all, as rivers to the sea.

The Paradise of Dante consists of the nine

heavens embraced by the Empyrean, the

heaven of light and love. These nine heavens

are inhabited by the spirits of the Blessed,

who are swathed in light, and appear to

Dante as splendor, flames, and globes of

light. This conception, which pervades the

whole length and breadth of the Paradiso,

has been used again and again by Shelley.

Thus among the many examples which might

be given, take the following lines:

Child of light, thy limbs are burning

Through the vest which seems to hid* them,

As the radiant lines f morning

Thro' the clouds ere they divide them ;

And this atmosphere divinest

Shrouds thee whereso'er thou shinest.

In the Paradiso this splendor which enwraps

the souls of the saints, is constantly changing,

and manifests the greater or less joy of the

soul, as a smile reveals the joy of the human

heart :

Ed io sentl dentro a quella lumiera,

Che pria m'avca parlato, sorridendo.

Incominciar, facendosi piu mera.

So Shelley's
the animation of delight

Which wraps me, like an atmosphere of light ;

or
'tis He, arrayed

In the soft light of his own imiles;

or again

Though art folded, thou art lying

In the light which is undying
Of thine own joy and heaven's smile divine.

So, too, the beauty of Beatrice, which changes

from heaven to heaven and becomes too

splendid for Dante to gaze upon, is none

other than that of Asia, when she changes and

Panthea cries out :

How thou art changed I I dare not look at thee ;

I feel but see thee not ;
I scarce endure

The radiance of thy beauty.

While the greatest influence of the Divine

Comedy on Prometheus Unbound is exerted

by the Paradiso, yet we find a number of pas-

sages in Shelley's poem which are undoubtedly

more or less due to the Inferno and the Pur-

gatorio. We have an actual reference to the

famous inscription over the gate to Dante's In-

ferno in the lines :

No more inscribed as oe'r the gate of Hell,
** All hope abandon ye who enter here,"

while the number of resemblances is compar-

atively large. Among these resemblances we

may call attention to Prometheus' unconquer-

able defiance of Jupiter (like that of Capaneus
in the fourteenth canto of the Inferno) ; the

various torments which he invites upon his

head, and which, in a measure, sum up those

scattered over the circles of Hell

Rain then thy plagues upon me here,

Ghastly disease, and frenzying fear;

And let alternate frost and fire

Lightning, and cutting hail, and legioned forms

Of furies, driving by upon the wounding storms.

There is also evident reference in the follow-

ing lines to the City of Dis, with its walls and

towers, rising like a fortress on the banks of

the rivr Styx :

.... Back to your towers of iron,

And gnash, beside the streams of fire and wail.

Your foodless teeth, Geryon, arise I and Gorgon,

Chimaera. etc.

The famous episode of Francesca da Rimini,

which contains the exquisite passage describ-

ing two doves sailing with outstretched wings
to their nest, seems to have been in Shelley's

mind when he wrote the following lines :

Behold'st thou not two shapes from the east and west

Come, as two doves to one beloved nest.

Twin nurslings of the all-sustaining air

On swift still wings glide down the atmosphere?

The lovely scene in the second canto of the

Purgatorio, where the boat containing the

souls of the saved comes sailing over the

shoreless sea, wafted by the white wings of
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the Angel-boatman, was a favorite one with

Shelley, and its influence is seen in several

beautiful passages ;
as for instance the song of

Asia :

My soul is an enchanted boat,

Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing ;

And thine doth like an angel sit

Beside a helm conducting it

Whilst all the winds with melody are ringing.

So, too, the brilliant whiteness of Dante's

angel, the un non sapea die bianco, seems to

have been expanded and etherealized in the

passage where the Chariot, like a " thinnest

boat," is described within which

Sits a wing'd infant, white

Its countenance, like the whiteness of bright snow,

Its plumes are as feathers of sunny frost,

Its limbs gleam white, through the wind-blowing foldl

Of its white robe.

It is impossible to do full justice to this in-

fluence of Dante on Shelley. It reveals itself

on almost every page; it hovers like an atmos-

phere over his entire later works ; it rises in his

theories of love, in visions of abstract beauty;
it reveals itself by sudden flashes in metaphor
and figure, or even single words and expres-
sions. What has been said in the preceding
pages touches only the most prominent traces

of this influence. The extent to which the

spirit of Dante pervades the whole of Shelley's

poetrj can only be fully appreciated by those
who carefully compare the two poels.
Most poets, as well as most readersof Dante,

are better acquainted with the Inftrno than
will) the rest of the works of the Divine poet.

Shelley, on the contrary, shows minute ac-

quaintance not only with the whole of the
Dii'ine Comedy but also with the Vita Nttova,
the Convito and the Canzoniere.

Shelley's imitation of Dante was not a con-
scious one, but was the result of the complete
saturation of his mind with the poetry of the

great Florentine. He studied him constantly
throughout his whole life, from the very first

day when he opened the Divine Comedy and
fell under the spell of that wonderful book.
The thoughts, the images, the language, which
we have noted, came forth from his mind as

unconsciously, as spontaneously, as the visions

of his own ethereal imagination, or the pictures
of natural beauty with which he stored his

mind. No English poet, has so completely
assimulated the works of Dante as he.

OSCAR KUHNS.
Unrvtrrity.

THE QUESTION OF COWPER'S IN-
DEBTEDNESS TO CHURCHILL.

WRITERS of biography have frequently asso-

ciated the names of Charles Churchill and
William Cowper. For this biographical con-

nection there is some ground. The two poets
were born in the same year, were sons of

clergymen, and were school-fellows at West-
minster. Both attained to eminence in litera-

ture, and each is, in a degree, a representative
of the same reaction in poetry. Here, how-

ever, the parallel ends, and biographical con-

trasts present themselves. The conduct of

Churchill's life was a rapid, ungoverned de-

scent; Cowper's development was a gradual,

regulated ascent. Churchill courted strife in

the midit of metropolitan din and luxury. Ill

health and timidity of character led Cowper
to seek rural retirement. At the age of thirty,
Churchill won instant fame by writing a severe

satire; at forty-eight, Cowper appeared as
an author by publishing the Olney Hymns.
Churchill's literary career was short, con-

tinuous, and devoted exclusively to satire;

Cowper's was long, periodic, and varied in

range and purpose. The sixteen satires, which
constitute the works of Churchill, were com-
posed in the brief space of four years. If not

through the disclosure of genius, certainly by
the display of high talent, though ignobly em-
ployed, Charles Churchill rose swiftly to the

highest place in public notice. This period of
distinction began a month after his thirty-first

birthday, and ended as abruptly with his

death, three months before his thirty-fourth.

Cowper's work was done at intervals during
a period of nearly forty years, and represents a

comparatively wide range of poetic activity.
William Cowper died at the age of seventy-
nine. Unlike Churchill, \vhose poems were
quickly pushed aside, and now continue to oc-

cupy the obscure shelf in the library, Cowper
holds an honorable position in English litera-

ture. Hence it appears that, although the
contrasts are more numerous and striking than
the parallels, there are yet some biographical
reasons for associating the names of these two
poets.

The habit of associating these names in

biography has influenced criticism. Since

1832, when Southey's Afemoir of Cowper ap-
peared, critics have continued to assert a vital

relation between Churchill's poetry, which
was written between 1761 and 1764, and Cow-
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per's six compositions known as the Moral

Satires, written between 1780 and 1782. Briefly

stated, the assertion is that the Moral Satires

were modeled after the satires of Churchill.

This dictum comes to us frequently and

from writers whose statements we have learned

to hold in high regard. The poet Southey

writes,
"
Cowper made him [Churchill] more

than any other his model." 1 Again but doubt-

fully he says, "If there was any savour of other

poets in his pieces.it was of Lloyd in some of the

smaller ones, and of Churchill in his satires.""

William Benham's more direct statement is as

follows: "The author whose style he [Cowper]
imitated most was Churchill. "3 In a guarded
manner Goldwin Smith hints at the same idea.
" If a trace [of early influence] remained," he

remarks,
"

it was in his [Cowper's] admira-

tion of Churchill's verses. "4 Professor Saints-

bury's recent work contains the following

sentence :

" His [Cowper's] efforts in it [satire] however,
no doubt assisted, and were assisted by, that

alteration of the fashionable Popian couplet
which, after the example partly of Churchill
and with a considerable return to Dryden, he

attempted, made popular, and handed on to

the next generation to dis-Pope yet further."!

These citations from writers of high repute,

sufficiently indicate the critical dictum which

has passed current, and, so far as the writer is

aware, unchallenged, since first uttered more
than half a century ago.
An examination of many criticisms revealed

the fact that in no instance was this rather

definite and often re-iterated assertion of Cow-

per's indebtedness supported by even the

slenderest evidence. Hence arose the suspi-

cion that the notion rested upon uncertain

data, or, like much of the earlier criticism,

upon no data at all. For the purpose either

of establishing the assertion, or of justifying
the suspicion, the following comparative study
of the poetry was undertaken.

For the sake of clearness, the discussion is

here presented in the following order : a. the

general evidence of indebtedness, b. subjects
chosen for satire, c. versification, d. turn of

phrase.
In the light of general evidence the claim of

i Cowper's Works. Vol. i, p. 61,
" Memoir."

Ib. p. 333.

3 Cowfer's Works* Globe ed., "Memoir," p. 46.
4 Enf. Men of Letters, Covipcr, p. 13,
] A Histtry of Ninetetnt/i Century Literature, p. 4.

indebtedness is not unreasonable. The as-

sociation at school might readily have been the

basis of continued friendly interest. Southey
points out that Churchill and Cowper were
trained in the same school of political opinions,
that the same love of liberty is conspicuous in

the works of both, and that, notwithstanding
the moral contrast between the two men,
Churchill still possessed many manly qualities
which could not fail to appeal to Cowper. It

may also be added that the writings of the

former are not without utterances touching

society and moral conduct, to which the latter

would yield ready assent.

Perhaps more important than ail, as tending
to confirm one in the opinion adopted by
critics, are Cowper's own expressions of ad-

miration for Churchill's poetic talent :

"Contemporaries all surpassed see one.

Short his career, indeed, but ably run. "6

In one of his letters he writes,
"

It is a great

thing to be indeed a poet, and does not hap-

pen to more than one man in a century ; but

Churchill, the great Churchill, deserved that

name. "7

Other quotations might be added, but these

plainly express his opinion of his fellow poet.
There need be no comment upon data of this

sort. They are to be treated as historical facts

which may suggest the possibility of relation-

ship.

In the choice of subjects at which to wing
their satirical schafts, the two poets manifest

the widest possible difference. Churchill se-

lects from a broad range of subjects, including

general society, literature, politics, nations,

classes of people, and individuals
;

but in

spite of the range, personal satire chiefly en-

gages his attention. There are in his poems
about two hundred and three subjects specifi-

cally singled out for satire. Of these, not less

than one hundred and forty-four are the

names of persons. Hence arose the unrivalled

popularity of his compositions in the London
and the England of his time. When, indeed,
he stepped much aside from this particular
kind of satire, his success was less complete.
On the other hand, Cowper was engaged in

dealing with morals and the moral conduct of

classes of men in their various callings. The
6 Table Talk, 1. 679, et seq

7 Uoitifer's IVtrki. Vol. I, p. 61, Life by Southey. Let-

ter to Mr. Unwin.
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priest, the lawyer, the physician, the soldier,

the tradesman, each as representative, is

treated in more or less severe satire. 8 Pleasure-

seeking, except that which is found in the pur-
suit of religion, and the discharge of moral

duty, is often and severely condemned. Special
forms of amusement, as dancing, dice, card-

playing, and the use of the violin, are specifi-

cally rebuked. Habits are likewise con-

demned. Among these are smoking, wine-

drinking, gluttony, profane swearing, novel-

reading,story-telling,and indulgence in luxury.

Obsequious conduct towards superiors is con-

demned in the laureate who
. py$

His quit-rent ode, his pepper corn of praise/'

The giving of alms to ease conscience, habitual

sabbath-breaking, pride of the hermit ; the

prude, the spendthrift, the fashionable woman ;

the ambitious, the avaricious ; the religious

weakling, the sporting man ; all these are

subjected to telling satirical treatment. Satiri-

cal lines are devoted to the moralist, the deist,

the speculative philosopher, the fatalist; to

freethinkers and atheists, and to unbelievers.

The Catholics and the Romish priesthood are

satirically referred to, but Cowper cancelled

his severest passage against them, formerly

belonging after line 389, in Expostulation,

(probably out of courtesy to his Catholic

friends). Little attention is given to literature

and the writers. The ages of Anacreon and

Horace, who played a "bedlam part," are

criticised for extravagant concession to im-

agination and consequent revelry ; the age of

Cromwell is blamed for too great austerity and
want of taste; the reaction under Charles II

is the ground for stinging satire against the

court which
" Swarmed with a scribbling herd as deep inlaid

With brutal lust as ever Circe made,"

who continued in succession until, by Addison,

Pope, Arbuthnot, Swift " that constellation
"

. they were
"
Whipped out of sight, with satire just and keen.

The puppy pack that had defiled the scene."

.The novelists, "snivelling and drivelling folly

without end," and blundering writers in gen-

,eral, are treated with, telling severity. The
.author's views of poetry are stated briefly,

with a fling at Pope for his "mere mechanic
art." Hible critics are rebuked ; antiquarians

8 Hofe, I. 198, et seq.

are humorously dealt with, philologists, per-

haps as representative of those over ambiaous
for knowledge, are said to

" chase

A panting syllable through time and space.
Start it at home, and hunt it in the dark.
To Gaul, to Greece, and int* Neah's ark.

M

The press is not overlooked by Cowper, but
receives a due amount of censure. Under a

general list of topics a variety of political and
social themes might be pointed out. Clubs
where politics are discussed by the ignorant
and vulgar ; the rich for pride ; the poor for

pleasure-seeking ; society for calumniating
Whitefield and his work ; sordid city life ; the

cry of the times for novelty; human slavery ;

social venality in England; irreligion ; the

foreign policy of Spain and of England ; Par-

liament, for political immorality, the "Test
Act," and other similar subjects.

Individual people receive the least of his at-

tention. Lord Chesterfield under the title of

"Petronius," "Occiduus" probably Charles

Wesley Voltaire, "St. Patrick's dean," re-

ferring probably to Swift, are about the only
cases .where direct reference is made to indi-

viduals, and these stand, for the most part, as

representative of forms of evil. His well-

known withdrawal of the Iines9 in Expostula-
tion above referred to, indicates an unwilling-
ness to wound the feelings of individuals.

Departure on the part of all men from a high
morality and from a chaste devotion to religion,
were the great evils for which he sought a

remedy through poetical satire. Cowper's
kindly spirit of Christian benevolence forbade
in his poetry that which predominates in

Churchill's, namely, a spirit ofmockery towards
his fellow men. Hence appears the wide dif-

ference in the choice of subjects treated by
the two satirists. It is needless to extend the

comparison upon this point. Three fifths of
Churchill's satire is concerned with indi-

viduals, while Cowper, it may truthfully be
said, never aims a thrust at a fellow man.
The verse forms of Churchill and Cowper

alike show a marked departure from the pause-
bound line of Pope. In this they were not

singular, but are to be regarded as representa-
tives of a larger reaction. Clearly to. exhibit
this reaction in Churchill and Cowper as well
as to reach' just conclusion's" concerning their

9 See p. 5:8, Globe ed. of Vm-fir's 1'ectical IVirks.
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relations to the earlier writers, and more

especially to each other, the following tables

are here submitted. For the data concerning

the works of Dryden and Pope, I am indebted

to Mr. W. E. Mead's dissertation. 10 The

poems of Churchill and Cowper, indicated in

the tables, have been especially examined for

this comparison.
Table showing percentages of unstopt lines.

Dryden :

Religio Laid
Absal. & Aehit.

Hind& Panther I

II

III

Pope:
Pastorals

Windsor Forest

Rape of the Lock
Dunciad

No. of lines

456

1031

572
722

1298

386

434

794

330
428
34
656

'

unstopt.
20.

18.63.

18.3.

I3.57.

14-5-

2.83.

6.

5-41.

5-45-

9.4.
8.82.

6.09.

I

II

III

IV
Churchill :

Rosciad 1087 7.54.

Epistle to Hogarth 654 11.31.

The Conference 390 13.33.

The Candidate 807 11.03.

Cowper :

Progress of Error 624 15.38.

Table Talk 771 15.05.

Hope 771 17.02.

Retirement 808 10.76.

From these data we find, by computing the

average percentage for each author, that in

Dryden's. poetry 17$ of the lines are unstopt;
in Pope's 6.29$ ; in Churchill's io.8# ; and in

Cowper's 14.55$. It 's evident, therefore,

that, in freedom to omit the end pause, Cow-

per approaches nearer to the standard set up
by Dryden than by Churchill. Indeed his de-

parture from Churchill's verse is, in this one

respect, about equal to Churchill's departure
from the rigid form of Pope's verse.

Random passages of considerable length,
examined with regard to sustained construc-

tion, show an appreciable difference in sen-

tence length. The average number of werds
in a sentence is as follows :

Churchill :

Rosciad 43. 2 ; Hogarth 51.7.

Conference 48.6; Candidate 44.
10 The VcrsificftilHtf Pipt, Leipzig, iti$.

Cowper :

Prog, of Error 18.65; Table Talk 38.33.

Hope 42-67; Retirement $$.<).

The average sentence length in Churchill, as

shown by the above data, is a small fraction

less than forty-seven words, while in Cowper
an equal amount less than thirty-nine words.

From another point of view these data are in-

structive. The above order of the poems is

chronological. In Churchill there is no per-

ceptible change from the Rosciad \o The Can-

didate. In Cowper the sentence becomes more
sustained as his work advances, and, it should

seem, indicates a naturally terming style. To
say that this progress bears the marks of an in-

dependent native power, will call forth the

sanction of all, it is believed, who have made a

study of the Moral Satires. It is the natural

accompaniment of a free unfolding of poetic
talent of which Cowper was, doubtless, quite
unconscious. Certainly there is no evidence of

effort to approach a model. Equal liberty is

assumed by the two poets in ending the sen-

tence within the line. Comparing poet with

poet, one finds differences by actual count, but

not more in number than Pope exhibits in the

Dunciad, book compared with book.

The following table contains the results of a

study to determine the position of the simple
caesura. The data from Dryden and Pope are

taken from Mr. Mead's dissertation already
referred to; those concerning the compositions
of Churchill and Cowper are here presented in

a slightly different manner. Instead of con-

sidering the few double pause lines as a dis-

tinct subject in the comparison, such lines

have been reduced to single pause forms by
treating the more marked pause as a simple
caesura. This method affects the table of

percentages chiefly by increasing percentages
at the extremes of the lines. Particularly is

this true after the first, second, and ninth syl-

lables. The relation between Churchill and

Cowper is not at all affected by this change,
and the variation amounts to so small a per-

centage as not to influence the conclusion with

respect to Dryden and Pope. In the tables

the figures i, J, 3, etc., at the head of the

columns indicate the syllable after which the

pause occurs.
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prepare the way for the conclusion. Briefly it

may be said, that general evidence, biographi-

cal and historical facts connected with the

lives and work of the two poets, furnishes, at

best, only a hint of possible literary relation-

ship. The subject matter which engaged the

thoughts of these writers differed widely. In

versification the Moral Satires, by comparison
with regard to the position of the simple
caesura and the omission of the end pause,

show a more marked departure from Pope's

style than is evident in Churchill's satires.

The sentence in Cowper bears no mark of

Churchill's manner, but was of gradual de-

velopment from the Progress of Error to Re-

tirement. As to turn ofphrase nothing tangible

was found favoring the idea of special resem-

blance.

The conclusion is not far to seek. The often

reiterated statement, that the Moral Satires of

Cowper were modeled after the satires of

Charles Churchill, is traditional and untrue.

We may close by expressing our confidence

in Cowper's own statement concerning his

literary independence. His utterance is es-

pecially pertinent to our present consideration,

since it was written in private correspondence
and at the time when the Moral Satires were

in press. In a letter to Rev. William Unwin,
dated Nov. 24, 1781, Cowper says :

"
I reckon it among my principal advantages,

as a composer of verse, that I have not read
an English poet these thirteen years, and but
one these twenty years. Imitation even of
the best models, is my aversion ; it is servile
and mechanical, a trick that has enabled
many to usurp the name of authors, who could
not have written at all, if they had not written

upon the pattern of somebody indeed origi-
nal.""

EUGENE D. HOLMES.
Adelbert College.

NOTES ON THE ROMANS D'A VEN-
TURE.

THE first instalment of Grober's article on
French literature, issued with the continuation

of the second volume of the Grundriss,* de-

votes considerable attention to those interest-

ing poems of love and adventure which give,

perhaps, the best presentation of aristocratic

li Coivpir^x Works, vol. i,p. 374-5.

I Grunariss der Romanischen Philolo^ie, herausgegeben
von Gustav Gniber. II. Band, i. Abteilung, 3. Lieferung.
Strassburg : Karl J. Triibner, 189!. 8vo, pp. 433-688. Fran-
tiisische Litteratur, von Gustav Grfibcr .

manners and ideals in mediaeval France. From
their spirit and tone, and especially from the

purpose which prompted them they might very
well be brought tinder one head, as "Romans
d 'aventure." Grober discusses them under two

headings ("Romans d'aventure" and " Aus-
fliisse der gelehrten Epik"), which is a great
advance over the minute divisions made by
G. Paris in his Litteraturefran^aise au moyen
dge. It so happens that the poems thus treated

are all accessible to American students, save

Florimont, and having read them recently in

preparation for a course of lectures at Balti-

more, I had intended to call the attention of

the readers of the NOTES to them in a some-
what extended article. Grober's publication

having anticipated such a plan, it is now in

order to offer only those data that are supple-

mentary to his remarks or which lead to dif-

ferent conclusions.

The paragraph on Gautier of Arras" tirade*

assumes that the Baldwin of Hainault for

whom the poem was finished was Baldwin IV

(t 1171, not 1176). It had seemed to me that

it might be rather Baldwin Von account of the

lines 6584-6586 of Loseth's edition :

Quens Bauduins, a vous 1'otroi :

Ainz qtie passent dui an oil troi,

Mctrai ailleurs, espoir, m'ententc.

Contrary to Forster's opinion, expressed in

the introduction to Ille et Galeron,^ that this

was an intimation of a change of patron
which Gautier's career would abundantly jus-

tify I had interpreted the couplet in a sense

more favorable to Baldwin : that Gautier was
now advanced in years and was looking
towards another world. If this is so, the last

section of tirade would necessarily be later

than Ille et Galeron. The lines cited by
Forster in support of such a period for the

completion of Eracle,

En dis et set anz et demi

Ne trucuve om pas un bon ami ;4

are not, however, convincing to me.
'

The
views of G. Pariss and of Tobler* in regard to

the numerals used by the mediaeval poets,
here as elsewhere, appear more tenable. And
in explanation of this exact "seventeen and
a half years," which is undoubtedly peculiar,
it may be said that the hero was of that

a Griibcr, /. c., pp. 535-526. 3 Roman. Bill., vol. vii.

4 Eracle, 6568-6569.
5 Romania, vol. xxv, p. 377, note 3.
6 Herrig's Archiv, vol. xci, pp. 104-105.
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age when he returned with Lais from the

war: he was nearly ten years old when he

was sold to the emperor, 7 the latter had been

married more than seven years before im-

prisoning Athanais and going to the war, 8 and

she had been shut up six months before her

adventure with Parides.

Eracle was written for three patrons, and it

is interesting to note that it is divided into

three parts. The first and third parts form a

continuous narrative, while the second part

contains an extraneous episode. It is this

episode which takes the poem out of the ranks

of didactic literature, for only here is there

any love affair. Near the beginning of the

book 10 Gautier gives a summary of his story,

in which there is no allusion whatever to this

episode, while the conclusion is stated as it

was afterwards written out. Gautier is also

conscious of this omission when he comes to in-

troduce the episode :"

Si li conquUt si grant honeur

Com de le croiz nostre signeur.

Ne vucil pas ci entrelacier

L'ahan qu'il ot al pourchacier,

Qu'tnsi ne vait pas li matiere ;

Ainj! dirai 1'uevre route emiere

DC noslre empereur Lais

Et ilc se feme AthanaTs

Kt dtl honeur vous dirai puis

Qu'Eracles ot, et, se je puis,

Apres dirai de celc croiz, etc.

Now, in the prologue to his poem Gautier has

a dedication to count Theobald of Blois, 1 * with

allusions to the death of the count's father and

Theobald's heirship of his "name and grace. "'3

But afterwards at the end, in the epilogue,

he says he wrote at the order ot Theobald,

and also at the order of the countess Mary,

daughter of Louis,M and then finished the poem
at Baldwin's request. So there seems no risk

in assuming that the first part of Eracle (to

line 2916 or thereabouts) was written for Theo-

bald V of Blois, and the love episode, which

was not included in the summary, for the other

patron, who is named only at the end, Mary of

Champagne. The episode, too, is wholly in

the style of Mary's court literature, '5 discussing

as it does the essence of "
fine amour," and

containing erotic soliloquies and debates. Fi-

nally, Baldwin, noticing that the original plot

1 (Lracic, itj. 8 Ibid. , 3979 . 9 Hid.. 39'4-
10 /*;</., 95-113. II Ikid., 2914-1914. 12 Hut., 53.

13 Ikitt,,<n. M lH4.,ttSt.
15 See Chretien de Troyei and others.

had not been completed, ordered it finished.

The junction of this conclusion with the love

episode is made in lines 5117-5121 :

11 n'afitrt pas a me matere

Qnc je plui dit de LaU,
De Parities. d'Athanals;

Iceus vous lairai or en pais;

Si vous dirai d'Eractc huimais.

The change of patron from Theobald of Blois

to Mary was rendered all the more easy by the

marriage of the latter to Henry of Champagne,
Theobald's older brother, in 1164, and by the

counter-alliance of Mary's sister Alice with

Theobald himself about the same time. It is

fair to assume that the poem was begun soon

after Theobald's accession to his estates (1152),

since the mention of Theobald IV points to

the recent demise of the latter. The episode
of Lais and Athanais would then have been

added after Mary's marriage in 1164, and the

conclusion appended some years later. It is,

then, more than probable that the first and

second parts of Eracle were written before

Ille et Galeron, whether the last part was or

not.

If we allow that the episode of Lai's and

Athanais was inserted into Eracle to please

Mary of Champagne, we may gain from it

some notion of her influence on the tone of

contemporaneous love literature. For the love

inculcated by it is wholly shameless. Atha-

nais eludes the vigilance of her warders and

meets her lover Parides, with all the disregard

for marital virtue and good name among
women which characterized the heroines of

the East or Iseult herself. She has neither in-

nate morality nor concern for appearances.
And yet the latter notion was rife in the fiction

of the time, though it was evidently not fos-

tered at Mary's court. Chretien's Cliges,*6

which precedes the poems written by him at

Mary's command, is an instance of a woman's

regard for her reputation. Though in love

with Cliges, and married to another against

her will, Fenice will not consent to grant her

favors to her lover. Further than that, in

order to escape the evil fame of Iseult, who
gave her heart to one man and shared her

body with two, '7 she calls on Thessala's magic
to aid her in deceiving her husband. And
when the magic is successful and her virginity

is preserved, she still resists the pleadings of

16 Gn'iber, /. <:., pp. 499-500. 17 Cliffs. 1145-3164.
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her lover to fly with him to Brittany, as Helen

did with Paris to Troy, by citing the blame

which the world meted out to Tristan and

Iseult. 1* The conclusion that she reached was

that in order to preserve her reputation, as she

had preserved her virtue, she must die in the

eyes of the world and be buried. Then only

could the desires of her lover be secretly

gratified. .

It is quite clear that this idea of chastity,

though only nominal perhaps, was not culti-

vated by the countess of Champagne, at least

in her relations with her poets. Eracle is a

proof of this, and Chretien's Charrete, for

which Mary furnished the poet both " matiere

et sans, "'9.and where the relations of Lancelot

with the Queen are narrated with the same

lack of moral sense that is apparent in the story

of Lais and Athanais. From this fact we may
draw the further inference that Mary was not

Chretien's patroness at the time of the compo-

sition of Cliges.

Cliges, however, does not stand alone among
the Old-French poems of this class in the in-

culcation of outward morality, or even of

genuine morality. The plot of A this et Pro-

philias where the heroine is deceived by her

own husband to the profit of her lover, con-

tinues the idea advanced by Fenicein Cliges of

possession by one man only.
21 In Partonopeus

de Blois Melior is advised to marry Partono-

peus, since if she takes any other knight for a

husband she will have been possessed by two

men.23 Absolute continence on the part of

both sexes forms a portion of the moral in

Ipowedon** while the arguments of Fenice

are repeated and carried out to a logical end

by the heroine of Ainadas et Idoine** This

heroine is also a married woman who has

summoned magical powers to her assistance

in deterring her husband from enjoying his

marital rights, and who successfully withstands

her lover's urging (the situation here is some-

thing like the one in Cliges) until she can be

divorced and legally united to him.** In this

practical way the problem posed by Cliges is

finally solved.

It would seem, then, as though the French

18 Ihd., 5194-5316. 19 Charrete, 26.

ao Grciber, i.e., pp. 588-589.
n Athisft Prophilias, 1286-1287, 1476-1479.
22 Gr8ber, /. c., pp. 586-588. 23 Pitrtonofeus, 5016.

24 GrOber, /. c., pp. 585-586; cf. Ipomedox, 10500-10514.

25 Grab", /. c.,pp. SS'-SS"-
26 Amadus et Idoine, 1989 iff., 3723-3726, 6770-6773.

literature of the twelfth century contained a

trilogy on the subject of love for a married

woman: in Tristan a love unconstrained by

personal morality or public opinion, in Cliges

responding to the appeals of both (but the

latter much more than the former), and settled

according to the best private and public inter-

ests of all concerned in Amadas et Idoine.

The burden of the three poems is the essence

of true love, what it is and how expressed, as

it is indeed the absorbing theme of all the

earlier roinans d'aventure. In view of such

circumstantial evidence, it would appear that

Mary of Champagne was not in touch with the

best thought of her time on this question.

From the close connection of ideas between

Cliges and Ainadas et Idoine, such as the in-

terest revealed by both poems in the story of

Tristan and Iseult, and the resemblance of

certain agencies in bringing about the desired

result, magic for instance and the supposed
death of the heroine, one might assume that

they were quite approximate in time. But an

examination of Ainadas does not confirm this

notion. Cliges must have been written before

1172,
2 7 while the part played by the Count of

Nevers in Ainadas is so uncomplimentary as

to preclude the probability of its having been

composed before 1181, the date of the death

of the last Count of Nevers and Auxerre. The
choice of characters may indeed have been
determined by the reminiscence of the mar-

riage of Guy of Nevers witli Mahaut of Bur-

gundy in 1163. Both the children born of this

union died early, the son in 1181 and the

daughter in 1192. Besides, the descriptions of

manners in Amadas and the details of both

noble and bourgeois life point to a later date.

So does the comparison of Amadas to Gawain,
and the attribute of " mesure "

as one of his

characteristics. 28 Still these qualifications and
the main idea of the poem, which is perfect

love, and a perfect lover who conquers all

other lovers in loyalty,
20 would hardly allow a

later period for it than the closing years ot the

twelfth century. 3

Grober's date for Athis et Prophilias,
' 'about

1200," might also be subject to modification in

favor of an earlier one. The assumption that

the Alexander who wrote it was Alexander of

27 See Forster's Introduction, p. iii, note.
28 Amadas et Idoine, 3786. 19 Il:d., 6380-6383,
30 Cf. G. Paris, Romania, vol. xxv, pp. 534-535.
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Bernai would place it near the end of the cen-

tury. Yet the view taken in it of woman, her

constant submission to man, and her nullity in

the choice of her own movements, while due
without doubt to the spirit of the Eastern

original, are so antagonistic to the ideals of

gallantry and chivalry and the theoretical guid-
ance of the sterner sex by the gentler, which

were current in France from the middle of the

twelfth century at least, that the time of its

composition may be comparatively early. The
debates and soliloquies sustained by the two
friends were also much less in vogue after the

eighties of the twelfth century than before.

From such internal evidence the poem might
be assigned to the years 1170-1180.

The time limits set by Grober for Partono-

peus (before 1188) could be supported by more
evidence than he finds in Florimont. A de-

vice of the Eneas by which Lavinia reveals

to her mother her love for vKneas is imitated

in Partonopeiis.'i
1 Had the Eneas lost its

novelty such open copying would scarcely have
been attempted. Ipomedon contains a less

direct imitation of the same passage, and

Ipomedon can hardly have been composed
after n88.3 The very vigorous denunciation

of a policy which puts commoners in office

over nobles33 seems too bold for the time of a

monarch like Philip Augustus, and may refer

to the closing years o! the feeble Louis VII

(f 1180), while the characterization of the Gas-

cons and 1'uitevins as politically restless and

"tiring soon of one lord "34 would be in order

any time after their revolt against Henry II in

1168. The attribute of " mesure" as a desira-

ble quality would also point to the same period
of the later seventies and the eighties.

The general theme of the romans U'aventure

previous to the thirteenth century, or more

specifically previous to Guillaume de Dole

{Roman de la A'osfii) is true love, its loyalty,en-

durance, trials, and rewards. As time passes,
this idea, which at first shared its interest only
with commonplace adventures of travel and

combat, is crowded to some extent into the

background by the poet's desire to present the

manners and life of his own time. The narra-

31 Fartonopeus, 7247 sgq. 32 Cf. Ifoittedon, 1496-1517.
33 Ptirtonefeus. 3661 tqq. 34 Ibid., 7257.
35 l.e Re-man de la Rose, on dt Guillaumt de Dole, publi6

d'aprfes le inanuscrit dtl Vatican par G. Servois. Paris:
Firmin Didot t Cie., 1893. 8vo. cxxi and 205 pp. (Sac. ties

Anc. Textts Fran ait.)

lives become objective, self-conscious. Ipotne-
don is one of the first to devote much attention

to such details, but it is soon followed by
others, until with Guillaume de Dole one might
say that the description of court life was the

principal idea and the love story the subordi-

nate. How sharply a division in time might be

established, with Cliges as illustrative of the

first style, 36 Ipomedon as showing the transi-

tion, and Gnillaume de Dole as indicating the

complete change of interest, could not be de-

termined without the assistance of much more
material than is now known. Still it is safe

to assume that there was such a progres-
sion from the purely romantic to the realistic,

or partially realistic, and by noting this pro-

gression it may be possible to determine ap-

proximate time limits for debatable poems.
Acting on this theory, I would hazard some
conjectures regarding Guil/antne de Palerne,

Escoiifle and Galeran, which Grober ranges
from 1188 to the second or third decade of the

thirteenth century.
First as to Gnillaume de Palerne.yi Its sub-

ject is on the trials and triumphs of true love,

with very little attention paid to manners or

court life. According to our theory the ab-

sence of this element would place the poem
before Ipomedon in date. Yet there seems but

little doubt that it was written after 1188,3' and
the prayer for lolande's soul39 would hint at

middle age at least for the patroness. On the

other hand, Alexander is celebrated here for

his "sens et poesteVVand not for his "largesse"
as in the last years of the century. The hero
also possesses "mesure, "4' a quality which

appears to be no longer in fashion in GuiHatniie
de Dole. A date near 1188 would, therefore,
be preferable for the poem.

Escoufle*1 contains much more definite indi-

cations in the way of chronology than Guil-

laume de Palerne. It was submitted for criti-

cism to the "
gentil conte en Hainaut,"43 but

without calling the count by name. Grober,
led by his impression of the rhymes and lan-

guage of the poem (and influenced perhaps by
the opinion of other authorities), has denied
this office of critic to the last Baldwins of

Hainault, and has assumed that it was to be

36 Clifcs, 2354-3360. 37 GrBber, /. c., pp. 529-539.
38 Cf. Roman. StufJtirn, vol. iii, p. 131.
39 G . de Paltrni, 9660-9661. 40 Ibid., 2085.
41 IHtl., 619. 3730. 43 GrOber, /. c., pp. 530-531.
43 Esctfufle, 9060-
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exercised by the husbands of the countess

Margaret. But in rejuvenating the age of the

poem, by a decade or more, he has overlooked

the probability that Escouftc was known to the

author of Guillaume de Dole. A passage in

Esconflc tells how, while walking one day
with his friend Richard, the emperor of Rome

proposes the marriage of his daughter, Alice,

to Richard's son, William. Richard objects to

the union as altogether above his son's rank

and suggests the king of France as the proper
husband for the princess. But when the em-

peror replies that he will assemble his barons

and ask of them a "don" without revealing
to them what it is, and assures Richard they
will grant it, the latter's consent is at once

forthcoming. So the barons are summoned,
the emperor administers a dose of flattery to

them, and asks the "don" "par amors." They
grant it, and he then tells them it is the mar-

riage of William and Alice. Their anger is of

no avail now for they have given their word,
and so they swear on the saints that William

shall succeed to the empire. 44

In Guillaume de Dole,** the emperor Conrad
and his friend William are riding together
towards Cologne and talking confidentially.

Conrad leads the conversation to the subject
of William's sister and finally states his desire

to marry her. William says that it cannot be,

because the notables of the empire will oppose
it ; and he suggests that Conrad demand the

hand of the daughter of the king of France.

But Conrad says he will summon all the barons

of Germany to a diet at Mainz and ask of them
a "don" "par amors et par guerredon," which
he is sure they will grant. He will then make
them confirm the "don "

by an oath so they

may not retreat, and finally will tell them what
it is. William consents to the stratagem. 4<>

But the plan is not carried out owing to the

opposition and deceit of the seneschal.

There is hardly any doubt that Escouflesug-
gested this episode to the author of Guillaume
de Dole. For in Escoufle the device is a part
of the plot of the story and is made complete.
In Guillaume de Dole, however, it is not put
into effect and has no influence on the action

of the poem. It only goes so far as to win
William's approval to the marriage, which
would have been given in any case. If any

44 Ibid., 2136-21

45 GrBber, 1. <:.,'

!HI-
PP- S33-534- 46 G. de Dole, 2969-3092 .

stronger evidence of the connection of the two

poems is needed it may be furnished by the

solution of the story in Guillaume de Dole.

In Escoufle it was the hawk which separated
the lovers for a time and thus incurred the

hero's enmity. In Guillaume de Dole that

temporary obstacle is the seneschal. And the

comparison suggests itself to the mind of the

author:
II n'en puet m;s aler sanz perte,

Car il le tient pire qu'escoufles.47

The "
il
"

of the first line is evidently the

seneschal, the "il
"
of the second, Conrad.

The priority of Escoufle to Guillaume de
Dole would then be established. The latter is

dated by Servois4' between October, 1199, and

May, 1201. The proofs given for this date do
not seem conclusive, still the poem could hardly
have been written after the defection of Renaud
de Dammartin in May, 1212,49 since this knight
is especially eulogized by the author. Now, if

Escoufle is earlier than Gui/laume de Dole, the

"conte en Hainaut" must be either Baldwin V
or Baldwin VI. The former became Count of
Flanders as well in 1191, a date perhaps too

early for our poem. Baldwin VI, however, did

not come into his estates till 1195, and already
in the late summer of 1202 was on his way to

the Holy Land. He had crossed himself in 1200.

Therefore the latest date for Escoufle would
be the summer of 1202. Internal evidence
would also point to the same period. Com-
moners in power are denounced as vigorously
as in Partonopeus. Richard had won the friend-

ship and gratitude of the Roman emperor by
delivering him from his "serfs

" whom he had

put over his nobles. 50 "Mesure" is a desirable

quality, 5' and Alexander is renowned for his

"largesse. "52 But the love story \nEscoufle
seem to divide with the descriptions of manners
the attention of the poet and the interest of his
hearers. For this reason, together with the
allusion to Alexander, I would put it later than
Guillaume de Palerne.

In certain respects Galeratm bears many re-

semblances to Escoufle. Its plot follows Marie
de France's AM' of Fre'ne, but much of the ma-

47 Ibid., 5402-5403. 48 Z. c., pp. Ixxxv-lxxxvi.
49 Servois, /. c., p. Hi.

50 Escoufle, 1482-1652 ; cf. C. de Dole, 574-591 .

51 Esr.oufte. 5555. 52 Itiil. ,104.
S3 Grciber, /. c

, p. 527. He has taken the editor's total
for the number of the lines, which are really less by twenty,
Jj,

ne 5575 having been numbered 5595, and the error continuing.'The manuscript is also defective at the beginning, not at the
end.
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terial was evidently suggested by Escoufle (if

indeed it is not Galeran which gave the sug-

gestions to the other). In both poems the

heroines are thrown on their own resources,

win the friendship of the daughter of a widow
at whose house they lodge, and are accompa-
nied by this daughter on their further wander-

ings. Both heroines also earn their living by
their needle-work, and gain favor by their mus-
ical attainments. (These, however, are the ac-

complishments of gentle women and may have
no special significance.) So the general im-

pression is that the poems are not far apart.
Both treat of the trials of true love and its ulti-

mate triumph and in both there is considerable

detail of middle-class as well as of court life.

If medieval poets could be held to what

might be termed historical accuracy more defi-

nite indications of an approximate date might
be afforded by internal evidence in Galeran.

The spirit of patriotism, or at least national

pride, which grew so rapidly in France under

Philip Augustus, breathes in many episodes of

the poem. French and Germans dispute the

favors of the Duke of Metz, and knights from
all the provinces of North France join the

issue of battle with Flemings and Germans. 54

This enthusiasm, however, would only indicate

time limits of a whole generation or more.
But the allusions to the duchy of Brittany may-
be subject to closer restrictions. Galeran, on
bis accession to the rule of that province, was

obliged to cross the Channel and pay homage
to the king of England at London. A truly

patriotic Frenchman could hardly have ad-

mitted this overlordship after the excitement

attending the death of Arthur of Brittany (1203),

and the subsequent assertion of suzerainty
over that durhy by Philip Augustus. At least

it would hardly have been a pleasing conces-

sion, even in poetry, so long as the dispute
lasted. When Philip reestablished the line of

dukes in 1213 he exacted homage of the new
ruler. After this period the French may not

have been so sensitive to the question of over-

lordship for the province. The conclusion from
this argument, then, would be that Galeran
was written either before 1203, or a decade and
more later. In favor of the earlier date is the

plot taken bodily from Frene, the likeness of

manners to Escoitfle and the strong influence

of Floire et Blancheflcur. Also the quality of

54 Gler*n, 5475-549', 5" 'If-

"mesure" is vaunted in the poem, 55 and

"gentelise" or "gentillesse," which is also

eulogized in Escouflc and in Gititlaume de
Dole. The mention of sterlings as coin,s<> the
use of heralds, 57 and the coats of arms painted
on the shieldsss would indicate a period sub-

sequent to Escoufle, but no later than Guil-

laume de Dole, where all three of these fea-

tures appear. I would, therefore, conclude
that Galeran was written after Escoufle and is

a contemporary, or a predecessor even, of

Guillaume lie Dole. If this supposition is

correct it is scarcely probable that its author
worked later than the death of Arthur of Brit-

tany, in 1203.

An interesting feature in Galeran is the in-

fluence of lyric poetry. Perhaps it is all the

stronger here because a lai was its source.

The hero himself composed a lai or " son
nouvel "59 which is analyzed in lines 1974-1980
and called

. . . . au dit et an ton

L lay Galeren le breton.

He teaches it to Frene who plays an accom-
paniment to it on her harp, a scene which

gives the poet one more occasion to relate the

contents of the song> At this turn in the

story a long description of spring also reveals
the nearness of court lyric poetry. 6*

But even more striking than these two pas-
sages are other places where it would seem as

though there were the reminiscence of popular
compositions, in contradistinction to the court
"sons" and "lais." Galeran's song is full of
that praise and blame of love which makes
laughter and also tears, which causes the lover's

sickness and again his health. But when Frene
goes to Galeran's wedding at La Roche-Guyon
(a place already celebrated in the song of Bele
Aelis6

3) she invents a song of her own :

Jc voiz aux noces nion amy :

Plus dolente de moy n'y va !^4

With this song she charms all the courtiers and
the minstrels too. But the song is not court

poetry. It is the song of the girl abandoned by
her lover for another maiden. In it the woman
is the wooer, the man the wooed. It is the con-
stant theme of the lyric muse of the people.
In a previous passage of the poem a song where
love is preferred to all the wealth of the world,

55 Itid., ign, 3456. 56 IliiJ., 1572, 3279. 57 /HJ., 5,47.
58 Ibid., 5929-5934. 59 [bid., 1973. 60 Ibid., 1982-1083.
61 Ibid., 2296-2328. 62 Hiit., 1984-2004.
63 G. lit Dalt, 534. 64 Galirtn. 6987-6988.
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seems to rise above the monotonous flow of the

octosyllabic line :

S'a femme me vouloit donner

Sa fill It roy d'Angleterr

Et acquitter toute la terre

Qu'il tient, ct quanqu'cn ont si homme,

Ne qu'i! a de cy jusque(s) a Romme,
Ne la vouldroie (je) prendre mic

Pour faire eschange de m'amie,

Qu'elle vault mieux que fille a roy,

Tant la voit on de grant aroy,
65

We are reminded at once of the " Chanson du

roi Henri
" of Le Misanthrope.

In his paragraph on Guillaume de Dole, or

the Roman de la Rose, Grober*6 states that he

finds no trace of its influence on the Violette,

nor of the Violette on it. The impression the

latter gave me was that it had a predecessor in

its own style. Still the only evidence to sup-

port this impression is very slight. The songs

in the Violette are not so skilfully introduced

as they are in the Rose (compare the begin-

nings of the two poems), from which one might

argue that the poet relied on his audience's

acquaintance with the kind and so hurried on

to his objective point. It is also to be noted

that the Chatelaine of Dijon, who is mentioned

by name only in the Rose as the assumed

sender of the love tokens to the seneschal, is

the one who urges the hero of the Violette to

sing the song that opened his lips and led to

the boast which was the beginning of his

sorrows.
F. M. WARREN.

Adtlbtrt College.

THE WANDERER 78-84.

IT is not impossible that the disputed passage

(11. 78-84, particularly 11. 81-84) in the Anglo-

Saxon poem The Wanderer may be best punc-

tuated thus :

Wdriad pa w'wsalo ; waldend licgafi

driame bidrorene ; ditgufi eat gecrong
wlonc bi wealle ; sume ivigfornotn,

ferede inforSwege : sumne fugel opbar

ofer heanne holm, sumne se hara witlf

deaSe geddlde, sumne dreorighleor

in eorftscrafc eorl gehydde.

The discussion in Wiilker's Grundriss (p. 206)

has led to a wide acceptance, and in positive

form, of Thorpe's suggestion,
"
fugel=ship ?

"

(Codex Ex. p. 291) ; and the editors usually

agree in placing a colon after wealle, and in

65 Itid., 1741-1749. 66 L. c., pp. 533-534.

punctuating the following lines to indicate a

series of coordinated mishaps (vid. Ettmiiller,

p. 217; Grein-Wulker, i, p. 288; Sweet, Anglo-
Saxon Reader, seventh ed., p. 162). These

two features of the interpretation are accepted

by Professor Edward Fulton, who translates

thus:

"Crumbling are the wine-halls, and the warriors lie

Shorn of their pleasure; scatured the retainers

Once proud on the wall : war has seized some.

Led them forth to their deith; the fleet ship one

O'er the high sea has borne; the hoar wolf another

Has mangled in death
;
and dolefully one

In his bed of earth the earl has hidden.''

[It is important for the following discussion to

notice that waldend (' lords ') is here mistrans-

lated by "warriors." The phrase "on the

wall
" must also be revised.]

The coordination of clauses after wealle is

thus defined by Wiilker (Grundriss, p. 206):
" Es sind datnit alle Todesarten aufgezahlt :

im Kriege, auf Seefahrten, auf der Jagd, durch

Krankheit oder durch Alter." Brooke (Hist,

of Early Eng. Lit., p. 366, note) enlivens the

matter in an interesting but wholly unwar-

ranted manner:

"These are the various kinds of death, death
on the war-path; death on a sea-expedition,
that is, death in a foreign land (Fugel is the

war-ship); death, when outlawed, by a wolf;
death in old age ; and the earl weeps when he
buries his friend in the barrow because he has
not died in battle, one of the pagan touches
in the poem."

Brooke, however, has caught the spirit of the

poem, and admits only the kinds of death

which may befall a thane. The poet has not

digressed into a catalogue of "alle Todesar-

ten ;

" he keeps his eye fixed upon the vision

of the departed glory of the "
hall," and la-

ments the death of lords and of retainers. It

is not the dwellings of men but the winsalo

that ' wear into dust,' and the artistic demands
of the counterpart, the death of the occupants
of the 'wine-hall,' are strictly observed. Thus,
waldend and ditgtift complete the enumeration;
the details which follow give precision and
concretness to the picture, and deepen its

pathos.
The passage begins with three concise and

complete statements (H^oriad wealle) ;

but the death of the retainers, the last of the

complete statements, is then expanded to re-

lieve the severe compactness of the passage,
This expansion is moreover demanded by the

I 7S
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traditions of poetry, and specifically by the

sentiment of the poem. The Wanderer is re-

miniscent; the raven, the eagle, and the wolf,

no longer forebode carnage (as in Judith 205 f.

and Maldon 106 f.), nor do they greedily de-

spoil the slain (as in Brunanburh 60 f.), but

their finished work is now mingled in the

mournful and vivid recollection of the sad fate

of the warriors. The poets have thus handled

this favorite theme of portent and of horror

from three points of view, the future, the

present, and the past.

The poet of The Wanderer has added the

circumstance of occasional burial, and, inas-

much as sumne thrice repeated distributes

sume, this should mean the burial of a warrior

who has fallen in battle, and complete the

enumeration of what may befall the body of

the slain hero. As to ofer heanne holm, there

is no difficulty ;
the carnivorous birds, the

eagle, the raven, and the sea-birds, build

their aeries in the high cliffs, they feed upon

the corpse of Paettis (Propertius, iv (iii) viii, 8-

12), and delay their journey over the sea that

they may join the Thracian dogs and wolves

at the feast of carrion on the plain of Pharsalia

(Lucan, vii, 832 f.).

JAMES \V. BRIGHT.

THE SOURCES OF DA VESANT'S
The Siege of Rhodes.

IN the history of the English stage there has

been no piece of a more epoch-making char-

acter than Davenant's Siege of Rhodes.* The

first part of this play appeared in 1656, and

was the second piece of a dramatic nature

produced during the Commonwealth. With

its first presentation were introduced at least

three innovations of far-reaching importance :

movable scenery, women actors in female

parts (these had been taken by boys before

this), and an attempt at the opera,' all of which

may be attributed to French influence. Be-

sides, some have been inclined to dispute the

claim for Boyle's Mustapha as the first heroic

play, in favor of this piece ; but since Davenant

did not employ the heroic couplet throughout,

this distinction cannot be justly claimed for

him, although, in his effort "to introduce the

examples of moral virtue, writ in verse," he

i Folio edition of Davenant's works, p. I ff. London

(Herringham). 1673; Dramatists of tkl Restoration. Ed.

Maidtnent and Logan, iii. 147. F.dinburg, 1872-4.

i Davenant calls it Stylo-Kicitativo, thai is,
"
alternately

sung and recittd."

has certainly approximated the heroic play,

and Dryden in his Essay on Heroick Plays has

accorded him the credit (if it may be called

credit) of setting the fashion for them.

The merit of the first part of the Siege of
Rhodes is only mediocre, at best. It wants,

to quote Dryden again,
" the fulness of a plot,

and the variety of characters to form it as it

ought." The second part, naturally a contin-

uation of the first, was first acted after the

Restoration in 1661, and is wanting in several

of the faults which characterized part one.

An edition of the two parts, with the first

somewhat enlarged chiefly by the addition of

the character Roxolana appeared in 1663, and

is dedicated to the Earl of Clarendon.

With regard to the source of the Siege of
Rhodts no suggestion has heretofore been

made, except that the play exhibits some

agreement with history, which is confessed in

fact by the poet in his prefatory notice. In-

deed, Davenant has been grievously neglected

by English students in the matter of sources.

And this is no more painfully illustrated than

in the case of the late editors of his dramatic

works Maidment and Logan from whom so

much might have been expected. 3 For Dav-

enant's sources are not so skillfully concealed

as one might imagine from the meagre knowl-

edge which we possess concerning them. In

the case of the Siege of Rhodes, it is a matter

of surprise that Schick or Sarrazin have not

discovered its connections.

For the purpose of bringing the plot of the

play before us, a brief outline is submitted,

lanthe, the lately-wedded wife of Alphonso,
who is fighting iu defense of Rhodes, while on

her way from Sicily to join her husband, is

taken prisoner by Mustapha, one of the Turk-

ish bassas. She is conducted before Solyman,
Sultan of the Turks, veiled according to the

promise of her captor, and is sent thence by

Solyman, though reluctantly, since he has

become enamorecj of her, to Alphonso at
'

Rhodes. The Turks lay siege to Rhodes, but

are at first repulsed owing to the bravery of

the Sicilian ally. The tide of war finally turns,

I and the Rhodians are reduced to great dis-

tress. Their only hope is in lanthe,who goes in

3 It is with much disappointment that one turns to th

! late edition of the plays to find
scarcely a page bearing on

i the originals of Davenant's plot as against a dozen or more
devoted to details concerning the opera, heroic play, etc.,

I such as are easily accessible in almost any handbook of the
! stag*.
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person ,
without any passport or protection what-

ever, to the court of Solyman to sue for mercy.

The Sultan now again consumed with a burn-

ing love, less virtuous than at first, detains

her, consigning her to the keeping of his

queen Roxolana. The Rhodians, maddened
at this treacherous act, make a desperate sally

against the Turkisk forces, in which Alphonso
falls captive. Roxolana asks that the prisoner
be placed at her disposal, which being granted,

she restores him to lanthe. The manliness of

Solyman again asserts itself, and both lanthe

and Alphonso are set free, while to the former

the privilege of making her terms for the be-

leaguered city is given.

The setting we at once recognize as histori-

cal. The siege of Rhodes was begun by Soly-

man in the spring of 1522, and culminated in

the downfall of that city on Dec. 25th of the

same year. The Sultan Solyman is the famed

Solyman II., the Magnificent, who was at the

head of the Turkish government from 1520 to

1566; Roxolana is his infamous queen who

brought about the overthrow of his renowned

son and general, Mustapha. Other historical

names which reappear in Davenant are Pirrhus,

Haly and Rustan among the Turks, and,

among the Rhodians, Phillippus Villerius Lili-

dama, Grand Master of the city, preserved

by Davenant as Villerius. Alphonso also, the

hero of our play, according to Knolles (i, 385,

London, 1687101700), was a captain of a galley

captured by the Turks. A historical prototype
of lauthe alone of all Davenant's leading char-

acters is sought for in vain. Neither any per-
son by her name nor anyone approximating
her is to be found in the history of this period.

Besides this, to only a few of the historical

personages whom Davenant uses are their his-

torical roles allotted. We are confronted, then,
with a deviation from history. Whence, we
ask, are these unhistorical features ; whence
the wholly unhistorical lanthe ? Are they coin-

ages of the ingenious Caroline laureate ; or

has he introduced into his historical setting
some extraneous bits of romance ? Are these

original with Davenant, or not ? A glance at

the poet's works contemporary with the Siege
of Rhodes establishes a suspicion at least that

they are not original. Davenant, like certain

of his Restoration fellow-poets, was carried

away by the wave which fora time swept from
the stage and from popularity the legitimate

drama, and substituted in its place the so-called

modernization or adaptation ; indeed he con-

tributed as much as any of his contemporaries
to the establishment of this fashion. His

Rivals is, as is well known, an unfortunate al-

teration of The Two Noble Kinsmen; his Law
Against Lovers is an equally unsuccessful

modernization of Shakspere, consisting of a

combination of Measure for Measure and
Alttch Ado About Nothing ; his Alan's the

Master is a parallel combination of two plays
of Scarron;4 while to his Macbeth and Tempest
(the latter of which Dryden had a hand in) as

mutilations of the master it is unnecessary to

revert. In short, there is but one entire play

composed by Davenant subsequent to the ex-

ecution of Charles I. which is not palpably an

alteration or modernization of some greater
work. This circumstance arouses a very strong

suspicion that it too is at least unoriginal.
In our search for this original for it is evi-

dent from the start that the play is not a mod-
ernization it is but fair that we first hear

Davenant himself. In his preface to the play
he says :

"In this poem I have revived the remembrance
of that desolation which was permitted by
Christian princes, when they favored the am-
bition of such as defended the diversity of re-

ligions (begot by the factions of learning) in

Germany; whilst those who would never admit
learning into their empire .... did make
Rhodes defenceless, which was the only forti-

fy'd academy in Christendom where divinity
and arms were equally profess'd. / have like-

wise, for variety, softened the martial encoun-
ters between Solyman and the Rhodians, with
intermingling the conjugal virtues of Alphonso
and lanthe. . ."5

No hint have we here save the tacit confession

that the "intermingling the conjugal virtues

of Alphonso and lanthe
"

is an addition to the

historical skeleton, we are the rather led to

suppose that this is only the poet's invention.

Reference to any handbook of bibliography
discloses the fact that sixteenth century Turkish

history has afforded the source ofmore than one
drama or romance. France alone, during the
next decade preceding the first presentation of
the Siege of Rhodes, produced no less than

three works based on incidents from the career
of Solyman. These are Madeline ScudeVy's
voluminous romance Ibrahim, on /' I/lustre

fiassa (1641), the drama of Georges de ScudeYy
bearing the same title and founded on it (1643),

4 Jodlet It Maistre t^allt and I'Herltitr Ridicu'r.
5 Dram. Ktst., iii, 258.
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and Desfontaines' drama La Perside, a sort of

sequel to the romance, which appeared in

1644.* All these deal with the life of Solyman,
and especially with his love for Isabella, the

wife of his favorite bassa, Ibrahim. In this

love of the Sultan for a most beautiful woman
who rejects his offers in favor of an earlier and

humbler lover, in the latter's brave defense of

and untiring fidelity to her, and, most striking

of all, in the fickleness of Solyman in his al-

ternate resolutions to regard or to disregard
his obligations as a man of honor to a subject,

to which must be added the jealousy of the

sultana Roxolana, we seem to have, and in-

deed do have, just such motives as are em-

ployed by Davenant. This partial identity of

plot is, however, as will develop later, only ac-

cidental, and is altogether unsatisfactory as a

solution of our problem. The ScudeVys have

nothing whatever to do with the siege of

Rhodes, and their hero Ibrahim ( Mustapha)
did not figure prominently in history until

several years after the fall of Rhodes. Add
to this the fact that their lovers are neither

Sicilians nor Rhodians, and the ScudeVy drama
and romance must be dismissed from the prob-
abilities.

Examining next the drama of Desfontaines,
La Perside, it will first be noted that it ap-

peared in the year 1644, or just at the com-
mencement of Davenanl's residence at the

French capital, which at once arouses a pre-

disposition in favor of it as a possibility ; for,

since be had played the leading part in Eng-
lish dramatic history for some time already,
and had recently been made the nation's lau-

reate, he must have been most cordially wel-

comed into theatrical circles on his arrival at

Paiis, where he, in all probability, met both

Uesfontaines and the Scude'rys. The subject
of the drama, La Perside, indicates a departure
from the ScudeYy type, the Solyman-Isabella

story; and it is, in fact, somewhat different from

it, being a combination of the same will) the even
more popular Solyman-Perseda story, in which

the latter has been followed at first, but soon

merged into the former. The heroine of the

story is here Persede, the hero corresponding

6 A dissertation devoted to Solyman literature in general
ha* Aided me materially in this study. It is entitled /'/-

Gisckichte von Soliman and Ptrsedu in der nrueren Litttr-

atur, by Krust Sieper, Weimar. 1895. The work also ap-
pears in the Zfittrscftr. f. vtrft, LitffscA. ix, 33 f. To b

compared also in this connection are Tltainsis Kyd und sein

AVf/J, by (iregor Sarrazin. Berlin, 1892, and the review of
the same by Si:nick in Herrig's Archiv xc, 176 f.

to Ibrahim of the romance, Eraste. The char-

acter and r61e of Solyman differ but little.

There is one step nearer the Davenant plot in

the circumstance that the lovers are Rhodians.

This is the only gain, however, since, as noted,
the drama is based almost entirely on Scude'ry,
and only takes its introduction up to the cap-
ture of its heroine, from the Solyman-Perseda
branch. But while it offers little, if any, more

probability as a source than the works already

considered, it puts us on the track of the real

solution of the problem, and we dismiss La
Perside with the feeling that it may at least

have given Davenant his first suggestion.

Following the thread afforded by Desfon-

taines, let us examine the Solyman-Perseda lit-

erature. This consists of a group of four works,
two French and two English, Yver's Le Prin-

temps and Mainfray's LaRItodienne, Wotton's

Cupid's Cantfls and Kyd's Solyman and Per-

seda. The first employment of the theme
seems to h,ave been Le Printemps d' Yver,
which appeared in 1572. From this, twenty

years later, Wotton made the translation

which Schick and Sarrazin have shown to be

the source of Kyd's play. Mainfray's drama,
La Rhodienne, 1637, is based on Yver. Each
of these has preserved the story as with Yver
with remarkable fidelity, the only deviations of

any importance being a slight alteration in the

Perseda death scene by Kyd, and the abridg-
ment by Mainfray for dramatic purposes,doubt-

less of the early history of the lovers. 7 For this

reason the comparison with Siege of Rhodes

maybe made almost equally well with anyone
of this group.

Erastus and Perseda, for such are the names
of the lovers here, as with Desfontaines, cor-

respond to Alphonso and lanthe of Davenant.
With the Yver-group, however, the whole

story of their early life is related. They are

natives of Rhodes, where early infatuated with

each other, they grow up together. Perseda

gives Erastus a chain in token of her love, and
he in turn agrees never to part with it so long
as life shall last; but shortly after, engaging in

a tournament, in which he overcomes all his

antagonists, the chain is lost and he is ren-

7 I regret very much that I have been unable to consult

Mainfray's work. There is no copy of it in the British
Museum, but it may be found in the Hibliothfeque de 1'Arscnal
I Sieper 6). 1 have handled all the versions of the cycle.
Valuable abstracts of each are submitted by Sieper in his

; monograph ut sujru. Walton's novel, which is not very ac-
'

ccssible in America, is reprinted by Sarrazin in his TkontAS
Kyd und sfin Krets.w, 12-40.
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dered most unhappy. It is found by one of

the jousters, Fernando by name, who gives it

to his lady-love Lucina. Perseda discovers

the chain on the neck of Lucina, and immedi-

ately concludes that Erastus is false to her ;

nor can he convince her of the contrary.

Erastus ultimately, by artifice, secures the

chain again, but while on his way to Perseda

with it, he is attacked by Fernando, whom he

slays in self-defense. This act necessitates

his leaving Rhodes, and it is to Solyman his

arch-enemy that he goes. At the Turkish

court, owing to his bravery and ingenuousness,

he soon acquires much favor and distinction.

The Sultan's forces lay siege to Rhodes and

carry away Perseda captive. She is presented

to Solyman, who becomes desperately en-

amoured of her. All his proposals, however,

she courteously but firmly rejects, assuring

him that she will die sooner than prove faith-

less to Erastus. And here the magnanimity
ofSolyman asserts itself; he sends for Erastus,

presents him to Perseda, and ratifies their

marriage. Erastus is now appointed Gov-

ernor of Rhodes, but the happy pair have

scarcely left the Turkish Court, when Soly-

man's baser nature regains supremacy over

him, and he makes the fatal determination to

have Perseda for his queen come what may.

By the advice of Brusor, one of his bassas, who
is jealous of Erastus, the newly-appointed
Rhodian Governor is recalled, charges of high

treason preferred against him, and with only
the semblance of a trial, he is condemned to a

disgraceful death. Solyman then proceeds
towards Rhodes ; but Perseda having heard

in advance of the foul death of her lover,

has hastily collected the Rhodians, and ap-

pears with them, at Solyman's approach, on

the walls of the city, where being mistaken for

a common soldier, she falls mortally wounded

by a Turkish bullet. Comparing' this story

with the plot of the Siege of Rhodes, we find

first of all that, with the exception of Solyman
(whose name runs through the entire cycle),

and the comparatively unimportant Villerius,

there is a complete dissimilarity of names ;

while the following more or less important dif-

ferences in narrative may be noted :

i. With the Yver-group the lovers grow up
together in the city of Rhodes, whence Erastus

flees on slaying Fernando ; with Davenant

they are Sicilians of whose early history no
mention is made.

2. There is a reversal of the situation with

regard to the hero: on the one hand, he is a

general in the Turkish army; on the other, he

is an ally of the Rhodian forces engaged

against the Turks.

3. The same is true of the heroine. Perseda

appears only once at Solyman's court and

that after having been taken prisoner in an at-

tack on Rhodes, while lanthe is twice in the

Sultan's hands once by capture while on her

way from Sicily to Rhodes, again when she

voluntarily yields herself hoping to obtain a

cessation of hostilities.

4. There are two exhibitions of Solyman's

magnanimity with Davenant as against one

with the Yver-group, a difference growing out

of the one just cited.

5. Lastly the most striking variation of all

with the Yver-group the conclusion is tragic.

Erastus suffers a violent death, while Perseda

dies in defense of her native city. With

Davenant, on the other hand, the story ends

happily, the two lovers being permitted to

return to Rhodes and the fate of the city left

in their hands.

Examining next the points of agreement :

1. There is exact correspondence between the

leading characters of the two stories. Soly-

man appears in both with the same name, and

very similar r61es. Perseda corresponds to

lanthe, and Erastus witli Alphonso. Villerius

likewise agrees in general with the Villiers or

Philippo of the Yver-group. To the subordi-

nate characters, Lucina and Fernando, Daven-

ant naturally offers no parallels, since he

entirely passes over the early history of his

two lovers. As for Roxulana and the remain-

ing characters in Davenant and not in the

Solyman-Perseda story, these as will be sub-

sequently shown, were taken from history.

2. Both deal with the same historical happen-

ings, the Siege of Rhodes, which, however,

they only use as a skeleton or framework in

which they insert an unhistoric love episode
from which the real action develops.

3. The main motives of the action are the

same : a. Hero and heroine are separated by
the fortunes of war; b. The heroine, falling

into the hands of Solyman, is desperately
loved by him ; c. Her fidelity and general no-

bility of conduct arouses his magnanimity,
and she is delivered over safely to her lover ;

d. Solyman subsequently changes his resolu-

tion, and endeavors to regain the person of

iSe
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the heroine ;
e. Both his efforts in this con-

nection are futile though in different ways.

4. It is not an altogether unimportant agree-

ment that the heroine in each appears, on the

approach of Solyman after his first change of

resolution, on the walls of the city of Rhodes8

and at the head of its defenders, whom she

urges on in their combat with the Turks. In

each case she is disguised, in each she suf-

fers defeat.

These coincidences cannot be accidental,

but are significant as showing that Davenant

got the main source of his plot (as far as the

action is concerned) the Alphonso-Ianthe epi-

sode from some one of the Yver-group. As
for the skeleton of his plot, it has already-

been seen that it is historical. The same
holds for the characters which Davenant has

added to those of his main source. Of these

Roxolana alone plays an important part. She

appears in history as the jealous queen,
but rather of Mustapha, Solyman's favorite,

who is a rival of her eldest son for the throne

of Turkey. Davenant in making her jealous

also of her rivals for Solyman's love has pos-

sibly leaned on Madeline ScurleYy, although

the latter professes to be based on history

(Paolo Giovio), and it is more than probable
that Davenant, too, found some hint of this in

history. As to the remaining characters, Mus-

tapha, Pirrhus, Haly, Rustan, Orchan and

Zangibau, little need be said. They have

been chosen at random, as is characteristic of

Davenant in his /]/t>oz'i>te,{rom history contem-

porary with that which forms the background
of the story, and have been used largely as

padding. None of them, save possibly Musta-

pha who is in charge of the naval forces

which capture lanthe and her galley, plays

any significant part in the action. The theory
of a ScudeVy influence on Davenaut may, to be

sure, be advanced in consideration of the fact

that many of these names appear in the

Ibrahim romance ; but it develops from an

examination of that work that not all these

additional names appear there ; moreover, we
have Davenant's own statement in his preface

to the effect that he has made a partial use of

8 In the Yver-group in the Perseda denthscene ; in

Davenant at the first defense of the city, cf. Dram. Rest.

i'ii, 290, where lanthe appears in the English station, and is

seen by Solyman and Mustapha. Cf. als Dram. Rest. iii.

Admiral. "
Haste, haste '. lanthe in disguise

At the English bulwark* wounded lies."

history, and we have no reason to discredit

him. The most, then, we can claim for the

ScudeYy-group is a possible suggestion of the

subject as affording a good dramatic plot,

with the chances in any case largely in favor

of Desfontaines, rather than either ScudeYy.

Turning again to the main source of Daven-
ant's drama and instituting a search for the

grounds of Davenant's variations from the

basial stories, we discover two important con-

ditions which led to these : i. a desire to pre-
serve the unities after the French fashion, a

so-called dramatic law which Davenant had
not too faithfully observed in his early dramas;
and 2. a desire for a comic or tragi-comic de-

nouement. To the first may be attributed the

omission of the early romantic history of hero

and heroine ; to the latter, the radical variation

in taking lanthe back to the Turkish Court a

second time, thus affording a second exhibi-

tion of the magnanimity of Solymau's charac-

ter and enhancing the figure of Ianthe.9 The
slight change of names may be accounted for

in the pardonable inclination of the dramatist

to conceal his sources.

A somewhat unsatisfactory result is obtained
in that no one production is settled on as a

source. This, however, is not altogether of

great importance, and is, so far as can now be

seen, unavoidable, since the several versions

of the Yver-group agree most closely in inci-

dent, and there is almost no variation in

names. The case for the English versions,

Kyd and Wotton, and especially Kyd, would
at first seem the stronger, but when it is borne

in mind that Davenant had spent several years
in Paris just prior to the composition of his

play, the probability would seem to favor Yver
or Mainfray. An agreement of the latter with

Davenant in that he too passes over the youth
of the lovers, is neither important nor in any
way determining, since the change in bdth

cases would naturally result from an effort to

preserve the unities. Any attempt to show

any particular one of these to be Davenant's
source on the basis of internal evidence would,
I believe, prove futile.

Our conclusion, then, may besummed up as

follows : Davenant in his Siege of Rhodes,
while employing a historical background, has

9 We have here a neat parallel to Davenant's later altera-
tion of the Two Noble .Kinsmen, his Rivals, in which he has
also, by a simple change of the catastrophe, converted a

tragedy into a comedy. Cf. Krasenbaum's Diss., Tin Rivals
und T. T. ff. K. Halle-Wittenberg, 1895.
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made use of the Solyman-Perseda episode

for the body of his story. His deviations from

this source have flowed from natural condi-

tions, chiefly the desire to observe the require-

ments of the classic drama and to make out of

his tragic original a comedy rather than a

tragedy. Any apparent agreement with the

Scude'ry-group is only accidental. The ques-

tion as to which one of the Yver-group,

whether Yver or Wotton or Kyd or Mainfray,

was used by Davenant is left open and most

probably will always remain so.

KILLIS CAMPBELL.

Jo/ins Hopkins University.

GERMAN LANGUAGE.

German Orthography and Phonology . A Trea-

tise with a Word-List. By GEORGE HEMPL,
Ph. D., Professor of English Philology and

General Linguistics in the University of

Michigan. Part i. The Treatise. Boston,

U.S.A., and London : Ginn & Co., 1897.

iznio, pp. xxxii, 264.

PROFESSOR HEMPL'S treatise on German Or-

thography and Phonology deserves the highest

praise for its scholarly thoroughness and ac-

curacy. Not satisfied with giving a simple

compilation of what others had done before

him, the author has embodied in his book the

results of much original work, and it will con-

sequently claim the attention of students of

German not only in this country, but also in

the Fatherland.

For the second time within less than two

years, Germany has had to thank American

scholarship for a generous contribution toward

the understanding of German speech and

thought. Beside the present work I have, of

course, in mind Professor Francke's admirable

Social Forces in German Literature, of which

1 am reminded also by another consideration.

The two books mark it seems to me an

epoch in the study of German in this country :

in each case an interesting struggle has been

fought between the publisher and the author,

and the author has carried the day. Originally,

it was the publisher's desire to issue an inex-

pensive elementary school book, but in the

hands of the author the book grew to be an

independent work of original value. It is a

good sign that the publishers should in each

case have been willing to print a book which

was not intended to be of immediate use in

the class room. Let us hope that the buyers
of such advanced works will prove numerous

enough to encourage the publishers in their

generous efforts.

Professor Hempl's book " aims to be a sys-

tematic and practical treatise on the subjects

pertaining to the writing, printing and uttering

of Modern German." (I should have pre-

ferred: "to the printing, spelling and uttering,"

etc.)

Of the four books which it is to contain the

first three (Orthography, Phonology, Accent)

have appeared, while the fourth one, a Word-
List together with a complete Index, is to form

the Second Part, which we hope will soon

appear.

The chapters of the First Book, five in num-

ber, treat of the Alphabet, Spelling, Division

of Words, Use of Capitals and Punctuation re-

spectively ; of these the chapter on the Al-

phabet in which Mr. Hempl sketches the de-

velopment of the forms of German letters does

not quite satisfy me. Why should we not be

given the forms of all the letters of the early

alphabets? Or if space were lacking why
should anything be presented save the Roman,
Schwabach and Fraktur alphabets ? Further-

more, in the second chapter, we miss a sys-

tematic treatment of the varieties of spelling,

interesting as are the twenty selections in 30.

As to the German script, given on p. 12, the

second forms of ./(/and N, given in the list, I

have seen only in letters of business men who,
as is generally known, use a strange mixture

of German and Roman script.

The Second Book, on Phonology, contains

three chapters. In the first is given, in the

narrow compass of less than thirty pages, an

admirable abstract on Phonetics ; then follows

the chapter on German Speech-Sounds ; the

last chapter, treating of Pronunciation, is the

most interesting of this Book. The author

here takes up the questions of a Standard of

Pronunciation, of Stage Pronunciation, of the

Best German. To characterize his attitude, I

quote from the Preface, pp. xiv sq.:

"
I am not the advocate of the unique value of

the German pronunciation of any one province.
I have aimed to enable the learner to choose
in each particular that usage that is most gen-
eral which not only will offend the fewest

ears, but which also stands the best chance of

ultimately prevailing. Such a 'Durchschnitts-
deutsch' is most likely to find actual realization

in the capital of the nation, especially if that
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capital like London and Berlin, stands on the
border of the Midland and that part of the

country that has chief political and literary
importance."

The last sentence is 'Zukunftsmusik ' and
needs no discussion, but the same thought is

expressed in a slightly different form in 163,

and it is against this modification that I wish

to say a few words. Professor Hempl writes

(p. 112):
" The speech of the upper classes in Berlin has
much higher claim [namely, than Hanoverian
German] to being

' the best German '

for it

agrees in most points with what is the more
usual throughout the rountry; and if Berlin
remains the capital of the Empire, it must ul-

timately have an importance and influence
similar to that long exerted by the speech of
London and Paris."

Of course, Mr. Hempl has a right to express
some doubt as to whether Berlin is likely to

remain the capital of the Empire, and it is not

on that ground that I take exception to the

above passage, although I cannot suppress a

sad smile when I meet with such a suggestion
in this place. "Es thut mir well, class ich clich

in der Gesellschaft sell." Speaking seriously,

however, it seems to me that there might have
been mentioned a number of cities and towns
in the Midland, that have the same claim as

Berlin to represent 'the best German,' and
where the mixture of dialectic shades in the

speech of the upper classes is less confusing
than in Berlin. And further, I might ask : Is

there really such a strong analogy between
the position of London and Paris on one side

and Berlin on the other? What the author

s;iys himself, 158, about the spread of educa-

tion and the ever growing democratic tenden-

cies, certainly does not strengthen his position.

After some very valuable paragraphs on the

difference between German and English pro-
nunciation in which I miss only the warning
against the use of the ///-sound in German
we find more than forty pages devoted to the

Values of the Letters Professor Hempl pre-

sents the pronunciation of the various letters in

their usual alphabetical order, with numerous
shall I say, numberless? references to the

preceding sections in which the general sub-

ject and the governing principles have been

treated systematically. For each letter, there

is first given a general statement as to its value

in the
'

Durchschnittsdeiitsch,
1 and then we

have an almost confusing wealth of informa-

tion poured out in the notes which treat of

special modifications of the general rules.

The sections on A and those on G show per-

haps better than any others what an amazing
amount of painstaking labor has been put into

this work.

Before turning to the last Book of the First

Part I wish to remark upon a number of de-
tails : p. 56, 65, note, it ought to have been
stated that in spite of the spellers, Vos-
sische Zeitung is still the only form in which
the name of that newspaper appears. p. 96,

141, Riister\s wrongly given as local, while

according to p. 155, 237, note 2, is as fre-

quent as a in this word (Sanders has only
Raster). p. 109, note: That Schiller should be

responsible for Stralsund' seems somewhat
doubtful. I, for one, must confess that I did
not remember the stress of the word in Schiller.

And the young Germans in general learn the
name of the Pomeranian town in their geog-
raphy and again in their history lessons long
before they read Wallenstein. The stress is

explained differently and according to more
general principles p.242, 331, 2 (b). p. 113, 165
2 (b): Has German really no such low vowels
as those in hat, law? The author states him-
self (p. 1 16) that a tends to become a front

vowel resembling a in hat, for example in

Hanover, and a vowel resembling a in law is

heard in Silesian and also in South German
and Austrian dialects. p. 117, 170, note 3:
The pronunciation FiaKer is not the only one
in use. I am familiar only with Fi'aktr, which,
if I mistake not, is also the pronunciation cur-

rent in Austria ; the word is unusual in North
Germany. Professor Hempl has Sanders' au-

thority on his side, but Fliigel-Schmidt-Tanger
has both forms giving the one with stressed i

first ;
Sachs-Villatte also has both forms but in

the reversed order. p. 117, ibid.: Against
Kakerlak (so also Sanders) I wish to state that
I only know the form with two o's, which
form is also given by Fliigel, while Sachs has
Kakerlak. p. 118, 173, remark 2 : Neither of
the pronunciations given for Nikolaus appears
to be correct, pronounce Ni

'

kolaus, cf. Fliigel
and Sachs, or Mkola'ist I know only a form
with I which must be quite frequent, cf. en-

dearing form Nickel in Hessen and Nickels-

graben for Nicolaigraben in Lusatia. p. 126,

g 185, note 6, Bethlehem seems to be the lit-

erary form. The common form is fiefthlehem,
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cf. Fliigel and Sachs. Jetzt gehen wir nach

Bethlehem (=zu Bett) certainly never has e.

p. 124, 182, remark : The statement might
have been added that there exists a dialectic

z'e'ksen (=sechzehri) due to seeks. I have

heard it in the pronunciation of people from

Mecklenburg and from the Lower Rhine. p.

141, 209, note i (a): Ungarn may be pro-

nounced in two ways, either with the ng of

singer, or with that of finger ; cf. also Victor,

Phonetik, p. 249, where the second form is

mentioned as frequent, which implies that he

considers the first form as the more common.

p. 142, 210, note 3 : Zoologie has only two

narrow O's ; cf. also Victor, p. 78. The first o

is long. p. 145, 216, note I : The author ad-

vises those who cannot pronounce o properly,

to use e, as p. 155, 237, note i, he suggests

the use of i for in the same emergency. "All

Germans," he adds, "would understand this

and many use it.
' '

Yes, to be sure, but if ever

that realstandardof which Prof. Hempl speaks
on pp. 109 f. has been emphatic in debarring

provincial forms it has been so in regard to o

and a. The "
proper

"
pronunciation of o and

being a test for good German, it seems pref-

erable to use any English sound rather than e

or i. Gurty with ur as in English fur for

Goethe will not grate upon the ears of educated

Germans as much as would Gete. p. 145, 217,

note 2 : Comptoir has two pronunciations :

Komtor and Kontor (cf. Sachs; and Fliigel,

where the French pronunciation is also given),

the latter being originally the pronunciation
of Kontor only, which Italian form is older in

Germany than French Comptoir; cf. Kluge,

Etym. \Vb. p. 151, 229, remark i : bisschenv&

pronounced bl-schen only in North-West Ger-

many, if I mistake not, and is considered dia-

lectic, but not vulgar. p. 155, 237, note 2 : I

doubt whether rt in Niister, -wiichsig, wachse,
wtische has become quite rare. To me only ~ii

is familiar, just as u in Wuchs,wuchs, wusch,
but the author might refer me to what he has

said in 137, note 3 about, East-Middle Ger-

many. Victor, p. 66, however, gives for

Wuchs, wuchs as frequent and u as common
before ch where the unmodified forms have u;

Fliigel has Niister, for Wuchs, wuchs he gives
or u, for wusch u also u, and Sachs agrees

with him, except for wusch, where he does not

have the fi form at all. IJlzen and Uchtritz I

know only with it. p. 157, 241 : It ought to

have been stated that in the Latin schools y is

taught with the il value ; cf. the interesting
form lynchen with which Professor Hempl
mentions himself. Cyklus with seems an

artificial form to use, but Victor, Sachs and

Fliigel are against me, Sanders, however, has

a. p. 160: The first line of Faust in the pho-
netic transcription representing the careful

enunciation of the stage ought to be read as

Minor, N/id. Metrik, p. 24, directs ; namely,
with no stress on nun and a strong stress on
ach. In the second line, Juristerei has no
stress on the first, but one on the second sylla-

ble ; cf. Sachs.

The Third Book, on Accent, contains a

greater number of independent observations

than the others, especially in regard to Sen-

tence-Stress, where Professor Hempl found but

little systematic work done. After a few words
about the nature of Accent in general and
short but valuable remarks on Pitch, he takes

up the subject of Stress in the third chapter
where he treats the five factors which form the

basis of stress-placing: i. tradition; 2. state

of mind of the speaker; 3. his consideration

for the mind of the listener; 4. analogy; 5.

rhythm and other physical factors. The fourth

chapter is given to Sentence-Stress which in

modern German, especially in the North, shows
a crescendo tendency, while the word-stress

is decrescendo. The general principle is stated

first; namely, "the psychological predicate is

heavily stressed." Then the modifiers of verbs,
of nouns and adverbs, as well as the group of

anaemic words are discussed in detail. Lastly
Transference of Stress in repeated sentences
and also Displacement af Stress are taken up,
the main difference being that in transference
the stress falls on a word which one desires to

emphasize, while this is not the case in dis-

placement. Of especially valuable passages
in this excellent chapter I mention 282 (3),

where one striking difference of sentence-stress

between English and German is stated, the
source of constantly recurring mistakes in the

German of English-speaking people ; and

289 f. treating of the modifier preceding its

noun. Here we get a happy explanation of
the strange case that even when the modifier
has become a full predicate the usual accentua-
tion of modifier and modified word sometimes

prevails ; the fact being attributed to the con-
currence of two influences, analogy and econ-

omy of force.

For the last chapter, on Word-Stress, the
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author found a good deal of work done as far

as simple words and compounds were con-

cerned, while he had to make many contribu-

tions of his own in the paragraphs treating of

conglomerates. The emphasis, from the very

beginning, is laid on the fact that a word does
not stand by itself but forms part of a sentence

and that therefore, the relation of a word to

other words must not be ignored. Regarding
compounds Professor Hempl again precedes
from the general principle, which is that "com-

pound nouns have the chief stress on the first

member, while compound verbs have it on the

second
;

"
a long number of exceptions, among

them the lawless crowd of adjectives and ad-

verbs with -, are then explained by the fol-

lowing influences : (a) change in the value of

words and parts of words ; (b) mental associa-

tion, that is analogy and contrast, and (c)

rhythm.
A special subchapter is devoted to Geo-

graphical Names. The conglomerates, which

generally keep the old sentence-stress, are

treated in three groups : nouns and verbs, pro-

nouns, and particles ; an enormous amount of

work is compressed here into a few pages. With
some general statements about secondary and
weak stress the chapter closes.

I shall only add a few remarks in regard to

minor points. p. 217, 310 (3) : Two Latinized

forms of Kleinod are given, but I think only
one is used at present, namely, Kleino'dien

(cf. Sanders, Fliigel and Sachs) despite the

statement in Grimm's Wb. p. 225 : Under -or

Thwr (from the Latin) ought to have been

given, as p. 226 Tenor' is mentioned. p. 229,

g 318, note I : zu missvcrstehn ought to have
the second place being the rarest form. p.

238, 330, note : Alonats-, Tages-abschluss
or -schlusz show a stress quite unfamiliar to

me. p. 240: Minor's authority for Wilden-

brucli' ought not to be accepted. p. 145, 335:

Thaler ought not to have been translated by
'dollars'. p. 247, 341: Against the state-

ment that hiniiber-, heriibersetzen are more
common than ii'bersetzen, I wish to put the as-

sertion that in spoken language, ii'bersetzen is

more common as far as my experience goes.

p. 258, 360, 6: gleichwohl has stress on second

syllable (cf. Fliigel) also gleichviel ; wiederuin

has usually the st ress on the first syllable, cf. Vic-

tor, p.69. Sanders has o'bgleich, we'nngleich.

p. 263, 366, note 2 : Sanders and Sachs give

Kle'ktncitftt which is the only form I know.

The explanation for the tendency to shift the

secondary stress to the second syllable if that

is a heavy syllable if such a tendency does
exist seems to lie in the fact that the adjectives
are much more common and so authen'tisch,

cla'stisch, tlek'trisch have influenced the rarer

nouns.

Before I close my remarks about this book,
which Professor Victor calls "die beste deut-

sche Phonetik, im Sinne des Titels," I wish to

express my appreciation of its fine typographi-
cal garb, which reflects great credit on the

publishers. Only the row of strung-up fowl,

vaguely resembling the Brandenburg eagle,
does not seem appropriate in a treatise on

language ;
it ought to be reserved for heraldic

books.

M. F. BLAU.
Bryn Mnwr College.

SHAKESPEARE.
The Diary of Afaster William Silence, a Study
of Shakespeare and of Elizabethan Sport,

by the Right Hon. D. H. MADDEN, Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Dublin :

Longmanns, Green & Co., 1898.

THIS book is the outgrowth of a scholarly
love of Shakespeare and an appreciation of

the pleasures of deer-hunting as carried on in

the Forest of Exmoor in accordance with

ancient usage. The Vice-Chancellor first col-

lected numerous passages from the plays
which are illustrated by hunting customs.

Then it occurred to him to put together some
of this knowledge in the form of a description
of a hunt. The hounds must, of course, be-

long to Shallow ; and who was so well fitted

to write the diary as Master William Silence?

One must not be hypercritical. If Silence did

not write the diary, it is what he might have
written ; and if the family of Shallow- is not in

Canulen's Britannia, it might have been, "the

blood and quality of Shallow are widely dif-

fused through the three kingdoms." Why
insist upon facts when fiction is nearer the

truth? Why limit one's belief to the uninter-

esting things that can be proved ?

The people come together for the hunting;
in the park ot Justice Shallow. This hunt is

in honor of the home-coming of the Lady
Catherine, bride of Master Petre, "a man of

note in these parts," who has been masquerad-
ing as one Petruchio. In the diary there are

1*5
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frequent references to a stranger from a

neighboring town who has made a strong im-

pression on the mind of Silence, and we are

encouraged to believe that this stranger is

Shakespeare.
The story flows on gently : sometimes it dis-

appears for many pages ; then it comes to the

surface with a little conversation borrowed

from one of the plays, or with some of those

realistic touches that prove Mr. Madden's

power as a delineator ofcharacter. Thoroughly
unobtrusive as he makes the story, he cannot

refrain from stopping a moment to tell us of

William Silence's repeating an ode of Horace

instead of singing a song, and straightway

incurring the learned wrath of the Justice be-

cause of his "
calling a poet, a philosopher."

"Quintus Horatius was a poet, he was no

philosopher .... a poet's a poet, though he

write the Latin tongue," says the worthy Jus-

tice indignantly.

It is at this same hunting supper that Shallow

complacently names over his most valued

books, the Ship of fools, the Book of Kiddles,

the Hundred Merrie Tales, etc., and wicked

Master Petre exclaims to Silence in affected

admiration, "Would not learning like this

amaze and delight thy fellow at Gray's Inn,

Master Francis Bacon ?
"

A delightful air of leisure is given to the

book by such details as the arrangement of

guests at the table, by the reverential descrip-
tion of the arms of the Squele family

" In a

field, vert, a hog, sgutlant, proper, charged
with a pair of shears, gules ; motto, Great

Squele, little wool," and the solemn-faced

arraignment of the false etymology on which

this triumph of heraldry was founded. The
author tarries to describe the effect that the

fearful portent of the birth of a two-headed
calf has on the county community, to whom
everything unusual is a marvel. He can not

forbear a touch of humor when Mistress Slen-

der grieves that she is no longer "a papist,
and not having so much as an agnus in the

house," is defenceless against whatever evil

this monster may portend. There is "that

smell of brimstone as is not to be believed,"
and Sir Topaz is called upon to exorcise the

evil spirit, while Simple considerately stands

behind his mistress,
"
lest the foul fiend may

perchance assault her when cast out." The
next Sunday the parson preaches on the

miracle, and during the sermon our friend

Antolycus appears, calling his ballads in the

church porch at the top of his voice. A vivid

picture it is of the admiring crowd, simple vil-

lage maidens gazing on his "glittering gew-
gaws, "and the "simpler rustic swains "

trying
to cheapen his wares. Here, too, are rogues
and vagabonds, Dogberry's "vagrotn men,"
for whose escape he bids his watch thank God
they are rid of a knave.

The author loiters by the way to picture the

residence of a country gentleman, the long,

low, gray stone house with its mullioned win-

dows, its pointed gables, its unsanitary moat
utilized as a fishpond, its little summer-house
from which one could angle for carp, the "

fair

orchard," the garden whose walks and beds

were arranged in quaint devices, even the

eglantine and rosemary under the window,
and the perfume of

" Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram.'*

He is not in too great haste to question how it is

" that in certain ages of the world the meanest
man cannot do ill that which at other times
the noblest fails to do well, save by way of
imitation. Was ever parish church designed
amiss in the thirteenth century, or dwelling-
house in the sixteenth,"

he queries.
The story moves quietly onward to its end,

when suddenly, and "things were not ex-

pected tooccursuddenly in Gloucestershire"
" William Silence and Mistress Anne Silence,

formerly Squele," emerge from the shadow of

the woodland path that leads from the church

to the hunting-ground. On the authority of

the genial editor of the diary, this scene is re-

produced in the Merry Wii>cs of Windsor, and
Anne's selfish father accepts the situation in

these words :

*' What cannot be eschew'd must be embraced ....
Heaven give you many, many merry days."

V. 5.

So much for the story. Pleasantly as it

winds its way through the chapters, and much
as it sometimes makes us wish that its author

would some day write an Elizabethan novel,

no devotee of the average novel will ever read

this book for the sake of the story. Indeed,
the chief value of the story as a story is that it

makes it possible to bring in the terms of the

hunt and the lines from Shakespeare easily
and naturally. Bits of the various plays help
on the conversation ; and even the description
of the scenery Is given in the words of Romeo
and Juliet, the Midsummer NighCs Dream,
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or the Sonnets, The laws of venery are

strictly observed. We are carried on through

the hunting and the hawking. We see how
the hounds and hawks are trained and man-

aged, and much of this is given us in Shake-

speare's own words. Thus far the author has

no theories, he is collecting facts. But he

finds that while some of Shakespeare's char-

acters use legal terms and some theological

terms, while some talk like courtiers and

some like countrymen, there are few who do

not in direct quotation or indirect allusion

make some reference to these out-of-door

sports, few that manifest no familiarity with

the technicalities of their language. This de-

parture from verisimilitude is the more marked

when we remember that in Elizabethan days a

knowledge of venery was the shibboleth of

the typical gentleman, and that the first Eng-
lish treatise on falconry bore the significant

title, The Institution a/ a Gentleman. That

with Shakespeare all classes speak the lan-

guage, so that neither Juliet nor Othello nor

Pandarus nor Mrs. Ford can express the feel-

ings belonging to the part without making use

of it, that it is here that Shakespeare turns for

a much larger share of illustration and meta-

phor than he has allotted to any other branch

of human work or play this suggests in-

evitably that there was no other line of art in

which he felt so much at home, no other

amusement that he loved so well.

This is not an entirely new idea. Perhaps
there is little hope of anything absolutely new
in regard to Shakespeare. Perhaps there is

small opportunity left to do more than to lay

the emphasis on a different place. Mr. Mad-

den, then, lays the emphasis on Shakespeare's
love of sport, and even here his work is in-

valuable if only for reference ; but he does

more than that, for his collection of facts he

brings to bear on various mooted questions of

Shakespearian criticism so forcibly as to make
his work approach the bounds of a veritable

discovery.

While disclaiming the title of expert in

criticism, he reminds us that expert judgment
must depend primarily upon some matter of

fact. Starting with the fact that Shakespeare's

allusions to horse, hound, hawk, and deer

contrast in mere point of frequency with those

of any other writer in ancient or modern

times, he makes a careful study of these al-

lusions, and decides that to be distinctively

Shakespearian one should contain :

"
I. A secret of woodcraft or horsemanship.

II. An illustration therefrom of human nature
and conduct. III. A lively image. IV. A
conceit ; or V. An irrelevance ; that is, an idea

somewhat out of place with its surroundings."

He applies this test to the question of the

authority of the Folio of 1623. Comparing
the terms of art of woodcraft, falconry, or

horsemanship, in Folio and Quartos, he finds

the Folio

"more in accordance with the language of

ancient writers upon the mysteries of sport
than either the readings of the Quartos or the

conjectural alterations of the critics,"

while not one term of art which is incorrect in

the Folio is rightly applied in the Quartos.

Moreover, he finds that not one of the thirty-

four plays of the Folio "fails to yield specimens
of the true Shakespearian allusion."

He subjects to the same test the twelve

plays sometimes attributed to Shakespeare,
but not in the Folio. His result is substantially

a confirmation of the conclusions stated by
Professor Dowden in his Introduction to Shake-

speare. Applying the test to the admitted

plays of those dramatists whose work has

been confused with that of Shakespeare, he

concludes that while the Shakespearian work

is never free from this distinctive note, it never

appears in the dramas of Fletcher, Kyd,
Greene, or Marlowe. Ben Jonson is surprised

to find "a wise man seriously follow hawk-

ing," and Bacon leaves out of his "all knowl-

edge" any word showing interest in horse,

hawk, or hound.

Mr. Madden gives a special chapter to

the horse, showing from numerous quotations

Shakespeare's fondness for the animal, his ex-

act knowledge of its habits, its training, care,

food, and management, noting his references

to the sympathy between horse and rider, and

his frequent metaphorical use of the horse.

He marks the fact that Shakespeare has

nothing to say of the horse-race, though even

Bacon recognized the sport. A little fanciful

it is, perhaps, to suggest that the poet's judg-
ment in horseflesh developed in harmony with

his dramatic genius, and to permit this to be

an aid in establishing the order of his plays;

to classify the historical plays as the "roan

Barbary group," and to accept the compara-
tive absence of the Barbary horse from the

tragedies as a confirmation of Professor Dow-
den's statement that they were written in a
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period of depression and gloom : but where so

much is incontrovertible fact, one need not be

jealous of one small fancy which after all

may be another fact.

A most interesting chapter is entitled
" The

Gloucestershire Justices." Here and in a note

thereto appended, Mr. Madden has collected

record and tradition bearing on the possibility

of Shakespeare's having spent some part of

his early life in Gloucestershire, probably that

between his removal from Warwickshire and

his arrival in London. He thinks that Master

Robert Shallow and his fellows, Slender and

Silence and others, were, in the first draft of the

Merry Wives of Windsor, faithful portraits of

Gloucestershire originals, and that it was at a

later period that Shakespeare, for some un-

known reason, was willing to identify the Jus-

tice with Sir Thomas Lucy. His chief argu-

ment for this theory is the fact that between

the Quarto and the Folio the character of Shal-

low undergoes a great change not ascribable

to mistakes of surreptitious copyists, and that

the Quarto differs from the Folio, not as an im-

perfect copy from an original document, but

as a rough draft from a completed work. In

the Quarto, Shallow is a subordinate charac-

ter, serving chiefly to introduce his nephew.
He is

"
fussy, important in his way, and self-

complacent, but deferential rather than self-as-

serting." In the Folio,
"
Shallow, the custos

rotulorum, is decidedly pompous. He dwells

on his dignities, and poses as a personage."
The very identity of Shallow is gone. Some
motive of resentment has arisen against a

member of the Lucy family. Most improbable
of all possibilities, the author thinks, is the

notion that Shakespeare, twenty years after-

wards and when Sir Thomas Lucy was dead,
was avenging some punishment inflicted upon
him for deer-stealing in his youth. The ap-

pearance of any poaching story in the Folio

he accounts for by the fact that in the Quarto

Falstaff stole the deer of Shallow.

This and some other points may well be

left to the attention of the specialists ; but no

earnest student who loves Shakespeare, who
wishes to understand what kind of man he was
and just what he meant to say, can fail to

be greatly benefited by the book. Worth far

more than any discussion of mooted questions

and genuineness of doubtful plays is the help

that this book gives us to see Shakespeare at

work, to recognize the very touch of his hand.

Comparing, for instance, the Taming' of the

Shrew with the Taming of a Shrew, we find

the references to horses and hunting in the

older play to be merely such as would grow al-

most inevitably out of the action. While in

the newer play many of these are retained,

there are many more that are casual and inde-

pendent of the plot, "stray thoughts of horse

and stable," of hunting and of falconry, that

are " forever recurring to all sorts of people,"
and these show the distinctively Shakespearian

touch, and came straight from Shakespeare's
love for out of door life and his familiarity

with its sports. The explanation of the exact

meaning of these sporting terms adds a new
vividness and often an entirely new interpreta-

tion to Shakespeare's imagery, and gives clear-

ness and force to many a passage that the

complacent editors have labelled hopelessly

corrupt.
Too much can hardly be said in praise of the

general tone of fairness of this book. It is a

model of inductive reasoning. The author

does not start out to prove a theory, but

simply to ascertain facts and whatever truths

there may be to which these facts point the

way. The whole air of the book is of sincerity

and honesty. There is never the suppression
of opposing fact of the poorly prepared con-

testant, never the heated argument of the too

ardent controversialist. If we accept the au-

thor's conclusions, it is because we have seen

that it is to these that the facts lead.

If one closes the book with the feeling that

the terms of the proverbial
"
dog's life

"
are

amply sufficient to express the various inci-

dents and passions of the life of man, that it is

safer to call an unknown word a term in fal-

conry than a corruption of the text, and that

what the nomenclature of the hunting field

will not explain is unexplainable, this is a

proof, not that the Vice-Chancellor has

stretched his facts to cover his theories, but

that he has laid before us so lavish a fulness

of matter as to leave us without opposing
argument.

EVA MARCH TAPPAN.
English High School,

Worcester, Mass.
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GERMAN LITERA TURE,

A. Three German Tales. Goethe's Die

neue Mtlusine ; Zschokke's Der tote Cast;
Kleist's Die Verlobung in St. Domingo.
Edited with Introduction, Notes and a Gram-
matical Appendix by A. B. NICHOLS. New
York : Henry Holt & Co.

B. DasAbenleuerderNeufahrsnachtund Der
zerbrochene Krug von Heinrich Zschokke.

Edited with Notes by A. B. FAUST, Ph. D.

New York : Henry Holt & Co.

C. Der zerbrochene Krttg, Novelle von Hein-

rich Zschokke. Edited with Introduction,

Notes and Vocabulary, and Paraphrases for

Retranslation into German by E. S. JOYNES.
Boston : D. C. Heath & Co.

HEINRICH ZSCHOKKE is an excellent story-

teller, always ingenious and versatile in his

plots, attractive and interesting, full of genial

humour, vivacious and sprightly, never dull.

Large-hearted and liberal-minded, free from

cant and prejudice as he is, he still now-a-days
endears himself to thousands of readers, who
realize only with difficulty and surprise that

nearly a century separates them from this

writer whose prose, apart from a few obsolete

expressions, reads as if it were a production of

our own time.

The three selections mentioned above de-

serve full recognition for fulfilling the chief

desideratum they are truly representative of

Zschokke's style, and particularly of his comic-

vein, which is really his richest, although he ex-

cels also in the serious and pathetic genre.

Moreover, the editorial work is most carefully

done and is of a high character throughout.
The chief merit of Mr. Nichols' notes consists

in the masterly treatment of the particles some-

times called
'

expletives,' with their delicate

shades of meaning, the interpreting of which

may be considered as the touch stone of an an-

notator's familiarity with the German idiom ;

but the grammatical appendix also is valua-

ble. Professor Joynes has provided his text

with a vocabulary, which will make it accepta-
ble to students, and with easy and well devised

paraphrases for retranslation, which may be

welcome to many instructors.

For future reprints the following suggestions

in regard to the notes are offered :

In A. p. 36, 28: The statement " umher
denotes aimless movement ; herum, move-
ment toward a more or less definite goal ; for

example, the starting-point
"

is only half true

and therefore misleading ; for herum is often

used synonymously with umher and er ging
im Ziinmer herum does not differ in meaning
from er ging im Zimmer umher. Besides,

Faust, just to emphasize his aimlessness, says
that he has been pulling his students an der
Nase herum. p. 75, 31 : The statement,

"The German uses a past participle with a
verb of motion to denote the manner of mo-
tion, where the English uses a present parti-
ciple,"

is not comprehensive enough inasmuch as it

does not include such phrases as er kam ge-

sungen, gepfiffen, etc., where the manner of

motion is not denoted. p. 91,1 : The origin
of the phrase sick aus dem Staub machen

might have been explained : p. 105, 21. wird
in wie wird sie so xclinell mit ihm vertraut
denotes gradual progress and must not be
rendered 'has become" but 'is getting:' p.

114, 25. Besteifen ought to be marked as ob-

solete.

In B. p. i. 15. Es schneit, wie rs mag
scarcely means '

it snows at its own sweet

will,' but mag\s used in its former meaning of

'can,' cl.dakeinersieergriindenmag. Faust,
1. 248. p. 39, 26: Frauenzimmer at the begin-

ning of our century had not yet any 'derogatory
sense.' p. 40, 28: Read Reiszaus for Reisz-

saus.p. 70, ii : Eine Erbschaftmac/w/ can-

not be rendered 'to acquire by inheritance,'
because the direct object is wanting in this

translation.

In C. p. 3, 4 : Hin in sit nickte rrchts und
links hin does not mean 'along,' but merely
denotes direction. p.. 6, 3 : Inzwischen with

the meaning of ' while
'

ought to be marked as

obsolete. p. 10,2: The phrase ziirnich's dir

ought to marked as obsolete in its syntax. p.

27, i : Geltf does not necessarily
'

imply a
wish that something may be true,' but indis-

criminately seeks assent to, or confirmation of,

all sorts of statements.

H. C. O. Huss.
Princiton Univirsity.
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GERMAN LITERA TURE.
Charles Sealsfield (Carl Postl) der Dlchter

beider Hemisphdren. Sein Leben und seine

VVerke von ALBERT B. FAUST, Ph. D., As-

sociate Professor of German, Wesleyan Uni-

versity, Middletown, Conn. Mil dem Bild-

niss des Dichters und den Ansichten seines

Geburts- und Wohnhauses. Weimar: E.

Felber, 1897. 8vo, pp. vi, 295.

CHARLES SEALSFIELD, whose fame as a novel-

ist was once so great in Germany and who in

this country was regarded as a literary
'
lion

'

and was a ' favorite
'

of Longfellow, has been

sadly forgotten. He is almost entirely un-

known in the United States and in Germany
is but a literary memory. The reasons for this

oblivion are not only those mentioned by Pro-

fessor Faust in his Introduction to the above

biography, namely that the Revolution of 1848
' blasted like a frost the growth of literary

talents," and that afterwards mistaken business

judgment kept the author from republishing

his works with a different publisher, thus

failing to keep himself before the public. Nor

is the reason to be found in the fact that the

German novel and German novelists of the

Nineteenth Century have not received proper

attention and study. There are other and

more effective reasons. In the very first place,

the whole body of German novel literature, as

compared with that of the drama and other

poetry in German, occupies a far inferior posi-

tion in importance and literary value. The
same is true when compared with the same

form of literature in French and English. And
even among German novelists Sealsfield does

not rank among the greatest. Then all novels

are more or less ephemeral in their character,

because they deal with passing phases of

liuman development, and are so apt to lay all

the stress on these passing phases rather than

on the lasting
' human '

elements. This is

particularly the case with Sealsfield's novels

which owed most of their interest to their set-

ting and background. Furthermore, as the

author himself says, character-analysis is not

the strong point of Sealsfield and now-a-days
character study above everything else is de-

manded of the novelist who expects to interest

the" public. To be sure, there is a temporary
revival of interest in the novels of adventure

and in the historical novel, but it is as true to-

day as it ever was, the '

proper study of man-

kind is man." There are minor shortcomings

besides in Sealsfield's writings. A number of

his works were left unfinished and incomplete,

even though they are longer than novels gen-

erally are, hence the reader is left unsatisfied.

Almost all lack artistic form and a clear central

action which gives unity and concentration to

the story. And, whatever may be said to

justify the novelist's peculiar style on grounds
of realism, vigor and rhetorical effect, his at-

tempts to reproduce in German the dialect and

personal peculiarities of speech of his charac-

ters, in the opinion of most critics, frequently

evolve a weird jargon and do grow tiresome.

And yet Sealsfield deserves to be better

known and to be read more widely than he is,

and especially in our country, as Professor

Faust makes clear. While not a writer of the

greatest power, there is a great deal in his

writings that is of lasting literary value, par-

ticularly his magnificent descriptions of nature

in its various manifestations of beauty and

grandeur, his creations of character which are

not only local types but also thoroughly human,
and his fascinating charm of story telling which

makes up for much that is defective in form

and structure. His novels are interesting also

from the standpoint of literary history, as they
are the first of the 'ethnographic' novels, that

is, novels which have a people and not indi-

viduals as their heroes. And finally, his books

give excellent pictures, based upon keen

personal observation, of the life, manners
and customs of the people in the United

States during the first decades of this century.

Merely from the standpoint of history, these

novels deserve to be read more than they are,

at least by Americans.

It was quite proper, then, that an American
should undertake the task of writing the first

complete biography of Sealsfield and reviv-

ing the memory of the author who did so

much to acquaint Germany with America. It

is equally proper, on the other hand, that this

biography be written in German, for Sealsfield

wrote for the Germans and, though some of

his works were originally written in English
and others have been translated into English,

yet he was pre-eminently a German author; he

wrote chiefly in German, and among Germans
he obtained his fame and success. The ma-
terials for this biography have been most

diligently and carefully collected by Professor

Faust, who has not only gathered and sifted

everything which has been published on this
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subject hitherto, but for some years has been

making a most careful study of his works and

life. By personal visits to the localities where
Sealsfield lived, by inquiries from personal
friends of the novelist and by the discovery of

a considerable number of letters, he has been

able to get together a good deal of new ma-

terial which throws a flood of light upon many
obscure events of the "Great Unknown's"

life, and disproves beyond all doubt the damag-
ing tales which hitherto have cast a shadow

upon his personal reputation.

The task which the biographer undertook

was not an easy one. It was difficult to obtain

personal information about the novelist so

many years after his death. Those who knew
him at all well have either died or have only
dim recollections of the man. All his personal

literary effects and letters he destroyed before

his death, and only a comparatively small

number of letters written by him have been

preserved by chance. And even they give us

little personal information. Anyway, he never

did attach himself strongly to either persons
or places, he was too much of a cosmopolitan
and too reluctant to let anyone inside the mys-

tery and secrecy of his life. In spite of all

these obstacles, Professor Faust has succeeded

admirably in gathering all the information

which could be obtained, though possibly the

exploitation of these materials leaves some-

thing to be desired. The arrangement of the

biography is simple and lucid. The Intro-

duction discusses Sealsfield's position in lit-

erature, shows his influence upon American

writers such as Wm. Gilmore Simms and

Mayne Reid, who plagiarized from him with

unblushing effrontery. It establishes, too, his

relations to his predecessors and models, Scott,

Cooper and Irving, and gives in broad outlines

his peculiar literary merits and contributions

to the stock of the world's literature by his new

literary creation which the Germans call the
' exotic

' and '

ethnographic
'

novel a form of

the novel imitated in Germany by Gerstiicker,

Miigge and others. His novels mark the be-

ginning of the realistic movement in novel

writing, for unreal as Sealsfield's portrayal of

American character and American life may
now seem to the American, to the European
of that time they seemed intensely realistic, as

they were indeed in spirit and intention.

In the four chapters into which the Biography

proper is divided, the events of Sealsfield's life

are taken up in chronological order, the first

chapter unraveling the story of his early life,

clearing up much that has hitherto been in a

hopeless tangle. It covers his early life until his

flight and mysterious disappearance in 1823.

The second chapter deals with the period of his

early travels in America and of his first literary

productions, that is from 1823-1832. The third

takes up the period of his greatest literary ac-

tivity from 1832-1848, and the last the old age
of the author, the period of decreasing popu-

larity, physical decline and personal isolation,

until his death in 1864. In connection with

each novel, as he treats of it in its place, Pro-

fessor Faust gives an outline of its contents

with a critical survey of the book, and in the

third chapter presents a brief summary and
review of Sealsfield's style and literary quali-

ties based upon the author's doctor's thesis. 1

The book contains an appendix of some

sixty-odd letters of Sealsfield, most of which

have been published before by Professor Faust

and others, while seven are published here for

the first time. Most of them are business

letters and contain little that is personal, but

the strictly personal letters and the personal

opinions and views in the others make us re-

gret that there is not more of the same kind.

The poems of Elise Meyer, Sealsfield's friend

during his last years, which conclude the bio-

graphy are hardly important enough to be in-

cluded, even as an appendix.
Sealsfield's life is full of interest, because

full of mystery, romance and adventure. He
must have been an interesting character, a

man of strong personality, even though ab-

sorbed in self and unpleasantly self-assertive,

a man delightful to meet because of his knowl-

edge of the world and his experiences in life,

though not the sort of a man to attach yourself
to. As indeed he seems to have had few close

friends, and none whom he took into the inti-

macy of his life and heart. It is because of the

romance of Sealsfield's life that the present

biography is interesting, but hardly because of

the literary merits of the book. This is the

one important criticism to be made on this

volume. It is learned, thorough and clear,

and has no vices of style, but it also has no

stylistic virtues. The narration lacks effective

arrangement, it runs along in an even, but for

that reason dull, tone, the important features

I A. B. Faust, Charles SealsfielJ (Carl t'ostl). Materials

ftr a Hiofraphy,a Study of Itix Style, etc. Baltimore; 189*.
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are not forcibly presented, every fact seems as

important as every other, and some of them,

giving details of investigation (for instance, p.

76 near the top), might be relegated to the

footnotes. Nowhere is there any real vigor or

cogency of thought or expression. The liter-

ary characterizations and analyses scattered

throughout the book are open to the same

criticism, they are good, as far as they go, but

they show no deep penetration, nor are they

keen and discriminating. In the entire book

there is no characterization of Sealsfield, either

as an author or as a man, that is adequate or

complete. Tabulated statements from a doc-

tor's thesis convey no impression of an author's

style to one who has not seen the entire thesis,

which will be the case with most readers of

this biography. Of course, in a book which is

strictly scientific, style is not the chief essen-

tial, but it is an essential, and an essential of

some importance in a work of literary bio-

graphy and criticism. It is style and esprit

which give the French critics, and the English

critics too, their great preeminence and their

literary influence, and it is the lack of these

qualities which keeps the Germans from attain-

ing to the high position to which their deeper

thinking and profounder knowledge entitles

them. It is to be regretted that there should

be these pervading defects in a book which on

the whole is so excellent,and which is a valuable

contribution to the history of the literary rela-

tions of Germany and the United States, which

again is so important a chapter in the history

of the influence of German thought and cul-

ture upon the civilization of this country.

GUSTAV GRUENER.
Yale University.

SPANISH POETR r.

Poem of the Cid. Text reprinted from the

unique manuscript at Madrid, by ARCHER
M. HUNTING-TON, A. M. Vol.1. New York:

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1897. 410, pp. ii, 148.

NEVER has the Poem of the Cid appeared in

so elegant a dress as in the first American edi-

tion lately presented to the public by Mr.

Huntington. This volume, containing the text,

is to be followed by two others, one of notes

and manuscript readings, the other a transla-

tion of the poem into English. Although the

book, bound in parchment and printed in large

Gothic type upon hand-made paper, presents a

most beautiful appearance, yet the price,

twenty-five dollars per volume, and the fact

that but one hundred copies have been printed ,

will necessarily limit its circulation. The text

is, as the introduction states, "a line-for-line

and page-for-page reproduction of the origi-

nal," while throughout are interspersed full-

page illustrations of scenes described in the

poem. The frontispiece by William Marshall

representing the Cid clad in armor is especially

worthy of mention.

It is interesting to compare this new edition

with that of Prof. Vollmoller, 1 containing the

text upon which all criticisms of the poem
have hitherto been based, and also with the

various photographic facsimiles that have been

published!1 and which represent some ten of

the single-column pages, or about one-fifteenth

of the entire manuscript. If we may judge by
these few sheets both editions seem to be care-

fully copied ; we note, however, in verses 3592

and 3667, that Prof. Vollmoller follows the

manuscript in writing a tilde in the words

aconpanadosa.nA compana, while Mr. Hunting-
ton omits it. Mr. Huntington has evidently

collated the text of Prof. Vollmoller with the

manuscript, and in this way he has occasion-

ally been led into error : for example, in verse

3491, Prof. Vollmoller makes the mistake, for

perhaps the only time in the poem, of writing

rey for rrey, and he is followed in this by Mr.

Huntington, although the facsimile shows

rrey. Also, in verse 3589 Prof. Vollmoller

reads :

Todot tres son acordados los del dc Campeador,

and Mr. Huntington reads the same; yet the

facsimile, which is especially clear at this

point, contains no de whatever, reading simply;
. . . los del Campeador. It may be noted that

Mr. Huntington, whose policy is to retain the

tilde in all cases, writes with Prof. Vollmoller

in verse 1771, comma for the manuscript form

co'io. In the doubtful verse 2264 Mr. Hunt-

ington reads :

1 Poeniti del Cid. Nach der einzigen Madrider Hand-
schrift mil Einleitung, Anrnerkungen und Glossar, ncu heraus-

gegeben von Karl Volhnoller. I. Theil : Text. Halle: Max
Niemeyer, 1879. 8vo. pp. 94.

2 a. Facshnili di Antichi Munoscrittiper Uso dclle Scvolt
di Filoltgia Xeolatina, pubblicati da Ernesto Monaci. Fast,
iii. Roma : Martelli Tipografo Editore, Via Babuino 52.

1887. Plates 61-64. These facsimiles reproduce the manu-
script folios 6gvo to 73ro inclusive.

b. Tim Most Famous of Spanish Manuscripts, by A. M.
Huntington, in The Bookman, September, 1896, pp. 31-34.
This article contains a reproduction of folio 46vo and alio a

portion of folio 36x0.
c. The Cid Cattipcador ,

and the IVaninf of the Crescent
in the West, by H. Butler Clarke, A. M. New York, 1897,

pp. vi, 382. Page 296 reproduces folio i6vo.
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Ea todas lasduefias e alos fijos dalgo.

while Prof. Vollmoller prints :

DC todas las dueflas e de los fijos dalgo.

A comparison of the two printed texts in the

portions of the poem where we have no photo-

graphs of the manuscript to aid us reveals the

following variant readings : Mr. Huntington
reads mitgier, mugicrcs, Prof. Vollmoller

muger, mugeres, in verses 16, 1179, 1484, 1522,

2076, 2233, 2543, 2562, 2581, 2703, 2710, 3347.

Most of these cases, however, had already
been corrected by Prof. Baist.3 In verse 286,

Hunt, lane, Voll. tanen ; verse 635, Hunt.

ffera,Vo\\.ffara; verses 683 and 684, which

were intermixed by Prof. Vollmoller, as is

well-known, have been written correctly by
Mr. Huntington ; verse 774, Hunt. Ea, Voll.

Ca; verse 964, Hunt, enpara, Voll. anpara ;

verse 1141, Hunt, citerda, Voll. ctterta ; verse

1525, Hunt, gerra, Voll. guerra ; verse 1870,

Hunt, e ea, Voll. e (e) a ; verse 1897, Hunt.

Per, Voll. Pero.

In the much discussed verse 3732 Mr. Hunt-

ington reads : ccxlv. In three cases of doubt-

ful reading, owing to the blotted condition of

the manuscript, Mr. Huntington has omitted

the word, or words, and left the space vacant

in the verse. They will, doubtless, be dis-

cussed in the volume of notes and manuscript

readings. These verses are ; 2047, \di~\xo

omitted ; 2275, [OHO en] algo, omitted ; 2788,

Mlo trapo omitted. These few variants, with

some thirty cases in which a tilde or a cedilla

has been omitted or misplaced, constitute the

textual differences in the two editions. In no

place, I believe, has a disputed reading been

clarified or the sense of a passage been

changed, assuring us once more of the extreme

care with which Prof. Vollmoller's copy was

originally made.

In order to see what new light has been

thrown upon the translation of the difficult

passages we turn our attention to the punctua-
tion of the text. An examination shows that

this differs in no way from that adopted by
Prof. Vollmoller, with the exception of verse

1061 where his superfluous quotation marks
have been omitted. Prof. Vollmoller's punctu-
ation is extremely negligent and faulty, and

numerous passages have received the most

painstaking corrections by Profs. Haist, Cornu,
Lidforss and Restori, yet not once has the pre-

3 According to the itateintnt of J. Cornu in Literaturblatt

/itr Germaniicht: und Romanise/it Philolog'*, vol. xviiii,
col. 330.

sent editor taken advantage of these emenda-
tions. The reason for this is difficult to under-

stand after reading in the introduction :
" Es-

pecial care has been given to the punctuation."
A few examples will illustrate the point : verse

3114 reads :

1 rrey dixo al Cid :

" venid aca, ir Campeador.

Prof Baist was the first one to point out, in a

review of Prof. Vollmoller's edition, 4 that ser

here has the meaning
'

to sit,' and is not

equivalent to French Sire. This interpreta-
tion has since been adopted by editors and
critics of the poem, and the comma is placed
after ser instead of after aca, while the period
at the end of the verse is replaced by a

comma. In verse 3432, Prof. Vollmoller writes:

Bin uos di vagar en, toda esta cort,

the comma after en being plainly a misprint,?
for the editor would scarcely separate a prep-
osition from its object, yet Mr. Huntington
has divided this verse in the same manner.

Again, in verse 3611, both editors transcribe:

Salien los nelesde medio ellos, cara por car* son,

ellos being thus separated from its verb son by
a comma, and yet the verse has already been
corrected by Prof. Lidforss.6

This new edition, then, differs from that of

Prof. Vollmoller but slightly in the text, and

practically not at all in the punctuation. That
the copying has been carefully done is shown

by this very similarity. The value of the

whole edition can, of course, be judged only
after an examination of the subsequent vol-

umes, whose appearance will be awaited with

especial interest.

GEORGE G. BROWNELL.
Johns Hopkins University.

NOTE TO LA MAKE AU DIABLE.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: At the head of the first of the two

thoughtful chapters which serve as preface to

Mme Dudevant's immortal study of Germain,
le Jin laboureur, stands this quatrain 1 "en
vieux franc, ais

"
:

A la sueur de ton visaige
Tu gagnerois ta pauvre vie,

Apres long travail et usaige,

Voicy la mart qui te convie.

4 LiltntturHall/ilr Germanische und Ramanische Phili-
Ifgit, vol. I, col. 342.

S. Propufnature, vol. XX, Part ii, p. 433.
6 Los Citntares fie Myo Cid. Con una introduccitfn y

|
notas por L>. Eduardo Lidforss. Lund: 1895. 410, pp. viii

164, See p. 163.

i Quoted as in the Calmann Le"vy edition, 1896.
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The conditional gagnerois, in the second

line, seems out of keeping, and, very naturally,

it has somewhat puzzled recent editors of the

text. If a full stop were assumed at the end

of the second line, a future would not be inad-

missible, so far as the sense goes, and, no doubt

with this idea, Prof. Sumichrast" has trans-

lated :

"
By the sweat of thy brow thou shall

make a wretched living; after . . . .", etc. But

where and when, in what dialect, patois, or

even argot, can be found a id. sg. future in

-oisf A 2d. pi. future in -ois is, of course,

common enough ; but I believe there is no in-

stance recorded where the anomalotl8./V/W
trois capitaines is found in the second person ;

besides, the singular is unmistakably called

for here. This substitution of the future,

which Prof. Joynes3 partially approves, seems

to me further discredited by the traditional

punctuation, which points clearly to a very in-

timate connection between the first two, and

the last two lines.

Perhaps the only way of retaining the con-

ditional as it stands, is that suggested to me,
in a recent private letter, by Prof. A. Horning.
From this letter I take the liberty to quote :

"
II se peut (he says) que le quatrain ne soil

qu'une partie d'une chanson existant avant
le dessin de Holbein. Alors le sens serait :

tu gagnerais (conditionnel) encore maintenant,
au moment present, ta pauvre vie, si la mort
ne venait t'enlever. Ce sens me parait fort

satisfaisant, tandis que le futur semble con-
venir moins bien . . . ."

This is an interesting interpretation, and, in

regard to it, I can only remark that, to my
mind, it is extremely difficult to construct a

protasis from such a direct phrase as: Void la

mort. Following now a suggestion of Prof.

Homing's own, I wish to propose what seems
to me, on the whole, a more satisfactory solu-

tion of the difficulty.

My correspondent further says :

"
Si les vers out 6t6 fails pour le dessin, 4 le

sens demanderait un imparfait (tu gagnais ta

pauvre vie, au moment ou la mort t'asurpris).
Get imparfait est exclu, il est vrai, par la

mesure du vers."

But it is not necessary to go back many de-

cadess before the time of Holbein (1497 ?-i554 ?)

to find the infinitive gaaignirr trissyllabic, and
a See his edition. Heath's Modern Language Series, 1892.
3 In his edition, H. Holt & Co., 1896.
4 It would be very useful, at this point, to refer toG. Sand's

description of the Holbein engraving too long to quote here.

5 For the chronology of the phonetic changes involved, set

Suchier, in Grtiber's Grundriss i, pp, 576, 587. Cf. Schwan-
Behrens, {3 365.

the imperfect trissyllabic also : gaaignois. This

reading not only satisfies the measure, but the

sense also in a very striking manner. If the

imperfect be the correct reading, the verses

were certainly not made for the engraving, but

the engraving for the verses, and surely the

complete accord of the two may be as reason-

ably explained one way as the other.

It remains to account for the substitution of

the conditional for the old imperfect. But

what proceeding is more common being in-

deed inevitable in the rejuvenation of old

poetry, than the liberal use of just such che-

nilles both words and syllables to fill in,

more or less skillfully, the gaps left by disap-

pearing vowels? I choose, almost at random,
a trio of examples two from the MSS. of the

Lays, and one from those of the Fables, of

Marie de France. 6

Lays, p. 68, text :

que li produme n'unt sell.

MS. S:
que li produme n'orent seii (=su) ;

p. 161, text:

Puis si le laist taut je finer.

MS. S :

Puis si le laisse tant jeuner (2 syls.)

Fables, p. 89.

MS. Phas: Par(Car'>)ptusorsfies( l

io<cfiees)

morderoie (for mordroie mordrois}.

Finally, the apparent indifference to the

damage wrought to the meaning by the change
from imperfect to conditional, would be only
another indication of the wholly popular char-

acter of the quatrain at the time when Holbein

took it up and used it with such effect.

T. ATKINSON JENKINS.
Vanderbilt University.

GERMAN LITERATURE.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: Our school editions of Storm's /;-

mensee have given currency to a very prev-
alent misconception by locating the scene of

the body of the story near the author's birth-

place, in Schleswig, or at least somewhere in

North Germany.
In the Introduction to the edition published

by Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co. (p. iv). Dr.

Bernhardt says :

"In his landscape drawing, Storm never
leaves the limits of his native district; but in
this he shows his unexcelled talent in picturing

6 Warnke's editions, Bibliotheca Normannita, iii, vi, 1885
and 1898.
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the sunburnt heath, where the bees are hum-
ming, the dusky woods, through which the
fair Elizabeth strolls; or the rolling sea, that

yonder near the old gray town breaks with
tumultuous waves upon the sandy shore."

In a note on in einem etwas sudlichen Accent

(p. i), he says (p. 47) :

"This remark suggests the idea that the
old gentleman of our story for many years had
been away from his home in Northern Ger-
many."
In the Introduction to the edition published

by Messrs. Henry Holt & Co., Mr. Burnett

says (p. iv) :

"Storm is a thorough realist and draws upon
the resources of his native district for the
material of his sketches. He is fond of height-
ening the effects of his stories by a simple but
effective local background. His love of na-
ture is a prominent characteristic of all his

writings, and appears very conspicuously in

Immensee."
On the 'southern accent' the note (p. 50) is :

" The scene of the story is presumably laid

in Schleswig, or somexvhere in North Ger-
many, and the implication is that after the

melancholy ending of this episode of his

youth, tlie hero of the story spent several years,
or perhaps the most of his life, in South
Germany."
In a note on p. 58, Immensee is spoken of as a
"

fictitious North-German country seat."

Mr. Dauer in the edition published by the

American Book Company, makes no statement

on the subject (but locates Husum, Storm's

birthplace, in Holstein instead of Schleswig).
In the English edition published (also in New

York) by Maynanl, Merrill & Co., Mr. Beres-
ford-VVebb says (p. iii) :

" The author was brought up in the surround-

ings he so vividly and picturesquely de-
scribes."

All this is about as logical as to place the

scene of Uncle Tom's Cabin in New England
because the author was born there. The dis-

tinctness of color and exactness of detail in the

scenic background of Immensee is one of its

most striking literary characteristics, especially
in contrast to the intentional indefiniteness of

much of the human foreground. The emo-
tional aspect of this treatment is colored by
Storm's own personality, and this, in turn,

doubtless by his early surroundings, but the

scenic detail is definitely and intentionally
Southern German. One feature is absolutely

decisive, and a number of others are sufficiently

characteristic to complete the local color,

though not to make it realistically provincial,
as would have been the case if the author

were describing his native district. The large

open vineyards of Gut Immensee are as out of

place in Schleswig-Holstein as a cotton plan-
tation in Maine. Grapevines are grown all

over Germany, and even in Denmark, by
training them on the south sides of whitened
walls, which reflect the sun, just as cotton
might be grown in Maine, if it were worth
while, but vineyards belong exclusively to
Middle and Southern Germany, in fact, are
the very feature by which, to the German im-
agination, the South is chiefly distinguished
from the North. The northern limit of vine-
culture in Europe crosses Central Germany in
an irregular line, whose landmarks are Bonn
on the Rhine, Frankfurt on the Main, Naum-
burg on the Saale, and Griinberg and Bomst
on the Oder the most northern point being
considerably south of the latitude of Berlin.
This fact makes the question of location funda-
mental and not a mere detail.
The scenery of Immensee contains none of

the characteristic features of a Schleswig
landscape; all of its features may besouthern,
and some of them must be. Ninety-five per-
cent of the hops in Germany are grown in the
South, though they are found in limited dis-
tricts further North. The aufgebundene Pfir-
sisch- und Aprikosenbdume might, in favorable
locations, belong to any part of Germany.
The Spritfabrik, if intended for the distilla-
tion of spirits from grain or potatoes, might
be northern, but if for the distillation of
fruit brandy it would have to be southern, and
would not be characteristically German at all.

The Heidekraut openings are not the ' sun-
burnt heath

'

of the North, and the description
of the forest vegetation points to an earlier

ripening of flowers and fruits than belongs to
the northern region.
The scenery of Immensee'^ too mountainous

for Schleswig-Holstein, whose only hill region
would hardly offer a distant view which durch
blaue Bergc geschlossen wurde.
The use of dialect is sparing and not realistic.

The peasant's speech is colloquial rathef than
pure dialect, but it is distinctly not North
German, and the address to Keinhardt as der
Herr is a southern usage, as is Erich's ex-
clamation gelt and Reinhardt's greeting Gott
grass dich. The derivation of the word Im-
mensee (Inime, 'bee,' common in northern
and southern, but not in central dialects) is of
less importance in an imaginary than in a real

place. Storm probably took the name from
that of a well-known Swiss lake without refer-
ence to its derivation.
The songs which Reinhardt receives from

his country friend are southern, for they in-
clude Tyrolese Schnadcrhiipferl (which, by
the way, Erich seems to be able to under-
stand). Of the two songs of this collection
given in our story, one is common all over Ger-
many, the other is Storm's own composition.
The native city of Reinhardt and Elizabeth

is located by the fact that it is near enough to
Immensee for Erich to send the canary and to
come himself as a frequent and over-persistent
lover. The city in which we first meet the
hero as an old man, on the other hand, isdefi-
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nitely located in North Germany by the

mention of the ' southern accent," and by the

North German words Pesel s.nt\Hausdiele.

In view of the number of students who get
their first knowledge of Germany as well as of

German from the story of Immenscc, it seems
to me that attention should be called to this

prevalent misconception.
CHESTER H. ROWELL.

University of Illinois.

RICHARD MULCASTER.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS: In the March number of the last

volume of this Journal (xii, 1897) Mr. Leo Wiener
has devoted several pages to Richard Mulcas-

ter. He regrets that this pioneer of English
Philology in the sixteenth century has been

entirely forgotten, and he concludes by saying
that "it is now time to open for him the gates
of the histories of language and literature." I

beg to state that Mulcaster is not unknown to

those who have studied the history of Modern
English sounds on the basis of Ellis' admirable
work On Early English Pronunciation. In

the third volume of this store-house of infor-

mation, published 1871, he gives on pp. 910-915

copious extracts from Mulcaster's Elementarie,
and those materials have been made use of;

for example, by Klugein Paul's Grnndriss der
Gerinanischen Philologie i, 859, and by myself
in Anglia xiv, 277, 295, xvi, 463-

KARL LUICK.
University of Graz (Austria).

SPANISH READINGS.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: Upon preparing the corrections for

the second edition of my First Spanish Read-

ings, I have worked carefully through the

lengthy review given it in your columns (vol.

xii, Dec. 1897, 499-511; vol. xiii, Jan. 1898,

39-59) by Dr. De Haan, and I feel that I ought
to say a few words in answer to the serious

charges brought forward by him.

My plan in preparing the Reader was to give
in the Glossary only the literal meaning of
the words and to leave all additional help to

the teacher, the Notes and the Grammar. For
this reason no attempt was made to translate

idioms, where the subjective point of view is

of such prominence, and where the best trans-

lation is so often merely a hindering crutch. 1

see now that it would have been better to be
less conservative, and I have made use of
Dr. De Haan's criticisms, wherever it was
possible to do so.

There is, however, a very large number of

instances, where either the Glossary or the
Notes were quite sufficient, and where it would
be impossible to accept the translation sug-
gested by Dr. De Haan. I will cite a few

typical cases; p. 4, 1. 2: al volver una calle

de rosas, "upon turning around the corner of a

path of roses
"

(Note,
'

upon turning into a path
of roses') ; p. 13, 1. 20 : mafiana sobrevivire-

mos los dos a la batalla,
" to-morrow we two

shall live longer than the battle;" (Gloss.,
'to-morrow we two shall be surviving the

battle') ; p. 36, 1. 13 : en el colmo de los dias,
"

in the superabundance of his days
"

(Gloss.,
'in the prime of his days'); p. 49, 1. 12: fu6
ludibrio y befa, "he was the laughing-stock
and the laughing-stock

"
(Gloss., 'he was the

derision and the scorn '); p. 51, 1. 18 : el cor-
ralcm se venia abajo de aplausos, "the court
tumbled clown with applause

"
(Gloss., 'the

court came down with applause').; p. 106, 1.

32 : el sribito apagarse del universe,
' the sud-

den snuffing-out of the universe,
"
(Gloss., 'the

sudden destruction of the universe.')
The following instances, where the Glossary

is deficient, show the some unacceptable Eng-
lish : p. 57, 1. 17: domada d la alta escuela,
" trained in high horsemanship ;

"
p. 67, 1. 26 :

y cuando el toro lira la cabezada,
" and when

the bull lets fly the blow with the head
;

"
p.

72, 1. i : por una corrida de toros dejo yo la

gloria eterna, "for a bull-fight I forsake eternal

glory ;

"
p. 72, 1. 13 : estirar la pata,

" to kick
the bucket."

In another large number of cases Dr. De
Haan merely adds an unnecessary synonym :

p. 3, 1. 26 : tornar,
" to go back," (Gloss.,

' to
return '); p. 13, 1. 3 : murmurar,

" to whisper
"

(Gloss., 'to murmur'); p. 37, 1. 33: say6n,
"henchman" (Gloss.,

'

executioner') ; p. 51, 1.

19: corrido, "filled with shame," (Gloss.,
'ashamed'); p. 61, 1. n : solicitar,

" to seek
to obtain," (Gloss., 'to court'); p. 84, 1. 23:

dejar, "to abstain," (Gloss.,
'

to leave off');

p. 05, 1. 5: dar rienda suelta, "to give vent
to, '(Gloss., 'to give free rein to'). The re-

view is filled with instances of a similar nature.

JOHN E. MATZKE.
Paris.

BOIL, JOIN, AND BILE, JINE.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: It was not until now that I became
acquainted with Mr. Edwin \V. Bowen's article
on "The history of a Vulgarism" in vol xi (1896)
of your Journal, p. 185 (col. 370), discussing the

pronunciation of boil, join, etc., like bile,jine.
Allow me to call Mr. Howen's and your read-
ers' attention to the fact that this subject was
treated by me six years ago in the Anglia (vol.
xiv, p. 266-302). I tried to show that oi (oy) in

Middle English as well as in Early Modern
English had two pronunciations answering the
different sounds of their Anglo-Norman (and
French) bases. The one was [oi], which is

general now
;
the other was [in], which in the

first half of the seventeenth century devel-

opped into [fi], just as u (in but, sun) into
[ji],

and so became identical with the sound of M.
E. i as in time. This pronunciation was grad-
ually supplanted in educated speech by the
sound [oi\ suggested by the spelling, but it is

still alive in the vulgarisms/;;/*, bile, etc.

KARL LUICK.
University of Graz (Austria).
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THE UNITY OF PLACE IN THE LTD.

IT is usually conceded that the unity of place
is not observed in the Old, that its non-obser-

vance was one of the points criticised by

ScudeYy, and that this criticism together with

the Academy's sanction of it was one of the

many causes all working together towards the

final establishment of the law of the strict ob-

servance of the unity of place in the French

theater.

This criticism of Scudeiy in his Observations

sur le Cid follows after a lengthy examination

of the action of the play, and is couched in the

following often cited words :

" disons encore quele theatre en estsi
mal entendu, qu'un meme lieu representant
1'appartement du Roi, celui de 1'lnfante, la

maison de Chimene et la rue, presque sans

changer de face, le spectateur ne sail le plus
souvent oil sont les acteurs." 1

The Academy pronounced as follows :

"
Quant au theatre, il n'y a personne a qui il

ne soil eVident, qu'il est mal entendu dans ce

poeme, et qu'une meme scene y represente
plusieurs lieux. II est vrai que c'est un defaut

que 1'on trouve en la plupart de nos poemes
dramatiques, el auquel il sernble que la negli-

gence des poiites ait accoutume
1

les spectateurs.
Mais 1'auteur de celui-ci, sY-tant mis si 4

l'6troit pour y faire rencontrer I'unite
1

du jour,
devoit birn aussi s'eflorcer d'y faire rencontrer
celle du lieu, qui est bienautantnecessaireque
1'autre, et faute d'etre observee avec soin,

produit clans 1'esprit des spectateurs autant on

plus de confusion et d'obscurite
1

."3

Before entering into the discussion of the

intention of these criticisms it will be necessary
to call attention again to the scenic conditions

under which the first representations of the

Cid were given. There can be no longer any
question, that the Cid was written for and

played with the so-called multiplex decoration,
which may be looked upon as an indoor adap-
tation of the old mystery stage, and which had
been in use ever since the Confreres de la Pas-

sion established their theater in the H6pital

i Marty-Laveaux, (Euvres compl, trs dt Uorneille,x\\, p.

455-

3 Marty-Laveaux, /. c., p. 482.

de la Trinite
1

and later in the H6tel de Bour-

gogne. The old mystery play could represent

many different localities, and these would be
all before the eyes of the spectators during
the whole of the representation. The actors

would appear in the different localities repre-

sented,and the action would thus be transferred

from mansion to mansion, as the play might
demand. This was all well enough on a larger

open air stage, where space could be had at

will. When, however, the theater found its

home within the narrow rectangular limits of
the H6tel de Bourgogne or some tennis court,
the scenery became necessarily cramped and

compressed. The effect was shown in two

ways ; namely, the number of mansions was
lessened, (usually there were five or six), and
the scenery, which had heretofore been

parallel with the front of the stage was broken,
so as to accomodate itself to the three sides.

This new stage setting brought with it fun-

damental changes in the manner of acting, and
the most important of these was the following.
Since the best seats were in the gallery which
extended along the sides of the rectangular
hall, it followed that the occupants of these
seats could never see the action, as long as it

progressed in those mansions which were on
the same side of the hall as their seats. In

consequence the actors would step forward
from their particular mansions to the front of
the stage, where the whole audience could see

them, and by general consent the central por-
tion of the stage was then accepted as that

particular locality where the actors in reality

ought to be. Thus in spite of the position of
the actors, the action still went from one side
of the stage to the other as before. The
technical term for this progress of the action
was "

la scene change de face," that is, by the
arrival of new actors from a different portion
of the decoration, the action was transported
to a different locality.

As the classic notions gained adherents

among actors, authors and the audience, this

mode of playing according to Rigab was
utilized to give the appearance of a certain
fictitious unity of place to the play. This was

3 Alex. metre Hardy, p. 306.

I97
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constructed as though it were to be played

with multiplex decoration, but the divisions in

the decoration were badly defined and the

different mansions were scarcely distinct. The

actors then stood in the front of the stage and

paid no attention to the decoration. This,

Rigal thinks, had been the method in the early

representations of the Cid, and will explain

the criticisms of ScudeYy and the Academy.
The explanation is accepted by Prof. War-

ren,4 who then proceeds to interpret the stric-

tures of ScudeYy and the Academy on this

basis. His conclusions are as follows. Just as

Corneille had invented a new interpretation

for the unity of time in La Veuve (that is, a

day for each act), so he attempts here to find a

new interpretation for that of place, "a com-

promise between the requirements of the

purists and the freedom of Hardy's scenery."

Surrounded by such an indefinite multiplex

decoration as Rigal supposes, "the characters

in le Cid came entirely away from their re-

spective abiding-places, and stood in the

middle of the stage." Thus the open square
in the play was both the real and the assumed

place of action and the result was " a ' theatri-

cal fiction," a unity of place which satisfied

neither the crowd fond of spectacular effects,

nor the strict disciples of Aristotle and Horace.

And so it had to go the way Corneille's com-

promise for unity of time had gone."
The arguments brought forward in support

of this explanation are, however, not convin-

cing, nor does it seem to bring out the true

meaning of ScudeYy's criticism. That such a

mode of playing as Rigal describes was ac-

tually in vogue seems reasonably certain, but

whether it was or was not used for the

Cid depends entirely upon the meaning of

ScudeVy's remark, and the considerations

brought forward in this paper will prove, I

hope, that its best explanation is found from

the point of view of a logical use of the multi-

plex decoration and from the structure of the

play. Nor do I think that the often-cited

passage from Mondory's letter to Balzac of

Jan. 18, 1637, which seems to prove that the

custom of allowing a part of the audience to

sit on the sides of the stage dates from the

early representations of the Cid, can be ad-

4 MOD. LANG. NOTES, Vol. x (1895), cols. 1-10.

vanced in support of this opinion. The lan-

guage of that passages is quite dark and does

not necessarily have the meaning which is

often given to it. On the other hand, we have

definite evidence that the custom did not be-

come established for several years alter the

appearance of the Cid. That it did not yet
exist in 1640 seems to appear from the remarks

about stage decoration in chapter eleven of

Mesnardiere's Pottique, and this date is con-

firmed by d'Aubignac's silence on this matter

in his chapter entitled '

Projet pour le r-
tablissement du theatre Francais," at the end

of his Pratique du Theatre. This 'Projet'
was written at the suggestion of Richelieu and

approved by him, 6 hence it must have been

completed before the end of the year 1642.

The rest of the Pratique, though published

only in 1657, was written between the years

1640 and 1650.7 A passage in Tallemant des

R6aux, 8 which can be cited next, however,
proves that the custom had gained a firm foot-

hold in 1657.

The arguments which Warren brings, to

prove his thesis that Corneille in the Cid at-

tempted a new interpretation of the unity of

place, fail to be convincing. The only docu-
ments upon which conclusions as to the dra-

matic theories of Corneille in 1636 can be
based are his plays, and the various prefatory

epistles which precede them. The Examens
and the Oiscours des Trois Unites were written

in 1660 after years of thinking and writing,
when d'Aubijjnac's Pratique was still fresh

from the press, and are in many instances an
answer to d'Aubignac, though his name is

never once mentioned by Corneille. In his

early practice we find him varying for the unity
of place between different localities in the
same town (Melite, la Veuve, la Galerie du

Palais), buildings around an open square (La
Place Royalt, Midee), places that can be
reached in twenty-four hours (Clitandre) and a

single locality (la Suivante, I' Illusion Comique).

5 La foule a eU1 si grande it nos portes, ct notre lieu s'cst

trouVL- si petit, que Ics recoins du thJutre qui seryaient les

autres fois cominc de niches aux pages, ont i te* des places de
faveur pour les cordons bleus, et la scene y a etc" d'ordinaire

partfe de croix de chevaliers de 1'ordre.

6 Cf. Arnaud. Etude sur la vie et les CEuvres de 1'abbe

d'Aubignac, Paris, 1887, p. 185.

7 Cf. Arnaud, /. c., p. zi6. 8 Hitlfietlet, vii, p. 178.
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Of early theoretic utterances on the subject
we have only the '

Epltre au lecteur
'

of la

Veuve, written in 1634 and the '

Epltre
'

of la

Suivante, written in 1637. In the former occurs
the following passage:

"Pourl'unite'de lieuet d'action.cesontdeux
regies quej 'observe inviolablement; mais j'in-
terprete la derniere a ma mode; et la premiere,
tanl6t je la resserre a la seule grandeur du
theatre, et tant6t je I'e'tends jusqu'i toute une
ville, comme en cette piece, je 1'ai pouss^
dans le Clitandre jusques aux lieux ou Ton
peut aller dans les vingt et quatre heures;
mais bien que j'en pusse trouver de bons
garants et de grands examples dans les vieux
et nouveaux siecles, j'estime qu'il n'est que
meilleur de se passer de leur imitation en ce
point. Quelque jour je m'exnliquerai da van-
tage sur ces matieres ; mais il faut atteudre
1'occasion d'un plus grand volume: cette pre

1

-

face n'est deja que trop longue pour une
come'die."

The passage in the '

Epltre
' of la Suivante

reads as follows :

Son lieu [that of la Suivante] n'a point plus
d'e'tendue que celle du the'atre J'espere
un jour trailer ces matieres plus a fond ....
Cependant mon avis est celui de TeYence ;

puisqne nous faisons des poemes pour fitre

repre'scnte's, notre premier but doit lre de
plaire a la cour et au peuple, et d'attirer un
grand monde a leurs representations. II faut,
s'il se peut, y ajouter les regies, arm de ne

d^plaire aux savants, et recevoir un applau-
dissement universe! ; mais surtout gagnons la
voix pnhlique; autrement notre piece aura
bean etre r^guliere, si elle est siffle'e au theatre,
les savants n'oseront se declarer en notre
favetir, et aimeront mieux dire que nous aurons
nial entendu les regies, que de nous donner
des louanges quand nous serous dcris par le

consentement ge'tie'ral de ceux qui nevoient la

come'die que pour se divertir."

Inasmuch as this '

Epltre
'

appeared in 1637,

when the Quarrel of the Cid was at its height,
it is here that we should expect some allusion

to or defense of his new fictitious unity of

place, had he had such an object in view in

writing the play, as he had mentioned his

compromise for the unity of time in the prefa-

tory letter to la Veuve. In place of that the

letter reads like a victorious outcry against his

critics, that in spite of their criticisms the Cid
had pleased the people.
Warren's supposition is further invalidated

by Corneille's actual practice for years to

come. We find the same wide interpretation
of the unity of place in nearly all of his plays

up to the time when the ' Examens ' and the
' Discours ' were written. Only Horace, Poly-
eucte and Pompee are strictly regular. In his

other plays we find an interpretation of the
term regulated by the exigencies of the plot.
The action now takes place in different wings
of a palace as in Cinna, Rodogtme, Heraclius,
Theodore, or in different localities in the same
town as in the Menteur, the Suite du Menteur
and Don Sanche d'Aragon. And that his

theory remained in accord with his practice

appears from the third '

Discours.' There he

speaks of the difficulties which are encountered
in a strict observance of the unity of place,
maintains that it is not always possible to in-

troduce it, and defends his own interpretation,
which he reiterates in the following sentence :

"J'accorderais trs-volontiers que ce qu'on
feroit passer en une seule ville auroit 1'unitg de
lieu." But in 1660 the battle for a narrow

unity of place, in theory at least, had been won
and he is conscious that his arguments will not
be found convincing. Hence he is ready to

look for a compromise, and this he offers in

the following words :

" Les jurisconsultes admettent des fictions

dedroit; et je voudrois 4 leur exemple intro-
duire des fictions de the'atre, pour e'tablir un
lieu the'Stral qui ne seroit ni 1'appartement de
Cle'opatre, ni celui de Rodogune dans la

piece qui porte ce titre, ni celui de Phocas, de
Le'ontine ou de PulcheVie, dans HeYaclius ;

mais une salle sur
lacjiielle

ouvrent ces divers

appartements, a qui j'attribuerois deux privi-
leges : 1'un, que chacun de ceux qui y par-
leroient fut pre'sume' y parler avec le meme
secret que s'il 6toit dans sa chambre ; 1'autre,

qu'au lieu que dans 1'ordre commun il est

quelquefois de la biense'ance que ceux qui oc-
cupent le the'atre aillent trouver ceux qui sont
dans leur cabinet pour parler a eux, ceux-ci

pussent les venir trouver sur le the'atre, sans
changer cette biense'ance, afin de conserver
I'uuite' de lieu et la liaison des scenes."

All of which sounds like a cry of despair
and is equivalent to saying:

'

I can't see how
you are going to construct a play according to

your notions, but if you must have unity of

place, this is the only kind of unity which will

do.' It was, however, accepted and Mahelot's

Mimoire, where the decoration of the Cid in

1673 is described as: "Le the'atre est une
chambre il quatre portes. II faut un fauteuil

pour le roi," shows its application.
We might continue to show that an attempt
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on the part of Corneille to introduce a com-

promise for the unity of place in the Cid in

1636, would place him quite in advance of his

time, but such a discussion would take us too

far afield. The truth of this assertion is made

evident from the investigations of Otto in his

introduction to Jean de Mairet's Silvanire,

Bamberg, 1890, and Stieff, Corneille 's seiner

Vorgiinger und Zeitgenosscn Stellung zu A-

ristoteles und den drei Einheiten,und Corneille

als Tlieoretikcr bis zuin Erscheinen seiner

drei Discours iin Jahre 1660, Breslau, 1893.

What is of importance, however, is to point

out that Scude'ry was not a person who could

criticise Corneille even theoretically for his

lack of observance of the unity of place.

ScudeYy's Ligdamon appeared in 1631, and

in the preface to this tragi-comedy he takes

occasion to touch upon the question of the

unities. The passage in point is printed by

Otto, 1. c., p. cxiii. His object is to guard
himself against the accusation of ignorance of

the pseudo-Classic rules, but he adds :

"j'ai voulu me dispenser de ces bornes trop
estroites, faisant changer aussi souventde face

ft moil theatre, que les Acteurs y changeut cle

lieux ; chose qui selon mon sentiment a plus
d'esclat que la vieille Comeilie."

In a later play, the Comtdie des Comldiens,

played in 1634 and printed the year following,

he even goes so far as to make sport of the

rules. In the Prince deguist (1636) we meet

with the same licence. In the preface to this

play occurs the following sentence :

" Le superbe appareil cle la Scene, la face du
Theatre, qui change cinq on six fois entiere-

ment, a la representation cle ce Poeme
tout cela (dis-je) estant joint ensemble, est

capable de donner des graces ft ce qui n'en a

point. "9

In his next tragedy, La Mart de Cfsar (1636)

he seems to have reached a different attitude,

for he can say of it:

"je scais bien que cette Trage'die est dans les

regies, qu'elle n'a qu'uneprincipale action, ofl

toutes les autresaboutissent, quela biens6auce
des choses s'y voit observe'e, le Theatre assez
bien entendu."

But in the very next piece entitled Didon, a

tragedy written in the same year, and which

left the press on May 23, 1637, he shows plainly
that his change of attitude was only temporary.

f Otto, /. c,, p. xciv.

In the ' Avertissement
'

of this play he says :

"
Apres cela, il ne me reste plus qu'a vous

confesser ingenuement, que cette piece est un

pen hors de la seventh des Regies, bien que je
ne les ignore pas: maissouvenez vous(je vous

prie), qu'ayant satisfaict les s$avans par elles,
il faut parfois contenter le peuple par la diver-

site
1

des spectacles, et par les diflferentes faces

du Theatre."

The Cid had appeared in print on March 23,

1637, only a few weeks before, and the Obser-

vations of Scude'ry followed it very closely.

The exact date does not seem to be known as

Picot, BibUogrttpkie Cornelienne, does not

mention it, but in the beginning of June, 1637,

Scude'ry wrote a letter to the Academy con-

cerning their authority to pass judgment on

the merits of the Cid, and in it he mentions

incidentally that three editions of his Obser-

vations were exhausted and promises a fourth

one which, however, never appeared. It is

evident that Scude'ry could not criticise Cor-

neille for non-observance of the unity of place.

The very tone of his 'Avertissement' to Didon,
which appeared practically at the same time

as his Observations, laid him open to criticism,

which would certainly have been given, had
not his strictures been intended and under-

stood differently. Scude'ry's criticism must,

therefore, have been directed against another

supposed weakness of the play, and that was,

as I shall show, the technique, or handling of

the multiplex decoration, which as a matter of

fact is in several instances open to serious

criticism. To make the truth of this assertion

evident, it will be necessary to examine in

detail the action of the Cid. Before doing
that, however, another statement of Prof.

Warren's must be examined. In the article

cited above, col. 7, he makes the assertion :

" What was unusual in le Cid was the position
of the actors in the middle of the stage, what-

ever might be the spot, where they were sup-

posed to be." This statement is misleading.

Rigal, /. c., p. 188, cites numerous passages

proving that this custom was in vogue already
in Hardy's time. The additional evidence,
that it was used also in the Galerie du Palais

is, therefore, of small moment, but it is inter-

esting nevertheless to quote the passage which
contains it. It is found in the ' Exatnen '

of

that play :

2x1
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" Ce!ide et Hippolyte . . . nesontpasd'une
condition trop eleve'e pour souft'rir que leurs

amants les entretiennent a leur porte. II est

vrai que ce qu'elles y disent seroit mieux dit

dans une chambre ou dans une salle, et meme
ce n'est quepour sefaire voir aux spectateurs
qu'elles quittent cetlc porte, oh elles devroient
etre retranchies, et viennent parler au milieu
de la scene ; mais c'est un accomodement de
theatre qu'il faut souffrir pour trouver cette

rigoureuse unit de lieu qu'exigent les grands
reguliers."

Thus the Cid was played with a multiplex

decoration, the actors standing in the middle

or front of the stage, but indicating to the

audience the particular locality of each scene

by some remark at its beginning or by the

direction from which they entered on the stage.

An examination of the action of the play from

this point of view will show that the criticisms

of ScudeVy were well-founded. The localities

necessary for the play are four in number ;

Corneille in the ' Examen '

of the Cid names
them as follows : Le palais du Koi, I'apparte-

ment de I' Infante, la maison de Chimtnc and
tine rue ou place publiquc. These may have

been arranged in the following manner.

Le palais du Roi

Rue ou place

publique

The palace of the King occupied the back

of the stage, and the sides were filled up by
the appartements of the Infanta on one side

and the house of Chimene on the other.

Which of these two occupied the right wing of

the stage and which the left, it is impossible to

decide and is a matter of no consequence.
The open space between these three mansions

is the fourth locality, the rue ou place pnblique.
Act I. The first scene, as it was arranged

by Corneille in the edition of 1664 and as it

reads to-day, seems to take place in the room

of Chimene. This, however, was not the

10 Thty are again referred to in the Discours dcs trots

unit,'!, and are the lame as those mentioned by Scudt'ry.

original opening of the play. The original

play, and this is the one for us to consider,

began with two scenes, which Corneille in 1664
consolidated. The first of these evidently
takes place in the open square before the
house of Chimene, and is a dialogue between
her father the count, and Elvire her confidant.

Elvire mentions the two suitors for Chimene's

love, but adds that the latter expects the di-

cision to come from her father. The count
shows that he favors the selection of Rodrigue.
He authorizes Elvire to tell Chimene of his

choice, and leaves her to enter the palace,
where the council of the King is to meet. Be-
fore Elvire can turn into the house, Chimene
comes out to inquire after the result of the in-

terview. (Scene 2). The scene ends with
Chimene's saying :

"Aliens, quoi qu'il en soit, en attendre Tissue" (58).

Both turn and enter the house of Chimene.

Curiously enough this line has remained in the
revised first scene, and now makes an unlikely
end to a scene which takes place in the room
of Chimene.
Scene 3 showed the Infanta, her confidant

L6onor and a page stepping out of the house
of the Infanta. The opening lines apprise the

audience of the reason why the Infanta ap-

pears in the open square :

"
Page, allez avertir Chimine de ma part

Qu'aujourd'hui pour me voir elle attend un peu tard,
Et que mon ainitui se plaint de sa paressc." (59-61.)

The stage direction,
" Le page rentre," which

now follows directly after this speech, was
lacking in the first editions of 1637 and 1638 ;

in the edition of 1644 it stood three lines

further on after L^onor's answer. Evidently,
however, the page here entered the house of
Chimene to carry the message. In the dia-

logue which follows we learn of the love of
the Infanta for Rodrigue, the wise counsel of
Lfenor to battle against this love and the In-

fanta's resolution to further the marriage be-

tween Chimene and Rodrigue as a safeguard
against herself. Before she can compose her
features the page brings the news that Chimene
is coming (136). L6onor is sent ahead to pre-
vent her appearance (137-140), and after a short

monologue (141-150) the Infanta also enters the

house of Chimene.
Scene 4 showed the Count and Diegue, the
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father of Rodrigue, coming out of the palace

of the King. The council is over and Diegue
has been appointed preceptor of the young

prince. The quarrel between the two reaches

its climax almost instantly, and after a dia-

logue of seventy-five lines the fateful blow is

given (226). Ten lines more and the count

turns to his own house, while Diegue is left

alone. After a pathetic monologue (Scene 5)

in which the old man bemoans the weakness

of his age, Rodrigue comes up (Scene 6), and

he is at once charged with the duty of aven-

ging the insult to his aged father. After line

two hundred and ninety Diegue leaves him

alone and in Scene 7 we have a monologue of

Rodrigue full of pathos for the sad obstacle

that has come to thwart his passion. The act

ends leaving Rodrigue thus in the open square.

While the unity of place has been kept

intact and was evidently the open square

throughout the act, the arrangement of the

last four scenes is nevertheless open to criti-

cism. Diegue and the Count appeared from

the palace of the King, thereby leading the

audience to suppose that the locality had

changed, and nothing in their dialogue could

correct this impression. This may, therefore,

be one of the faults criticised by ScudeYy, but

Corneille's later statements in the ' Discours
'

and the ' Examen ' can have no reference to

this criticism. In the ' Discours
' he says :

" Comme la liaison des scenes n'y est pas
gard^e, le theatre, des le premier acte est la

tnaison de Chimene, 1'appartement de 1'Infante

clans le palais du Roi et la place publique ; le

second y ajoute la chambre du Roi ; et sans
doute il'y a quelque exces dans cette licence."

This sentence can refer only to a later period

when the multiplex scenery had been abolished

and when the Cid was played in simpler set-

ting. And the same is true of his remark in

the 'Examen.' After mentioning the different

localities of the play, he continues there :

"On le determine (the place of .each scene)
aisement pour les scenes d^tachees; mais pour
celles qui ont leur liaison ensemble, comme
les quatre dernieres du premier acte, il est

malais6 d'en choisir un qui convienne a tou-

tes."

This and the suggestion which follows, that

the spectators should '

help the scenery
' and

suppose people walking who are standing still,

or that a character (Don Diegue, for instance)

has entered his house, while he is still at the

same place on the stage as before, receives its

true meaning only when considered in connec-

tion with the simpler conditions which pre-
vailed when the ' Examen ' was written.

Act II. The act opens with a scene between
the Count and Don Arias, who comes as a

messenger from the King to induce him to

make the necessary overtures, so that the

quarrel may be settled amicably. There is no
indication of the particular place of action, and
since the scene may reasonably take place
either in the house of Chimene or in the open
square, the audience might be uncertain un-

less the position of the actors at the opening
of the act was sufficient to make the locality

clear, which was evidently the open square.
After line three hundred and ninety-two Don
Arias leaves and the Count remains alone.

Before he can enter his house Rodrigue comes

up, who has been looking for him to provoke
him to a duel. The scene continues in the

open square, which is its most natural place of

action. In the duodecimo edition of the year

1637 in line five hundred and three the page in

describing this scene to the Infanta said :

" Hors de la ville ils sont sortis ensemble,"
which was perfectly clear and in harmony with

the progress of the action. But curiously

enough in the earlier quarto editions of the

same year and in all later versions this line

reads :
" De ce palais ils son sortis ensemble,"

thus confusing the place of action from the

point of view of a multiplex decoration, to say

nothing of the improbability that Rodrigue
should have come to challenge the Count
within the palace of the King. It seems prob-

able, therefore, that the duodecimo edition,

which was put on the market because it was
more readily sold on account of its price and

size," contains the version in use on the stage
while the multiplex decoration lasted. That
it did not become the final reading must be

due to the fact that the multiplex decoration

began to fall into disuse soon after the year

1637. Riga! maintains that it was no longer
used for Cinna (1640)."

Scene 3 is acted by the Infanta, Chimene
and Leonor. The quarrel is discussed and

ii Cf. Picot, /. c ., p. 17. 12 /, . c. t p. 206, note.
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the Infanta suggests as a possible remedy that

tragic consequences might be avoided if she

would retain Rodrigue as her prisoner until

the difficulty could be arranged. The scene

itself contains no.indication as to its place of

action, but this was evidently made sufficiently

clear by the appearance of the actors from the

appartcinents of the Infanta. The page is then

called (Scene 4) to fetch Rodrigue, and he re-

lates the action of Scene 2. Chimene returns

promptly to her own house (Scene 5), leaving

the Infanta and Le'onor alone. They discuss

the new turn which the matter has taken and

the Infanta gains fresh hope for a happy real-

ization of her own love for Rodrigue. The
end of this scene must have tended to trouble

the spectator. The Infanta says (555):
" Viens dans mon cabinet consoler mes ennuis."

But the place of action had not changed since

the beginning of Scene 3, and the impression

had been created that it was the appartment
of the Infanta, and now she says to her confi-

dent :

' Let us return to my appartment to talk

the matter over.'

With Scene 6 the place of action changes

again (" le theatre change de face"). Don

Fernand, Don Arias and Don Sanche come
out of the palace, hence the action is supposed
to take place within it. Since in line seven

hundred and sixty-five it is said that "Chimene

est an palais," with reference to Act II, Scene

8, this point of view is evidently correct. Don
Sanche reports the unsuccessful result of his

mission. In Scene 7 the same place of action

is continued. Don Alonse conies up to an-

nounce the death of the Count and the ap-

proach of Chimene. The latter appears at

once (Scene 8) and demands justice. The king

promises to take the matter under considera-

tion, and sends her home under the escort of

Don Sanche.

Act III. Scene i takes place in the house of

Cliimene, where Rodrigue has come to seek

an interview with her. To make the place of

action clear both Rodrigue and Elvire must

enter on the stage from the house of Chimene.

When she and Don Sanche appear, Rodrigue

hides
" derrit-re line tapisserie," that is, behind

the scene, as appears from the Obsei~i>ations of

Scud6ry.'3 There is no indication how Chimene

13 Marty-Laveaux, /. c., xii, p. 452.

entered on the scene ; the presumption must
be that it was from the palace, for Elvire had
told Rodrigue in Scene i: "Chimene est au

palais
"

(765). No confusion as to the place of

action could arise, however, because the pres-
ence of Elvire in both scenes establishes a

continuity of locality. Chimene now avows to

Elvire her intention to avenge her father's

death (Scene 3), when Rodrigue comes out

from his place of hiding (Scene 4.). Line eight
hundred and fifty-two: "Rodrigue en ma
maison," recalls the scene to the audience.

He begs for instant death at the hand of his

mistress, but is refused, and when he goes

(997) Chimene says to him :

"Adieu: sors, et surtout garde bien qu'on te voie."

He passes behind the scenery, and the women
enter the house of Chimene.

Don Diegue now appears (Scene 5), and we
have a complete change of scene. The front

of the stage which had just now represented
the house of Chimene, becomes the open
square, without notice to the audience, and

here, I think, is the first of the serious lapses
criticised by Scudery. To be sure, in line ten

hundred and ten.M that is, in the middle of the

scene, the confusion is cleared up, but this in-

formation should have been given at the be-

ginning of the scene. Don Diegue, having no

particular abiding-place in the decoration,

could not by his mere presence make evident

the place of action. Rodrigue now comes up
(Scene 6) and learns from his father that his

arm is needed in defense of his king. Roth

leave the stage to return to their home, and

the act is ended.

Act IV. The entrance of Chimene and
Elvire from the former's house indicates the

place of action. They discuss the news of

Rodrigue's victory. When in the next scene

(Scene 2) the Infanta and her confident appear,

evidently from their side of the stage, the very
first line of the scene tells the audience that

the place has not changed. '5 At the end of

the scene the Infanta returns to her appart-
ment 16 and Chimene, after remaining a few

moments longer, passes through the door of

her house.

14 Tout casse que je suis, je cours toute la ville.

15 Je nc viens pas ici consoler tes douteurs (1143).

16 Adieu : tu pourras seule y penser a loisir (1107).
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With Scene 3 the place of action changes to

the palace of the King, but the change is suf-

ficiently indicated by the entrance of the

actors. Don Fernand, the King, appears with

his following and Rodrigue relates his victory

over the Moors. The coming of Chimene to

demand justice (Scene 4) is announced as in

Act II, Scene 7, and Rodrigue hides behind

the stage. Then Chimene appears (Scene 5)

followed by Elvire. She reiterates her plea,

and Don Sanche is authorized to fight a duel

with Rodrigue as her champion.
Act V. In the first scene the stage represents

the house of Chimene, where Rodrigue has

come to offer his life to his mistress again.

The opening lines explain the situation to the

audience :

"
Quoi ! Rodrigue, en plein jour! d'ofl te vient cette ftudace?

"
Va, tu me perds d'honueur; retire-toi, de grace (1465-66).

Rodrigue answers :

"Je vais mourir, Madame, et vous viens en ce lieu

"Avant le coup mortel, dire un dernieradieu (1467-68).

The end of the scene, however, is open to

criticism. Chimene leaves Rodrigue (1557)

and, of course, enters the door of her house.

Rodrigue must now for the remaining seven

lines of the scene be supposed to be, where he

actually is, in the open square, but then the

place of action has changed,
"
et le theatre n'a

pas change
1

de face," so that here we have

another of the flaws criticised by ScudeYy.
Scene 2 is a monologue spoken by the In-

fanta, and the place of action is again suffici-

ently indicated by her appearance through the

door of her appartment. The entrance of

Leonor (Scene 3) does not change the place of

action and this scene ends with an indication

that the Infanta is again going to visit Chimene
in her own house. She says to Leonor :

" Allons encore un coup le donner ;\ Chinune.
" Et toi, qui vois les traits dont mon coeur est perce

1

,

" Viens me voir achevcr comme j'ai commence." (1643-44).

The place of action now changes again, and
Scenes 4 and 5 must be supposed to take place
in the house of Chimene. The appearance of

Chimene and Elvire from their side of the stage

(Scene 4) is sufficient to make clear the change,
and when Don Sanche comes in with the sword
of Rodrigue (Scene 5) the place of action does

not change. The remaining scenes of the play,

however, must have completely bewildered the

audience. The King and his count appear
from the palace (Scene 6) and Chimene con-

fesses her love for Rodrigue. Since this and

the remaining scenes must be presumed to take

place in the palace of the King, the place of

action has changed again,
"
et le theatre n'a

pas chang de face." Thus the play ends with

a serious blunder as far as the technique of the

multiplex decoration is concerned.

The meaning of ScudeVy's criticism is clear

from this analysis of the action. It is not

probable that he had in mind the minor incon-

sistencies which have been pointed out. He
meant to say :

"The technique of the stage is so poorly un-
derstood that the same place represents the

appartment of the King, that of the Infanta,
the house of Chimene and a street, often with-

out indication of a change of side, and in con-

sequence the spectator for the most part does
not know where the actors are."

That the criticism is too sweeping, is evident

from what has been said. It can refer with

justice only to Acts III. 5, V. i, and V. 6; but

ScudeVy probably used the term "le plus sou-

vent" for the reason that the worst confusion

occurs at the end of the play, and he wrote

under the sway of the impression with which

he left the Theatre du Marais.

The criticism of the Academy, however, has

not the same meaning at all. A careful read-

ing of it in the present light shows that the

attack is directed against the multiplex deco-

ration in general without reference to the flaws

in the structure of the Cid. The further re-

mark that Corneille, since he tried to observe

the unity of time, ought also to have made the

same endeavor to observe that of place, follows

naturally, and the resulting confusion in the

mind of the audience is here attributed di-

rectly to the lack of unity of place in the play.

When we take into account that Chapelain was
the author of the Sentiments of the Academy,
and that he was one of the most pronounced
advocates of the time for the strictest obser-

vance of the unities, 1 ? this difference cannot

appear strange. Either he misunderstood

ScudeVy, or he saw here a capital chance to

further his own objects.

The results of this detailed examination of

the Cid agree, therefore, in general with the

17 Cf. Arnaud, /. f ., pp. 326-347.
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statement of Lotheissen, Geschichte der fran-

zosischen Litteratur im xvii. Jahrhundert, vol.

ii, p. 386. Only Lotheissen's statement is too

general, and attributes to the play a much
looser construction than it has in reality.

JOHN E. MATZKE.
Leland Stanford Jr. University.

SP-ENSER AND The Theatre of

Worldlings .

UNTIL 1891 the consensus of critics of Spenser
ascribed to him two sonnet-sequences entitled

Visions of Bellay and Visions of Petrarch,

formerly translated. Both series were first

published by Ponsonby in his collection of

"stray leaves
" of Spenser, the Complaints of

1591. We do not know that Ponsonby apprised

Spenser beforehand
;

his apologetic preface

points the other way. Previously, however,

Ponsonby had enjoyed Spenser's confidence,

since to him Spenser entrusted the Faerie

Queene. We have no reason to doubt Pon-

sonby's good faith.

English criticism has contented itself with a

general argument from antecedent probability,

backed up by the asserted Spenserian 'color'

of all the "
Visions," not only of the "91 ver-

sions, but also of the indisputable originals in

the Theatre of "69." In 1891, however, Prof.

Koeppel* applied
"
rigid philological

"
tests to

the several series, as well as aesthetic tests,

and concluded that only the "Visions of Bellay"
of '91 were by Spenser. I am not aware that

he has been answered.

The original of the translations from Petrarch

in the Theatre of Worldlings, 1569, is really

Marot's version of Petrarch's Canzone III in

morte Laura. Koeppel's proof is final. The
translator, whoever he was, employed by
Vander Noodt (or Roest ?) follows Marot accu-

rately. His translation, though rhymed, is

surprisingly literal.

The same literainess is true, mutatis mutan-

dis, of the Bellay series of '69.

The revised versions in the Complaints of

"91 are of different calibre. The Petrarch

series are "improved" for the worse; the

Bellay series likewise, and the four additional,

i Summed in Grusart, ed. Spenser I, Hi.

i Enf. Stud., xr. 53-81 .

newly translated sonnets from Bellay betray
" crass ignorance" of French. Koeppel asks:

Kann ein schriftsteller aus derselben sprache
einmal genau, in angstlichemanschluss an das
original, und richtig, das andere mal ungenau
und falsch fibersetzen . . .?

Prof. Koeppel answers in the negative, and
denies the Spenserian authorship of all except
the Bellay series of '91. These den stempel
Spenser'scher mache in unverkennbarster
weise tragen, and they are badly enough trans-

lated to have been by the author of the
"
Shepheards Calendar " and " The Ruines of

Rome."

Waiving the perhaps sufficient rejoinder that
a translator's conditions may vary, in the tem-

porary possession of a "trot," in being fresh

in the subject, etc. let us examine the alleged
mangelhafte kenntnis of the translator of '91.

In VP. ( Visions of Petrarch) '91 there are
no errors. The only objection urged against
their Spenserian authorship, besides the ab-
sence of wwtranslation, is the occurence in

'69 and '91 of the licentious rhyme floure :

endure (Son. VI, v. 79)

Dieser bindung lasst sich weder aus Spenser's
Complaints, noch aus seinen dichtungen Colin
Clouts Come Home Againe, Amoretti, Fowre
Hymnes, Daphnaida, Prothalamion und Epi-
thalamion ein entsprechender reim zur seite
stellen. Spenser halt die -oure und -ure worte
streng geschieden, beide klassen reimen nur
unter sich.

It is a pity, having sought so far, Dr. Koeppel
did not also test the Faerie Queene. Here I

find the rhymes towre : endure: sure (F. Q.
II. ix, st. 2i), bowre: couture: recure (V. x,

26), also the approximates bowres: yours (I. v,

14), bowre: doore (I. viii, 37), and the very
common coupling bowre: haviour (II. ii, 15).
The VB. (Visions of Bellay) '91 had to

transfer blank verse into sonnets; they also
include original rhymed translations. To con-
sider the latter first : Son. VI unquestionably
mistranslates Bellay :

by
Et d'vn col allonge In Louue Its Itchii

While she her neck wreath'd from them for the nones.

Throwing out thousand throbs in her owne soyle.

Also misses
Poussant mille sanglets, ttrtitlrtr in son sang.

But, on the other hand, can any translator,
however bad, not know the word "sang-?"
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Surely "soyle" is a deliberate change, ac-

tuated perhaps for the rhyme. Or may "soyle"

mean ' blood-soiled state?'

In Son. VIII the rendering

of

I saw it cover'd all with grieily shadowes

That with black horror did the ayre appall

ye le uy tout couuert d'une obscure truine,

Qui t' ileuoit far fair en tourbillonfumeux

is a hyperbolic change in bad taste, but not a

misunderstanding necessarily of the French.

In Son. XIII, version '91 renders

by

Plus riche asstz qxt ne se mom/rait ctllt

Qui affarut nu triste Florentin,

Jettant ma veue au riuage Latin.

Je uy de loing surfir tint Nassftle.

Much richer then that vessell seem'd to be,

Which did to that sad Florentine appeare,

Casting mine eyes farre off, I channst to sec

Upon the Latinc Coast herselfe to reare.

Koeppel complains that Spenser wollte diese

[Bellay's] Konstriiktion nachbilden, ist dabei

aber unverstandlich gewordcn . . . Das pron.

refl. herselfe stlnvebt vollkominen in der luft.

Spenser's "construction
"

is a simple, though

awkward ellipsis: supply "A vessel" at the

beginning, and all is clear.
" Herselfe" is of

course in apposition with the implicit first term

of the comparison, that is, "a vessel much

richer I chaunst to see reare herselfe,

etc." Clumsy, but not unverstandlich.

In Son. XIV,
II sembloit que son chef touchtst aufirmament,

t saforme n'estoit mains superbe gue belle :

Digne, s'il enfut one, digne d'estrt immortelle.

Si rien dessous le del sifandoitfermement

becomes

It seem'd her top the firmament did rayse.

And no lesse rich than faire, right worthie sure

(If ought here worthie) of immortall dayes,

Or if ought under heaven might firme endure

Koeppel : yon der sonderbaren ubersetzung
des verbutns toucher tind dem inissverstand-

lichen or abgesehen, sind im englischen text

die worte saforme estoit nicht wiedergegeben,
sodass dieser saiz ohne subjekt und verbum
ist."

"Rayse" for toucher is simply heightening

the hyperbole; "Or" explicates an implicit

parallelism in meaning and construction ;

" her

top" is the subject of the sentence; "it seem'd"

is the principal verb with "did rayse" and

"was' [understood] "right worthie" as de-

pendent predicates. Ellipsis of dependent

forms of the verb " to be "
surely needs no de-

fence in Elizabethan English.

In the '91 working over into sonnets (rhymed)
of VB. '69, there is, as Koeppel admits, an

evident effort to correct inaccuracies of detail

in the '69 form. There are also, as might be

expected from rhyme exigencies, occasional

unimportant variations from the letter. The

only error that Koeppel has noted is the change
from "gladsome shade" ('69) [Bellay : um-

brage'] to "gladsome gleame." There must

be a reason for this, since "shade" is no trouble-

some rhyming-mate. Perhaps the sanctity of
" the Dodonian tree," or the fact that the tree

itself was drawn in a high white light in the

cuts to the Theatre, combined with the taking

alliteration, may explain. In any case, it does

not show sehr mange lhaft kenntnis of French.

Analysis would, I think, similarly resolve

Dr. Koeppel's animadversions on "the Ruines

of Rome," but it is unnecessary. Streng phil-

ologische vergleichung of the Petrarch-Bellay

Visions leaves us precisely where we started :

with all the antecedent probability in favor of

the Spenserian authorship, but nothing proved.

There remains the "aesthetic
"
argument :

die gedichte des ' Theatre ' von sj6o zeigen
keine spur der so angenfalligen fiirbung der

Spenser'schen sprache, wiihrend die ' Visions

of Bellay
' von 1591 den stenipel Spenser'scher

mache in nnverkennbarster weise tragen.

Here is an important assertion, of which no

proof, worth the name, is offered. What are

the facts? Obviously only the hint of an

analysis is here possible. It is sufficient how-

ever.

In all four series we have Spenser's charac-

teristic archaised spelling; we have archaic

forms peculiarly his (for example, VP. inought,

Yshronded, outbrast; VB. '69 mought, though

(for then), stroke (for struck) ; Spenserian

phrases (for example, VB. '69 i. 3 drowne in . . .

sleepeci. FQ. I. i, v,326 FQ. II, v, 365; FQ.
I, iii, v, 143); Spenserian imagery, for example
VP- IV, 5-7.

But manie Muses, and the Nymphes withall.

That sweetly in accord did tune their voyce

To the soft sounding of the waters fall-

Compare Sh. Cal. IV. 35-6 :

Which [his laye] once he made as by a spring he laye.

And tuned it unto the Waters fall.
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And-SV/. Cal., VI. 7-8:
" where Byrds of every kynde
To the waters fall their tunes attemper right.

Also FQ. VI. x. vv. 65, 68 :

But Nymphes and Faeries by the bancks did sit ...
... to the waters fall tuning their accents fit.

Dr. Koeppel, however, cannot have over-

looked this "aesthetic
" evidences against his

view, and must, therefore, hold his view in the

face of it. There is a test, however, that he

perhaps has not applied, and which seems
conclusive. I mean the ' metrical test

'

as ap-

plied to the blank verse translations of Bellay.
The application of this test moreover is ren-

dered easy by the recent excellent study of

Spenser's decasyllabic verse in the Shepheards
Calendar by M. Emile Legouis.4 I must here

content myself with summarizing his results

so far as they are pertinent to the present issue.

Pseudo-classical tendencies in earlier Eliza-

bethan literature had a fossilizing effect upon
verse, especially 'heroic verse.' Gradually
rules, reducible in effect to three, were evolved,

namely :

' heroic verse
' must have (i) just ten

syllables, (2) feet invariably iambic so-called,

and (4) the caesura always after the fourth

syllable. Gascoigne (1576), 5 James VI (1584),*

Puttenham (1589), 7 explicitly lay down these

rules. Surrey and the other "Courtly Makers,"
Sackville, Gascoigne, Googe conscientiously
observe them. 8 Googe even is at pains to have
his conventionalized caesura marked by a

printer's device, thus

The Muses joye,
i i 3 4

and well they may to see,

So well theyr la1234
bonre com to good successe,

3 As a further bit of evidence by parallelism, cf. with the

three
' visions

'

based on the '

Apocalypse,' for which four

newly translated 'visions' of Bellay were substituted in 'fi,

a similar 'apocalyptic' vision of Duessa on the Seven Headed

Beast. (FQ. I vii, St*. 16-18).

4 Quomodo Edmundus Spenstrus ad Chaucerum se fingens

in Cclogis
" The Shepheardes Calender " versum heroicum

renoverit ac refecerit. Thesim fac. litt. Paris, doct. grad.

adept, propon. Kniilc Le*gouis, Paris, 1806.

5 The Steelt Gat etc. ed. Arber, p. 60 (Certayne Notes of

Instruction).

6 Ettaies of a Prentice etc . ed. Arber, p. 60.

7 Arte f Engl. Pottie, ed Arber, pp. 88-9.

8 See Legouis, op, cit. for proofs and illustrations.

That they sustay
i J 3 4

ned long agoe in the. (Ed. Arber, p. 75.)

Spenser in the Sh. Cal., on the other hand,
revived for 'heroic verse" the neglected variety
in unity of his self-acknowledged Master-

Chaucer. With the nicest tact he constantly
varied his caesura, did not hesitate to intro-

duce in fit places trochees, spondees, and even

anapaests, by the last making verses of eleven

syllables. Feminine endings also occur to

make an additional syllable.

The first printed exception to the fossilized

'heroic verse' universally current in Elizabethan

poetry before Spenser is the blank verse trans-

lation of Du Bellay's Songc printed in the

Thertre of Worldlings, 1569. In this blank
verse alone is to be found the same nicely
calculated variety in the feet and in the caesura

which obtains of the Sh. Cal. One or two ex-

amples from many :

Trochee (spondee?) with caesura (6+4):

All Cf/fine Diamant | dgcki'ng/the front (Son. II. 3).

Trochee with caes. (5+5) :

GOlde wls /the parget ; I and th jielyng eke (Son. 11.9).

Anapaest with caesura (4+6) :

I saw raisde upHn pil /I6rs 5f Tv/orie (Son. IV. ij.

Caesura (2+8) :

On hill, I a frame an hundred cubites hie

I sawe, R an hundred pillers eke about (Son. II. i, 2).

Caesura (3+7) [or perhaps (5+5) ?] :

On eche side 1 portraide was a victorie (Son. IV . 5).

Caesura (7+3) :

The chapters AUbasttr,* || Christall frieses (Son. IV. 3).

Caisura (8+2) :

A sudden tempest from the heauen, J I saw (Son. III. 13).

But there is further proof, approximately
mathematical, of the identity of the poets of
the Sh. Cal. and the VB. '69. I can best ex-

hibit this evidence by a diagram :

9 This is not Spenser's later spelling, nor the usual Eliza-

bethan, which is
"
alablaster." Cf. VIS. '69. Son. IV. 3;

FQ. VI. viii. v. 375; etc.
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Caesura (2+8) (3+7) (4+6) . (s+5) 6+4) (7+3) (8+2).

Son. I 2
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dry of 1599), nor Ouclin (1607) and Victor (1609),

give the German form carauz for the Spanish.

The first mention of it is in Covamibias (1611),

where it is given as "
palabra Tuclesca," but

with a Greek etymology ; he gives correctly

autan as "palabra Francesa," and mentions

beber de autan,

LEO WIENER.
Harvard University.

CARADOS AND THE SERPENT.

THERE are four versions of the story of Carados

and the serpent. Two ofthem exist in French

and retain the name of Carados for their hero.

They have been known as part of the Arthur

cycle, but their relation to each other has not,

I think, been discussed. The other two ver-

sions, which have not the name of Carados,

have hitherto passed unnoticed in this con-

nection. One is the ballad, The Queen of

Scotland, which calls the hero, "Troy Muir."

The other is a Highland tale given by Campbell,

with the name of " Sheen Billy
"

for its hero.

There is no doubt, however, that they repre-

sent the same story. My object in this paper is

to bring together these four versions,and trace,

so far as I can, their relation to each other.

The first version ot the story is found in the

first continuation of Chretien's Perceval le Gal-

lois (ed. Potvin, Vol. II pp. 191 ff.). As this

part of the Perceval has never been rendered

into English, I give here, for purposes of com-

parsion with later versions of the story, a some-

what detailed abstract.

Carados is the son of the enchanter Eliaures

and Ysaune, the wife of King Carados. When
Carados is grown to manhood he meets his

father in an adventure similar to that of Ga-

wain and the Green Knight. He cuts off his

father's head, and a year later presents him-

self to undergo the same test. But, after a

trial of his courage, his father contents him-

self with telling him the story of his birth.

Carados, in great indignation, informs King
Carados. Ysaune is shut up in a tower, and

young Carados travels in search of adventure.

Recalled by the king, he discovers Eliaures in

the tower with his mother. To avenge her

disgrace, Ysaune appeals to Eliaures, who
offers to punish Carados in this way : he will

create a horrible serpent and shut him up in

her cupboard. When Carados visits her, she
is to send him there immediately for her mir-

ror. As soon as he puts in his hand, the serpent
will wind about his arm. His flesh will then

waste away, and in two years he will die. The
mother agrees to this and carries out her part.

The serpent winds about the arm of Carados,
and his mother, Ysaune, then tells him that he
has got what he deserves and that the best

thing for him to do is to go forth and repent of

his sins during the two years of life left to him.
Carados goes out into the forest and wanders

about, seeking hermitages and religious found-

ations, everywhere confessing his sins. News
of his trouble reaches his uncle, King Arthur.
There is great grief in the court. Cador of

Cornwall is especially moved and takes nn
oath not to spend more than one night in a

place until he has found Carados. He searches

through many countries, until, one evening, he
finds him in an abbey. He offers to kill the

serpent, but Carados will not allow it, for that

would cause his own death.

The next morning they start for Nantes to-

gether, but Cador leaves his companion outside

and enters the city alone. He makes his way
to Queen Ysaune's tower. She faints at the

sight of him. When she recovers, he re-

proaches her for her cruelty to her son. She
admits that she is sorry, but she cannot undo
what she has done. Cador then asks if there

is no possible cure. She promises to consult

Eliaures.

That night, as usual, Eliaures comes to the

tower, and Ysaune ful fills her promise. Eliaures

tells her that he himself has no power to cure

Carados, but that a cure is possible if there can
be found a beautiful, well-born maiden who
loves Carados loyally. She can cure him.
She must prepare two caldrons and fill one
with milk and the other with the sourest wine
she can find. She must get into the caldron of

milk and Carados must get into the caldron of

wine. Then she must show her breast over
the edge of the caldron and pray to God to

cure Carados immediately. The serpent, dis-

liking the wine and tempted by the sweet milk,
will then leave Carados and seize her breast.

Cador returns in the morning and learns

what Eliaures has said. He then joins Cara-
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dos again, and the two go to Cador's native

land, where Cador's sister, Guinor by name,

awaits them. She is a very beautiful maiden

and she loves Carados. She is in a church,

praying for him and for her brother, when
Cador enters. She springs to greet him and

asks news of Carados. Her brother asks her

why she cares. She confesses her love. Her

brother, much pleased, tells her how she can

save the man she loves, and she consents to the

ordeal.

The baths are made ready and Carados and

Guinor enter them. Guinor calls on the ser-

pent, in the name of Jesus, to leave Carados.

The serpent will no longer endure the sour

wine. He unwinds from the arm, and fastens

upon the maiden. But Cador, who has been

standing sword in hand, strikes on the edge of

the caldron and cuts off part of his sister's

breast. The serpent falls to the ground between

the caldrons, and Cador cuts him in pieces.

He then has his sister's wound looked to.

Carados bathes, and remains with Cador and

his sister until he, too, is cured. News then

comes that King Carados has died and that

Carados has inherited his kingdom. He

promptly marries Gunior and has her crown-

ed queen at Nantes. His arm, however, was
never entirely healed, but always remained

smaller than his other arm. He was therefore

known as Carados Brisie Bras.

This, perhaps, is the end of the serpent story

proper, but there is an epilogue to it. One day
Carados goes out to hunt and follows a mira-

culous stag, which disappears, leaving him
lost in the forest. He then sees a great light

and hears the singing of birds. The light ap-

proaches and passes him. In the midst of it he

sees a knight leading a maiden on a white

mule. He accosts the knight, but receives no

reply. He then follows him until he arrives at

a castle. The knight there dismounts, greets

Carados by name, and welcomes him as his

guest. He has taken this way to secure an in-

terview with Carados. His name is Alardin del

Lac.

Carados is disarmed, clad in rich garments
and led into the presence of the women. One
of them, who is especially beautiful, embraces
and kisses him, bidding him welcome. She
seats him beside her and asks after Queen

Guinor and especially about her wounded
breast. Carados declares his love for his wife.

They talk for a while, then dine and sleep.

In the morning Carados prepares to return

home. Alardin brings out a shield, the buckle

of which has wonderful power. If a knight has

lost half of his nose, a touch ofthis buckle will

make a golden nose just like the one he had

before. With other wounds it acts in the same

way. Alardin offers the shield to Carados,

who refuses it, but says he will gladly accept
the buckle from it. Alardin tears off the

buckle and gives it to him, with the remark
that he knows how it will be used.

Carados,on his return home,goes immediate-

ly to his wife. He leads her into a room alone

and applies the buckle to her breast. As
soon as it touches her she has a breast of gold,
in shape as it was before. Carados then tells

her that no one must know the secret of her

breast. He makes it a test of her chastity. He
warns her, as an additional precaution, never

to undress before women. For all his advice

she thanks him.

Just after this, in the Perceval, comes the

story of the wonderful horn, from which no
man can drink without spilling, unless his wife

has always been true to him. Carados alone

is able to drink from it.

Potviu, in printing the Perceval, followed

the Mons MS. In this part, however, the

Montepelier MS. is fuller. It differs in some

particulars and adds many details, some of

which are given in Potvin's notes. To these

it will be necessary to refer later.

The second version of Carados and the ser-

pent is found in the Roman de Kenart le Con-

trefait, written by the Clerk of Troyes. Two
manuscripts of this exist. One manuscript is

in Paris and is referred to as MS. A. The
other MS. is in two volumes, the first of which

is in Vienna, the second in Paris. It is known
as MS. B. The two manuscripts stand in a

somewhat curious relation to each other. They
contain practically the same material, but the

order of it has been changed freely, details

have been added or omitted at will, and the

wording has at times been exactly retained,

and at other times, with no apparent reason for

preference, it has been altered. There seems
to be no doubt, however, that MS. B is a re-
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working of MS. A by the author of MS. A, the

Clerk of Troyes. Statements made in the text

bearthis out. 1 Certain dates are given, 1319 as

the date when MS. A was begun, 1322 when it

was finished,and 1328 when MS. B was begun.
On B the author says that he worked thirteen

years. It happens fortunately that we have the

story of Carados as it is written in both manu-

scripts. Tarb^ printed it from MS. A in his

Pottos de Champagne Anterieurs an si^cle de

Francois I"- t Reims, 1851, p. 79-82, and F.

Wolf printed it from the Vienna MS. in his

Le Roman de Renart le,Contrefait, Vienna,

1861, p. 8.

As given by TarbcS the story runs in this

way :

To King Arthur was presented a cup, from

which no man could drink if his wife had an-

other lover. First the king tried, and then all

the knights of his court, and they all failed, ex-

cepting Quarados, known as Quarados Brim-

bras, a knight of great fame. He kept himself

in the forest a longtime because of a serpent

that remained on his arm for two years. He

got it through his cruel mother. She sent him

to her cupboard for her comb, and she had

previously put the serpent there. Quarados un-

suspiciously reached in and the serpent wound
about his arm. There was no help for him,

so he fled to the woods. He had a large mantle

made and under it he always kept his arm. He
lived in the woods and no one heard news

of him. He grew very pale, for the serpent

caused him great agony. There was a hermit

to whom Quarados went every morning to hear

mass. Often he prayed for death, for he had

no longer blood nor flesh.

Meanwhile the maiden whom he loved, with

her brother, was seeking him everywhere.

Finally they came to the chapel of the hermit.

They questioned him and he led them to

Quarados. But Quarados, when he saw them,

ran away. Nevertheless, the maiden called

after him that she would never leave him until

she had cured him, that she would rather die

than have him suffer. She stood beside him,

naked to the waist, that the serpent might see

I Lf Roman de Renart U Contrtfait, (nach der Handschrift

ACT K.. K. Hofbibliothek. Nr. 2562, fnlher Hohcndorf, Fol.

39) von Ferdinand Wolf, Wien, 1861.

Alixundre le Grand, par Paul Meyer. Paris, 1886, Tome

II, 334-5-

her. Her brother stood between them, sword
in hand. "

Serpent," she called, "look at me.

See my white breasts. Leave that poor arm,
that bone, and come to me." The serpent
was about to throw himself on the maiden
when the brother struck and cut the serpent in

two, and then into more than ten pieces. They
did not delay. Quickly afterward Quarados
married the maiden. He was a guest at Ar-

thur's court and he could drink from the cup
without spilling. For this the other women
hated his wife and spoke evil of her.

In MS. A this story fills one hundred and

twelve lines
;

in MS. B it occupies but eighty-

eight. It is nevertheless substantially the

same. MS. B adds a reason for the mother's

unnatural conduct,saying that she did it at the

instigation of her lover, who wished to be re-

venged on her son because he would not allow

sin to be committed. MS. B also omits the

hermit's part in the story. But the wording of

the two manuscripts remains the same even to

the extent of whole lines and groups of lines.

There can be no question that the Clerk of

Troyes derived his story from the Perceval.

He gives a shortened and perhaps a rationaliz-

ed version. He omits all of the introductory
details concerning Ysaune and Eliaures

; he

omits most of the story ofCadorand Guinor

previous to the discovery of Carados; he omits

the two baths, and, finally, he says nothing
of the restoration of Guinor's breast.

The desire to shorten the story accounts

for all the changes except the last two and may
account for them. As the story is told in Ren-
art le Contrefait, it is a parenthesis to the

story of the magic horn or cup, and any de-

gree of compression can be understood. Fur-

thermore, in the Perceval, the restoration of

the breast is told at great length, and as an

independent story rather than as a pendant to

the serpent story. The long introduction,

containing the miraculous means of conduct-

ing Carados to the court of Alardin, is alone

enough to separate it from what precedes. Its

omission in an abstract of the serpent story,

then, is not surprising. We should expect,

however, the retention of the two baths, as

they are a striking feature of the ceremony,and
could be described in a few lines. The perso-
nal prejudice of the author.or the taste ofa later
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generation, must account for their omission.

Excepting the baths, all the salient points of

the serpent story itself are retained in Renart

It Contrefait. Further than that, there is noth-

ing in Renart le Contrefait that is not covered

by the Perceval.

We can even go a step beyond and say that

the Renart version is derived from the Mont-

pelier or from some allied manuscript, rather

than from the Mons manuscript. It will be

noticed that in the Renart It Contrefait Cador

and his sister start together to search for Ca-

rados, while in the Mons MS. Cador goes alone.

But in the Montpelier MS., as in the Renart,

the two start together and actually arrive at the

hermitage in which Carados is hidden. In the

Montpelier MS. they do not find him in his

hiding place, so they separate and Cador con-

tinues the search alone, as in the Mons MS.

This second search, probably for the sake of

brevity, is omitted in Renartle Contrefait,nnA

and the discovery of Carados ends what is, in

the Montpellier MS., the first search.

Again, in Renart le Contrefait, an important

part is played by the hermit, who is not men-

tioned at all in the Mons MS. In the Mont-

pelier MS., however,he is prominent,although
in a somewhat different way. The two lovers

arrive at a church where the hermit carries on

services for them and takes part in the process
of freeing Carados. Given this, the use of

the hermit in Renart le Contrefait to bridge
over the omission of the details of Cador's

search is very simple.

Finally, we have the actual words of the

Montpelier MS. retained in Renart le Contre-

fait in the maiden's speech to the serpent. In

the Mons MS. she says :

"
Serpens, ses-tu entendre?

Lai Caradot, jel te comant

De par Jhcsu le tout-poisant

Qui fist quanqu'il vot, sus et jus 1'*

In the Montpelier MS. her speech is :

"
Esgarde, dist el, mes mamelles.

Com eles sont tcndres et beles
;

Esgarde com blanche poitrine

Qu'est plus blanche que flor d'espine;

Esgarde com ce vin est aigre,

La vie Carados est megre
Si que n'a in, s en lui que prendre ;

Ne te lai a celui sospendre,

Par toi d'ilec, tu feras sen.

Vien ca u moi. et si te pren ;

Ge te conjiur, diva, serpent,

D par le roi omnipotent
Dubraz mon ami te despent

Ft a ma mamele te pent ;

Quarje sui moult et blanche et tendrt;

Bien te porras a moi entendre."

In MS. A of Renartle Contrefait the speech is

this:

Serpens, dist elle, esgarde moi ;

Et mes mamelles blanches voi,

Qui sont blanches, jeunes et tendre ;

Tu n'as en eel ch^tif que prendre:
II n'i a mes que le maigre os ;

Bien peuz veoir qu*e tu es fos.

Vien toi i moi aerdre, et le laisse;

Rien n'a mes en lui, qui te paisse.

Lais ses os ; prens ces blanchs choscs.

- Or m'est il avis que tu n'oses,"

MS. B of the Renart is shorter, but similar :

Serpent dist-elle esgarde moy;
Et mes blanches mamelles voy,

Qui sont belles, et la char tendre;

Tu n'as en c chetif que prendre.

Viens t'en prendre a moy et 1 laisse ;

Kien n'y a mais de quoy te paisse.

Laisse-le, preng ces belles choses.

Or me semble bien, que tu n'oses !

Of these two last, the Montpelier rather than

the Mons MS. is clearly the original.

We may conclude, then, that the story of

Carados and the serpent in Renart le Contre-

fait is derived from the Perceval, and from

the Montpelier rather from the Mons MS.
The third version of the story of Carados is

found in a late English or Scotch ballad, The

Queen of Scotland, No. 301 in Professor

Child's collection.' It is my impression, from

the language, that this is nothing but a late

English imitation of a Scotch ballad; but it

may possibly preserve fragments of an older

ballad on the same subject. Professor Child

advances no opinion, saying merely,
" The in-

sipid ballad may have been rhymed from some

insipid tale."

Of the ballad's actual source we know noth-

ing ; but, whatever the source, the ballad un-

doubtedly preserves the kernel of the tale of

Carados and the serpent. It begins with the

Potiphar's wife story, so common as an intro-

duction. Troy Muir, after refusing to gratify

the queen's desire, is asked by her to lift a

stone in the garden. Under the stone he will

find a pit filled with red gold, enough to buy

a Vol. v, pp. 176-7.
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him a dukedom. The next morning he lifts

the stone, but instead of gold he finds a long
starved serpent which winds about his middle.

He exclaims that he must die by the serpent,
but a beautiful maiden passes that way and
cuts off her fair white pap to allay the serpent's

rage. Troy Muir is immediately released.

The maiden's wound is healed in an hour, and
before the day has passed Troy Muir marries

her. On the birth of her son she gets a new

pap.
We have here the essential parts of the story.

A woman, for revenge, sends a man to a place
where a serpent is confined, that the serpent

may wind about his body. A girl entices the

serpent from the man by offering her breast as

a dainty morsel. The man marries the girl

who has saved him. In course of time her

breast is restored.

Although the outline of the story remains,

the details are lost. Not even the name ofthe

hero is retained. This, however, is not sur-

prising, when we remember that in Rznart It

Contrefait, which follows so closely after the

Perceval, only one name is kept out of the

many in the original.

The one important change in the ballad is

the cause for the restoration of the breast. This

is a folk-tale element which replaces the story

of the miraculous buckle. Perhaps the best

instance of it is found in the story of William

of the Tree, given by Douglas Hyde in his

collection, tieside the Fire. The king's

daughter, in that story, has her hands and feet,

which had been cut off by her father, sudden-

ly restored on the birth of her children. It is

a similar case.

The fourth version of the Carados story is

found in Campell's Popular Tales of the West

Highlands, pp. xcv and xcvi of the intro-

duction. A step-mother gave her step-son,

Sheen Billy, a magic shirt which turned to a

great snake about his neck. Then he was un-

der spells and wandered about until he came
to the house of a wise woman who had a

beautiful daughter. This daughter fell in love

with him and wanted him for her husband,

though the wise woman warned her it would

cost her much sorrow, her hair and her breast.

But she cared not, so the wise woman helped
her.

" A caldron was prepared and filled with
plants ; and the king's son was put into it,

stripped to the magic shirt, and the girl was
stripped to the waist. And the mother stood
by with a great knife, which she gave to her
daughter.

. Then the king's son was put down in the
caldron, and the great serpent, which appear-
ed to be a shirt about his neck, changed into
its own form, and sprang on the girl and
fastened on her; and she cut away the hold,
and the king's son was freed from the spells.
Then they were married, and a golden breast
was made for the lady."

This story was told to Campbell by
" old

MacDonald, travelling tinker." Other adven-
tures followed which Campbell did not re-

member and which he was unable to get from
the tinker's son. The story possessed no par-
ticular significance to him. He quoted it

merely as having one scene which repre-
sented an incantation more vividly than any-
thing else he knew. But the story is evident-

ly the same as that in the Perceval, and as I

shall point out presently, it contains elements
not found in the two versions later than the Per-

ceval. It is peculiarly unfortunate that the

concluding adventures are lost, for if it could
be established that they were identical with
the following adventures in the Perceval we
should have a most significant fact,which might
throw some lighten the troublesome questions
of Gaelic Folk-Lore and the Celtic sources of

Perceval.

As it is, we have something of importance,
for the most noticeable thing about this High-
land tale is that we have here retained two

parts of the story that are found only in the

Perceval. I refer to the bath in the caldron

and to the golden breast. Instead of the two

caldrons, we have but one, and that filled with

plants, but it evidently corresponds to the

caldron filled with sour wine. The other
caldron has been introduced into the original

story, or omitted from it, according as we
accept the Gaelic or the French as represent-

ing the older form.

As the story is told by Campbell, the golden
breast is mentioned but no details are given.

Campbell ends abruptly, "And then they
went through more adventures, which I do
not well remember,"
These two incidents, the caldron and the
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golden breast, do not appear in Renart le

Contrefait nor in the English ballad. They are

peculiar to the Perceval and the Highland tale.

They show conclusively, therefore, that these

two versions stand to each other in some close

relation, from which the other two versions,

intermediary in time, may be excluded.

But no direct relation between the Perceval

and the Highland tale can be established.

When we pass beyond the two incidents that

they have in common, we find, not only that

the Highland tale is strongly Gaelic in color-

ing and expression, but that the details of the

plot are widely different.

As for the Gaelic coloring, one may mention

the game of shinny, the hen-wife, the magic
shirt, and the wise woman, but when one un-

dertakes to enumerate the divergences in the

plot it becomes necessary to recapitulate the

whole of both stories. Four points, however,

may suffice for our present purpose. The step-

mother is substituted for the mother
;
the

snake is combined with a magic shirt
;
the

girl has no previous acquaintance with the

hero, and the part of the girl's brother is played

by the wise woman, her mother.

These differences and the strong Gaelic

coloring make it certain that the tale has had

an independent existence for some years and

is not recently derived from the Perceval. In-

deed, circumstantial evidence shows that any
recent use of the Perceval as a source is im-

possible, for the Perceval exists only in man-

uscript, and, since 1845, in Potvin's limited

edition. When a special student of the sub-

ject like Campbell was ignorant of the contents

of the French romance it is not probable that

the Gaelic peasant was better informed.

It remains to be explained, then, how it

happens that we find two versions of the same

story in the French of the twelfth century and

in Gaelic of the nineteenth, so like that we
cannot deny some connection between them,
so unlike that we know there can be no direct

and recent connection.

There are two conjectural explanations.
One is that the two stories come from a com-
mon source, the other that during the thir-

teenth, fourteenth or fifteenth century, the

story spread from the Perceval until it reach-

ed the Scotch Highlands, where it was kept in

circulation until this century.

Direct evidence cannot be brought to up-
hold either explanation, but there are two

points which create a persumption in favor of

the former. In the first place, we have clear-

ly an old tale of magic, with adequate machi-

nery for delivering the hero from the spell.

There is no need for the divine interposition.

The Christian element that we have in the

Perceval is, without doubt, an interpolation,

entirely unnecessary for the development of

the action. The Highland tale, which is with-

out the Christian element, is nearer the orig-
inal form, and while it is possible that the

Gaelic has returned to the original by the pro-
cess of omission, it is more probable that it re-

presents a form into which Christianity has

never entered, that is, a form independent of

the Perceval.

The second argument in favor of the inde-

pendent origin of the Highland tale springs
from the position of the Carados story in the

Perceval. It is there preceded, as has already
been said, by the story which we have in Eng-
lish in (iawain and the Green Knight, and is

followed by the story of the marvellous born,
which we have in the English ballad, The Boy
and the A/ani/e. But the story of Gavvain and
the Green Knight as it exists in English is

certainly not derived from Perceval, and the

story in the Boy and the Mantle is also prob-

ably not from the Perceval. There is some
reason to think in both cases that the origin
is Celtic. This being so, it becomes even
more probable that the Gaelic tale is an inde-

pendent version of the intervening Carados

story.

The outlines of the ballad story are so vague
that it seems impossible to fix its relation to

the other versions. But the fact that it men-
tions the restoration of the breast, even though
it be in a different manner, shows a con-

nection with the Perceval or with the High-
land tale, and not with the Renart; and the

fact that the girl has had no previous love for

the hero and that she has no brother to help
her, connects the ballad with the Highland
tale rather than with the Perceval. The prob-
abilities are that the ballad is a part of the

the same floating tradition that we have in the

Highland tale and has no closer connection
with the French.

This, then, is the most that we can conclude
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concerning the four versions of Carados and
the serpent. The version of Renart le Contre-

fait, of the first quarter of the fourteenth cen-

tury, is derived directly from the Perceval, of

the last half of the twelfth century, and from

the Montpelier or some allied manuscript
rather than from the Mons manuscript. The
late English or Scotch ballad has only the

merest outline of the story, but seems to be-

long with the Gaelic version that we have in a

still later form, rather than with the French.
And finally the Gaelic version, told in the first

half of this century, may be an independent
form of the story, or may be derived from the

Perceval, but is certainly not derived from the

English ballad or from Renart le Coutrcfa.it,

and is certainly not recently derived from the

Perceval.

No other form of the story has come to my
notice, although, in pursuance of the hint

given in Professor Child's "some insipid tale,"

I have carelully examined the chap-books
and broadsheets in the Harvard Library. The
steps of the story's progress cannot be traced.

An added significance is given to these four

versions by the fact that the story as a whole
is entirely unlike any other story. F. Wolf, it

is true, thought that he saw here, and in Der
Arme Heinrich,

" cine gemeinsame tradi-

tionelle Grundlage." But I think this can

hardly be maintained. The two central

points in Der Arme Heinrich are : first, that a

maiden is willing to sacrifice her life to cure

the man she loves ; and second, that, at the

last moment, he refuses to allow the sacrifice,

but is cured by his very denial. Now in the

story of Carados I cannot see any indication

that the maiden is to sacrifice her life. On
the contrary, preparations to kill the serpent
are made in the beginning. The breast is to

be cut off, the serpent destroyed. The girl

merely accepts mutilation, and the lover has

no thought of preventing her.

I have not met with another instance of en-

chantment where the serpent is about the

body of the person enchanted. There are in-

numerable cases where the person is turned

into a serpent, as in Lioeaus Desconus and in

the three ballads, the Laily Worm, Allison

Gross and Kemp Ozvyne. So also, in cases of

retransformation, such as Tarn Lin, one of the

changes is almost always to the form of a ser-

pent. There are, too, many cases where the

serpent is inside the body.
These last possess some interest in connec-

tion with the Carados story. The serpent in-

side the body is but another form of the hun-

ger-demon story. This demon may take the

form of any reptile. In its simpler forms the

story is wide-spread and still persists. Chil-

dren are still warned not to drink from brooks
and springs, lest they get a little snake in their

stomach, which will grow there and eat their

food. Even so late as Feb. 23, 1898, the Chica-

go Chronicle published the account of a wo-

man, who, according to her physician's state-

ment, had a frog in her stomach. It was sup-

posed that she swallowed a tadpole in spring
water. There are innumerable similar cases

given in the Folk-Lore Journals.

These stories connect with the Carados

story in the devices used to free the person
who is possessed by the hunger-demon. In-

variably the appetite is appealed to. In the

story of the Alp Luachra given by Douglas
Hyde in Beside the Fire, the man was fed on
salt beefand then made to lie with open mouth
over a brook until the Alp Luachra and its

twelve young came out to quench their thirst.

In Campbell's Popular Tales, vol. u, p. 366,

a reptile called " Ion craois
"

is tempted from
a girl's stomach by the odor of roasting sheep.
But the most elaborate story of this kind is

found in The Vision of MacConglinne, trans-

lated from the Irish by Kuno ^yer. Cathal

MacFinguine ate apples on which spells had
been laid and through the poison-spells little

creatures were formed in his stomach and

they came together and formed the demon of

gluttony. MacConglinne cured him by mak-

ing him fast thirty-six hours and then binding
him and eating before him and describing foods

and drinks before him until the demon came
to the mouth of MacFinguine and was licking
its lips outside his head. Then pieces of meat
were held to the fire and then to the king's
mouth. One of these the demon seized and
carried to the fire. The caldron fell on him
there. The property was removed and the

house burned, but the demon was unharmed
and escaped to a neighboring ridgepole. He
was finally driven oflT by the power of the

Christian religion.

In all such stories the serpent is tempted forth
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by the offer of something that his appetite

craves. He is then at the mercy of the by-

standers. In the same way the serpent is en-

ticed from Caradosby the offer of the maiden's

breast as a dainty morsel. This idea is prom-
inent in all of the versions.

The bath in milk which occurs in the Per-

ceval \& there intended as an additional incen-

tive to the serpent's appetite, just as the sour

wine is meant to make his situation on Carados

especially offensive. Milk is proverbially

tempting to serpents. We have even the case

ofa serpent near Deerhurst in Gloucestershire

which was gorged on milk until it was easily

killed. 3 But we may have something more

than temptation to appetite in the two baths.

Professor Child says, in his introduction to

Tain Lin (Ballads, vol. Ill, P. 338):

" Immersion in a liquid, generally water, but
sometimes milk, is a processs requisite for

passing from a non-human shape, produced by
enchantment, back into the human, and also

for returning from the human to a non-human
state, whether produced by enchantment, or

original."

There may have been formerly some such

idea in the Carados baths.

The resemblances to other stories which I

have been able to point out are not very strik-

ing, but they serve to show that the Carados

story, although unconnected with other stories,

is not apart from them. There is a popular
element in it. Careful study reveals inconsis-

tencies and incoherences even in the oldest

and fullest version, the Perceval showing that

we have a transmitted, not an original story.

There is undoubtedly an older and simpler

story behind it, and although in the Perceval

it receives literary elaboration, it is certainly

no literary invention.

We are left with two unsolved problems, the

source of the story in the Perceval, and the

connection between the Perceval story and
the Highland tale. They are not unimportant.
On the contrary, they form part of the greatest

questions that occur in the study of medieval

literary history.

CARRIE A. HARPER.
Bryn Mawr College.

3 A neiv History of Gloucestershire, printed by Samutl

Ruddtr, 1779, Quoted by E. Sidney Harland, in The Leg-
end of Perseus, vol. iii, p. 54.

GOETHES HOMUNKULUS.
I.

UNTER diesem Titel hat A. Gerber in No. 2,

Vol. xii (Februar, 1897) eine Abhandlung ver-

offentlicht, deren Doppelzweck die Zuru'ck-

weisung meiner Auffassung dieses eigenartigen
Wesens in Goethes Faustdichtung und die

Darlegung seiner eigenen Auffassung der dich-

terischen Gestalt ist. Soil eine Diskussion

tiber einen so schwierigen Gegenstand Aus-
sicht auf Verstandigung haben, so gilt es

zunachst, sich fiber die Methode der Unter-

suchung zu verstandigen. Auch Gerber geht
von diesem Grundgedanken aus, findet sich

aber auffalliger Weise sodamit ab, dassersich

ausschliesslich an einen Aufsatz von mir im

Goethe-Jahrbuch, Vol. xvi, S. 127-148, halt, der
nur eine Erganzung, eine Weiterfiihrung der

in meinem Buche Goethes Faristdichtung in

ihrer k'inst/eri<;chen Einheit dargestellt (Ber-
lin: E. Felber, 1894) dargelegten Auffassung
ist. Dieses Buch wircl ausdriicklich Goethe-

Jahrbuch, S. 130, nngefiihrt, und im Anschluss
daran heisst es : der Beweis "soil hier auf

analytischem Wege angetreten werden "

"hier," in der Abhandlung des Goethe-Jahr-
buchs. Diese clarf also nur im Zusammenhang
mitdem Bucheselbstbetrachtet werden, zu dem
sie eine nach ganz bestimmter Seite gehende
Erganzung bildet und zu diesem Zwecke
eine gerade hier giltige Methode verwendet.
Gerber erwahnt dieses Buch mil keiner

Silbe; er betrachtet die Abhandlung dahtr
auch nicht als eine Erganzung, sondern als

eine selbstandige, als obclie vonihm kritisierte

Auffassung hier sich zum ersten und einzigen
Male darstellte. Dadurch entzieht ersich und
seinen Lesern die Moglichkeitdas, was "hier"
zu dem besondern Zwecke "analytisch" dar-

gelegt wird, in seiner urspriinglich synthet-

ischenGestaltungzu betrachten. Es unterliegt
nun aber keinem Zweifel, dass, wenn es sich

um die Auffassung einer Einzelheit innerhalb
einer grossen Dichtung handelt, die Frage,
was die Einzelerscheinung aus dem Zusam-

menhang fur eine Beleuchtung gewinnt, die

Hauptfrage ist, zu der ein aus besonderen
Verhaltnissen hinzukommender analytischer
Beweis hinzutreten kann, aber nicht muss.
Und gerade dieser Hauptgesichtspunkt, der
schon im Titel meines Buches klar und deutlich
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angegeben ist (" in ihrer kiinstlerischen Ein-

heit dargestellt"), lasst Gerber vollstandig bei

Seite. Er hatte wenigstens so viel Riicksicht

atif seine Leser nehmen miissen.dasser ihnen

diesen Hauptpunkt zur Gewinnung der rich-

tigen Einsicht in die Lage der Sache nicht

vorenthalten hatte.

Eine Untersuchung, die in ersterLiniedarauf

ausgeht, die Bedeutung der Teile eines kiinst-

lerischen Ganzen fiir die Gestaltung eben

dieses Ganzen darzulegen, ist eine "asthe-

tische" Untersuchung. Gerber kniipft an

diesen Ausdruck an(derTitel der Abhandlung
im Goethe-Jahrbuch heisst: " Homunkulus
und Helena. Eine asthetische Untersuchung")
und schliesst daraus :

"Valentin thereby intimates that he does not

ry
attention to the historical development, if

may use this term, of Homunculus and
Helena in Goethe's mind "

(S. 69-70).

Gerber irrt mil dieser Annahme sehr griind-

lich. In Goethes Faustdichtung(G.F.) hatte

er auf Seite 152 den Satz finden konnen :

" Es ist begreiflich, dass diese Klarheit der
Verhaltnisse nicht auf einmal sich gestaltet
hat, sondern erst ganz allmahlich als Ergebnis
eines vieljahrigen Prozesses entstanden ist."

Eine Darlegung dieses "vieljahrigen Pro-

zesses" hatte Gerber auf S. 153-155 finden

konnen. Gerber geht dabei noch von der

falschen Annahme aus, dass historische und
asthetische Betrachtung Gegensatze seien, die

sich nicht vereinigen konnten. Thatsachlich

ist es so, dass es keine solide asthetische Un-

tersuchung iiber ein einzelnes Kunstwerk

geben kann, die dessen historische Verhalt-

nisse ausser Acht liesse, so wie es keine dem
Wesen eines Kunstvverks gerecht werdende

historische Untersuchung eines solchen geben

kann, die die asthetische Seite der Frage nicht

behandelt.

Uber diesen Punkt der methodischen Frage
liesse sich indessen mil Gerber wohl eine Ver-

standigung finden. Uber einen zweiten Punkt

selie ich jedoch keinen Ausweg als den der

Kapitulation von der einen oder der anderen

Seite. Es handelt sich um die Frage : Lasst

sich filr eine einzelne Gestaltung einergrossen

Dichtung ein Verstandnis gewinnen, wenn
man sie aus dem Zusanunenhang der in der i

Dichtung dargestelltenEntwicklungreisst und

sie be'trachtet, als ob sie etwas fiir sich Be-

stehendes ware oder muss nicht vielmehr

das Verstandnis der Einzelgestalt gerade aus

diesem Zusamtnenhang, gerade aus der Stel-

lung gewonnen werden, die die Einzelgestalt
in der Gesamtentwicklung einnimmt, so dass

ihre Bedeutung aus der Aufgabeerkannt wird,

die sie im Zusammenhange des Kunstwerkes

einnimmt? Wer von dem Hermes des Praxi-

teles, von der Venus von Milo nur die Biiste

kennt, wird iiber die starke, ungewohnliche

Erhebung der einen Schulter, dort der rechten,

hier der linken, .keine Einsicht gewinnen
konnen, wenn er sie ausserhalb des Zusammen-

hangs mil dem ganzen Korper und dem aus

dessen Gesamthaltung deutlich erkennbaren

Hauptmotiv betrachtet. Diesen Weg befolgt

aber Gerber, wenn er ohne sich um den Zusatn-

menhang der Dichtung zu ktimmern, un-

tersucht, was der Dichter mil Homunkulus be-

zweckt, und es ist ein Irrtum, wenn er sich

riihmt, er verfahre datnit historisch, nicht

philosophise!! (S. 75). Sein historisches Ver-

fahren, so weit es uberhaupt ein solches ist,

beschrankt sich auf die Gestalt des Humun-
kulus, wahrend gerade der wichtigste Punkt

auch filr die historische Untersuchung von ihm

ganzlich unberiihrt bleibt. Was vertratinden

friiheren Entwiirfen die Aufgabe.diejetzt inner-

halb der ausgefiihrten Dichtung Homunkulus
zu erfiillen hat? Fiir die historische Entwick.

lung war also der Entwurf, in dem Homunku-
lus mit diesem Namen uberhaupt noch nicht

erscheint, darauf bin zu untersuchen, was dort

die Stelle des Homunkulus in Bezug auf die

von ihm ausgehende Wirkung einnimmt. Dar-

aus wird sich ergeben, was der " Zweck " des

Homunkulus ist und was an ihm nur clich-

terische Gestaltung und Einkleidung dieses

Zweckes ist. Uber diesen Hauptpunkt geht
Gerber mit vollkommenem Stillschweigen fort.

Er erwahnt den ersten Entwurf, in dem Ho-
munkulus fehlt es fallt ihm aber nicht ein,

dass eine wahrhaft historische Untersuchung
in diesem Entwurf den Keim fiir den spateren
Homunkulus aufzusuchen hatte. Gerber wird

diese Untersuchung bereits in meinem Buche
Goethes Faustdichtung finden, das er zu

seinem Schaden unbeachtet gelassen bat ; er

wird sie in der inzwischenerschienenen Erlau-

terting zu Goethes Faust (Dresden : L. Ehler-

mann, 1897 auch unter dem Titel Deutsche
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Schulausgaben von H. Schiller und V. Valen-

tin, N. 25-26) finden, wo sie auf S. 84-85 klar

und deutlich dargelegt ist. Gerber weist es

zwar zuriick, dass seine Untersuchung "philo-

sophisch
"

sei, und ich will ihm darin auch

nicht widersprechen. In seiner Methode je-

doch steht er ganz auf dem Standpunkt der
"
philosophischen

"
Betrachtungswei.se, mil

der die Hegelianer zuerst an die Erklarung
von Goethes Faust herangetreten sind. Man
fragte bei alien Gestalten zuerst : Was bedeu-

ten sie ?, wahrend nach meiner Auffassungs-
weise gefragt werden muss : Was sind sie in-

nerhalb der Dichtung ? Solange diese realist-

ische Betrachtungsweise nicht durchdringt,
die die Gestalten der Dichtung als reale Wesen
zu erfassen sucht und die falsche Frage nach
ihrer iiber den Rahmen der Dichtung hinaus-

gehenden
"
Bedeutung

"
bei Seite liisst, so

lange kann von einem wirklichen Verstandnis

der Dichtung nicht die Rede sein. Wenn Ger-

ber erklart: "The main purpose of Honiun-

culusis . . . to embody one of his long cherished

scientific ideas, the grand idea of evolution,"
und er kann nicht nachweisen, was die Idee

der Entwicklung in dem dramatischen Verlaufe

der Faustdichtung zu thun hat, so bleibt diese

Erlauterung eine solche, die ausserhalb der

Dichtung steht, die sich willkiirlich die eine

Gestalt herausgreift und ihr eine Bedeutung
zuspricht, die mil der sonstigen Dichtung
nichts zu thun hat. Sie ist weder historisch

noch asthetisch, sie rangiert unter die friihere
"
philosophische

"
Betrachtungsweise, muss

liber, da sie nur ein willkiirliches Spiel mil

Worten ist, ausrangiert werden. Ob nun der

Homunkulus als Humanisnuis oder als das

Wachstum des dichterischen Genius Goethes,
was alles im dramatischen Gauge keine Stelle

hat, oder als der Fiihrer Fausts zu der in

Helena verkorperten Schonheit der Antike,
was dem Verlaufe der Dichtung geradezu
widerspricht, aufgefasst wird eines ist so

falsch wie das andere, weil keines die Stellung,
die Homunkulus in der dramatischen Entwick-

lung der Dichtung einnimmt, auch nur im
mindesten beriicksichtigt. Dies ist auch Ger-
bers Standpunkt. Der meinige ist der, dass ich

von dieser dramatischen Wirkung des Honuin-
kulus ausgehe. Ganz abgesehen von dem
Ergebnis der Erklarung mochte es doch ohne

weiteres klar sein, welcher Standpunkt der

Dichtung und dem Dichter einzig und allein

gerecht wird und daher auch einzig und allein

die Aussicht hat, die Absicht des Dichters zu

erforschen. Hier ist also ein Gegensatz, der

eine Vermittelung nicht zulasst. Hier heisst

es, sich auf den einen oder den andern Stand-

punkt stellen welches in jedem einzelnen

Falle die Ergebnisse der Untersuchung sind,
ist dann eine Frage fiir sich.

Die positiven Erorterungen Gerbers iiber

das Wesen des Homunkulus fallen somit in

sich selbst zusammen. Die Voraussetzungen
widersprechen der Natur des kiinstlerischen

Schaffens ebenso wie der Natur des Faust-

werkes selbst. Sie sind ebenso falsch, wie
wenn Gerber meint "that several hundred
lines in the second and fourth acts refer to

geological problems." Diese Verse sind nicht

da, um diegeologischen Problemedarzulegen,
sondern der Dichter vervvendet umgekehrt
seine naturwissenschaftlichen Erkenntnisse
zu dichterischen Zwecken. Wo er wissenschaft-

liche Zwecke verfolgt, da schreibt er wissen-

schaftliche Abhandlungen, wie das verniinftig
ist. Eine dramatische Dichtung schaffen, be-

sondere Figuren und Hunderte von Versen in

sie einschieben, die mil dem dramatischen
Verlauf nichts zu thun haben und die nur den
Zweck verfolgen, eine wissenschaftliche ganz
ausKerhalb des Themas stehende Ansicht dar-

zulegen, ware aber unverniinftig, und einem
Kiinstler wie Goethe ein solches ganzlich un-

kiinstlerisches Verfahren zuzutrauen, heisst in

die Zeiten zuriickfallen, in denen man aus

"philosophischen" Griinden annahm, der

ganze Faust, besonders in seinen spiiteren

Teilen, sei ein unentwirrbares Konglomerat
von philosophischen, naturwissenschaftlichen
und sonstigen Aperciis, mil deren absichtlicher

Dunkelheit der Dichter die Leser habe narren
wollen. Die Dunkelheit entspringt jedoch nur
aus der talschen Voraussetzung. Man be-

trachte resolut die Dichtung als das, was sie

sein will und ist, als Drama, suche den dramat-
ischen Gang zu erkennen und gehe von der

Voraussetzung aus, dass man es hier iiberall

mit durchaus realistisch gedachten Gebilden
zu thun hat, so wird die Spukgestalt der Un-
deutlichkeit verschwinden es werden sich

aber auch die Wege zum Verstandnis der
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einzelnen Gestalten zeigen, und auf ihnen zu

gehen, ist dann nicht allzu schwer. Das ist

freilich eine neue Methode in der Betrachtungs-
weise von Goethes Faust. Sie vervveist manche
liebgewordene Annahme, mil der mancher

gross geworden ist, ins Nichts aber das Ziel

der Forschung ist nicht das Festhalten vorge-
fasster Meinungen, sondern die Erkenntnis
eines Dichtwerkes. Ein Kunstwerk aber muss
in erster Linie als solches aufgefasst werden.
Wie steht es nun aber mit den negativen Er-

gebnissen Gerbers? Sie richtensich natiirlich

gegen mich, was an und fur sich ihre Berecht-

igung nicht in Frage stellt. Aber sie richten

sicli gegen einzelne Punkte, statt dass von
vornherein der entscheidende Punkt heraus-

gegriffen wird. Dieser besteht darin, dass
Gerber behauptet, die Gestalten des Helena-

dramas, "Helena and her women are not
material beings, but phantoms, shades that

have been granted a temporary lease of life."

Ist das der Fall, so bleibt nach Gerber keine

Schwierigkeit, namlich fiir seine Annahme,
und "Valentin's hypothesis is overthrown,"
was durchaus richtig ist wenn seine Behaupt-
tmg richtig ist. Sie ist es aber nicht, und so
ist es auch seine Folgerung nicht. Gerberirrt
zunachst darin, dass er behauptet, ich griinde
meine Auffassung "principally on the line:
'

Folge mir in starre Griifte.'
"

Ich griinde sie

vielmehr auf den Gang des Dramas, auf den

Gesamtzusammenhang, der fiir Gerber leider

keinerlei Bedeutung hat. Er iibersieht ganz-
lich, dass Helena zvveimal und in ganz ver-

schiedener Wesenheit erscheint zuerst in der

Geistererscheinung am Hofe des Kaisers und
dann in dem Helenadrama. Bei der ersten

Erscheinung Helenas kann der durch sie ent-

ziickte Faust es nicht ertragen, dass Paris

Helena forttragen will. Sobald Faust sie

beriihrt, trubt sich die Gestalt, und wie er den
Schliissel dem Paris zukehrt, entsteht eine

Explosion und die "Geister gehen in Dunst
auf." Eine korperliche Beriihrung zwischen
der Geisterwelt und der Korperwelt ist nicht

moglich. Ist schon eine solche Beriihrung
unausfiihrbar, so wird Gerber nun begreifen,
dass eine Gewinnung Helenas durch Faust zu

korpedicher und ehelicher Vereinigung in

noch hoherem Grade unmoglich ist. Diese
Helena hatte allerdings dem Faust nie einen

Sohn gebaren konnen, da die Moglichkeit der
von einem korperlichen Wesen ausgehenden
Erzeugung durch die Geistnatur der Helena

ausgeschlossen ist. Will Faust sie aber doch
als Weib gewinnen, so muss diese Geistnatur
in eine korperhafte Menschennatur iiberge-
fiihrt werden. Aber
" Helena gehort dem Orkus und kann durch
Zauberkrafte wohl herausgelockt, aber nicht
festgehalten werden .... Helena erscheint :

durch einen magischen Ring ist ihr die Korper-
lichkeit wiedergegeben

"

sage nicht ich, sondern sagt Goethe in der
Skizze der Urgestalt, die fiir Dichtunf und
Wahrheit bestimmt war. (W. Ausgabe, Bd.

xv, 2, S. 175-176.) Gerber zitiert sie aber nur,
um zu sagen, dass Homunkulus darin nicht
erwahnt wird. Er geht daher nicht welter
darauf ein, und fragt auch in seiner weiteren

Untersuchung nicht, was spater an Stelle des

magischen Ringes gelreten ist, durch den
Helenas Verkorperung hier erlangt worden
war und der weiterhin nicht mehr vorkommt.
Gerber hat seine guten Griinde dazu. Er
leugnet schlechtweg Helenas Verkorperung,
behauptet gegen Goethes Autoritat, Helena
habe bei ihrer zweiten Erscheinung iiberhaupt
nichts Korperliches, sie sei "not a material

being, but a phantom," und nennt dies eine

historische Untersuchung ! Ich dagegen, dem
er den Mangel historischer Betrachtungsweise
vorwirft, lege dar, wie an Stelle des magischen
Ringes, in einem spateren Entwurfe, in der

Ankundigung vom 17. Dezember 1826 (W.
Ausgabe, xv, 2, S. 198-212), zwar bereits das
chemische Menschlein vorkommt : aber es
wird nur benutzt, um Faust, dessen Wunsch,
Helena zu besitzen, Mephistopheles nicht er-

fiillen kann, zu zerstreuen und seine Absicht
auf Helena zuriickzudrangen. Aber vergeb-
lich ! Die klassische Walpurgisnacht fuhrt
Faust in die Unterwelt :

" hier findet sich nun, dass Helenen das vorige
Mai [als sie in dasLeben zuriickkehrendurfte,
"um sich mit dem friihgeliebten Achill zu ver-
binden "] die Riickkehr ins Leben vergonnt
worden, unter der Bedingungeingeschrankten
Wohnens und Bleibens auf der Insel Leuce.
Nun soil sie ebenmassig auf den Boden von
Sparta zuriickkehren, um, als wahrhaft leben-
dig, dort in einem vorgebildeten Hause des
Menelas aufzutreten."

"Als wahrhaft lebendig," sagt Goethe Ger
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her weiss es besser. Helena ist nichts Kor-

perliches an sich, sondern ist nur ein Phantom

und also nicht
" wahrhaft lebendig," nicht

"
verkorpert !

" Dass Goethe dies atisdriick-

lich behauptet, bildet weiter kein Hindernis!

Auch in diesem Entwurfe Goethes hat Ho-

munkulus mil Helena nichts zu tluin. In einer,

von der schliesslichen Ausfuhrung sehr ab-

weichenden Weise treibt er sein eignes Wesen.

Er zersprengt gleich nach seiner Schaffung den

leuchtenden Glaskolben und wird von Wagner,

der hier nach Thessalien mitwandert, in die

rechte Brusttaschegesteckt; indielinkesteckt

Wagner "eine reine Phiole, urn, wenn cs

gliickte, hie und da die zu einem chemischen

Weiblein notigen Elemente zusammenzufin-

den." Bei Homunkulus kann somit von dem

Streben nach eigenem Entstehen hier keine

Rede sein, und der in seinen Folgerungen

horrhst konsequente Dichter spricht auch mil

keiner Silbe davon. Wohl aber lasst er das

am Boden hiuschleichende Menschlein "eine

Menge phosphoreszierender Atome autklau-

ben, deren einige blaues, andere purpurnes

Feuer von sich strahlen." Das Leuchten ist

die erste Stufe des Sichverkorperns und so-

mit desSichtbarwerdens der geistigen Wesen,

der geistigen Substanz, zu deren Erfassung

noch nicht jederohne weiteres im stande ist.

Der Dichter macht durch sein gauzes Werkhin

den reichsten Gebrauch hiervon. Diese leuch-

tenden Atome konimen in Wagner's Phiole :

vielleicht es erscheint aber Homunkulus

selbst zweifelhaft, dass

" daraus kiinftig ein chemisch Weiblein zu bil-

den sei. Als aber Wagner urn sie naher zu

betrachten, sie stark schiittelt, erscheiuen, zu

Koliorten gedrangt, Pompejaner und Casarea-

ner, uni zu legitimer Auferstehung sich die

Bestandteile ihrer Individualitaten sturmisch

vielleicht vvieder zuzueignen."

Also nicht Homunkulus, der hier noch nicht

in dem Sinne wie in der Ausfuhrung als ein

geistiges Wesen, in seiner vorlaufigenExistenz

auf den Aufenthalt innerhalb der Flasche an-

gewiesen ist, sucht zu entstehen, d. h. sich mit

korperlichen Bestandteilen zu erfullen und

eine bestimmte individuelle Gestaltung an-

zunehmen, sondern dieentkorperlichtengeist-

igen Substanzen der ehemaligen Romer such-

en sich zu verkorpern und " beinahe gelange
es ihnen, sich dieser ausgegeisteten Korper-

lichkeiten zu bemachtigen
" aber diese kor-

perlichen Substanzen sind langst in andere

Gestaltungeniibergegangen. Daher "nehmen
die vier Winde, welche diese Nacht unablassig

gegen einander wehen, den gegenwartigen
Besitzer in Schutz.

" Die Wiederverkorperung
kann somit nicht vor sich gehen, da die geisti-

gen Substanzen darauf ausgehen, die ihnen

einst zugehorig gewesenen korperlichen Be-

standteile wiederzuerhalten, also nicht etwa

irgend welche korperliche Substanzen es soil

vielmehr eine regulare Auferstehung sein, so

dass Seele und einstiger Korper sich wieder-

finden : eine "
legitime Auferstehung." Dies

ist hier unmoglich und
"
die Gespenster mu'ssen sich gefallen lassen,

von alien Seiten zu vernehmen, dass die Be-
standteile ihres romischen Grosstums langst
durch alle Liifte zerstoben, durch Millionen

Bildungsfolgen aufgenommen und verarbeitet
worden."

Hier blitzt schon die Verwendung des Gedan-
kens auf, dass der belebte Stoff, von seiner ur-

spriinglichen Gestalt getrennt, in die grenzen-
lose Reihe der organischen Neugestaltiingeu
sich ausbreitet, von deren jeder er neu " ver-

arbeitet" wird. Aber mit Homunkulus selbst

hat dies nichts zu thun. Er betrachtet und
erlebt die Dinge, nimmt aber an der Handlung
selbst nicht Teil. Da tritt nun, urn diese

Teilnahme zu ermoglichen, die geniale Um-
gestaltung ein, die wir in der ausgefiihrten

Dichtung besitzen. Die Verkorperlichungder
Helena findet nicht mehr statt durch einen

magischen Ming, auch nicht durch den Aufent-
halt an einem bestimmten Orte, was an Stelle

des Zwanges durch den Ring getreten war,
sondern durch eine geistige Kraft, die nun
ihrerseits an Stelle des ausserlichen Motives
des Aufenthalts an einem bestimmten Orte
tritt und dadurch dem natiirlichen Verlaufe
weit naher kommt. Sie zeigt sich deutlich bei

der Auflosung der Helena, wie ihrSchatten zu

Persephone zuriickgeht: ihr Korperliches ver-

schwindet, Kleid und Schleier bleiben in den
Armen Fausts zuriick. Sofort zerren die Da-
mone daran, uni die in dem Kleide zuriick-

gebliebene damonische Lebenskraft zu sich

hiniiber zu ziehen, aber Faust halt sie auf den
Rat des Mephistopheles fest. Aber durch das
Entschwinden des Schattens der Helena und
die Trennung der stofflichen Elemente ist die
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damonische Lebenskraft in Hirer Umgestal-

tungsfahigkeit frei geworden und sie macht

davon sofort Gebrauch. Helenas Gewande
bilden sich zu Wolken um. Sie tragen Faust

fort und wie Faust die Wolken dieses Dienstes

entlasst, gestaltet sich die lebenschaffende

Kraft in andere rasch verschwimmende Ge-

bilde uni. Aber auch so dieneu sie noch dem
Ziele der Dichtung : in ihren Umgestaltungen
offenbart sich der Aufstieg von der Korper-
schonheit zur Seelenschonheit, womit Faust

die letzte und hochste Stufe seines Strebens

und Wirkens vorbildlich gezeigt wird. Solche

auch inhaltlich bedeutungsvolle Wandelun-

gen sind aber nur moglich, wenn es sich um
eine geistige Substanz edelster Art haudelt.

Wenn wir nun sehen, dass Helenas Schatten-

bild, das die individuelle Gestaltung gebende
Element, in die Unterwelt zu Persephone

zuriickkehrt, wenn das Korperliche in seiner

Besonderheit verschwindet, wenn diese beiden

Bestandteile in ihrer Herkunft klar sind aus

der Unterwelt und den gestaltlosen materiel-

len, einer fur Annahnie von Gestaltungen den

toten Stoff belebenden geistigen Kraft bediirf-

tigen Elementen so fragt es sich nun nur

noch : Wo kommt denn dies geistige Element

her? Da ist es der geniale schopferische

Getlanke des Dichters, der es fertig bringt,

eine brs dahin in seinen Entwiirfen nur neben-

sachlich und retardierend eingreifendeGestalt
in der eiidgultigen Ausfiihrung zu einem haupt-

sachlichen.die Handlung forderndenTeile, zu

einem organischen Gliede der Handlung selbst

zu machen, so dass diese ohne dies neue Ele-

ineiit iiberhaupt nicht zu ihrem Ziele gelangen
konnte : Goethe macht den Homunkulus zu

der eine vorlaufige Gestaltung annehmenden

ohne Gestaltung irgendwelcher Art konnte

die Mitwirkung im Drama iiberhaupt nicht

stattfinden sichtbar und thatig eingreifenden

Lebenskraft. Sie ist natUrlich damonischen

Ursprunges, aber sie hat ausser dem ihrem

Wesen untrennbar verbundenen und daher un-

unterdruckbaren Triebe zur Bethatigung

nichts Individuelles an sich. Von der damon-

ischen Natur des Mephistopheles hat sie des-

halb nur das Damonische, das Geistige, nicht

das Individuelle, also auch nicht das Bose.

Nun muss Homunkulus in der Flaschebleiben,

bis der Augenblick kommt, in dem sein Stre-

ben nach VerkorperungThatsache wird. Dies

geschieht aber, wie er in Galathea die Ver-

korperung der hochsten Schonheit erblickt.

Da vermahlt er sich den Elementen. Die

Gestaltung, die diese in tausend Funken also

tausenderlei Moglichkeiten der Belebungs-
kraft erfasst, ist der Schatten der eben aus der

Unterwelt entlassenen Helena. So wird ihr

Schatten mil den durch die Lebenskraft neu

erfullten und hierdurch nun zu organischer

Lebensthaligkeit befahigten Elementen ver-

korpert, zu einem legitimen Leben befiihigt.

Und wie es ihr geht, so geht es mil alien an-

deren, aus der Unterwelt mil Helena entlas-

senen Schatten. Hire Madchen, die als Gefolge
die Konigin begleiten, Menelas und seine

Krieger, kurz, alles was zu der antiken Welt

gehiirt, ntsteht auf die selbe Weise. Ho-
munkulus hat seine vorlaufige Gestalt mit

Zersprengung des Glases aufgegeben er lebt

fort in all diesen der Unterwelt entstiegenen

Schatten und verlasst sie, sobald diese ihre

Aufgabe erfiillt haben. Dieser kiinstlichen

Entstehung gemass konnen alle diese Wesen
auch nicht natiirlich sterben. Sie losen sich

in ihre Bestandteile auf, die Schatten kehren

in die Unterwelt zuru'ck, wie bei Helena, bei

dem von Euphorion verfolgten Madchen, bei

Panthalis. Die ubrigen Madchen des Chores

wollen dagegen in die Unterwelt nicht mehr
zurlick. Sie verschmahen das Schattendasein

so geben sie lieber die Personlichkeit auf

und leben in den Verkorperungen der vier

Elementein immerneuen Gestaltungen weiter.

Sie suchen also das, was die Casareaner und

die Pompejaner von den entgeisteten Korper-

lichkeiten erfahren mussen, wie sie ihre

fruheren Individualitaten zuriicksuchen : der

belebte Stoif, der von der urspriinglichen Ge-

stalt getrennt, fortlebt, nimmt immer neue Ge-

staltungen an, die die urspriingliche Individu-

alitiit ausschliessen. So verlauft und dies ist

das richtige Verstiindnis der auch von Gerber

angefuhrten Stelle die klassische Walpurgis-

nacht allerdings
" ins Unendliche." DerAus-

druck bedeutet keine kunstlerische Unend-

lichkeit eine solche ist ein Widersinn, und

Goethe wusste vondenunendlichen Methoden

noch nichts. FUr ihn verlangte das Kunstler-

ische begranzten Raum, wahrend die Natur ins

Unendliche geht, und davon ist hier die Rede.
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In cliesem Sinn schreibt Goethe in sein Tage-
buch schon am 17. mai 1808 :

" Uber Metamorphosen und deren Sinn : Sym-
bole nnd Diastole des Weltgeistes ;

aus jener
geht die Spezifikation bervor, aus dieser das

Fortgehea ins Unendlicbe."

Das ist ein Gedanke, der dnrch Goethes
Denken gebt und ihn, seitdem er liber das

Wesen derMetamorphosensich klargeworden
war, nicht mehr verlasst. Er flibrt ihnauf den
verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen Gebieten
durch. Diesen Grundgcdanken verwendet
Goetbe hier nun auch dichterisch. Hoimm-
kulus ist ein Ausfluss dieses Weltgeistes, des-

sen Wirken durch die inimer neue Verarbei-

tung der Materie zu neuen Gestaltungen ins

Unendliche geht. Dies aber ist der Sinn des

Aufgehens der Madchen in die Verkorperun-
gen auf den Gebieten der vier mittelalter-

licben Urstoffe unter Aufgebung ihrer Person-

hcbkeit, ihrer Individualitat. Sie werden je-
doch keine "spirits of the trees, the mountain

springs, the brooks and the rivers
;

" und wenn
Gerber gar nieint, "they are to preside over
tlie material parts of these things," so ent-

springt dies ausschliesslich seiner Phantasie.

Die Dryaden, Najaden, Oreaden, die ihm hier

aus der griechischen Mythologie verschweben,
sind individuelle Wesen. Aber gerade das
Individuelle wird aufgegeben, und das Hex-

enspiel der griechischen Mythologie mil ihrer

personlichen Auffassung muss fern gehalten
werden : an ihrer Stelle ist hier der weile,

grosse Ausblick in die Unendlichkeit des
NaturschafTeus und des Xaturlebens getreten,
das seine Dascinsformen, das das individuelle

Moment Bildende, unaiifliorlich wechselt,
selbst aber ewig ist.

VEIT VALENTIN.
Frankfurt am Main,

THE EDITIONS OF MINNA VON
BARNHELM PUBLISHED
DURING LESSING'S

LIFETIME.

WHEN some years ago I was working on the
text of Lessing's Minna von Barn/ielni, I took

pains to get hold of all the editions published
during the lifetime of the poet. Of these, only
those published with the sanction of the author
have any importance so far as the text is con-

cerned; still, when we remember what a tor-

ment the pirate publisher was to the popular
writer of the last century and to Lessing in

particular, there is a real interest attaching to

the pirated editions of his works. Nor is it

always easy to tell whether an edition is

genuine or pirated, as I shall show below.

The basis of the first edition is the manu-

script, a copy in Lessing's hand, now in the

library of the poet's grand nephew, Land-

gerichtsrat Robert Lessing in Berlin. The
cleanness of the manuscript forbids it having
been in the hands of the printer, but it is with-

out question the original from which the

printer's 'copy
' was transcribed.

GENUINE EDITIONS.

There are five editions that were issued with
the imprint of the author's Berlin publisher,
Voss, three in 1767 and two in 1770:

1767 a, at the end of vol. ii. of the Lnstspiele.

1767 6, in a volume by itself.but from the same
forms' as 1767 a, the paging and a number of
the readings in the text being changed.

17670 a copy of 17676, but not from the
same forms. It is clear that the printer tried

to imitate the setting of 1767 b as faithfully as

possible. Close examination reveals the fact

that the type is not quite the same and that there
are numerous misprints, besides what may be
intentional changes. The edition is now ex-

tremely rare : I know of but two copies, b.ith

in the possession of Robert Lessing, who
kindly gave me every opportunity of studying
them, as well as the manuscript. It is strange
that this edition was not designated as

'/weyte Aunage' and 1770 a as 'Dritte

Aullage.' The publisher could hardly have
had reason to conceal the fact that a new
edition was so soon called for. One cannot help
suspecting that 1767 c was a piratical reprint
made to pass for the original authorized
edition. In favor of this idea, is not only the
failure to designate it as the second edition,
but also the fact that, as stated above, it is so

remarkably careful an imitation of 17676.
Against the idea, is the necessity of supposing
that the counterfeit succeeded in deceiving
the author himself (or his brother?), for a

copy of it was used as the basis of 1770 a.

i By
'

forms,' or '

Satz,' in meant the type set up and ready
to-be printed.
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17700, in a volume by itself. It is a copy of

1767 c, from newly set type,and contains num-
erous changes. It is designated as '

Zvveyte

Auflage."

1770 5, at the end of vol. ii. of the Lustspiele,

and from the same forms as 1770 a, the changes
from this being only corrections of two or

three typographical defects.

PIRATED EDITIONS.

Of these I have found nine. As some of

them are very rare, I state below where

copies may be found. Of i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 a, I

know of the existence of only one copy each ;

of 6, 7, 8 , 8 6, 1 possess copies. Two of the

unauthorized editions (No. 2 and No. 5) were

printed on the occasion of the appearance of

the play in the theatre at Vienna ; and one (No.

4) was printed for a special performance at the

court in Gotha, in which the actors were

drawn from the nobility and included members
of the reigning house. 2

1. Theater
|
der

| Deutschen.| Fiinfler

Theil.l Berlin und Leipzig,! bey Johann Hein-

rich Riidigern,! 1767. [8, pp. 205-336. Based on

1767 b. Copy in the City Library at Hamburg.]
2. Minna von Barnhelm,| oder das

|

Solda-

tengliick, |
ein Lustspiel |

in fu'nf Aubzligen |

von
I

Gotthold F.phraim Lessing. | Aufge-
fiihret I auf der Kais. Konigl. privilegierten

deutschen [Schaubuhne in Wien
|
Im Jahre

1767.) Gedruckt mil v. Ghelischen Schriften.

[8, n8pp. Based on 1767 b. Copy in the

University Library at Berlin.]

3. Minna von Barnhelm, | oder| das Solda-

tengluck.| Ein Lustspiel in ftinf AufzUgen,|
von

|
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. |

Berlin und

Leipzig, 1768, [8, 134 pp. Based on 1767 c.

Copy in the Royal Library at Berlin.]

4. Minna von Barnhelm, |
oder

|
das Solda-

tengllick. |
Ein Lustspiel |

in fiinf Aufziigen,|

1769. [Probably printed at Gotha or Koburg.

8, pp. 4+188. Based on 1767 a. Copy in the

University Library at Berlin.

The cast of characters is : Mag. v. Tellh,

Durchl.Erbprinz. Just, Herr Hof-SzJagdjunker
von Thii'mmel. P. Werner, Herr geheimder
Rath von Thiimmel. Graf v. Bruchsall, Herr

v. Schulenburg. DerWirth, Herr von Loscani.

Riccaut de la Marliniere, Durchl. Prinz

> See, also, Danzel und Guhrauer : G. E. Lessing, ii., 115,

and Gruner : Ltic-n M. A. fon Tliiimmtls, 86.

Christian. Ein Feldjager, Herr von Werden.

Zwey Bediente, Herr v. Brandenstein und
Herr von Heldritt. Kellner, Herr von Konitz.

Minna von Barnhelm, Fraulein v. Thiimmel.
Eine Dame in Trauer, Fraulein Sophia von
Kanne. Franciska, Fraulein Caroline von

Kanne.]

5. Minna von Barnhelm
|
oder

|
Das Solda-

tengliick, |
Ein Lustspiel |

in funf Aufziigen)
von

|
dem Herrn Lessing. | Aufgefiihrt indem

Kaiserl. Konigl. privilegierten Theater
|
in

Wien
| 1775. [8, 120 pp. Based on 1767 a.

Copy in the University Library at Berlin.]
6. Lustspiele |von| Gotthold Ephraim Les-

sing. |
Zweiter Theil.

|
Der Freygeist. |

Der
Schatz.

|
Minna von Barnhelm, oder das

Soldatengllick. |
Mit Rom. Kayserl. Aller-

gnadigsten Privilegio. | Reutlingen. | Bey Jo-
hann Georg Fleischhauer, 1775. [8, pp. 207-

360. Based on 1767 a. Copy in the University

Library at Heidelberg, also in mine.]

7. Minna von Barnhelm
|
oder

|
das Solda-

tengliick. |
Ein Lustspiel in fu'nf Aufziigen. |

von
|
Gotthold Ephraim Lesssing, | 1776. [8,

pp. 161-296. Based on 1767 a. Imperfect copy
(pp. 163-174 missing) in the Ducal Library at

Wolfenbuttel ; perfect copy in my collection.]

8 a. [First title-page :] Sammlung |
der

besten deutschen
| prosaischenSchriftsteller |

und
|
Dichter.

|
Ein und sechzigster Theil.

|

Lessings Lustspiele. |
Mit allerhochstgnadigst

Keyserlichem Privilegio. | Carlsruhe,
| bey

Christian Gottlieb Schmieder.
| 1777. [Second

title-page:] Lustspiele |
von

|
Gotthold Eph-

raim Lessing. | ZweyterTheiI.| Der Freygeist. |

Der Schatz.
|
Minna von Barnhelm, oder das

Soldatenglii'ck. |
Damon.

|
Die alte Jungfer. |

Mit allerhochstgnadigst Kaiserl. Privilegio. |

Carlsruhe, | bey Christian Gottlieb Schmieder, |

'777- [8- PP- 217-380. Based on 1770. Copy
in my collection.]

8 b. Lustspiele |
von

|
Gottholds Ephraim

Lessing. | Zweyter Theil.
|
Der Freygeist. j

Der
Schatz.

|
Minna von Barnhelm, oder das Sol-

datengliick. |
Damon.

|
Die alte Jungfer. |

Mit

allerhochst-gnadigst Kayserlichem Privile-

gio. |
Carlsruhe

| bey Christian Gottlieb

Schmieder, | 1777. [8. pp. 217-380. Based on
8 a. Copy in the University Library at Berlin,

also in mine.]

j Some copies (for example, that at Strassburg) have 'Gott-

hrd:
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On another occasion I hope to present some

points of interest as regards the variant read-

ings of the manuscript and the authorized

editions.
GEORGE HEMPL.

University of Michigan.

OLD ENGLISH PROSE WRITERS.

Biblical Quotations in Old English Prose

Writers. Edited with the Vulgate and other

Latin Originals, Introduction on Old English

Biblical Versions, Index of Biblical Passages,

and Index of Principal Words, by ALBERT
S. COOK, Hon. M. S. (Yale), Ph. D. (Jena),

L.H.D. (Rutgers), Professor of the English

Language and Literature in Yale University,

President of the Modern Language Associ-

ation of America. London: Macmillan &
Co., New York : The Macmillan Co., 1898.

THE value of this contribution to our know-

ledge of Old English Biblical translations,

very inadequately represented in the modest

title, "Biblical Quotations in Old English Prose

Writers," can only be estimated when we con-

sider the meagerness ofthe manuscript remains

of Old English Biblical translation. The com-
mon explanation refers our poverty in manu-

scripts to the ravages ofthe Danes, and the neg-
lect and contempt ofthe Normans ; but that any
prevalent translation, or even sporadic trans-

lations of individual or local interest, except
such as are ascribed to Bteda, were made is left

to pure conjecture. All that we have, seem to

limit direct translation to the necessities of

church service--the Psalter, Paternoster, Cantic-

les,and Lectionary. The references to Old Eng-
lish learning in the Pastoral Care and /Elfric's

Homilies discourage the belief in the existence

of translations beyond those which have been

preserved.
Skeat can say, from a critical comparison of

the manuscripts of the Gospels in the preface
to his edition of Luke :

" We are irresistably led to conclude that per-
haps not very many copies have perished, they
may never have been very numerous, and
there is at present not the faintest trace of any
other version."

These results differ from what he expected.
Bright, in his introduction to St. Luke, in ref-

erence to Bieda's translation, says :

"There is no ground for supposing that any
book of the new testament was again trans-
lated into the language of the people until the
only extant version of the gospels was pre-
pared in the last quarter ofthe tenth Century."

In this unsettled state of our knowledge we
can appreciate the recovery of lost or neglect-
ed manuscripts, or unnoticed translations.

Attention was turned but a few years ago,
and then only incidentally, to the existence
of translation in Biblical quotations. In

Forshall and Madden 's review of Biblical

translations, in their preface to Wyckliffe's
works, 1850, Biblical quotations in Old
English writers are included in the re-

mains of translation ; and Wichmann made use
of quotations from the Psalms in the Pastoral
Care in his review, in the Anglia, of Alfred's
translation: but that Old English Biblical trans-
lations might be recovered from Old English
writers, as the original scriptures are recover-
able from quotations in Patristic literature, has
received its first distinct practical recognition
in this collection of Dr. Cook's. It has the
value of a "find." How far it may throw light

upon the question of the existence of an Old
English tcxtus receptus remains for future

study, to which this collection may incite

scholars.

We have in Dr. Cook's work the first instal-

ment of express and formal quotations or ex-
tracts and references to Biblical summaries
and condensed Biblical passages in all of Al-
fred's and most of ^Elfric's prose: the Pas-
toral Care, the Laws, Orosius, the Ecclesias-
tical History, and yElfric's Homilies. yEl-
fric's Lives of the Saints, jElfric's Sigu'tilfi

Interrogationes, the Benedutiuc Knle, the

Blickling Homilies, and other prose, are left

to future examination. Although the collec-
tion is limited to quotations in O.E. prose,
passages in O. E. poetry which pass from
paraphrase to direct translation.are introduced
in the Conspectus. These are very few.
The results are surprising ; all the books of

the Bible are represented, except Ruth, Nehe-
miah, Esther, Obadiah, and Nahum, in the O.
T., and Philemon, second and third John, and
Jude, in the N.T. In Alfred's writings, the
Pastoral Care furnishes the largest number,
the Ecclesiastical History a very few, owing
to the fragmentary and selective character of
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Alfred's translation ,'Orosius supplies only ref-

erences, although in these references we have

Biblical diction. To these we may expect a

large addition when the other prose is ex-

amined.

From a collation of this collection of the

quotations in the P.C. with another indepen-

dently made, confirmed by a careful review, we

may justly conclude that Dr. Cook's collection

is exhaustive and accurate. The same judg-
ment may be applied, from partial, but careful,

examination to the entire work. O.E. texts,

recognized as the best by all scholars, are used ;

and the collection is made serviceable by ac-

curate references to text and passage. An
index of Biblical passages, and an index of

principal words provide for the thorough and

easy use of the collection as a chrestomathy
and as material in semasiology.
With the O.E. translation in the quotations is

added and printed, at the foot of the page, the

Latin originals of Alfred's writings with the

variants of the Latin versions, and the Vulgate
for /Elfric's Homilies. The relations of J\-
fric's Homilies to their Latin originals, accord-

ing to Dr. Cook,
" have been too little investi-

gated to admit of a present determination of

the amount of this variation." The value of

the collection, especially in its use as a chres-

tomathy and in semasiology is so far dependent

upon the determination of the original, that the

quotations from .lEIfric, though very rich, will

be less serviceable than those from Alfred's

writings. Max Forster's study in theorignals
of the Homilies, in the Anglia, opens the in-

vestigation which may lead to a satisfactory

determination. Much may be expected from

Bishop Wordsworth's work upon the Vul-

gate, soon to be placed at the service of

scholars.

The Latin originals and texts show the same
careful treatment given to the O.E. texts. Dr.

Cook has incorporated the variants and refer-

ences to versions other than the Vulgate. He
has provided a text which should receive the

approval of the Biblical critic.

In estimating the value of the quotations
as translations, it must be noted that most

of the O.E. quotations are quotations

of quotations. They give the translation of

the original at second hand. The translation,

moreover, is with a freedom which runs into

exposition. ^Elfric's translation is exceedingly
variable in the use of the same quotations in

different passages. From this practice, it

would seem that no textus rtceptus governed
the O.E. translator, except the tradition of an
oral translation which must have arisen in the

course of Bible instruction. This does not

lessen the value of the collection in its use as

a Chrestomathy, for which it offers a mass of

material of wide range and great variety.

Dr. Cook calls attention to the use of the

collection in the neglected department of O.E.

semasiology, for which the quotations possess a

value over much O.E. Biblical literature, in the

certainty we enjoy as to dates and author-

ship. As known quantities they will have

great weight in the settlement of questions re-

lating to the place of much that is at present
undetermined. The quotations, supplemented
by a collection of citations of Biblical and
ethical diction, will go far in showing the crea-

tion, development, and range of the O.E. re-

ligious and ethical dialect.

Dr. Cook has given completeness to the

work and shown the place in the history of

Biblical translation filled by the quotations, in

an admirable conspectus of O.E. Biblical liter-

ature, which may justly claim to be the first

critical review of the entire field, bringing to-

gether what we have scattered in Wanley, and
Wiilker's Grundriss, and in numerous mono-

graphs. It serves a use beyond that of an in-

troduction to the quotations, and deserves to

be published in a seperate edition. It embraces
an historical and critical review of the Biblical

poetry and prose from the seventh century, in

paraphrase,gloss,and translation. The bibliog-

raphy is very full. The controverted questions
are carefully presented, traditions of author-

ship are traced to their origin and foundation.

Their introduction into histories of O.E. liter-

ature, in which they have been repeated by
respectable authors, without verification is now
made inexcusable. A notable instance is shown
in the account of Guthlac's version of the

Psalms.

The reference of the poetical division of the

Paris Psalter to Aldhelm, Dr. Cook rejects on
the basis of Miss Helen Bartlett's study ; he

gives it a place, on very good grounds, in the
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middle of the tenth century, between the

Menologium and the Benedictine Officium.
Dr. Cook is unwilling wholly to surrender

the Alfredian authorship of the prose division

of the Psalter. He gives Bruce's view that it

was the work of an ignorant priest, soon, if at

all, after the date of Alfred ; and Wiilfing's

view that it was the work of Alfred, on the

basis of a statement of William of Malmesbury .

Whilst acknowledging that there is no resem-

blance between the Paris Psalter and Alfred's

undoubted works, he finds in two passages, in

two usages peculiar to Alfred a slender foun-

dation. "
It will require," says Dr. Cook,

" a more comprehensive and detailed exami-
nation to decide whether Alfred is really to be
credited with the translation of all the prose
Psalms extant." "There is nothing in Bruce's

arguments which necessarily militates against
tlie theory of Alfredian authorship, since it is

notorious that the king was assisted by clerical

collaborators in much of his scholarly activity."

The Northumbrian glosses receive in the

Conspectus, as might be expected from Dr.

Cook's special studies, a very full treatment in

a most interesting account.

No where else will the scholar find so full

and complete a statement of ./Elfric's identity,

in which as to the date of the Homilies (889-

890) an error, no doubt typographical, occurs.

No question of importance in the history of

O.K. Biblical literature is left untouched ; upon
each is given a statement more full and com-

plete than can be found elsewhere. It brings
the achievements of O.K. scholarship down to

the present, and so provides for the "Ad-
vancement of O.K. Learning."

It is in this connection that we have the most

important service of the collection of Biblical

Quotations in the light thrown by them upon
the method and extent of Biblical instruction

in the O.K. Church. These questions are left

in obscurity in Lingard, Soames, and other

writers.

A cursory examination of the quotations,
which are of the tenth century, seem to sup-

port the view that the Bible was not first given
to the Angles and Saxons in direct translation.

The conditions which led to the first Teutonic

version of Ulfilas from the original Greek had

passed away at the time of the conversion of

the Saxons. The Latin versions had acquired

the sacredness and authority to a high degree
they have since enjoyed in the Roman com-
munion. The Anglo-Saxon clergy would be

disposed to acquire a knowledge of the scrip-

tures first in the study of the Latin version.

In the popular instruction, use would naturally
be made of the existing institution of min-

strelsy in poetical paraphrase, and the oral

exposition of the preacher. In this way a

scriptural diction and phrase would arise. The
necessities of the church service would call for

the translation of those parts of the scripture
which belong to the people in the liturgy, the

Psalter, Canticles, the Paternoster, as Bseda's

injunction to Egbert would seem to support.
The neglect and ignoranceof Latin among the

clergy of the ninth century would give rise to

the glosses. Not until the tenth century, in the

closing period ofO.E. literature, have we known
efforts at direct translation into the vernacular,
and these find their moving cause in the lec-

tionary of the church service. Thequotations
seem to show, in the freedom and indepen-
dence in which they are made, that down into

the tenth century, no vernacular translation

beyond traditional oral usage had become re-

cognized in any one version.

Dr. Cook's work opens a rich mine of ma-
terial, and in the fine scholarship in which it is

edited, is a most valuable contribution to O.E.
studies.

CHARLES EDWARD HART.
Rutgers College.

ENGLISH POETR Y.

Milton's Paradise Lost ; Its Structure and

Meaning, by JOHN A. HINES, Professor of

English in Pennsylvania College. New
York : Harper and Brothers. 1898.

PROFESSOR HINES informs us that the views
embodied in this work came upon him as a

genuine surprise, and we may be pretty sure

that there is much about them that will be sur-

prising to the reader. He assures us that de-

spite all the study bestowed upon it, Paradise
Lost "

is even now but poorly understood ;

"

and certainly, if his interpretations be correct,
he has put the case very mildly he might
have said "is not understood by anybody."
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The present reviewer in common, he sup-

poses, with most ordinary persons has always

thought that the narrative in Genesis, and the

ancient tradition of the fall of the angels,

furnished the poet with his subject; but he

now learns that this is all wrong: "not the

first book but the last of the sacred volume con-

tains the framework of the poem." It is, we
now learn, an expansion of the seven trumpets
of the Apocalypse, and we are carefully noti-

fied at what parts of the poem the respective

soundings occur.

From this apocalyptic beginning one natural-

ly expects strange things and marvellous un-

foldings. Should we attempt any detailed ex-

amination of this commentator's mode of forc-

ing strange interpretations upon seemingly

simple statements, we should run the risk of

tiring our reader's patience ; so we will let one

example suffice to show the method. The
matter in hand is the erection ofPandemonium ;

the immediate theses are that Satan is Apol-

lyon, therefore Apollo, and that Pande-

monium is Papal Rome. He works thus '.-Mil-

lion compares the fallen angels (I, 613) to blast-

ed oaks and pines. "The oracle of Apollo at

Cumae is established in the neighborhood of

a dense forest of pines and oaks (Aen. vi, 180).

It is plain, therefore, that Milton had Cumae
and Apollo in his mind. Now follow carefully.

We are presently told of a burning hill (670), of

a plain (700) where, under the direction of

Mammon, (who we are told is Jupiter, though
Milton identifies him with Hephaistos or

Mulciber), a palace is erected, which is Papal
Rome. Here are the commentator's words :

"The scene widens from Cumae" [oak and

pines] "first south to Vesuvius" [burning

hill]
" then north into the Campania

"
[plain]

" until in the erection of the infernal Capitol

it reaches Rome." All roads lead to Rome, a

proverb says, but surely this is one of the

oddest.

Of the multitude of inept and irrelevant

notes we shall cite but a single one. Milton

(II, 880) says that the infernal gates, to let

Satan pass, fly open
" With impetuous recoil and jarring sound."

On which the Professor has this luminous

note :

"
Recoil. After long detention in the ' iron

furnace
'

of Egypt, the children of Israel were
thrust out, (Exod. xi, i). The recoil of Hell-

gates is like the sudden urgency of the Egyp-
tians after their sullen resistance."

The present reviewer will cheerfully present
his copy of the book to any one, Professor

Hines included, who will explain the meaning
or relevancy of this note.

WM. HAND BROWNE.
Johns Hopkins University.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS : May I avail myself of your columns

for addressing a request to all your readers in-

terested especially in English philology ? For
some months past I have been engaged upon
a bibliography of the study, getting titles and

subjects entered upon catalogue-cards. The
Cornell collection of books and periodicals is

fairly good ; certainly for recent years. But
we are not blessed with everything. I should
Be extremely obliged, therefore, for informa-
tion upon :

a. Early literature, edd. etc., not recorded,
for Oldest English, in Wiilker's Grundriss.

b. Periodicals containing articles of value.

Here I should like title in full, editor(s), publish-

er, date when the periodical was begun, etc.

Thus, is the Museum, Maanbladvoor Philolo-

gie, etc., edd. Blok, Speijer, Sijmons. Gron-

ingen ; Wolters (begun 1893), to be had in this

country? Or, Tidskrift, nordisk,for Filologif.

By "philology" I understand not merely
linguistics, but authors, literature, Kultur,e\c.,

coming down certainly to the Tudor period.
Chaucer, however, I am unable to attack ex-

haustively.

While my pen is in, let me indite a few
strictures upon the "

sloppy
"
mannerin which

Petri has prepared the Uebersicht, etc. (1894)
as Supplement-heft to the Anglia 1896-7. To
begin, the editor might simplify and clasify his

references, to the great comfort of his readers,

by using abbreviations. Why such ponderous
entries as, p. 15, bottom, Sievers (E), Zur
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Geschichte . . . Beitriige z. Gesch. d. d. Spr.

u. Litt.f Would not the use of P. B. Bei. be

equally clear and infinitely more concise ?

And why, in one entry, insert the number of

the Heft, but omit it from another entry?

Anyhow, why cite by Heft at all, instead of by

page? Page 43, bottom, sub Chettle, Brandl's

review of Ackermann is referred to Littera-

turbl. v. 3, which is usually cited Literaturbl.

f. germ. u. rom. Philol.; Zupitza's review is

referred to Archiv, etc. ('94), meaning year

1894 (!), whereas usually the references are to

volume (in this instance xcii, 99). Page 39,

Historia Brittonum, Mommsen's article is re-

ferred to Neues Archiv 19,2, but Zimmer's to

xix, 3. Lastly, all the references to reviews in

the Anztigerfiir d. Altertum are referred to

the Zcitschrift, though the two have different

pagination and volume-numbering.
In brief, Petri and his successors ought to be

exhorted to print at the beginning of each issue

of the Ucbersiclit a strictly alphabetical list of

abbreviations, and to use genuine abbreviations

and not mere mutilations of title. To work

with safety, this alphabetical list should, in

fact, be prepared first of all.

}. M. HART.
Cornell University.

GERMAN ORTHOGRAPHY AND
PHONOLOG Y.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS : You will allow me a word of ex-

planation in reference to Professor Blau's re-

view ol my German Orthography and Phonolo-

gy in the June number of MOD. LANG. NOTES.

He quotes from my book :

" and if Berlin remains the capital of the Em-
pire, it must ultimately have an importance
and influence similar to that long exerted by
the speech of London and Paris,"

and adds:

"Of course, Mr. Hempl has a right to express
some doubt as to whether Berlin is likely to

remain the capital of the Empire, and it is not
on that ground that I take exception to the
above passage, although 1 cannot suppress a
sad smile when I meet with such a suggestion
in this place.

' Es thut mir weh, dass ich dich
in der Gesellschaft sell.'

"

I know that one cannot write on pronuncia-

tion and expect to escape contradiction, but I

did not suppose that my innocent statement as

to Berlin would be misunderstood and arouse

feeling. As a philologist, I had no right to

prophesy as to future German history. Per-

sonally I may say, however, that I hope and
trust that Berlin with long remain the capital

of Germany. In fact, I should also like to see

that Germany include the whole German-

speaking territory.

Detailed criticisms, such as Prof. Blau makes,
are very welcome to me, though most of the

points that he refers to will be found fully

treated in the Word-List ; it would have over-

burdened the text to there incorporate many
details. The majority of Prof. Blau's criticisms

pertain to the question of what is most usual.

Being himself one of those who very kindly

report to me their own usage and to whose
faithful and unselfish collaboration the book
owes so much, Prof. Blau should not have for-

gotten that my statements as to usage are not

based upon the personal observation of any one

individual, but upon that of representatives of

all parts of Germany. For example, I per-

sonally agree with Prof. Blau in having long
and it in wusch, wuchs, wiichsig, etc., and,

like him, never use the short vowels. But I

found that this older usage (it is a case of 141

b, not, as Prof. Blau suggests, of 137, N. 3) is

now rare outside of parts of Middle Germany;
and, as I was giving an account of general

usage and not of that of my parents' native

Saxony, I could not report otherwise than I

did. For Prof. Blau's explanation of the sec-

ondary stress of EleK~tricitdf, etc., as due to

the chief stress of elek'trisch, etc., I am thank-
ful ; it is certainly the correct explanation.

GEORGE HEMPL.
University of Michigan.

BRIEF MENTION.
Prof. T. A. Jenkins, of Vanderbilt University,

has prepared and printed a series of forty-five
lessons in Bevier's French Grammar, for the
use of second-year students. Sample copies
may be had by addressing (with stamp) Miss
F. Jenkins, Gwynedd, Pa., and a limited
number are available at a price to cover cost
of printing.
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FROfSSART'S PASTOURELLES.
THE poetical works of Jean Froissart, the

chronicler, are contained in the MSS. 830 and

831 du fonds francais de la Bibliothque Na-

tionale at Paris, MSS. which formerly bore the

numbers 7214 and 7215.

A niong the poems to which these manuscripts

are entirely consecrated are twenty which bear

the name of Pastourelles.

MS. 830 contains nineteen of these poems
with the superscription :

" Ci apres sensieuent

pastourelles," and at the end: "Explicit pas-

tourelles." MS. 831 contains fourteen, of

which thirteen correspond to those of MS. 830,

one being found in 831 alone, thus completing

the number of twenty. The superscription in

831 is: "Chi sensieuent grant fuison de pas-

tourielles."

Bartsch, in the Anhang to his Altfr. Ro-

manzeii n. Pastourellen, Leipzig, 1870, printed

eight of these poems
" um die weitere Ent-

wicklung dieser beliebten Gaining (der Pas-

tourelle) im 14. Jahrhundert anschaulich zu

machen." Scheler, in his complete edition of

Froissart's poems', which so worthily concludes

Baron Kervyn de Lettenhove's great edition of

the historical writing-;, reproduces these poems
under the same heading: Pastourelles.* Now,
the purpose of this paper is to show that these

so-called Pastourelles are, according to their

form, nothing more or less than Chants Royaux:

a fact which the writer believes to have been

hitherto overlooked.

If one regarded the contents alone, one

might be content with the traditional designa-

tion ; yet even here I find an additional proof

of my contention. It will suffice for the indi-

cation of the character of these poems to quote

a passage from Sender's Introductions

"La pastourelle de Froissart sort tout a fait

du caractere ordinaire de ce genre poetique ;

les bergers et les bergfires en sont encore les

principaux personnages, et la formule sacra-

mentelle Tautrier' et
' 1'autre jour' n'y est

uullement negligee, mais il ne s'agit plus de

i lirussels, 1870, 1871.

3 Vol. i, p. Hi.

Vol. ii, pp. 3<>-353 -

chevaliers courtisant des pastoures ou de rus-

tres bergers dupe's ou dupant. Le sujet s'est

annobli ; tant6t nous sommes transports au
milieu des e'bats ou des petites querelles inno-

centes de la gent champfitre ; tant6t c'est tin

eA'dnement politique, une alliance nobiliaire,
un grand personnage livr^s a 1 'appreciation
grotesque ou aux impressions vives et naives
des tousettes et touseaux."

" Le sujet s'est annobli ;" this summarizes
the argument to be derived from the contents.

The subject treated by the Chant Royal is al-

ways, in accordance with the stately rhythm
of the form, a lofty one.

As to the form of these "Pastourelles,"
Scheler merely says M

"Quant a la facture, nous remarquons que
toutes se composent de cinq strophes et d'tin

envoi de 5 vers; la longueur des strophes varie
entre 11 (2 pieces), 12 (5), 14 (7) et 16 (6) vers."

Bartsch does not investigate the form.

The Chant Royal, as written by later poets,
of whom Clement Marot is taken by modern
writers on versification (for example, De Ban-

ville) as the model, consists of five eleven-lined

stanzas in decasyllabic metre with refrain, and
envoi of five lines closing likewise with refrain.

The rhyme-order is ababccddedE ; envoi

ddedE.

This, however, was the final development of

the form. Like the Ballade, of which it is a

variety, it passed through different phases of

transformation before becoming thus fixed.

Thus Kustache Deschamps in his Art de l)ic-

tier,\y)i,s seems to understand under the name
Chant Royal (Cliancon Royal) a poem in five

ballade-strophes. 6 Henri de Croy (=Molinet)
in his I.'Art et Science de rhethoriqne pour
fairt rigines et ballades, 1493,7 mentions it en

passant, but with sufficient clearness :

4 Vol. ii, p. 464.

5 CEuvrtscotttpl, tts, pubt.pour la Soci^td des anciens textes

francais par Gaston Rayuaud, Paris, 1878-94, vol, vii, p. 278.

6 He speaks of it in passing, it prttfios of the envoi : "Item,

en la dictt balade a envoy. Et ne les souloit faire ancienne-

mrnt fors es chansons royaulx, qui estoient de 5 couples,

chascune couple de *., xi., ou xii. vers : et de tant se puevent
bien faire et non pas de plus, par droicte regie." He goes on

to speak of the envey of five lines, which must begin with

the traditional word Prince.

7 Reprinted by Silvestrc, 1830.
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" Champt Royal se recorde aux Puys oil se

donnent couronnes et chapaulx a ceux qui
mieux le scavent le faire ; et se faict a refrain,

comme Ballades, mais y a cinq couplets et

envoy."

How vague and various were the opinions

regarding the Chant Royal of the early theorists

on versification will be evident from a perusal

of Langlois, De artibus rhetorics rhythmica:,

Parisiis, 1890, who gives accounts of all such

artts from Deschamps to the Renaissance.

Prior to and contemporaneously with Frois-

sart, poems were written which show the Chant

Royal in a still flexible form; thus in the works

of Adam de la Halle may be found several

which correspond to the above definitions in

so far as they are written' in five ballade-

strophes. I will refer to three reproduced by

Nicole de Margival in Le Dit de la Panthtre

< Amours, 1328,8 in which the stanzas contain

from seven to nine verses of from four to ten

syllables. Examples by Deschamps show the

ten-lined and eight-lined strophe, with envoi

of four or six verses.

Now Froissart himself has left us six Chansons
Jfoiaus which appear in Scheler.9 Froissart's

own Chants Royaux are, it is interesting to

note, not more exact examples of this form as

compared with Marot's models than his so-

called Pastourelles. They are, it is true,

written in decasyllabic metre, but they lack

the refrain, a distinctive feature of the regular
Chant Royal, and one of them contains ten

lines in each of its strophes instead of eleven ;

while the envoi varies between three and five

verses.

I proceed now to a closer examination of the

form of Froissart's Pastourelles:

Each poem has five stanzas and closes \vilh

a five-lined envoi.

The envois (except of vi, viii and xiv, which

have "Belles") begin with the traditional

word " Princes."

The measure throughout is the vers octo-

syllabe. The rhymes are as follows :

j. ababccddedE:
2. ababbccddedE:

3. ababbccddeefeF:

4. ababbccddeeffgfG :

Pastourelles ii, iv.

"
i, iii, vi, xiv, xx.

v, viii, xv, xvi, xvii, xviii, xix.

vii, ix, x, xi, xii, xiii.

Each envoi is, formally, a repetition of the last

five verses of the strophe of the poem to which

it belongs; thus ddedE, eefeF, ffgfG. Now,
the rhyme-order of the first division (Past, ii,

iv) is exactly that of the perfect Chant Royal

as written by Marot and as followed by Frois-

sart himself, in five out of six of his own
Chants Royaux.

It needs but a glance at the other divisions

to see that they are very simple expansions of

the first. The expansion is graduated in the

above order. Thus 2. has one additional b-

rhyme inserted after the first quatrain ; 3. ex-

pands the e-rhyme into a couplet, and adds

two verses on a sixth rhyme : f. with a third e-

rhyme between them to preserve the character

of the strophe ; 4. enlarges ddeefeF into

ddeeffgfG. These modifications are all along
the lines of the original rhyme-arrangement
and admirably preserve the character and

effect of the Chant Royal strophe. A striking

8 Ed. Todd, Socifite des anciens textcs frangais, Paris,

1883, pp. 40, 93, 96.

proof that Froissart felt these longer strophes
in the same way as the original eleven-lined

stanza, I find in the fact that the envoi is al-

ways written as if for the eleven-lined strophe ;

namely, with five verses. And a fact of prime

importance in connection with the poems un-

der discussion is that in Marot's own works is

included a Chant Royal in thirteen-lined

stanzas, with envoi of six verses. >

It follows that the only substantial point of

difference between the Chant Royal and
Froissart's Pastourelle is the choice of the

octosyllabic instead of the decasyllabic metre.

I may be allowed the conjecture that this

choice was influenced by the nature of the con-

tents ; the Pastourelle is traditionally a light

and graceful poem to which the stately epic
line is less adapted naturally. On the other

hand, without increasing the list of examples,
both Deschamps and Adam de la Halle have

9 Vol. ii, pp. 35*-36 5-

10 CEuvrfs Contfl. tfs (U CUment Marot. Paris, Rapilly.

1824, Vol. iii, p. 492 ff.
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utilized this metre for their (as compared with

the final development of the form) less rig-

orous Chants Royaux. And this deviation, if

it still be regarded as one, is certainly not as

serious as those which Froissart shows in the

poems by himself designated Chants Royaux ;

namely, the omission of the refrain, the use (in

one instance) of the ten-lined ballade strophe,
and the variation in the number of verses con-

tained in the envoi.

The writer believes that he has conclusively
shown that, while from the nature of their

contents, the designation of Pastotirelle for

these poems may, perhaps, be justified, they

are, according to form, true Chants Royaux.
F. J. A. DAVIDSON.

Stanford Univtrsity.

A CHAUCERIAN EXPRESSION.
THE oath between Palamon and Arcite in

Chaucer's Knigkl's Tale is as follows (A 1133-

1135) :

That never, for to dyen in thcpeyne,

Til that the deeth departe shal us tweyne,

Neither of us in love to hindren other.

Tyrwliitt remarks that, in Froissart V. i. c 206,
" Edward III declares that he will not return

jusques a tant qu'il auroit fin de guerre, ou

paix a sa suffisaunce, ou a sa grand honneur :

on il moiirroil en la peine.'
" The same com-

mentator referred to the Romaunt of the Rose,

(3326-332?) :

Me were lever ttyc in the peynt,

Than love to me-ward shtild* arette

Falsheed, or tresoun on me settt.

Also in Anelida and Arcite (286-288) a similar

expression occurs :

For God so wisly on my soule rtwe,

As verily ye sUtii me with the peynt ;

and, when Theseus has heard I'alamon's con-

fession, he says (A 1746-1747) :

"
It nedeth noght to pyne you -with the corde

Ye shul be deed, by mighty Mars the rede 1"

Tt has occurred to me that all these pas-

sages may refer to thefieine forte ft dure, also

called la grantpenaunce, a cruel method used

for making contumacious prisoners plead in

court. The mention of a charge of treason in

the Romaunt assists this hypothesis. Many
prisoners charged of treason died of the tor-

ture inflicted on them, rather than plead and

run risk of conviction and consequent confisca-

tion of the property that would descend to

their heirs if the prisoners remained uncon-
victed. I have found, however, no reference

to a "cord "
in the infliction of this particular

penalty. That the passages refer to torture to

extort confession is obvious or possible, unless

in the case from Froissart. It is an interesting

figure if Anelida means that Arcite torments
her to death in order to make her plead her
love ; although the phrase may have passed
from metaphor into idiom, and lost its original
color.

The best account of la peineforte et dure is

found in an article by Prof. Thayer in the

Harvard Law Review, vol. v, p. 269. Two
quotations from published documents will

furnish sufficient illustration for present pur-

poses :

To a certain knight who refuses either to

plead or to accept his jurors, the Justice says :

"Dotnine Hugo, si vos consentire velitis in eis

(the jurors), Deo mediante, ipsi operabuntur pro
vobis si yos consentire volueritis in eis. Et si

vos velitis legem communem refutare.vos por-
tabitis poenain inde ordinatam, scilicet, 'uno
die manducabitis, et alio die bibebitis; et die

quo bibitis non manducabitis, et e contra
; et

manducabitia de paneordeaceo et non salo, et

aqua, etc.,' multa exponens sibi uncle non
esset bouum morari per ibi sed inelins valeret
consentire in eis." Year Book Edw. 7,30-31,
P- 531-
"Un Jon fut attache et bailie a un dizeyn a

garder a turn de vicomte, ne fut pas a cele
oure endite

; cely Johan quant il fut issi bailie
en garde le di/eyne sen alast ; le doze jurors a
eel on re quiderent qil lie seyt pas inesler
de ly enditer, e pur ceo que a lour enditement
quiderent qil ut este prise en garde de vicomte,
par qiiei eux ne luy enditunt poynt. Cesti Jon
fut pris apres e mene devaut Justices, et fnt
aresiie de plusors felonyes, et il se lit mut e ne
volc-yt respuudre ; par quei il agarde a la

graunt penance (translated on opposite page :

peine forte et dure)." Ibidem, p. 503. Fordis
criptiou of pressing see Fleta.

HENRY BARRETT HINCKLEV.
Northampton, Mass.

GO'E THES HOMUNKUL US. "

(Schluss.)

Diese Wiederverkorperlichung ist eine auf
kiinstlichem Wege hervorgebrachte. Das
daraus entstehende kiinstliche Dasein der

i NOTK. In the first part of this article, MOD. LANG.
NUTHS, xiii. col. 442, 1. 48, read Melcdlcn for Methoden ; col.
443, 11. 3 f., read Systole for Symboll ; ibid. II. 30 (., read
Htrcinspielen for Hexenspicl.
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Helena und der Ihrigen hat zum Gegensatz
das natiirliche Dasein, wie es einst die histor-

ische Helena in Sparta und in Troja besessen

hatte. Das kiinstliche Dasein ist jedoch kein

Gegensatz zum wirklichen Dasein. Wirklich-

keit kommt auch dem kiinstlichen Dasein im

vollsten Masse zu in dieser Thatsache stim-

men natiirliches und kiinstliches Dasein durch-

aus iiberein. Von dieser kiinstlichen Art ihres

Daseins haben die VViederverkorperten ein

deutliches Bewusstsein. Der Chor weiss

sehr gut, dass er schpn in der Unterwelt war;
Helena wird hohnisch von Mephistopheles
darauf hingewiesen und kommt sich in Erin-

nerung daran jetzt als Idol vor. Sie fuhrt ein

kiinstliches, aber kein natiirliches Dasein.

Wie Helena und die Madchen im Vollgefiihle

des neuen Lebens den ihnen drohenden Tod
von der Hand des Menelas schauen, redet sie

Mephistopheles als "Gespenster" an, um auf

die Kunstlichkeit ihres Daseins in der Korper-
welt hinzuweisen. Fiir ihn sind abernicht nur

sie Gespenster; alle Menschen sind es, nur sind

die Natiirlicherzeugten es in geringerem Grade.

Die "
geeinte Zvveinatur

"
ist infolge der na-

tiirlichen Zeugung eine festgefiigte, wahrend
sie bei den kiinstlich Wiederverkorperteneine
leicht losbare ist, so leicht, dass schon der

eigene Wille diese Losung bevvirkt, wie das

bei Helena und den Madchen auch in der That

eintritt, aber in der Mannigfaltigkeit der Art,

wie sie dem Reichtum des schopferischen
Genius Goethes entspricht sachlich ist es

jedoch uberall dasselbe. Ein " Leichnam "

kann nicht erscheinen. Sobald das Schatten-

bild sich trennt und die belebende Kraft den
Stoff verlasst, bleibt dieser formlos zuru'ck

und verbindet sich mit dem sonstigen toten

Stoff. Der Dichter ist auch hier so streng

folgerichtig, dass er die andersgeartete Natur
des Euphorion auch durch diesen Unterschied

kennzeichnet sein Leichnam wird gesehen.
Stammt er doch durch natiirliche Zeugung nur

einerseits von einer kiinstlich wiederbelebten

Mutter, aber andrerseits von dem natiirlich

gebornen Vater, er kann und muss daher auch
natiirlich sterben. So kann also Gerber auch
in der That den von ihm verlangten "dead

body
"
sehen. Im iibrigen wird ersich freilich

dabei beruhigen miissen, dass der konsequente
Dichter ausdriicklich vor unseren Augen das

Korperliche verschwinden lasst. Nur bei der

Panthalis erspart er sich und uns die Wieder-

holung des sichtbaren Prozesses der Auflos-

ung, an der wir aber doch wahrlich geracle
in diesem Falle nicht zu zweifeln haben. Es
kommt doch auch sonst vor, dass der Dichter

jemanden mit der Absicht sich entfernen lasst,

um den Tod zu suchen, underzeigt uns seinen

Korper nicht warum sollen wir hier denn auf

der Leichenbeschauung bestehen ?

Leugnet man diesen Zusammenhang des
Honuinkulus mit den wiederbelebten Gestalt-

en des Helenadramas, so muss man sowohl
den Honuinkulus als eine willkiirliche, ausscr-

halb des dramatischen Ganges stehende, dich-

terische Laune ansehen, als auch darauf ver-

zichten, das Erscheinen der Helena aus dem
Zusammenhange des Dramas zu verstehen.

Es bleibt dann die grosse Liicke zwischen der
klassischen Walpnrgisnacht und dem Helena-
drama unausgefiillt, wahrend Goethe, der ts

doch schliesslich am besten wissen musste,
bekanntlich behatiptet hat, die jjrosse Liicke

sei ausgefiillt. Meine Auffassung ist nichts

weiter als ein Nachweis, wie diese Liicke that-

sachlich beseiligt worden ist. Der Einu.md
Gerbers, dass alle Leser vor mir diesen Ge-
danken nicht gehabt haben, ist als Gruiul

gegen seine Richtigkeit doch wahrlich nicht

ernst zu nehmen. Es ist eben leider bishcr

iiblich gewesen, infolge der grundfalschen
Methode, bei den Gestalten des sogenannten
zweiten Teiles zuerst nach der ausserhalb des
Dramas liegenden symbolischen oder allegor-
ischen Bedeutnng zu forschen. So bald die

Uberzeugung von der selbstandigen Realitat

dieser Gestalten die Frage nach ihrerStellung
in der dramatischen Entwicklung in den Vor-

dergrund stellt, mochte allerdings die von mir
vertretene Auffassung nicht so weit zu suchen

gewesen sein. Hat doch schon die Welt in

unsaglich viel bedeutungsvolleren mid sie na-
her beriihrenden Fragen warten miissen, bis

jemand kam, der die Dinge mit einem, nicht

durch die bisherige Art des Sehens voreinge-
nommenen Auge betrachtete. Von denen,
die Faust zu erforschen bemiiht sind, berech-

tigt der eine mit seiner Betrachtungsweise den
Direktor des Vorspieles auf dem Theater zu
seiner Aufforderung an den Dichter: "Gebtihr
ein Stiick, so gebt es gleich in Stiicken

"
er
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weiss zu gut, dass es doch zerpfliickt werden
wird. Ein anderer steht aber auf der Seite

des Dichters, der "das Einzelne zur allge-

meinen \Vcihe" ruft, "wo es in herrlichen Ak-
korden schliigt." Eine Untersuchung aber,

deren Ziel die Erkenntnis dieser Akkorde 1st,

verfolgt die asthetische Methode.

Dieseni Hauptpunkt gegeniiber treten die

sonstigen Einvvande Gerbers zuriick. Sie be-

ziehen sich in der That auf niehr Ausserliches,

und ich wiirde sie liier ganz bei Seite lassen,

wenn in ihnen niclit seltsame Missverstand-

nisse zu Tage traten. Gerber behatiptet als

Punkt i seiner Einweadongeo, nieine Behaupt-

ung sei, die Akte ii and iii bildeten :

"such a close, separate unity within the whole
of the drama, that a personage of Honiuncu-
lus' importance must needs appear in both

acts,"

mid zitiert dafiir Goethe-Jahrbuch, S. 130. Wer
dort nachliest, findet zu seinem Erstaunen,

dass dort steht :

"dass zwischen den beiden Akten der aller-

innigste Zusammenhang besteht, so dass sie

als etwas enge Znsammengehoriges, als be-

sondere Einheit betrachtet werden miissen,
wird nun aber durch die Rolle bewiesen, die

Mephistopheles in ihnen spielt."

Dies wird im einzelnen nachgewiesen mid aus

diesem so nachgewiesenen Zusamnienhang

ergeben sich die Fragen (S. 131 f.> : Was wird

aus Honuinkuhis? VV
ro konimt Helena her?

Nach meiner Auffassnng kaun Hoimmkuhis

als Homunkulus im Helenadrama gar nicht

inehr erscheinen, wohl aber wirkt die Le-

beiiskraft, deren Einfiihrung zur Belebung des

toten Stoffes der Dichter notwendig braucht

und die er zum Zwecke des dramatischen

Anftretens mit einer vorlaufigen Verkorperung
hat ausstatten miissen, in Helena und alien

Ihrigen fort aber Homunkulus, als soldier,

existiert von dem Augenblicke nicht niehr, in

dem er die Flasche zerbricht. Ferner: die

unter No. 2 aufgefiihrte angeblich von mir her-

riihrende Behauptung steht auf der zitierten

S. 132 uberhaupt nicht und mil diesen VVorten

auch nirgends bei mir, wenn sie auch dem
Inhalte nach meiner Anffassung entspricht.

Homunkulus hiitteallerdings
" no serious pur-

pose in the drama," wenn er nicht, wie ich es

ausdriicken wiirde, die Gesanimteiitwicklung

des dramatischen Ganges forderte, wenn er

nicht wesentlich in sie eingriffe. Fiir die

"appearance of the actual Helena and her

women "
ist erjedoch nur einer der drei not-

wendigen Bestandteile. Er hatte existieren

und wirken konnen und Helena ware doch
nicht aufgetreten, wenn die beiden anderen
Bestandteile sich nicht gleichfalls willig dar-

geboten hatten. Und so hat Gerber mil Punkt

3 recht, der diese drei Bestandteile anfzahlt.

Der Punkt 4 :

" the reader will not believe in the appearance
of the actual Helena and her women, unless
the poet show him how they obtain life and
matter,"

mit Hinweis auf Goethe-Jahrbnch, S. 138 f.,

stellt die Sache wieder in ein falsches Licht.

Es konimt fiir die Erweckung dieses Glaubens
nicht auf das Wiedererscheinen der Helena

an, sondern auf die eigentiimliche Art ihres

Daseins. Gewinnt dieses Zauberdasein nicht

erst dadurch die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer

Wirklichkeit, wenn der Dichter es tins vor

Augen entstehen lasst? Wenn der Dichter

einen Geist erscheinen lasst, wie Shakespeare
Hamlets Vater oder Banquo, oder Goethe
selbst den Erdgeist, so ist es nicht notig, dass

er tins die Wahrscheinlichkeit dieses Geistes

erweist : das Erscheinen von Geistern steht als

"1'hatsache so fest im Glauben der Mcnschrn,
besonders in manchen Epochen, dass der

Dichter nichts nachzuweisen braucht. Er lasst

den Geist kommen und wir glauben ohne
weiteres an ihn. Hier handelt es sich aber

nicht um das Erscheinen von Geistern, wie in

der klassischen Walpurgisnackt, sondern um
eine materielle, korperliche Wiederbelebung,
um cine Erscheinung in Fleisch und Hint, die

ausserluilh des Wunderglanzes dieser Nncht
ihr wahrhaft korperliches Dasein beibehiilt.

Diese die voile Kraft der Wirklichkeit tragende

Verkorperung muss uns glaublich gemacht
werden; dass ein Mensch mit dem Geisteeines

Weibes einen Sohn gezengt habe, ist unfass-

bar. Dass Faust, der mit Helena einen Sohn

zeugen soil, sich bei seiner Vermahlung mit

Helena nicht mit einem Geist, sondern mit

einem echten, wirklichen menschlichen Wesen
vermahlt hat das ist es, was uns glaubhaft

gemacht werden muss. Gerber erfasst diesen

Unterschied nicht, well er Helena nur als

Geist betrachtet, was falsch ist. So muss ihm
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auch die daran sich schliessende Reflexion un-

klar bleiben. Punkt 5 ist richtig gefasst : der

neugeschaffene Ausfluss des Weltgeistes mit

seiner belebenden Kraft braucht, gerade vveil

der ganze Verlauf ein kiinstlicher, nicht ein

natiirlicher ist, mit dem von ihm belebten

Stoffe nicht znerst die niedrigsten Lebensfor-

men auszufiillen, wie es im natiirlichen Ver-

laufe der Dinge notwendig ware. Triffter auf

einen der Unterwelt eben entsteigenden Schat-

ten, der seinerseits belebten StofF sucht, um
zur Wiederbelebung zu gelangen, so kann er

hier sofort seine Thatigkeit beginnen. Die

mir in Punkt 6 zugeschriebene Behauptung,
"

it is an easy task for the reader's imagination
to comprehend that it is the purpose of Ho-
niimkulus to furnish life and matter [richtig
'life,' und in Verbindung mit den von ihm
belebten Elementen auch ' matter '] for He-
lena and her women, and Goethe had no
chance to make this more plain than he has
done,"

steht in soldier absolnten Fassung nirgends
bei mir, also auch nicht auf den zitierten Seiten

142-144. Es ist ein grosser Unterschied, ob
das so schlechthin ausgesprochen wird, oder
ob dem Leser, wie es bei uns geschieht, die

vom Dichter gegebenen Andeutungen und

Hinweisungen zusammen gefasst, in ihrem

Zusammenhang dargethan und erklart vverden

und daran sich die Frage schliesst, ob auf

Grund dieser so zusammen betrachteten Vor-

aussetzungen nicht "die Briicke von Homun-
kuluszti Helena wirklich geschlagen ist" oder

gesagt wird, der Dichter sei im Rechte, zu er-

warten, dass seine Leser und Horer

" die geringe Kraftleistung von Phantasie, um
die Briicke zu schlagen, wo Ausgangs- und
Zielpunkte gegeben und die Richtfaden her-
iiber und hinilber gezogen sind, selbst aufzu-
wenden vermogen."

Aber freilich, diese Zusammenhange miissen

erst vom Le'ser und Horer erkannt, und zu

diesemZweckevomKritikerdargelegtwerden.
Ist doch unser Leser- und Horerpublikum seit

Jahrzehnten dazu erzogen worden nachzu-

sprechen, ein Zusammenhang sei in der Faust-

dichtung iiberhaupt nicht da da wird es

freilich schwersein, die Erkenntnis dieser Auf-

gabe zu verlangen, die iibrigens nur nach
Gerbers Angabe "an easy task" von mir

genannt worden sein soil. Bei mir kommt

diese Bezeichnung nicht vor. Die Einwande

Gerbers, die sich durch ihre unzutreffenden

Behauptungen nicht vorteilhaft auszeichnen,
sind hiernach weit davon entfernt, Widerleg-
ungen darzubieten. Es war daher ailzu schnell,

dass der Berichterstatter iiber Deutsche Lit-

teratttr in Amerika im Euphoriou (Band v,

Heft 2, S. 358) schreibt, Gerber babe "die
sechs Punkte widerlegt." Es hatte dem that-

sachlichen Bestande mehr entsprochen, wenn
ergeschrieben hatte, Gerber habe diese Punkte
" zu widerlegen versuclit." Wie leicht die

Erkenntnis gewesen ware, dass es sich bei

Gerber nur urn einen Versuch, nicht um er-

reichtes Ziel handelt, hatte dem Berichterslat-

ter unteranderem derUmstand zeigen konnen,
wie Gerber im besonderen die enge Zusam-

mengehorigkeit von Akt ii und Akt iii be-
streitet:

" In the first place, there is Eckermann's testi-

mony, that the Classical Walpurgis-Night and
the Helena-Drama are 'independent little

worlds that concern each other liltle,' 'fiir sich
bestehende kleine Weltenkreise die ....
einander weuig angehen.'

"

Der Ausdruck "Eckermann's testimony" muss

denunbefangenen Leser zur Annnhme bringen,
Eckermann lege Zeugnis ab fiir einen Aus-

spruch Goethes. Es sind aber Eckerniann's

eigene Worte und gerade die wichtigslen siiul

obendrein ausgelassen und durch Punkte er-

setzt, die die Meinung erwecken miissen, hier

sei ein Zwischensatz, der mit der Haupt-
frage nichts zu thun habe. Er hat aber sehr viel

damit zu thun.denn es heisst unter Hinzufiigiing
der auch vorher weggelassenen, aber fiir das
Verstandnis der ganzen Stelle sehr wichtigen
anderen Subjekte :

"denn im Grunde sind doch der Auerbachsche
Keller, die Hexenkiiche, der Blocksberg, der
Reichstag, die Maskerade, das Papiergeld, das
Laboratorium, die klassische VValpurgisnacht,
die Helena lauter fiir sich bestehende kleine
Weltenkreise, die, in sich abgesc/i/ossen, ivohl
a/if einander wirken, aber doch einander
wenig angehen."
Es ist somit hier ausgesprochen, dass in der

Faustdichtung eine Reihe von Handlungen
auftreten, deren jede fiir sich ein abgeschlos-
senes Gauzes bildet. Dies ist der Charakter
der Gesamtdichtung und bezeichnet nicht nur
das Verhaltnis von Akt ii und iii. Damit aber

gewinnt die Darlegung eine durchaus andre
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Bedeutung und die Herausgreifung zweier

einzelner Handlungen, als ob bios zwischen

ihnen ein loser ausserer Zusammenhang be-

stehe, ist unstatthaft. Es zeigt sich auch hier

vvieder, \vie Gerber den Blick auf das Ganze
bei Seite setzt, um eine Einzellieit fiir sich be-

trachten zu konnen. Es ist aberzweitens hier

ausgesprochen, dass diese in sich abjjeschlos-
senen Handlungen "wohl auf einander vvirken,

aber doch einander wenig angehen." Der
Einzelv'erlauf der Einzelhandlunghat mil dem
Einzelverlaut" der anderen wenig zu thun, aber

die eine Gesamthandlung wirkt als solche auf

die folgende, dieohne die vorhergehende nicht

denkbar ware. Hatte nun Gerber mein Buch
Goethes F'austdichtung beachtet, so hatte er

gefunden, dass ich gerade die in sich abge-

schlossenen, im Einzelverlauf sich wenig be-

rilhrenden Handlungen ganz ausdriicklich als

solche in ihrer BedeuUing fiir den Gesamtban
der Dicbtung uberhaupt nachgewiesen habe.

Er hatte aber auch gefunden, dass der Dichter,

um von einer Hauptliandlung zu der folgenden,
auf einem ganz anderen Gebiete sich be-

wegenden, iiberzufiihren, sich eines durch die

ganze Dichtung gleichmassig beibehaltenen

technischen Hilfsmittels bedient. Er schickt

der Handlung stets eine Vorhandlung voraus,

die die Anfgabe hat, indie in der Haupthand-

lung erscheinende Lebenssphiire einzufiihren

und sie vorzubereiten. Je eigenartiger diese

Hauptliandlung ist, um so ausfiihrlicher und

eingehender wird die vorbertitende Haudlung
ausgesponnen. Nun ist aber keine Haupthand-

lung eigenartiger und setzt mehr Vorbereitung-
en voraus als das Helenadrama. Die Vor-

handlung ist daher hier die ausfiihrlichste sie

unifasst die gesnmten Miltel zur Wiederbeleb-

ung der Helena, also die SchafTung des Ho-
munkulus und die klassische Walpurgisuacht.
Eine genaue Darstellung dieser dem ganzen
Drama eigentiinilichenTechnik giebtdas Buch

Goethe's Faustdichlung sowie die Ubersicht

auf S. 13 in meiner Fausterlauterung ; diese

kiinstlerische Technik selbst findet ihre Dar-

legung auf S. 51 dieser Schrift. Ihr Verstand-

nis ist fiir die Einsicht in die Reihenfolge
der Erlebnisse von entschiedener Bedeutung.

Das, was Eckermann nur andeutend und nicht

mit eingehendem Verstandnis des Sachver-

haltes schildert, ist jedoch nur seine Antwort

auf Goethes Darlegung, wie er den vierten

Akt zu gestalten denke. Goethe geht dabei
nicht auf das Einzelne ein, sondern legt nur
den Grundcharakter dar, wie er sich ja einzel-

ner Erklarungen absichtlich enthalten hat.

Er sagt nach Eckermanns Bericht :

"Dieser Akt bekommt vvieder einen ganz
eigenen Charakter, so dass er, wie eine fur
sich bestehende kleine Welt, das iibrige nicht
beriihrt und nur durch einen leisen Bezug zu
dem Vorhergehenden und Folgenden sich
dem Ganzen anschliesst."

Eckermanns Antwort ist nur ein Echo dieser

j

VVorte und giebt mit ihrer Umschreibung nicht

eine Spur von Neuem. Es hatte also das
Wort Goethes angefiihrt werden mu'ssen, das,
sovveit hier Goethes Worte iiberhaupt als

authentisch betrachtet werden diirfen, allein

Anspruch auf Authentizitat maclien kann.
Wie sehr aber gerade diese Darlegung mit
meiner Auffassung stimmt, zeigt eiu Vergleich
mit dem von mir fiir die Gesamtdichtung auf-

gestellten Grundgedanken in der Technik des
kiinstlerischen Aufbaues. Bei diesem ist je-
doch einzusetzen, wenn man ein Einzelglied
des Ganzen so verstehen will, wie nach des
Dichters Uberzeugung in der Thatjedes Ein-

zelglied zu dem einheitlichen VVirken des
Ganzen des Faustwerkes beitragen muss.
Wer Gerbers Abhandlung eingehend liest,

wird gern anerkennen, dass sie aus ernster
Arbeit hervorgegangen ist und in ihrer Art
mit redlichem Bestreben nach derLosung des
Problemes ringt, das sie sich stellt. Aber er

geht von der Voraussetzung aus, es ware mog-
lich zum Verstandnis einer Einzelgestalt di-r

Dichtung zn gelangen, ohne ihre Stellung im

Zusammenliange der Dichttiiig zu priifen.
Diese Verschiedenheit seiner Auffassung von
der meinigen maclit nun seine Einwande und
meine Gegendarlegungen nicht zu einer

Streitfrage zwischen Gerber und mir, sondern
es handelt sich um einen methodischen Un-
terschied bei der Untersuchung eines Kunst-
werkes. Es muss daher zum Schlusse mit
aller Entschiedenheit betont werden, dass es

nicht
(
auf Abweichungen in Einzelfragen an-

kommt, sondern auf eine entscheidende me-
thodologische Frage: Soil ein Kunstwerk dazti

dienen, um in seinen Einzelheiten zu symbol-
ischer und allegorischer Ausdeutung verwen-
det zu werden, oder soil, zum mindesten in
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erster Linie, realistisclies Verstandnis des

Kunstwerkes erstrebt werden, so dass jede

Einzelheit auf ihre Stellnng im Zusammen-

hange gepriift wird? Ergiebt sich dann die

Neigung, symbolische und allegorische Deut-

ungen auch noch zu versuchen, die sich freilich

nie von dem Ergebnis der realistischen Er-

kenntnis entfernen diirften, nun, so mag man
diesen Sprung ins Dunkel wagen. Ich glaube

jedoch nicht, dass, ist erst das realistische

Verstandnis gewonnen, solche Neigung noch

vorhanden sein wird ich meinerseits em-

pfinde nicht das geringste Bediirfnis dazu. 2

VEIT VALENTIN.

Frankfurt am Main.

MALDON AND BRUNNANBURH.
Maldon and Brunnanburh : Two Old English

Songs of Battle. Ed. by CHARLES LANGLEY

CROW, Ph.D. Boston: Ginn and Company,
1897. 8vo, xxxvii, 47 pp.

Zur Entwicklung der Historischen Dichtung
bei den Angelsachsen, von DANIEL ABEGG.

(Quellen u. Forschungen, 73 Heft.) Strass-

burg: Karl J. Trubner, 1894. 8vo, xii, 126

pp.

The Crawford Collection of Early Charters

and Documents, now in the Bodleian Libra-

ry. Ed. by A. S. NAPIER and W. H. STE-

VENSON. Oxford : The Clarendon Press,

1895. 410, xi, 167 pp.

ASIDE from the history of the MSS. and
sources in the Introduction, the new edition of

Maldon and Brunnanburh seems to me to have
no advantages over that in Bright's Anglo-
Saxon Reader. And while the Text, Notes,
and Vocabulary are quite reliable, the In-

troduction is not just what we might look for.

The author has, apparently, not availed him-
self of the latest and best literature on his sub-

ject. At all events the best recent mono-

graphs on Maldon and Brunnanburh are

neither referred to in the Introduction and the

Notes, nor given in the bibliographical list

a NOTE. Professor Gerber writes :

"However correct Proftssor Valentin's method of considering
a work of art maybe, and I do not differ from him as widely
as he imagines, his interpretation of Homunculus appears
to me no more probable than it did before. I expect to reply
as soon as I have had an opportunity to consult the publica-
tions to which he refers." ED.

(pp. xxxii-xxxvii). The two most important
are the monograph by Abegg (cf. The
Nation for Jan. 1897), and Judith: Studies in

Metre, Language and Style, etc., by T.

Gregory Foster (Quellen u. Forschungen 71,

1892). Foster has made a careful study of

Maldon and Brunnanburh, both in language
and metre, by way of comparison with Judith
and other O.E. poems. Several interesting

points connected with the history of Maldon
are also discussed at length by Napier and
Stevenson in the ' Notes '

to their Early Char-
ters and Documents. 1

I have noticed the following instances in

Crow's edition in which correction is neces-

sary or desirable. According to the arrange-
ment of the Introduction and text, Maldon
should have been considered under (a) p. xi,

and Brunnanburh under (b) p. xii.

On p. xx the discussion of alliteration is not

at all clear to me. The author seems to have
understood the terms, 'double,' 'tripple,'

'quadruple
'

alliteration quite differently from
Sievers' definition of them. Sievers always
speaks, if I mistake not, of double and tripple
alliteration in the Halbzeilt, and not with re-

ference to the entire line (cf. Paul's Crundr.

ii, i, p. 872 et seg.). According to Crow's idea

there is no such thing as 'single
'

alliteration.

Attention might have been called (p. xx) to

the alliteration of the palatals c. g. with the

gutturals: cf. Cdfne mid his cynne, p&t wees
Ceolan sunn (M. 76). And I see no valid rea-

son for not alliterating Ceorl: Clypode (^.256);
it is also probable that c' alliterates with c in

Clufon Cellod bord, Cine hi weredon (M. 383).

g': ^occurs in par ongean gramuni gearoive
station (M. 100), Him se gysel ongan geornttce

fylstan (M. 265), and geongne at gftde. Gylpan
ne porfte (Br. 44).

The ge (M. 32) is not, as Abegg thinks, in

the alliteration, but this line is to be class-

ed with others like M. 29, which have two
alliterative syllables in the second half-line

and only one in the first.

I am also inclined to believe that the poet
of Maldon intended alliteration in the follow-

ing instances (contrary to the 'general rule):

i Cf. also.Rieger: Alt- undags. Vtrskutist. Zs.f.deutsche
Phil., vii; Heinzel: Uber den Stil dtr ultermanischcn Pacsie.

Quell, u. Forsch. 10 Heft.
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sc: st (1. 19), sc: s (1. 59), st: s
(1. 271). On the

latter line Abegg says (p. 9, note) :

"Die Ausicht Riegers (S. 16), Kluges (P. B.
B. ix, 446), Luicks (Paul's Grdr. ii, 995), dass
clieser Vers keinen-Stabreim hat, halte ich fiir

unberechtigt."

In M. 224 I much prefer with Zernial to

alliterate tzgder: and; for, although this al-

literation is irregular, it is no more so than

Mccg: min, and it preserves the rhythm of the

line much better.

The following rimes may be noted in ad-

dition to those given by Crow (pp. xxi-xxii) :

Sectional, masc., wczl f,"ol on eorHan 1 26 ;
b

End. rinc: (z/0zV)z'.--rzr (138-140) ; Godwig:

w'ige (192-3) ; ofermode: deode (89-90). As-

sonance, rcidde: ttthte (M. i8.).
a

Inasmuch as the suffixal rimes in Maldon

are so numerous and varied, it would have

been advisable, it seems to me, to draw atten-

tion to and possibly to give a full list of them.

This has been done by Abegg (pp. 13-14).

On p. xxxiv, the reference under '

Prosody
'

should be, Beitrcige, vol. ix, instead of vol. x.

It seems rather unfortunate that the editor

attempted to indicate the alliterative letters in

the text. The italics disfigure the page and

are wholly unnecessary even for the beginner.

My experience has been that students quickly

and easily learn to distinguish the alliterative

syllables with a little explanation from the

teacher. It is advisable also from a pedagogi-
cal stand-point to dispense with all efforts at

reducing the learning of alliteration to a

mechanical process. But the greatest ob-

jection to Crow's attempt at italicizing the

alliterative syllables is its incompleteness.

The following unitalicized alliterations have

been noted : Eac (?) M. ii, Wodon M. 96,

wyrcan M. io2,wcer3 M. 116, W6d M. 130,

the entire line M. 232, basd M. 257, boerst M.

284, the entire line M. 299, heora Br. 47 woe-

pengewrixles (the second a/?) Br. 51.

By including the other historical poems like

The Death of Eadgar, the Death of Eadward
the Confessor, etc., in his edition, Crow would

have greatly added to the value and interest

of the book.

The object of Abegg's monograph is best

stated by the author himself,

t These instances are taken from Abegg.

" Es ist der Zweck dieser Arbeit, zunachst
die erhaltenen ae. Geschichtsdichtungen nach
Form mid Inhalt eingehend zu betrachten,
dabei nach Kriterien zu forschen, an denen
Prosaumschreibungen alter Gedichte zu er-

kennen sind, und dann diese Kriterien auf die
ags. Ann. und Heinrich von Huntingdons
Historia Anglorum anzuwenclen."

The work is divided into two parts :

"I. Die in poetischer Form erhaltenen Ge-
schichtsdichtnngen; II. Prosaauflosungen his-

torischer Gedichte in den ags. Annalen und der
Historia Anglorum des Heinrich von Hunt-
ingdon."

Chap, i (pp. 3-26) considers the poem,
Byrhtnoth's Death in the Battle of Maldon,
with respect to Contents, Comparison of

Sources and Other Accounts,Choice of Subject-

Matter, Conception, Composition, Versifica-

tion, Language and Style, etc. In Chap. ii.

the author treats the historical poems of the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under two different

heads : (i) Gelehrte Annalistendichtungen, in-

cluding (a) Aethelstarfs Victory at Brunnan-

burh, (b) The Freeing of the Five Boroughs by
Eadmund, (c) The Crowning of King Eadgar
at Bath and Eadgar's Heath, (d) The /)eath

of
'

l'~ad-tvard the Confessor; (2) Gedichte Volks-

tiimlicher Art, embracing (a) The Glorifi-

cation of the Fortunate Reign of King Ead-

gar, (b) The Death of King Eadgar, (c) La-

ment over the Misfortunes of (he Church

under Eadward the Martyr, (d) The Capture

of Canterbury and Imprisonment ef Arch-

bislwp Alfeah, (e) The Capture and Death of

Alfred Aethling, (f) The Marriage of Mar-

garet with Malcolm of Scotland, (g) The

Wedding Festival of Earl Ralph of Norfolc.
Part ii, embracing chapters iii-iv (pp. 79-

m), is devoted to the consideration of the

Anglo-Saxon Annals, and the Historia

Anglorum of Henry of Huntingdon.
The author then gives (pp. 111-113) a sum-

mary of the results obtained by his researches,

and this is followed by a long appendix (pp.

114-126) on the Capture and Death of Alfred

Aethling.
In the chapters on Maldon and Rrunnan-

burh, Abegg considers in detail the various

sources of the poems as well as the other

known accounts of and references to the two

battles. The poem Maldon gives the most

complete account of the battle of Maldon,
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but there are also brief descriptions in the

several MSS. of the Chronicle, and references

to the events of the battle in Florence of Wor-

cester and Henry of Huntingdon. An inter-

esting description of the battle of Maldon.and
the life and death of its hero, is also found in

the Historia Elienis (cf. Abegg p. 6, Crow p.

xii). Many of the data of this story are

doubtless without foundation, but the char-

acterization of Byrhtnoth agrees on the whole

with that of the poem. Abegg is of the

opinion that the poem was not composed for

the especial glorification of the valour of

Byrhtnoth, but to inspire the English to a re-

newed and vigorous struggle against the

Danes (cf. p. 8). He also agrees with Free-

man in holding that the chief events of the

battle and the names of the leaders (as given

in the poem) are entirely trustworthy.

In the composition the poet follows the old-

er heroic poetry. Byrhtnoth is the central

figure of the poem, just as Beowulf is of the

epic. He is the circumspect general and

courageous soldier. As Eorl he is loyal to

his king and solicitous for the welfare of his

followers; and lie dies as a Christian hero,

beseeching God for the salvation of his soul

(cf. p. 8).

As to the Battle of Bninanburh, Abegg
cites the following accounts and references in-

dependent of that in the poem: (i) A Latin

poem preserved in the MS. Cotton. Nerv. A.

ii, a Saxon MS. almost or quite contemporary
with the event itself. It seems to be a frag-

ment with a very corrupt text,and reports that

Sictric and Constantine, the king of the Scots,

were conquered by king Aethelstan. (2) The
Chronicles of the Picts, which date from the

last quarter of the ninth century. (3) The
Ulster Chronicle speaks of the battle as hor-

rible and dreadful. (4) More specific details

regarding the Irish Contingent are found in

the Chronicle or Annals of Clonmacnoise. (5)

A short account of the battle is given in the

Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four
Masters under the date 938. (6) The Egils-

saga is not an actual source for the description
of the battle, as it did not orginate before

about 1230.

Besides these more or less authentic ac-

counts of the Battle of Brunnanburh, there are

several reports from Chroniclers of the

eleventh and twelfth centuries commenting
upon the importance of the battle. Those

given by Abegg are: (i) The Chronicon of

the Eaklorman Aethelvveard (circ. 1000) which

says that the people at that time continued to

speak of the great war, but it makes only

meagre references to the battle of Brunnan-

burh itself; the author calls the battlefield
' Brunadune '

; (2) the Gesta Reguni Anglo-
rtiin ft Dacorum (formerly attributed to

Simeon of Durham), which give more definite

references ; (3) Simeon of Durham who in his

History of the Church of f)urham gives a

report similar to the preceding; (4) Florence

of Worcester who follows the poem quite

closely in his description; (5) Henry of Hunt-

ingdon who also follows the poem and trans-

lates the entire poetic description into Latin
;

(6) Eaclmer in his Vita of St. Odo; (7) the

Gesta Pontjjicutn Angloruin by William of

Malmesbury; (S) Joannes Fordun who inserted

the report of William of Malmesbury in part
in his description of the battle of Brunnanburh

(Chronica; gentis Scoioi'itni, lib. iv, cap. xxii).

Abegg concludes (p. 34) from his examin-
ation of these various sources and reports that

the Old English poet does not follow a legend
or saga in his description, but historical facts.

He confines himself throughout to historical

evidence, and rareiy allows himself poetic
freedom. Both Bruiinanburh and f.Ialdon

present in this respect a striking contrast to

the older heroic poetry, but the former also

differs from the latter as well as from the old-

er poetry in the matter of composition. In

Brunnanburh no individual scenes are por-

trayed. The description of the battle presents

only those general features which would apply
to all bloody battles of the time. Individual

heroes are not praised and elevated above
the great crowd of participants. Aethelstan
and Eadmund are broadly characterized as

the brave leaders of the English people ;

Constantine and Anlafare designated as hated
foes.

Abegg makes a careful metrical and sty-
listic examination of the two poems, and con-

cludes for Malclon that it is nearly related to

the older heroic epos in the matter of com-

position. The versification, however, violates
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many laws which hold for the golden age of

Old English epic poetry. Rut, with one pos-
sible exception, the purity of the alliteration

has been preserved. A larger proportion of

the so-called Gekreuzte Alliteration is also

found in this poem than in the older epos.
As to the subject of rime in Maldon, the

author thinks it impossible to determine to

what extent the large number of sectional and

end, and especially suffix rimes, was intended

by the poet and appreciated by the public.

Sectional and end rimes are strewn through-
out the poem regardless of any fixed prin-

ciple.

In the matter of style, Abegg agrees with

Vilmar (Driitsche Altertiinier im HeHand, p.

3) in placing Maldon side by side with the

BeowulJ and the O.E. religious epic.

The versification of Brunitanburh belongs,

according to Abegg, to the ' Blutezeit
'

of O.E.

poetry. In contrast with Maldon the majority
of the epitheta, tropes, and kennings of Krun-

nanbiirh are to be found in the older poetry.

So, also, almost all the syntactical and

rhetorical peculiarities of the O.E. epic occur

in the later poem.
" Uberblicken wir das gauze Verfahren des

Dichters (of Brnnnanbui'/i), so ergibt sich als

Resultat, dass er vom alien, lebendigen,
mundlich vorgetragenen Heldensang nur
Metrik und Sprachkunst bewahrt hat. Dazu
kommt, dass manche Anzeichen direkt auf
eiiien gelehrten Dichter srhliessen lassen.

\Vahrend im Ryrhtnoth fur die Danen meist
volkstiimliche Bezeichnungen gebraucht sincl,

unterscheidet das Annalengedicht Schotten
und Nordleute, wie auf englischer Seite U'est-

sachsen und Mercier. Anlaf und Conslantine
werden mil Namen genaniH ; Chronikmassig
wird die Zahl der im Kampfe gefallenen
feindlichen Edlen angegebeu. Zum Schluss
beruft sicb der Dichter ausrlriicklich auf
Biicher und weise Leute als Zeugen fiir die

siegreiche Einwanderung der Angeln und
Sachsen.
Wir diirfen daher mil gutem Grunde

annehmen, dass ein Annalist das Gedicht
verfasste und es von vorne herein fiir seine

Annalen bestimmte (p. 39)."

Napier and Stevenson's Early Charters do

not have to do directly with Maldon or Brnn-

nanburh, but the authors have in their Notes

given much new light on the history of certain

of the heroes of Maldon. And while the dis-

cussions of the Notes alone are of immediate

interest for this paper, it will not be out of

place to give a sort of outline of the contents
of the book and to indicate its importance for

the study of English philology.
The nineteen "Charters and Documents"

which constitute the text of the book are in

part now first given to the public, and all of
them appear for the first time in a thoroughly
reliable reprint. As to the value of this

publication, the authors say, preface (p. viii) :

"The importance of the documents printed in
the following pages is evinced by the fact that
eight of them are inedited and unknown
(they appeared, however, in Bitch's Cartu-
lariuin Saxonicwn, printed from the text of
'

Early Charters and Documents '

before the
book was published). These ineclitecl texts
are of singular interest. They include an
early copy of an apparently genuine charter of
King Ae^elheard of Wessex, a monarch who
has been hitherto represented by one charter;
an original charter of King Aedelstan, an im-
portant addition to the very brief list of
original charters of this great king; an almost
contemporary copy of a letter of St. Dunstan
in Old English ; an original charter of King
AeiTelred the Unready; the will of a bishop of
Crediton ; and the rules made for the canons
of Crediton by the bishop of Exeter in the
early years of the twelfth century. The col-
lection is hardly less important in regard to
documents of which printed texts exist, since
it comprises the originals of the following: a
charter of King Eadwig, printed by Kenible
and Birch from an eighteenth century tran-

script; the famous forged charter of Edgar to

Westminster, hitherto printed from corrupt
copies in chartularies ; the will of Leofwine
Wulfstan's son, reprinted by Kenible and
Thorpe from Madox's text, the original having
disappeared; King Aeffelred's charter of St.

Alban's, printed without the O.E. boundaries,
by Kenible from a thirteenth century copy."
The Notes with their scholary historical and

philological discussions are full of interest,

and are as important as the text itself. Their

copiousness may be indicated by saying that

they embrace one hundred and seventeen

pages of the total number, one hundred and

sixty-seven, of the book. The editors have, as

they say in the Perface, given themselves lati-

tude in the Notes. We find there the history and
translation of the individual charters and

documents, the history and description of the

several MSS., line for line discussions of the

geographical and historical references, and a

careful examination of numerous Old English
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words from every point of view. Many new
definitions of old words have been established,
and not a few entirely new words have been
added to the vocabulary of Old English.

Especial references to the historical person-

ages connected with the battle of Maldon are

found in Charters v (dated May 9, 957, and en-

titled King Eadwig to Archbishop Oda), vii

(dated 980 10988 and being a letter of Arch-

bishop Dunstan to King Aeftelred 'concern-

ing certain estates belonging to the diocese of

Cornwall '), viii (date 998 :

'

grant of land at

Southam, etc., by King Aeffelred to Ealdor-

man Leofwine '), and ix (date Apr. 15, 998 :

'

will of Leofwine, Wulfstan's son, in favour of

Westminster Abbey '). That is to say, the

several leaders at Maldon whose names are

mentioned in these documents are discussed

at length in the Notes. Among others we
find AdOelstan dux (pp. 82-84), Byrhtnott dux
(85-88), Aelfric dux (120-121, and 123).

Of ByrhtnoiS dux the editors say :

" This is, no doubt, the hero of Maldon. He
signs from 956 to 990. Freeman (Norman
Conquest i, 635) thinks that he is the minister
of 967, an error for 972-3. He is clearly the
dux who signs from 956 .... Nothing is

known of his family, except that his father
was named Byrhthelm (Song of Maldon, line

92). It is possible that he was related to

Kyrhtsige, son of Aetheling Beornofr (Chron.
A) or Berhtno* (Chron. B, C, D), who fell in

905 fighting with the Aeffeling Aeftelweard
against King Edward .... Brihtnoff of Mal-
don married Aelfted, the youngest daughter
of Aelfgar, who mentions her (not by name) in
his will (CS. iii, 215), in which Brihtno? is

clearly regarded as her husband That
Aeftelflaed, the sister-in-law of Byrhtnoff, was
Aeftelflsed set Domerhame is proved by her
will, wherein she bequeaths land at Domer-
ham. She is also the una matrona to whom
King Edgar grants land at Chelsworth, co.
Suffolk, in 962,35 she bequeathed this estate to
Aelfbed and Brihtno?. The will of Aelflaxi
records that Rettendon [co. Essex] was her
'morning-gift,' so it is evident that Erihtno?
had possessions in Essex at the time of his

marriage (circa 950). In AelfL-ed's will, which
was drawn up after BrihtQotf'a death (991), a
kinsman of his named Aedelmaer is mentioned.
. . . Out of all this (that is, discussion ofAeSel-
majr's ancestry) nothing emerges clearly ex-
cept the great probability that Brihtnofr's
kinsman Ae3elmaer was the son of the chron-
icler Aeftelweard, an undoubted scion of the
royal house of Wessex Brihtnotf's sis-
ter's son, Wulfmaer, fell at Maldon (Song of

Maldon, line 113). Another relative of Briht-
no<Ts who distinguished himself in the battle,
was the Mercian Aelfwine, son of Aelfric, and
grandson of Ealdorman Ealhelm (lines 209 to
224). This is, no doubt, the Ealdorman Eal-
helm who subscribes from 940 to 951. It may
be noted that the Battle of Maldon, which was
fought in 991 according to the chronicle, oc-
curred on August ir, for the Obitiis Byr/itiwfii
Comitis is given upon this day (iii. 2d Aug.) in
an eleventh century calendar (Cott. Lib. I).
xx viii)."

The lengthly note on Atlfric dux does not
succeed in entirely clearing up the mystery of
that Aelfric's identity, who is mentioned in

Maldon, 1. 209, but the conclusion arrived at

seems to confirm the surmise of Crow (Notes,
p. 22) that "the Aelfric was possibly the one
mentioned by Freeman. O.K. Hist., p. 230."
The editors think that the "chief interest

"

of the comparatively short " Will of Leofwine
Wulfstan's son "

(Chart, ix) has not yet been
pointed out :

"
It is the will of Leofwine, son of Wulfstan,

an Essex land-owner, and it is dated nearly
seven years-later than the battle of Maldon'
Now one of the heroes of this battle, the man
who guarded the bridge, and who seemingly
struck the first blow, was Wulfstnn, the son of
Ceola (cf. Maldon I. 74 et seq.}. The last line
(that is, 83, pa hwilepe hi wefpna wea/dati mbs-
ton) seems to imply that the 'bitter brid'e-
wards' fell fighting at their posts. In lines 152
sqq. Wulfmaer the young, Wulfstan's ungrown
son, distinguishes himself at Brihtnofl's side.
It is highly probable that the testator was the
son of the Wulfimer, because Brihtnofl's force
must have consisted principally of the local
levies, and the testator's possessions were
close to Maldon. It was probably this local
connection of Wulfstan's that caused BrihtmxT
to select him to guard the bridge."

WM. H. HULME.
Western Reserve University.

GERMAN LITERATURE.
Inedila des Hcinrich Kaufringcr. Heraus-
gegeben von H. SCHMIDT-WARTENBKRG.
Germanic Studies, edited by the Department
of Germanic Languages and Literatures, iii.

The University of Chicago Press, 1897. 8vo,
pp. xv, 56.

THE third number of the Germanic Studies
isued by the University of Chicago is one of
xceptional interest, both to the critical student
if German literature, and to the lover of folk-
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lore ; to the former, because it raises new

problems with regard to Heinrich Kaufringer ;

to the latter, because it furnishes a version of

the marriage of the devil which antedates the

best known Italian and German forms of

the story from one hundred to one hundred

and fifty years. We shall first give a short

synopsis of the book, and then take up the two

main points of interest just mentioned.

Professor Schmidt-WarttMiberg begins his

Introduction with an accurate description of

the Berlin manuscript from which he has

taken the poems. The codex was written by
a Bavarian in 1472, and contains among two

hundred and twenty-two poems of Heinrich

Teichner, one by Conrad Vollstatter, and ten by
Heinrich Kanfringer. Further on the editor

calls due attention to the close connection ex-

isting between Teichner and Kanfringer, a cir-

cumstance which had escaped the notice of

Karl Ruling, who in 1888 published seventeen

poems from a Munich manuscript under the

title o(
' Heinrich Kaufringers Gedichte.' 1

Professor Schmidt-Wartenberg next discusses

the bearing of the Berlin poems on those of

the Munich codex, and although he does not

admit the validity of all of Ruling's arguments,

he considers Kaufringer's authorship of all the

poems established. In the second part of the

Introduction the most important versions of

the story of the marriage of the devil are sur-

veyed, and a few remarks are made concern-

ing the variants and possible sources of the

other poems. A characterization of the lan-

guage and the person of the poet is dispensed

with, because Ruling has furnished the one

and promised the other. Some stylistic com-

ments, however, will appear in connection with

an edition of the poems of Teichner in the

same codex. The text purposes to be in all es-

sentials a diplomatic reproduction of the origi-

nal. The poems vary in length from eighty

to two hundred and fifty-eight lines of four

stresses each, exceptions being rare. All were

undoubtedly composed by Kaufringer because

all close with the line:

"Alsosprach Ilainrich Kaufringer,"

a. conclusion which occurs only in the last two

poems, xvi and xvii, of Killing's collection,

i Heinrich Knufringtri GtJiehle. Herausgcgeben von

Dr. Karl Killing. Bitl. d. Litt. Vireins in Stuttfttri, 1888.

and hence makes it necessary to re-examine

the evidence for Kaufringer's authorship of the

other fifteen. The subjects of the pieces are

stated in the index of the manuscript and re-

peated as titles, in some cases with additions

such as: "So merck ; So horvnd mercke
; So

merck vnd gutzz draufF," for the purpose of

enlisting the particular attention of the hearer.

The subjects and contents of the ten poems
are in short as follows :

1. Ain bosz alts ubels rveib iiberfaygi den

tiijfel. The assertion is proved by the story of

the marriage of an old woman with the devil.

2. Das man die welltfliehen so/I. There is

no escape from hell except by shunning the

world which is wicked everywhere; Isaiah,

John and St. Augustine testify to that. As at

the close of a game of chess all the men are

thrown into the same sack, high and low go to

the same grave ; only good works can save

them from damnation.

3. Von den vorsprechen. A lamentation

over the bad custom of hiring lawyers which

had arisen in Bavaria and elsewhere, and a

comical example of their cynic injustice told

without a smile.

4. Hf.ni so/I vatter mid mutterjnn eren lion.

An injunction of the commandment by means
of a story which, as the editor explains, is a

variant of a well-known fairy tale.

5. Was niilz die gutten werck dein mcnschen

pringen, die weil er jnn sunden leytt. Good
works alone cannot save men without repen-
tance (compare no. 2!); they will give him,

however, less pain in hell, riches and happiness
on eartli, and perhaps a life long enough to

repent and be saved.

6. Wa ain volck vngcmainsam ist, das priitgt

grossen schaden. The continual discord in

the cities makes them succumb in time of war.

This truth is emphasized by a Story of thirty

armed merchants who are overcome and

plundered by only six robbers, in which the

editor has rightly recognized a variant of the

fable of the lion and the bulls.

7. Die inann ettwan sc/i 'tick vnd lecker hicss,

die hayssent nun laiiffig vnd gescheydc. A
lamentation over the regard in which rogues
and parasites are held, and over the undeserved

punishments of the innocent.

8. Von den syben tod s'iinden vnd den siben
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gauben des hailigen gaists. To seven diseases

of the body correspond seven plagues of the

soul and as many remedies of the Holy Spirit;

for example, to leprosy, envy and hatred,

genuine worth ; to paralysis, slothfulness, di-

vine strength; to lupus, gluttony, divine in-

sight, etc.

9. Von vnmiissigem adel zeyttliches leydens.

An almost frantic praise of suffering. Suffer-

ing even surpasses the cross, because God died

on the cross in half a day, but suffered on

earth for more than thirty years.

10. Von den vier tochtern gotts vtid von vier

geschlechten hie jn der wellte. Men are di-

vided (logically ?) into the rich and powerful,
those in sadness and suffering, those who break

his commandments, and those who obey them.

To each of these classes God has destined n

daughter of his in marriage who is to lead

them to salvation ; to the first Mercy ; to the

second Patience; to the third Repentance ; to

the last the Fear of God. Even as short a

survey as this may have shown the stern and
bitter moralistic tone, and the strongly and

strictly religious tendencies of the Berlin

poems. It will scarcely be necessary to add
that love adventures are excluded.

Proceeding now to the Munich poems we
observe at once that they lack the homogeneous
character of those described, xvi and xvii

belong both by their closing line "Alsosprach
Heinrich Kaufringer

" and by their contents

directly to the Berlin poems, iii, i and ii agree
with them in spirit, vi and viii contain illicit

love affairs, but praise chastity, xiv is not free

from objectionable details, xi, xii and xiii de-

ser/e to be called coarse, iv and v, and even
more so vii, ix, x and xv, show a decided lax-

ness of moral principles. Over and over again
it is asserted that almost all men are deceived

by their wives, and since Samson, Solomon,
David and Aristotle had all fared ill, the lowly
ones had better not be angry with them. The
mayor of Erfurt is commended for his wisdom
in accepting commercial advantages in ex-

piation of the violation of his honor. Special

praise is bestowed on a woman who manages
to use the services of a pious and unsuspecting
monk in order to arrive at her unholy ends.

Is the holder of these surprisingly liberal

views identical with the one who wrote the

Berlin collection and xvi and xvii of the

Munich poems? At least some of Killing's

arguments that purpose to prove this identity

appear untenable, or not cogent. Neither Pro-

fessor Schmidt-Wartenberg nor the reviewer
can accept the conclusions2 built upon the

double closing line of xiv and the "einheit

und abgeschlossenheit derhanclschrift." Nor
does the latter see in the phrases collected on

pp. v and vi anything but evidence of a certain

relationship of the poems i-xv among each

other, for citations from the two unquestionable
genuine poems xvi and xvii are wholly wanting.
The argument taken from the " flickwerk von
bestimmten liickenbiissern "3 is but of small

value, because these words and phrases are of

frequent occurrence in some pieces and very
rare in others, for example, in most of the

Berlin poems. Solid ground is not reached
until we come to the parallel expressions
collected by Professor Schmidt-Wartenherj;4
which, as he says, might easily be multiplied,
and to Euling'ss more recent linguistic investi-

gations. Both of these arguments, and more
especially the latter, appear so strong that they
alone would seem sufficient to establish Kauf-

ringer's authorship of all the Munich poems
against all doubts.

If then Kaufringer did write these poems,
why did he fail to sign his name toi-xiii and xv,
and how is it to be explained that he appears
as a stern and sometimes fanatical moralist in

some of his productions, and as a jovial and
more than liberal-minded man in others?

Euling* tries to dispose of the first difficulty

by saying:
" Dass besonders die stilcke erbaulichen in-
halts xvi, xvii den namen des dichters tragen,
yvahrend die lasciven gedichte ihn nicht neniien,
ist natiirlich,"

but this corresponds by no means to the facts-

iii contains sentiments similar to those ex-

pressed in the Berlin poems 3, 6 and 7, only
shorter and a trifle less bitter; the adultery
which is mentioned is held up to scorn, i and
ii are legends and differ from Prof. Schmidt-

Wartenberg's poems only in the small extent

a /. c., pp. iv f. 3 /. c., p. vi. 4 Pp. vii, f.

5 lUtr Sfracht und Vtrskunst Hlinrich Kaufrinftrs
Ton Dr. phil. Karl Euling. Programm, Lingcn, 1892.

6 Heinrich Kaufrinfrs Gedichte, pp. 235 f.
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of their moral and religions reflections, 2$ and

T%% as against an aggregate of 33$ in i, 3, 4
and 6. vi, to be sure, relates a rape, but with-

out objectionable details, and both the lady
who is the principal character of the story, and
the comments of the author are pure, viii in-

troduces a man who is dissatisfied with his

wife because she is rather stingy, and sets out

to find a really harmonious and happy couple.
Twice he believes to have found one, yet in

one case the wife had been unfaithful in the

past, and, therefore, had to take a draught from
her lover's skull every night, and in the other

the husband had to put up with the company
of a sturdy peasant, concealed in a cellar, to

protect himself from public scandal. The man
is glad to return to his wife, and the poet com-
mends faithful wives that have no greater fault

than stinginess. Objectionable details do not

occur. Hence there are five pieces not signed
which are everything but '

lasciv.' On the

other hand xiv, which, as Killing? holds, was

signed by Kaufringer and not by a copyist,
describes a rape and the sacrifice of a maiden's

honor with a breadth of detail such as is found

nowhere else. Since, therefore, lasciviousness

or respectability of contents cannot have been
the reason why two or three of the Munich

poems were signed and the others were not,

we must look for a better explanation. As it

happens, Killing himself and Prof. Schmidt-

Warlenberg have prepared the way for it.

Billing*. found that xvi and xvii, that is, the

poems signed and after them iii, i and ii, poems
we have classed next to them, too, are less

perfect metrically than the other pieces of the

Munich collection, and hence belong to an

earlier period of the poet's life. Professor

Schmidt-YVarteiiberg, on the other hand, has

observed that the stereotype closing line:

"Also sprach Hainrich Kaufringer" was writ-

ten in imitation of Teichner. May we, there-

fore, not surmise that Kaufringer signed his

poems while he was under Teichner's imme-
diate influence, and left them unsigned at other

times of his career, even when he might have

been justly proud of them ?

We have still to dwell a moment on the dif-

7 Heinrick Kaufringcrs Gedichte, p. iv. The genuineness
of both closing lines is asserted, but not proved.

8 Programm, p. n, below
; p. 12, 11. 3-7.

ference in the moral attitude of the poet which
we have noticed above. With nothing but the
Munich collection before him, Friedrich Vogt9
could say with an appearance of justice, that

Kaufringer "zeitweilig auch eine fromme
Miene aufsetzt." After the publication of the
Berlin poems this will no longer do. For
however much Kaufringer may have been in-

fluenced in his comments by the tone and trend
of his sources, these comments express not

only an honest, but sometimes even a passion-
ate personal conviction. He does not seem to

have been a man who could write in one strain

to-day and in a directly opposite manner to-

morrow, but it is much more probable that his

greatly varying productions belong to different

times of his life. We, therefore, must suppose
that, as in the case of a classical writer, there
was one period in his days when he was a stern
moralist without any apparent sense of humor,
who found fault with almost everything in the

world,and hence embraced the heavenly things
with so much the greater ardor, and, after a

time of transition to which some of the poems
seem to belong, another period when he al-

lowed himself to be carried along by the cur-

rent of his time, when he was genial and jovial,
when he liked a good joke, and even occasion-

ally a coarse one, when he took special pleasure
in singing of the adventures of love more re-

spectably than a good many others, but not

discreetly enough to escape the eraser and the
scissors of a zealous expurgator of the age of
the Reformation. 'o

The last object of our attention was to be
the poem containing the story of the marriage
of the devil. It comprises two hundred and
four lines, and its outline is as follows.

'Some one asked me what was the worst
thing in this world, and 1 replied 1 knew of
nothing as bad as wicked old women. If
one of them takes a young husband he must
be submissive to her or die an early death.
Indeed, a wicked old woman drives away the
evil one and gives him no peace, which 1 am
going to prove presently. Once upon a time
there was a wealthy old woman who was wicked
beyond measure. A young man married her,
but soon pined away and died on account of
her contrariness. The devil felt sorry about

9 Paul, Grundriss 4fr Germanisclien Fhililogii ii t j ( p.
360.

10 Euling, lleinrich Ktnufrinfers Gedichte, p. ii.
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tills and assuming the shape of a young man
married the old woman in order to avenge her
former husband. Hardly, however, did she
realize that he intended to worry her whei
she scolded and maltreated him so severely
that he ran away from her. Out in the field

he met a traveling student, told him who he
was and what he had suffered from his wife,
and suggested a compact. He would possess
the king's daughter in the city and the student
should come and cast him out and divide

profits with him. They mutually pledged
themselves to this agreement, but the devil
had the secret intention of staying with the
maiden. The princess became possessed, and
the student who had staked his life that he
could cure her, got into jeopardy of his life

because the devil would not keep his promise.
Finally an idea occurred to him. He went out
of the princess' room and ordered the people
who stood outside to rush up to the door with
great noise. No sooner had he returned to
the maiden, than the castle commenced to
resound with the cries of the people. Quite
frightened, the devil asked for the reason of
this uproar, whereupon the student solemnly
declared that his wife had come, and was re-

joicing at having found him, and that she was
going to lead him back to her home. The
devil did not abide the arrival of his wife, but
went to the infernal regions, hoping not to be
disturbed. Hence I truly say: etc.'

Professor Schmidt-Wartenberg devotes al-

most half of his Introduction to a discussion of
this poem and its variants. He rightly recog-
nizes its connection with Machiavelli's Bel-

fagor, utilizes Dunlop-Wilson, Landau, Reg-
nier and other recent literature on the subject,
and adds valuable information of his own.
While he regrets that lack of further material

prevents him from going still more deeply into
the question,, a stay at various great libraries

and aid from others, has enabled the writer of
these lines to acquaint himself with some thirty

literary forms of the story exclusive of mere
translations and reprints, and over fifty variants
in modern folk-lore. A full treatment of all

the various phases of this most interesting tale
must be reserved for a more suitable oppor-
tunity ; a few of the main points may be men-
tioned here.

The ultimate source of Kaufringer's and
Machiavelli's tale has been found in India

where, however, the trait of the marriage be-
tween the woman and the demon does not yet
exist. The Indian tale appears without the

marriage in Oriental literature, and with it in

Germany and Italy. The versions of France
and England, with but one exception, are de-
rived from Italy. The variants of Eastern

Europe and adjoining parts point more fre-

quently to Oriental than to Italian and German
origin, and present some new developments.
The Latin manuscript's in which Dunlop-

Wilson and Arlia have tried to find the source,
or one of the sources, of the story of Relfagor,
did not bear a close scrutiny. The old manu-
script of St. Martin de Tours which, as Dunlop
asserted and Wilson reiterated," contained
the story of Machiavelli and Brevio with
'

merely a difference of names ' seems to have
never existed at all. As Professor Schmidt-
Wartenberg indicates, Dunlop-U'ilson's state-
ment appears to have been taken from a notice
of the poet Lainez. This notice, however,
speaks of a Latin manuscript containing the

marriage of the devil in five or six lines.

Now, five or six lines could never have given
the story of Machiavelli and Brevio which is

fully fifty times as long, 'with merely a differ-

ence of names.' The supposed manuscript,
therefore, was certainly nothing else than an
old print of Alterum Luurentii Absteinii He-
catomythiuin bound in vellum. The ninty-fifih
fable of this collection is eight lines long and
entitled ' De daemone uxorem recusante.'

Though this fable represents a not very happy
evolution of the tale, and cannot have been a
source of Machiavelli or Brevio, it offers thr-

eadiest testimony for the existence, on Italian

soil, of the idea of a marriage of the devil.
After this Latin manuscript has been disposed
of, we come to Arlia's Codex Laurentianiis
Antin. 130 (B. ii, 217)." A careful perusal
shows that none of its chapters contains any
incident related to the story of Belfagor. The
use of relics in casting out evil spirits, which is

found in both, cannot prove interdependence
because it was of too frequent occurrence in

11 History of Pros, Fiction, by John Colin Dunlop. A
new edition by Henry Wilson. London, 1888. Vol. ii, pp.
l6 ff. There are also a number of other errors in this para-
graph of the otherwise quite meritorious work. In the cita-
tion of Jellinek's book, "Acad." should be omitted before

"Leipzig"; the citation from the Talmud is i?b instead of
12; Machiavelli did not die 18 but 22 years before 1549 ; this

story was not mutilated by Straparola; there do not occur
three full moons in the Bohemian talc, but only one.

12 Profufnatore xix, 2 p. 97. Arl.a's citation "Antin.
Laurenz. A. ii, 217

"
is incorrect.
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those days. Also Holen's Latin version has

had no influence on Belfagor.

As to whether Machiavelli, or Brevio, or

Don! is the author of the famous story, a ques-
tion which has never been entirely settled

during the past three hundred and fifty years, "3

there are reasons never advanced yet, that

prove Machiavelli's authorship beyond the

shadow of a doubt. Whether Machiavelli in

his turn drew on popular tradition only, or

whether he had occasion to make use of the

old French version of the Lamentatioiics

Matheoli or some other written work, remains

to be determined. Straparola's novel'4 which
has generally been classed as a mutilated re-

production of Machiavelli's or Brevio's Bel-

fagor, differs very materially from them inas-

much as it combines the marriage of the devil

with another story which, likewise of Indian

origin, lias furnished the fundamental idea of

Moliere's Lemedecin malgr&Iui. Sansoi-iuo's

novel, on the other hand, is nothing but a re-

print of Brevio's Belfagor, with a few insignifi-

cant additions or omissions, and one apparently
accidental change of a word. In Germany
Kaufringer's poem was followed by quite a

number of Latin and German versions, among
which we mention with Professor Schmidt-

Wartenberg a master-song, a farce, and a car-

nival-play by Hans Sachs. Though none of

these has been directly derived from Kauf-

ringer, they all but one agree with him in two
traits never found in Italy: the devil marries an

old woman instead of a young lady, and he

demands of the man who is to cast him out

his share of the profits.

Wezel's Belphegor has hardly anything but

the name in common with any other Belphegor
or Belfagor. His hero does not go to Pluto or

Lucifer, but sails to America, and fights for the

liberty of the colonies in the Revolutionary

war. The Belphegor of classical German lit-

erature, finally, lias remained unwritten be-

cause Mephistopheles, warned by the sad

experiences of his cousin, did not venture

to listen to the advances of lovely Martha

Schwerdlein.

The great importance of Kaufringer's poem

13 Most recent writers consider Machiavelli's authorship

probable, but none has proved it.

14 Le xiii Placevoli Notli dfl Sig. G. F~ Strafarola. ii, 4.

rests in the first place upon the fact that it an-

tedates all other European versions, except
the old French, by probably no less than one
hundred and fifty years. For while Kaufringer
seems to belong to the last part of the four-

teenth century, Brevio's novel was printed in

1545, Machiavelli's in 1549 (written before 1527),

Straparola's in 1550 and Doni's in 1551. Hans
Sachs composed his pieces in 1556 and 1557,
and Sansovino published his reprint in 1561.
In the second place, Kaufringer's poem to-

gether with Holen's version and a Sicilian

folk-tale of to-day, are the only versions in

which the devil breaks his word right away,
and refuses to leave the very first possessed

person. Even if Kaufringer knew the Old
French version, it cannot have been his only
source.

We refrain from extending our comments to

other poems of Kaufringer. Until Euling's pub-
lishes the variants he promised to furnish ten

years ago in order to remedy a shortcoming
of his edition, students of comparative folk-lore

may consult with profit Bebel's Facetiae and
Crane's edition of Jacques de Vitry.

A. GERBER.
Earl/iam College.

FRENCH LITERA TURE.

Manuel de T Histoire de la Litterature Fraii-

caise, par FERDINAND BRUNETIERE. Paris:

Ch. Delagrave, 1898. 8vo, pp. 531.

IN this his latest work, Mr. Brunetit-re enters

upon an entirely new field of study, or at least

upon a new method of treatment of a study
that he has made his own; namely, the applica-
tion of the theory of evolution to the history
of literature. We may speak of two distinct

periods in Mr. Brunetiere's career as a critic.

In the first he established certain principles,
or "ides fondamentales," by means of which

he formed his judgments and which account

for the severity, bitterness, antagonism, and
his claim to exercise an authority in literary

matters, so conspicuous in his writings from

1875-1890. It is during this first period that he
was groping in the dark, vainly seeking to

formulate a theory which would embody his

principles. His erudition had until now aided

15 lleinrick Kaufringcrs Getiiclite, p. ix.
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him in forming his tastes, his tastes formed

general ideas, these general ideas discovered

and created, through historical facts, relations,

currents or chains, thus organizing historical

matter in pictures of ensembles, and establish-

ing literary history in its true or probable suc-

cession. At this stage of his career, 1890, Mr.

Brunetiere perceived the adaptability of the

theory of evolution to his ideas, and at once

incorporated it into his theories. In the works

prior to the present volume, in which he ap-

plies the theory of evolution, he confines him-

self to one species of literature, such as criti-

cism, lyrism, and the drama. In the present
volume he embraces the whole field of French

literature, from its origin to 1875. In this re-

spect this book is a new departure. However,
this work is to be but an outline of a greater
and more detailed history.

Instead of the usual divisions by centuries

and species, such as poetry and prose, the

drama and the novel,he replaces these divisions

by literary epochs. The reason for this is a

natural result of his application of the theory
of evolution.

"Why should we date literary epochs by
centuries, or even by the advent of a prince,
when neither the epochs of physics or chemistry
are treated thus ? We must treat literature as
we would the growth of a species in the animal
or vegetable kingdoms, in order to give a

continuity of movement and life."

A second object of the book is to treat the

influence of works on works. We wish to do

differently from our predecessors this is the

origin and principle causing changes of taste

as well as literary revolutions.

A third object is to pay special attention to

transition periods, for they explain and pre-

pare the other periods, periods of activity.

This will account for the fact that many ob-

scure authors are treated at greater length in

this history than is usually done. Mr. Brune-
tiere has made a selection of authors, who,
according to his judgment, are important in

the development of literary history.
The book is exceedingly interesting, in-

structive, and valuable to the students of lit-

erature, less so to the general reader.

There are two distinct methods pursued in

this history. The first half of the page, print-
ed in large clear type, treats the history of

French literature on a broad, general, philo-

sophical and critical plan, regardless of dates,

names or events, only treating developments
of principles and ideas. The discussion is

comprehensible to and appreciable by a

thorough student of French literature only,
one who is familiar with the philosophy of

French literary history. The ideas or prin-

ciples evolved in the course of centuries in

French literature he has grouped under five

headings and in three books :

Le Moyen Age, 842-1498.

L'Age Classique, 1498-1801.

L'Age Moderne, 7801-1875.

The five subjects treated are :

1. Le Moyen Age.
2. La Formation de I'ld&il Classique, 1498-

1610.

3. La Nationalisation de la Literature, 1610-

1722.

4. La Deformation de I'ldeal Classique,

1720-1801.

5. L'Age Moderne.

The lower part of the page, in small print,

deals with events, dates, works, and authors.

We find a copious bibliography under each

subject ; a nearly complete list of the works,
best editions, with dates and principal sources

of reference. This in itself is of the greatest

value to the student. In the treatment we
have no definite results or opinions placed be-

fore us, but directions how to work, what to

examine, important questions to study, points

of controversy, usually with references to in-

formation on these questions.

One will meet with disappointments in this

history in the way of omissions. Authors that

we should expect to find are not even men-
tioned ; whereas, we find authors and works
treated at length, that many students of

French literature have not read, nor even
heard of. We must remember, however, that

only those works and authors are treated that

are important in the development of literary

ideas,-or that have furthered the development
of literary species.

Probably the most valuable part to the

student is found in the references and sources

of the early literature and in the chapter treat- .

ing of: La Nationalisation de la Literature.
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Few critics have ever shown such mastery,
and such fine interpretation of the spirit of a

field of literature as Mr. Bruuetiere has done
in this volume.

The following "is a short synopsis of the

critical text of the book :

In the Middle Ages there seems to have
been a common manner of thinking and fetling

imposed by the triple authority of religion, the

feudal system and scholasticism
; these made

themselves felt so strongly as to obliterate all

distinctions of origin, race, and personality.
This close blending of thought and feeling in

Europe makes it impossible to detect the

original source of any literary species.
The races of modern Europe are historical

formations, of which the literatures are only
one of the multiple factors. There were
nations before races, and before there were

nations in Europe, all Europe was one homo-

geneous, indivisible whole, and the literature

is an expression of it. It is uniform, hence,

impersonal. Nearly all chansons orfabliaux
could have been written by the same author.

There is no personality because the authors

were not free to act, feel and think as they
were later. They felt and thought in a body
or group which accounts for the dearth of

lyrist:) and every preoccupation of art. The
literature is very general, deprived of indi-

vidual and local signification, hence im-

personal. A second characteristic is its im-

mobility. A chanson de geste under Charle-

magne is the same as under Saint Louis.

Centuries even make no change in the concep-
tion or psychology of the work. There has

been no exterior intervention or individual

caprice to retard or further the development
which was slow and natural, but interesting.

The epic at first is only history, but soon at-

tributes to heroes virtues beyond human pow-
er ; finally history becomes the pretext only
for the writer's imagination. The chronicle

soon replaces the epic, and verse gives way to

prose, and we have history. Thus we have a

differentiation of species ; nearly contempo-
raneous with this is one of classes. The

fabliaux prove the intellectual emancipation
of the vilain. A class of society has formed, as

it were,a literature after its own image. At the

same time in the aristocratic class the indi-

vidual manifests himself and lyrism is born
;

however, the state of mind and the customs
do not yet permit personal literature. The
clergy, in order to retain its power, also en-

courages a literature miracles and mysftref
are tile result. A differentiation of national-

ities, binding itself to that of species and
classes is now noticeable. The various forms
of species take a different form with the

various nationalities. The whole of Europe,
at first a unity, is now broken up and takes on
different garbs. The esprit gaulois, so notice-
able in French literature, is fortunately count-

erbalanced by other influences, especially by
scholasticism which gives it clearness, pre-

cision, and accuracy. A special trait of this

new literature is the tendency to universality.
Writers write to act and to propagate general
ideas; this trait has made it so popular and
authoritative. These first species are soon
exhausted and new ones do not develop
quickly. The language becomes heavy, com-

plicated, obscure and spiritless. The chronicle

has full sway, and the times are not favorable

to light literature. Villon is a great poet,
but he does not create a school, because rheto-

ricians exercise the chief influence. Philippe
de Commynes and Villon have survived, but

these talents are accidents in this time. All

phases of literature have passed into a period
of decadence; they have had all the qualities
of childhood. When the spirit of the Renais-

sance began to manifest itself, there was

nothing to destroy. It gave to French litera-

ture three new things: a model of art, an

ambition to reproduce the great examples of

antiquity and imitate the forms, and to ac-

complish this a new manner of observing
nature and man. On this is built the classic

ideal. Humanism transformed the very bases

of education and intellectual culture, and is

the primary cause of the formation of classicism

in France.

The first trait of this new spirit is the

development of individualism. Each one was
desirous of being different from every one else,

to surpass and excel and to have this acknowl-

edged publicly, and this fact gave birth to

criticism. A second influence is the idea of

goodness, the divinity of nature, which is

closely allied to that of individualism, for to
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obey nature is to assure the development of

our personality. Rabelais in liis Pantagruel
teaches that nature is the instructress of

virtues. He advocates liberty in all phases of

development. He is inspired by the common
ideas of his time, and his work may be called

the Bible of tlie Renaissance. According to

him the great enemy of man is custom, law,

authority and constraint ; these he attacked.

A further trait of the Renaissance spirit is

the sentiment of art. Nature itself is not

enough, the artist must add to it from his

own individuality and the union of the two;
that is, the subordination of the imitation of

nature and the development of the individual

to the realization of beauty, is the spirit shown
in the Renaissance by the poets of the Pleiade.

They strove to reform the language as artists,

and if they have failed in this it was because

they did not always feel the difference which

separates one author from another, and be-

cause they lacked the spirit of discernment or

criticism. This sentiment of the power of

form or style, is an important element of

classicism.

When it was generally realized what the

philosophy of nature was, the Reformation was

ripe. They both tend to the emancipation of

the individual. The object of the Renaissance

was to de-Christianize the world, to give it

over to Paganism ; whereas the Reformation
desired to lead back Christianity to the

severity of its primitive institution. They
were enemies. In this the race element be-

came manifest. To decide between humanism
and moral preoccupations was the question,
and from this conflict resulted the differentia-

ation of the literatures of the North and South.

Modern literatures begin now.
A first effect in French literature is the Lat-

inization of culture; that is, the Greek language
and literature fall back to the colleges and the

erudite. Latin is substituted. From this there

are two results care for form and taste for

general ideas or la reduction a /' Univcrsel.

Amyot is the great interpreter of this. Mon-

taigne was directly influenced by him, and he
has better than anyone known how to analyze
the ego. He learns from the Latin authors

experiences that he finds in himself, and thus

his ego is his own as well as ours. He ex-

presses himself by his universal being, others

do it by a special trait ; he observes psycho-

logically. The spirit of the Reformation si rove

to discipline nature. It tried to keep away
foreign influences and to give to the individu-

al such virtues as he would not naturally
strive for. This is the first indication of a

nationalization of literature. The leading idea

was to maintain the social and moral order.

\Ve must all work to build up one another
and establish the basis of line honnete ami/it

and tin inodtle d'hoiniite /loinnie. This be-

comes the leading idea of the next century
and a-half. Thus is disengaged a national

literature which is social, general, broadly
moral and aesthetic. In order to realize com-

pletely its true character, French literature

had to suppress the spirit of individualism, of

indiscipline and license. The Satires of Reg-
nier champion this. They may be said to be
a protestation of the esprit gaulois against the

absolute liberty of the individual.

The Prlcieuses have freed literature from
the pedantry with which it is still affected un-

der Ronsard and Montaigne, and made it

mondaine. They purified and polished both

literature and society and caused a revolution

in language. Hut this is not all : they unrav-
eled the reasons which have directed the

choice of this new language. The reform of the

language can only assure the reform of liter-

ary habits. They refined and sharpened the in-

telligence as well, for they studied the de-

velopment of sentiments and passions, whence
came a mass of shades unknown to the pre-

ceding generation. Their object was to be
the interpreter of common or general ideas,
not of particular opinions ; hence their in-

fluence is lasting. This spirit has prepared
the way and success of Corneille, whose object
was to gain the suffrage of the Prlcieuses. He
purified the theatre, making it accessible to

women. He belongs to the Precieuses inas-

much as he realized their ideal of art.

A great factor in furthering the nationali-

zation of literature was the founding of the
French Academy by Richelieu, who desired
to create a type of the modern state ; to estab-
lish this, unity in politics as well as in art and
letters was necessary. But the men of letters

were not always minded as the Cardinal.
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Descarte's influence is said to be great. By
his Discours de la Mithode lie taught the

writers to recognize and possess their powers.

Nearly all writers after him were Cartesians

in their doctrines and methods of application.

However the work was not epoch-making. The
influences of Spain and Italy were repelled

by other influences, and the most impor-
tant is that of yanshiisin. Arnault's Frequente

Communion, 1643, had the effect of changing
the simply agreeable questions and discus-

sions of the day to more serious ones ; yet

it was too scholastic and theological. It re-

mained for Pascal with his Lettrcs provinciates
to found pure French prose, and to put in

simple prose all that had been discussed for

the last fifty years. From them dates, also,

la fixation des caracttres de la literature et

de I'ideal classiqiies.

Bossuet's style was greatly changed and his

thought liberated by them. These letters

pave.d the way for all the master-works to fol-

low, and founded the naturalistic school as

well. Moliere, Racine, Boileau, and La Fon-

taine are under the influence of Pascal. Their

principle of art consists essentially in the Im-

ilation of nature ; but it was not the object or

end of art. They believed in perfecting nature,

and for this ;i perpetual care for form and

style was necessary. This was new to the

time and with this comes the real nationaliza-

tion of literature. It is found under the reign

of Louis XIV. The literalure is a direct pic-

ture and outcome of the new life that grew up
with the King. France becomes the ideal of

Europe. The King's personality shone in

every phase of development. The literalure is

human and natural and will endure because it

is not written for one period, but all periods,

inasmuch as it has elements that will apply to

all times universal, human, national and free

from foreign influence. In each great writer

there is something peculiarly French ; as in

Racine, depth, subtle analysis, moral observa-

tion, harmony of proportion; in Boileau force

and precision of language; in La Fontaine

Epicurean nonchalance and Gallic malice. In

all of their writings is found a didactic and

broad moral tendency.
With the decay of the empire literature also

decays, being left in the hands of debauches.

precieux and libertins. Bossuet alone en-

deavors to check and restrain them and from
1680 to 1690 nearly all his best works are

written
; but libertinage rapidly grew into im-

portance under the form of degenerate Car-

tesianism, and the great discussion arose of

being a Christian and Cartesian at the same
time. Malebranche humanizes what the Chris-

tian doctrine offers of the most harsh and con-

trary to reason ; Bayle's criticism has the

same object and Fontenelle popularizes the

discussion by clothing his Cartesiam'sm in the

language of the Precieux. Perrault in his

Siec/f de Louis le Grand endeavors to prove
the superiority of the modern world over the

ancient, whence results the quarrel of the

ancients and moderns. From this emancipa-
tion from the influence of the ancient world

three consequences result :

i. The observation of real and contempo-
raneous things ;

2. the foundation of the Acad-

emy of Sciences (1689) ; 3. the scorn or dis-

dain of tradition, or the rage for novelty ; the

decadence or abasement of all noble or ele-

vated species. French literature is in a state

of exhaustion and there is no genius to reani-

mate it. Kven the language changes its char-

acter, taking a lighter and more logical turn,

partly due to Spanish influence. French prose
turns to the narrative, natural on account of

the interest shown in contemporaneous affairs;

the language and thought thus becoming the

close image of the French spirit, the spirit of

sociability. Men write for others, to amuse
and please and to be applauded, for in this

lies their fortune and reputation. Such litera-

ture is of itself decadent, and with it the defor-

mation of the classic ideal sets in. A new aris-

tocracy is brought to light under Louis XV,
donteitse OH impure en sa source, ignorante A

plaisir, cynii/iie et debraillee dans ses mceurs,

raffiiieetoiitefois dans scs gofits. Woman's in-

fluence is supreme, and only through her can

the writer gain a position at Court. This spirit

has advanced literature a step by emancipating

sensibility from the narrow tutorship of the

masters of the preceding age ; it is found

especially in the comedies of Marivaux, and in

Voltaire's Zaire and Alzire it even reaches

pathos. This sensibility under its various

forms of inarii'audage, pathos and weeping
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does not produce any lasting works. L'hoin-

me sensible cannot be a profound observer nor

a faithful imitator of nature, hence the psycho-

logical and moral observation of the preceding

age is changed to a social observation and

only manners are depicted. Nature is the

same everywhere and so is man, whence the

the idea of a universal man. To this idea

Montesquieu tends in his Esprit des lois, the

variety of laws being for the good of society.

This social spirit is felt in all writers of the

time and literature becomes more and more

scientific, finally ending in that of the Encyclo-

paedists. English influence naturally plays an

important part, even as early as 1725. As

long as French literature was dominated by
the Classic ideal it preserved its independence;
but now English thought and ideals replace it.

Thus from the psychological and moral,French

literature changes first to the social, then to

to the scientific social and, finally, under Eng-
lish influence to the purely practical, and this

is the encyclopaedic spirit. The encyclopaedists

do not study man, but the relations of man,
and necessarily lose sight of the diversity of

nature which distinguishes men among them-

selves. They are experimenters and their

literature lacks reality, substance and life,

being philosophical and speculative only. The
language becomes impoverished, the syntax
narrowed and strained.

The Government and the Salons were op-

posed to them, the latter being especially
harmful to literature, for so many mediocre
talents were encouraged by them. They flat-

tered and their flattery led men of of letters to

the paradox ; however, the Salons made
scientific subjects popular.
About this time Rousseau's powerful in-

fluence made itself felt by opening the way to

nature, closed for several centuries. Every-
one is himself in the measure of freedom in

which his sentiments are expressed and this

freedom is nature. We are constrained by
our habits and they change more or less

; be-

fore they change they are nature herself; that

is, nature is opposed to civilization. The ob-

ject, then, of education is to free ourselves

from the prejudices that prevent nature from

developing according to herself, which is en-

tirely opposed to the ancient doctrines. We are

dependent upon nature and must obey her.

By this doctrine the individual is emancipated
again from the tyranny of society, and sen-

sibility is substituted for the rights of intel-

ligence ; principles entirely opposed to those

of humanism and Classicism.

The great questions of the day, such as the

Jesuits, rights of publication, questions of re-

ligion, legal despotism, etc., give to Voltaire

this universality and authority of influence

which he had sought so long. The direct

cause of this supremacy was a general peace,
as the Court and Parliament did not take sides

in these questions. When Louis XVI. mounted
the throne there was perfect freedom for the

Encyclopaedists and Economists, which gave
rise to the last effort of the Classic spirit

against the Anglomania which was menacing
French gallantry, customs and literature. At
this time there prevailed a kind of mixed ten-

dency, best expressed in Beaumarchais, I.e

Sage and Scarron, whose inspiration was
Classical,but whose subject-matter was mixed.
Andre

1

Che'nier shows the true genuine Classi-

cal spirit. He believed that true beauty and

perfection lay in the master-works of the an-

cients, and that originality and invention lay
not in servile imitation, but in clothing the

thought in the ancient immortal forms. He
revived Classicism but it could not live, for it

had held sway for nearly two centuries, and
the society of which it was the expression had

passed away. Literature grows and progresses
as any animal or vegetable species. The
period of Classicism was over. The Neo-
Classicists were wrong when they said that

new thoughts can be built on antique verses.

If an epoch ceases to think like a preceding
epoch it can not build its work on that of this

epoch. Thus, then, were the Neo-CIassicists

wrong in borrowing poems from generations
whose ideas they no longer shared,and taking
as models for writing, master-writers who
were no longer master-thinkers.

Three men, however, broke entirely away
from the past, Condorcet, Buflbn, and Bernar-
din de Saint-Pierre. The first founded the re-

ligion of science, and transmitted to us all the
error and truth contained in the encyclopaedic
doctrine in his Esquisse d'une histoire des

progrls de F esprit humain. Buflbn's Epoqucs
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de la nature founded a science of life. Berner-

din de Saint-Pierre is important on account of

his language, a language of description. His

excess of sentimentalism only serves as a

preparation for Chateaubriand's Genie, with

whom there is opened a literary epoch, the

modern age.
The first effect of the disorganization of the

Classic ideal was the emancipation of the in-

dividual, the ego becoming sovereign, the ob-

ject of itself and its final cause. The Confes-

sions were a direct precursor of Chateau-

briand and Mme de Stael whose works are

personal, psychological and lyrical as well,

at the same time teaching moral perfection.

He tries to prove that reason and philosophy

always acquire new forces in the numberless

misfortunes of humanity ; therefore the pos-

sibility ofrestoring on the basis of Rousseau's

morality everything the Revolution had put
in ruins, and the beginning; or promise of a

new order of things. Science and philosophy
for her are only means of moral perfection,

whose object is the moral amelioration of

humanity. This new sentimentalism and in-

dividualism are most vigorously opposed, be-

cause they are a most serious assault upon the

philosophy of the eighteenth century. Donald

attack:; Ccndorcet and Condillac; de Maistre,

Bacon and Voltaire ; Lamennais, Rousseau.

These men.probably more than Chateaubriand

and Mine de Stael,operate against the Encyclo-

pedists,and have made possible the meditations

and odes such as they are; they have created a

religious poetry which elevated French poetry
to heights probably never before reached.

The second sign of a new literature was the

taste shown for foreign literatures, a natural

result from the continuous European wars.

The events of 1815 furthered this taste; French-

men returned from exile with new ideas and

knowledge of foreign affairs and literatures.

Especially from 1815-1825 is there a common
manner of thinking and feeling from which

literary cosmopolitanism is born
;
this cosmo-

politanism differs from humanism which takes

Greco-Latin culture as its basis, by appropriat-

ing the most national of national literatures,

and by making of them a composition which is

developed by contrasts with other literatures.

The new spirit is furthered by Aug. Thierry,

who unites the sentiment of the diversity of

place and epoch which are inseparable and
forms local coloring ; by Ampe're and Magnin
who distinguish between literary and non-liter-

ary works, and free literature from its political

tutorship. Romanticism is nothing more than

the triumph in literature and art of individual-

ism. Everything between 1825-1835 furthered

this development of individualism and this

best explains the causes of its greatness, of its

decadence and the nature of the reaction it

was to cause.

While Classicism makes impersonality one
of the conditions of perfection, romanticism

makes personality or the freedom of being
one's self and nothing but one's self a primary
condition of art. What interests the artist is

the subject of his works, and in them we find

our own emotions reflected ; thus we become
interested and the greatest lyric poets are the

most personal. They naturally needed a

broader vocabulary and a freer verse, which
led to an individual choice of words, to a rev-

olution of language. This personal character

is manifested in all literary species, and a

reaction is natural and necessary. The failure

in 1843 of Les Burgraves and the success of

/.itcrece is fatal to the drama. Although
Scribe and Dumas wrote badly, yet they under-

stood that people do not assemble in the

j

theatre to listen to the author speak to them of

himself, but will become interested in a gener-
al subject. Ceasing to be personal the drama
ceases to be romantic. The novel shows an

impersonal observation.

It was Balzac, however, who freed it from

the conventions of romanticism, and raised it

to a perfection which, perhaps, no one has

reached nor excelled. He showed clearly

that the true literary function of the novel is

the abridged representation of common life,

giving the novel a historic and documentary
value, precise, particular, local, with a general
and lasting psychological signification. All

human passions play the same r61e as in

human life. He observes the human being
and his surroundings just as a naturalist does

the animal or plant ; no impressions, but re-

ality. Science was inaugurating a movement

entirely opposed to romanticism, one of ob-

jective observation entirely disengaged from
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all personal or individual element.

Auguste Comte is the founder of this new

movement; but in his philosophy there is as

much of Comte as there is of Victor Hugo in

his works. Comte opposes the eclecticism of

Cousin, which makes of the ego the judge of

others. Our knowledge of others serves to

correct the idea we have of ourselves ; we
are only the scene or place ofour impressions.

True psychology lies in history and society,

not in us, but outside and round about us, be-

cause we can only feel and experience our im-

pressions.
Another reaction against romanticism is

socialism, such as is found in Pierre Leroux.

To live it is essential to have humanity for an

object, for a normal life is one which does not

violate the bond which unites us to humanity ;

we must, therefore, live as though we were to

live eternally in humanity.

History also abandoned the personal recital

and endeavors to be an impartial recorder of

the past. In criticism Sainle-Beuve reaches

out a step farther by pointing out the reasons

for the distinctions of species and the hierarchy
of talents. He shows that there are families

of esprit, and that there are genres and species

in these genres, and ranks in these species, and

that our impressions count for nothing in

criticism.
" Les consideVants sont tout

" and

the value of these depends upon the laws that

govern the human mind. This system has

been fatal to romanticism. The finest verses

of such poets as de Vigny and Gautier are

entirely free from the romantic spirit. The

principle now was to compose, sculpture, gild,

hew, finish, file and polish a work like a mar-

ble statue ; and Gautier succeeds in accom-

plishing this. No writer ever showed such dis-

interestedness in a work as is seen in Emaux
et Camfes. The writers mingle as little as

possible of themselves with their impressions ;

to accomplish this the utmost care for form

and choice of words is necessary. This prin-

ciple introduces a generation of artists, replac-

ing that of improvisors, and completely routs

romanticism. Everything drifts to study and

observation, and this is formed into a system

byTaine and Renan, who are under the in-

fluence of Comte, only differing from him in

the particular appropriation of the same gen-

eral method to diverse subjects. A kind of

intermediary between Taine and Renan is

Li'tlre
1

, and these three give to naturalism a

doctrinal cohesion, consistency, and solidity

that romanticism always lacked.

A point that nearly all naturalists, Dumas,
Flaubert, de Lisle, have in common is imper-

sonality ;
that is, they themselves are not the

subject of their observation; the man is sub-

ordinated to the artist. Kladame Bovary and
the Po'eines antiques have not invented pro-
vincial life nor the Gods of India ; they already
existed ; but they have fixed the object of

their imitation and described only that which

they believed to see permanent in them. Re-

production of nature is the object, submission

to the model is the means, and impersonality
is the triumph. Thus does literature become

thoroughly scientific.

A third characteristic of contemporaneous
naturalism is impassibility; that is, the most

complete disinterestedness of all that is not

art nor science. The artist must not show an

interest in nor give an opinion of his characters;

a fact is a fact
; proof and not judgment is the

means. If the reader does not draw the moral

from the book it is because lie is either an

imbecile,or because it is false in point of exact-

ness. All this develops the theory of art for

art's sake, which leads the writer to the senti-

ment of the great difficulties of the art of writ-

ing, to the respect for language, and to the re-

ligion of form, without which no one has left

anything permanent in the French language.
The platitude inherited from the ideologue!:
and encyclopaedists, the liberty so much abused

and pushed even to incorrectness, the incoher-

ence of metaphors, the entanglement of turns

and phrases, vulgarity of manners, familiarity

of bad tone ;
all this is not found in de

Lisle, Taine and Flaubert. They have given
to style a degree of precision, fullness and

solidity ; but they err in their belief that an

assemblage of words, independent of what

they express, has a beauty in itself. However,
their talent for writing has made the fortune

of their aesthetic doctrines. Victor Hugo
even imitates de Lisle in his Legende ifes

sitcles, but remains a romanticist because we
only have his impressions.

Michelet and George Sand likewise endeav-
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or to be impersonal, but they insist that art

must not be separated from life, nor must the

artist withdraw or isolate himself from the

world. He must write for everybody. "Qu'est-
ce que c'est que 1'art sans les cosurs et les

esprits ou on le verse ?" This the naturalists

would not allow, and on account of this they
found a great obstacle in propagating their

doctrines. The dramatists especially have
mixed the two principles, and after freeing
themselves from the doctrine of art for

art's sake, Feuillet, Augier and Dumas write

pitces & these and moralize to their heart's

content. But this art now falls into the hands
of buffoons and the gross pleasure of the popu-
lace. The language becomes brutal, low,
banal. However, these means were the best

in their time and the most efficacious, finally

turning to the profit of art.

In the first place the art of Dumas has

triumphed over the dilettantism so prominent
after 1870-1871 ; no one more eloquently than

he denounced its dangerous and anti-social

tendency.
He also protested vigorously against natural-

ism strangely degenerated from the idea that

Taine and Flaubert had formed of it.

However, other influenceshave aided Dumas
Schopenhauer whose idealistic pessimism

differs so profoundly from the vulgar pessim-
ism of the base naturalists ; George Eliot

whose naturalism is, so to speak, a moral or

sociology, differing from the artistic and im-

passible naturalism of Flaubert
; Tolstoi and

Ibsen, whose great inspiration is pitii sociale.

All these foreign expressions and ideas have
been united in Dumas and Sand, hence have

triumphed over art for art's sake. Dumas be-

lieved that man was not made for art, but art

for man, and this is generally recognized to-

day.
Individualism of the romanticists, imperson-

ality of the naturalists,has become social again
in modern French literature, and it is to be

hoped that it will hold to it, for if dilettantism

has developed and excited the curiosity of

the mind and sharpened penetration, and if

naturalism has often been of great service,

social literature can appropriate the conquests
of the two ; whereas, these cannot appropriate
those of social literature, which likewise con-

forms to the tradition of four or five centuries

of French genius. It expresses, in the lan-

guage of the whole world, truths that interest

and affect the whole world. The socialization

of French literature has enabled French litera-

ture to resist foreign influences, and to retain

only that which it could appropriate for the

needs of its genius, and especially to exercise
in the world the intellectual domination that
it has exercised more often than any other

people. And the object of this literature is to

tend to the perfection of civil life or to the pro-
gress of civilization.

HUGO P. THIEME.

University of Michigan.

FRENCH LITERA TURE.
A. French Practical Course, by JULES MAGN-
ENAT. New York: The Macmillan Co.,

1897. i2mo, pp. xi+286.

B. La Ribliothlque de man Oncle, par Ro-

dolphe Topffer. Edited by ROBERT L.

TAYLOR. New York: Henry Holt and Co.,

1898. I2niO, pp. XX+20I.

C. Histoire d'uu Merle Blanc, -par Alfred de
Mussel. Edited by the Misses AGNKS COIN-
TAT and H. ISABELLE WILLIAMS. New
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1898. iv+so pp.

A. AMONG French grammars written in

French and especially prepared for English

speaking students, Prof. Magnenat's French
Practical Course easily stands toward the top,
if not indeed at the very head. The rules are

carefully worded, and all the grammatical and

syntactical peculiarities ofFrench are thorough-

ly discussed, placing thereby this work on a

par with other American grammars of the

French language. A further advantage, in

addition to this thoroughness, is that the state-

ments are all made in French, being at first

very simple, but becoming more difficult as

the student progresses. A great desideratum

in modern language teaching conversational

use of the tongue studied is thus filled, with-

out the unconditional employment of natural

school methods, and also without taking time

from the study of grammar and composition.
Several French grammar writers have already
made use of this method, but their works have
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generally been so inferior to the grammars
written in English, that modern language in-

structors in our colleges have hesitated to rec-

ommend them. There are changes which

might easily be suggested in Prof. Magnenat's

grammar, and his work may, in the future,

be superseded by a better one, carrying out

the same idea ; but the fact remains that, just

now, his publication is one of the most, some

persons may even say, is the most satisfactory

of its kind.

The part dealing with French pronunciation
is written in English, as it should be, and ex-

ercises are scattered through the work. It

might be suggested that there are too few of

these exercises, a ready remedy being, how-

ever, the preparation of an exercise book to

accompany the main work.

There is, nevertheless, one fact that should

be mentioned especially, though it is some-

what foreign to the actual discussion of the

grammar. A key has been published ; and
for whose benefit? For teachers? He is a

strange teacher who would be willing to intro-

duce French conversation into his classes,and

yet feel the need of a key. If the key is pre-

pared for this class of instructors, then all that

need be said is that it is benefiting persons
who should rather be discouraged. Is this

key intended perhaps for students? The
standing of the author, and also of the pub-
lishers, makes this supposition almost an in-

sult. For whom then is this key? No satis-

factory answer can be forthcoming, and this

key, a positive blot in the estimation of mod-
em language teachers, should therefore be

destroyed, and destroyed before it can harm
the work it accompanies, and may its complete
obliteration be a warning!

It would be impossible to discover all the

mistakes after merely glancing over this gram-
mar. The following may, however, be men-
tioned. The er of fermer (p. 3) and that of

hiver, enfer, etc. (p. 3), should not be printed
in fat type in both cases, since the r is pro-
nounced in the latter examples. The state-

ment at the bottom of p. 4 should be that " o in

final ose is pronounced, etc." Final r (p. 12)

is not silent in such polysyllabic words as

enfer, magister, etc. On p. 14 (middle) change
" doubtful

"
to "double " or "two-fold." An

explanation should be given of what is meant

by
" masculine syllable" (p. 19, 12). It would

seem better not to place the articles under the

headings for adjectives (passim). A list should
be made of all words which add x to on in the

plural (p. 30, 11). Why separate the ex-

ceptions to the regular formation of the

feminine? F giving ve is mentioned on p. 30,
while x becoming se is not given till p. 39.

Before 7 (p. 32) insert : Quand il n'y a fas
de now, as otherwise this paragraph would be
included in 5. The first line of p. 34, 3, is too

indefinite. Premier and second should be
mentioned as exceptions (p. 38, 3). The rule

given on p. 39, 5, should be incorporated in

that of p. 30, 15. Add hyphen between <^and
un, and et and ttniewe (p. 46, 2), or else omit

hyphens altogether. The feminine of public,
etc. (p. 46, 8), should be stated as being

phonetic. The partitive construction (p. 54,

16) should be more fully developed. An- nut

the rules of 3 b and 4 (p. 58) identical ?

Write pliis-gue-parfait (pp. 59, 60) as on pp. 123
and 124. If a sentence "begins" with quel,
how could the noun, etc., do anything else but

precede the verb (p. 62, 3) ? .Does celui come
from ce -\- lui, celle from ce + elle, cenx from
ce -f- eux, celles from ce + elles (p. 95, i) ? It

does not seem well to include the present sub-

junctive in the paradigm of the imperative (p.

96, 4). After la ire et la 2g pers. (p. 96, 6) add
dn pluriel. May not the first person singular
of the present subjunctive be also used in an

imperative sense? Read suivis for precedes
(p. 102, 6), and it may be better to add quaint
le sujet est impersonnel to this paragraph. In-

sert iii. before fronom (p. 109, i). The plural

expression ce sont needs, for the explanation
of its use, more than two examples (p. no, 7).

The statement in 10 (p. 116) might be worded

differently, since very much the same differ-

ence in meaning exists between "
who," etc.,

and "which," etc., as between gui, yue and

lequel, etc. It should be noted that les so/dats

se sont battus (p. 145, 2) has two meanings :

" the soldiers fought each other" and simply,
" the soldiers fought." It is not quite correct
to say (p. 151, 13) that the c of the infinitive

ending ger is retained before a, o; the word-

ing of this paragraph had better be changed.
The preterit oivenir might be given in full.on
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p. 117, 10, since it is a difficult tense to learn ;

every teacher is familiar with the supposed
forms ven'unes and venites. The same remark

applies to tenir (p. 186, 3), and it may also be

added that it is a pity verbs that are con-

jugated alike are not placed near each other.

The difference between il estne and ilnaqtnt

(p. 211, 9) should be explained.
The subject matter in this grammar is, per-

haps, a little scattered, but there is an index

by which reference can be made to the para-

graphs which treat the same questions. The
use of this index would be much facilitated if

the numbers of the lessons headed each page
of the grammar, and also if its general head-

ings were still further subdivided. But its

most serious fault is that there are some wrong
references, as under A'otn ; Notnbre, iii, II, 12

(for iii, 10, 1 1), and also that tlie chapters in the

grammar are sometimes duplicated, as iii, on

p. 29 and on p. 31, so that, for example, iii, i

refers to two separate paragraphs. An index

of irregular verbs is absolutely needed. Short

vocabularies are interspersed in the text itself,

and a French-English vocabulary ends the

work.

Several changes must, therefore, be made
before this grammar can be called perfect, but

the reviewer cannot close without renewed con-

gratulations both to Professor Magnenat and
to all modern language instructors who may
think it wise to make use of French in their

classes-congratulations fully deserved, since

the former has brought out a work, by the aid

of which the latter can introduce conversa-

tional exercises into the class-room without

wasting valuable time on short and inane sen-

tences, so distasteful to most teachers.

B. For a year or more a soul may be said

tg have been wandering on the shelves of our

studies, awaiting its incarnation. When a

charming soul finally occupies a comely body,
the result is most satisfactory. A charming

story of Topffer's has just been made accessi-

ble to students through Mr. Taylor's skill,

after having at first appeared, for some strange

reason, without either introduction or notes.

The editor of La liibliotlt^que de tnon Oncle

is in sympathy with his author, and his intro-

duction is just the sort of introduction wanted

by college students, while his notes are care-

fully prepared. Topffer has not written much,
and Mr. Taylor has, therefore, been able to

give, in the few pages at his command, a

thoroughly good idea of the author's life and
influence. A prominent American editor was

only recently complaining of the injustice of

allowing twenty, or so, pages for introductory
remarks on a man who had written but three

or four stories, and yet of not granting more
space to the consideration of such voluminous
writers as Hugo, Balzac, and Zola. This editor

is doubtless right, though publishers may
quote the parable of the vineyard, whose
workers were given one penny whether they
had toiled all day or been engaged for an hour

only. Dissatisfaction was naturally expressed

by the former. The more, however, one thinks

of this matter, the more grows the thought
that, perhaps, the publishers are not altogether

wrong, and that a concise but readable intro-

duction, which students will study, is better

than one over which they may merely skim.

The whole point is this : an introduction

should whet the appetite, not satisfy it. A
learner should be induced to look further into

the life and writings of the author read. If

the introduction accomplishes this object, it

has really done more good than if it had

given the student .the idea that he knows, after

reading it, all that is worth knowing about

the writer.

Attention may be called to a few changes
which, in some cases, should, in others, wight
be made in a new edition of this text. Read
inazurs for inters and dtja for deja in the pas-

sage cited on p. xvi. Mr. Taylor is rather

hard on the age of Victor Hugo when he

states (p. xvii) that it was "the age of the

bouffon as well as the lachrymose." Lovers

of the Romantic school may think him some-
what severe, and yet the editor, on the same

page, speaks of this school as " our old

friend." This is, however, worse and worse;
"our old friend" sounds so patronizing; it

suggests so vividly the patting on the shoulder

of an old weeping buffoon. On p. xix, it is

said that, in the sentence, qui, perdant I'
'

equi-

libre, etait tcmbee en rtpandant par la chant,

bre les pinceaux, Topffer varies the use of

the present participle with and without en.

It would seem rather that any careful French
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writer for the sake of euphony would avoid

using en twice in this short sentence. This

could hardly be called a characteristic of

Topffer. Read quel for que on p. 62, 1. 4.

Read fante for faut on p. 157, 1. 16. Change
the syllabification of aider-ons to aide-rons

on p. 170, 1. 12. Read qu'elle for quelle on p.

176, 1. 7-

The following observations may be made on

the notes, which with these few exceptions, do
the editor credit. Does verrut (p. 13, 1. 27)

mean " mole ?
"

Isn't it rather " wart ?
"
Why

translate hanneton (p. 14, 1.6)? Ouvrage means
"task" rather than "fault;" if any idea of

blame is contained in this sentence, the

rendering
"
doing

" would seem appropriate.

Does the editor consider 6ta a wot (p. 65, 1. 13)

a correct French expression ? Why translate

nn vase de capacities (p. 70, 1. 26) ? Read etaii

for rtait(<p. 73, 1. 31). The note to p. 74, 1. 5,

would not be clear to a student. The note on

de (p. 79, 1. 3) is not complete, as the de in such

a phrase as aime de lui could not be explained

by the statement that the action is not definitely

limited, a correct enough explanation, perhaps,
of such clauses as connu de quelqucs erudits.

Read espererais for espererais (p. 95, 1. 18). Is

it quite right to say (p. 99, 1. i) that Old French
"
decayed

"
after the fourteenth century, and

that from this "decay" came Modern French ?

Phonetic changes show development rather

than decay. Read camarde for camarade (p.

106, I. 3). Read (res for tres(p. in, 1. u). As

many students who will read this text have
not had Latin, it might be useful to translate

all Latin passages, as on p. 112, 1. 1, etc. The
Arve (p. 112, 1. 19), when it joins the Rh6ne, is

south of Geneva, but the Saleve is rather to

the east of that city. Why translate in full

the conversation on p. 129 ? In d'aller droit

man chemin (p. 154, 1. 28), droit is felt now to

be an adverb, accompanying therefore the

verb alter, in which case there would be no
metathesis for d'aller inon droit chemin.

It is pleasant to review a text edited by a

teacher as careful as Mr. Taylor. The few
mistakes that have slipped in by no means
mar the appreciation felt for an American
work ably prepared.

C. The introduction to the Histoire (fun

Merle Blanc, very concise and covering little

more than one page, is written by Miss

Williams. It might have been made some-

what longer, in view of de Mussel's position in

French literature. At any rate, a few obser-

vations, bearing directly on the text which

follows, would not have been amiss, especially
as this story is more than the simple autobiog-

raphy of a small bird. The fragmentary com-
ments found in the notes might have been

more useful in the introduction, where they
would have formed a more complete whole.

Miss Williams' few introductory remarks are

bright enough to prove her quite able to suc-

cessfully undertake a more ambitious intro-

duction. There are, however, times when
too little is better than too much.
The misprints in the text are few. On p.

13, 1. 13, read quelle for qu'elle; p. 15, 1. 28,

as for a; p. 33, 1. 12, fire for etre ; p. 39, I. 20,

trouvai for trovuai. The division of words

might be altered in four cases. The first two

changes may be disputed, but croy-ais and

ennuy-eux seem better than cro-yais (p. 17, ].

5) and ennu-ycux (p. 17, 1. 5). The last two

changes should, however, be made: pu-blierai
and pu-blic, instead of pub-lierai (p. 28, I. 20)

and pub-lie (p. 29, 1. 22). The rules for the

division of syllables are stricter in French
than in English, and editors should be cor-

respondingly more careful in following them.
The notes are all prepared with care, and

are not superfluous, except perhaps in a few
cases. Is the translation of the following

passages really needed ? Quand vint le temps
de ma premiere mue (p. 2, 1. 30); qui vous
donnent I'air d'un marguillier en train d'a-

valer line omelette (p. 4, 1. 8), which the edi-

tors merely translate literally; une certaine
nuit qii'il pleuvait a verse (p. 6, I. 18), where
the explanation of que is however a propos ;

courir comme la fltche a un but marque qui
ne nous echappe jamais (p. 6, 1. 28); man isole-

mentpour etre glorieux ne m'en semblaitpas
mains penib le (p. 33, 1. 11), where pour and en
had better be explained separately.
Care should be taken to make the transla-

tion correspond with the words actually quoted
in the notes. Avoir I'air (p. 9, 1. 18) does not
mean " so as to seem ;

"
chanter a tue-tete (p.

16, 1. 12) means more than simply "at the top
of my voice ;

" " he is inexperienced
"

is not
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the full rendering of on dirait qu'il est nl

d'/iifr(\i. 18, 1. 28), nor is "all at once" the

complete meaning of iinpriinee tout d'nne

venue (p. 30, 1. 17).

Ne laissait pas que de m'attrister (p. 17, 1.

12) might also be explained, if an explanation
of tiiais ne laissez pas de faire (p. 18, 1. 22) is

deemed necessary; in this note etonner should

be etonner. A cause de would not be the

modern rendering of <J cause que, on p. 20, 1.

12 ; parce que is the modern phrase in this

particular case. Instead of translating the

whole sentence containing the conditional

sauraient (p. 26, 1. 24), it would be better to

mention and explain the fact that the condi-

tional of savoir may have the same meaning
as the conditional uffiouvotr. Does inccontent

(p. 33, 1. 4) strictly mean
" misunderstood "?

The above possible corrections aside, the

notes show that the editors are in sympathy
with the author of the story they have edited,

and that they have done their work with care

and good judgment.

Princeton University.

EDWIN S. LEWIS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE TREATMENT OF NATURE IN
W1STASSE LE MOl.VE.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: The following verses taken from the

roinan d'aventure of Wistasse le Maine may
be taken as additional proof that the audiences

of the Middle Ages were not dull to the

appreciation of out-door nature, even when

elaborately and artistically introduced.

Wistasse, who is a sort of French Robin

Hood, after stealing his horses, has been lead-

ing the Count of Boulogne a weary chase, and

has succeeded in eluding him by resorting to

various disguises : now appearing as a char-

coal burner and again as a potter. After nar-

rowly escaping capture, Wistasse taunts his

foe as described in the following passage. 1

En . j . nit d'escouflt est months.

Wistasccs li escervcles

Illuecques se fist lotissignol.

Bien tenoit le come por fol.

I See verses 1140-1172 of Wendelin Fiirster's Wistasst It

Maine, Halll, 1891.

Quant voit le conte trespasser,

Wistasces commenche a crier :

" Ochi ! ochi ! ochi ! ochi !

"

Et li quens Kenans respond! :

"
Je 1'ocirai, par saint Richier 1

Se je le puis as mains ballier."
*' Fier ! fieri" dist Wistasces li moigne.
" Par foi 1

"
dist li quens de Bouloigne,

" Si ferai jou, je le ferai,

Ja en eel liu ne le tenrai.''

Wistasces rest aseiirrfa,

Si se rest -ij. mos ^scries :

" Non 1'ot 1 siot! nonl'otl siot!"

Quant li quens de Bouloigne Pot,
" Certes si ot." che dist li quens ;

*' Tolu m'a tous mes chevals buens."

Wistasces s'escria :

" Hui ! hui !

''

* l Tu dis bien,'' dist li quens; "c'est hui

Queje I'ocirai a mes maius."

Dist li quens :

"
II n'est mie fol

Ki croit conseil de loussignol.

Li loussignos m'a bien apris

A vengier de mes anemis,

Car li loussignos si m'escrie

Queje le fiere et que Tochie."

Dont s'esmut li quens de Bouloigne
Por sievir Wistasce le moigne.

The English rendering might be :

Up into a kite's nest Wistasse has mounted.
There the fickle Wistasse made himself into

a nightingale. Full well he held the Count for

a fool.

When he sees the Count pass by, Wistasse

begins to cry out :

' Kill ! Kill ! Kill ! Kill !

"

And Count Renaut replies :

"
I will kill him, by Saint Richier! If I can

get him into my hands."
"Strike! Strike!" said Wistasse the monk.

"By my faith!
"

said the Count of Boulogne,
"I will strike him, I will strike him, but not in

this place now shall I find him."

Wistasse feels safe again and cries out two
words:

"He missed him! he had him! he missed
him! he had him! "

When the Count of Boulogne hears this,
"
Certainly he had him," said tlie Count

;

" he
has taken all my good horses."
Wistasse cried out; "To-day! to-day!"

"Thousayest right," said the Count; it will

be to-day that I will kill him with my hands."
Said the Count: " He is no fool who follows

the advice of a nightingale. The nightingale
has well taught me how to take vengeance on

my enemy ; for the nightingale calls out to me
that I shall strike him and kill him."
Then the Count of Boulogne moved on to

follow after Wistasse the monk.
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The old-time inhabitants of "douce France"

seem to have been keenly alive to the beauties

of the spring-time, of the flowing rivers and

the green meadows. Even in the satirical Ro-

man de Renart we find these charming lines :

Ou mois de mai qu'estt commence

Que cil arbre cueillent semenco

Que cler chantent parmi le gaut

L'oriol et le papegaut.
1

In the passage quoted from Wistasse le Maine,

however, there is something more than the

mere mention of a nightingale's song. There

is not a little psychological interest. The author

lias wrought the Count of Boulogne into such

a susceptible mood that he interprets the sim-

ple notes of the nightingale as rendered by
this joking Wistasse, in accordance with his

own revengeful train of thought. More fanci-

ful than what we are accustomed to find in

mediaeval poetry, this device here does much
to increase the humor of the situation. We
have all been in a frame of mind when the

sounds about us have a special significance.

It would be interesting to hear of parallel pas-

sages in mediaeval literature where resort is

had to a dialogue between a man and an

animal after the fashion of this conversation

between the Count of Boulogne and Wistasse

the monk, impersonating the nightingale.

W. W. COMFORT.

Haverford College.

L1ALLIANCE FRANCAISE.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: The two sessions of the Alliance

Francaise at Paris during the months of July
and August were marked by larger attendance

and more advanced courses than any previous
session. The United States was fairly well

represented, and teachers of French from all

parts of Europe took advantage of the privi-

leges offered. During the July session the Ger-

manic group outnumbered either the Anglo-

American, the Slav, or the International, but

the August session found the Anglo-American
the strongest.

The Alliance had stately quarters for its

lectures at the Ecole Coloniale in the Avenue de

f Obseruatoire, where, in the center of student

Paris, the members had every opportunity and

i Verses 1-4 of Branche xvii in Henri Martin's edition.

encouragement for their work.
As might have been expected, the courses

were far from being of equal value, but a cer-

tain freedom of election was allowed even to

the candidates for a diploma, and this liberty
enabled all participants to concentrate their

efforts on the subjects they considered most
suited to their individual needs.

Among the lecturers were men of ability and

scholarly reputation. The director, M. Ferdi-

nand Brtinot, proved himself an efficient ad-

ministrator, and gave a set of lectures on His-

torical French Grammar. His ability as a

teacher is in no way inferior to his power as a

writer.

A brilliant course of lectures was given by
M. ReniJ Doumic, the eminent critic. He
treated the Literature of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury in a way that delighted his audience,
while his clear insight and careful analysis put

system into the chaotic abundance of the ma-
terials. Always clear and logical, always en-

thusiastic, even when most severe in his criti-

cism, M. Doumic by his style and manner
made himself a universal favorite.

The course in Phonetics was one of the most

important. The Abb6 Rousselot and M. Zmul-

Burguet, eminent authorities on this subject,

gave instruction of great value to those at-

tending the course. The Abbe
1

i'ousselot gave
the general lectures, after which the practical
and experimental work was directed by M.

Zund-Burguet, a separate class being formed
for each group of nationalities.

There were offered each month ten different

courses, embracing the subjects best suited to

the needs of teachers of French in foreign
lands. The summer sessions of the Alliance

have now attained the rank of a university
summer school, and the policy of meeting the

wants of the greatest number will doubtless

draw each year more and more teachers of

French to hear its lecturers. At the annual

banquet, the Director announced the intention

of offering next year a larger variety of courses,
and of permitting more freedom of election.

This will tend to give to the Alliance still

more of the character of a university summer
school, and will meet more fully the desire of

American teachers of French.

EDGAR E. BRANDON.
Miami University.
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COMMON LANGUAGE.
To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS : "Apart from the usual Americanisms
familiar to English- readers, there are some
novel and amusing expressions in the text. A
few which deal with details of costume maybe
quoted. Thus we hear of '

young women in

shirt-waists and sailor hats, and young men in

flannel outing suits,' and of 'baskets of freshly
laundered clothes,' and of ' a pretty waist of

pale silk.' After all, these phrases may be
quite native to California, or even to Los
Angeles, and have nothing in common with
America at large." The Athentzum, Sept. 10,

1898.

I send you the above with the hope that some
American, versed in the English language,

may be willing; to translate these "novel and

amusing expressions
"

into the speech which
the descendants of Shakespere's compatriots
have substituted for that of their ancestors.

But if we do not use their language, they
do not think our thoughts; as the following

specimen of conjectural semantic from the

Athenizum of Sept. third may exemplify :

" Dr is described as 'Instructor in

Rhetoric.' Whether this is equivalent to 'tutor'

at Oxford or Cambridge, or whether it is a
Western title for '

professor
' we do not know :

but it is possible that, as quack doctors and
barber? style themselves 'professors' through-
out the West, it may have been determined to

substitute 'instructor' for the abused and de-

preciated title."

ANDREW INGRAHAM.
The Swain Free School.

BROWNE'S REVIEW OF
MILTON.

HIMES'S

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,

SIRS: It becomes an author, I suppose,
when the reviewers are at work upon his books

to hold his peace, take the sour with the sweet,
and try to learn something from all. But

when a direct challenge to explain himself is

filing at him he cannot well refuse to take it

up. For this reason I notice Prof. Browne's

question, though my book itself would answer
it for any but a very careless reader.

Before coming to the question, however, I

wish to correct some mistakes and misstate-

ments of the reviewer. The one thing that he

undertakes to tell us about Milton, namely,
that the poet identifies Mammon witli Mulciber,

is an error. For evidence I appeal to Milton
himself and to "his original," Spenser, and
not to the commentators. The two spirits are
no more identical than the philanthropic mil-

lionaire is identical with the architect who
constructed the university building in which
Professor Browne teaches.

Because the Apocalypse has been a treasure-

house for cranks, the critic proceeds on the

assumption that any one who finds any truth

in that part of Scripture belongs to that frater-

nity. Milton, however, did not disparage that

book, but spoke of it with admiration as "the

majestic image of a high and stately tragedy."
The reviewer continues to believe "that the

narrative in Genesis and the ancient tradition

of the fall of the angels furnished the poet
with his subject." Why "tradition''? Does
not Professor Browne know that this "tradi-

tion" is itself drawn from the discredited

book? If the "tradition," occupying with its

consequences about as much space in the poem
as the narrative in Genesis, has been taken
from the Apocalypse, why should it be deemed
incredible that the outline or germ of the

whole poem may be discovered in the same
writing ? What dictate of good sense forbids

accepting the idea of finding here a scheme
which subordinates to itself both the story of

Genesis and the "tradition"? By the courtesy
of the editors I am permitted, if it should seem
desirable, to present this matter in a future

issue of the NOTES.

When the professor begins to quote, I recog-
nize some of my words but none of my ideas.

Things are joined that were never intended to

be. The reviewer seems to imagine that in

presenting the opinions of another a centaur is

just as good as a horse and a man. I thought
it fairly sane when I .said that given Mammon,
the spirit of Wealth, and Mulciber, the spirit

of Art, and their helpers, the product was
Pandemonium, a capitol fashioned after the

Roman Pantheon. I thought as much when
I declared on abundant evidence that the

scenery in the first book of Paradise Lost is

an imitation of what in Classic times belonged
to the west coast of Italy ; likewise, when I

drew independently from scores of passages
all through the poem that Satan was identified

with the classical Apollo; likewise, when I
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inferred from other facts that the government
established in Pandemonium over Hell was

intentionally identified by the Protestant poet
with the sway over the world by imperial and

papal Rome.

Though aware of the futility of explaining
where the questioner does not wish to under-

stand, I add a few words to my note on Par-

Lostu, SSo, which Professor Browne quotes:
" Recoil. After long detention in the 'iron

furnace' of Egypt the children of Israel were
thrust out (Exod. xi. i). The recoil of Hell-

gates is like the sudden urgency of the Egyp-
tians after their sullen resistance."

Hell is spoken of as "a furnace of fire" (Matt.
xiii. 42) ; Egypt as an "iron furnace "

(Deut.
iv. 20). Other notes show that in this particu-

lar part of the poem Egypt furnishes a number
of the features of Milton's Hell. The poem
itself contains plainer references that no one
will dispute. The justification for this Milton

seems to have derived from Rev. xi. 8. The
recoil of Hell-gates from the lock allegorically

expresses the temper of the Egyptians upon
which depended the escape of the Israelites

from the iron furnace of their oppression.
These hints will be sufficient to those who can

interpret allegory.

JOHN A. HIMES.
Pennsylvania Collige.

A STATUE OF THE YOUTHFUL
GOETHE A T STRASSBURG.

To THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES,
SIRS : The approaching celebration of

Goethe's one hundred and fiftieth birthday has

given rise to a plan which, conceived by mem-
bers of the faculty of Strassburg University,
should obtain the support and cooperation of

all the friends of German literature. It was in

Strassburg that Goethe first became fully him-
self. Here the greatness of mediaeval art first

dawned upon him. Here the love for Friecl-

erike brought out for the first time his lyric

genius. Here he planned
" Gotz von Berlich-

ingen" and "Faust." It is eminently fitting,

then, that in Strassburg his memory should
be honored by a statue representing him in the
first glow audjoyfulness of youth.
A large number of distinguished scholars,

under the lead of the Grand Duke of Weimar,
have taken the matter in hand, and it is hoped
that by August 28, 1899, a sum will have been

brought together sufficient to insure a worthy
execution of this worthy plan. American
admirers of Goethe who wish to take part
in it are asked to send their contributions

either to Prof. J. P. Hatfield, Evanston, 111., or
to Prof. Horatio S. White, Ithaca, N. Y., or to

the undersigned.
KUNO FRANCKE.

Hanitini University.

BRIEF MENTION.

The next annual meeting of the Modern
Language Association of America will be held
at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville,
Va., December 27, 28, 29, 1898. The Central
Division of the Association will meet at the
same time at the University of Nebraska, Lin-
coln, Neb. The first session of the meeting
at the University of Virginia will be he-Id on
Tuesday December 27, at 8 o'clock p. m., to
hear President Fortier's address on "Social
and historical forces in French Literature."
Among the papers which will be read are "/.
Vie de S/e. Catharine d'Ale.vainirie as con-
tained in the Paris MS. La Clayctte." By H.
A. Todd. "Luisde Leon, the Spanish poet,
humanist, and mystic." By J. D. M. Ford.
"Lemercier and the Three Unities." By John
R. Ellinger, Jr. "The influence of the return
of Spring on the earliest French lyric poetry."
By W. S. Symington, Jr. "The origin and
meaning of ' German! '

(Tac. Germ. 2)." By
A. Gudeman. "German American ballads."
By M. D. Learned. "The sources of Opitz's
Buck von der deutschcn Poeterti." By T. S.
Baker. "Some tendencies in English con-
temporary poetry. By C. Weygandt. "From
Franklin to Lowell, a century of New Eng-
land pronunciation." By C. H. Graudgent.
"Transverse alliteration in Teutonic poetry."
By O. F. Emerson. "The origin of the Runic
Alphabet, and the explanation of the peculiar
order of the runes." By G. Henipl. "The
International Correspondence." By E. H.
Magill.

"
Adversative-conjunctive relations."

By R. H. Wilson.
An important feature of the meeting will be

the final report of the Committee of' Twelve,
appointed to consider the position of the
Modern Languages (German and French) in

Secondary Education.
It is expected that all persons attending the

meeting will be invited to visit Monticello, the
home of Thomas Jefferson, on Wednesday
afternoon, December 28.
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Notes f

Wyatt, A. J., An Elementary Old English Gram-
mar (see Klaeber)

256-257

76 85

257-258

M3-M4

41-44

, Mf fnrlrh, Der Zerbrochene Krug, Dcr
tote Gast, and Das Abenteuer der Neujahrs-
nacht

49-5

189
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